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CHANGE  RECORDS 

ISSUE DATE § CHANGE RECORDS  AUTHOR 

01 13/01/2012 PDR Issue ACS Team 

02 15/03/2012 Delivery for PDR close-out ACS Team 

  Section 3.20.1: updated file naming convention 
relative to PDI HKTM as per PDR-RID-26/FM-13 
disposition. 

 

  The following sections have been updated as per 
PDR-RID-70/EC-01 disposition: 
Section 1.6.5: clarified SAFE approach. 
Sections from 3.6 to 3.13: updated PDI’s structure. 
Sections from 4.6 to 4.9: updated User Product 
structure. 

 

  The following sections have been updated as per  
PDR-RID-73/EC-02 taking into account comments 
and discrepancies detected in the rid73 
Attachment.pdf document. 
Section 1.4 
Section 1.6.3 
Section 1.6.4 
Section 1.6.5 
Section 2.6 
Section 3.8.3.1 
Section 3.8.4 

 

  As per PDR-RID-75/EC-03 point 1: 
Specified in the Table 3-14, SENSING_TIME field as 
type date_time:AN_UTC_DATE_TIME. Corrected the 
corresponding Level-0 Granule schema annexed to 
this document in the [PSD]_S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-
PSD_[02]_Schema.zip file. 
As per PDR-RID-75/EC-03 point 2: 
Corrected section 4.6.7.3. 
As per PDR-RID-75/EC-03 point 3: 
Added in the Table 3-16 and in the corresponding 
schema GRANULE_DIMENSIONS field. 

 

 
 As per PDR-RID-84/EC-04 disposition: 

Clarified in the section 2.10 the metadata 
management. 

 

 
 Section 1.4: clarified schema management as 

required by PDR-RID-166/JM-04. 
 

  Sections 3.x.3 (x from 1 to 8) and section 1.4 have  
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been updated as per PDR-RID-217/EC-08 request. 

  Sections 1.6.2.1 and 1.6.3: updated according to 
PDR-RID-239/GV-04 disposition. 

 

  Sections 1.6.2.1, 1.6.3 and 1.6.4: updated as per 
PDR-RID-240/GV-05 disposition. 

 

  Section 0: updated as per PDR-RID-316/EC-24 
disposition. 

 

  Section 4.6.7.1: as required by PDR-RID-464/OC-22 
this section has been updated providing a preliminary 
analysis of the product metadata elements to be 
handled by DAG. 

 

  Section 4.9.2.1: updated according to ESA response 
to PDR-RID-465/BK-01. 

 

  Section 2.8: clarified Level-2A product generation as 
required by PDR-RID-467/BK-02. 

 

  Section 1.3: updated clarifing the list of the applicable 
and reference documents mentioned in this 
document. 

 

  Added Section 3.2 to clarify the PDI naming 
convention. 

 

  Sections 3.x.3 (x from 1 to 8): for each Granule and 
Datastrip PDI the content of SAFE Manifest is fully 
described; an example of Manifest for each PDI is 
provided in the annexed [PSD]_S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-
PSD_[02]_SAFE.zip file. 

 

  Added Sections 3.22 and 4.9.10 to describe TCI PDI 
definition and TCI End User Product.. 

 

  Chapter 5: updated Internal Product Format 
Definition. 

 

03 06/04/2012 Delivery to include some ESA comments on the 
previous issue of the document. 

ACS Team 

  The following sections, figures and tables have been 
updated according to comments issued by ESA on 
the previous issue of the PSD delivered for PDR 
close-out: 

Section 1.3 

Section 1.6.5 

Section 3.8.3.1 
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Section 3.20.1 

Section 4.6.7.1 

Section 4.6.8 

Table 3-6 

Table 3-7 

Figure 16 

  Added section 1.5.1 to give a Sentinel-2 product 
overview to better understand the purpose of the 
document. 

 

  Added sections 3.4and 3.4.2 to underlind the 
common structure at Granule and Datastrip level. 

 

  Updated section 3.1 to clarify tar organization and 
structure. 

 

  Updated section 3.6 regarding to the PDI Granule 
Level-0 organization and structure. 

 

04 09/07/2012 Delivery for CDR-4  

  Section 3.20.1: updated naming convention removing 
File instance ID mandatory prefix "ssss" (Site centre 
of the file originator) as required by the Panel 
Disposition of PDR-RID-026/FM-13 and S2PP/FM-
13/1/PSD (related to S2PP/FM-09/1/P2FICD and 
PDR-RID-37/FM-09). 

 

  Chapter 2: focusing on DIMAP implementation is 
provided. 

 

  Chapter 3: updated to complete and better document 
the PDI format specifications. 

 

  Chapter 4: updated to complete and better document 
the User Product format specifications. 

 

  The sections 4.3 and 4.6.7.1 (Table 4-12) clarify the 
processing performed by the DAG-C to compute the 
QIs at product level. 

 

  Sections 4.7.9, 4.8.8 and 4.9.9: added the description 
of manifest files for L1A, L1B and L1C user products. 

 

  Added Annex C to provide the OLQC_Report.xml 
report performed by OLQC processor consolidation. 

 

  Added manifest.safe files and corresponding XSD 
schemas relative to Level-1A, Level-1B and Level-1C 
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(cfr. [PSD]_S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD_[05]_SAFE.zip 
annexed to this document). 

05 20/09/2012 This issue of the document includes the following 
main improvements: 

- Chapters 1 and 2: updated to help the reader in 
the understanding of the document; 

- Section 3.7: included latest feedback from 
Satellite Ancillary Data; 

- Section 3.20: updated HKTM PDI defining it as a 
SAFE Product Data Item; 

- Chapter 4: all metadata for user product level 
have been provided; 

- All: consolidation of the file naming, including 
RID S2PP/FM-13/1/PSD (HKTM file naming now 
[EOFFS], ref added in applicable documents 
list); 

- All: CDR-4 Batch 1 RID including ESA red 
marks taken into account throughout the doc; 

- New version of the XSD schema set according 
to the document description. 

- Algorithm to generate Product Level QIs as per 
PDR RID OC-22 agreement (see Table 4-12) 

 

06 28/11/2012 Section 1.3: updated applicable and reference 
documentation according to the new baseline 
documentation. 

 

  Section 3.2: Clarified the purpose of the PDI_ID 
definition as a logical and physical naming 
convention. 

 

  Section 3.7.3.1: 

1. Minor changes on the Table 3-33: Level-0 
Datastrip – Image_Data_Info Description to 
align the metadata description vs XSD 
schemas. 

2. Updated Table 3-34: Level-0 Datastrip – 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data _Info Description 
according to the new issue of the applicable 
[PDD] and [GPP-IODD] and to align the 
metadata description vs XSD schemas. 

3. Minor changes on the Table 3-32: Level-0 
Datastrip – Quality_Indicator_Info Description 
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to add details on metadata description. 

4. Updated Table 3-36 Level-0 Datastrip – 
Auxiliary_Data_Info Description to add the 
IERS_BULLETIN_FILENAME reference 
needed to fill the corresponding product level 
metadata. 

  Section 3.9.3.1: 

1. Added POD_Info (Figure 34 and Table 3-44) 
according to the [PDD] description. 

2. Updated Table 3-46 Level-1A Datastrip – 
Auxiliary_Data_Info Description to add the 
IERS Bulletin reference 
(IERS_BULLETIN_FILENAME) and the 
Image_Display_Order metadata 
(RED_CHANNEL, GREEN_CHANNEL, 
BLUE_CHANNEL). 

 

  Section 3.11.3.1: 

1. Updated Table 3-53 Level-1B Datastrip – 
Auxiliary_Data_Info Description to add the 
IERS Bulletin reference 
(IERS_BULLETIN_FILENAME), the GRI data 
reference and the Image_Display_Order 
metadata. 

 

  Section 3.12.3.1: 

1. Updated Figure 50 and Table 3-56 according 
to the applicable [PDD]. 

 

  Section 3.13.3.1: 

1. Updated Figure 56 and  Table 3-61: Level-1C 
Datastrip – Auxiliary_Data_Info Description to 
include ECMWF_DATA_REF, 
Image_Display_Order and 
QUANTIFIATION_VALUE metadata 
according to [PDD] description. 

 

  Sections 3.20 and 3.20.1: updated to describe the 
HKTM PDI as a SAFE product. The corresponding 
manifest.safe and SAFE schema have been added in 
the annexed zip file (S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-
PSD_[V06]_SAFE.zip). 

 

  Section 4.4. 

1. Updated according to the applicable [NGEO-
EICD-S2]. 
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  Section 4.6.2.1: 

2. Updated ISPs description; 

 

  Section 4.6.7.1: 

1. Minor changes on the Table 4-9: Level-0 
Product_Metadata_File - General_Info 
Description to add details on metadata 
description. Added fileFormat attribute for 
IMAGE_DATA_ID metadata. 

2. Minor changes on the Table 4-10: Level-0 
Product_Metadata_File - Geometric_Info 
Description to add details on metadata 
description. 

 

  Section 4.7.7.1: 

1. Updated Figure 67 and added Table 4-17: 
Level-1A Product_Metadata_File - 
General_Info Description to include the 
Product_Image_Characteristics according to 
[PDD] description. 

 

  Section 4.8.7.1: 

1. Updated Figure 75 and added Table 4-22: 
Level-1B Product_Metadata_File – 
Auxiliry_Data_Info Description to include the 
Restoration_Parameters and 
Equalization_Parameters according to [PDD] 
description. 

 

  Section 4.9.7.1: 

1. Removed Radiometric_Info from 
Product_Metadata_File because, according to 
[PDD], this group of metadata is available at 
Datastrip level for each Datastrip composing 
the product. 

2. Added Figure 79 and Table 4-23 to detail the 
general information provided throught the 
Level-1C_Product_Metadata_File. 

 

  Section 5.2.2.2: updated file naming for IPF products.  

  Updated in the whole the document the Processing 
Baseline definition and management. 

 

  Updated Annex D to define the OLQC reports naming 
convention. 
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  SYS-1120 GML mask format: updated sections 3.4.1, 
3.8.2, 3.10.2, 3.12.2. Added annex to describe the 
grouping strategy to have several masks in one 
physical GML file. 

 

  SYS-1121 PVI as optional file: updated section 0  

  SYS-1123 SAFE format approach packaging: 
updated section 4.2. 

 

  SYS-1124 Level-0 Granule Physical Format: updated 
section 3.6.2 and clarified in all the document that L0 
Granules come with one image file per band and per 
detector. 

 

  SYS-1125 Level-0 User Product Data Organization: 
updated section 4.6.2.1. 

 

  SYS-1127 General Comment on the physical 
presentation: updated section 4 to include within the 
User Product physical format an 
UserProduct_index.html file. 

 

  SYS-1129 Readability of the Document: checked all 
cross-references and links to tables, figures and 
sections. 

 

  SYS-1130 SAD raw Data: updated section 4.6.3, 
Table 3-8 and Table 3-9. 

 

07 22/02/2013 CDR Delivery  

  Added [OLQC-TN] reference document.  

  Removed [CCTC-IPF] reference document because 
not available for the end user. 

 

  The obsolete section 1.4 Document Roadmap has 
been replaced with the section “How to Use this 
Document” to help the reader in navigating in the 
document.  

 

  Section 0: added AS-4 regarding raw SAD data 
organization. 

 

  Section 3: all PDI naming conventions and PDI_ID 
definitions have been updated according to [EOFFS-
PDGS]. 

 

  Section 3.6.3.2: updated IMG_DATA description.  

  Section 3.21 and 3.21.1: updated to describe the 
SAD files management as per AS-4. 
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  Added at Datastrip level (Table 3-32) the following 
metadata: 

DATATAKE_SENSING_STOP 

DATASTRIP_SENSING_START 

DATASTRIP_SENSING_STOP 

Renamed SENSING_TIME metadata as 
DATATAKE_SENSING_START 

 

  As per RID/ESA-217, removed the metadata : 

- Corrected_Attitudes/Values/VELOCITY_VALUES 

- Corrected_Attitudes/Values/VELOCITY_ERRORS 

from the document (Table 3-34) and the 
corresponding XSD schema. 

 

  Removed DEGRADED_ANC_DATA_PERCENTAGE 
metadata from Granule level (Table 3-16, Table 3-28, 
Table 3-40, Table 3-50, Table 3-57). This information 
is available at Datastrip level through the 
“degradationPercentage” attribute. 

 

  Section 4: updated User Product structure to include 
the HTML folder containing a product presentation file 
(SYS-1127). 

 

  Section 4.6.2.1: updated L0 Data Organization 
description. 

 

  Section 4.6.3: updated Ancillary Data description.  

  Removed all reference to DEM Quality Masks 
because no quality mask is available. 

 

  Removed section 5. INTERNAL PRODUCT FORMAT 
DEFINITION because not End User oriented. All 
information has been moved in the appropriate ICDs. 

 

  Added table in the Annex B to clarify the meaning 
and the applicability of each inventory metadata. 

 

  All: the document has been updated to clarify that 
there are not redundant metadata in the SAFE 
formatted User Product.  

 

  Modifies on XSD schemas: 

dimap.xsd:  

1. removed VELOCITY_VALUES and 
VELOCITY_ERRORS metadata from 
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AN_ATTITUDE_DATA_INV complexType; 

2. removed “bandId” attribute from 
A_GRANULE_FOOTPRINT complexType 

item.xsd: 

1. updated all the regular expression according to the 
new PDI-ID naming conventions 

Inventory_Metadata.xsd: 

1. updated all the regular expression according to the 
new PDI-ID naming conventions 

2. added attotations to clarify the applicability for 
each metadata 

 

Added the following schames to validate the XML 
metadata files in case of User Product SAFE 
formatted: 

SAFE_user_product_Level-0.xsd 

SAFE_user_product_Level-1A.xsd 

SAFE_user_product_Level-1B.xsd 

SAFE_user_product_Level-1C.xsd 

08 17/05/2013 Delivery for CDR Close-out Batch1  

  ESA-681 Metadata in case of AT granule 
aggregation: updated section 4.7.8 to include 

 Details about Along-Track Granules Aggregation; 

 Aggregated Granule ID definition; 

 Aggregated Granule Physical Format description; 

 Aggregated Granule Metadata definition. 

 

  ESA-688 GML mask generation strategy: updated 
sections 3.8.2, 3.9.2 and 3.10.2 to clarify that the 
mask files are divided per band. The mask naming 
convention and the masks grouping strategy 
described in the Annex E of the document have been 
updated accordingly. 

 

  ESA-752: tile conso approach vs PSD: updated 
section4.9.8 to include the following information: 

 Description of the Tile Consolidation concept; 

 Tile consolidated ID definition;  

 

http://jira.s2pdgs.com/browse/ESA-688
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 Tile consolidated metadata definition. 

  ESA-770: Point and comments on the [PSD]: the 
whole document has been updated to implement the 
comments listed in the RID PRO-19.pdf annexed to 
this issue. 

 

  ESA-836 Download Options: updated section 4.4 and 
Table 4-9 to align the download options as per [SAD] 
reference document. The User Product XSD 
schemas have been updated accordingly. 

 

  ESA-571 Sentinel-SAFE Manifest and Product 
Organization: updated all “SAFE Manifest synoptic 
table” sections and the example of the SAFE 
Manifest provided in the zip annexed to the 
document. 

 

  
ESA-826 Points on [PSD].: The whole document has 
been updated to implement the comments listed in 
the RID PRO-2.pdf annexed to this issue. 

 

  Updated section 3.7.3.1 - Table 3-34 to have the 
same Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info for each level of 
processing. 

 

  ESA-751 GID definition / Versioning : updated 
section 4.2 removing the version id (_Cvvvv). 

 

  Added [OLQC-GIPP] reference document.  

  Annex B: updated Inventory_Metadata description  

  Annex D: updated OLQC report (XSD and XML)  

  A new directory "AUX_DATA" folder containing 
ECMWF dataset resampled in UTM projection has 
been added for L1c PDI (note that this modification 
will request an update of the ICD-IPF V11). 

 

09 14/06/2013 ESA-751 GID definition / Versioning : updated 
section 0 and 0 to add the Processing Baseline in the 
Datatake_ID (and Group_ID) definition. 

 

  ESA-795 No PDI definition for compression by-
passed: updated Table 3-33 to change the 
metadataLevel on ACTIVE_DETECTOR from 
Expertise to Brief; updated Figure 59 and Table 4-9 
to add the ON_BOARD_COMPRESSION_MODE 
metadata; updated sections 3.6.3.2 and 4.6.1 to 
include the compression by-passed description.  

 

  Section 1.3: added [GRIB] reference document.  
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  Section 0: updated to clarify which auxiliary data can 
be embedded in the User Product. 

 

  Section 0: updated to include ESA’s comments on 
PSD V08 delivered for CDR Close-Out Batch1. 

 

  Section 3.9.3.1: updated Table 3-43 and Table 3-46 
to move Image_Display_Order node from 
Auxiliary_Data_Info to Image_Data_Info. 

 

  Section 3.11.3.1: updated Table 3-51 and Table 3-53 
to move Image_Display_Order node from 
Auxiliary_Data_Info to Image_Data_Info. 

 

  Section 3.13.3.1: updated Table 3-59 and Table 3-61  
to move Image_Display_Order node and 
QUANTIFICATION_VALUE metadata from 
Auxiliary_Data_Info to Image_Data_Info. 

 

  Section 3.12.3.1: updated Table 3-56 to add detaild 
regarding EPSG codes. 

 

  Section 3.19: added details on ECMWF PDI.  

  Updated the following sections to align the User 
Product Quality Inticators to  OLQC procedures, 
checks and checklist names consolidation: sections 
4.3, 4.6.5, 4.6.7.1, 4.7.7.1, 4.8.7.1 and 4.9.7.1 

 

  Updated the following sections to add the 
Processing_Specific_Parameters field (optional field 
reserved for production chain only but not propagated 
to User Product): sections 3.4.1, 3.5.1, 3.6.3.1, 
3.7.3.1, 3.8.3.1, 3.9.3.1, 3.10.3.1 and 3.12.3.1. 

 

  The section 4 has been updated to clarify the content 
of the GRANULE and DATASTRIP folders inside the 
User Product. 

 

  Removed all reference to Cloud Mask for Level-0 
Datastrip PDI (see comments in RID ESA-770). 

 

  Renamed in the Table 3-33 the metadata 
NUMBER_OF_T00_DEGRADED_PACKETS as 
NUMBER_OF_TOO_DEGRADED_PACKETS 

 

  Annex C: updated figure and example in the OLQC 
Report as per OLQC checks and checklist name 
consolidation. 

 

  Annex F: updated mask files description.  

  All: renamed the PDI XSD schema.  
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  All: updated to include ESA’s comments on PSD V08 
delivered for CDR Close-Out Batch1. 

 

10 12/07/2013 ESA-795 No PDI definition for compression by-
passed: updated sections 0 and 3.6.3.2. 

 

  Sections 3.12.2, 3.19: removed .grib extension for 
ECMWF data. 

 

  Sections 3.2, 3.15.1, 3.16.1, 3.17.1, 3.19.1: 
added “S2_” Mission ID applicable to the 
constellation and used by satellite independent files. 

 

  Section 3.2, Annex E : removed General Parameters 
File being an obsolete GIPP file. 

 

  Sections 3.14.1, 3.15.1, 3.16.1 : updated to set 
“MPC_” as unique site centre originator of 
GIPP/DEM/GRI data. 

 

  Section 3.21: updated to add DPC annotation to SAD 
packets. 

 

  Section 0: updated PVI format.  

  Section 3.19.1: updated ECMWF centre originator.  

  Section 4.6.2.1: updated DPC annotations.  

  Annex C: clarified that the Inventory_Metadata.xml 
file is only for internal usage. 

 

  Annex G: updated example of metadata file for a 
Granule Aggregation 

 

11 28/03/2014 Sections 3.4.1, 3.6.3.1, 3.8.3.1, 3.10.3.1, 4.7.8.3 : 
updated SENSING_TIME metadata definition. 

 

  Section 3.18 and Table 3-11 : updated POD file type 
and naming convention according to the applicable 
[POD-FFS]. 

 

  Section 3.2, Table 3-4 : added new GIP_CONVER 
file type. This new GIPP file is used for L1C 
processing.  

 

  Section 4.9.1 : GS-CDR RID implementation (SYS-
2179 missing QUANTIFICATION VALUE formula). 

 

  Section 2.14 and entire section 4: replaced “Preview 
Image” with “Browse Image” in User Product context. 
Updated Browse Image in PNG format. 

 

  Section 4.2: added clarifications regarding  
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AUX_DATA content and Browse Image definition. 
Changed the Browse Image file type to reflect the 
new name used for the Browse Images in User 
Product context. 

  Section 3.12.2 : clarified PVI naming convention and 
corrected typo in the Figure 48. 

 

  Section 3.14 : updated GIPP PDI packaging 
definition. 

 

  Section 3.7.3.1, Table 3-34: updated  
QUATERNION_VALUES convention as (qv1 qv2 qv3 
qs).  

 

  Section 3.6.3.2 : updated ISP annotations 
description. 

 

  Section 3.1: updated note about TAR packaging.  

  Section 3.19.1: removed incorrect reference to 
[EOFFS-PDGS]. 

 

  Section 3.21: updated to remove 
Inventory_Metadata.xml file from SAD PDI. 

 

  Sections 3.6.3.1, 3.8.3.1 and 3.10.3.1: added 
QL_FOOTPRINT metadata in Granule 
Geometric_Info node. 

 

  Removed from the document the Annex C containing 
the Inventory_Metadata.xml definition. This file is not 
relevant to the User Product definition and it shall be 
described in the relevant internal ICDs. 

 

  Removed from the document the tables containing 
the obsolete assumptions and open points. 

 

  The Chapters 1 & 2 and the appendices of the 
document have been reorganized and streamlined to 
have a document more End User oriented. 

Main changes: 

- Removed Annex C (Inventory_Metadata) and 
Annex I (Logical Product) 

- Added list of Acronyms used in document 

- Added the section "Sentinel-2 Mission Overview"  
to merge  some relevant high-level summary info 
& diagrams on the Mission and MSI description 

- Reshuffled the subsections of the Chapter 2 
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  Sections 3.7.3.1, 3.9.3.1 and 4.6.7.1: removed 
DATATAKE_SENSING_STOP metadata because 
redundant with DATASTRIP_SENSING_STOP at 
Datastrip level and misleading at User Product Level. 

 

  Section 4.6.7.1: added PRODUCT_START_TIME 
and PRODUCT_STOP_TIME metadata to have at 
metadata level the actual start/stop time of the 
product. 

 

  
Section 4.2 : clarified the meaning of the “Start time” 
and “Stop time” used in the User Product naming 
convention. 

 

  Sections 4.4 and 4.6.7.1: added the query option 
“Area_Of_Interest“. 

 

  Section 3.7: updated the whole section to clarify that 
in QI_DATA folder there are five ( 5 ) Quicklook files 
in JP2 format.  

 

  Sections 3.7.3.1: updated to define the 
REF_QL_IMAGE metadata as the pointer to the 
folder (QI_DATA) containing the preliminary 
Quicklook files. 

 

  Sections 3.7 and 4: updated to clarify that the SAD 
raw data included in the L0 User Product shall taken 
from the last Datastrip selected to be included in the 
product. 

 

  Updated the document to : 

- further clarify the difference between SAD PDI & 
SAD files inside the L0 Datastrip PDI.  

- define the ANC_DATA_REF metadata as the 
pointer to the folder (inside the L0 Datastrip PDI) 
containing the SAD raw data files. 

 

  Section 3.9.3.1: corrected typo in Figure 35 and 
Table 3-45 to align the document to the actual XSD 
schema. 

 

  Section 3.11.3.1: corrected typo in Figure 45 and 
Table 3-52 to align the document to the actual XSD 
schema. 

 

  Section 3.13.3.1: corrected typo in Figure 55 and 
Table 3-60 to align the document to the actual XSD 
schema. 

 

12 10/09/2014 Section 1.3: updated according to the applicable  
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technical baseline documentation.  

  Sections 3.13.3.1 and 4.9.7.1: updated to add 
Reflectance Conversion information. The 
metadataLevel attribute has been defined as 
“Standard“ according to the PSD-XSD. 

 

  Section 3.7.3.1 and Figure 20: updated 
General_Info/Processing_Info definition. 

 

  Section 3.9.3.1 and Figure 32: updated 
General_Info/Processing_Info definition. 

 

  Section 3.7.3.1: updated the metadataLevel attribute 
(Expertise) related to the ACTIVE_DETECTOR 
metadata.  

 

  Section 3.7.3.1:  

Removed the fields: 

 Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Corrected_
Attitudes/Values/QUATERNION_STATUS 

 Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitu
des/STR_List/STR/Attitude_Data_List/Attitude_D
ata/QUATERNION_STATUS 

Renamed the field: 

 Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitu
des/STR_List/STR/Attitude_Data_List/Attitude_D
ata/ATTITUDE_QUALITY_INDICATOR 

as: 

 Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitu
des/STR_List/STR/Attitude_Data_List/Attitude_D
ata/ATTITUDE_QUALITY 

Added the field: 

 Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Corrected_
Attitudes/Values/ATTITUDE_QUALITY_INDICAT
OR 

 

  Section 3.7.3.1: added OPTIONAL node: 

 Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Other_Ancillary_Dat
a/CSM_Flags_List/Values/INUSE_FLAG 

 

  All: updated the document according to the CGS and 
PAC ID defined in [ EOFFS-PDGS] 

 

  Section 1.3: Added the reference to [EOM-OGC] and 
[S2MSK-TN] documents. 
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  Section 3.6.2 and Annex C: corrected typo error to 
align the L0 Granule checklist name to the Table 3-
17.  

 

  Sections 3.5.1 and 4.6.7.3: clarified the meaning of 
the ANC_DATA_REF metadata inside a L0 Datastrip 
PDI and a L0 User Product. 

 

  Section 3.7.2: added the default values for the 5 
limited band in the Datastrip QI_DATA folder. 

 

  Sections 4.1, 4.6.3 and 4.6.7.5: clarified the time 
coverage of the SAD data embedded inside the L0 
User Product. 

 

  Section 3.2 : Updated Table 3-8 and Table 3-9.  

  Sections 3.7.2 and 3.21.1: clarified the extension 
“ .bin“ for the SAD files.  

 

  Section 3.6.3.1: clarified the EXT_POS_LIST 
definition. 

 

  Removed the obsolete reference document [GRI-TN] 
and added the applicable [GRI-FFS]. 

 

  Section 3.16: modified section according to [GRI-
FFS]. 

 

  Section 3.16.1: modified section according to [GRI-
FFS]. 

 

13 12/10/2015 Section 4.9.7.1: Implemented the issue ESA-3174. 
Renamed the metadata ECMWF_FILENAME as 
ECMWF_DATA_REF 

 

  Updated Figure 56 and  Table 3-61 to implement the 
issue ESA-3630 

 

  Updated Figure 48 to implement the issue ESA-3175  

  Updated Annex D to implement the issue ESA-3334  

  Updated Annex C to implement the issue ESA-4084  

  Removed [OLQC-TN] as applicable document and 
updated the Annex C to implement the issue ESA-
3254. 

 

  Replaced the file type GIP_R2EQOB with file type 
GIP_R2EOB2 according to the issue OPS-469 

 

13.1 19/11/2015 This issue of the document does not contain any 
change respect to the previous one in version 13.0. 
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The version number has been updated only to 
mantain the alignment versus the PSD-XSD annexed 
to this document issued with version number 13.1. 

13.2 04/05/2016 Updated section 4.9.1, section 4.9.8 and Table 3-57 
according to the issue [ESA-4232] 

 

14.0 15/07/2016 Updated section 4.4: with new download options by 
addition of: 

 Compact Naming Convention option 
(SAFE_COMPACT) 

 Single Tile Product Packaging 

 Complete Single Tile 

 Spectral Band updated to include option of 
TCI images “as a band” 

 

  Added section 4.2.1 to define the Products Compact 
Naming convention root directory for all product 
levels 

 

  Added section 4.9.10 to define the Level-1C Product 
Compact Naming convention for the other product 
components beyond the root directory 

 

  Added section 4.9.11 to define the Level-1C Single 
Tile User Product format which includes definition of 
the option for Complete tile 

 

  Added section 4.9.12, in replacement of former 
section 4.10 removed from this version of the 
document, to define the filename convention of the 
TCI “as a band” 

 

  Updated section 4.6.7 Table 4-9 defining the 
General_Info product metadata section driven by new 
download options defined in section 4.4; this 
metadata item defined in such section is common to 
all product levels. 

 

  Section 3.18 regarding POD PDI has been deleted 
(not applicable to the Sentinel-2 products definition). 

 

  New set of schemas attached which are aligned to 
the version of the document: 

 S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_Schemas.zip 

 S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_SAFE.zip 

 

14.1 30/09/2016 Update section 4.4 and 4.9.11.2 for Complete Single 
Tile aux data and BWI removed. 
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Update section 4.6.7.1: Add new possible value in 
case of ngEO not available for the fields : 
PREVIEW_IMAGE_URL and PREVIEW_GEO_INFO. 

14.2 24/10/2016 PSD : 

 Updated Table 4-9 for new management of 
Complete Single Tile inside Query_options 
tag. 

 All references to the land/water mask have 
been removed  

 Typos corrected 

Schemas : 

 Updated DICO/14/PDGS/dimap/dimap.xsd 

14.2 

14.3 27/09/2017 PSD : 

 Update of the Annex D (GIPPs) for removal of 
unused GIP_R2MACO and GIP_R2DEBA and 
correction of the appearance levels for other 
GIPPs 

 Update of the L1B and L1C PDI and EUP 
Auxiliary_Data_Info_Diagram schemas to indicate 
the new GRI_List node (sections 3.11.3, 3.13.3, 
4.8.7.1, 4.9.7.1) 

 Updated section 4.9.11.2; Product discriminator 
definiton for the “complete single tile” products has 
been updated. 

 Removed section 4.9.11.3 

 Changed Figure 64, Figure 70 and Table 4-12 
according to new quality_inspections section 

 Updated table in 2.4 paragraph (MSI bands). 

 Changed Figure 46 and Figure 56. 

 In Table 4-12 updated description of the field 
quality_check/@check_type 

 Removed FLAG suffix from quality indicators 
checktype (Table 4-12, section 4.8.7.1,  section 
4.9.7.1) 

 Updated 4.3 paragraph, table 4-12 and 4.7.8.2 
paragraph to include all OLQC report in the EUP. 

 

Schemas : 

  Updated DICO subdirectories names to PDI-V14 

14.3 
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and EUP-V14 and associated links in XSDs 

 Addition of the previously removed node 
Image_Refining after PSD V13 for PDI validation 

 Addition of the GRI_List node for L1B / L1C PDIs 
and EUPs as per IPFSPR-437 and IPFSPR-501 

 ECMWF node now optionnal as per IPFSPR-383 

 Modification of the Quality_Control_Checks as per 
US-526 

 Removal of all references to GIP_R2DEBA and 
GIP_R2MACO 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose of the document 

The purpose of the Sentinel-2 Products Specification Document (PSD) is to describe in detail the 
mission User Products.  
 
The Sentinel-2 mission User Products are: Level-0, Level-1A, Level-1B and Level-1C. 
 
The specification of the Sentinel-2 User Products includes the description of the Product Data 
Items (PDI) composing them.  
 
 

1.2 Document Overview 

This document is structured as follows: 
 
Chapter 1:  Introduction, provides the purpose and this overview of the document, the list of 

applicable and reference documents, a roadmap to help the reader navigating 
through the document, the list of the used acronyms. In addition this chapter 
provides the high level description of the Sentinel-2 Mission and User Products 
characteristics. 

Chapter 2:  Sentinel-2 Product Definitions, provides terms and concepts used for the Sentinel-2 
User Products definition. 

Chapter 3:  PDI Format Definition, provides the definition of the content and structure for each 
type of PDI, the elementary units composing the User Products. 

Chapter 4:  User Product Physical Format Definition, defines the physical format for all Sentinel-
2 User Products. 

 
Annexed to this document two zip files are provided: 
 

1. S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.2_Schema.zip 
2. S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.2_SAFE.zip 

 
The first zip file contains the XSD schema describing the PDI and User Products (metadata and 
physical structure). 
The second zip file includes an example of SAFE Manifest for each PDI and User Product and the 
corresponding xfdu.xsd schema used to validate them.  
 
 

1.3 Applicable and Reference Documents 

Applicable Documents mentioned in this document are listed hereafter. 
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Reflabel  Reference Version Date Title 

PDD GMES-GSEG-EOPG-TN-09-0029 2.3 30/03/2012 S2 PDGS Products Definition 

OCD GMES-GSEG-EOPG-TN-09-0008 2.2 15/12/2011 S2 PDGS Operations Concept Document 

 
 
Reference Documents mentioned in this document are listed hereafter. 
 

Reflabel Reference Version Date Title 

SAFE-SPEC GAEL-P264-DOC-0001-01-01 1.3 26/06/2014 
Sentinel Standard Archive Format for 
Europe (sentinel safe) Control Book – 
volume 1 – Core Specifications 

HMA-GML OGC 07-036  27/08/2007 
Geography Markup Language (GML) 3.2.1 
Encoding Standard 

EC-INSPIRE-
DIR 

DIRECTIVE 2007/2/EC  14.03.2007 
DIRECTIVE-2007-2-EC (INSPIRE) - 
Establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial 
Information 

EC-INSPIRE-
CR 

REGULATION 2008/12/EC  24.12.2008 
REGULATION-EC-1205-2008 (INSPIRE) - 
Implementing Directive 2007-2-EC as 
regards Metadata 

SAFE WEB   
Standard Archive Format for Europe 
(SAFE), http://earth.esa.int /SAFE/ 

DIMAP WEB   
DIMAP Format Specifications, 
http://www.spotimage.fr/dimap/spec/dimap.
htm 

S2GICD GS2.ICD.ASD.SY.00006 9.0 04.03.2014 
Satellite to Ground Segment Interface 
Control Document 

S2GICD-MSI GS2.ICD.ASF.MSI.00008 8.0 15/01/2013 MSI Mission Data ICD 

DFEP-ICD DFEP-ICD-KSAC-ESA-1066 1.8 19/10/2012 Sentinel DFEP External ICD – Volume 2 

S2GICD-SAD GS2.ICD.ASD.SY.00012 9.0 15/04/2014 
Sentinel 2 Satellite Ancillary Data Interface 
Control Document 

L2A-PDD S2PAD-VEGA-PD-0001 4.1 20/09/2012 
Sentinel 2 MSI – Level 2A products 
definition 

EOFFS-
PDGS 

GMES-GSEG-EOPG-TN-10-0099 1.2 25/06/2013 
Earth Observation GS File Format Standard 
– Tailoring for the Sentinel Missions PDGS 

EOFFS PE-TN-ESA-GS-0001 2.0 07/03/2011 
Earth Observation Ground Segment File 
Format Standard 

MRD EOP-SM/1163/MR-dr 2.1 08.03.2010 Mission Requirements Document 

http://earth.esa.int/
http://www.spotimage.fr/dimap/spec/dimap.htm
http://www.spotimage.fr/dimap/spec/dimap.htm
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Reflabel Reference Version Date Title 

DAP-R GMES-PMAN-EOPG-RD-08-0002 1.2 31.12.2010 
Data Access Portfolio Requirement 
Document (DAP/R) 

ECMWF-
FCAST 

WEB   
ECMWF Deterministic Atmospheric Model 
Products 

GRIB GRIB Edition 1   

A GUIDE TO THE CODE FORM FM 92-IX 
Ext. 
 
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/WMO
Codes/Guides/GRIB/GRIB1-Contents.html 

ECMWF-
PDGS-ICD 

GMES-GSEG-EOPG-IC-11-0102 1.0  ECMWF to Sentinel-2 PDGS ICD 

GPP-DEM GS2-IF-GSGP-70-CNES 1.1 18/03/2010 
System DEM Description (GLOBE, filtered 
SRTM) content and format 

GRI-FFS GMES-S2GS-EOPG-TN-13-0004 1.1 15/10/2014 
Sentinel-2 GRI Format Specification 
Document 

CCTS-US S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-CCTS-US 07 22/11/2013  
User Services Technical Specification 
Document (US-CCTS) 

NGEO-EICD-
S2 

NGEO-13-ICD-DLR-066 1.4 2012-07-16  EXTERNAL ICD FOR SENTINEL-2 

SAD S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-SAD 08 14/12/2013 
Sentinel-2 PDGS System Architecture 
Design Document 

SRD GMES-GSEG-EOPG-RD-09-0028 2.3 22/05/2013 S2 PDGS System Requirements Document 

GPP-IODD GS2-ICD-GS-80-CNES 1.12  
GMES Sentinel2 Ground Prototype 
Processor – Interface Control Document 
(XSD Set.zip) 

GMLJP2 OGC 05-047r3   

GML in JPEG2000 for Geographic Imagery 
(GMLJP2) Encoding Specification 
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/g
mljp2 

JP2STD ISO/IEC 15444-1  2004 
JPEG 2000 standard part 1 and part 2, 
http://www.jpeg.org/jpeg2000 

OLQC-GIPP GAEL-P268-TCN-001 1.1 2012-12-11 OLQC-GIPP interface 

POD-FFS GMES-GSEG-EOPG-FS-10-0075 1.7 20/12/2013 

GMES Sentinels Precise Orbit 
Determination (POD) Service: OFL POD 
Service and NRT POD Facility File Format 
Specifications 

EOM-OGC OGC 10-157r3 1.0 2011-12-01 
Earth Observation Metadata profile of 
Observations & Measurements 

S2MSK-TN CS1106.Document.ref.000044 1.0 14/09/2012 
S-2 Mask Solution with the HMA-FO 
NGEO-S2 updated schema TN 
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1.4 How to Use this Document 

Purpose of the following tables is to help the reader in navigating in the document. The first one 
shows the document sections classified according to the different user types; the second one 
contains a short executive summary of the main contents of the document. 
 

User Type Pointers to the document section 

End User Roadmap: 
a) Chapter 1: to know the purpose of this document and to have 

a preliminary overview of the User Product format; 
b) Chapter 2: to learn the main product definitions and concepts; 
c) Chapter 3: to have a description of all possible elements that 

can be embedded in the User Product; 
d) Chapter 4: contains the User Product specifications that drive 

the User Product definition, its structure and its format; this 
chapter contains all the permanent links to the first three 
chapters of the document. 

IPF Developers All needed information is contained in the Chapter 3 of the 
document. 

MPA Developers  All sections related to the quality indicators definition at PDI level 
and at User Product level. 
Roadmap: 
Section 3.4; 
Section 3.5 
Table 4-12 
Annex C for OLQC report schema 

 

Executive Summary Pointer to the document section 

All terms and Definitions They are collected in the section 2 

Physical Format of a S2 User Product Section 4.1 

Naming Convention of a S2 User Product Section 4.2 

List of download option available for an End User Section 4.4 

Physical structure of a Product Data Item  L0 PDI: sections 3.6.2 and 3.7.2 
L1A PDI: sections 3.8.2 and 3.9.2 
L1B PDI: sections 3.10.2 and 3.11.2 
L1C PDI: sections 3.12.2 and 3.13.2 

Naming Convention of a Product Data Item Section 3.2 
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1.5 Acronyms 

Specific abbreviations used in this document are given below.  
 
Acronym Definition 

AOCS Attitude and Orbit Control System 

CGS Core Ground Segment 

CNES Centre National d’Études Spatiales 

DAP Data Access Portfolio 

DEM Digital Elevation Model 

DIMAP Digital Image MAP 

DTED Digital Terrain Elevation Data 

ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 

ESA European Space Agency 

EO Earth Observation 

FEE Front End Electronic 

FPA Focal Plane Assembly 

GCP Ground Control Point 

GIPP Ground Image Processing Parameters 

GMES Global Monitoring for Environment and Security 

GML Geography Markup Language 

GPP Ground Prototype Processor 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GRI Global Reference Images 

HKTM House Keeping Telemetry 

IAD Image Ancillary Data 

IAS Image Algorithm Software 

ICD Interface Control Document 

IDP-SC Instrument Data Processing Software Components 

INSPIRE Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe 

IPF Instrument Processing Facility 

ISO International Organization for Standardization 

ISP Instrument Source Packet 

JPIP JPEG Interactive Protocol 

JP2 JPEG2000 format 

MRD Mission Requirements Document 

MSI Multi-Spectral Instrument 

NRT Near-Real-Time 

NUC Non-Uniformity Coefficients 

OLIB On-Line Image Browser 

OLQC On-Line Quality Control 

PDI Product Data Item 

PDGS Payload Data Ground Segment 

PVI PreView Image 

QC Quality-Control 

QI Quality Indicator 

QL Quick-Look 

SAFE Standard Archive Format for Europe 

SRTM Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission 

SSD Spatial Sampling Distance 
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SWIR Short Wave Infra-Red 

TBD To Be Defined 

TCI True Colour Image 

TDI Time Delay and Integration 

TOA Top-Of-Atmosphere 

US-MGRS US-Military Grid Reference System 

UTM Universal Transverse Mercator 

VNIR Visible and Near Infrared 

WGS World Geodetic System 

WICOM Wavelet Image Compression Modules 
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1.6 Sentinel-2 Mission Overview 

Sentinel-2 Mission is an European earth polar-orbiting satellite constellation (Sentinel-2A and 2B) 
designed to feed the GMES system with continuous and operational high-resolution imagery for 
the global and sustained monitoring of Earth land and coastal areas. 
 
The Sentinel-2 system is based on the concurrent operations of two identical satellites flying on a 
single orbit plane but phased at 180º, each hosting a Multi-Spectral Instrument (MSI) covering from 
the visible to the shortwave infrared spectral range and delivering high spatial resolution imagery at 
global scale and with a high revisit frequency. 
 
The MSI aims at measuring the earth reflected radiance through the atmosphere in 13 spectral 
bands spanning from the Visible and Near Infra-Red (VNIR) to the Short Wave Infra-Red (SWIR): 

 4 bands at 10m: blue (490nm), green (560nm), red (665nm) and near infrared (842nm). 
 6 bands at 20m: 4 narrow bands for vegetation characterisation (705nm, 740nm, 783nm 

and 865nm) and 2 larger SWIR bands (1610nm and 2190nm) for applications such as 
snow/ice/cloud detection or vegetation moisture stress assessment. 

 3 bands at 60m mainly for cloud screening and atmospheric corrections (443nm for 
aerosols, 945 for water vapour and 1375nm for cirrus detection). 

 

 
Figure 1: MSI Spectral-Bands versus Spatial Resolution 

 
The MSI instrument design has been driven by the large swath requirements together with the high 
geometrical and spectral performance of the measurements.  
 
It is based on a telescope feeding two focal planes spectrally separated. 
 
Two distinct arrays of 12 optical detectors mounted on each focal plane cover respectively the 
VNIR and SWIR channels. 
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The 12 detectors on each focal plane are staggered-mounted to cover altogether the 20.6º 
instrument field of view resulting in a compound swath width of 290km on the ground-track. 
 
As described in the following figure, because of the staggered positioning of the detectors on the 
focal planes, a parallax angle between the two alternating odd and even clusters of detectors is 
induced on the measurements resulting in a shift along-track of about 46km (maximum) inter-
detector. Likewise, the hardware design of both the VNIR and SWIR detectors imposes a relative 
displacement of each spectral channel sensor within the detector resulting in an inter-band 
measurement parallax amounting to a maximum along-track displacement of about 14km. 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Staggered detector configuration and inter-detector/inter-band parallax angles 

 
The Sentinel-2 mission objectives include the operational supply of optical data, with high revisit 
frequency, coverage, timeliness and reliability, for services such as: 

 Risk Management (floods and forest fires, subsidence and land slides) 
 European Land Use/Land Cover State and Changes 
 Forest Monitoring 
 Food Security/Early Warning Systems 
 Water Management and Soil Protection 
 Urban Mapping 
 Natural Hazards 
 Terrestrial Mapping for Humanitarian Aid and Development 

 
Sentinel-2 mission objectives present a new challenge requiring space and ground segment 
resources in terms of: 
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 Temporal coverage, which translated into the need for a short orbit repeat cycle (10-days) 
and for a dual spacecraft operations in twin configuration providing a 5-days revisit 
frequency; 

 Large spatial coverage and high coverage frequency, which translated into the need for a 
with wide swath coverage (290 km) with capabilities of global land masses acquisitions; 

 High operation time during the daylight portion of the orbit; 
 Wide spectrum optical range (visible to short-wave infrared) including 13 spectral bands; 
 Data accessibility to the large Sentinel-2 data volume. 

 
Mission data users include: 

 GMES Service Projects (GSPs) and European adding value industry 
 National users 
 Scientific users 
 Operational Meteorological users 
 ESA Climate Change Initiative Programme users 
 Sentinel-2 calibration and validation users 
 International partners with granted access to Sentinel-2 real-time data downlinks 
 Other users supported by the ESA data policy 
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1.7 Sentinel-2 Product Overview 

The Sentinel-2 User Product is defined by a collection of data items (image, ancillary, auxiliary 
data) and metadata describing all elements composing the product.  
 
The product data items and the metadata are selectable through a user download options (cf. 
section 4.4). 
 
The User Product physical structure is defined in the Chapter 4. 
 
 

1.7.1 User Product General Description 

The User Product is the product delivered to the user corresponding to: 
 

 A user defined geographical Area-Of-Interest; 

 A user defined selection of the User Product components specified as download options 
(cf. section 4.4) according to different user needs and authorizations. 

 
The User Product is composed by a set of Granules (also called Tiles for L1C User 
Product)intersecting/touching the Area-Of-Interest defined by the user. A Granule is the minimum 
indivisible partition of a User Product (containing all possible spectral bands). 
 
The following figure illustrates the User Product concept for the L1C User Product that aggregates 
all Tiles corresponding to the user defined Area-Of-Interest. 
 

 
Figure 3: L1C User Product aggregating all Tiles intersecting a user defined Area-Of-Interest 
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The S2 User Products are hence composed by a compilation of physical product components 
referred as Product Data Items (PDI) corresponding to the minimum indivisible partition of one 
Sentinel-2 User Product. 
 
A PDI is a self standing atomic piece of processing-related data: 

- self standing: it is formed by data and metadata, the meta data fully describing the data 
allowing to handle it as a whole, 

- atomic: a PDI is never split in smaller pieces until download time (where the user may 
decide to get only a subset of bands for instance), 

- processing-related data: it can be of Granule type, Tile type, Datastrip type, Ancillary or 
Auxiliary data type (cf. section 3.1), 

- univocally identified: a PDI is identified and referenced by a unique PDI ID. 
 
Each PDI is composed by a set or an excerpt of PDI elements: 

- Image data (MSI data); 
- Image metadata; 
- Image quality reports including quality data indicators and quality checks; 
- Auxiliary data; 
- Satellite Ancillary data; 
- Preview Image data. 

 
The User Product will include only the selected PDI elements. 
 
 
 
 

1.7.2 User Product Format 

The User Product is formatted by default as a SENTINEL - SAFE (Standard Archive Format for 
Europe) product. 
 
The SAFE has been designed to act as a common format for archiving data within ESA Earth 
Observation archiving facilities and for distributing data to End Users. 
 
SAFE benefits from the experience gathered while developing standards related to data formats. 
 
SAFE intends to resolve the major challenges coming from the packaging and the long-term 
preservation of Earth Observation data. Special attention has been taken to ensure that SAFE 
conforms to the ISO 14721:2003 OAIS (Open Archival Information System) reference model and 
related standards such as the emerging CCSDS/ISO XFDU (XML Formatted Data Units) 
packaging format. 
 
In order to address the specific needs of Sentinel data, a particular "version" of the SAFE format 
has been adopted, named "SAFE for Sentinels" (cf. [SAFE-SPEC]), developed to act as a standard 
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format for Sentinels platform data; it can be defined a "SAFE - like" format, where a few new types 
specific to Sentinels and different constraints on existing types have been introduced. 
 
In addition to the SAFE format used as baseline to package a S2 User Product, the user will have 
the possibility to select an other optional output format based on DIMAP (Digital Image MAP) 
format (cf. [DIMAP]).  
 
In this document the S2 SAFE User Product format is presented and in Annex A the differences 
with respect to S2 DIMAP User Product format are described. 
 
Finally, it is important to note that Sentinel-2 User Products is compliant to the INSPIRE 
(Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community) Metadata regulation (cfr. [EC-
INSPIRE-CR] and [EC-INSPIRE-DIR]). 
 
INSPIRE is an European Union initiative to establish an infrastructure for spatial information in 
Europe that helps to make spatial or geographical information more accessible and interoperable 
for a wide range of purposes. The Sentinel-2 datasets in their inherent quality of describing spatial 
data are fully entitled to comply with the directive and hence the INSPIRE Metadata directive 
applies in entirety to the Sentinel-2 products. More details about INSPIRE Metadata regulation are 
in the Annex B of the document. 
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2. SENTINEL-2 PRODUCT DEFINITIONS 

This section aims to presenting some general definitions regarding the User Products: 
 

 Product Levels 

 Processing Baseline 

 Metadata Management 

 Product Data Item (PDI)  

 Timeliness definition 
 
 

2.1 Orbit 

The term Orbit used in this document refers to any specific Sentinel-2 spacecraft orbit.  
Each satellite will operate in a reference sun-synchronous orbit with a repeat cycle of 10 days for 
the overall duration of the mission. Sentinel-2A and Sentinel-2B will be in the same orbit allowing a 
ground-track revisit frequency of 5 days for the dual-spacecraft constellation. 
 
 

2.2 Datatake 

The Sentinel-2 User Products will always refer to a given Datatake.  
Datatake definition refers to a continuous acquisition of an image from one Sentinel-2 satellite in a 
given MSI imaging mode. The maximum length of an imaging Datatake is 15000 km (continuous 
observation from Northern Russia to Southern Africa) and this is the longest possible product that 
a user can ask for. 
 
Datatake_ID identifies univocally a given Datatake. 
 
Datatake_ID: GS[SS]_[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]_[RRRRRR]_N[xx.yy] 
 

Field Name Value/Meaning Note 

SS 
2A 
2B 

Identifies the Sentinel2 
satellite 

YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS 
identifies the Datatake 
Start Time 

Fourteen digits, date and time 
separated by the character T 

RRRRRR 000001-999999 
Identifies the Absolute Orbit 
Number 

xx.yy x,y = {0;9} 

Processing Baseline (cf. 
further for the “Processing 
Baseline” definition). 
 
Note that a reprocessing 
production generates a new 
Datatake and consequently a 
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new Datatake_ID. 

Table 2-1: Datatake_ID Definition 

 
Datatake_ID Template: 
GS2B_20141104T134012_123456_N01.01 
 
 

2.3 Datastrip 

Within a given Datatake, a portion of sensed image downlinked during a pass to a given station is 
termed Datastrip. If a particular orbit is acquired by more than one station, a Datatake is 
composed of one or more Datastrips.  
 
A Datastrip refers thus to all data corresponding to: 

1. a single Datatake; 
2. downlinked over a given ground station. 

 

 
Figure 4: Datatake segmentation in Datastrips 

 
In terms of Datatake and Datastrips a Sentinel-2 User Product may therefore include one or more 
Datastrips belonging to the same Datatake. 
 
The minimum length of a Datastrip is 92 km corresponding to four on-board scenes ( cf. further for 
the “scene” definition). 
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The maximum length of a Datastrip is theoretically the maximum length of a Datatake i.e. 15000 
km (continuous observation from Northern Russia to Southern Africa).  
 
The Datastrip identifier is a character string that identifies in a unique way a Sentinel-2 acquired 
Datastrip relatively to a given Datatake. 
 
In the chapter 3, where the Datastrip Product Data Item is described, the Datastrip identifier is 
defined through the PDI_ID definition. 
 
 

2.4 MSI Bands 

The MSI Spectral Bands span from the Visible and the Near Infra-Red to the Short Wave Infra-
Red: 

- 4 bands at 10m; 
- 6 bands at 20m; 
- 3 bands at 60m. 

 
The MSI spectral bands are identified by a single integer number. The correspondence between 
band name and band number is given in the following table. 
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This convention is used to identify the spectral bands within the User Product. 
 

 

2.5 MSI Detectors 

The MSI includes two focal planes each one hosting two distinct arrays of 12 optical 
Detectors to cover respectively the VNIR and SWIR channels:  
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- a VNIR focal plane made of 12 staggered detector modules  
- a SWIR focal plane made of 12 staggered detector modules.  

 
From an image processing point of view the detectors are identified by 2 digits from 01 to 12.  
Detectors’ images are numbered from 01 to 12 in the left to right order, i.e. from west to east in 
the case of a descending orbit. 
 
 

2.6 MSI Scene 

MSI image data is packaged on-board in a set of instrument source packets called “on-board 
scene” or “scene”. This scene corresponds to a simultaneous observation of about 3.6 seconds for 
all bands and all detectors, which means an approximate coverage on ground of 23km along track, 
for each band.  
Each scene consists then of a deterministic number of CCSDS source packets depending only on 
the geometric resolution as indicated in the following table: 
 

SSD  Number of 
packets 
(strips) per 
detector 
and band  

Number of 
detectors  

Number of 
bands  

Number of 
CCSDS 
packets  

Bands  

10 m  144  12  4  6912  B2, B8, B3, 
B4,  

20 m  72  12  6  5184  B5, B6, B7, 
B8a, B11, 
B12  

60 m  24  12  3  864  B1, B9, B10  

 
The MSI instrument can be configured to have data in compressed or by-passed/uncompressed 
mode in order to fit the downlink bandwidth. Compression by-passed implies that data for only 4 
detectors are provided (cf. section 3.6.3.2). 
 
 

2.7 Product Granules 

The Sentinel-2 User Product is composed by a set of Granules which are called Tiles for L1C User 
Product.  
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2.7.1 Granules 

MSI products are provided as a compilation along a single orbit of elementary Granules of fixed 
size. In this respect, the product granularity corresponds to the minimum indivisible partition of one 
Sentinel-2 User Product. 
 
For Level-0, 1A and 1B products, these Granules are sub-images in MSI sensor reference frame of 
a given number of lines along-track and detector separated. 
Granules are defined further for each product level type.  
 
All Granules intersecting/touching the Region of Interest of the user are provided into the final User 
Product. 

 
Figure 5: Example of Granules covering an Area-Of-Interest of the User 
 
 
 

2.7.2 Tiles and UTM Tiled Grid 

For ortho-rectified products (Level-1C), the Granules are called Tiles. A Tile consists of 
100kmx100km squared ortho-images in cartographic reference frame UTM/WGS84 (Universal 
Transverse Mercator / World Geodetic System 1984) projection.  
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Ortho-rectified product are systematically projected on UTM-UPS/WGS84 projection and tiled. A 
UTM tiling following the US-MGRS (US-Military Grid Reference System) grid approach is 
proposed: 

 The vertical UTM boundaries and horizontal latitudinal band boundaries define 6° X 8° Grid 
Zones. 

 Each Grid Zone is filled by 100,000-meter grid squares. 
 
The MGRS is derived from the UTM grid system and the UPS (Universal Polar Stereographic) grid 
system, but uses a different labelling convention. The MGRS is used for the entire earth. 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Example of tiling (100x100km²) within the UTM15 zone 

 
Hence, the ortho-rectified products (Level-1C) are tiled according to this grid (approximately 
100kmx100km). The UTM zone is selected according to each Tile of the product.  
 
 
 

2.7.3 Granules Along-Track Aggregation 

Granules Along-Track aggregation is a download option applicable to L1A and L1B User Products 
allowing the user to create for each detector one image grouping all single Granules along track. 
An image viewer may not support well the high number of Granules constituting the L1A/L1B S2 
products therefore this option allows to produce at maximum 12 images per band, whatever is the 
Area-Of-Interest as illustrated in the following figure. 
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Figure 7: Granules aggregated along-track 

 
 

2.7.4 Tile Consolidation 

Due to the number of CGS in the PDGS system, a single Datatakes could be split in several 
Datastrip. For products in instrument geometry (L0, L1A, L1B), this does not raise any issues but 
for L1C, the tiles located at the end of a Datastrip and at the beginning of the consecutive one are 
complementary and uncompleted. Those tiles need to be consolidated to complete them as shown 
in the following figure: 
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Figure 8: Tile pairs consolidation 

 
 
 
 

2.8 Product Levels 

All data acquired by the MSI from the Sentinel-2 constellation will be systematically processed from 
Level-0 up to Level-1C, as cascading from data reception on-ground in a systematic manner. 
 
Level-0 data processing operations will be performed in real-time during the data-reception 
operations. They will consist in packaging the MSI and satellite ancillary raw-data supplied by the 
front-end CGS equipment, and in locally archiving it as Level-0 data files together with appropriate 
annotations and metadata to enable further processing.  
The Level-0 consolidation processing will provide the preliminary quick-look and the ancillary data 
to be included inside the Level-0 consolidated product.  
 
Level-1 processing includes the three-step processing to generate Level-1A, Level-1B and Level-
1C data starting from the consolidated Level-0 data. These three levels correspond respectively to 
the S2MSI1A, S2MSI1B and S2MSI1C data-products. 
 
The Sentinel-2 Product Levels are compliant with the definitions provided in the applicable 
documents [MRD] and [DAP-R] definitions. 

 The Level-0 (consolidated) product corresponds to raw images still on board compressed. 
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 The Level-1 products are generated from the Level-0 product: 
o Level-1A : "Raw Image" after decompression, 
o Level-1B : "Radiometrically corrected.” product with geometric model refined 

appended but not applied, 
o Level-1C : Orthorectified product (geometric ortho-correction taking into account a 

DEM) providing Top Of Atmosphere Reflectances. 

 The Level-2A prototype product is an orthorectified product providing Bottom-Of-
Atmosphere reflectances, and basic pixel classification (including classes for different types 
of cloud) (cf. [L2A-PDD]). The generation of this prototype product will be triggered 
“interactively” by the PDGS users based on S2MSI1C products but it will not be 
systematically generated. This document does not cover the Level-2A product 
specifications.  

 
This table outlines the Sentinel-2 User Products with the specification of the product type, level, a 
brief description and destination users. For completeness, in addition to the Level-0 and Level-1 
products, the table contains also the S2HKTM product routed to FOS after their generation at CGS 
and the S2MSI2Ap prototype product. 
 

Type  
Processing 

Level 
Outline Description Granularity Intended Users 

S2HKTM N/A 
Sentinel-2 spacecraft 
Housekeeping telemetry in 
Transfer Frame format 

One entire 
downlink pass 
(downlink 
dependent) 

FOS 

S2MSI0 0 
MSI raw-image-data 
(compressed) in raw ISP 
format 

Per detector and 
on-board scene 
25km across-track 
23km along-track  

MSI instrument 
Experts PDGS 
internal users 

S2MSI1A 1A 

MSI uncompressed raw image 
data with spectral bands 
coarsely coregistered and 
appended Ancillary data 

Per detector and 
along-track 
onboard scene 
size:  
25km across-track 
23km along-track  
 
Along-track band 
co-registration is 
performed 

Not distributed 
to external users 

S2MSI1B 1B 

Radiometrically corrected 
(calibrated) MSI image data 
with spectral bands coarsely 
co-registered and refined 
geometric model appended 
but not applied 

Expert End 
Users 

S2MSI1C 1C 

Ortho-rectified and UTM geo-
coded Top-of- Atmosphere 
Reflectance with sub-pixel 
multispectral and multi-date 
registration 

One 100x100km 
UTM Tile covered 
within one orbit 

General End 
Users 

S2MSI2Ap 2A 

Bottom-of-Atmosphere multi-
spectral reflectance in 
S2MSI1C geometry 
(orthorectified & UTM) 

Table 2-2: Sentinel-2 product levels and main characteristics 
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2.9 Processing Baseline 

The Processing Baseline completely defines the processing environment baseline used at the time 
of the product generation in terms of:  
 

 Processors version number; 

 Static Auxiliary Data (e.g. DEM, GRI) each one with a version number; 

 Dynamic Auxiliary Data (e.g. ECMWF data or POD data), each one with its associated version 
number, 

 Processing Configuration files versions. 
 
Processing Baseline = xx.yy where x,y = {0;9} 
 
An increase of the Processing Baseline code is generated by a change of the elements listed 
above. A major change is traced by the “xx” digits, a minor change is traced by the “yy” digits. 
 
Note: all the PDIs of a Datatake are always processed with the same Processing Baseline even if 
acquired in different stations. 
 
For further details regarding the Processing Baseline management cf. [SAD]. 
 
 

2.10 Metadata 

The metadata information included in the products (PDI and User Product) provides the requested 
level of information and referring all the product data items. In the chapter 3 and 4 all the metadata 
provided for each PDI (Granule and Datastrip) and User Product (L0/L1A/L1B/L1C) are detailed. 
 
Each PDIs contains many metadata, each one being allocated a metadata level from general 
product information to detailed product indicators:  

 Brief metadata provide to the user high level information and an overview of the product. 

 Standard metadata are an extension of the previous one providing more detailed 
information on the delivered product. Additional information is then appended. 

 Expertise metadata can be appended to the previous ones. Those metadata identifies a 
set of information accessible to expert users mainly for Cal/Val or expertise purposes e.g. 
for in flight commissioning or for image quality routine follow-up. 

 
The classification Brief/Standard/Expertise is used to provide different level information to the user 
according to their permissions. 
 
Each PDI metadata (cf. S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_Schemas.zip annexed to this document) is 
labelled with a specific metadataLevel attribute. During the User Product assembling, this attribute 
is used to select, according to a download option (cf. section 4.4), the set of metadata that must be 
included in the product.  
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For these filtered fields, the metadataLevel attribute is not written in the User Product's metadata.  
 
The schemas related to the PDIs provided with the zip file (S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-
V14_Schemas.zip) annexed to this document, contains the metadataLevel attribute for each 
metadata describing the product data items. 
 
 

2.11 Quality Indicator (QI) Data 

Sentinel-2 products are annotated with Quality Indicators (QIs) in order to provide the user of a 
dataset the required information to assess its suitability for a certain use/application. 
 
QIs are coming partly as result of the nominal production processing and partly from On Line 
Quality Control checks performed systematically after the nominal production processing. 
 
Same examples of Quality Indicators are defective pixels mask, cloud masks, on-line quality 
control reports. 
 
 

2.12 Satellite Ancillary Data 

The Satellite Ancillary Data (SAD) are dumped at the end of each acquisition over a ground 
station. Sentinel-2 satellites provide Ancillary Data to feed the on-ground image data processing 
such as orbit position, velocity, time and attitude (generated by the Attitude and Orbit Control 
System). 
 
The detailed content of the Satellite Ancillary Data source packets is provided in the Satellite 
Ancillary Data ICD (Interface Control Document) [S2GICD-SAD] and [SAD]. 
 
Note that the raw SAD which is a PDI itself (cf. section 3.21) cover one orbit; the decoded SAD, 
which is inside the product metadata, cover at most the full Datatake. 
 
 

2.13 Auxiliary Data 

Auxiliary Data identifies all auxiliary information to be used by the PDGS for the data-processing 
activities. The auxiliary data required by S2 data production are: 

 Ground Image Processing Parameters (GIPP): set of XML files associated to each 
processing component to define a set of parameters and their values. 

According to a download option, the GIPP files can be embedded in the User Product. 
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 Digital Elevation Model (DEM): at low spatial resolution (GLOBE DEM in DTED-0 format) 
and at high spatial resolution (SRTM-based in DTED-1 format). For format details cf. [GPP-
DEM]. 

Due to huge volume of this auxiliary data, the DEM is never embedded in the User Product 
(no download option). 

 Global Reference Image (GRI): set of unitary reference images covering one orbit. Each 
unitary reference image is a mono-spectral Level-1B product. 

Due to huge volume of this auxiliary data, the GRI data are never embedded in the User 
Product (no download option). 

 European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF): Total Column Ozone 
(TCO3), Total Column Water Vapour (TCWV) and Mean Sea Level pressure (MSL)not 
required for data processing but appended to Level-1C User Products.  

Those auxiliary data, resampled in L1C geometry and generated in GRIB V1 format (cf. 
[GRIB]) are always providedas part of L1C Tiles. The raw ECMWF are never embedded in 
the User Product (no download option). 

 International Earth Rotation & Reference Systems service (IERS): bulletins about Earth 

orientation and Terrestrial reference system (Earth Pole position, UT1-UTC,) published 
daily. These bulletins are required for the computation of the geometrical model. 

According to a download option, the IERS bulletins can be embedded in the User Product. 

 Precise Orbit Determination (POD): an XML file, used in case of GPS data anomaly with 
the on-board navigation solution. 

Auxiliary data never embedded in the User Product (no download option). 

 
 

2.14 Browse Image Data 

The Browse Image in PNG format can be included in the User Product if required by the user 
(download option). The Browse Image corresponding to the entire product is based on the PVI 
extracted from the Level-1C Tiles (cf. section 3.12.2). 
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3. PDI FORMAT DEFINITION 

This chapter describes the physical structure and content provided for each PDI-Type. 
 
 

3.1 Type of PDI 

The following type of PDIs has been identified: 
 

 PDI-type Granule: PDI Granule contains image data and it is defined for each 
processing level, Level-0 (consolidated), Level-1A, Level-1B and Level-1C.  

 

 PDI-type Datastrip: PDI Datastrip is defined for each processing level, Level-0 
(consolidated), Level-1A, Level-1B and Level-1C.  

 
PDI Granule and Datastrip will be stored as a tar1 file identified by a unique PDI_ID (string 
label defined for each kind of PDI described in the next chapter). 
 
NOTE: the PDI used to construct the End User Product will never be embedded as TAR but 
as folder containing the selected components to be included in the product. 
 

 PDI-type True Color Image: TCI&PVI is always associated to a unique Level-1C 
product. The PDI related to the L1C product at Tile level, includes the Preview Image. 
For TCI (JPEG2000 with GML geo-referencing) a specific PDI is provided because can 
be needed to distributed it independently from the Level-1C Tile PDI. 

 

 PDI-type Auxiliary: this type of PDI refers to each archived auxiliary data. In this case 
the PDI (where not otherwise specified) coincides with the aux data itself and the name 
of the auxiliary data represents the unique PDI_ID identifying univocally the auxiliary 
data. If the PDI is composed by a unique file (the auxiliary file), the PDI coincides with 
the file itself, otherwise the PDI is archived as a tar or tgz file. 

 

 PDI-type Ancillary: similarly to the auxiliary data, this type of PDI (where not otherwise 
specified) is coincident with the ancillary file itself and it is uniquely identified by its file 
name (PDI_ID). If the PDI is composed by a unique file, the PDI coincides with the file 
itself, otherwise the PDI is archived as a tar file. 

 
The following table resumes the type of PDI presented above: 
 

PDI-type PDI-subtype Description 

Granule Granule Level-0 Level-0 Granule PDI. 

                                                
1
In order to avoid performance degradation of the Inventory application, the Inventory_Metadata.xml file is always in a fixed 

position and then, it must be the first in the tar. In general, the TAR shall be packaged to have all ASCII files followed by 
binary files. 
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Granule Level-1A Level-1A Granule PDI. 

Granule Level-1B Level-1B Granule PDI. 

Tile Level-1C Level-1C Tile PDI. 

Datastrip 

Datastrip Level-0 

Level-0 Datastrip PDI. 
Level-0 refers to consolidated 
Level-0 PDI containing the Quick 
Look image. 

Datastrip Level-1A Level-1A Datastrip PDI. 

Datastrip Level-1B Level-1B Datastrip PDI. 

Datastrip Level-1C Level-1B Datastrip PDI. 

True Color Image TCI TCI PDI. 

Auxiliary 

GRI 

The GRI files are stored with your 
PDI-id and the link to these aux 
files is set among the metadata at 
Datastrip level. 

DEM 

The DEM is stored with your PDI-
id and the link to these aux files is 
set among the metadata at 
Datastrip level. 

GIPP 

The GIPP files are stored with 
own PDI-id and the link to these 
aux files is set among the 
metadata at Datastrip level. 

ECMWF 

Raw ECMWF data containing 
Meteorological datasets. 
Resampled ECMWF data are 
always provided within L1C Tile 
PDI, in L1C product geometry. 

IERS Bulletin 

The International Earth Rotation 
and Reference System Service 
(IERS) provides data on Earth 
orientation, on the International 
Celestial Reference 
System/Frame, on the 
International Terrestrial Reference 
System/Frame, and on 
geophysical fluids. 

POD 

Precise Orbit Determination 
(POD): an XML file, used in case 
of contingency with the on-board 
navigation solution. 

Ancillary 

HKTM 
PDI relative to housekeeping 
telemetry data. 

SAD 

The SAD PDI is formatted as a tar 
file including a set of binary SAD 
files, each one corresponding to 
one SAD file type and covering 
one orbit ANX to ANX or shorter 
(current dump orbit). 

Table 3-1: Type of PDI 
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3.2 PDI Naming Convention 

PDI_ID is a logical and a physical naming convention defined to identify univocally each type of 
PDI. In fact, PDI_ID or PDI_ID.tar (where the tar compression is foreseen) represents the PDI 
physical name defined case by case in the document, but PDI_ID (without extension) represents 
also the logical convention used to reference each type of PDI in the archive. 
 
The PDI_ID naming convention is described hereafter: 
 
MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_id> where: 
 
Part Description Comment 

MMM Mission ID  

“S2A” or “S2B” 
“S2_” applicable to the constellation, used 
for satellite independent files. 

CCCC  File Class  

4 uppercase letters can contain digits. 
OPER for “Routine Operations” files. 
 
Note that the File Class will be set “OPER” 
for all products generated during the 
operation phase. During validation or for 
internal testing other values can be defined. 

TTTTTTTTTT File Type (File Category + File 
Semantic)  

10 uppercase letters can contain digits and 
underscores. 

<Instance ID> Instance Id  Uppercase letters, digits and underscores. 

Table 3-2: PDI File name decomposition 

 
File Type is a 10 characters field either uppercase letters, digits or 
underscores “_”. The File Type field is subdivided into two sub-fields as follows: 
 
TTTTTTTTTT = FFFFDDDDDD where: 
 

 FFFF = File Category; 
 DDDDDD = Semantic Descriptor. 

 
File Category sub-field is defined as the 4 initial characters of the File Type. The File Category is 
composed by 3 characters and an ending underscore “_” for separation with the Semantic 
Descriptor. This sub-field allows the definition of file groups characterised by related information / 
configuration information / generated data / usage of the data / etc. 
 
Semantic Descriptor sub-field is composed by the 6 characters contiguous to the File Category 
sub-field. The Semantic Descriptor can be composed of uppercase letters, digits or underscores 
“_”. This sub-field is unique for a given File Type and must be as descriptive as possible given the 
6 character limitation to characterize the information contained by the file. 
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For the Granule (Tile), Datastrip and TCI PDI the following convention is used: 

 File Category is set as MSI_ constant string. 

 Semantic Descriptor is composed of YYY_ZZ where : 
 
 

Semantic Descriptor 
Sub-Field Name 

Value/Meaning 

YYY 

 L0_ for Level 0 products 

 L1A for Level 1A products 

 L1B for Level 1B products 

 L1C for Level 1C and TCI products 

ZZ 

 GR (Granule) 

 DS (Datastrip) 

 TL (Tile) 

 TC (True Color Image) 

 
The following table resumes the unique File Type for a given Granule (Tile), Datastrip and TCI PDI: 
 

Type Of PDI File Type 
(File Category + Semantic Descriptor) 

Granule Level-0 MSI_L0__GR 

Datastrip Level-0 MSI_L0__DS 

Granule Level-1A MSI_L1A_GR 

Datastrip Level-1A MSI_L1A_DS 

Granule Level-1B MSI_L1B_GR 

Datastrip Level-1B MSI_L1B_DS 

Tile Level-1C MSI_L1C_TL 

Level-1C Tile Consolidated MSI_L1C_CO 

Datastrip Level-1C MSI_L1C_DS 

True Color Image MSI_L1C_TC 

Table 3-3: Granule (Tile), Datastrip and TCI PDI File Type 

 
The following tables give a list of File Type assigned to each PDI - type GIPP, DEM, GRI, HKTM 
and SAD data. 
 
Regarding the GIPP files listed in the table hereafter, note that the file types not highlighted 
corresponding to the GIPP files listed in the Annex D and detailed in the reference document 
[GPP-IODD]. The GIPP files highlighted in blue (foreseen for each level of processing) are not real 
GIPP files but general configuration files managed by the processing chains as the standard GIPP 
files.  
GIP_OLQCPA GIPP file is detailed in the referenced document [OLQC-GIPP]. 
 

GIPP files FileType (Category+Semantic) 

IAS AnaTm image parameters file GIP_ATMIMA 

IAS AnaTm HK parameters file GIP_ATMSAD 

IAS Datation parameters file GIP_DATATI 
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GIPP files FileType (Category+Semantic) 

LR Extraction parameters file GIP_LREXTR 

InitLoc Inv parameters file GIP_INVLOC 

Pixel line of sight for each bands in the focal plane 
reference frame 

GIP_VIEDIR 

Platform model GIP_SPAMOD 

List of blind pixels GIP_BLINDP 

CloudInv parameter file GIP_CLOINV 

InitLoc production parameters file GIP_PRDLOC 

RadioS2 parameters file GIP_R2PARA 

SWIR detectors arrangement parameters GIP_R2SWIR 

Radiometric equalization parameters on board (dark 
current, on-board inter pixel calibration) 

GIP_R2EOB2 

Radiometric equalization parameters on ground (on-
ground correction) 

GIP_R2EQOG 

List of defective pixels GIP_R2DEPI 

Deconvolution filter for each deconvoluted band GIP_R2DEFI 

Wavelets filters GIP_R2WAFI 

Wavelets base GIP_R2DEBA 

L2 Norm coefficients (denoising) GIP_R2L2NC 

Denoising thresholds (denoising) GIP_R2DENT 

Threshold file for deconvolution through wavelet 
packets 

GIP_R2DECT 

Maximum signal coefficients (denoising) GIP_R2MACO 

Noise model (denoising) GIP_R2NOMO 

Absolute calibration parameters GIP_R2ABCA 

Binning for 60m bands parameters (filters and 
undersampling) 

GIP_R2BINN 

Crosstalk correction GIP_R2CRCO 

GeoS2 parameters file (preProc) GIP_G2PARA 

Geometric parameter to refine GIP_G2PARE 

Earth model GIP_EARMOD 

Global geometrical parameters GIP_GEOPAR 

Description of the inter detectors overlapping area GIP_INTDET 

TilingS2 parameters file GIP_TILPAR 

ResampleS2 parameters file (preProc) GIP_RESPAR 

MaskS2 parameters file GIP_MASPAR 

Compression JP2K parameters file GIP_JP2KPA 

ECMWF parameters file GIP_ECMWFP 

On board decompression parameters file GIP_DECOMP 

OLQC configuration parameters file GIP_OLQCPA 

Processing Baseline parameters GIP_PROBAS 

Mapping parameters from 16 to 18 bits GIP_CONVER 

Table 3-4: GIPP File Type 

 
 

DEM files FileType (Category+Semantic) 

GLOBE DEM Format DEM_GLOBEF 

SRTM DEM Format DEM_SRTMFO 
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Geoid File Format  DEM_GEOIDF 

Table 3-5: DEM File Type 

 
 

GRI files FileType (Category+Semantic) 

Global Reference Images 
AUX_GRIxxx 
 
Where xxx = Relative Orbit (001-143) 

Table 3-6: GRI File Type 

 
 

HKTM files FileType (Category+Semantic) 

House Keeping Telemetry data PRD_HKTM__ 

Table 3-7: HKTM File Type 

 
The type of a SAD packet depends on its Process Identifiers (PRID) and on its Structure Identifier 
(SID). The following table resumes the values of SAD packets possibly received. 
 

Unit Process ID 
(PRID) 

Structure ID (SID) 

OBC CSW AOCS 11 
105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110-120, 121-122, 123, 124-
126 

STR 

A 37 

105, 106 B 38 

C 39 

GPS 
A 48 215, 218, 223, 224, 225-227, 229-232, 234, 235 

B 49 215, 218, 219, 223-227, 229-232, 234, 235 

OBC CSW MSIC 09 123 

Table 3-8: SAD packet type possible values 

 
The first line of the following table contains the File Type of each unitary Raw SAD files; the 
second line indicates the File Type of the SAD PDI, that is the File Type of the tar containing 
several unitary Raw SAD files. 
 

SAD files FileType (Category+Semantic) 

SAD files inside the L0 PDI Datastrip: 
Raw SAD files (named also Measurement Data files) 
containing only SAD packets matching a single 
packet type. 
 
SAD files inside the L0 PDI Datastrip (cf. section 
3.7) cover at most the temporal extent of the full 
Datatake. 
 
The naming of those unitary raw SAD files is in the 

AUX_Sppnnn 
 
Where: 
nnn = SID, pp = PRID 
 
The possible value for SID and PRID 
parameters are in the table above. 
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section 3.21.1 

SAD PDI:  
SAD PDI (cf. section 3.21) consists in a single tar file 
containing one Raw SAD file per packet type and 
cover the temporal extent of the full orbit. 
 
The naming of the SAD PDI (SAD PDI_ID) is in the 
section 3.21.1 

AUX_SADATA 

Table 3-9: SAD File Type 

 
 

IERS Bulletin A FileType (Category+Semantic) 

IERS Bulletin A AUX_UT1UTC 

Table 3-10: IERS Bulletin File Type 

 
 

POD file FileType (Category+Semantic) 

Restituted precise orbit determination data AUX_RESORB 

Predicted precise orbit determination data AUX_PREORB 

Table 3-11: POD File Type 

 
 

ECMWF file FileType (Category+Semantic) 

ECMWF global forecast dataset AUX_ECMWFD 

Table 3-12: ECMWF File Type 

 

Instance ID is used to define several sub-fields within the filename according to the nature of the 
file. For usage for the Sentinel PDGS, Instance ID is decomposed into a set of mandatory sub-
fields in the prefix, complemented by optional ones in the trailing portion of the filename. 
The File Instance ID mandatory sub-fields are always placed on fixed positions within the filename 
for simple and unambiguous recognition. The mandatory part is subdivided into sub-fields as 
follows: 
 
<Instance ID mandatory prefix> = ssss_YYYYMMDDThhmmss 
where: 

 ssss is the Site Centre of the file originator 
 YYYYMMDDThhmmss is the Creation Date 

 
The Site Centre is a 4 characters field defined by either, uppercase letters, digits or underscore “_”. 
The Creation Date is a 15 characters field defined according composed of: 

 8 characters, all digits, for the date: “YYYYMMDD” 
 1 uppercase T: “T” 
 6 characters, all digits, for the time: “hhmmss” 
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As per the applicable [EOFFS-PDGS], the optional part of the Instance ID allows further 
characterisation about the scope of every file. The optional suffix is appended to the mandatory 
prefix and starts with an underscore character immediately followed by a one-character field 
defining the specific options: 
 
<optional-suffix> = _Ivvvvvvvv…  
 
where:  
 
“I” is a one-character option Identifier (e.g. ‘S’, ‘O’, ‘V’, etc);  
 
“vvvvvvvv” contains the trailing Option Value.  
 
The following table lists all optional char ID used in this document: 
 

Optional Suffix Description Template 

Applicability Start: _S _SYYYYMMDDTHHMMSS 

 
Appends the Validity Start Time 

_S20130401T123000 

Orbit Period: _O _Offffff_llllll 
 
- ffffff is the first Absolute Orbit Number 

reported in the file 
- llllll is the last Absolutr Orbit Number reported 

in the file 
 
Both first and last orbits shall be zero-padded 
with 6 overall digits. 

_O123456_123457 

Applicability Time 
Period: _V 

_VyyyymmddThhmmss_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS 

 
Appends the Validity Period Time fields (Start 
and Stop) 

_V20091210T235134_20091210T235224 

Detector ID: _D _Dxx 

 
xx = 01,…12 

_D05 

Absolute Orbit Number: 
_A 

_Affffff 

 
ffffff is the Absolute Orbit Number 

_A123456 

Relative Orbit Number: 
_R 

_Rzzz 

 
zzz is the Relative Orbit Number 

_R123 

Tile Number: _T _Txxxxx 

 
xxxxx = fixed string 

_T15SWC 

Processing Baseline 
Number: _N 

_Nxx.yy 

 
x,y={0;9}, identifies the current processing 
baseline 

_N01.01 

Band Index ID: _B _Bxx 

 
xx is the band number 

_B8A 

Completeness ID: _W _Wx 

 
x = F for Full orbit 

_WP 
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x = P for Partial orbit 

Degradation ID: _L _Ly 

 
y = N for Nominal data 
y = D for Degraded data 

_LN 

 
The Instance ID optional part and the complete PDI_ID are defined case by case through out the 
document.  
 
 

3.3 PDI Hierarchy 

A PDI-type Granule contains among its metadata the PDI_ID (DATASTRIP_ID) related to the PDI-
type Datastrip linked to the Granule. This link establishes the hierarchy between Granule vs 
Datastrip. 
Moreover, each PDI-type Datastrip contains among its metadata the Datatake_ID and this link 
establishes the hierarchy between Granule/Datastrip vs Datatake. 
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3.4 Granule/Tile PDI Common Structure 

Granule/Tile PDI is organized as shown in the following figure: 
 

  

Figure 9: Granule / Tile Common Structure 

 
1. Granule_Metadata_File: XML metadata file describing all the elements contained inthe 

Granule PDI; 
2. IMG_DATA: folder containing the image data foreseen for each kind of Granule / Tile PDI; 
3. QI_DATA: folder containing the XML reports including the quality control checks performed 

by OLQC processor (for each L0/L1A/L1B/L1C PDI) and the GML quality masks (for each 
L1A/L1B/L1C PDI). The XSD schema of OLQC reports is provided in Annex C, the masks 
files are listed in the Table 3-4. In addition, in case of L1C Tile, this folder contains the PVI 
file. 

4. AUX_DATA: folder containing ECMWF dataset resampled in UTM projection. Note that this 
folder is provided only inside a Level-1C Tile PDI. 

5. Inventory_Metadata.xml: inventory metadata file. 
6. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file (cf. section 3.4.4). 
7. rep_info: folder containing the available XSD schemas used to validate the Granule PDI 

components (cf. section3.4.4) 
 
Note that the Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are available inside a 
Granule/Tile PDI but they are removed when the PDI is included in the User Product. 
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3.4.1 Granule_Metadata_File Structure 

The Granule_Metadata_File is a single metadata file containing different types of information 
shown in the following figure. 
 

 

Figure 10: Granule_Metadata_File 

The structure of the Granule_Metadata_File is common to all processing level (L0/L1A/L1B/L1C); 
the following tables summarize the Granule_Metadata_File content. For all details regarding the 
Granule metadata content, specific for each processing level (L0/L1A/L1B/L1C), refers to the 
dedicated section. 
 

Info Type Description L0/L1A/L1B/L1C 

General_Info 
General information 
regarding Granule 
elements 

Y 

Geometric_Info 
Geometric information 
providing the geolocation 
of the Granule 

Y 

Quality_Indicators_Info 

Set of metadata providing 
information regarding all 
checks performed at 
Granule level for each 
processing level (cf. Table 
3-2) 

Y 

Table 3-13: Granule / Tile Metadata Structure 
 
 

Field Name Description L0/L1A/L1B L1C 

GRANULE_ID/TILE_ID 
Unique Identifier of the 
Granule PDI (PDI_ID) 

Y Y 

DETECTOR_ID Detector Identifier Y N 

DATASTRIP_ID 
Unique Identifier of the 
Datastrip PDI (PDI_ID) 

Y Y 

DOWNLINK_PRIORITY 
Downlink priority flag, 
can be set to NOMINAL, 
NRT or RT 

Y Y 

SENSING_TIME 

Time stamp of the first 
line of the Granule, that 
is the Sensing Start Time 
of the Granule PDI. 
 

Y Y 
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This metadata in L1C 
Tile PDI is defined as the 
Datastrip Start time. 

Archiving_Info 
Archiving centre and 
time 

Y Y 

Processing_Specific_Parameters 

Optional field reserved 
for production chain only 
(i.e. DPC and/or IPF) 
and not propagated to 
User Product 

Y Y 

Table 3-14: Granule / Tile PDI General_Info 
 
 

Field Name Description L0 L1A/L1B L1C 

Granule_Footprint 

Geolocation of the four 
corners of the Granule 
envelope (Lat, Lon, H 
coordinates with 
horizontal CRS as 
WGS84 and altitude 
given over EGM96). 

Y Y N 

Granule_Position 
Position of the Granule 
in the Datatake. 

Y Y N 

Granule_Dimensions 
Granule dimensions for 
each resolution band 
(10m, 20m and 60m). 

N Y N 

Tile_Geocoding 

Coordinates of the Tile 
(in meters), the pixel 
dimensions within the 
Tile (in meters), the Tile 
size in number of 
lines/columns. 

N N Y 

Tile_Angles 
Grid of sun and 
incidence angles. 

N N Y 

Table3-15: Granule / Tile PDI Geometric_Info 
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The following table summarizes the QIs provided through the Granule (Tile) metadata file. The green boxes indicate the QIs common to all 
processing levels. 
 

GRANULE / TILE QUALITY INDICATORS 

Image Content Quality Indicators 

QI Type Description 
Metatada 

Level 
Metatada Field Name L0 L1A L1B L1C 

Local cloud 
coverage 
indicator 

Percentage of cloud coverage Standard CLOUDY_PIXEL_PERCENTAGE Y Y Y Y 

List of source 
packets lost / 
degraded within 
the Granule 

for each couple (band, detector) with the degradation 
type, the error type, the date of the first line of the 
scene which contains the lost / degraded source 
packet, the counter of the first source packet in error 
and the number of lost or degraded source packet 

Standard Lost_Source_Packet_List Y N N N 

Local technical 
quality indicator 

Percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data Standard DEGRADED_MSI_DATA_PERCENTAGE Y Y Y Y 

 

PIXEL LEVEL QUALITY INDICATORS 

Image Content Quality Indicators (MASK FILES) 

QI Type Description Metatada Level Metatada Field Name Main File Type L0 L1A L1B L1C 
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Coarse 
cloud mask 
files 

These vector files (derived 
from cloud detection using the 
preliminary quicklook images), 
contain a list of polygons in 
sensor geometry (Level-1A 
reference frame) indicating the 
presence of clouds on the 
images.  

Standard 

Pixel_Level_QI 
 
Pointer to the Mask files 
contained in the QI_DATA 
folder. 
 

MSK_CLOLOW N Y Y N 

Finer cloud 
mask 

A finer cloud mask is 
computed on final Level-1C 
images. It is provided in the 
final reference frame (ground 
geometry). 

Standard 

Pixel_Level_QI 
 
Pointer to the Mask files 
contained in the QI_DATA 
folder. 

MSK_CLOUDS N N N Y 

Technical 
quality 
mask files 

These vector files contain a 
list of polygons in Level-1A 
reference frame indicating 
degraded quality areas in the 
image.  

Standard 

Pixel_Level_QI 
 
Pointer to the Mask files 
contained in the QI_DATA 
folder. 

MSK_TECQUA N Y Y Y 

Detector 
footprint 
mask 

A mask providing the ground 
footprint of each detector 
within a Tile. 

Standard 

Pixel_Level_QI 
 
Pointer to the Mask files 
contained in the QI_DATA 
folder. 

MSK_DETFOO N N N Y 

Radiometric Quality Indicators (MASK FILES) 

QI Type Description 
Metatada 
Level 

Metatada 
Field Name 

Main File Type L0 L1A L1B L1C 
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Radiometric 
quality 
masks 

A defective pixels’ mask, containing the position of defective 
pixels. 

Standard 

Pixel_Level_QI 
 
Pointer to the 
Mask files 
contained in 
the QI_DATA 
folder. 

MSK_DEFECT N Y Y Y 

Radiometric 
quality 
masks 

A saturated pixels’ mask, containing the position of the saturated 
pixels in the full resolution image. 

Standard 

Pixel_Level_QI 
 
Pointer to the 
Mask files 
contained in 
the QI_DATA 
folder. 

MSK_SATURA N Y Y Y 

Radiometric 
quality 
masks 

A nodata pixels’ mask, containing the position of pixels with no 
data. 

Standard 

Pixel_Level_QI 
 
Pointer to the 
Mask files 
contained in 
the QI_DATA 
folder. 

MSK_NODATA N Y Y Y 

Table 3-16: Granule / Tile PDI Quality Indicators 
 
 
The mask files are vector files provided as GML format files (cf. [HMA-GML]). 
The naming convention for the gml mask files is defined case by case in the sections 3.8.2, 3.10.2 and 3.12.2. 
The grouping strategy to have several masks in one physical GML file is described in the Annex E. 
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In the frame of OLQC consolidation, the quality control checks performed by OLQC processor are 
included inside the XML reports (cf. Annex C) stored in the QI_DATA folder. In the following table, 
the quality control checks performed on the Granule metadata are provided.  
 

Granule Quality control Checks Information (OLQC OUTPUT) 
Check Name Checklist Name Description L0 L1A L1B L1C 

Missing_Lines SENSOR_QUALITY Number of missing lines Y Y Y Y 
Corrupted_ISP SENSOR_QUALITY Corrupted ISP Y Y Y Y 
Sensing_Time  SENSOR_QUALITY Consistency of Sensing 

Time 
Y Y Y Y 

Granule_Dimensions GEOMETRIC_QUALITY Consistency of Granule 
size 

N Y Y Y 

Product_Footprint GEOMETRIC_QUALITY Consistency of Granule 
footprint wrt the expected 
geometry 

N Y Y Y 

Geometric_Header GEOMETRIC_QUALITY Consistency of the 
Incidence and SunAngles 

N Y Y Y 

Perc_Cloud_Coverage GENERAL_QUALITY Check the percentage of 
cloud coverage 

N Y Y Y 

List_Fake_Decompression GENERAL_QUALITY Check the list of fake 
decompressed 
source frames  

N Y Y Y 

Product_Syntax FORMAT_CORRECTNESS Check on Product 
components syntax & 
semantics correctness 

Y Y Y Y 

Table 3-17: Granule Quality Control Checks 
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3.4.2 Granule/Tile PDI_ID Definition 

PDI_ID is a string label identifying univocally the archived PDI. The PDI_ID (tar file name) used for 
a Level-0/Level-1A/Level-1B Granule PDI and for a Level-1C Tile PDI is compliant to [EOFFS-
PDGS] and follows the description provided in the section 3.2: 
 
PDI_ID = MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID>.tar 
 
The sub-strings MMM (Mission ID), CCCC (File Class), and TTTTTTTTTT (File Type) are detailed 
in the section 3.2.  
 
The Granule Instance_ID is defined hereafter. 
 
<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Sensing Time>_<Detector ID>_<Processing Baseline> 

 
<Site Centre> and <Creation Date> corresponding to the Instance_ID mandatory prefix (cf.section 
3.2). 
 
<Site Centre> (4 characters) is the centre where the PDI can be created (processing centre) 
 
 
The others sub-fields are described in the following table: 
 

Field Name Value/Meaning Note 

Sensing Time SYYYYMMDDTHHMMSS 

This time refers to the sensing time 
of the first line of the PDI at 
Granule level in UTC time. 
 
Fourteen digits, date and time 
separated by the character T. 

Detector ID D01…12 
The MSI detectors are identified by 
2 digits, from 01 to 12 

Processing Baseline 

Nxx.yy 
 
xx.yy where x,y={0;9}, 
identifies the current 
processing baseline 

The Processing Baseline refers to 
the processing configuration 
baseline used at the time of the 
Granules generation (cf. section 
2.9). 
 
Note: all the PDIs of a Datatake are 
always processed with the same 
processing baseline even if 
acquired in different stations. 

 
 
The Tile Instance_ID is defined hereafter. 
 
<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Abs Orbit>_<Tile>_<Processing Baseline> 
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<Site Centre> and <Creation Date> are defined above, the others sub-fields are described in the 
following table: 
 

Field Name Value/Meaning Note 

Abs orbit 
Azzzzzz 
 
zzzzzz = (000001-999999) 

Absolute Orbit Number 

Tile 

Txxxxx 

 
Tile number where xxxxx 
is a fixed string of 5 
characters 

According to US-MGRS 

naming convention. See 
example of section 4.9.2 

Processing Baseline 

Nxx.yy 
 
xx.yy where x={0;9}, 
identifies the current 
processing baseline  

See comment in the table 
above. 
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3.4.3 Granule/Tile PDI XSD Schemas 

This section contains the list of the XSD schemas (annexed to the document) used to describe the 
physical structure and the metadata content of each Granule/Tile PDI: 
 

1. S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Structure.xsd 
2. S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Structure.xsd 
3. S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Structure.xsd 
4. S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Structure.xsd 
 
5. S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Metadata.xsd 
6. S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd 
7. S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Metadata.xsd 
8. S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd 

The first set of the schemas (points 1 - 4)  define the "physical organization" of the Granule/Tile 
PDI on the disk.  

These schemas are ''improperly'' used to specify elements not envisaged by the XML such as 
folders, therefore it is actually not expected to be used for the validation of the corresponding XML 
file. 

Oppositely, the second set of the schema (points 5 – 8) are used to validate the XML metadata file 
provided inside each Granule/Tile PDI. 
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3.4.4 Granule/Tile PDI SAFE Format Approach 

Following the presentation in section 3.4 and the structure in the Figure 9, all SAFE Granule/Tile 
PDI include a manifest.safe file and a rep_info folder according to [SAFE-SPEC].  
 
The manifest.safe is an XML file formatted according to [SAFE-SPEC] providing metadata 
(concerning the overall context where the PDI is generated and the PDI itself) and a map of the 
PDI content (consisting in a reference to all data components inside the PDI including 
measurement data files, ancillary and auxiliary data files, XSD schema, etc).  
 
The manifest.safe is composed by three main sections:  
 

Manifest sections Description 

Information Package Map 
Contains a high-level textual description of the product and references to all 
products components. 

Metadata Section 
Contains the product Metadata, including the product identification and the 
resource references. 

Data Object Section 
Contains references to the physical location of each component file contained 
in the product, with a description of the file format, location, size and 
checksum. 

Table 3-18:High Level Structure of SAFE Manifest File 
 
More in details the manifest.safe provided for each PDI contains: 

1. metadata information defined by [SAFE-SPEC] including not only the mandatory Metadata 
Sections (Platform and Processing sections) but, as added value, other relevant non 
mandatory Metadata Sections (e.g. acquisitionPeriod, measurementOrbitReference, 
measurementFrameSet), 

2. a sub-set of metadata redundant respect to the mandatory XML Granule_Metadata_File 
included in the PDI, 

3. the map of the complete content of the PDI, namely all the references to all the files 
contained in the PDI (including the reference to the XML main metadata file) with the 
description of each file (e.g. file type, file size, coding, etc...). 

 
Note that the Granule_Metadata_File file groups all metadata regarding the PDI and the mission 
context, while the SAFE Manifest file contains, as added value, the exhaustive map of the PDI 
itself and a description of each file PDI component (e.g. file type, file size, coding, etc...). 
 
In this respect, the present document provides, for each L0/L1A/L1B/L1C Granule/Tile PDI defined 
in this Section 3, the following information: 
 

 A set of 3 tables (one for each of the three main sections), containing the list of fields (tags 
or attribute) to be included in the Safe Manifest file, and for each field: 

o the field name in the SAFE Manifest file (attributes names are in bold character); 
o only for the Metadata section, the corresponding field name in the 

Granule_Metadata_File schema; this column highlights the redundant sub-set of 
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metadata included both in the XML Granule_Metadata_File and in the XML SAFE 
Manifest file; 

o a brief textual description of the field;  
o the data type of the field; 
o the occurrence of the field (min/max occurrence e.g. 0..1); a minimum occurrence of 

1 means that the field is mandatory. 
 

 A practical example of SAFE Manifest file containing the tags listed in the table mentioned 
above. Each tag is set to an indicative value, as realistic as possible; the compliance of the 
SAFE Manifest file to the SAFE specification has been verified by validating the Manifest 
file against the SAFE XSD schemas. All SAFE Manifest files and the schemas are provided 
in the zip file (S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD_V14_SAFE.zip) annexed to this document. The XSD 
schemas are provided as a set of xfdu.xsd schemas located in the final leaf of the 
resources directory. 

 
In addition to the mandatory SAFE Manifest file, according to the applicable document [SAFE-
SPEC], a SAFE Granule PDI contains the rep_info folder (fixed folder name recommended by 
[SAFE-SPEC]) including all the available schemas describing the product component files. Those 
schemas are not mandatory but "may be provided" inside the PDI.   
 
The XSD schemas provided inside the rep_info folder are referenced as internal product 
components by "metadataComponentSchemas" tag in the manifest file. 
 
On the contrary, according to the SAFE specifications, the XSD schemas used to validate the 
SAFE manifest files are not included in the rep_info folder but they are external to the PDI. 
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3.5 Datastrip PDI Common Structure 

Datastrip PDI is organized as shown in the following figure: 
 

  

Figure 11: Datastrip Common Structure 

 
1. Datastrip_Metadata_File: XML Metadata file describing all the elements contained in  the 

Datastrip PDI; 
2. QI_DATA: folder containing the XML reports including the quality control checks performed 

by OLQC processor (cf. XSD schema of the OLQC report in Annex C). In addition, in case 
of L0 Datastrip this folder contains the preliminary QuickLook files (five image files in 
JPEG2000 format), 

3. ANC_DATA: folder containing SAD raw data as received from the DFEP. Note that this 
folder is provided only inside a Level-0 Datastrip PDI; 

4. Inventory_Metadata.xml: inventory metadata file; 
5. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file(cf. section 3.5.4); 
6. rep_info: folder containing the available XSD schemas that describe each Datastrip PDI 

components (cf. section 3.5.4). 
 
Note that the ANC_DATA, Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are available inside 
a Datastrip PDI but they are removed when the PDI is included in the User Product. 
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3.5.1 Datastrip_Metadata_File Structure 

The Datastrip_Metadata_File is a single metadata file containing different types of information 
shown in the following figure. 
 

 

Figure 12: Datastrip_Metadata_File 

 
The structure of the Datastrip_Metadata_File is common to all processing level (L0/L1A/L1B/L1C); 
the following tables summarize the Datastrip_Metadata_File content and specify the applicability to 
the processing level. For all details regarding the Datastrip metadata content, specific for each 
processing level (L0/L1A/L1B/L1C), refers to the dedicated section in this chapter. 
 
 

Info Type Description L0/L1A/L1B/L1C 

General_Info 
General information characterizing the 
Product Data Item 

Y 

Image_Data_Info Image data information from MSI telemetry Y 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info 
Ancillary data information from Satellite 
Ancillary Telemetry 

Y 

Quality_Indicators_Info 
Results of all quality checks performed at 
Datastrip level. 

Y 

Auxiliary_Data_Info Auxiliary data information Y 

Table 3-19: Datastrip Metadata Structure 
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Field Name Description L0/L1A/L1B/L1C 

Datatake_Info 

Identification of the 
source Datastrip 
acquisition. General 
information. 

Y 

Processing_Info 
Datastrip production 
information 

Y 

Datastrip_Time_Info 
Datastrip Sensing 
Time information 

Y 

Downlink_Info 
S2 data downlink 
information 

Y 

Archiving_Info 
S2 data archiving 
information 

Y 

Processing_Specific_Parameters 

Optional field reserved 
for production chain 
only (i.e. DPC and/or 
IPF) and not 
propagated to User 
Product 

Y 

Table 3-20: Datastrip PDI General_Info 
 
 

Field Name Description L0 L1A L1B L1C 

Granules_Information 
List of Granules composing the whole 
Datastrip. 

Y Y Y N 

Tiles_Information 
List of the tiles composing the whole 
Datastrip. 

N N N Y 

Sensor_Configuration 
MSI Sensor configuration (Information from 
MSI telemetry) 

Y Y Y Y 

Geometric_Header_List Geometric information Y Y Y N 

Radiometric_Info Radiometric Information N Y Y Y 

List_Fake_Decompr_Source_Frames List of the decompressed source frames N Y N N 

Geometric_Info Refined model information N N Y Y 

Table 3-21: Datastrip PDI Image_Data_Info 
 
 
The Satellite Ancillary Data information, available through the Datastrip metadata file, are retrieved 
from SAD raw data stored in archive with a specific filename defined in the section § 3.21.1. 

 
Field Name Description L0/L1A/L1B/L1C 

Time_Correlation_Data_List 
Time Correlation Data 
(sampled at 1Hz) 

Y 

Ephemeris 
Description of ephemeris 
data (filtered and raw) 

Y 

Attitudes 
Description of attitudes 
data (filtered and raw) 

Y 

Thermal_Data 
Thermal data acquired at 1 
Hz 

Y 

Lost_Source_Packet_List List of source packets Y 
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lost/degraded 

ANC_DATA_REF 

Reference to folder 
including the SAD raw 
data used for the 
processing. The SAD raw 
Data are provided only 
inside the L0 Datastrip 
PDI. This metadata is not 
mandatory for L1 Datastrip 
PDI. 
 
Note:  
Since the ANC_DATA 
folder inside the L0 
Datastrip PDI is removed 
during the L0 User Product 
generation(section4.6.7.3) 
the metadata 
ANC_DATA_REF inside 
the L0 User Product 
(defined at Datastrip level) 
refers to the mandatory 
folder ANC_DATA 
contained in the L0 User 
Product. 

Y 

Table 3-22: Datastrip PDI Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info 
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The following table summarizes the QIs provided through the Datastrip metadata file.  
 

DATASTRIP QUALITY INDICATORS 

Geometric Quality Indicators 

QI Type Description Metatada Field Name L0 L1A L1B L1C 

Absolute location 
assessment 

Absolute location performance for the Datastrip 
given from a GIPP table, depending on the health 
status of the GPS and AOCS sensors (gyros and 
startrackers) provided in the Satellite Ancillary Data. 

Absolute_Location Y Y Y Y 

Planimetric stability 
assessment 

A planimetric stability performance for the Datastrip 
given from a GIPP table, depending on the health 
status of the GPS and AOCS sensors (gyros and 
startrackers) provided in the Satellite Ancillary Data. 

Planimetric_Stability Y Y Y Y 

Ephemeris data 
quality 

Ephemeris data quality retrieved from GPS Dilution 
of precision (DOP) information. 

EPHEMERIS_QUALITY Y Y Y Y 

Ancillary data quality 
Ancillary data quality retrieved from GPS Dilution of 
precision (DOP) information. 

ANCILLARY_QUALITY Y Y Y Y 

Geometric refining 
quality 

Available by Datastrip and only if geometric refining 
applied 

Geometric_Refining_Quality N N Y Y 

Multi-spectral 
registration 
performance 
assessment 

3 values for 10, 20 and 60m bands (from GIPP data) Multi_Spectral_Registration N N Y Y 

Quicklook Info 

QI Type Description Metatada Field Name L0 L1A L1B L1C 

Quicklook information 
Preliminary quicklook data provided for each 
Datastrip composing the product 

Preliminary_QuickLook Y N N N 

Radiometric Quality Indicators 
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QI Type Description Metatada Field Name L0 L1A L1B L1C 

Radiometric quality 
indicators for each 
band (from GIPP data) 

Alpha and Beta parameters providing the instrument 
noise as a function of the radiometric count X for 
Level-1B : Noise= square root(Alpha_X + Beta_X* 
X) 

Noise_Model N Y Y Y 

Radiometric quality 
indicators for each 
band (from GIPP data) 

Absolute calibration accuracy provided as a 
percentage of accuracy 

ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION_ACCURACY N Y Y Y 

Radiometric quality 
indicators for each 
band (from GIPP data) 

Cross-band calibration accuracy provided as a 
percentage of accuracy 

CROSS_BAND_CALIBRATION_ACCURACY N Y Y Y 

Radiometric quality 
indicators for each 
band (from GIPP data) 

Multi-temporal calibration accuracy provided as a 
percentage of accuracy 

MULTI_TEMPORAL_CALIBRATION_ACCURACY N Y Y Y 

Table 3-23: Datastrip PDI Quality Indicators 
 
In the frame of OLQC consolidation, the quality control checks performed by OLQC processor are included inside the XML reports (cf. Annex 
C) stored in the QI_DATA folder. In the following table, the quality control checks performed on the Datastrip metadata are provided.  
 

Datastrip Quality control Checks Information (OLQC OUTPUT) 
Check Name Checklist Name Description L0 L1A L1B L1C 

Degraded_SAD SENSOR_QUALITY Check on the consistency of satellite 
ancillary data 

Y Y Y Y 

Datation_Model SENSOR_QUALITY Check the correctness of the Datation 
Model 

Y Y Y Y 

Relative_Orbit_Number GENERAL_QUALITY Check the consistency of the relative 
orbit number 

Y Y Y Y 

Attitude_Quality_Indicator GEOMETRIC_QUALITY Check the admissibility of The 
Attidude Quality Indicator (QI) 

Y Y Y Y 

Processor_Version GENERAL_QUALITY Check the consistency of the 
processor version 

N Y Y Y 
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Ephemeris_Planimetric_Stability GEOMETRIC_QUALITY Check the consistency of the 
Ephemeris and Planimetric Stability 

N Y Y Y 

Absolute _Location_Value GEOMETRIC_QUALITY Check the consistency of the Absolute 
Location 

N Y Y Y 

Geometric_Refining GEOMETRIC_QUALITY Check the correctness of the 
Geometric Refining process results 

N N Y Y 

Radiometric_Quality_Indicators RADIOMETRIC_QUALITY Check the Radiometric Quality 
Indicators 

N N Y Y 

Tile_position GEOMETRIC_QUALITY Check on the consistency of the 
product boundaries (ground 
coordinates) 

N N N Y 

Product_Syntax FORMAT_CORRECTNESS Check on Product components syntax 
& semantics correctness 

Y Y Y Y 

DS_Consistency FORMAT_CORRECTNESS Check on Datastrip consistency Y Y Y Y 

Table 3-24: Datastrip Quality Control Checks 
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Field Name Description L0 L1A L1B L1C 

IERS_Bulletin 
IERS bulletin. These data 
are provided for the start 
acquisition date. 

Y Y Y Y 

GIPP_List 
Reference to the GIPP 
used: DEM, etc. 

Y Y Y Y 

PRODUCTION_DEM_TYPE 

DEM type used by the 
production process 
(GLOBE or SRTM for 
example) 

Y Y Y N 

REFERENCE_BAND Used Reference Band Y Y Y N 

Table 3-25: Datastrip PDI Auxiliary_Data_Info 
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3.5.2 Datastrip PDI_ID Definition 

The Datastrip PDI_ID used to identify a Level-0/Level-1A/Level-1B/Level-1C Datastrip PDI follows 
the same convention described in the section 3.4.2 except for the sub-filed “Detector ID” which is 
not relevant in case of a Datastrip PDI.  
 
In this case the optional suffix <Sensing Time> refers to start time of the first Granule of the 
Datastrip. 
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3.5.3 Datastrip PDI XSD Schemas 

This section contains the list of the XSD schemas (annexed to the document) used to describe the 
structure and the metadata content of each Granule/Tile PDI: 
 

1. S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Structure.xsd 
2. S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip _Structure.xsd 
3. S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip _Structure.xsd 
4. S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip _Structure.xsd 
 
5. S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip _Metadata.xsd 
6. S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip _Metadata.xsd 
7. S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip _Metadata.xsd 
8. S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip _Metadata.xsd 

 

The first set of the schemas (points 1 - 4)  define the "physical organization" of the Datastrip PDI 
on the disk.  

These schemas are ''improperly'' used to specify elements not envisaged by the XML such as 
folders, therefore it is actually not expected to be used for the validation of the corresponding XML 
file. 

Oppositely, the second set of the schema (points 5 – 8) are used to validate the XML metadata file 
inside each Datastrip PDI. 
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3.5.4 Datastrip PDI SAFE Format Approach 

The SAFE Datastrip PDI definition is the same one described for the Granule/Tile PDI in the 
section 3.4.4. 
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3.6 Level-0 PDI Granule definition 

Level-0 Granule PDI is defined as a tar file with the following structure:  
 

  

 

Figure 13: PDI Level-0 Granule Structure 

 
The PDI Level-0 Granule consists of: 
 

1. Level-0_Granule_Metadata_File: XML metadata file containing the requested level of 
information and referring all the product elements composing the Granule; 

2. IMG_DATA: folder containing the mission data corresponding to one on-board scene for 
one detector and all spectral bands. The image data are provided as a set of 13 binary files, 
one for each spectral band, including all corresponding Image Source Packets (ISP) in the 
observation chronological sequence. The ISPs include their corresponding source packet 
annotations as a pre-pended header of each source packet; 

3. QI_DATA: folder containing XML reports about Geometric quality, Image content quality, 
Quality control checks information; 

4. Inventory_Metadata.xml: file containing the metadata needed to inventory the PDI; 
5. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file (mandatory, cf. section 3.4.4); 
6. rep_info: folder containing the available XSD schemas that validate the PDI components 

(recommended by [SAFE-SPEC], cf. section 3.4.4). 
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3.6.1 PDI_ID definition 

The PDI_ID (Granule ID) used to identify a Level-0 Granule PDI, follows the description provided in 
the section 3.4.2. File_Type is defined in the section 3.2, Table 3-3. 
 
Level-0 Granule file template name (Granule ID): 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_N01.12.tar 
 
Note that the PDI_ID.tar is the physical name of the Granule PDI after the tar compression. 
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3.6.2 Level-0 Granule Physical Format 

The PDI_ID defined above represents the “Granule directory” name. Inside the Granule directory, 
there are the Granule components as in the Figure 13. 
 
Inside that directory, the naming convention used to identify each real files follows the same 
convention used to define the Granule ID but without the Processing Baseline sub-string. 
 

 Level-0_Granule_Metadata_File (XML file): 
Granule Metadata File Template name: 
S2A_OPER_MTD_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01.xml 
 
The XSD schema which regulates the metadata file is PDI_Level-
0_Granule_Metadata.xsd included in the S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_Schemas.zip file 
annexed to the document. 
 

 IMG_DATA (folder): 
Each file contained in the IMG_DATA folder (13 files, one image file per band) follows the 
naming convention defined hereafter: 
 
Image File naming convention = <PDI_ID*>_<Band_Index>.bin where: 
 

Field Name Value/Meaning Note 

PDI_ID* 
PDI_ID without Processing 
Baseline sub-string 

 

Band Index 
Bxx where: 
xx = 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 
07, 08, 8A, 09, 10, 11, 12 

Field used to identify the spectral 
bands within the Granule. 

 
IMG_DATA/Level-L0 image file template name (binary file): 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_B03.bin 

 

 QI_DATA (folder): 
QI_DATA folder contains the XML reports generated by On-Line Quality Control 
processor, including Quality Control Checks results. The OLQC_Report.xsd schema and 
the reports naming convention are in the Annex C of the document.  
 
File Template Name: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_SENSOR_QUALITY_report.
xml 

 

 Inventory_Metadata (XML file): 
XML Inventory metadata file with fixed name Inventory_Metadata.xml 
 

 manifest.safe (XML file): 
XML file with fixed name manifest.safe 
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 rep_info (folder): 
Folder containg the following XSD schemas: 

1. S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Metadata.xsd 
2. Inventory_Metadata.xsd 
3. OLQC_Report.xsd 

 
Level-0 Granule Physical Format template: 
 

Level-0 Granule PDI_ID:  
S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_N01.12 

Inventory_Metadata.xml 

S2A_OPER_MTD_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01.xml 

manifest.safe 

IMG_DATA 
 

Appendix A : 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_B01.bin 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_B02.bin 
. 
. 
. 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_B12.bin 

QI_DATA 
 

 S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_SENSOR_QUALITY_report.xml 

rep_info 
 

S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Metadata.xsd 

Inventory_Metadata.xsd 

OLQC_Report.xsd 

Figure 14: PDI Level-0 Granule Physical Format 
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3.6.3 Level-0 PDI Granule Structure 

The S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Structure.xsd schema annexed to the document and shown in the 
following diagram, represents the organization of a Level-0 Granule PDI on disk. This schema is 

provided for information only as It is actually not expected to be used for the validation of a XML 
file. The diagram reflects exactly the Figure 13. 
 

diagram 

 

children  Level-0_Granule_Metadata_File IMG_DATA QI_DATA  Inventory_Metadata manifest.safe rep_info 

annotation The Level-0 Granule is defined as a folder containing: 

1. Level-0_Granule_Metadata_File: XML Main Metadata File. 

2. IMG_DATA: folder containing the 13 image data files, one per band and per detector 

3. QI_DATA: folder containing XML reports including Quality Indicators 

4. Inventory_Metadata: XML inventory metadata file  

5. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file 

6. rep_info: folder containing the XSD schemas provided inside a SAFE Level-0 Granule 

 

Note that the Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when the PDI is 
included in the User Product. 
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3.6.3.1 Level-0_Granule_Metadata_File Schema 

Level-0_Granule_Metadata_File is the XML metadata file provided inside each Level-0 Granule. 
The schema used to validate it is S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Metadata.xsd annexed to this 
document. A detailed description of the schema is given here but for specific details regarding 
each metadata (e.g. type, default value, fixed value, enumerations, occurrences, etc…) refers to 
the XSD file. 
 

diagram 

 

children General_Info Geometric_Info Quality_Indicators_Info 

annotation The Level-0_Granule_Metadata_File is an XML file containing three groups of metadata 
describing the whole product data item.  

1. General_Info: this group of metadata provides general information regarding the Level-

0 Granule. The meaning for each metadata is shown in the following diagrams. 

2. Geometric_Info: these metadata provide information describing the geolocation of the 

Granule. 

3. Quality_Indicators_Info: these metadata provide information about cloud coverage 

assessment and technical quality assessment. 

 
The following figures and tables give a complete overview of the Level-0_Granule_Metadata_File  
schema according the description provided in the section 3.4.1. 
  

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0granule.doc%23Link06CF8138%23Link06CF8138
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0granule.doc%23Link06CF8908%23Link06CF8908
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General_Info: 

 

Figure 15 : Level-0_Granule_Metadata_File - General_Info Diagram 
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In the following tables, the third column provides the metadata level attribute for each metadata (cf. section 2.10).  
 
General_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

GRANULE_ID Granule_Identifier metadata indicates the unique identifier of the Level-0 
Granule. This parameter coincides with PDI_ID definition described in section 
3.6.1 and univocally points a Granule PDI in the archive. 

Brief 

DETECTOR_ID Detector identifier corresponding to the Granule Brief 

DATASTRIP_ID Unique identifier of the L0 PDI Datastrip linked to L0 PDI Granule.  
This parameter coincides with the PDI_ID of the PDI Datastrp linked to the 
Granule. This link establishes the hierarchy Granule vs Datastrip (cf. section 
3.3) 

Brief 

DOWNLINK_PRIORITY Downlink priority flag. It can be set Nominal/NRT/RT Standard 

SENSING_TIME Time stamp of the first line of the Granule, that is the Sensing Start Time of 
the Granule PDI 

Standard 

Archiving_Info/ARCHIVING_CENTRE The starting point of the circulation data. 
The allowed values are: 

 SGS_ 

 MPS_ 

 MTI_ 

 EPA_ 

 UPA_ 

 CDAM 

 MPC_ 

Expertise 

Archiving_Info/ARCHIVING_TIME Processing/archiving date (UTC data time) Expertise 

Processing_Specific_Parameters/PROCESSING_SPECIFIC_PARAMETERS Optional field reserved for production chain only (i.e. DPC and/or IPF) and 
NOT propagated to User Product 

Expertise 

Table 3-26: Level-0_Granule_Metadata_File - General_Info Description 
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Geometric_Info: 

  
Figure 16: Level-0_Granule_Metadata_File - Geometric_Info Diagram 
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Geometric_Info/Granule_Footprint   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Granule_Footprint/Footprint/EXT_POS_LIST Geolocation of the four corners of the Granule 
envelope (Lat, Lon, H coordinates with 
horizontal CRS as WGS84 and altitude given 
over EGM96). 
 
Note: the polygon is defined as five points 
given counter-clockwise oriented  with the first 
and last vertices identical. 

Brief 

Granule_Footprint/Footprint/INT_POS_LIST  Brief 

RASTER_CS_TYPE Pixel representation. Value is "POINT" for L0 
and L1 levels. 

Brief 

PIXEL_ORIGIN First pixel number (convention) Brief 

Geometric_Info/Granule_Position   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

POSITION Granule_Position describes the position of the 
Granule in the origin Datatake. This position is 
identified through the position of the scenes 
first lines in the Datatake and is expressed as 
number of 10m resolution images lines). 
Moreover information for a reference band at 
the centre of the Granule (incidence angles 
and solar angles) are provided. 

Standard 

Geometric_Header/GROUND_CENTER Information provided for a reference band, at 
the centre of the Granule, for each Granule. 
Geolocation of the Granule centre (Lat, Lon, 
H) Altitude is provided over the geoid. 

Standard 

Geometric_Header/QL_CENTER The Granule centre in the QL display: 1 (r,c) 
point.  

Standard 

Geometric_Header/Incidence_Angles/ZENITH_ANGLE Information provided for a reference band, at 
the centre of the Granule, for each Granule. 

Standard 
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Incidence angles corresponding to the centre 
of the Granule. 

Geometric_Header/Incidence_Angles/AZIMUTH_ANGLE Information provided for a reference band, at 
the centre of the Granule, for each Granule. 
Incidence angles corresponding to the centre 
of the Granule. 

Standard 

Geometric_Header/Solar_Angles/ZENITH_ANGLE Information provided for a reference band, at 
the centre of the Granule, for each Granule. 
Solar angles corresponding to the centre of 
the Granule. 

Standard 

Geometric_Header/Solar_Angles/AZIMUTH_ANGLE Information provided for a reference band, at 
the centre of the Granule, for each Granule. 
Solar angles corresponding to the centre of 
the Granule. 

Standard 

QL_FOOTPRINT Granule footprint in the QL display: list of 8 
values, 4 (x,y) couples. 
 
Note: 
Metadata mandatory for L0c Granule. 

Standard 

Table 3-27: Level-0_Granule_Metadata_File - Geometric_Info Description 
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Quality_Indicators_Info: 
 

 
Figure 17: Level-0_Granule_Metadata_File - Quality_Indicators_Info Diagram 
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Quality_Indicators_Info/Image_Content_QI   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

CLOUDY_PIXEL_PERCENTAGE 
Local cloud coverage indicator: A percentage of 
cloud coverage is computed for each Level-0 
Granule (for the area covered by a reference band). 

Standard 

DEGRADED_MSI_DATA_PERCENTAGE 
Local technical quality indicator: A percentage of 
degraded MSI data is provided for each Level-0 
Granule. 

Standard 

Quality_Indicators_Info/Source_Packet_Description   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Source_Packet_Counters_List/DATA_STRIP_START First source packet counter Standard 

Source_Packet_Counters_List/SCENE_POSITION 
Position of the first source packet in the on board 
scene 

Standard 

Source_Packet_Counters_List/NB_OF_SOURCE_PACKETS Number of source packets Standard 

Lost_Source_Packet/DEGRADATION_TYPE Type of degradation Standard 

Lost_Source_Packet/Error_Type_List/ERROR_NUMBER 
Type of error (from AnaTm specifications) 
 
Attribute: errorType 

Standard 

Lost_Source_Packet/SCENE_DATE 
Date of the first line of the scene which contains the 
first lost / degraded source packet 

Standard 

Lost_Source_Packet/FIRST_SP_ERROR 
Counter of the first source packet in error. This 
number is in  [0;143] for 10m bands, [0;71] for 20m 
bands or [0;23] for 60m bands. 

Standard 

Lost_Source_Packet/NUMBER_OF_SP_ERROR 
Number of lost or degraded source packet. This 
number is in [1;144] for 10m bands, [1;72] for 20m 
bands or [1;24] for 60m bands 

Standard 

Table 3-28: Level-0 Granule - Quality_Indicators_Info Description 

 
Note that, according to OLQC procedures consolidation, the results of all quality control checks performed by OLQC processor on Level-0 
Granule are included in the XML reports stored in the QI_DATA folder (cf. § 3.4.1, Table 3-17).  
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3.6.3.2 IMG_DATA 

diagram 

   

children ISP_Files 

annotation IMG_DATA folder contains the mission data corresponding to one on-board scene for one 
detector and all spectral bands. The image data are provided as a set of 13 binary files, one for 
each spectral band, including all corresponding Image Source Packets (ISP) in the observation 
chronological sequence. The ISPs include their corresponding source packet annotations as a 
pre-pended header of each source packet. 
 
Note the following clarification: 
The ISPs include their corresponding source packet binary annotations as a pre-pended header 
of each source packet. A source packet header consists in: 

 an annotation computed during the L0 process (called DPC annotation). This 
annotation is 2 bytes long. It contains the following information: 
- the first bit indicates the global status of the ISP: should it be used (0) or not (1); 
- the second bit indicates if the packet is complete (0) or not (1); 
- the third bit indicates the packet integrity (0) or not (1); 

 - the 13 remaining bits are reserved; 

 the DFEP annotation (18 bytes) as received from the DFEP (cf. DFEP-ICD); it gives in 
particular the real size of the ISP and shall be used instead of the ISP packet length. 

 
The source packet header must be removed before uncompressing during L1 processing. 

 
 
Compression and Compression by-passed modes: 
 
According to the MSI instrument configuration, the ISPs can be compressed or not. Compression 
by-passed implies that data for only 4 detectors are provided.  
 
In the nominal products the compression is enabled and all detectors are available; in case of 
calibration products or contingency acquisition the compression is by-passed and only a subset of 
detectors are active and therefore available in the product. 
 
The instrument configuration implies that the number of the granules is variable and it is driven by 
the number of the active detectors.  
 
Though the structure of the L0 PDI Granules is the same both for compression and by-passed 
compression, the L0 ISP semantics and data contents (CCSDS packet data field content including 
IAD (Image Ancillary Data) is different. They host different kind of data (compressed WICOM 
applied data and uncompressed raw image data) and the IAD is ordered differently (cf. [S2GICD-

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0granule.doc%23Link06CF86B0%23Link06CF86B0
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MSI]). Within the processing chain, granules in compression bypass are dealt with a specific 
function in charge of dealing with the different format and perform additional processing tasks 
usually covered by the WICOM decompressor. 
 
In order to allow properly handle L0 ISP data part, the following metadata are provided at Datastrip 
level: 
 
- COMPRESS_MODE metadata (cf. section 3.7.3.1, Table 3-33) 
- Active_Detectors_List metadata set (cf. section 3.7.3.1, Table 3-33).  
 
To ensure the consistency / completeness of the L0 User Product with on-board compression by-
passed a specific ON_BOARD_COMPRESSION_MODE  metadata set at product level (cf. section 
4.6.7.1, Table 4-9) indicates the compressed or by-passed compressed data content. 
 
Note: all Datastrips in a product will always have the same compression mode. So when dealing 
with a User Product there is no need to check for the COMPRESS_MODE flag at Datastrip 
level.The ON_BOARD_COMPRESSION_MODE flag is sufficient to understand whether the 
product is relevant to compressed or uncompressed data. 
 
 

3.6.3.3 QI_DATA 

diagram 

 

children OLQC_Report 

annotation QI_DATA folder contains XML reports generated by On-Line Quality Control processor, 
including Quality Control Checks results. The Annex C contains the description of OLQC 
reports. 

 
  

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0granule.doc%23Link06CF9650%23Link06CF9650
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3.6.4 SAFE Manifest synoptic table 

This chapter provides a detailed description of the content of the SAFE Manifest for the Level-0 
PDI Granule level. 
 
The SAFE Manifest file is compliant to the SAFE specification (cf. [SAFE-SPEC]) and is composed 
(cf. section 3.4.4) by three main sections (Metadata, Information Package Map and Data Objects). 
 
Part of the information contained in the Metadata section is extracted from the XML metadata file 
and is therefore duplicated in the SAFE Manifest and in the XML metadata file.  
 
With reference to the three mentioned sections the chapter provides, as a guideline to the 
generation process of the SAFE Manifest file, the following elements: 
 

 the Table 3-29 describing the content and structure of the Information Package Map 
section; consider that this section provides a logical hierarchical view of the product 
structure and content, reflecting the product organization, through a series of nested XFDU 
Content Unit elements; each Content Unit represents either a file or a directory contained in 
the product (except for the root Content Unit that represents the product itself); if it 
represents a directory, it nests one or more Content Units. In this way, all files of the 
product (Data Objects, Metadata Objects associated to Data Objects and XSD Schemas 
associated to Metadata Objects, with the exception of SAFE Manifest file itself) are pointed 
by the Information Package Map (each Data and Metadata Object by a Content Unit, each 
Schema by an attribute of the Content Unit);Note that for each product the table reflects 
exactly the product physical structure as graphically shown in the Figure 11 and Figure 12 
(or analogous figures for the others PDI and User Product). The correspondences between 
elements in the figures 11 and 12 and the contentUnits in the table is provided in the 
“Description” column. 

 

 for the Metadata section, Table 3-30 that lists the fields (tags) composing the section, 
providing, for each field: 

 
o the field name in the SAFE Manifest file (column “SAFE Manifest”, divided into 

column “Metadata name”, containing the name of the Metadata section of the 
manifest to which the field belongs, and “Name of tag or attribute” containing the 
actual tag name or attribute name (for sake of clarity, attributes are written in bold 
characters)) 

o the name of the corresponding tag (if available, else N.A.) of the XML Metadata File 
and of its XSD Schema (column “From S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Metadata.xsd”); 

o a brief textual description of the field;  
o the data type of the field (e.g. string, string enum, integer, double, xs:dateTime etc.); 
o the occurrence of the field (min/man occurrence e.g. 0..1); a minimum occurrence of 

1 means that the field is mandatory; 
o the allowed range of values of the field. 
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 Table 3-31 describing the content and structure of the Data Objects section; consider that 
this section contains a reference to each file (Data files and Metadata files) composing the 
Level-0 PDI Granule Product (with the exception of the Manifest file itself); this includes: 

o the XML Granule Metadata file; 
o the XML Inventory_Metadata file; 
o one file per spectral band, (up to a total of 13 files) in binary format, containing the 

ISPs corresponding to one detector and one band. in the observation sequence; 
o a set of Quality Indicator Data Files, including XML reports about Geometric quality, 

Image content quality, Quality control checks information 
 
 
 

Name Description 
Data 
Type 

Occ 

contentUnit 

    Root Content Unit 
representing the whole PDI 
Granule product.  
 
(e.g. PDI Level-0 Granule box 
in Figure 11 or Level-0 
Granule PDI_ID header in 
Figure 12) 

U 1 

 
ID   

 Unique identifier of Content 
Unit 

S 0..1 

 unitType   
 

Type of Content Unit S 0..1 

 textInfo   
 Textual description  of the 

Component to which the 
Content Unit refers 

S 0..1 

 repID   
 Relate one or more XML 

Schema Components to a 
Data Object 

S 0..1 

 dmdID   

 Relates the Content Unit to 
the Platform 
Metadata Object and, if 
available, to the Acquisition 
Period Metadata Object (and 
to any additional 
Metadata Object). 

S 0..1 

 pdiID   
 Relates the Content Unit to 

the Processing Metadata 
Object 

S 0..1 

 contentUnit   

 Content Unit representing 
either a file or a directory of 
the PDI Granule Product 
 
(e.g. IMG_DATA box in Figure 
11 or IMG_DATA icon in 
Figure 12) 

U 1..* 

  ID  
 Unique identifier of Content 

Unit 
S 0..1 

  unitType  
 

Type of Content Unit S 0..1 

  textInfo  
 Textual description  of the 

Component to which the 
Content Unit refers 

S 0..1 
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  repID  
 Relate one or more XML 

Schema Components to a 
Data Object 

S 0..1 

  dmdID  

 Relates the Content Unit to 
the Platform 
Metadata Object and, if 
available, to the Acquisition 
Period Metadata Object (and 
to any additional 
Metadata Object). 

S 0..1 

  ……..  

 
Further level of nesting (if any) 
of Content Units  

  

  ………  

 
Further level of nesting (if any) 
of Content Units 

  

  contentUnit  

 Terminal leaf in the product 
structure hierarchy; this 
Content Unit represents a 
Data/Metadata Component file 
of the PDI Granule Product 
 
(e.g. 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_M
TI__20141104T134012_S201
41104T134012_D01_B01.bin 
file Ii Figure 12) 

  

   ID 

 
Unique identifier of Content 
Unit 

S 0..1 

   unitType 

 

Type of Content Unit S 0..1 

   textInfo 

 Textual description  of the 
Component to which the 
Content Unit refers 

S 0..1 

   repID 

 Relate one or more XML 
Schema Components to a 
Data Object 

S 0..1 

   dmdID 

 Relates the Content Unit to 
the Platform 
Metadata Object and, if 
available, to the Acquisition 
Period Metadata Object (and 
to any additional 
Metadata Object). 

S 0..1 

   
dataObjectPoi
nter 

 Pointer to the Data/Metadata 
Component represented by 
the Content Unit 

U 1 

    

dataObjectID Identifier of Data/Metdata 
Componet in the Data Objects 
section of the SAFE Manifest 

S 1 

Table 3-29 – Content of Information Package Map for PDI Level-0 Granule SAFE Manifest 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-

0_Granule_Metadata.xsd 
Description Data Type 

Occurr
ence 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in 
bold) 

Tag name     

platform       

 nssdcIdentifier N.A. 

Unique identifier of the 
platform, defined by the World 
Data Center for Satellite 
Information (WDC-SI) 

 1 

WDC is 
discontinued; 
this tag is set 
to a default 
value 0000-
0000 

 familyName  
General_Info-> 
GRANULE_ID (substring <Mission ID>, cf. 
section 3.6.1) 

The mission name of the 
platform 

 0..1 Sentinel 

 number 
General_Info-> 
GRANULE_ID (substring <Mission ID>, 
cf.section 3.6.1) 

Sequence identifier of the 
platform among the mission 

string enum 0..1 2A, 2B, 2C 

 
instrument-> 
familyName 

N.A. 
The instrument name used for 
acquiring the product data 

string enum 0..1 
Multi-Spectral 
Instrument 

 
instrument-> 
abbreviation 

N.A. 
Abbreviation of the instrument 
name 

string enum 0..1 MSI 

 instrument->mode N.A. The mode of the instrument string enum 0..1 

Nominal_Obse
rvation 
Dark_Signal_C
alibration 
Extended_Obs
ervation 
Absolute_Radi
ometry_Calibr
ation 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-

0_Granule_Metadata.xsd 
Description Data Type 

Occurr
ence 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in 
bold) 

Tag name     

Vicarious_Cali
bration  
Raw_Measure
ment 
Test_Mode 

 
instrument->mode-> 
identifier 

N.A. 
The identifier of the instrument 
mode 

string enum 1 

INS-NOBS 
INS-EOBS 
INS-DASC 
INS-ABSR 
INS-VIC 
INS-RAW 
INS-TST 

processing   

Textual description of the 
history of processings that 
lead to the current product 
and of all the relevant 
resources involved in the 
processing (facilities, 
software, applicable 
documents etc) 

 1  

 name N.A. 
Name of the Archiving 
process 

string 0..1 

Archiving of  
PDI  Level-1A 
Datastrip 
Product 

 
start 
 

 
General_Info->Archiving_Info -> 
ARCHIVING_TIME 

Archiving start date (UTC) xs:dateTime 0..1  

 facility  Description of Origin Centre  0..*  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-

0_Granule_Metadata.xsd 
Description Data Type 

Occurr
ence 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in 
bold) 

Tag name     

 facility->name N.A. 
Extended name of Origin 
Centre 

string  1  

 facility->organization N.A. 
Organization to which the 
Origin center belongs 

string  0..1  

 facility->site 
General_Info-> 
Archiving_Info ->ARCHIVING_CENTRE 

The starting point of the 
circulation data 

string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
UPA_ 
CDAM 
MPC_ 

 facility->country N.A. 
Country where Origin Centre 
is located 

string  0..1  

 resource  
Description of product being 
archived 

 0..*  

 resource->name N.A. 
Name of the product being 
archived 

string  1  

 
processing-> 
resource>role 

N.A. Role of the resource string  1 
PDI  Level-1A 
Granule 
Product 

 resource-> processing  
Description of the L0 to L1A 
Processing 

 0..*  

 
resource-> 
processing->name 

N.A. 
Name of the L0 to L1A 
Processing 

string  0..1 

Processing of 
Level-0 
Granule 
product 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-

0_Granule_Metadata.xsd 
Description Data Type 

Occurr
ence 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in 
bold) 

Tag name     

 
resource-> 
processing->start 

General_Info-> 
GRANULE_ID (substring <Creation Date>, 
cf.section 3.6.1) 

Processing start date (UTC) xs:dateTime 0..1  

 
resource-> processing-
>facility 

N.A. 
Description of Processing 
Centre 

 0..*  

 
resource-> 
processing->facility-> 
name 

N.A. 
Extended name of Origin 
Centre 

string  1  

 
resource-> 
processing->facility-> 
organization 

N.A. 
Organization to which the 
Origin center belongs 

string  0..1  

 
resource-> 
processing->facility-> 
site 

General_Info-> 
GRANULE_ID  (substring <Site Centre>) 

Acronym of the Processing 
center 

string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
MPC_ 
UPA_ 
XXXX  
EDRS 
zzzL (zzz = 
first three 
characters of 
the LGS 
location) 

 
resource-> 
processing-> facility-> 
country 

N.A. 
Country where Origin Centre 
is located 

string  0..1  

 
resource-> 
processing-> facility-> 

N.A. 
Description of software 
component used for 

 0..*  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-

0_Granule_Metadata.xsd 
Description Data Type 

Occurr
ence 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in 
bold) 

Tag name     

software Processing 

 
resource-> 
processing->facility-> 
software-> name 

N.A. 
Name of the software 
component 

string  1  

 
resource-> 
processing->facility-> 
software->version 

N.A. 
Version of the software 
component 

string  0..1  

acquisitionPeriod      1  

 startTime 
General_Info-> 
GRANULE_ID (substring <Sensing Time>, 
cf.section 3.6.1) 

Reference time of acquisition 
of the Granule  (corresponding 
to sensing time of the first line 
of the PDI at Granule level, cf. 
section 3.6.1) 

xs:dateTime 1  

 
measurementFrameSet 
 

    1  

 
cloudVoteNotationSyst
em->floor 

N.A. 
Minimum value of cloud 
coverage index (Fixed value = 
0.0) 

double 0..1 0.0 

 
cloudVoteNotationSyst
em->ceil  

N.A. 
Maximum value of cloud 
coverage index (Fixed value = 
100.0) 

double 0..1 100.0 

 frame N.A. 

The “frame” concept is used in 
SAFE to convey the cloud 
coverage information by sub-
dividing the region of interest 
of the data into “frames” 

 0..13  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-

0_Granule_Metadata.xsd 
Description Data Type 

Occurr
ence 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in 
bold) 

Tag name     

according to a World 
Reference System. In the 
case of Sentinel-2 L1C 
Products, a  similar concept 
can be used, by associating 
one single “frame” to the area 
covered by the granuke (wth 
respect to the reference band)  
 

 frame->number N.A. Number of the frame integer 0..1 1 

 frame-center 

 
Geometric_Info->Granule_Position-> 
Geometric_Header->GROUND_CENTER  (only 
lat/lon coordinates, not height) 

The Granule centre on ground gml:PointType 0..1  

 frame->footPrint 
Derived fromGeometric_Info-
>Granule_Footprint 

Granule footprint (namely 
imaged area corresponding to 
the Granule), corresponding to 
one detector and all bands 

string (gml:linearRingType 
namely blank separated list of 
comma-separated long/lat 
coordinates of footprint closed 
polygon with last vertex equal 
to first) 

0..1  

 frameTile N.A.   1 
One Tile for 
the frame  

 frameTile->row N.A. 
The column index of the Tile. 
This index is numbered 
starting from 1. 

integer 1 
1 (since there 
is only one 
Tile) 

 frameTile->column N.A. 
The row index of the Tile. This 
index is numbered starting 
from 1. 

integer 
1 

1 (since there 
is only one 
Tile) 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-

0_Granule_Metadata.xsd 
Description Data Type 

Occurr
ence 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in 
bold) 

Tag name     

 
frameTile-
>cloudVote 

Derived from 
Quality_Indicators_Info->Image_Content_QI-> 
Common_IMG_QI-> 
CLOUDY_PIXEL_PERCENTAGE  

Numeric notation qualifying 
the cloud coverage of the Tile 

double 0..1 0 to 100 

metadataComponents  N.A 

A reference to all Metadata 
files included in the product 
(e.g. the XML Metadata file, 
the XML Inventory Metadata 
file) 

 2..10  

metadataComponentSch
emas 

 N.A 

A reference to the Schemas 
used to validate the Metadata 
files included in the product 
(e.g. the XML Metadata file 
Schema) 

 0..2  

Table 3-30 - Content of Metadata Section for PDI Level-0 Granule SAFE Manifest 
 
 
 

 

Name Description Data Type Occ 

dataObject 
   This element references the Data 

Component included in the product.  
U 1..* 

 ID    
Data Component;ID  S 1 
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 repId   
List of IDs of all XML Schemas 
associated to Data Component 

S 1 

 byteStream   Pointer to the Data Component U 1..* 

  mimeType  
The MIME type for the referenced 
Data Component 

E 1 

  size  
The size in bytes of the Data 
Compionet 

UI 1 

  fileLocation  Location of file  U 1 

   locatorType Type of the file location  URI 1 

   textInfo 
Textual description of the Data 
Component 

S 0..1 

   href 
Relative path of the file (in the file 
system) containing the referenced 
Data Component 

URI 1 

  checksum  
Checksum value for the Data 
Component 

U 1 

   checksumName 
Checksum type the Data 
Component (e.g. MD5) 

E 1 

Table 3-31 – Content of Data Object Section for PDI Level-0 Granule SAFE Manifest 
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3.7 Level-0 PDI Datastrip definition 

Level-0 PDI Datastrip  is defined as a tar file containing the following structure:  
 

  

Figure 18: PDI Level-0 Datastrip Structure 

 
The PDI Level-0 Datastrip consists of: 
 

1. Datastrip_Metadata_File: XML metadata file containing the requested level of information 
and referring all the product elements composing the Datastrip; 

2. QI_DATA: folder containing the preliminary QuickLook files in JP2 format and XML reports 
providing Quality control check results; 

3. ANC_DATA: folder containing SAD raw data provided on temporal extent of the full 
Datatake if the Datastrip is the last one in a given Datatake, otherwise the SAD coverage is 
from the start of the Datatake (to which the Datastrip belongs to) to the stop of the Datastrip 
itself. SAD data are provided as a set of unitary Raw Data files each matching a single 
packet type; 

4. Inventory_Metadata.xml: file containing the metadata needed to inventory the PDI; 

5. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file (mandatory, cf. section 3.7.4); 
6. rep_info: folder containing the available XSD schema that validate the PDI components  

(recommended by [SAFE-SPEC], cf. section 3.4.4). 
 
 

3.7.1 PDI_ID definition 

Datastrip PDI_ID (Datastrip ID) is defined in the section 3.5.2. The File_Type is specified in the 
section 3.2, Table 3-3. 
 
Level-0 Datastrip template Name (Datastrip ID): 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_N01.12.tar 
 
Note that the PDI_ID.tar is the physical name of the Datastrip PDI after the tar compression. 
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3.7.2 Level-0 Datastrip Physical Format 

The PDI_ID defined above represents the “Datastrip directory” name. Inside the Datastrip 
directory, there are the Datastrip components as in the Figure 18. 
 
Inside that directory, the naming convention used to identify each real files follows the same 
convention used to define the Datastrip ID but without the Processing Baseline sub-string. 
 

 Datastrip_Metadata_File (XML file): 
Datastrip_Metadata_File template name: 
S2A_OPER_MTD_L0__DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012.xml 
 
The XSD schema which regulates the metadata file is S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd included in the S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_Schemas.zip file 
annexed to the document. 
 

 QI_DATA (folder): 
QI_DATA folder contains: 
- XML reports OLQC_Report.xml generated by On-Line Quality Control processor, 
including Quality Control Checks results. The OLQC_Report.xsd schema and the reports 
naming convention are in the Annex C of the document.  
 
File Template Name: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_GEOMETRIC_QUALI
TY_report.xml 

 
- Five (5) Preliminary Quick Look files (JPEG2000 format). The number of files could 
be potentially less than 5 in degraded cases. 
 

Naming convention = MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID>.jp2 
 
<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Sensing Time>_<Band Id> 
 

MMM, CCCC, <Site Centre> and <Sensing Time> are taken from L0 Datastrip ID.  
 

TTTTTTTTTT = QLK_L0__DS 
 
<Band Id> = Bxx where xx =  01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 8A, 09, 10, 11, 12 
 

The <Band Id> is configurable but the default values are: 01, 02, 03, 10 and 11 
 
File Templete Name: 
S2A_OPER_QLK_L0__DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_B11.jp2 

 

 ANC_DATA (folder): 
ANC_DATA folder contains: 
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- Raw Satellite Ancillary Data provided as a set of unitary Raw Data files each 
matching a single packet type. 
 
File template name (cf. section 3.21.1): 
S2A_OPER_AUX_S11125_SGS__YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_VYYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_YYYYMMD
DTHHMMSS_A012631_WF_LN.bin 

 

 Inventory_Metadata (XML file): 
XML Inventory metadata file with fixed name Inventory_Metadata.xml 

 

 rep_info (folder): 
Folder containg the following XSD schemas: 

1. S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 
2. Inventory_Metadata.xsd 
3. OLQC_Report.xsd 

 
Level-0 Datastrip Physical Format template: 
 

Level-0 Datastrip PDI_ID 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_N01.12 

Inventory_Metadata.xml 

S2A_OPER_MTD_L0__DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012.xml 

manifest.safe 

QI_DATA 
 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_GEOMETRIC_QUALITY_report.xml 

S2A_OPER_QLK_L0__DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_B11.jp2 

ANC_DATA 
 

S2A_OPER_AUX_S11125_SGS__YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_VYYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_ 
YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_A012631_WF_LN.bin 

rep_info 
 

S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Inventory_Metadata.xsd 

OLQC_Report.xsd 

Figure 19: PDI Level-0 Datastrip Physical Format 
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3.7.3 Level-0 PDI Datastrip Structure 

The S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Structure.xsd schema annexed to the document and shown in the 
following diagram, represents the organization of a Level-0 Datastrip PDI on disk. This schema is 

provided for information only as It is actually not expected to be used for the validation of a XML 
file. The diagram reflects exactly the Figure 18. 
 

diagram 

   

children Datastrip_Metadata_File QI_DATA Inventory_Metadata manifest.safe rep_info 

annotation The Level-0 Datastrip is defined as a folder containing: 

1. Datastrip_Metadata_File: XML Main Metadata File. 

2. QI_DATA: folder containing XML reports including Quality Indicators and Preliminary 

QuickLook image files in JP2 format 

3. ANC_DATA: folder containing SAD raw data 

4. Inventory_Metadata: XML inventory metadata file  

5. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file 
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6. rep_info: folder containing the XSD schemas provided inside a SAFE Level-0 Datastrip 

 

Note that ANC_DATA, Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when 
the PDI is included in the User Product. 

 
 
 

3.7.3.1 Datastrip_Metadata_File Schema 

Level-0 Datastrip_Metadata_File is the XML metadata file provided inside each Level-0 Datastrip. 
The schema used to validate it is S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd annexed to this 
document. A detailed description of the schema is given here but for specific details regarding 
each metadata (e.g. type, default value, fixed value, enumerations, occurrences, etc…) refers to 
the XSD file. 
 

diagram 

 

children General_Info Image_Data_Info Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info Quality_Indicators_Info 
Auxiliary_Data_Info 

annotation The structure of the Datastrip_Matadata_File is common to all processing level (cfr. § 3.5.1) 

The Datastrip_Metadata_File is an XML file containing all the metadata describing the whole 
product data item.  

1. General_Info: This group of metadata provide general information characterizing the 

source Datastrip acquisition. 

2. Image_Data_Info: Image data information from MSI telemetry. 

3. Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info: Ancillary data information from Satellite Ancillary 

Telemetry. 

4. Quality_Indicators_Info: Results of all quality checks performed at Datastrip level. 

5. Auxiliary_Data_Info: Auxiliary data information. 

 
The following tables and figures give a complete overview of the Level-0 Datastrip_Metadata_File 
schema according the description provided in the section 3.5.1. 

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link04FB3AB8%23Link04FB3AB8
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B4190%23Link052B4190
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B2320%23Link052B2320
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B1FF8%23Link052B1FF8
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B1478%23Link052B1478
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General_Info: 

 
  

Figure 20: Level-0 Datastrip - General_Info Diagram 
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In the following tables, the third column provide the metadata level attribute for each metadata (cf. section 2.10). 
 
General_Info/Datatake_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

SPACECRAFT_NAME Sentinel-2 Spacecraft name: 
Sentinel-2A, Sentinel-2B 

Brief 

DATATAKE_TYPE MSI operation mode Brief 

DATATAKE_SENSING_START Imaging Start Time (Sensing start time of the 
Datatake) 

Brief 

SENSING_ORBIT_NUMBER Imaging Orbit Number 
 
ESA confirms that 
SENSING_ORBIT_NUMBER has to be filled 
by the ‘Relative’ orbit number which is 
computed from the Absolute as reported in 
DPM-IAS02. 

Brief 

SENSING_ORBIT_DIRECTION Imaging Orbit Direction (Default = Ascending) Brief 

General_Info/Datastrip_Time_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

DATASTRIP_SENSING_START Sensing start time of the Datastrip Brief 

DATASTRIP_SENSING_STOP Sensing stop time of the Datastrip Brief 

General_Info/Processing_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

PROCESSING_BASELINE The processing baseline (cf. section 2.9) 

refers to the configuration baseline used at 
the time of the product generation in term of 
processor software version and major GIPP 
version.  

Expertise 
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Note: all the PDIs of a Datatake are always 
processed with the same processing baseline 
even if acquiered in different stations 

UTC_DATA_TIME This data time represents the execution date 
of the first run of the first IDP-SC of the 
processing chain at a specific level 

Expertise 

PROCESSING_CENTER Production centre: 

 SGS_ 

 MPS_ 

 MTI_ 

 EPA_ 

 MPC_ 

 UPA_ 

 XXXX  

 EDRS 

 zzzL (zzz = first three characters of 
the LGS location) 

Expertise 

General_Info/Downlink_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

RECEPTION_STATION Reception stations: 

 SGS_ 

 MPS_ 

 MTI_ 

Standard 

DOWNLINK_ORBIT_NUMBER Identifier of the downlink orbit Standard 

General_Info/Archiving_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

ARCHIVING_CENTRE The allowed values are: 

 SGS_ 

 MPS_ 

 MTI_ 

Expertise 
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 EPA_ 

 UPA_ 

 CDAM 

 MPC_ 

ARCHIVING_TIME Archiving date (UTC data time). Date 
updated at the end of inventory process 

Expertise 

Processing_Specific_Parameters/PROCESSING_SPECIFIC_PARAMETERS Optional field reserved for production chain 
only (i.e. DPC and/or IPF) and NOT 
propagated to User Product 

Expertise 

Table 3-32: Level-0 Datastrip - General_Info Description 
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Image_Data_Info: 
 
The exploited Image_Data_Info diagram is too complex to be inserted in the document. The 
following figure shows the high-level diagram, for more details refers to the S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd contained in the S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_Schemas.zip annexed to 
this document. The table hereafter describes all the Image Data Information. 
 

 
Figure 21 : Level-0 Datastrip – Image_Data_Info Diagram 
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Image_Data_Info/Granules_Information   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

/Detector_List/…/POSITION This branch of the schema provides information regarding 
all Granules, for each detector, composing the whole 
Datastrip. Each Granule composing the Datastrip is 
univocally identified through a unique Granule identifier 
(PDI_ID at granul level). 
For each Granule the Position of the Granule is provided. 
This position is identified through the position of the scenes 
first lines in the Datastrip and is expressed as number of 
10m resolution images lines. 

Standard 

Image_Data_Info/Sensor_Configuration   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

Acquisition_Configuration/COMPRESS_MODE Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed Expertise 

Acquisition_Configuration/EQUALIZATION_MODE Flag to indicate if equalization is active Expertise 

Acquisition_Configuration/NUC_TABLE_ID In-flight Non Uniform Correction table ID defined by 10 bits. 
This ID is uniform for all transmitted bands. It identifies the 
correction coefficients table used in-flight 

Expertise 

Acquisition_Configuration/Active_Detectors_List/ACTIVE_DETECTOR On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-
passed) 
 
Note: Metadata classified Brief (always provided) in order 
to have always available in the L0 User Product the list of 
active detectors for each MSI mode.This to ensure the 
consistency/completeness of the L0 User Product with on-
board compression by-passed or not.  
 
The list of active detectors is variable and this metadata 
drives the list of the L0 Granule PDI available in the L0 
User Product 

Expertise 
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Acquisition_Configuration/TDI_Configuration_List/TDI_CONFIGURATION On board TDI configuration, for B3, B4, B11 and B12 only. Standard 

Acquisition_Configuration/Spectral_Band_Info/PHYSICAL_GAINS Physical Gain for each band Standard 

Acquisition_Configuration/Spectral_Band_Info/COMPRESSION_RATE On-board compression rates for each band Expertise  

Acquisition_Configuration/Spectral_Band_Info/INTEGRATION_TIME On-board integration time for each band Expertise 

Source_Packet_Description/Source_Packet_Counters_List/Detector_List/B
and_List/Band/DATA_STRIP_START 

First source packet counter Standard 

Source_Packet_Description/Source_Packet_Counters_List 
Detector_List/Band_List/Band/SCENE_POSITION 

Position of the first source packet in the on board scen Standard 

Source_Packet_Description/Source_Packet_Counters_List/ 
Detector_List/Band_List/Band/NB_OF_SOURCE_PACKETS 

Number of source packets. Standard 

Source_Packet_Description/Degradation_Summary  
Attribute: degradationPercentage 

Percentage of lost or degraded (either too degraded or not) 
ancillary data packets in the Datastrip 

- 

Source_Packet_Description/Degradation_Summary/NUMBER_OF_LOST_
PACKETS 

Number of  lost packets for  the whole Datastrip Standard 

Source_Packet_Description/Degradation_Summary/NUMBER_OF_ 
TOO_DEGRADED_PACKETS 

Number of too degraded packets (i.e. erroneous packets 
not trustworthy, meaning they will not be used by further 
processing) for  the whole Datastrip 

Standard 

Source_Packet_Description/Degradation_Summary/NUMBER_OF_KEPT_
DEGRADED_PACKETS 

Number of degraded packets (i.e. erroneous packets but 
trustworthy, meaning they will be used by further 
processing) for  the whole Datastrip 

Standard 

Time_Stamp/LINE_PERIOD Line period for the acquisition of line of 10 m full-resolution 
image data 

Standard 

Time_Stamp/Band_Time_Stamp/Detector/REFERENCE_LINE Datation model for each couple band, detector. Line 
number corresponding to the time stamp 

Standard 

Time_Stamp/Band_Time_Stamp/Detector/GPS_TIME Datation model for each couple band, detector. Time 
stamp. 

Standard 

Time_Stamp/GPS_SYNC Flag (Boolean) to indicate if MSI is synchronize with GPS 
time 

Standard 

Time_Stamp/THEORETICAL_LINE_PERIOD Theoretical line period for the acquisition of line of 10 m 
full-resolution image data 

Standard 

Time_Stamp/Quality_Indicators/Global/RMOY GPS time quality indicator. 
 
Optional. Created when datation models are estimated 

Standard 
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through linear regression. 

Time_Stamp/Quality_Indicators/GSP_List/GSP/RMOY Optional. Created when datation models are estimated 
through linear regression. 

Standard 

Image_Data_Info/Geometric_Header_List   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

Geometric_Header_List/Geometric_Header/GPS_TIME A GPS date-time value = TAI format Standard 

Geometric_Header_List/Geometric_Header/LINE_INDEX Line index (Integer) Standard 

Geometric_Header_List/Geometric_Header/Pointing_Angles/Satellite_Ref
erence/ROLL 

double value expressed in degree Standard 

Geometric_Header_List/Geometric_Header/Pointing_Angles/Satellite_Ref
erence/PITCH 

double value expressed in degree Standard 

Geometric_Header_List/Geometric_Header/Pointing_Angles/Satellite_Ref
erence/YAW 

double value expressed in degree Standard 

Geometric_Header_List/Geometric_Header/Pointing_Angles/Image_Refer
ence/PSI_X 

Along lines Expertise 

Geometric_Header_List/Geometric_Header/Pointing_Angles/Image_Refer
ence/PSI_Y 

Along columns Expertise 

Geometric_Header_List/Geometric_Header/Located_Geometric_Header/O
RIENTATION 

Track orientation. Also called "CAPE". The range of the 
angle is into [0,360°[ 

Standard 

Geometric_Header_List/Geometric_Header/Located_Geometric_Header/In
cidence_Angles/ZENITH_ANGLE 

incidence zenith angle Standard 

Geometric_Header_List/Geometric_Header/Located_Geometric_Header/In
cidence_Angles/ZENITH_ANGLE 

incidence azimuth angle Standard 

Geometric_Header_List/Geometric_Header/Located_Geometric_Header/S
olar_Angles/ZENITH_ANGLE 

solar azimuth angle Standard 

Geometric_Header_List/Geometric_Header/Located_Geometric_Header/S
olar_Angles/ZENITH_ANGLE 

solar azimuth angle Standard 

Geometric_Header_List/Geometric_Header/Located_Geometric_Header/P
ixel_Size/ALONG_TRACK 

pixel size along track Standard 

Geometric_Header_List/Geometric_Header/Located_Geometric_Header/P
ixel_Size/ACROSS_TRACK 

pixel size across track Standard 

Table 3-33: Level-0 Datastrip – Image_Data_Info Description 
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Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info: 
 
The expanded Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info diagram is too complex to be inserted in the 
document. The following figure shows the high-level diagram, for more details refers to the 
S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd contained in the S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-
V14_Schemas.zip annexed to this document. 
 
 

 
Figure 22: Level-0 Datastrip – Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info Diagram 
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Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Time_Correlation_Data_List/Time_
Correlation_Data/NSM 

Navigation Solution Method Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Time_Correlation_Data_List/Time_
Correlation_Data/QUALITY_INDEX 

Time quality index Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Time_Correlation_Data_List/Time_
Correlation_Data/TDOP 

Time dilution of precision.  Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Time_Correlation_Data_List/Time_
Correlation_Data/IMT 

Instrument measurement time representation of the 
synchronisation time stamp. 

Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Time_Correlation_Data_List/Time_
Correlation_Data/GPS_TIME 

GPS time representation of the synchronisation time stamp. Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Time_Correlation_Data_List/Time_
Correlation_Data/UTC_TIME 

UTC time representation of the synchronisation time stamp. Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/GPS_Number_List/Gps
_Number/GPS_TIME_START 

GPS time value. This field must be filled by the processor 
according to each GPS time period. 

Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/GPS_Number_List/Gps
_Number/GPS_TIME_END 

GPS time value. This field must be filled by the processor 
according to each GPS time period. 

Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/GPS_Points_List/GPS_
Point/POSITION_VALUES 

Dated positions (X, Y, Z) from GPS in millimeters Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/GPS_Points_List/GPS_
Point/POSITION_ERRORS 

Position errors (dX, dY, dZ) from GPS in millimeters Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/GPS_Points_List/GPS_
Point/VELOCITY_VALUES 

Dated velocities (Vx, Vy, Vz) from GPS in millimeters per 
seconds 

Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/GPS_Points_List/GPS_
Point/VELOCITY_ERRORS 

Velocity errors (dVx, dVy, dVz) from GPS in millimeters per 
seconds 

Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/GPS_Points_List/GPS_
Point/GPS_TIME 

GPs Time value Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/GPS_Points_List/GPS_
Point/NSM 

Navigation Solution Method Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/GPS_Points_List/GPS_
Point/QUALITY_INDEX 

Position quality index Standard 
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Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/GPS_Points_List/GPS_
Point/GDOP 

Quality index (Geometrical dilution of precision) Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/GPS_Points_List/GPS_
Point/PDOP 

Quality index (Position dilution of precision) Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/GPS_Points_List/GPS_
Point/TDOP 

Quality index (Time dilution of precision) Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/GPS_Points_List/GPS_
Point/NOF_SV 

The number of Space Vehiculess (SVs) the  receiver was able to 
use for the Navigation Solution computation, i.e. SVs for which 
code and carrier phase measurements and Ephemeris data were 
available. 

Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/GPS_Points_List/GPS_
Point/TIME_ERROR 

GNSS system time error Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/AOCS_Ephemeris_List/
AOCS_Ephemeris/VALID_FLAG 

When 1 : ephemeris is valid Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/AOCS_Ephemeris_List/
AOCS_Ephemeris/OPSOL_QUALITY 

0: solution is valid / 1: solution propagated / 2: cyclic position 
update available 

Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/AOCS_Ephemeris_List/
AOCS_Ephemeris/POSITION_VALUES 

Dated positions (X, Y, Z) from AOCS Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/AOCS_Ephemeris_List/
AOCS_Ephemeris/VELOCITY_VALUES 

Dated velocities (Vx, Vy, Vz) from AOCS Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/AOCS_Ephemeris_List/
AOCS_Ephemeris/GPS_TIME 

GPs Time value Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/AOCS_Ephemeris_List/
AOCS_Ephemeris/ORBIT_ANGLE 

Orbit angle wrt WGS84 Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/POD_Info/POD_FLAG 

Flag to indicate if POD (Precise Orbit Determination) data has 
been used for product generation 
 
Note: POD_Info optional node is not relevant in case of L0 and 
L1C processing but it is included here to have the same 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data information for all level of processing. 

Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Ephemeris/POD_Info/POD_FILEN POD filename. If applicable, reference to the file containing POD Standard 
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Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

AME data used. 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Corrected_Attitudes/Value
s/QUATERNION_VALUES 

Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as Q0 Q1 
Q2 Q3 (qv1 qv2 qv3 qs) 

Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Corrected_Attitudes/Value
s/QUATERNION_VALIDITY 

When 1 : quaternion is valid Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Corrected_Attitudes/Value
s/GPS_TIME 

GPs Time value Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Corrected_Attitudes/Value
s/INUSE_FLAGS 

List of 11 boolean flags separated by whitespace: STR1 STR2 
STR3 GPSR-A GPSR-B VCU-A VCU-B IMU-1 IMU-2 IMU-3 IMU-
4 

Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Corrected_Attitudes/Value
s/AOCS_MODE 

AOCS Mode Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Corrected_Attitudes/Value
s/AOCS_SUBMODE 

AOCS submode Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Corrected_Attitudes/Value
s/INNOVATION_STR1 

Difference Between GSE filter estimate and second in-use STR 
measurement 

Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Corrected_Attitudes/Value
s/INNOVATION_STR2 

Difference Between GSE filter estimate and second in-use STR 
measurement 

Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Corrected_Attitudes/Value
s/ATTITUDE_QUALITY_INDICATOR 

Attitude quality indicators Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Attitude_Data_List/Attitude_Data/QUATERNION_VALUES 

Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as (Q0 Q1 
Q2 Q3) = (qv1 qv2 qv3 qs)  (inertial attitude J2000). 

Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Attitude_Data_List/Attitude_Data/ANGULAR_RATE 

Angular rate (X, Y, Z) in BRF in deg/s Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Attitude_Data_List/Attitude_Data/GPS_TIME 

Time stamp of the center of integration associated with the 
attitude (with  a precision up to 2pow-16 seconds). This field is 
computed from the centerOfIntegrationTimeStamp value 
provided in the data block 

Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Attitude_Data_List/Attitude_Data/JULIAN_DATE 

Julian date used for precession correction (if enabled); specified 
in number of days since the epoch date of the built-in star 
catalog; day 0 corresponds to JD 2451545 

Expertise 
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Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Attitude_Data_List/Attitude_Data/ATTITUDE_QUALITY_IN
DICATOR 

Attitude Quality Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Attitude_Data_List/Attitude_Data/RATE_QUALITY 

Rate Quality Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Attitude_Data_List/Attitude_Data/VALIDITY_RATE 

if set to 1, the rate information is valid (i.e. derived from current 
measurements) 

Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Status_And_Health_Data_List/Status_And_Health_Data/O
P_MODE 

STR operating mode Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Status_And_Health_Data_List/Status_And_Health_Data/TE
C_MODE 

Thermo electric cooler mode Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Status_And_Health_Data_List/Status_And_Health_Data/TA
RGET 

Target temperature for temperature control Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Status_And_Health_Data_List/Status_And_Health_Data/DE
TECTOR 

Detector temperature Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Status_And_Health_Data_List/Status_And_Health_Data/O
PTICS 

Optics temperature Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Status_And_Health_Data_List/Status_And_Health_Data/H
OUSING 

Housing temperature Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Status_And_Health_Data_List/Status_And_Health_Data/SY
NC_SOURCE 

The source selected for external synchronization Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Status_And_Health_Data_List/Status_And_Health_Data/SE
CONDS_SINCE_TIME_SYNC 

The number of seconds since the latest received time 
synchronization; saturates at 63 seconds 

Expertise 
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Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Status_And_Health_Data_List/Status_And_Health_Data/TR
ACKABLE_STARS 

Number of trackable stars Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Status_And_Health_Data_List/Status_And_Health_Data/TR
ACKED_STARS 

Number of stars tracked  Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Status_And_Health_Data_List/Status_And_Health_Data/ID
ENTIFIED_STARS 

Number of identified stars  Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Status_And_Health_Data_List/Status_And_Health_Data/US
ED_STARS 

Number of stars used for attitude determination Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Status_And_Health_Data_List/Status_And_Health_Data/AT
T_RESULT 

Last result of attitude determination Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/STR_List/
STR/Status_And_Health_Data_List/Status_And_Health_Data/ID
_RESULT 

Last result of star identification error Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/FILTERED_ANGLE 

IMU filtered data are angle increments Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/RAW_ANGLE 

IMU raw data are angle increments Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/GPS_TIME 

GPS time value Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/Temperatures/ORGANISER 

Organiser temperature Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/Temperatures/SIA 

Sagnac Interferometer Assembly temperature Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/Temperatures/OPTICAL_SOURCE 

Optical Source temperature Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I Board temperature Expertise 
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Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

MU/Value/Temperatures/BOARD 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/Temperatures/VOLTAGE_OFFSET 

Temperature reference voltage offset Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/Temperatures/VOLTAGE 

Temperature reference voltage Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/Temperatures/ACQUISITION 

0:not acquired, 1:acq failed, 2:acquired Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/Temperatures/VALIDITY 

Acquisition validity flag Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/Temperatures/TIME 

Time corresponding to the measurements Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/TIME 

10PPS time corresponding to the measurements  (provided by 
CSW) 

Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/ACQUISITION 

0:not acquired, 1:acq failed, 2:acquired Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/VALIDITY 

Acquisition validity flag Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/HEALTH_STATUS_BITS 

16 Bits (0/1) sequence as defined in the IMU interface Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Attitudes/Raw_Attitudes/IMU_List/I
MU/Value/HEALTH_STATUS_BITS_VALIDITY 

1 when all health status validity flag are ok(0)/ 0 otherwise Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/FPA_List/FPA/Value
/T 

FPA temperature information (thermal control and monitoring, 
relevant to the detector transmission VNIR or SWIR)  

Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/FPA_List/FPA/Value
/GPS_TIME 

Thermal Data info (Data acquired at 0.1 Hz) Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/FPA_List/FEE/Value
/T 

Thermal Data info (Data acquired at 0.1 Hz) Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/FPA_List/FEE/Value
/GPS_TIME 

Thermal Data info (Data acquired at 0.1 Hz) Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/Mirror_List/Mirror/Va
lue/T 

List of temperatures for each mirror Expertise 
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Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/Mirror_List/Mirror/Va
lue/GPS_TIME 

Thermal Data info (Data acquired at 0.1 Hz) Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/ThSensor_List/ThSe
nsor/Value/T 

List of temperatures for each sensor on telescope Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/ThSensor_List/ThSe
nsor/Value/GPS_TIME 

Thermal Data info (Data acquired at 0.1 Hz) Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/Splitter_List/Value/T List of temperatures for each splitter Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/SplitterList/Value/GP
S_TIME 

Thermal Data info (Data acquired at 0.1 Hz) Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/CSM_Diffuser_List/
Value/T 

List of temperatures for each diffuser Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/CSM_Diffuser_List/
Value/GPS_TIME 

Thermal Data info (Data acquired at 0.1 Hz) Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/IMU_Sensorplate_Li
st/IMU_Sensorplate/Value/T 

Imu sensor plate temperatures Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/IMU_Sensorplate_Li
st/IMU_Sensorplate/Value/GPS_TIME 

Thermal Data info. (Data are acquired at 0.1 Hz) Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/STR_Sensorplate_Li
st/STR_Sensorplate/Value/T 

List of temperatures for each STR sensorplate Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/STR_Sensorplate_Li
st/STR_Sensorplate/Value/GPS_TIME 

Thermal Data info (Data acquired at 0.1 Hz) Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/STR_Baseplate_List
/STR_Baseplate/Value/T 

STR base plate temperatures Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/STR_Baseplate_List
/STR_Baseplate/Value/GPS_TIME 

Thermal Data info (Data acquired at 0.1 Hz) Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/STR_Backplate_List
/STR_Backplate/Value/T 

STR back plate temperatures. Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Thermal_Data/STR_Backplate_List
/STR_Backplate/Value/GPS_TIME 

Thermal Data info (Data acquired at 0.1 Hz) Expertise 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Lost_Source_Packet_List/Lost_Sou
rce_Packet/DEGRADATION_TYPE 

Type of degradation Standard 
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Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Lost_Source_Packet_List/Lost_Sou
rce_Packet/ERROR_BEGINNING_DATE 

error begin time Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Lost_Source_Packet_List/Lost_Sou
rce_Packet/ERROR_ENDING_DATE 

error end time Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Lost_Source_Packet_List/ 
Degradation_Summary  
Attribute: degradationPercentage 

Percentage of lost or degraded  packets for  the Datatake - 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Lost_Source_Packet_List/ 
NUMBER_OF_LOST_PACKETS 

number of  lost packets for  the whole Datatake Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Lost_Source_Packet_List/ 
NUMBER_OF_DEGRADED_PACKETS 

number of  degraded packets  for  the whole Datatake Standard 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/ANC_DATA_REF Reference to the folder (ANC_DATA) including the SAD raw data Standard 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info/Other_Ancillary_Data/CSM_Flags_
List/Values/INUSE_FLAG 

Flag used to specify if the CSM information are useable or not Expertise 

Table 3-34: Level-0 Datastrip – Satellite_Ancillary_Data _Info Description 
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Quality_Indicators_Info: 
 
 

 
Figure 23 : Level-0 Datastrip – Quality_Indicators_Info Diagram 
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Quality_Indicators_Info/Geometric_Info 

Field Name Description 
Metatada 

Level 

Absolute_Location 

An absolute location performance for the Datastrip is given 
from a GIPP table, depending on the health status of the 
GPS and AOCS sensors (gyros and startrackers) provided 
in the Satellite Ancillary Data. 

Brief 

Planimetric_Stability 

Planimetric stability assessment: A planimetric stability 
performance for the Datastrip is given from a GIPP table, 
depending on the health status of the GPS and AOCS 
sensors (gyros and startrackers) provided in the Satellite 
Ancillary Data 

Brief 

EPHEMERIS_QUALITY 
Ephemeris data quality retrieved from GPS Dilution of 
precision (DOP) information 

Brief 

ANCILLARY_QUALITY 
Aancillary data quality retrieved from GPS Dilution of 
precision (DOP) information. 

Brief 

Quality_Indicators_Info/Quicklook_Info 

Field Name Description 
Metatada 

Level 

Image_Size/NCOLS Quicklook image size. Number of columns. Brief 

Image_Size/NROWS Quicklook image size. Number of rows. Brief 

Footprint/EXT_POS_LIST 

Ground footprint of the QL image. The footprint is a closed 
(lat, lon) polygon defined by a list of vertices counter-
clockwise oriented (for WFS compatibility). The polygon 
must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
 
Point list. The coordinates of the points are entered as 
pairs of latitude and longitude values, or X and Y, or other 

Brief 

Footprint/INT_POS_LIST 

Ground footprint of the QL image. The footprint is a closed 
(lat, lon) polygon defined by a list of vertices counter-
clockwise oriented (for WFS compatibility). The polygon 
must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 

Brief 
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Point list. The coordinates of the points are entered as 
pairs of latitude and longitude values, or X and Y, or other 

Display_Geometric_Model/Datation_Model/L0 Line number of the first line Brief 

Display_Geometric_Model/Datation_Model/T0 Date of the first line Brief 

Display_Geometric_Model/Datation_Model/TE Theoretical line period Brief 

Display_Geometric_Model/Viewing_Directions/NB_OF_PIXELS Number of pixels Brief 

Display_Geometric_Model/Viewing_Directions/TAN_PSI_X_LIST 
List of Tangent Psi X in the image order (there is one data 
by pixel) 

Brief 

Display_Geometric_Model/Viewing_Directions/TAN_PSI_Y_LIST 
List of Tangent Psi Y in the image order (there is one data 
by pixel) 

Brief 

Display_Geometric_Model/Connect_col_List/CONNECT_COL 

The 12 detectors are assembled  and resampled in a 
monolithic quicklook image. This block gives, in the 
quicklook geometry,  the connection columns number (last 
column) for each detectors (the first 11 detectors for 
compressed mode and 4 for uncompressed mode). 

Brief 

Display_Geometric_Model/Piloting_To_Msi_Frame/R1 First rotation (angles around an axis) Brief 

Display_Geometric_Model/Piloting_To_Msi_Frame/R2 Second rotation (angles around an axis) Brief 

Display_Geometric_Model/Piloting_To_Msi_Frame/R3 Third rotation (angles around an axis) Brief 

Display_Geometric_Model/Piloting_To_Msi_Frame/SCALE_FACTOR 
A scale factor on Z axis (in order to model the focal length 
deformation) 

Brief 

Display_Geometric_Model/Piloting_To_Msi_Frame/COMBINATOR_ORDER 
The combination order between rotation and scale factor 
transformations 

Brief 

REF_QL_IMAGE 
Pointer to the folder (QI_DATA) containing the preliminary 
Quicklook image files 

Brief 

Table 3-35: Level-0 Datastrip – Quality_Indicators_Info Description
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Auxiliary_Data_Info: 
 

 
Figure 24 : Level-0 Datastrip – Auxiliary_Data_Info Diagram 
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Auxliary_Data_Info/IERS_Bulletin   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

UT1_UTC UT1 –-UTC in [-0.9;0.9] seconds Standard 

GPS_TIME_UTC GPS_time – UTC = in number of seconds Standard 

GPS_TIME_TAI GPS_time – TAI Standard 

POLE_U_ANGLE U angle pole motion (in arcsec) Standard 

POLE_V_ANGLE V angle pole motion (in arcsec) Standard 

Auxliary_Data_Info/GIPP_List   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

GIPP_FILENAME Reference to the used GIPP files. Standard 

PRODUCTION_DEM_TYPE DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM for example) Standard 

IERS_BULLETIN_FILENAME Filename of the used IERS Bulletin  Standard 

Auxliary_Data_Info/REFERENCE_BAND   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

REFERENCE_BAND Used reference band for datation Standard 

Table 3-36: Level-0 Datastrip – Auxiliary_Data_Info Description 
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3.7.3.2 QI_DATA 

diagram 

   

children Preliminary_QuickLook OLQC_Report 

annotation QI_DATA folder contains: 

- XML reports generated by On-Line Quality Control processor, including Quality Control 
Checks results. The Annex C contains the description of OLQC reports. 

- preliminary QuickLook image files in sensor geometry (5 files in JP2 format in nominal 
case, less than 5 in degraded case). 

 
 

3.7.3.3 ANC_DATA 

diagram 

 

children SAD_Raw 

annotation ANC_DATA folder contains: 

- SAD raw data as received from the DFEP.  

Note: SAD coverage is equal to the Datatake coverage only for the last Datastrip in a given 
Datatake. Otherwise, the SAD coverage is from the start of the Datatake (to which the Datastrip 
belongs to) to the stop of the Datastrip itself. 

 
 
  

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B00F0%23Link052B00F0
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B0248%23Link052B0248
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3.7.4 SAFE Manifest synoptic table 

This chapter provides a detailed description of the content of the SAFE Manifest for the Level-0 
PDI Datastrip level. 
 
The SAFE Manifest file is compliant to the SAFE specification (cf. [SAFE-SPEC]) and is composed 
(cf. section 3.4.4) by three main sections (Metadata, Information Package Map and Data Objects). 
 
Part of the information contained in the Metadata section is extracted from the XML metadata file 
and is therefore duplicated in the SAFE Manifest and in the XML metadata file.  
 
With reference to the three mentioned sections the chapter provides, as a guideline to the 
generation process of the SAFE Manifest file, the following elements: 
 

 Table 3-29 describing the content and structure of the Information Package Map section; 
same consideration apply as in section 3.6.4; 

 For the Metadata Section, a table that lists the fields (tags) composing the section, 
providing, for each field: 

 
o the field name in the SAFE Manifest file (column “SAFE Manifest”, divided into 

column “Metadata name”, containing the name of the Metadata section of the 
manifest to which the field belongs, and “Name of tag or attribute” containing the 
actual tag name or attribute name (for sake of clarity, attributes are written in bold 
characters)) 

o the name of the corresponding tag (if available, else N.A.) of the XML Metadata File 
and of its XSD Schema (column “From S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd); 

o a brief textual description of the field;  
o the data type of the field (e.g. string, string enum, integer, double, xs:dateTime etc.); 
o the occurrence of the field (min/man occurrence e.g. 0..1); a minimum occurrence of 

1 means that the field is mandatory; 
o the allowed range of values of the field. 

 
In particular, the satellite ancillary data files (e.g. the SAD Raw Data file) and the auxiliary 
data files used for Level-0 processing (e.g. GIPP files, DEM, IERS Bulletin), are external to 
the product and are referenced in the Metadata of Manifest file Section (as “resources” in 
the “processing” section). 
 

 Table 3-31 describing the content and structure of the Data Objects section; consider that 
this section contains a reference to each file (Data files and Metadata files) composing the 
Level-0 PDI Datastrip Product ( with the exception of the Manifest file itself); this includes: 

o the XML Metadata file; 
o the XML Inventory_Metadata file; 
o a set of Quality Indicator Data Files, including a OLQC Report file (XML format) and 

five Preliminary Quick Look files ( in JPEG2000 format). 
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An example of Manifest file for the Level-0 Datastrip PDI containing realistic, though indicative 
values, is provided as annexed zip file to this document (S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-
V14_SAFE.zip).  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

platform       

 nssdcIdentifier N.A. 

Unique identifier of the 
platform, defined by the 
World Data center for 
Satellite Information (WDC-
SI) 

 1 
WDC is discontinued; this tag is 
set to a default value 0000-0000 

 familyName  
 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SPACECRAFT_NAME 

The mission name of the 
platform 

string enum 0..1 Sentinel 

 number 
 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SPACECRAFT_NAME 

Sequence identifier of the 
platform among the mission 

string enum 0..1 2A, 2B, 2C 

 instrument->familyName N.A. 
The instrument name used 
for acquiring the product 
data 

string enum 0..1 Multi-Spectral Instrument 

 
instrument-
>abbreviation 

N.A. 
Abbreviation of the 
instrument name 

string enum 0..1 MSI 

 instrument->mode N.A. The mode of the instrument string enum 0..1 

Nominal_Observation 
Dark_Signal_Calibration 
Extended_Observation 
Absolute_Radiometry_Calibration 
Vicarious_Calibration  
Raw_Measurement 
Test_Mode 

 
Instrument->mode-
>identifier 

 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
DATATAKE_TYPE 

The identifier of the 
instrument mode 

string enum 1 
INS-NOBS 
INS-EOBS 
INS-DASC 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

INS-ABSR 
INS-VIC 
INS-RAW 
INS-TST 

processing   

Textual description of the 
history of processings that 
lead to the current product 
and of all the relevant 
resources involved in the 
processing (facilities, 
software, applicable 
documents etc) 

 1  

 name N.A. 
Name of the Archiving 
process 

string 0..1 
Archiving of  
PDI  Level-0 Granule Product 

 
start 
 

 
General_Info->Archiving_Info-> 
ARCHIVING_TIME 

Archiving start date (UTC) xs:dateTime 0..1  

 facility  Description of Origin Centre  0..*  

 facility->name N.A. 
Extended name of Origin 
Centre 

string  1  

 facility->organization N.A. 
Organization to which the 
Origin center belongs 

string  0..1  

 facility->site 
 
General_Info->Archiving_Info-> 
ARCHIVING_CENTRE 

The starting point of the 
circulation data 

string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
UPA_ 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

CDAM 
MPC_ 

 facility->country N.A. 
Country where Origin 
Centre is located 

string  0..1  

 resource  
Description of product being 
archived 

 0..*  

 resource->name N.A. 
Name of the product being 
archived 

string  1  

 resource->role N.A. Role of the resource string  1 PDI  Level-0 Datastrip Product 

 resource-> processing  
Description of the L0 
Processing 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-
>name 

 Name of the L0 Processing string  0..1 L0 Processing of Raw Data  

 
resource-> processing-
>start 

 
General_Info->Processing_Info -
>UTC_DATE_TIME 

Processing start date (UTC) xs:dateTime 0..1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility 

N.A. 
Description of Processing 
Centre 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->name 

N.A. 
Extended name of Origin 
Centre 

string  1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility-> organization 

N.A. 
Organization to which the 
Origin center belongs 

string  0..1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility-> site 

 
General_Info->Processing_Info-> 
PROCESSING_CENTER 

Acronym of the Processing 
center 

string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

MPC_ 

UPA_ 
XXXX  
EDRS 
zzzL (zzz = first three characters 

of the LGS location) 

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->country 

N.A. 
Country where Origin 
Centre is located 

string  0..1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->software 

N.A. 
Description of software 
component used for 
Processing 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->resource 

 

List of auxiliary data files 
used by the processors to 
support radiometric and 
geometric correction (GIPP, 
DEM, GRI, IERS Bulletin 
etc) and of SAD Raw Data 
file containing the satellite 
ancillary telemetry; these 
files are not provided with 
the product. 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->resource->name 

 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info-> 
ANC_DATA_REF (reference to the 
folder containing the SAD Raw Data 
files)  
 

Auxiliary_Data_Info->IERS_Bulletin 
 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->GIPP_List-> 

Absolute path name of the 
auxiliary or ancillary 
file/folder 

string  1  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

GIPP_FILENAME 

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->resource->role 

N.A. Role of the resource string  1 Auxiliary data, Ancillary data 

acquisitionPeriod      1  

 
acquisitionPeriod -
>startTime 

Datastrip->L0_Datastrip_PDI_ID 
(substring <Sensing Time>, cf. 
section 3.6.1) 

Reference time of 
acquisition of the Granule  
(corresponding to sensing 
time of the first line of the 
PDI at Datastrip level, cf. 
section 3.6.1) 

xs:dateTime 1  

measurementOrbitReference       

 orbitNumber 

 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
DatatakeIdentifier (substring 
<AbsoluteOrbitNumber>) 

Absolute orbit number  0..1 > 0 

 orbitNumber->type N.A. 

Absolute orbit number type 
(possible values “start” or 
“stop”). Set to “start” since 
the absolute orbit number 
refers to the first line of the  
Datastrip 

 0..1 start 

 
orbitNumber-> 
groundTrackDirection 

 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SENSING_ORBIT_DIRECTION 

Direction of the ground 
track of the Sentinel-2 
platform at the time 
corresponding to 

 0..1 ascending, descending 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

orbitNumber->type (start or 
stop) 

 relativeOrbitNumber 
 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SENSING_ORBIT_NUMBER 

Relative orbit number 
(within the cycle) 

 0..1 1 to 143 

 
relativeOrbitNumber-
>type 

N.A. 

Relative orbit number type 
(possible values “start” or 
“stop”). Set to “start” since 
the absolute orbit number 
refers to the first line of the  
Datastrip 

 0..1 start 

metadataComponents  N.A 

A reference to all Metadata 
files included in the product 
(e.g. the XML Metadata file, 
the XML Inventory 
Metadata file) 

 2..4  

metadataComponentSchemas  N.A 

A reference to the Schemas 
used to validate the 
Metadata files included in 
the product (e.g. the XML 
Metadata file Schema) 

 0..2  

Table 3-37 - Content of Metadata Section for PDI Level-0 Datastrip SAFE Manifest 
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3.8 Level-1A PDI Granule definition 

Level-1A PDI Granule level is defined as a tar file with the following structure:  
 

  

Figure 25: PDI Level-1A Granule Structure 

 
The PDI Level-1A Granule consists of: 
 

1. Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File: XML metadata file containing the requested level of 
information and referring all the product elements composing the Granule, 

2. IMG_DATA: folder containing image data compressed using the JPEG2000 algorithm, one 
file per spectral band. 

3. QI_DATA: folder containing XML reports including Quality control checks and Quality Mask 
files; 

4. Inventory_Metadata.xml: file  containing the metadata needed to inventory the PDI; 
5. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file (mandatory, cf. section 3.8.4); 
6. rep_info: folder containing the available XSD schemas that validate the PDI components 

(recommended by [SAFE-SPEC], cf. section 3.4.4) 
 
 

3.8.1 PDI_ID definition 

The PDI_ID (Granule ID) used to identify a Level-1A Granule PDI, follows the description provided 
in the section 3.4.2. File_Type is defined in the section 3.2, Table 3-3. 
 
Level-1A Granule template Name (Granule ID): 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03_N01.12.tar 
 
Note that the PDI_ID.tar is the physical name of the Granule PDI after the tar compression. 
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3.8.2 Level-1A Granule Physical Format 

The PDI_ID defined above represents the “Granule directory” name. Inside the Granule directory, 
there are the Granule components as in the Figure 25. 
 
Inside that directory, the naming convention used to identify each real files follows the same 
convention used to define the Granule ID but without the Processing Baseline sub-string. 
 

 Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File (XML file): 
Granule Metadata File Template name: 
S2A_OPER_MTD_L1A_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03.xml 

 
The XSD schema which regulates the metadata file is S2_PDI_Level-
1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd included in the S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_Schemas.zip file 
annexed to the document. 
 

 IMG_DATA (folder): 
The naming convention used to identify the image files contained in the IMG_DATA folder 
is defined hereafter: 
 

Image File naming convention = <PDI_ID*>_<Band_Index>.jp2 
 
where: 
 

Field Name Value/Meaning Note 

PDI_ID* 
PDI_ID without Processing 
Baseline sub-string 

 

Band Index 
Bxx where: 
xx = 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 
07, 08, 8A, 09, 10, 11, 12 

Field identifying the spectral bands 

 
IMG_DATA/Level-1A image file template name: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03_B03.jp2 

 

 QI_DATA (folder): 
QI_DATA folder contains: 
- XML reports OLQC_Report.xml generated by On-Line Quality Control processor, 
including Quality Control Checks results. The OLQC_Report.xsd schema and the reports 
naming convention are in the Annex C of the document.  
 
File Template Name: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03_GEOMETRIC_QUALITY_re
port.xml 

 
- Quality_Masks (one for each type, GML/JPEG2000). 
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The naming used for the mask files follows the same convention defined for the L1A 
Granule ID (cf. section 3.4.2) except for the additional <Product Type> filed.  
 
Mask files naming convention = MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID>.gml 
 
 
L1A masks main file types (TTTTTTTTTT) are in the Table 3-16 and listed again hereafter 
 

1. MSK_CLOLOW (Coarse cloud mask files) 
2. MSK_TECQUA (Technical quality mask files) 
3. MSK_DEFECT (Radiometric quality masks) 
4. MSK_SATURA (Radiometric quality masks) 
5. MSK_NODATA (Radiometric quality masks) 

 
<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Sensing Time>_<Detector ID>_<Band ID>_<Product_Type> 

 
Where <Site Centre>, <Creation Date>, <Sensing Time> and <Detector ID> are inherited 
from the L1A Granule ID, <Product Tipe> = “MSIL1A” and <Band ID>: 
 

Band ID 
Bxx where: 
 
xx = 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 8A, 09, 10, 11, 12 

 
Template masks filename are: 
S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03_B03_MSIL1A.gml 
S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03_B03_MSIL1A.gml 

 
The grouping strategy to have several masks in one physical GML file is described in the 
Annex E. 
 

 Inventory_Metadata (XML file): 
XML Inventory metadata file with fixed name Inventory_Metadata.xml 
 

 manifest.safe (XML file): 
XML file with fixed name manifest.safe 

 

 rep_info (folder): 
Folder containg the following XSD schemas: 

1. S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd 
2. Inventory_Metadata.xsd 
3. OLQC_Report.xsd 

 
Level-1A Granule Physical Format template: 
 

Level-1A Granule PDI_ID: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03_N01.12 

Inventory_Metadata.xml 
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S2A_OPER_MTD_L1A_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03.xml 

manifest.safe 

IMG_DATA 

 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03_B01.jp2 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GR _MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03_B02.jp2 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GR _MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03_B03.jp2 
. 
. 
. 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03_B12.jp2 

QI_DATA 

 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03_GEOMETRIC_QUALITY_report.xml 

S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03_B03_MSIL1A.gml 

S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D03_B03_MSIL1A.gml 

rep_info 

 

S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd 

Inventory_Metadata.xsd 

OLQC_Report.xsd 

Figure 26: PDI Level-1A Granule Physical Format 
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3.8.3 Level-1A PDI Granule Structure 

The S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Structure.xsd schema annexed to the document and shown in the 
following diagram, represents the organization of a Level-1A Granule PDI on disk. This schema is 

provided for information only as It is actually not expected to be used for the validation of a XML 
file. The diagram reflects exactly the Figure 25. 
 

diagram 

 

children Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File IMG_DATA QI_DATA Inventory_Metadata manifest.safe rep_info 

annotation The Level-1A Granule is defined as a folder containing: 

1. Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File: XML main metadata file. 

2. IMG_DATA: Folder containing Image data in JPEG2000 format, one file per band. 

3. QI_DATA: Folder containing XML reports including Quality Indicators and GML Quality 

Mask files 

7. Inventory_Metadata: XML inventory metadata file  

8. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file 

9. rep_info: folder containing the XSD schemas provided inside a SAFE Level-1A 

Granule PDI 

 

Note that the Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when the PDI is 
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included in the User Product. 
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3.8.3.1 Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File Schema 

Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File is the XML metadata file provided inside each Level-1A Granule. 
The schema used to validate it is S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd annexed to this 
document. A detailed description of the schema is given here but for specific details regarding 
each metadata (e.g. type, default value, fixed value, enumerations, occurrences, etc...) refers to 
the XSD file. 
 

diagram 

 

children General_Info Geometric_Info Quality_Indicators_Info 

annotation The Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File is an XML file containing metadata regarding: 

1. General_Info: this group of metadata provides general information regarding the 

Granule. 

2. Geometric_Info: these metadata provide information describing the geolocation of 

the Granule. 

3. Quality_Indicators_Info: this metadata values provide information about image 

content quality indicators and quality control checks information. 

 
The following figures and tables give a complete overview of the Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File  
schema according the description provided in the section 3.4.1. 
 
  

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zO1BC3.tmp/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1Agranule.doc%23Link056C57A8%23Link056C57A8
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zO1BC3.tmp/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1Agranule.doc%23Link0707F980%23Link0707F980
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zO1BC3.tmp/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1Agranule.doc%23Link0545B678%23Link0545B678
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General_Info: 

 

Figure 27: Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File - General_Info Diagram 
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General_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

GRANULE_ID Granule_Identifier metadata indicates the unique identifier of the 
Level-1A Granule. This parameter coincides with PDI_ID definition 
described in section 3.6.1 and univocally points a Granule PDI in the 
archive. 

Brief 

DETECTOR_ID Detector identifier corresponding to the Granule Brief 

DATASTRIP_ID Unique identifier of the L1A PDI Datastrip linked to L1A PDI Granule. 
This parameter coincides with the PDI_ID of the PDI Datastrp linked to 
the Granule. This link establishes the hierarchy Granule vs Datastrip 
(cf. section 3.3) 

Brief 

DOWNLINK_PRIORITY Downlink priority flag. It can be set Nominal/NRT/RT. Standard 

SENSING_TIME Time stamp of the first line of the Granule, that is the Sensing Start 
Time of the Granule PDI. 
 
Note: for L1A Granule the first line timing shall be taken from one 
reference band due to the coarse registration applied at Level 1A 
which makes the first line time different amongst the bands. 

Standard 

Archiving_Info/ARCHIVING_CENTRE The allowed values are: 
 SGS_ 

 MPS_ 

 MTI_ 

 EPA_ 

 UPA_ 

 CDAM 

 MPC_ 

Expertise 

Archiving_Info/ARCHIVING_TIME Processing/archiving date (UTC data time) Expertise 
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Processing_Specific_Parameters/ 
PROCESSING_SPECIFIC_PARAMETERS 

Optional field reserved for production chain only (i.e. DPC and/or IPF) 
and NOT propagated to User Product 

Expertise 

Table 3-38: Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File - General_Info Description 
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  Geometric_Info: 

 

Figure 28: Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File - Geometric_Info Diagram 
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Geometric_Info/Granule_Footprint   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Granule_Footprint Geolocation of the four corners of the 
Granule envelope (Lat, Lon, H coordinates 
with horizontal CRS as WGS84 and altitude 
given over EGM96). 

Brief 

RASTER_CS_TYPE Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for L0 
and L1 levels. 

Brief 

PIXEL_ORIGIN First pixel number (convention) Brief 

Geometric_Info/Granule_Position   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Position Granule_Position describes the position of 
the Granule in the origin Datatake. This 
position is identified through the position of 
the scenes first lines in the Datatake and is 
expressed as number of 10m resolution 
images lines). Moreover information for a 
reference band at the centre of the Granule 
(incidence angles and solar angles) are 
provided. 

Standard 

Geometric_Header/GROUND_CENTER Information provided for a reference band, at 
the centre of the Granule, for each Granule. 
Geolocation of the Granule centre (Lat, Lon, 
H) Altitude is provided over the geoid. 

Standard 

Geometric_Header/QL_CENTER The Granule centre in the QL display: 1 (r,c) 
point.  

Standard 

Geometric_Header/Incidence_Angles Information provided for a reference band, at 
the centre of the Granule, for each Granule. 
Incidence angles corresponding to the centre 

Standard 
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of the Granule. 

Geometric_Header/Solar_Angles Information provided for a reference band, at 
the centre of the Granule, for each Granule. 
Solar angles corresponding to the centre of 
the Granule. 

Standard 

QL_FOOTPRINT Granule footprint in the QL display: list of 8 
values, 4 (x,y) couples. 
 
Note: 
For L1A Granule this metadata is NOT mandatory. 

Standard 

Geometric_Info/Granule_Dimension   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Size/NROWS Granule dimensions provided for each 
resolution band (10m, 20m and 60m) 
 
Number of Row 

Standard 

Size/NCOLS Granule dimensions provided for each 
resolution band (10m, 20m and 60m) 
 
Number of Columns 

Standard 

Table 3-39: Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File - Geometric_Info Description 
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Quality_Indicators_Info: 
 

  

Figure 29: Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File –  Quality_Indicators_Info Diagram 
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According to the content of the Table 3-4, the following table describes the Quality Indicators provided for a PDI Granule Level-1A. 
 
Quality_Indicators_Info/Image_Content_QI   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

CLOUDY_PIXEL_PERCENTAGE 

Local cloud coverage indicator: A percentage of 
cloud coverage is computed for each Level-1A 
Granule (for the area covered by a reference 
band). 

Standard 

DEGRADED_MSI_DATA_PERCENTAGE 
Local technical quality indicator: A percentage 
of degraded MSI data is provided for each 
Level-1A Granule. 

Standard 

Quality_Indicators_Info/Pixel_Level_QI   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

MASK_FILENAME 

Pointer to the mask files contained in the 

QI_DATA folder: 
- Coarse cloud mask files 
- Technical quality mask files 
- Radiometric quality masks  

Standard 

Table 3-40: Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File – Quality_Indicators_Info Description 

 
Note that, according to OLQC procedures consolidation, the results of all quality control checks performed by OLQC processor on Level-1A 
Granule, are included in the XML reports stored in the QI_DATA folder (cf. § 3.4.1, Table 3-17).  
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3.8.3.2 IMG_DATA 

diagram 

 

children Image_Files 

annotation Folder containing image data compressed using the JPEG2000 algorithm, one file per 
spectral band (13 files). 

 
 

3.8.3.3 QI_DATA 

 

diagram 

 

children OLQC_Report Quality_Masks 

annotation QI_DATA folder contains the XML reports including the quality control checks performed by 
OLQC processor and the GML quality masks. The Annex C contains the description of OLQC 
reports, the masks files are listed in the Table 3-16 . 

 
  

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0granule.doc%23Link06CF86B0%23Link06CF86B0
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0granule.doc%23Link06CF9650%23Link06CF9650
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3.8.4 SAFE Manifest synoptic table 

This chapter provides a detailed description of the content of the SAFE Manifest for the Level-1A 
PDI Granule level. 
 
The SAFE Manifest file is compliant to the SAFE specification (cf. [SAFE-SPEC]) and is composed 
(cf. section 3.4.4) by three main sections (Metadata, Information Package Map and Data Objects). 
 
Part of the information contained in the Metadata section is extracted from the XML metadata file 
and is therefore duplicated in the SAFE Manifest and in the XML metadata file.  
 
With reference to the three mentioned sections the chapter provides, as a guideline to the 
generation process of the SAFE Manifest file, the following elements: 
 

 Table 3-29 describing the content and structure of the Information Package Map section; 
same consideration apply as in section 3.6.4; 

 

 for the Metadata Section, a table that lists the fields (tags) composing the section, 
providing, for each field: 

 
o the field name in the SAFE Manifest file (column “SAFE Manifest”, divided into 

column “Metadata name”, containing the name of the Metadata section of the 
manifest to which the field belongs, and “Name of tag or attribute” containing the 
actual tag name or attribute name (for sake of clarity, attributes are written in bold 
characters)) 

o the name of the corresponding tag (if available, else N.A.) of the XML Metadata File 
and of its XSD Schema (column “From S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd”); 

o a brief textual description of the field;  
o the data type of the field (e.g. string, string enum, integer, double, xs:dateTime etc.); 
o the occurrence of the field (min/man occurrence e.g. 0..1); a minimum occurrence of 

1 means that the field is mandatory; 
o the allowed range of values of the field. 

 

 Table 3-31 describing the content and structure of the Data Objects section; consider that 
this section contains a reference to each file (Data files and Metadata files) composing the 
Level-1A PDI Granule Product (with the exception of the Manifest file itself); this includes: 

o the XML Granule Metadata file; 
o the Inventory_Metadata.xml file; 
o a set of image files in JPEG2000 format (one file per spectral band, up to a total of 

13 files); 
o a set of Quality Indicator Data Files, including a OLQC Report file and one or more 

pixel-level Quality Mask files. 
 
An example of Manifest file for the Level-1A Granule PDI containing realistic, though indicative 
values, is provided as annexed zip file to this document (S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_SAFE.zip. 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd 

Description Data Type 
Occurr
ence 

Allowed range 
of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

platform       

 nssdcIdentifier N.A. 

Unique identifier of the platform, 
defined by the World Data 
center for Satellite Information 
(WDC-SI) 

 1 

WDC is 
discontinued; this 
tag is set to a 
default value 0000-
0000 

 familyName  
General_Info-> 
GRANULE_ID (substring <Mission ID>, cf. 
section 3.6.1) 

The mission name of the 
platform 

 0..1 Sentinel 

 number 
General_Info-> 
GRANULE_ID (substring <Mission ID>, cf. 
section 3.6.1) 

Sequence identifier of the 
platform among the mission 

string enum 0..1 2A, 2B, 2C 

 
instrument-
>familyName 

N.A. 
The instrument name used for 
acquiring the product data 

string enum 0..1 
Multi-Spectral 
Instrument 

 
instrument-> 
abbreviation 

N.A. 
Abbreviation of the instrument 
name 

string enum 0..1 MSI 

 instrument->mode N.A. The mode of the instrument string enum 0..1 

Nominal_Observatio
n 
Dark_Signal_Calibra
tion 
Extended_Observati
on 
Absolute_Radiometr
y_Calibration 
Vicarious_Calibratio
n  
Raw_Measurement 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd 

Description Data Type 
Occurr
ence 

Allowed range 
of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

Test_Mode 

 
Instrument->mode-> 
identifier 

N.A. 
The identifier of the instrument 
mode 

string enum 1 

INS-NOBS 
INS-EOBS 
INS-DASC 
INS-ABSR 
INS-VIC 
INS-RAW 
INS-TST 

processing   

Textual description of the history 
of processings that lead to the 
current product and of all the 
relevant resources involved in 
the processing (facilities, 
software, applicable documents 
etc) 

 1  

 name N.A. Name of the Archiving process string 0..1 
Archiving of  
PDI  Level-1A 
Datastrip Product 

 
start 
 

General_Info-> 
Archiving_Info ->ARCHIVING_TIME 

Archiving start date (UTC) xs:dateTime 0..1  

 facility  Description of Origin Centre  0..*  

 facility->name N.A. Extended name of Origin Centre string  1  

 facility->organization N.A. 
Organization to which the Origin 
center belongs 

string  0..1  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd 

Description Data Type 
Occurr
ence 

Allowed range 
of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 facility->site 
General_Info-> 
Archiving_Info ->ARCHIVING_CENTRE 

The starting point of the 
circulation data 

string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
UPA_ 
CDAM 
MPC_ 

 facility->country N.A. 
Country where Origin Centre is 
located 

string  0..1  

 resource  
Description of product being 
archived 

 0..*  

 resource->name N.A. 
Name of the product being 
archived 

string  1  

 
processing->resource-
> 
role 

N.A. Role of the resource string  1 
PDI  Level-1A 
Granule Product 

 resource-> processing  
Description of the L0 to L1A 
Processing 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-
> 
name 

N.A. 
Name of the L0 to L1A 
Processing 

string  0..1 
Processing of Level-
0 Granule product 

 
resource-> processing-
> 
start 

General_Info-> GRANULE_ID (substring 
<Creation Date> cf. section 3.6.1) 

Processing start date (UTC) xs:dateTime 0..1  

 
resource-> processing-
> 
facility 

N.A. 
Description of Processing 
Centre 

 0..*  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd 

Description Data Type 
Occurr
ence 

Allowed range 
of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 
resource-> processing-
> 
facility->name 

N.A. Extended name of Origin Centre string  1  

 
resource-> processing-
> 
facility-> organization 

N.A. 
Organization to which the Origin 
center belongs 

string  0..1  

 
resource-> processing-
> 
facility-> site 

General_Info-> 
GRANULE_ID (substring <Site Centre>) 

Acronym of the Processing 
center 

string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
MPC_ 
UPA_ 
XXXX  
EDRS 
zzzL (zzz = first 
three characters of 
the LGS location) 

 
resource-> processing-
> facility->country 

N.A. 
Country where Origin Centre is 
located 

string  0..1  

 
resource-> processing-
> facility->software 

N.A. 
Description of software 
component used for Processing 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-
> facility->software-> 
name 

N.A. 
Name of the software 
component 

string  1  

 
resource-> processing-
> facility->software-> 
version 

N.A. 
Version of the software 
component 

string  0..1  

acquisitionPeriod      1  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd 

Description Data Type 
Occurr
ence 

Allowed range 
of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 startTime 
General_Info-> 
GRANULE_ID (substring <Sensing Time> cf. 
section 3.6.1) 

Reference time of acquisition of 
the Granule  (corresponding to 
sensing time of the first line of 
the PDI at Granule level, cf. 
section 3.6.1)  

xs:dateTime 1  

 
measurementFrameSet 
 

    1  

 
cloudVoteNotationSyst
em->floor  

N.A. 
Minimum value of cloud 
coverage index (Fixed value = 
0.0) 

double 0..1 0.0 

 
cloudVoteNotationSyst
em->ceil  

N.A. 
Maximum value of cloud 
coverage index (Fixed value = 
100.0) 

double 0..1 100.0 

 frame N.A. 

The “frame” concept is used in 
SAFE to convey the cloud 
coverage information by sub-
dividing the region of interest of 
the data into “frames” according 
to a World Reference System. In 
the case of Sentinel-2 L1C 
Products, a  similar concept can 
be used, by associating one 
single “frame” to the area 
covered by the granuke (wth 
respect to the reference band)  
 

 0..13  

 frame->number N.A. Number of the frame integer 0..1 1 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd 

Description Data Type 
Occurr
ence 

Allowed range 
of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 frame-center 

Geometric_Info-> 
Granule_Position->Geometric_Header-> 
GROUND_CENTER (only lat/lon coordinates, 
not height) 

The Granule centre on ground gml:PointType 0..1  

 frame->footPrint 
Derived from  
Geometric_Info->Granule_Footprint 

Granule footprint (namely 
imaged area corresponding to 
the Granule), corresponding to 
one detector and all bands 

string(gml:linearRingTyp
e i.e. blank separated 
list of comma-separated 
lon/lat coordinates of 
footprint closed polygon 
with last vertex equal to 
first) 

0..1  

 frameTile N.A.   1 
One Tile for the 
frame  

 frameTile->row N.A. 
The column index of the Tile. 
This index is numbered starting 
from 1 

integer 1 
1 (since there is only 
one Tile) 

 frameTile->column N.A. 

The row index of the Tile. This 
index is numbered starting from 
1 
 

integer 

1 
1 (since there is only 
one Tile) 

 frameTile->cloudVote 
Derived from  Quality_Indicators_Info-
>Image_Content_QI-> 
CLOUDY_PIXEL_PERCENTAGE  

Numeric notation qualifying the 
cloud coverage of the Tile 

double 0..1 0 to 100 

metadataComponents  N.A 

A reference to all Metadata files 
included in the product (e.g. the 
XML Metadata file, the XML 
Inventory Metadata file) 
 

 2..10  

metadataComponentSc
hemas 

 N.A 
A reference to the Schemas 
used to validate the Metadata 

 0..2  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd 

Description Data Type 
Occurr
ence 

Allowed range 
of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

files included in the product (e.g. 
the XML Metadata file Schema) 

 

Table 3-41- Content of Metadata Section for PDI Level-1A Granule SAFE Manifest
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3.9 Level-1A PDI Datastrip definition 

Level-1A PDI Datastrip  is defined as a tar file containing the following structure:  
 

   

Figure 30: PDI Level-1A Datastrip Structure 

The PDI Level-1A Datastrip consists of: 
 

1. Datastrip_Metadata_File: XML metadata file containing the requested level of information 
and referring all the product elements composing the Datastrip, 

2. QI_DATA: folder containing XML reports about Quality control checks information, 
3. Inventory_Metadata.xml: file containing the metadata needed to inventory the PDI, 
4. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file (mandatory, cf. section 3.5.4), 
5. rep_info: folder containing the available XSD schemas that validate the PDI components 

(recommended by [SAFE-SPEC], cf. section 3.5.4). 
 
 

3.9.1 PDI_ID definition 

Datastrip PDI_ID (Datastrip ID) is defined in the section 3.5.2. The File_Type is specified in the 
section 3.2, Table 3-3. 
 
Level-1A Datastrip Template Name (Datastrip ID): 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141106T134012_N02.10.tar 
 
Note that the PDI_ID.tar is the physical name of the Datastrip PDI after the tar compression. 
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3.9.2 Level-1A Datastrip Physical Format 

The PDI_ID defined above represents the “Datastrip directory” name. Inside the Datastrip 
directory, there are the Datastrip components as in the Figure 30. 
 
Inside that directory, the naming convention used to identify each real files, follows the same 
convention used to define the Datastrip ID but without the Processing Baseline sub-string. 
 

 Datastrip_Metadata_File (XML file): 
Datastrip_Metadata_File template name: 
S2A_OPER_MTD_L1A_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141106T134012.xml 
 
The schema which regulates the metadata file is the one named S2_PDI_Level-
1A_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd and included in the S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-
V14_Schemas.zip file annexed to the document. 
 

 QI_DATA (folder): 
QI_DATA folder contains XML reports OLQC_Report.xml generated by On-Line Quality 
Control processor, including Quality Control Checks results. The OLQC_Report.xsd 
schema and the reports naming convention are in the Annex C of the document.  
 
File Template Name: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141106T134012_GEOMETRIC_QUALI
TY_report.xml 

 

 Inventory_Metadata (XML file): 
XML Inventory metadata file with fixed name Inventory_Metadata.xml 
 

 rep_info (folder): 
Folder containg the following XSD schemas: 

1. S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 
2. Inventory_Metadata.xsd 
3. OLQC_Report.xsd 

 
Level-1A Datastrip Physical Format template: 
 

Level-1A Datastrip PDI_ID: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141106T134012_N02.10 

Inventory_Metadata.xml 

S2A_OPER_MTD_L1A_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141106T134012.xml 

manifest.safe 

QI_DATA 
 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141106T134012_GEOMETRIC_QUALITY_report.xml 
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rep_info 
 

S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Inventory_Metadata.xsd 

OLQC_Report.xsd 

Figure 31: PDI Level-1A Datastrip Physical Format 
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3.9.3 Level-1A PDI Datastrip Structure 

The S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Structure.xsd schema annexed to the document and shown in 
the following diagram, represents the organization of a Level-1A Datastrip PDI on. This schema is 
provided for information only as It is actually not expected to be used for the validation of a XML 

file. The diagram reflects exactly the Figure 30. 
 

diagram 

  

children Datastrip_Metadata_File QI_DATA Inventory_Metadata manifest.safe rep_info 

annotation The Level-1A Datastrip is defined as a folder containing: 

1. Datastrip_Metadata_File: XML Main Metadata File containing the requested level of 

information and referring all the PDI elements. 

2. QI_DATA: folder containing XML reports including Quality Indicators 

3. Inventory_Metadata: XML inventory metadata file  

4. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file 

5. rep_info: folder containing the XSD schemas provided inside a SAFE Level-1A 
Datastrip PDI 

 

Note that the Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when the PDI is 
included in the User Product. 
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3.9.3.1 Datastrip_Metadata_File Schema 

Level-1A Datastrip_Metadata_File is the main XML metadata file provided inside each Level-1A 
Datastrip. The schema used to validate it is S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd annexed to 
this document. A detailed description of the schema is given here but for specific details regarding 
each metadata (e.g. type, default value, fixed value, enumerations, occurrences, etc...) refers to 
the XSD file. 
 

diagram 

 

children Datastrip_Metadata_File QI_DATA Inventory_Metadata manifest.safe rep_info 

annotation The structure of the Datastrip_Matadata_File is common to all processing level (cfr. § 3.5.1) 

The Datastrip_Metadata_File is an XML file containing all the metadata describing the whole 
product data item.  

1. General_Info: This group of metadata provide general information characterizing the 
source Datastrip acquisition. 

2. Image_Data_Info: Image data information from MSI telemetry. 

3. Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info: Ancillary data information from Satellite Ancillary 
Telemetry. 

4. Quality_Indicators_Info: Results of all quality checks performed at Datastrip level. 

5. Auxiliary_Data_Info: Auxiliary data information. 

 
The following tables and figures give a complete overview of the Level-1A Datastrip_Metadata_File 
schema according the description provided in the section 3.5.1.  
 
The General_Info provided through the Level-1A DataSrip_Metadata_File are the same described 
in the Figure 20 and Table 3-32. 
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General_Info: 
 

 
 

  

Figure 32: Level-1A Datastrip - General_Info Diagram 
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General_Info/Datatake_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

SPACECRAFT_NAME Sentinel-2 Spacecraft name: 
Sentinel-2A, Sentinel-2B 

Brief 

DATATAKE_TYPE MSI operation mode Brief 

DATATAKE_SENSING_START Imaging Start Time (Sensing start time of the Datatake) Brief 

SENSING_ORBIT_NUMBER Imaging Orbit Number Brief 

SENSING_ORBIT_DIRECTION Imaging Orbit Direction (Default = Ascending) Brief 

General_Info/Datastrip_Time_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

DATASTRIP_SENSING_START Sensing start time of the Datastrip Brief 

DATASTRIP_SENSING_STOP Sensing stop time of the Datastrip Brief 

General_Info/Processing_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

PROCESSING_BASELINE The processing baseline refers to the configuration baseline 
used at the time of the generation in term of processor 

software version and major GIPP version (cf. section 2.9).  
 
Note: all the PDIs of a Datatake are always processed with 
the same processing baseline even if acquiered in different 
stations 

Brief 

UTC_DATA_TIME This data time represents the execution date of the first run of 
the first IDP-SC of the processing chain at a specific level 

Expertise 

PROCESSING_CENTER Production centre: 

 SGS_ 

 MPS_ 

 MTI_ 

 EPA_ 

Expertise 
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 MPC_ 

 UPA_ 

 XXXX  

 EDRS 

 zzzL (zzz = first three characters of the LGS location) 

General_Info/Downlink_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

RECEPTION_STATION Reception stations: 

 SGS_ 

 MPS_ 

 MTI_ 

Standard 

DOWNLINK_ORBIT_NUMBER Identifier of the downlink orbit Standard 

General_Info/Archiving_Info  

Field Name Description 

ARCHIVING_CENTRE The allowed values are: 

 SGS_ 

 MPS_ 

 MTI_ 

 EPA_ 

 UPA_ 

 CDAM 

 MPC_ 

Expertise 

ARCHIVING_TIME Processing/archiving date (UTC data time) Expertise 

Processing_Specific_Parameters/ 
PROCESSING_SPECIFIC_PARAMETERS 

Optional field reserved for production chain only (i.e. DPC 
and/or IPF) and NOT propagated to User Product 

Expertise 

Table 3-42: Level-1A Datastrip - General_Info Description 
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Image_Data_Info: 

 
Figure 33 : Level-1A Datastrip – Image_Data_Info Diagram 
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Image_Data_Info/Granules_Information   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

Detector_List/Detector/Granule_List/Granule/POSITION This branch of the schema provides information 
regarding all Granules, for each detector, 
composing the whole Datastrip. Each Granule 
composing the Datastrip is univocally identified 
trough a unique Granule identifier (PDI_ID at 
granul level). 
For each Granule the Position of the Granule is 
provided. This position is identified through the 
position of the scenes first lines in the Datastrip 
and is expressed as number of 10m resolution 
images lines. 

Standard 

Image_Data_Info/Sensor_Configuration (inherited from Level-0 metadata)  

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

Acquisition_Configuration/COMPRESS_MODE Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed Expertise 

Acquisition_Configuration/EQUALIZATION_MODE Flag to indicate if equalization is active Expertise 

Acquisition_Configuration/NUC_TABLE_ID In-flight Non Uniform Correction table ID defined 
by 10 bits. This ID is uniform for all transmitted 
bands. It identifies the correction coefficients 
table used in-flight 

Expertise 

Acquisition_Configuration/Active_Detectors_List On board active Detectors (in case of 
compression by-passed) 

Expertise 

Acquisition_Configuration/TDI_Configuration_List On board TDI configuration, for B3, B4, B11 and 
B12 only. 

Standard 

Acquisition_Configuration/Spectral_Band_Info/PHYSICAL_GAIN Physical Gain for each band Standard 

Acquisition_Configuration/Spectral_Band_Info/COMPRESSION_RATE On-board compression rates for each band Expertise  

Acquisition_Configuration/Spectral_Band_Info/INTEGRATION_TIME On-board integration time for each band Expertise 

Source_Packet_Description Source packet information for each band Standard 

Time_Stamp/LINE_PERIOD Line period for the acquisition of line of 10 m full- Standard 
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resolution image data 

Time_Stamp/Band_Time_Stamp/Detector Datation model for each couple band, detector. Standard 

Time_Stamp/GPS_SYNC Flag (Boolean) to indicate if MSI is synchronize 
with GPS time 

Standard 

Time_Stamp/THEORETICAL_LINE_PERIOD Theoretical line period for the acquisition of line 
of 10 m full-resolution image data 

Standard  

Time_Stamp/Quality_Indicators Optional. Created when datation models are 
estimated through linear regression. 

Standard 

Image_Data_Info/Geometric_Header_List(inherited from Level-0 metadata)  

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

Geometric_Header_List Geometric information. 
 
For all details see Table 3-33, section 
“Image_Data_Info/Geometric_Header_List” 

Standard 
Expertise 

Image_Data_Info/Radiometric_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

SWIR_REARRANGEMENT_PROC SWIR pixels re-arrangement (only for level 1A 
production but SWIR rearrangement information 
shall be preserved in L1B and L1C): A 'true' 
value indicates that data extraction and SWIR 
pixels re-arrangement have been processed. 

Standard 

DEFECTIVE_PIXELS_PROC Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value 
indicates that defective pixels have been 
detected and processed, a 'detection" value 
indicates that defective pixels have been only 
detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" 
value indicates that defective pixels have been 
neither detected nor processed. 

Standard 

PIXELS_NO_DATA_PROC Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value 
indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been 
detected and processed, a 'detection" value 

Standard 
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indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only 
detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" 
value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been 
neither detected nor processed. 

SATURATED_PIXELS_PROC Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value 
indicates that saturated pixels has been 
processed. 

Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/RESOLUTION 

(OPTIONAL branch) 
 
Spectral filter information provided by the GIPP  
ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION 
 
Spatial resolution 

Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Wavelength/MIN Minimum wavelenght Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Wavelength/MAX Maximum wavelenght Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Wavelength/CENTRAL Central wavelenght Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Spectral_Response/STEP Step of spectral response Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Spectral_Response/VALUES List of measures Standard 

Image_Display_Order/RED_CHANNEL Relation between product image channels and 
on board spectral bands (Band index). 

Brief 

Image_Display_Order/GREEN_CHANNEL Relation between product image channels and 
on board spectral bands (Band index). 

Brief 

Image_Display_Order/BLUE_CHANNEL Relation between product image channels and 
on board spectral bands (Band index). 

Brief 

Image_Data_Info/List_Fake_Decompr_Source_Frames   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

List_Fake_Decompr_Source_Frames List of the decompressed sources frames 
 
This field will be better specify as soon as the 
MRCPBG CFI documentation is available. 

Standard 

Image_Data_Info/Product_Compression (OPTIONAL BRANCH)   

Field Name Description Metatada 
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Level 

COMPRESSION Product Compression. 
 
The compression may be: 

- None. 
- LOSSLESS: Lossless compression, 

use reversible JPEG2000 compression. 
- LOSSY: Lossy compression, use 

compression that ensures that 
JPEG2000 compression has a 
negligible effect on image quality. 

Standard 

Table 3-43: Level-1A Datastrip – Image_Data_Info Description 
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Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info: 
 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info are the same provided for a L0 Datastrip (cfr. Figure 22 and Table 
3-34).  
 

 
Figure 34: Level-1A Datastrip – Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info Diagram 

 
 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info   

Field Name Description 
Metatada 
Level 

Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info Inherited ftom Level-0 (cf. Table 3-34) § Table 3-34 

Table 3-44: Level-1A Datastrip – Satellite_Ancillary_Data _Info Description 
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Quality_Indicators_Info: 
 
 

 
Figure 35 : Level-1A Datastrip – Quality_Indicators_Info Diagram 
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Quality_Indicators_Info/Geometric_Info   

Field Name Description 
Metatada 

Level 

Absolute_Location 

An absolute location performance for 
the Datastrip is given from a GIPP 
table, depending on the health status of 
the GPS and AOCS sensors (gyros 
and startrackers) provided in the 
Satellite Ancillary Data. 

Brief 

Planimetric_Stability 

Planimetric stability assessment: A 
planimetric stability performance for the 
Datastrip is given from a GIPP table, 
depending on the health status of the 
GPS and AOCS sensors (gyros and 
startrackers) provided in the Satellite 
Ancillary Data 

Brief 

EPHEMERIS_QUALITY 
Ephemeris data quality retrieved from 
GPS Dilution of precision (DOP) 
information 

Brief 

ANCILLARY_QUALITY 
Ancillary data quality retrieved from 
GPS Dilution of precision (DOP) 
information. 

Brief 

Quality_Indicators_Info/Radiometric_Info 

Field Name Description 
Metatada 

Level 

Noise_Model 

Alpha and Beta parameters providing 
the instrument noise as a function of 
the radiometric count X for Level-1B : 
Noise= square root(Alpha_X + Beta_X* 

Brief 
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X) 

ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION_ACCURACY 
Absolute calibration accuracy provided 
as a percentage of accuracy 

Brief 

CROSS_BAND_CALIBRATION_ACCURACY 
Cross-band calibration accuracy 
provided as a percentage of accuracy 

Brief 

MULTI_TEMPORAL_CALIBRATION_ACCURACY 
Multi-temporal calibration accuracy 
provided as a percentage of accuracy 

Brief 

DEGRADED_ANC_DATA_PERCENTAGE Percentage of degraded ancillary data Brief 

Table 3-45: Level-1A Datastrip - Quality_Indicators_Info Description 
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Auxiliary_Data_Info: 
 

 
Figure 36 : Level-1A Datastrip – Auxiliary_Data_Info Diagram 
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Auxliary_Data_Info/IERS_Bulletin (aux info from Level-0)  

Field Name Description 
Metatada 
Level 

UT1_UTC UT1 –-UTC in [-0.9;0.9] seconds Standard 

GPS_TIME_UTC GPS_time – UTC = in number of seconds Standard 

GPS_TIME_TAI GPS_time – TAI Standard 

POLE_U_ANGLE U angle pole motion (in arcsec) Standard 

POLE_V_ANGLE V angle pole motion (in arcsec) Standard 

Auxliary_Data_Info (aux data used by the processing)  

Field Name Description 
Metatada 
Level 

GIPP_Filename Reference to the GIPP files used by the L1A processing. Standard 

PRODUCTION_DEM_TYPE 
DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or 
SRTM for example) 

Standard 

IERS_BULLETIN_FILENAME Filename of the used IERS Bulletin  Standard 

Auxliary_Data_Info (others aux info)   

Field Name Description 
Metatada 
Level 

REFERENCE_BAND Used reference band for datation Standard 

Table 3-46: Level-1A Datastrip – Auxiliary_Data_Info Description 
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3.9.3.2 QI_DATA 

diagram 

 

children OLQC_Report 

annotation QI_DATA folder contains XML reports generated by On-Line Quality Control processor, 
including Quality Control Checks results. The Annex C contains the description of OLQC 
reports. 

 
  

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B0248%23Link052B0248
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3.9.4 SAFE Manifest synoptic table 

This chapter provides a detailed description of the content of the SAFE Manifest for the Level-1A 
PDI Datastrip level. 
 
The SAFE Manifest file is compliant to the SAFE specification (cf. [SAFE-SPEC]) and is composed 
(cf. section 3.4.4) by three main sections (Metadata, Information Package Map and Data Objects). 
 
Part of the information contained in the Metadata section is extracted from the XML metadata file 
and is therefore duplicated in the SAFE Manifest and in the XML metadata file.  
 
With reference to the three mentioned sections the chapter provides, as a guideline to the 
generation process of the SAFE Manifest file, the following elements: 
 

 Table 3-29 describing the content and structure of the Information Package Map section; 
same consideration apply as in section 3.6.4; 

 

 for the Metadata Section, a table that lists the fields (tags) composing the section, 
providing, for each field: 

 
o the field name in the SAFE Manifest file (column “SAFE Manifest”, divided into 

column “Metadata name”, containing the name of the Metadata section of the 
manifest to which the field belongs, and “Name of tag or attribute” containing the 
actual tag name or attribute name (for sake of clarity, attributes are written in bold 
characters)) 

o the name of the corresponding tag (if available, else N.A.) of the XML Metadata File 
and of its XSD Schema (column “From S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd); 

o a brief textual description of the field;  
o the data type of the field (e.g. string, string enum, integer, double, xs:dateTime etc.); 
o the occurrence of the field (min/man occurrence e.g. 0..1); a minimum occurrence of 

1 means that the field is mandatory; 
o the allowed range of values of the field. 

 
In particular, the satellite ancillary data files (e.g. the SAD Raw Data file) and the auxiliary 
data files used for Level-1A processing (e.g. GIPP files, DEM, IERS Bulletin), are external 
to the product and are referenced in the Metadata of Manifest file Section (as “resources” in 
the “processing” section). 
 

 Table 3-31 describing the content and structure of the Data Objects section; consider that 
this section contains a reference to each file (Data files and Metadata files) composing the 
Level-1A PDI Product (with the exception of the Manifest file itself); this includes: 

o the XML Metadata file; 
o the XML Inventory_Metadata file; 
o a set of Quality Indicator Data Files, including a OLQC Report file (XML format) and 

five Preliminary Quick Look files (in JPEG2000 format). 
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An example of Manifest file for the Level-1A Datastrip PDI containing realistic, though indicative 
values, is provided as annexed zip file to this document (S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-
V14_SAFE.zip); the Manifest is provided as an example, but its compliancy to the SAFE 
specification has been verified by validating the Manifest file against the SAFE XSD schema. 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

platform       

 nssdcIdentifier N.A. 

Unique identifier of the 
platform, defined by the 
World Data center for 
Satellite Information 
(WDC-SI) 

 1 
WDC is discontinued; this tag is 
set to a default value 0000-0000 

 familyName  
 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SPACECRAFT_NAME 

The mission name of the 
platform 

string enum 0..1 Sentinel 

 number 
 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SPACECRAFT_NAME 

Sequence identifier of 
the platform among the 
mission 

string enum 0..1 2A, 2B, 2C 

 instrument->familyName N.A. 
The instrument name 
used for acquiring the 
product data 

string enum 0..1 Multi-Spectral Instrument 

 
instrument-
>abbreviation 

N.A. 
Abbreviation of the 
instrument name 

string enum 0..1 MSI 

 instrument->mode N.A. 
The mode of the 
instrument 

string enum 0..1 

Nominal_Observation 
Dark_Signal_Calibration 
Extended_Observation 
Absolute_Radiometry_Calibration 
Vicarious_Calibration  
Raw_Measurement 
Test_Mode 

 
Instrument->mode-
>identifier 

 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
DATATAKE_TYPE 

The identifier of the 
instrument mode 

string enum 1 
INS-NOBS 
INS-EOBS 
INS-DASC 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

INS-ABSR 
INS-VIC 
INS-RAW 
INS-TST 

processing   

Textual description of 
the history of 
processings that lead to 
the current product and 
of all the relevant 
resources involved in the 
processing (facilities, 
software, applicable 
documents etc) 

 1  

 name N.A. 
Name of the Archiving 
process 

string 0..1 
Archiving of  
PDI  Level-1A Granule Product 

 
start 
 

 
General_Info->Archiving_Info-> 
ARCHIVING_TIME 

Archiving start date 
(UTC) 

xs:dateTime 0..1  

 facility  
Description of Origin 
Centre 

 0..*  

 facility->name N.A. 
Extended name of Origin 
Centre 

string  1  

 facility->organization N.A. 
Organization to which 
the Origin center 
belongs 

string  0..1  

 facility->site 
 
General_Info->Archiving_Info -> 
ARCHIVING_CENTRE 

The starting point of the 
circulation data 

string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

UPA_ 
CDAM 
MPC_ 

 facility->country N.A. 
Country where Origin 
Centre is located 

string  0..1  

 resource  
Description of product 
being archived 

 0..*  

 resource->name N.A. 
Name of the product 
being archived 

string  1  

 resource->role N.A. Role of the resource string  1 PDI  Level-1A Granule Product 

 resource-> processing  
Description of the L0 to 
L1A Processing 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-
>name 

 
Name of the L0 to L1A 
Processing 

string  0..1 
Processing of Level-0 Datastrip 
product 

 
resource-> processing-
>start 

 
General_Info->Processing_Info-> 
UTC_DATE_TIME 

Processing start date 
(UTC) 

xs:dateTime 0..1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility 

N.A. 
Description of 
Processing Centre 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->name 

N.A. 
Extended name of Origin 
Centre 

string  1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility-> organization 

N.A. 
Organization to which 
the Origin center 
belongs 

string  0..1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility-> site 

 
General_Info->Processing_Info-> 

Acronym of the 
Processing center 

string enum 0..1 
SGS_ 
MPS_ 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

PROCESSING_CENTER MTI_ 
EPA_ 
MPC_ 
UPA_ 
XXXX  
EDRS 
zzzL (zzz = first three characters 
of the LGS location) 

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->country 

N.A. 
Country where Origin 
Centre is located 

string  0..1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->software 

 
Description of software 
component used for 
Processing 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->resource 

 

List of auxiliary data files 
used by the processors 
to support radiometric 
and geometric correction 
(GIPP, DEM, GRI, IERS 
Bulletin etc. and of SAD 
Raw Data file containing 
the satellite ancillary 
telemetry; these files are 
not provided with the 
product. 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->resource-
>name 

 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info-> 
ANC_DATA_REF (reference to the folder 
containing the SAD Raw Data files)  
  
Auxiliary_Data_Info->IERS_Bulletin 

Absolute path name of 
the auxiliary or ancillary 
file/folder 

string  1  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->GIPP_List->GIPP_ 
FILENAME 

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->resource->role 

N.A. Role of the resource string  1 Auxiliary data, Ancillary data 

acquisitionPeriod      1  

 
acquisitionPeriod -
>startTime 

Datastrip->L1A_Datastrip_PDI_ID 
(substring <Sensing Time>, cf. section 
3.6.1) 

Reference time of 
acquisition of the 
Granule  (corresponding 
to sensing time of the 
first line of the PDI at 
Datastrip level, cf. 
section 3.6.1) 

xs:dateTime 1  

measurementOrbitReference       

 orbitNumber 

 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
DatatakeIdentifier (substring 
<AbsoluteOrbitNumber>) 

Absolute orbit number  0..1 > 0 

 orbitNumber->type N.A. 

Absolute orbit number 
type (possible values 
“start” or “stop”). Set to 
“start” since the absolute 
orbit number refers to 
the first line of the  
Datastrip 

 0..1 start 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 
orbitNumber-
>groundTrackDirection 

 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SENSING_ORBIT_DIRECTION 

Direction of the ground 
track of the Sentinel-2 
platform at the time 
corresponding to 
orbitNumber->type (start 
or stop) 

 0..1 ascending, descending 

 relativeOrbitNumber 
 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SENSING_ORBIT_NUMBER 

Relative orbit number 
(within the cycle) 

 0..1 1 to 143 

 
relativeOrbitNumber-
>type 

N.A. 

Relative orbit number 
type (possible values 
“start” or “stop”). Set to 
“start” since the absolute 
orbit number refers to 
the first line of the  
Datastrip 

 0..1 start 

metadataComponents  N.A 

A reference to all 
Metadata files included 
in the product (e.g. the 
XML Metadata file, the 
XML Inventory Metadata 
file) 

 2..4  

metadataComponentSchemas  N.A 

A reference to the 
Schemas used to 
validate the Metadata 
files included in the 
product (e.g. the XML 
Metadata file Schema) 

 0..2  

Table 3-47 - Content of Metadata Section for PDI Level-1A Datastrip SAFE Manifest 
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3.10 Level-1B PDI Granule definition 

Level-1B PDI Granule level is defined as a tar file with the following structure:  
 

   

Figure 37: PDI Level-1B Granule Structure 

 
The PDI Level-1B Granule consists of: 
 

1. Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File: XML metadata file containing the requested level of 
information and referring all the product elements composing the Granule, 

2. IMG_DATA: folder containing the mission data corresponding to one on-board scene for 
one detector and all spectral bands, 

3. QI_DATA: folder containing XML reports including Quality control checks and Quality Mask 
files; 

4. Inventory_Metadata.xml: file containing the metadata needed to inventory the PDI; 
5. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file (mandatory, cf. section 3.10.4); 
6. rep_info: folder containing the available XSD schema that validate the PDI components 

(recommended by [SAFE-SPEC], cf. section 3.4.4). 
 
 

3.10.1 PDI_ID definition 

The PDI_ID  (Granule ID) used to identify a Level-1B Granule PDI, follows the description provided 
in the section 3.4.2. File_Type is defined in the section 3.2, Table 3-3. 
 
Level-1B Granule Template Name (Granule ID): 
 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1B_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11_N05.22.tar 
 
Note that the PDI_ID.tar is the physical name of the Granule PDI after the tar compression. 
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3.10.2 Level-1B Granule Physical Format 

The PDI_ID defined above represents the “Granule directory” name. Inside the Granule directory, 
there are the Granule components as in the Figure 37: 
 
Inside that directory, the naming convention used to identify each real files, follows the same 
convention used to define the Granule ID except for the Processing Baseline sub-string. 
 

 Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File (XML file): 
Granule Metadata File Template name 
S2A_OPER_MTD_L1B_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11.xml 

 
The XSD schema which regulates the metadata file is the S2_PDI_Level-
1B_Granule_Metadata.xsd included in the S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_Schemas.zip file 
annexed to the document. 
 

 IMG_DATA (folder): 
The naming convention used to identify the image files contained in the IMG_DATA folder 
is defined hereafter: 
 
Image File naming convention = <PDI_ID*>_<Band_Index>.jp2 
 
where: 
 

Field Name Value/Meaning Note 

PDI_ID* 
PDI_ID without Processing 
Baseline sub-string 

 

Band Index 
Bxx where: 
xx = 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 
07, 08, 8A, 09, 10, 11, 12 

Field identifying the spectral bands 

 
IMG_DATA/Level-1B image file template name: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1B_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11_B08.jp2 

 

 QI_DATA (folder): 
QI_DATA folder contains: 
- XML reports OLQC_Report.xml generated by On-Line Quality Control processor, 
including Quality Control Checks results. The OLQC_Report.xsd schema and the reports 
naming convention are in the Annex D of the document.  
 
File Template Name: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1B_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11_GEOMETRIC_Q
UALITY_report.xml 

 
- Quality_Masks (one for each type, GML/JPEG2000). 
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The naming used for the mask files follows the same convention defined for the L1B 
Granule ID (cf. section 3.4.2) except for the additional <Product Type> filed.  
 
Mask files naming convention = MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID>.gml 
 
L1B masks main file types (TTTTTTTTTT) are in the Table 3-16 and listed again hereafter 
 

1. MSK_CLOLOW (Coarse cloud mask files) 
2. MSK_TECQUA (Technical quality mask files) 
3. MSK_DEFECT (Radiometric quality masks) 
4. MSK_SATURA (Radiometric quality masks) 
5. MSK_NODATA (Radiometric quality masks) 

 
<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Sensing Time>_<Detector ID>_<Band ID>_<Product_Type> 

 
Where <Site Centre>, <Creation Date>, <Sensing Time> and <Detector ID> are inherited 
from the L1B Granule ID, <Product Tipe> = “MSIL1B” and <Band ID>: 
 

Band ID 
Bxx where: 
 
xx = 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 8A, 09, 10, 11, 12 

 
Template masks filename are: 
S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11_B08_MSIL1B.gml 
S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11_B08_MSIL1B.gml 

 
The grouping strategy to have several masks in one physical GML file is described in the 
Annex E. 
 
 

 Inventory_Metadata (XML file): 
XML Inventory metadata file with fixed name Inventory_Metadata.xml 
 

 manifest.safe (XML file): 
XML file with fixed name manifest.safe 

 

 rep_info (folder): 
Folder containg the following XSD schemas: 

1. S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Metadata.xsd 
2. Inventory_Metadata.xsd 
3. OLQC_Report.xsd 

 
Level-1B Granule Physical Format template: 
 

Level-1B Granule PDI_ID:  
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1B_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11_N05.22 

Inventory_Metadata.xml 
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S2A_OPER_MTD_L1B_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11.xml 

manifest.safe 

IMG_DATA 
 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1B_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11_B01.jp2 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1B_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11_B02.jp2 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1B_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11_B03.jp2 
. 
. 
. 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1B_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11_B12.jp2 

QI_DATA 
 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1B_GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11_GEOMETRIC_QUALITY_report.xml 

S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11_ B08_MSIL1B.gml 

S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D11_ B08_MSIL1B.gml 

rep_info 

 

S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Metadata.xsd 

Inventory_Metadata.xsd 

OLQC_Report.xsd 

Figure 38: PDI Level-1B Granule Physical Format 
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3.10.3 Level-1B PDI Granule Structure 

The S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Structure.xsd schema annexed to the document and shown in the 
following diagram, represents the organization of a Level-1B Granule PDI on disk. This schema is 

provided for information only as It is actually not expected to be used for the validation of a XML 
file. The diagram reflects exactly the Figure 37. 
 

diagram 

  

children Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File IMG_DATA QI_DATA Inventory_Metadata manifest.safe rep_info 

annotation The Level-1B Granule is defined as a folder containing: 

1. Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File: XML main metadata file describing the Granule. 

2. IMG_DATA: folder containing Image data in JPEG2000 format, one file per band. 

3. QI_DATA: folder containing XML reports including Quality Indicators and GML Quality 

Mask files 

4. Inventory_Metadata: XML inventory metadata file  

5. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file 

6. rep_info: folder containing the XSD schemas provided inside a SAFE Level-1B 

Granule PDI 

 

Note that the Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when the PDI is 
included in the User Product. 
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3.10.3.1 Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File Schema 

Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File is the XML metadata file provided inside each Level-1B Granule. 
The schema used to validate it is S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Metadata.xsd annexed to this 
document. A detailed description of the schema is given here but for specific details regarding 
each metadata (e.g. type, default value, fixed value, enumerations, occurrences, etc...) refers to 
the XSD file. 
 

diagram 

 

children General_Info Geometric_Info Quality_Indicators_Info 

annotation The Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File is an XML file containing metadata regarding: 

1. General_Info: this group of metadata provides general information regarding the 

Granule. 

2. Geometric_Info: these metadata provide information describing the geolocation of the 

Granule. 

3. Quality_Indicators_Info: this metadata values provide information about image 

content quality indicators and quality control checks information. 

 
The following figures and tables give a complete overview of the Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File  
schema according the description provided in the section 3.4.1. 
 
General_Info: 

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zO1BC3.tmp/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1Agranule.doc%23Link056C57A8%23Link056C57A8
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zO1BC3.tmp/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1Agranule.doc%23Link0707F980%23Link0707F980
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zO1BC3.tmp/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1Agranule.doc%23Link0545B678%23Link0545B678
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Figure 39: Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File - General_Info Diagram 
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General_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

GRANULE_ID Granule_Identifier metadata 
indicates the unique identifier of 
the Level-1B Granule. This 
parameter coincides with PDI_ID 
definition described in section 
3.6.1 and univocally points a 
Granule PDI in the archive. 

Brief 

DETECTOR_ID Detector identifier corresponding to 
the Granule 

Brief 

DATASTRIP_ID Unique identifier of the L1B PDI 
Datastrip linked to L1A PDI 
Granule. This parameter 
coincides with the PDI_ID of the 
PDI Datastrp linked to the 
Granule. This link establishes the 
hierarchy Granule vs Datastrip 
(cf. section 3.3) 

Brief 

DOWNLINK_PRIORITY Downlink priority flag. It can be 
set Nominal/NRT/RT. 

Standard 

SENSING_TIME Time stamp of the first line of the 
Granule, that is the Sensing Start 
Time of the Granule PDI. 
 
Note: for L1A Granule the first 
line timing shall be taken from 
one reference band due to the 
coarse registration applied at 

Standard 
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Level 1A which makes the first 
line time different amongst the 
bands. 

Archiving_Info/ARCHIVING_CENTRE The starting point of the 
circulation data. 
The allowed values are: 

 SGS_ 

 MPS_ 

 MTI_ 

 EPA_ 

 UPA_ 

 CDAM 

 MPC_ 

Expertise 

Archiving_Info/ARCHIVING_TIME Processing/archiving date (UTC 
data time) 

Expertise 

Processing_Specific_Parameters/ PROCESSING_SPECIFIC_PARAMETERS Optional field reserved for 
production chain only (i.e. DPC 
and/or IPF) and NOT propagated 
to User Product 

Expertise 

Table 3-48: Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File - General_Info Description 
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Geometric_Info: 

  

Figure 40: Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File - Geometric_Info Diagram 
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Geometric_Info/Granule_Footprint   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Granule_Footprint Granule geolocation updated for the Level-1B 
Granules (same information as Level-1A 
updated for Level-1B Granules). 

Brief 

RASTER_CS_TYPE Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for L0 
and L1 levels. 

Brief 

PIXEL_ORIGIN First pixel number (convention) Brief 

Geometric_Info/Granule_Position   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Position Position of the Granule in the Datatake (from 
Level-1A Granule Standard metadata), 

Standard 

Geometric_Header/GROUND_CENTER Updated geometric header for the Level-1B 
Granules (same information as Level-1A 
updated for Level-1B Granules). 
 
Information provided for a reference band, at 
the centre of the Granule, for each Granule. 
Geolocation of the Granule centre (Lat, Lon, 
H) Altitude is provided over the geoid. 

Standard 

Geometric_Header/QL_CENTER Updated geometric header for the Level-1B 
Granules (same information as Level-1A 
updated for Level-1B Granules). 
 
The Granule centre in the QL display: 1 (r,c) 
point.  

Standard 

Geometric_Header/Incidence_Angles Updated geometric header for the Level-1B 
Granules (same information as Level-1A 
updated for Level-1B Granules). 
 

Standard 
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Information provided for a reference band, at 
the centre of the Granule, for each Granule. 
Incidence angles corresponding to the centre 
of the Granule. 

Geometric_Header/Solar_Angles Updated geometric header for the Level-1B 
Granules (same information as Level-1A 
updated for Level-1B Granules). 
 
Information provided for a reference band, at 
the centre of the Granule, for each Granule. 
Solar angles corresponding to the centre of 
the Granule. 

Standard 

QL_FOOTPRINT Granule footprint in the QL display: list of 8 
values, 4 (x,y) couples. 
 
Note: 
For L1B Granule this metadata is NOT mandatory. 

Standard 

Geometric_Info/Granule_Dimension   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Size Granule dimensions provided for each 
resolution band (10m, 20m and 60m) 

Standard 

Table 3-49: Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File - Geometric_Info Description 
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Quality_Indicators_Info: 
 
The Quality Indicators provided for a PDI Granule L1B are the same provided for L1A. 
 

  

Figure 41: Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File –  Quality_Indicators_Info Diagram 
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According to the content of the Table 3-4, the following table describes the Quality Indicators provided for a PDI Granule Level-1B. 
 

Quality_Indicators_Info/Image_Content_QI   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

CLOUDY_PIXEL_PERCENTAGE Local cloud coverage indicator: A percentage 
of cloud coverage is computed for each 
Level-1B Granule (for the area covered by a 
reference band). 

Standard 

DEGRADED_MSI_DATA_PERCENTAGE Local technical quality indicator: A 
percentage of degraded MSI data is provided 
for each Level-1B Granule. 

Standard 

Quality_Indicators_Info/Pixel_Level_QI   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

MASK_FILENAME Pointer to the mask files contained in the 
QI_DATA folder: 

- Coarse cloud mask files 
- Technical quality mask files 
- Radiometric quality masks  

Standard 

Table 3-50: Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File – Quality_Indicators_Info Description 

 
Note  that, according to OLQC procedures consolidation, the results of all quality control checks performed by OLQC processor on Level-1B 
Granule, are included in the XML reports stored in the QI_DATA folder (cf. section 3.4.1, Table 3-17).  
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3.10.3.2 IMG_DATA 

diagram 

 

children Image_Files 

annotation 
Folder containing image data compressed using the JPEG2000 algorithm, one file per spectral 
band (13 files). 

 

3.10.3.3 QI_DATA 

 

diagram 

 

children OLQC_Report Quality_Masks 

annotation QI_DATA folder contains the XML reports including the quality control checks performed by 
OLQC processor and the GML quality masks. The Annex C contains the description of OLQC 
reports and the masks files are listed in the Table 3-16. 

 
 

3.10.4 SAFE Manifest synoptic table 

The content of the SAFE Manifest for the Level-1B PDI Granule level, is the same as for the Level-
1A PDI Granule level (except for a few specific text string in the “processing” section) and can be 
exhaustively described through Table 3-29, Table 3-41and Table 3-31. 
 
 
  

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0granule.doc%23Link06CF86B0%23Link06CF86B0
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0granule.doc%23Link06CF9650%23Link06CF9650
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3.11 Level-1B PDI Datastrip definition 

Level-1B PDI Datastrip  is defined as a tar file containing the following structure:  
 

   

Figure 42: PDI Level-1B Datastrip Structure 

 
The PDI Level-1B Datastrip consists of: 
 

1. Datastrip_Metadata_File: XML metadata file containing the requested level of information 
and referring all the product elements composing the Datastrip, 

2. QI_DATA: folder containing XML reports including Quality control checks information, 
3. Inventory_Metadata.xml: file containing the metadata needed to inventory the PDI, 
4. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file(mandatory, cf. section 3.5.4), 
5. rep_info: folder containing the available XSD schemas that validate the PDI components 

(recommended by [SAFE-SPEC], cf. section 3.5.4). 
 
 

3.11.1 PDI_ID definition 

Datastrip PDI_ID (Datastrip ID) is defined in the section 3.5.2. The File_Type is specified in the 
section 3.2, Table 3-3. 
 
Level-1B Datastrip Template Name (Datastrip ID): 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1B_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_N10.10.tar 
 
Note that the PDI_ID.tar is the physical name of the Datastrip PDI after the tar compression. 
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3.11.2 Level-1B Datastrip Physical Format 

The PDI_ID defined above represents the “Datastrip directory” name. Inside the Datastrip 
directory, there are the Datastrip components as in the Figure 42: 
 
Inside that directory, the naming convention used to identify each real files follows the same 
convention used to define the Datastrip ID but without the Processing Baseline sub-string. 
 

 Datastrip_Metadata_File (XML file): 
Datastrip_Metadata_File template name: 
S2A_OPER_MTD_L1B_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012.xml 
 
The XSD schema which regulates the metadata file is S2_PDI_Level-
1B_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd included in the S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_Schemas.zip file 
annexed to the document. 
 

 QI_DATA (folder): 
QI_DATA folder contains: 
- XML reports OLQC_Report.xml generated by On-Line Quality Control processor, 
including Quality Control Checks results. The OLQC_Report.xsd schema and the reports 
naming convention are in the Annex C of the document.  

 
File Template Name: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1B_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_GEOMETRIC_QUALI
TY_report.xml 

 

 Inventory_Metadata (XML file): 
XML Inventory metadata file with fixed name Inventory_Metadata.xml 

 

 rep_info (folder): 
Folder containg the following XSD schemas: 

1. S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 
2. Inventory_Metadata.xsd 
3. OLQC_Report.xsd 

 
Level-1B Datastrip Physical Format template: 
 

Level-1B Datastrip PDI_ID: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1B_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141106T134012_N10.10 

Inventory_Metadata.xml 

S2A_OPER_MTD_L1B_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012.xml 

manifest.safe 

QI_DATA 
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S2A_OPER_MSI_L1B_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_GEOMETRIC_QUALITY_report.xml 

rep_info 
 

S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Inventory_Metadata.xsd 

OLQC_Report.xsd 

Figure 43: PDI Level-1B Datastrip Physical Format 
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3.11.3 Level-1B PDI Datastrip Structure 

The S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip_Structure.xsd schema annexed to the document and shown in 
the following diagram, represents the organization of a Level-1B Datastrip PDI on. This schema is 

provided for information only as It is actually not expected to be used for the validation of a XML 
file. The diagram reflects exactly the Figure 42. 
 

diagram 

  

children Datastrip_Metadata_File QI_DATA Inventory_Metadata manifest.safe rep_info 

annotation The Level-1B PDI Datastrip is defined as a folder containing: 

1. Datastrip Metadata_File: XML Main Metadata File containing the requested level of 

information and referring all the PDI elements 

2. QI_DATA: folder containing XML reports including Quality Indicators 

3. Inventory_Metadata: XML inventory metadata file 

4. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file 

5. rep_info: folder containing the XSD schemas provided inside a SAFE Level-1B 

Datastrip PDI 

 

Note that the Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when the PDI is 
included in the User Product. 
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3.11.3.1 Datastrip_Metadata_File Schema 

Level-1B Datastrip_Metadata_File is the XML metadata file provided inside each Level-1B 
Datastrip. The schema used to validate it is S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd annexed to 
this document. A detailed description of the schema is given here but for specific details regarding 
each metadata (e.g. type, default value, fixed value, enumerations, occurrences, etc...) refers to 
the XSD file. 
 

diagram 

 

children General_Info Image_Data_Info Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info Quality_Indicators_Info 
Auxiliary_Data_Info 

annotation The structure of the Datastrip_Matadata_File is common to all processing level (cfr. § 3.5.1) 

The Datastrip_Metadata_File is an XML file containing all the metadata describing the whole 
product data item.  

1. General_Info: This group of metadata provide general information characterizing the 

source Datastrip acquisition. 

2. Image_Data_Info: Image data information from MSI telemetry. 

3. Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info: Ancillary data information from Satellite Ancillary 

Telemetry. 

4. Quality_Indicators_Info: Results of all quality checks performed at Datastrip level. 

5. Auxiliary_Data_Info: Auxiliary data information. 

 
The following tables and figures give a complete overview of the Level-1B Datastrip_Metadata_File 
schema according the description provided in the section 3.5.1.  
 
General_Info: 
 
The General_Info provided through the Level-1B DataSrip_Metadata_File are the same described 
in the Figure 20 and Table 3-32. 
 
Image_Data_Info: 

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link04FB3AB8%23Link04FB3AB8
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B4190%23Link052B4190
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B2320%23Link052B2320
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B1FF8%23Link052B1FF8
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B1478%23Link052B1478
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Figure 44 : Level-1B Datastrip – Image_Data_Info Diagram 
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Image_Data_Info/Granules_Information   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

/Detector_List/…/POSITION This branch of the schema provides information 
regarding all Granules, for each detector, 
composing the whole Datastrip. Each Granule 
composing the Datastrip is univocally identified 
trough a unique Granule identifier (PDI_ID at 
granul level). 
For each Granule the Position of the Granule is 
provided. This position is identified through the 
position of the scenes first lines in the Datastrip 
and is expressed as number of 10m resolution 
images lines. 

Standard 

Image_Data_Info/Sensor_Configuration (inherited from Level-0 metadata)  

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

Acquisition_Configuration/COMPRESS_MODE Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed Expertise 

Acquisition_Configuration/EQUALIZATION_MODE Flag to indicate if equalization is active Expertise 

Acquisition_Configuration/NUC_TABLE_ID In-flight Non Uniform Correction table ID defined 
by 10 bits. This ID is uniform for all transmitted 
bands. It identifies the correction coefficients 
table used in-flight 

Expertise 

Acquisition_Configuration/Active_Detectors_List On board active Detectors (in case of 
compression by-passed) 

Expertise 

Acquisition_Configuration/ TDI_Configuration_List On board TDI configuration, for B3, B4, B11 and 
B12 only. 

Standard 

Acquisition_Configuration/Spectral_Band_Info/PHYSICAL_GAIN Physical Gain for each band Standard 

Acquisition_Configuration/Spectral_Band_Info/COMPRESSION_RATE On-board compression rates for each band Expertise  

Acquisition_Configuration/Spectral_Band_Info/INTEGRATION_TIME On-board integration time for each band Expertise 

Source_Packet_Description Source packet information for each band Standard 

Time_Stamp/LINE_PERIOD Line period for the acquisition of line of 10 m full- Standard 
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resolution image data 

Time_Stamp/Band_Time_Stamp/Detector Datation model for each couple band, detector. Standard 

Time_Stamp/GPS_SYNC Flag (Boolean) to indicate if MSI is synchronize 
with GPS time 

Standard 

Time_Stamp/THEORETICAL_LINE_PERIOD Theoretical line period for the acquisition of line 
of 10 m full-resolution image data 

Standard  

Time_Stamp/Quality_Indicators Optional. Created when datation models are 
estimated through linear regression. 

Standard 

Image_Data_Info/Geometric_Header_List   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

Geometric_Header_List Geometric information 
 

 
For all details see Table 3-33, section 
“Image_Data_Info/Geometric_Header_List” 

Standard 
Expertise 

Image_Data_Info/Radiometric_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

SWIR_REARRANGEMENT_PROC SWIR pixels re-arrangement (only for level 1A 
production but SWIR rearrangement information 
shall be preserved in L1B and L1C): A 'true' 
value indicates that data extraction and SWIR 
pixels re-arrangement have been processed. 

Standard 

Equalization On ground equalization of the image using an 
optimized polynomed correction (only for level 
1B production) 

Standard 

CROSSTALK_OPTICAL_PROC Optical crosstalk correction (only for level 1B 
production). A 'true' value indicates that optical 
crosstalk correction has been processed. 

Standard 

CROSSTALK_ELECTRONIC_PROC Electronic crosstalk correction (only for level 1B 
production). A 'true' value indicates that 
electronic crosstalk correction has been 

Standard 
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processed. 

REMOVE_BLIND_PIXELS_PROC Blind pixel remonving (only for level 1B 
production). A 'true' value indicates that Blind 
pixel remonving has been processed. 

Standard 

DEFECTIVE_PIXELS_PROC Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value 
indicates that defective pixels have been 
detected and processed, a 'detection" value 
indicates that defective pixels have been only 
detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" 
value indicates that defective pixels have been 
neither detected nor processed. 

Standard 

Restoration Restoration and levelling of the product to 12 
bits (only for level 1B production) 

Standard 

BINNING_PROC Binning for 60m bands  (only for level 1B 
production). A 'true' value indicates that binning 
for 60m bands has been processed. 

Standard 

PIXELS_NO_DATA_PROC Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value 
indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been 
detected and processed, a 'detection" value 
indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only 
detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" 
value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been 
neither detected nor processed. 

Standard 

SATURATED_PIXELS_PROC Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value 
indicates that saturated pixels has been 
processed. 

Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/RESOLUTION 

(OPTIONAL BRANCH) 
 
Spectral filter information provided by the GIPP  
ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION 
 
Spatial resolution 

Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Wavelength/MIN Minimum wavelenght Standard 
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Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Wavelength/MAX Maximum wavelenght Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Wavelength/CENTRAL Central wavelenght Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Spectral_Response/STEP Step of spectral response Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Spectral_Response/VALUES List of measures Standard 

Image_Display_Order/RED_CHANNEL 
Relation between product image channels and 
on board spectral bands (Band index). 

Brief 

Image_Display_Order/GREEN_CHANNEL 
Relation between product image channels and 
on board spectral bands (Band index). 

Brief 

Image_Display_Order/BLUE_CHANNEL 
Relation between product image channels and 
on board spectral bands (Band index). 

Brief 

Image_Data_Info/Geometric_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

RGM Flag to identify if the Refined Geometric Model 
File is computed or obtained from a existing 
RGMF (reused) 

Standard 

Image_Refining Refining results. Should exist only if 
REFINING_TYPE= REFINING or 
REFINING_REGISTRATION 

Standard 

VNIR_SWIR_Registration Registration results. Should exist only if 
REFINING_TYPE= REGISTRATION or 
REFINING_REGISTRATION 

Standard 

Refined_Corrections_List Description of the refined corrections. If the 
refining has been processed by Datastrip then, 
there are the refined corrections for each 
Datastrip. These data are created by Geo_S2. 

Standard 

Image_Data_Info/Product_Compression (OPTIONAL BRANCH)   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

COMPRESSION Product Compression. 
 
The compression may be: 

- None. 

Standard 
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- LOSSLESS: Lossless compression, 
use reversible JPEG2000 compression. 

- LOSSY: Lossy compression, use 
compression that ensures that 
JPEG2000 compression has a 
negligible effect on image quality. 

Table 3-51: Level-1B Datastrip – Image_Data_Info Description 
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Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info: 
The Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info are the same provided with a L0 Datastrip (cfr. Figure 22 and 
Table 3-34) 
 
Quality_Indicators_Info: 
 

 

 
Figure 45: Level-1B Datastrip – Quality_Indicators_Info Diagram 
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Quality_Indicators_Info/Geometric_Info   

Field Name Description 
Metadata 
Level  

Geometric_QI/Absolute_Location 

Absolute location performance for the 
Datastrip given from a GIPP table, 
depending on the health status of the GPS 
and AOCS sensors (gyros and startrackers) 
provided in the Satellite Ancillary Data. 

Brief 

Geometric_QI/Planimetric_Stability 

A planimetric stability performance for the 
Datastrip given from a GIPP table, 
depending on the health status of the GPS 
and AOCS sensors (gyros and startrackers) 
provided in the Satellite Ancillary Data. 

Brief 

Geometric_QI/EPHEMERIS_QUALITY 
Ephemeris data quality retrieved from GPS 
Dilution of precision (DOP) information. 

Brief 

Geometric_QI/ANCILLARY_QUALITY 
Ancillary data quality retrieved from GPS 
Dilution of precision (DOP) information. 

Brief 

Geometric_Refining_Quality 

Available by Datastrip and only if geometric 
refining is applied. Include 
Multi_Spectral_Registration performance (3 
values for 10, 20 and 60m bands (from GIPP 
data). 

Brief 

Update_Absolute_Location From GIPP data Brief 

Quality_Indicators_Info/Radiometric_Info   

Field Name Description 
Metadata 
Level  
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Noise_Model 

Alpha and Beta parameters providing the 
instrument noise as a function of the 
radiometric count X for Level-1B : Noise= 
square root(Alpha_X + Beta_X* X) 

Brief 

ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION_ACCURACY 
Absolute calibration accuracy provided as a 
percentage of accuracy 

Brief 

CROSS_BAND_CALIBRATION_ACCURACY 
Cross-band calibration accuracy provided as 
a percentage of accuracy 

Brief 

MULTI_TEMPORAL_CALIBRATION_ACCURACY 
Multi-temporal calibration accuracy provided 
as a percentage of accuracy 

Brief 

DEGRADED_ANC_DATA_PERCENTAGE Percentage of degraded ancillary data Brief 

Table 3-52: Level-1B Datastrip – Quality_Indicators_Info Description 
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Auxiliary_Data_Info: 
  

 
Figure 46 : Level-1B Datastrip – Auxiliary_Data_Info Diagram 
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Auxliary_Data_Info/IERS_Bulletin (aux info from Level-1A)  

Field Name Description 
Metatada 
Level 

UT1_UTC UT1 –-UTC in [-0.9;0.9] seconds Standard 

GPS_TIME_UTC GPS_time – UTC = in number of seconds Standard 

GPS_TIME_TAI GPS_time – TAI Standard 

POLE_U_ANGLE U angle pole motion (in arcsec) Standard 

POLE_V_ANGLE V angle pole motion (in arcsec) Standard 

Auxliary_Data_Info (aux data used by the processing)  

Field Name Description 
Metatada 
Level 

GIPP_Filename Reference to the GIPP files used by the L1B processing.  Standard 

PRODUCTION_DEM_TYPE DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM) Standard 

IERS_BULLETIN_FILENAME Reference to the used IERS Bulletin  Standard 

GRI_FILENAME Reference to the used GRI data Standard 

Auxliary_Data_Info (others aux info)  

Field Name Description 
Metatada 
Level 

REFERENCE_BAND Used reference band Standard 

Table 3-53: Level-1B Datastrip – Auxiliary_Data_Info Description 
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3.11.3.2 QI_DATA 

diagram 

 

children OLQC_Report 

annotation QI_DATA folder contains: 

- XML reports generated by On-Line Quality Control processor, including Quality Control 
Checks results. The Annex C contains the description of OLQC reports. 

 
  

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B0248%23Link052B0248
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3.11.4 SAFE Manifest synoptic table 

This chapter provides a detailed description of the content of the SAFE Manifest for the Level-1B 
PDI Datastrip level. 
 
The SAFE Manifest file is compliant to the SAFE specification (cf. [SAFE-SPEC]) and is composed 
(cf. section 3.4.4) by three main sections (Metadata, Information Package Map and Data Objects). 
 
Part of the information contained in the Metadata section is extracted from the XML metadata file 
and is therefore duplicated in the SAFE Manifest and in the XML metadata file.  
 
With reference to the three mentioned sections the chapter provides, as a guideline to the 
generation process of the SAFE Manifest file, the following elements: 
 

 Table 3-29 describing the content and structure of the Information Package Map section; 
same consideration apply as in section 3.6.4; 

 

 for the Metadata Section, a table that lists the fields (tags) composing the section, 
providing, for each field: 

 
o the field name in the SAFE Manifest file (column “SAFE Manifest”, divided into 

column “Metadata name”, containing the name of the Metadata section of the 
manifest to which the field belongs, and “Name of tag or attribute” containing the 
actual tag name or attribute name (for sake of clarity, attributes are written in bold 
characters)) 

o the name of the corresponding tag (if available, else N.A.) of the XML Metadata File 
and of its XSD Schema (column “From S2_PDI_Level-
1B_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd”); 

o a brief textual description of the field;  
o the data type of the field (e.g. string, string enum, integer, double, xs:dateTime etc.); 
o the occurrence of the field (min/man occurrence e.g. 0..1); a minimum occurrence of 

1 means that the field is mandatory; 
o the allowed range of values of the field. 

 
In particular, the satellite ancillary data files (e.g. the SAD Raw Data file) and the auxiliary 
data files used for Level-1B processing (e.g. GIPP files, DEM, IERS Bulletin), are external 
to the product and are referenced in the Metadata of Manifest file Section (as “resources” in 
the “processing” section). 
 

 Table 3-31 describing the content and structure of the Data Objects section; consider that 
this section contains a reference to each file (Data files and Metadata files) composing the 
Level-1B PDI Product (with the exception of the Manifest file itself); this includes: 

o the XML Metadata file; 
o the XML Inventory_Metadata file; 
o a set of Quality Indicator Data Files, including a OLQC Report file (XML format) and 

five Preliminary Quick Look files (in JPEG2000 format). 
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An example of Manifest file for the Level-1B Datastrip PDI containing realistic, though indicative 
values, is provided as annexed zip file to this document (S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-
V14_SAFE.zip). 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

platform       

 nssdcIdentifier N.A. 

Unique identifier of the 
platform, defined by the 
World Data center for 
Satellite Information (WDC-
SI) 

 1 
WDC is discontinued; this tag is 
set to a default value 0000-0000 

 familyName  
 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SPACECRAFT_NAME 

The mission name of the 
platform 

string enum 0..1 Sentinel 

 number 
 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SPACECRAFT_NAME 

Sequence identifier of the 
platform among the mission 

string enum 0..1 2A, 2B, 2C 

 instrument->familyName N.A. 
The instrument name used 
for acquiring the product 
data 

string enum 0..1 Multi-Spectral Instrument 

 
instrument-
>abbreviation 

N.A. 
Abbreviation of the 
instrument name 

string enum 0..1 MSI 

 instrument->mode N.A. The mode of the instrument string enum 0..1 

Nominal_Observation 
Dark_Signal_Calibration 
Extended_Observation 
Absolute_Radiometry_Calibration 
Vicarious_Calibration  
Raw_Measurement 
Test_Mode 

 
instrument->mode-
>identifier 

 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
DATATAKE_TYPE 

The identifier of the 
instrument mode 

string enum 1 
INS-NOBS 
INS-EOBS 
INS-DASC 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

INS-ABSR 
INS-VIC 
INS-RAW 
INS-TST 

processing   

Textual description of the 
history of processings that 
lead to the current product 
and of all the relevant 
resources involved in the 
processing (facilities, 
software, applicable 
documents etc) 

 1  

 name N.A. 
Name of the Archiving 
process 

string 0..1 
Archiving of  
PDI  Level-1B Datastrip Product 

 
start 
 

 
General_Info->Archiving_Info-> 
ARCHIVING_TIME 

Archiving start date (UTC) xs:dateTime 0..1  

 facility  Description of Origin Centre  0..*  

 facility->name N.A. 
Extended name of Origin 
Centre 

string  1  

 facility->organization N.A. 
Organization to which the 
Origin center belongs 

string  0..1  

 facility->site 
 
General_Info->Archiving_Info-> 
ARCHIVING_CENTRE 

The starting point of the 
circulation data 

string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
UPA_ 
CDAM 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

MPC_ 

 facility->country N.A. 
Country where Origin 
Centre is located 

string  0..1  

 resource  
Description of product being 
archived 

 0..*  

 resource->name N.A. 
Name of the product being 
archived 

string  1  

 resource->role N.A. Role of the resource string  1 PDI  Level-1B Datastrip Product 

 resource-> processing  
Description of the L1A to 
L1B Processing 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-
>name 

 
Name of the L1A to L1B 
Processing 

string  0..1 
Processing of Level-1A Datastrip 
product 

 
resource-> processing-
>start 

 
General_Info->Processing_Info-> 
UTC_DATE_TIME 

Processing start date (UTC) xs:dateTime 0..1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility 

N.A. 
Description of Processing 
Centre 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->name 

N.A. 
Extended name of Origin 
Centre 

string  1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility-> organization 

N.A. 
Organization to which the 
Origin center belongs 

string  0..1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility-> site 

 
General_Info->Processing_Info-> 
PROCESSING_CENTER 

Acronym of the Processing 
center 

string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

MPC_ 
UPA_ 
XXXX  
EDRS 
zzzL (zzz = first three characters 
of the LGS location) 

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->country 

N.A. 
Country where Origin 
Centre is located 

string  0..1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->software 

 
Description of software 
component used for 
Processing 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->resource 

 

List of auxiliary data files 
used by the processors to 
support radiometric and 
geometric correction (GIPP, 
DEM, GRI, IERS Bulletin 
etc.) and of SAD Raw Data 
file containing the satellite 
ancillary telemetry; these 
files are not provided with 
the product. 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->resource->name 

 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info-> 
ANC_DATA_REF (reference to the 
folder containing the SAD Raw Data 
files)  
 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->IERS_Bulletin 
 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->GIPP_List-> 

Absolute path name of the 
auxiliary or ancillary 
file/folder 

string  1  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

GIPP_FILENAME 

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility->resource->role 

N.A. Role of the resource string  1 Auxiliary data, Ancillary data 

acquisitionPeriod      1  

 
acquisitionPeriod -
>startTime 

Datastrip->L1B_Datastrip_PDI_ID 
(substring <Sensing Time>, cf. 
section 3.6.1) 

Reference time of 
acquisition of the Granule  
(corresponding to sensing 
time of the first line of the 
PDI at Datastrip level, cf. 
section 3.6.1) 

xs:dateTime 1  

measurementOrbitReference       

 orbitNumber 
 General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
DatatakeIdentifier (substring 
<AbsoluteOrbitNumber>) 

Absolute orbit number  0..1 > 0 

 orbitNumber->type N.A. 

Absolute orbit number type 
(possible values “start” or 
“stop”). Set to “start” since 
the absolute orbit number 
refers to the first line of the  
Datastrip 

 0..1 start 

 
orbitNumber-> 
groundTrackDirection 

 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SENSING_ORBIT_DIRECTION 

Direction of the ground 
track of the Sentinel-2 
platform at the time 
corresponding to 
orbitNumber->type (start or 

 0..1 ascending, descending 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

stop) 

 relativeOrbitNumber 
> 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SENSING_ORBIT_NUMBER 

Relative orbit number 
(within the cycle) 

 0..1 1 to 143 

 
relativeOrbitNumber-
>type 

N.A. 

Relative orbit number type 
(possible values “start” or 
“stop”). Set to “start” since 
the absolute orbit number 
refers to the first line of the  
Datastrip 

 0..1 start 

metadataComponents  N.A 

A reference to all Metadata 
files included in the product 
(e.g. the XML Metadata file, 
the XML Inventory 
Metadata file) 

 2..4  

metadataComponentSchemas  N.A 

A reference to the Schemas 
used to validate the 
Metadata files included in 
the product (e.g. the XML 
Metadata file Schema) 

 0..2  

Table 3-54 - Content of Metadata Section for PDI Level-1B Datastrip SAFE Manifest 
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3.12 Level-1C PDI Tile definition 

Level-1C PDI Tile level is defined as a tar file with the following structure:  
 

 

Figure 47: PDI Level-1C Tile Structure 

 
The PDI Level-1C Tile consists of: 
 

1. Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File: XML metadata file containing the requested level of 
information and referring all the product elements composing the Tile; 

2. IMG_DATA: folder containing image data files compressed using the JPEG2000 algorithm, 
one file per band; 

3. QI_DATA: folder containing XML reports including quality checks, GML mask files and JP2 
PVI file; 

4. AUX_DATA: folder containing ECMWF data resampled in UTM projection; 
5. Inventory_Metadata.xml: file containing the metadata needed to inventory the PDI; 
6. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file (mandatory, cf. section 3.12.4); 
7. rep_info: folder containing the available XSD schema that validate the PDI components 

(recommended by [SAFE-SPEC], cf. section 3.4.4). 
 

3.12.1 PDI_ID definition 

The PDI_ID (Tile ID) used to identify a Level-1C Tile PDI, follows the description provided in the 
section 3.4.2. File_Type is defined in the section 3.2, Table 3-3. 
 
Level-1C Tile template name (Tile ID): 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC_N11.11.tar 
 
Note that the PDI_ID.tar is the physical name of the Tile PDI after the tar compression. 
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3.12.2 Level-1C Tile Physical Format 

The PDI_ID defined above represents the “Tile directory” name. Inside the Tile directory, there are 
the Tile components as in the Figure 47: 
 
Inside that directory, the naming convention used to identify each real files, follows the same 
convention used in the section 3.12.1 (and US-MGRS naming convention as in section 4.9.2) to 
define the Tile ID but without the Processing Baseline sub-string. 
 

 Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File (XML file): 
Tile Metadata File Template: 
S2A_OPER_MTD_L1C_TL_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC.xml 
 
The XSD schema which regulates the metadata file is the S2_PDI_Level-
1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd included in the S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_Schemas.zip file 
annexed to the document. 
 

 IMG_DATA (folder): 
The naming convention used to identify the image files contained in the IMG_DATA folder 
is defined hereafter: 
 

Image File naming convention = <PDI_ID*>_<Band_Index>.jp2 
 
where: 
 

Field Name Value/Meaning Note 

PDI_ID 
PDI_ID without Processing 
Baseline sub-string 

 

Band Index 
Bxx where: 
xx = 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 
07, 08, 8A, 09, 10, 11, 12 

Field identifying the spectral bands 

 
IMA_DATA/Level-1C image file template name: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC_B03.jp2 
 

 QI_DATA (folder): 
QI_DATA folder contains: 
- XML reports OLQC_Report.xml generated by On-Line Quality Control processor, 
including Quality Control Checks results. The OLQC_Report.xsd schema and the reports 
naming convention are in the Annex C of the document.  
- Quality_Masks (one for each type, GML/JPEG2000). The naming convention is 
defined below. 
- PVI Preview Image file provided in ground geometry. The preview image is a 
single file in JPEG2000 format with GML geo-location information; it contains 3 visible-
bands (490nm, 560nm, 665nm) in ground geometry at 320m resolution and in display 
order (RGB).  
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Mask files naming convention = MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID>.gml 

 
L1C masks main file types (TTTTTTTTTT) are in the Table 3-16 and listed again hereafter 

 
1. MSK_CLOUDS (Finer cloud mask files) 
2. MSK_TECQUA (Technical quality mask files) 
3. MSK_DETFOO (Detector footprint mask files) 
4. MSK_DEFECT (Radiometric quality masks) 
5. MSK_SATURA (Radiometric quality masks) 
6. MSK_NODATA (Radiometric quality masks) 

 
<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Abs Orbit>_<Tile>_<Band 
ID>_<Product_Type> 

 
Where <Site Centre>, <Creation Date>, <Abs Orbit> and <Tile> are inherited from the 
L1C Tile ID, <Product Tipe> = “MSIL1C” and <Band ID>: 
 

Band ID 

Bxx where: 
 
xx = 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 8A, 09, 10, 11, 12 
xx = 00 for mask file band independent 

 
Template masks filename are: 
S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOUDS_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC_B00_MSIL1C.gml 

 
The grouping strategy to have several masks in one physical GML file is described in 
theAnnex E. 
 

Preview Image naming convention = MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID>.jp2 
 

PVI file type (TTTTTTTTTT) = PVI_L1C_TL 
 
<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Abs Orbit>_<Tile> 
 

MMM, CCCC and <Instance_ID> are directly inherited from L1C Tile ID.  
 
Template PVI filename: 
S2A_OPER_PVI_L1C_TL_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC.jp2 
 

 AUX_DATA (folder): 
This folder contains ECMWF data in UTM projection (single file in GRIB V1 format). 
The naming convention is the same defined for ECMWF PDI with file type 
“AUX_ECMWFT” 
 
Template name: 
S2A_OPER_AUX_ECMWFT_PDMC_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_VYYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS 
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 Inventory_Metadata (XML file): 
XML Inventory metadata file with fixed name Inventory_Metadata.xml 
 

 manifest.safe (XML file): 
XML file with fixed name manifest.safe 
 

 rep_info (folder): 
Folder containg the following XSD schemas: 

1. S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd 
2. Inventory_Metadata.xsd 
3. OLQC_Report.xsd 

 
Level-1C Tile Physical Format template: 
 

Level-1C Tile PDI_ID:  
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC_N11.11 

Inventory_Metadata.xml 

S2A_OPER_MTD_L1C_TL_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC.xml 

manifest.safe 

IMG_DATA 
 

Appendix B : S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC_B01.jp2 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC_B02.jp2 
. 
. 
. 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC_B12.jp2 

QI_DATA 
 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC_GEOMETRIC_QUALITY_report.xml 

S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOUDS_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC_B00_MSIL1C.gml 
. 
. 
S2A_OPER_PVI_L1C_TL_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC.jp2 

AUX_DATA 
 

S2A_OPER_AUX_ECMWFT_PDMC_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_VYYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS 

rep_info 

 

S2_PDI_Level-1B_Tile_Metadata.xsd 

Inventory_Metadata.xsd 
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OLQC_Report.xsd 

Figure 48: PDI Level-1C Tile Physical Format 
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3.12.3 Level-1C PDI Tile Structure 

The S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Structure.xsd schema annexed to the document and shown in the 
following diagram, represents the organization of a Level-1C Tile PDI on disk. This schema is 

provided for information only as It is actually not expected to be used for the validation of a XML 
file. The diagram reflects exactly the Figure 47. 
 

diagram   

 

children Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File IMG_DATA QI_DATA AUX_DATA Inventory_Metadata manifest.safe 
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rep_info 

annotatio
n 

The Level-1C Tile is defined as a folder containing: 

1. Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File: XML main metadata file describing the Granule. 

2. IMG_DATA: Folder containing Image data in GML JPEG2000 format, one file per band. 

3. QI_DATA: Folder containing XML reports including Quality Indicators, GML Quality 

Mask files and JP2 Preview Image file 

4. AUX_DATA: Folder containing ECMWF data resampled in UTM projection. 

5. Inventory_Metadata: XML inventory metadata file  

6. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file 

7. rep_info: folder containing the XSD schemas provided inside a SAFE Level-1C Tile 
PDI 

 

Note that the Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when the PDI is 
included in the User Product. 
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3.12.3.1 Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File Schema 

Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File is the XML metadata file provided inside each Level-1C Tile. The 
schema used to validate it is the S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd annexed to this document. 
A detailed description of the schema is given here but for specific details regarding each metadata 
(e.g. type, default value, fixed value, enumerations, occurrences, etc...) refers to the XSD file. 
 

diagram 

 

children General_Info Geometric_Info Quality_Indicators_Info 

annotation The Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File is an XML file containing: 

1. General_Info: to provide general Tile information. 

2. Geometric_Info: to provide information regarding the Tile geolocation. 

3. Quality_Indicators_Info: to provide information about image content quality indicators 

and quality control checks information. 

 
The following figures and tables give a complete overview of the Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File  
schema according the description provided in the section 3.4.1. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zO1BC3.tmp/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1Agranule.doc%23Link056C57A8%23Link056C57A8
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zO1BC3.tmp/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1Agranule.doc%23Link0707F980%23Link0707F980
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zO1BC3.tmp/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1Agranule.doc%23Link0545B678%23Link0545B678
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General_Info: 
 

 

Figure 49: Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File - General_Info Diagram 
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General_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

TILE_ID TILE identifier (PDI_ID) defined in section 3.12.1 . Brief 

DATASTRIP_ID Unique identifier of the L1C PDI Datastrip linked to the L1C PDI 
Tile. This parameter coincides with the PDI_ID of the PDI Datastrp 
linked to the Tile. This link establishes the hierarchy TIle vs 
Datastrip. 

Standard 

DOWNLINK_PRIORITY Downlink priority flag. It can be set Nominal/NRT/RT. Standard 

SENSING_TIME TILE Start Time. This value is currently set to the Datastrip Start 
Time (cf. datastrip definition in section 2.3 ) 
 
Note: set as Type date_time:AN_UTC_DATE_TIME 

Standard 

Archiving_Info/ARCHIVING_CENTRE The starting point of the circulation data. 
The allowed values are: 

 SGS_ 

 MPS_ 

 MTI_ 

 EPA_ 

 UPA_ 

 CDAM 

 MPC_ 

Expertise 

Archiving_Info/ARCHIVING_TIME Processing/archiving date (UTC data time) Expertise 

Processing_Specific_Parameters/ 
PROCESSING_SPECIFIC_PARAMETERS 

Optional field reserved for production chain only (i.e. DPC 
and/or IPF) and NOT propagated to User Product 

Expertise 

Table 3-55: Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File - General_Info Description 
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Geometric_Info: 
 

 

Figure 50: Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File - Geometric_Info Diagram 
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Geometric_Info/Tile_Geocoding   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

HORIZONTAL_CS_NAME Name of horizontal coordinate reference system. 
 
Example for Tile 33VWG: 
WGS84 / UTM zone 33N 

Brief 

HORIZONTAL_CS_CODE EPSG Code of horizontal coordinate reference 
system. The EPSG code contains the info of 
reference system (WGS84) and projection (UTM 
zone). 
 
Example for Tile 33VWG: 
EPSG:32633 

Brief 

Size Tile dimensions for each resolution band Brief 

Geoposition XDIM and YDIM for each resolution band Brief 

Geometric_Info/Tile_Angles   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

Sun_Angles_Grid Grid of sun angles (zenith and azimuth) and the 
correction which takes into account earth-sun 
distance variation and for each band sun 
equivalent irradiance 

Standard 

Mean_Sun_Angle Mean value containing sun zenith and azimuth 
angle average for all bands and detectors 

Standard 

Mean_Incidence_Angle List of mean values containing viewing incidence 
zenith and azimuth angle average for each band 
and for all detectors 

Standard 

Viewing_Incidence_Angles_Grids Grid of incidence angles (zenith and azimuth) (per 
bands and detectors) 

Standard 

Table 3-56: Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File - Geometric_Info Description 
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Quality_Indicators_Info: 
 

 

Figure 51: Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File –  Quality_Indicators_Info Diagram 
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According to the content of the Table 3-14, the following table describes the Quality Indicators provided for a PDI Tile Level-1C. 
 

Quality_Indicators_Info   

Field Name Description 
Metatada 
Level 

CLOUDY_PIXEL_PERCENTAGE 

Percentage of cloud coverage provided for 
each Tile. 
 
The cloud percentage is computed taking 
into account (removing) the NO_DATA pixels 
eventually present in the Tile image. 

Standard 

DEGRADED_MSI_DATA_PERCENTAGE 
Percentage of degraded MSI data provided 
for each Tile. 

Standard 

Quality_Indicators_Info/Pixel_Level_QI   

Field Name Description 
Metatada 
Level 

MASK_FILENAME 

Pointer to the mask files contained in the 
QI_DATA folder: 

- Finer cloud mask files 
- Technical quality mask files 
- Detector footprint mask 
- Radiometric quality masks  

Standard 

PVI_FILENAME 
Reference to PVI contained in the QI_DATA 
folder 

 

Table 3-57: Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File – Quality_Indicators_Info Description 

 
 
Note  that, according to OLQC procedures consolidation, the results of all quality control checks performed by OLQC processor on Level-1C 
Tile, are included in the XML reports stored in the QI_DATA folder (cf. section3.4.1, Table 3-17).  
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3.12.3.2 IMG_DATA 

diagram 

 

children Image_Files 

annotation Folder containing image data (GML-JPEG2000), one file per spectral band (13 files). 

 
 

3.12.3.3 QI_DATA 

diagram 

 

children OLQC_Report Quality_Masks 

annotation QI_DATA folder contains: 

 XML reports including the quality control checks performed by OLQC processor. The 
Annex C contains the description of OLQC reports 

 GML quality mask files; the masks files are listed in the Table 3-16 

 JPEG2000 Preview_Image file, always provided with a Level-1C Tile 

 
 
 
 

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0granule.doc%23Link06CF86B0%23Link06CF86B0
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0granule.doc%23Link06CF9650%23Link06CF9650
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3.12.3.4 AUX_DATA 

diagram 

 

children - 

annotation The raw ECMWF global forecast dataset are resampled and provided as part of the Level-1C 
Tile PDI. These data are distributed in grid information tiles with the same dimensions as the 
Level-1C Tiles. Grid points are provided in latitude/longitude using WGS84 reference system. 
 
They are interpolated from original ECMWF data to match L1C Tiles both temporally (linear) 
and geometrically (bilinear with a Ground Sample Distance of 12.5km). 
 
Each Tile contains one single ECMWF data file in GRIB V1 format (cf. [GIRB]) 

 
 

3.12.4 SAFE Manifest synoptic table 

This chapter provides a detailed description of the content of the SAFE Manifest for the Level-1C 
PDI Granule level. 
 
The SAFE Manifest file is compliant to the SAFE specification (cf. [SAFE-SPEC]) and is composed 
(cf. section 3.4.4 by three main sections (Metadata, Information Package Map and Data Objects). 
 
Part of the information contained in the Metadata section is extracted from the XML metadata file 
and is therefore duplicated in the SAFE Manifest and in the XML metadata file.  
 
With reference to the three mentioned sections the chapter provides, as a guideline to the 
generation process of the SAFE Manifest file, the following elements: 
 

 Table 3-29 describing the content and structure of the Information Package Map section; 
same consideration apply as in section 3.6.4; 

 

 for the Metadata Section, a table that lists the fields (tags) composing the section, 
providing, for each field: 

 
o the field name in the SAFE Manifest file (column “SAFE Manifest”, divided into 

column “Metadata name”, containing the name of the Metadata section of the 
manifest to which the field belongs, and “Name of tag or attribute” containing the 
actual tag name or attribute name (for sake of clarity, attributes are written in bold 
characters)) 

o the name of the corresponding tag (if available, else N.A.) of the XML Metadata File 
and of its XSD Schema (column “From S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd”); 
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o a brief textual description of the field;  
o the data type of the field (e.g. string, string enum, integer, double, xs:dateTime etc.); 
o the occurrence of the field (min/man occurrence e.g. 0..1); a minimum occurrence of 

1 means that the field is mandatory; 
o the allowed range of values of the field. 

 

 Table 3-31 describing the content and structure of the Data Objects section; consider that 
this section contains a reference to each file (Data files and Metadata files) composing the 
Level-1C PDI Granule Product (with the exception of the Manifest file itself); this includes: 

o the XML Granule Metadata file; 
o the XML Inventory_Metadata file; 
o a set of image files in JPEG2000 format (one file per spectral band, up to a total of 

13 files); 
o a set of Quality Indicator Data Files, including a OLQC Report file and one or more 

pixel-level Quality Mask files. 
 
An example of Manifest file for the Level-1C Tile PDI, containing realistic, though indicative values, 
is provided as annexed zip file to this document (S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_SAFE.zip). 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-

1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd 
Description Data Type 

Occur
rence 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

platform       

 nssdcIdentifier N.A. 
Unique identifier of the platform, 
defined by the World Data center 
for Satellite Information (WDC-SI) 

 1 

WDC is 
discontinued; 
this tag is set to 
a default value 
0000-0000 

 familyName  
General_Info->TILE_ID (substring <Mission 
ID>, cf. section 3.12.1) 

The mission name of the platform  0..1 Sentinel 

 number 
General_Info->TILE_ID (substring <Mission 
ID>, cf. section 3.12.1) 

Sequence identifier of the platform 
among the mission 

string enum 0..1 2A, 2B, 2C 

 instrument->familyName N.A. 
The instrument name used for 
acquiring the product data 

string enum 0..1 
Multi-Spectral 
Instrument 

 instrument->abbreviation N.A. 
Abbreviation of the instrument 
name 

string enum 0..1 MSI 

 instrument->mode N.A. The mode of the instrument string enum 0..1 

Nominal_Obser
vation 
Dark_Signal_C
alibration 
Extended_Obs
ervation 
Absolute_Radio
metry_Calibrati
on 
Vicarious_Calib
ration  
Raw_Measure
ment 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-

1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd 
Description Data Type 

Occur
rence 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

Test_Mode 

 Instrument->mode->identifier N.A. 
The identifier of the instrument 
mode 

string enum 1 

INS-NOBS 
INS-EOBS 
INS-DASC 
INS-ABSR 
INS-VIC 
INS-RAW 
INS-TST 

processing   

Textual description of the history of 
processings that lead to the 
current product and of all the 
relevant resources involved in the 
processing (facilities, software, 
applicable documents etc) 

 1  

 name N.A. Name of the Archiving process string 0..1 
Archiving of  
PDI  Level-1C 
Tile Product 

 
start 
 

General_Info-> 
Archiving_Info ->ARCHIVING_TIME 

Archiving start date (UTC) xs:dateTime 0..1  

 facility  Description of Origin Centre  0..*  

 facility->name N.A. Extended name of Origin Centre string  1  

 facility->organization N.A. 
Organization to which the Origin 
center belongs 

string  0..1  

 facility->site 
General_Info-> 
Archiving_Info ->ARCHIVING_CENTRE 

The starting point of the circulation 
data 

string enum 0..1 
SGS_ 
MPS_ 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-

1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd 
Description Data Type 

Occur
rence 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

MTI_ 
EPA_ 
UPA_ 
CDAM 
MPC_ 

 facility->country N.A. 
Country where Origin Centre is 
located 

string  0..1  

 resource  
Description of product being 
archived 

 0..*  

 resource->name N.A. 
Name of the product being 
archived 

string  1  

 resource->role N.A. Role of the resource string  1 
PDI  Level-1C 
Tile Product 

 resource-> processing  
Description of the L1B to L1C 
Processing 

 0..*  

 resource-> processing->name  
Name of the L1B to L1C 
Processing 

string  0..1 

Processing of 
Level-1B 
Granule 
product 

 resource-> processing->start 
General_Info->TILE_ID (substring <Creation 
Date>, cf. section 3.12.1) 

Processing start date (UTC) xs:dateTime 0..1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility 

N.A. Description of Processing Centre  0..*  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility-> 
name 

N.A. Extended name of Origin Centre string  1  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-

1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd 
Description Data Type 

Occur
rence 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility-> organization 

N.A. 
Organization to which the Origin 
center belongs 

string  0..1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility-> site 

General_Info->TILE_ID (substring <Site 
Centre>, cf. section 3.12.1) 

Acronym of the Processing center string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
MPC_ 
UPA_ 
XXXX  
EDRS 
zzzL (zzz = first 
three 
characters of 
the LGS 
location) 

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility-> 
country 

N.A. 
Country where Origin Centre is 
located 

string  0..1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility-> 
software 

N.A. 
Description of software component 
used for Processing 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility-> 
software-> name 

N.A. Name of the software component string  1  

 
resource-> processing-> 
facility-> 
software-> version 

N.A. Version of the software component string  0..1  

acquisitionPeriod      1  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-

1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd 
Description Data Type 

Occur
rence 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 startTime 
General_Info->TILE_ID (substring <Sensing 
Time>, cf. section 3.12.1) 

Reference time of acquisition of 
the Granule  

xs:dateTime 1  

measurementOrbitReference       

 orbitNumber 
 
General_Info-> TILE_ID (substring <Abs 
Orbit>, cf. section 3.12.1) 

Absolute orbit number    

 orbitNumber->type  

Absolute orbit number type 
(possible values “start” or “stop”). 
Set to fixed value “start” since the 
absolute orbit number refers to the 
first line of the Tile 

   

 
measurementFrameSet 

      

 cloudVoteNotationSystem    0..1  

 
cloudVoteNotationSystem-
>floor  

N.A. 
Minimum value of cloud coverage 
index (Fixed value = 0.0) 

double 0..1 0.0 

 
cloudVoteNotationSystem-
>ceil  

N.A. 
Maximum value of cloud coverage 
index (Fixed value = 100.0) 

double 0..1 100.0 

 frame N.A. 

The “frame” concept is used in 
SAFE to convey the cloud 
coverage information by sub-
dividing the region of interest of 
the data into “frames” according to 
a World Reference System. In the 
case of Sentinel-2 L1C Products, a  

 0..1  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-

1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd 
Description Data Type 

Occur
rence 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

a similar concept can be used, by 
associating one single “frame” ” to 
the area covered by the Granule  
 

 frame->number N.A. Number of the band integer 0..1 1  

 frameTile N.A.   1 
One Tile for the 
single frame 

 frameTile->row N.A. 
The column index of the frame 
Tile. This index is numbered 
starting from 1. 

integer 1 
1 (there is only 
one Tile for the 
single frame) 

 frameTile->column N.A. 
The row index of the frame Tile. 
This index is numbered starting 
from 1. 

integer 
1 

1 (there is only 
one Tile for the 
single frame) 

 frameTile->cloudVote 
 Quality_Indicators_Info-> Image_ 
Content_QI -> 
CLOUDY_PIXEL_PERCENTAGE  

Numeric notation qualifying the 
cloud coverage of the frame Tile 

double 0..1 0 to 100 

metadataComponents  N.A 

A reference to all Metadata files 
included in the product (e.g. the 
XML Metadata file, the XML 
Inventory Metadata file) 

 2..11  

metadataComponentSchema
s 

 N.A 

A reference to the Schemas used 
to validate the Metadata files 
included in the product (e.g. the 
XML Metadata file Schema) 

 0..2  

Table 3-58 Content of Metadata Section for PDI Level-1C Tile SAFE Manifest 
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3.13 Level-1C PDI Datastrip definition 

Level-1C PDI Datastrip  is defined as a tar file containing the following structure:  
  

 

Figure 52: PDI Level-1C Datastrip Structure 

 
The PDI Level-1C Datastrip consists of: 
 

1. Datastrip_Metadata_File: XML metadata file containing the requested level of information 
and referring all the product elements composing the Datastrip, 

2. QI_DATA: folder containing XML reports including Quality control checks information, 
3. Inventory_Metadata.xml: file containing the metadata needed to inventory the PDI.  
4. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file (mandatory, cf. section 3.5.4), 
5. rep_info: folder containing the available XSD schemas that validate the PDI components 

(recommended by [SAFE-SPEC], cf. section 3.5.4). 
 
 

3.13.1 PDI_ID definition 

Datastrip PDI_ID (Datastrip ID) is defined in the section 3.5.2. The File_Type is specified in the 
section 3.2, Table 3-3. 
 
Level-1C Datastrip Template Name (Datastrip ID): 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_N01.01.tar 

 
Note that the PDI_ID.tar is the physical name of the Datastrip PDI after the tar compression. 
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3.13.2 Level-1C Datastrip Physical Format 

The PDI_ID defined above represents the “Datastrip directory” name. Inside the Datastrip 
directory, there are the Datastrip components as in the Figure 52: 
 
Inside that directory, the naming convention used to identify each real files follows the same 
convention used to define the Datastrip ID but without the Processing Baseline sub-string. 
 

 Datastrip_Metadata_File (XML file): 
Datastrip_Metadata_File template name: 
S2A_OPER_MTD_L1C_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012.xml 
 
The XSD schema which regulates the metadata file is S2_PDI_Level-
1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd included in the S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_Schemas.zip file 
annexed to the document. 
 

 QI_DATA (folder): 
QI_DATA folder contains XML reports OLQC_Report.xml generated by On-Line Quality 
Control processor, including Quality Control Checks results. The OLQC_Report.xsd 
schema and the reports naming convention are in the Annex C of the document.  
 

 Inventory_Metadata (XML file): 
XML Inventory metadata file with fixed name Inventory_Metadata.xml 
 

 manifest.safe (XML file): 
XML file with fixed name manifest.safe 
 

 rep_info (folder): 
Folder containg the following XSD schemas: 

1. S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 
2. Inventory_Metadata.xsd 
3. OLQC_Report.xsd 

 
Level-1C Datastrip Physical Format template: 
 

Level-1C Datastrip PDI_ID:  
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_N01.01 

Inventory_Metadata.xml 

 S2A_OPER_MTD_L1C_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012.xml 

manifest.safe 

QI_DATA 
 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_DS_SGS__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_GEOMETRIC_QUALITY_report.xml 
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rep_info 
 

S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Inventory_Metadata.xsd 

OLQC_Report.xsd 

Figure 53: PDI Level-1C Datastrip Physical Format 

 
 

3.13.3 Level-1C PDI Datastrip Structure 

The S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip_Structure.xsd schema annexed to the document and shown in 
the following diagram, represents the organization of a Level-1C Datastrip PDI on disk. This 
schema is provided for information only as It is actually not expected to be used for the validation 

of a XML file. The diagram reflects exactly the structure shown in the Figure 52. 
 

diagram 

   

children Datastrip_Metadata_File QI_DATA Inventory_Metadata manifest.safe rep_info 

annotation The Level-1C Datastrip is defined as a folder containing: 

1. Datastrip_Metadata_File: XML Main Metadata File containing the requested level of 
information and referring all the PDI elements. 

2. QI_DATA: folder containing the XML reports including Quality Indicators 

3. Inventory_Metadata: XML inventory metadata file  
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4. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file 

5. rep_info: folder containing the XSD schemas provided inside a SAFE Level-1C 
Datastrip PDI 

 

Note that the Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when the PDI is 
included in the User Product. 

 
 

3.13.3.1 Datastrip_Metadata_File Schema 

Level-1C Datastrip_Metadata_File is the XML metadata file provided inside each Level-1C 
Datastrip. The schema used to validate it is the S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 
annexed to this document. A detailed description of the schema is given here but for specific 
details regarding each metadata (e.g. type, default value, fixed value, enumerations, occurrences, 
etc...) refers to the XSD file. 
 

diagram 

 

children General_Info Image_Data_Info Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info Quality_Indicators_Info 
Auxiliary_Data_Info 

annotation The structure of the Datastrip_Matadata_File is common to all processing level (cfr. § 3.5.1) 

The Datastrip_Metadata_File is an XML file containing all the metadata describing the whole 
product data item.  

1. General_Info: This group of metadata provide general information characterizing the 

source Datastrip acquisition. 

2. Image_Data_Info: Image data information from MSI telemetry. 

3. Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info: Ancillary data information from Satellite Ancillary 

Telemetry. 

4. Quality_Indicators_Info: Results of all quality checks performed at Datastrip level. 

5. Auxiliary_Data_Info: Auxiliary data information. 

 
The following tables and figures give a complete overview of the Level-1C Datastrip_Metadata_File 
schema according the description provided in the section 3.5.1. 
 

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link04FB3AB8%23Link04FB3AB8
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B4190%23Link052B4190
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B2320%23Link052B2320
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B1FF8%23Link052B1FF8
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B1478%23Link052B1478
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General_Info: 
 
The General_Info provided through the Level-1C DataSrip_Metadata_File are the same described 
in the Figure 20 and Table 3-32. 
 
Image_Data_Info: 

 
 

Figure 54 : Level-1C Datastrip – Image_Data_Info Diagram 
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Image_Data_Info/Tiles_Information   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

Tile_List List of the tiles composing the whole Datastrip. 
Each Tile is univocally identified through a 

unique Tile identifier (PDI_ID, § 3.12.1). 

Standard 

Image_Data_Info/Sensor_Configuration (inherited from L1B)   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

See Table 3-51 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI 
telemetry) 

Expertise 

Image_Data_Info/Radiometric_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

SWIR_REARRANGEMENT_PROC SWIR pixels re-arrangement (only for level 1A 
production but SWIR rearrangement information 
shall be preserved in L1B and L1C): A 'true' 
value indicates that data extraction and SWIR 
pixels re-arrangement have been processed. 

Standard 

SATURATED_PIXELS_PROC Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value 
indicates that saturated pixels has been 
processed. 

Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/RESOLUTION 

(OPTIONAL FIELDS) 
 
Spectral filter information provided by the GIPP  
ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION 
 
Spatial resolution 

Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Wavelength/MIN Minimum wavelenght Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Wavelength/MAX Maximum wavelenght Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Wavelength/CENTRAL Central wavelenght Standard 
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Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Spectral_Response/STEP Step of spectral response Standard 

Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_Informatio/Spectral_Response/VALUES List of measures Standard 

Image_Display_Order/RED_CHANNEL 
Relation between product image channels and 
on board spectral bands (Band index). 

Standard 

Image_Display_Order/GREEN_CHANNEL 
Relation between product image channels and 
on board spectral bands (Band index). 

Standard 

Image_Display_Order/BLUE_CHANNEL 
Relation between product image channels and 
on board spectral bands (Band index). 

Standard 

QUANTIFICATION_VALUE 
Reflectance quantification value (in order to 
convert digit count into reflectance) 

Standard 

Reflectance_Conversion/U 
Correction to take into account the Sun-Earth 
distance variation (this correction is computed 
using the acquisition date) 

Standard 

Reflectance_Conversion/Solar_Irradiance_List/SOLAR_IRRADIANCE Reflectance parameters defined for each band Standard 

Image_Data_Info/Geometric_Info   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 

RGM Flag to identify if the Refined Geometric Model 
file is computed or obtained from a existing RGM 
file (reused) 

Standard 

Image_Refining Refining results. Should exist only if 
REFINING_TYPE= REFINING or 
REFINING_REGISTRATION 

Standard 

VNIR_SWIR_Registration Registration results. Should exist only if 
REFINING_TYPE= REGISTRATION or 
REFINING_REGISTRATION 

Standard 

Refined_Corrections_List Description of the refined corrections. If the 
refining has been processed by Datastrip then, 
there are the refined corrections for each 
Datastrip. These data are created by Geo_S2 

Standard 

Image_Data_Info/Product_Compression (OPTIONAL)   

Field Name Description Metatada 
Level 
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COMPRESSION Product Compression. 
 
The compression may be: 

- None. 
- LOSSLESS: Lossless compression, 

use reversible JPEG2000 compression. 
- LOSSY: Lossy compression, use 

compression that ensures that 
JPEG2000 compression has a 
negligible effect on image quality. 

Standard 

Table 3-59: Level-1C Datastrip – Image_Data_Info Description 
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Satellite_Ancillary_Data_info: 
 
The Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info are the same provided for a L0 Datastrip (cfr. Figure 22 and 
Table 3-34). 
 
 
Quality_Indicators_Info: 
 

 
Figure 55: Level-1C Datastrip – Quality_Indicators_Info Diagram 
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Quality_Indicators_Info/Geometric_Info   

Field Name Description 
Metadata 
Level  

Geometric_QI/Absolute_Location 

Absolute location performance for the Datastrip given 
from a GIPP table, depending on the health status of 
the GPS and AOCS sensors (gyros and startrackers) 
provided in the Satellite Ancillary Data. 

Brief 

Geometric_QI/Planimetric_Stability 

A planimetric stability performance for the Datastrip 
given from a GIPP table, depending on the health 
status of the GPS and AOCS sensors (gyros and 
startrackers) provided in the Satellite Ancillary Data. 

Brief 

Geometric_QI/EPHEMERIS_QUALITY 
Ephemeris data quality retrieved from GPS Dilution of 
precision (DOP) information. 

Brief 

Geometric_QI/ANCILLARY_QUALITY 
Ancillary data quality retrieved from GPS Dilution of 
precision (DOP) information. 

Brief 

Geometric_Refining_Quality 

Available by Datastrip and only if geometric refining is 
applied. 
Include Multi_Spectral_Registration performance (3 
values for 10, 20 and 60m bands (from GIPP data). 

Brief 

Update_Absolute_Location From GIPP data Brief 

Quality_Indicators_Info/Radiometric_Info   

Field Name Description 
Metadata 
Level  

Noise_Model 
Alpha and Beta parameters providing the instrument 
noise as a function of the radiometric count X for 
Level-1B : Noise= square root(Alpha_X + Beta_X* X) 

Brief 

ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION_ACCURACY 
Absolute calibration accuracy provided as a 
percentage of accuracy 

Brief 

CROSS_BAND_CALIBRATION_ACCURACY 
Cross-band calibration accuracy provided as a 
percentage of accuracy 

Brief 
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MULTI_TEMPORAL_CALIBRATION_ACCURACY 
Multi-temporal calibration accuracy provided as a 
percentage of accuracy 

Brief 

DEGRADED_ANC_DATA_PERCENTAGE Percentage of degraded ancillary data Brief 

Table 3-60: Level-1C Datastrip – Quality_Indicators_Info Description 
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Auxiliary_Data_Info: 
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Figure 56 : Level-1C Datastrip – Auxiliary_Data_Info Diagram 
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Auxliary_Data_Info/IERS_Bulletin (from Level-1B)  

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

UT1_UTC UT1 –-UTC in [-0.9;0.9] seconds Standard 

GPS_TIME_UTC GPS_time – UTC = in number of seconds Standard 

GPS_TIME_TAI GPS_time – TAI Standard 

POLE_U_ANGLE U angle pole motion (in arcsec) Standard 

POLE_V_ANGLE V angle pole motion (in arcsec) Standard 

Auxliary_Data_Info (aux data used by the processing)   

Field Name Description Metatada Level 

GIPP_List/GIPP_FILENAME Reference to the GIPP files used by the L1C processing. Standard 

ECMWF_DATA_REF Reference to raw ECMWF data (PDI) Standard 

PRODUCTION_DEM_TYPE Inerited from L1B production Standard 

IERS_BULLETIN_FILENAME Inerited from L1B production Standard 

GRI_List/GRI_FILENAME Inerited from L1B production Standard 

 Table 3-61: Level-1C Datastrip – Auxiliary_Data_Info Description 
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3.13.3.2 QI_DATA 

diagram 

 

children OLQC_Report 

annotation QI_DATA folder contains: 

- XML reports generated by On-Line Quality Control processor, including Quality Control 
Checks results. The Annex C contains the description of OLQC reports 

 
 

3.13.4 SAFE Manifest synoptic table 

This chapter provides a detailed description of the content of the SAFE Manifest for the Level-1C 
PDI Datastrip level. 
 
The SAFE Manifest file is compliant to the SAFE specification (cf. [SAFE-SPEC]) and is composed 
(cf. section 3.4.4) by three main sections (Metadata, Information Package Map and Data Objects). 
 
Part of the information contained in the Metadata section is extracted from the XML metadata file 
and is therefore duplicated in the SAFE Manifest and in the XML metadata file.  
 
With reference to the three mentioned sections the chapter provides, as a guideline to the 
generation process of the SAFE Manifest file, the following elements: 
 

 Table 3-29 describing the content and structure of the Information Package Map section; 
same consideration apply as in section 3.6.4; 

 

 for the Metadata Section, a table that lists the fields (tags) composing the section, 
providing, for each field: 

 
o the field name in the SAFE Manifest file (column “SAFE Manifest”, divided into 

column “Metadata name”, containing the name of the Metadata section of the 
manifest to which the field belongs, and “Name of tag or attribute” containing the 
actual tag name or attribute name (for sake of clarity, attributes are written in bold 
characters)) 

o the name of the corresponding tag (if available, else N.A.) of the XML Metadata File 
and of its XSD Schema (column “From S2_PDI_Level-
1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd”); 

o a brief textual description of the field;  

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l0datastripnew.doc%23Link052B0248%23Link052B0248
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o the data type of the field (e.g. string, string enum, integer, double, xs:dateTime etc.); 
o the occurrence of the field (min/man occurrence e.g. 0..1); a minimum occurrence of 

1 means that the field is mandatory; 
o the allowed range of values of the field. 

 
In particular, the satellite ancillary data files (e.g. the SAD Raw Data file) and the auxiliary 
data files used for Level-1C processing (e.g. GIPP files, DEM, IERS Bulletin), are external 
to the product and are referenced in the Metadata of Manifest file Section (as “resources” in 
the “processing” section). 
 

 Table 3-31 describing the content and structure of the Data Objects section; consider that 
this section contains a reference to each file (Data files and Metadata files) composing the 
Level-1C PDI Product (with the exception of the Manifest file itself); this includes: 

o the XML Metadata file; 
o the XML Inventory_Metadata file; 
o a set of Quality Indicator Data Files, including a OLQC Report file (XML format) and 

five Preliminary Quick Look files (in JPEG2000 format). 
 

An example of Manifest file for the Level-1C Datastrip PDI containing realistic, though 
indicative values, is provided as annexed zip file to this document (S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-
V14_SAFE.zip). 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

platform       

 nssdcIdentifier N.A. 

Unique identifier of the 
platform, defined by the 
World Data center for 
Satellite Information 
(WDC-SI) 

 1 
WDC is discontinued; this tag is 
set to a default value 0000-0000 

 familyName  
 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SPACECRAFT_NAME 

The mission name of the 
platform 

string enum 0..1 Sentinel 

 number 
 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SPACECRAFT_NAME 

Sequence identifier of the 
platform among the 
mission 

string enum 0..1 2A, 2B, 2C 

 
instrument-
>familyName 

N.A. 
The instrument name 
used for acquiring the 
product data 

string enum 0..1 Multi-Spectral Instrument 

 
instrument-
>abbreviation 

N.A. 
Abbreviation of the 
instrument name 

string enum 0..1 MSI 

 instrument->mode N.A. 
The mode of the 
instrument 

string enum 0..1 

Nominal_Observation 
Dark_Signal_Calibration 
Extended_Observation 
Absolute_Radiometry_Calibration 
Vicarious_Calibration  
Raw_Measurement 
Test_Mode 

 
instrument->mode-> 
identifier 

 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
DATATAKE_TYPE 

The identifier of the 
instrument mode 

string enum 1 
INS-NOBS 
INS-EOBS 
INS-DASC 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

INS-ABSR 
INS-VIC 
INS-RAW 
INS-TST 

processing   

Textual description of the 
history of processings that 
lead to the current product 
and of all the relevant 
resources involved in the 
processing (facilities, 
software, applicable 
documents etc) 

 1  

 name N.A. 
Name of the Archiving 
process 

string 0..1 
Archiving of  
PDI  Level-1C Datastrip Product 

 
start 
 

Level-1C_Datastrip_ID-> 
General_Info->Archiving_Info-> 
ARCHIVING_TIME 

Archiving start date (UTC) xs:dateTime 0..1  

 facility  
Description of Origin 
Centre 

 0..*  

 facility->name N.A. 
Extended name of Origin 
Centre 

string  1  

 facility->organization N.A. 
Organization to which the 
Origin center belongs 

string  0..1  

 facility->site 
 
General_Info->Archiving_Info-> 
ARCHIVING_CENTRE 

The starting point of the 
circulation data 

string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
UPA_ 
CDAM 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

MPC_ 

 facility->country N.A. 
Country where Origin 
Centre is located 

string  0..1  

 resource  
Description of product 
being archived 

 0..*  

 resource->name N.A. 
Name of the product being 
archived 

string  1  

 resource->role N.A. Role of the resource string  1 PDI  Level-1C Datastrip Product 

 resource-> processing  
Description of the L1B to 
L1C Processing 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-
>name 

 
Name of the L1B to L1C 
Processing 

string  0..1 
Processing of Level-1B Datastrip 
product 

 
resource-> processing-
>start 

 
General_Info->Processing_Info->  
PROCESSING_TIME 

Processing start date 
(UTC) 

xs:dateTime 0..1  

 
resource-> processing-
> facility 

N.A. 
Description of Processing 
Centre 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-
> facility->name 

N.A. 
Extended name of Origin 
Centre 

string  1  

 
resource-> processing-
> facility-> organization 

N.A. 
Organization to which the 
Origin center belongs 

string  0..1  

 
resource-> processing-
> facility-> site 

 
General_Info->Processing_Info-
>PROCESSING_CENTER 

Acronym of the 
Processing center 

string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

MPC_ 
UPA_ 
XXXX  
EDRS 
zzzL (zzz = first three characters 
of the LGS location) 

 
resource-> processing-
> facility->country 

N.A. 
Country where Origin 
Centre is located 

string  0..1  

 
resource-> processing-
> facility->software 

N.A. 
Description of software 
component used for 
Processing 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-
> facility->resource 

 

List of auxiliary data files 
used by the processors to 
support radiometric and 
geometric correction 
(GIPP, DEM, GRI, IERS 
Bulletin etc.) and of SAD 
Raw Data file containing 
the satellite ancillary 
telemetry; these files are 
not provided with the 
product. 

 0..*  

 
resource-> processing-
> facility->resource-
>name 

 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info-> 
ANC_DATA_REF (reference to the 
folder containing the SAD Raw Data 
files)  
 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->IERS_BulletinN 
 

Absolute path name of the 
auxiliary or ancillary 
file/folder 

string  1  
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

Auxiliary_Data_Info->GIPP_List-> 
GIPP_FILENAME 

 
resource-> processing-
> facility->resource-
>role 

N.A. Role of the resource string  1 Auxiliary data, Ancillary data 

acquisitionPeriod      1  

 
acquisitionPeriod -
>startTime 

Datastrip->L1C_Datastrip_PDI_ID 
(substring <Sensing Time>, cf. section 
3.6.1) 

Reference time of 
acquisition of the Granule  
(corresponding to sensing 
time of the first line of the 
PDI at Datastrip level, cf. 
section 3.6.1) 

xs:dateTime 1  

measurementOrbitReference       

 orbitNumber 

 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
DatatakeIdentifier (substring 
<AbsoluteOrbitNumber>) 

Absolute orbit number  0..1 > 0 

 orbitNumber->type N.A. 

Absolute orbit number 
type (possible values 
“start” or “stop”). Set to 
“start” since the absolute 
orbit number refers to the 
first line of the  Datastrip 

 0..1 start 

 
orbitNumber-> 
groundTrackDirection 

 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SENSING_ORBIT_DIRECTION 

Direction of the ground 
track of the Sentinel-2 
platform at the time 

 0..1 ascending, descending 
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SAFE Manifest 
From S2_PDI_Level-
1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurrence Allowed range of values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

corresponding to 
orbitNumber->type (start 
or stop) 

 relativeOrbitNumber 
 
General_Info->Datatake_Info-> 
SENSING_ORBIT_NUMBER 

Relative orbit number 
(within the cycle) 

 0..1 1 to 143 

 
relativeOrbitNumber-
>type 

N.A. 

Relative orbit number type 
(possible values “start” or 
“stop”). Set to “start” since 
the absolute orbit number 
refers to the first line of the  
Datastrip 

 0..1 start 

metadataComponents  N.A 

A reference to all 
Metadata files included in 
the product (e.g. the XML 
Metadata file, the XML 
Inventory Metadata file) 

 2..4  

metadataComponentSchemas  N.A 

A reference to the 
Schemas used to validate 
the Metadata files 
included in the product 
(e.g. the XML Metadata 
file Schema) 

 0..2  

Table 3-62 - Content of Metadata Section for PDI Level-1C Datastrip SAFE Manifest 
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3.14 PDI for GIPP files definition 

GIPP files are a set of files used by the processors to achieve radiometric and geometric 
parameters. Each GIPP file is associated to a validity period since the parameters can be tuned 
during the PDGS lifetime. All GIPP file types are listed in the Table 3-4. 
 
The GIPP PDIs are downloaded in TGZ format including one file DBL and one file HDR as 
specified in [EOFFS-PDGS]. 
 
 

3.14.1 PDI-ID definition 

The applicable file naming convention used to identify a GIPP PDI is compliant to [GPP-IODD] and 
[EOFFS-PDGS]: 
 
PDI_ID = MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<instance_id> 
 
The sub-strings MMM (Mission ID), CCCC (File Class), and TTTTTTTTTT (File Type) are detailed 
in the section 3.2 Table 3-4. The Instance ID for a PDI relative to a GIPP file is defined hereafter. 
 
<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Start Validity Time >_<Stop Validity Time >_<Bxx> 

 
<Site Centre> and <Creation Date> corresponding to the Instance_ID mandatory prefix (cf. section 
3.2). 
<Site Centre>: 

 MPC_ 
 
The sub-fields composing the Instance_ID are described in the following table: 
 

Field Name Value/Meaning Note 

Start Validity Time VyyyymmddThhmmss “V” is the option Id 
for validity period 

Stop Validity Time YYYYMMDDThhmmss  

Bxx Band index  
xx = 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 8A, 
09, 10, 11, 12 
 
xx = “00” for GIPP files band 
independent 

 

Table 3-63: PDI-ID definition for GIPP files 

 
File Template Name: 
S2A_OPER_GIP_VIEDIR_MPC__20091210T235100_V20091210T235134_20091210T235224_B08 
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3.15 PDI for DEM file definition 

The Image Quality Processor delivers the System DEM (Digital Elevation Model) that is 
composed of two layers (Global Coarse DEM and SRTM DEM) and a Basis Geoid Model. 
 
GLOBE DEM gives an average altitude information (in meters) in all points of a global grid. The 
altitude is provided in the WGS84 reference frame, with respect to the ellipsoid.  
The GLOBE DEM is divided in elementary areas of 10 x 10, also called cells. Each cell, provided as 
a binary fie, is limited by meridians (integers of latitude), and parallel (integers of latitude). 
The goal of this file is to define an altitude information with an average value for all the point on a 
global grid with a kilometric resolution. Global size of the Globe DEM is roughly 800 MByets. 
 
SRTM DEM does not cover the entire globe. It covers 80% of land cover from the latitude 600 
North to 560 South. The horizontal reference frame is WGS84. The altitude information is given in 
the geoid altimetric reference EGM96. Quality information are added to SRTM data through 
dedicated quality masks. The goal of this file (pseudostatic, supplied at beginning of mission and 
updatable 3 times during mission lifetime) is to provide a more accurate altimetry information (in 
meters). Global size of the SRTM DEM, respecting the DTED1 format, is roughly 50 GBytes. 
 
Consistent with the GLOBE DEM, the Geoid is given in the WGS84 reference frame. The geoid is 
used to measure altitude and depth. The frequency is pseudostatic, supplied at beginning of 
mission via the CNES Euclidium CFI, single binary file of 131 MByets. 
 
The DEM is never included in the User Product but simply referenced throught the metadata file.  
 
The DEM format is defined in the [GPP-DEM] document. 
 
 

3.15.1 PDI-ID definition 

The PDI_ID (file naming convention) used to reference the DEM within the User Product is 
compliant to [EOFFS-PDGS] and follows the description provided in the section 3.1: 
 
PDI_ID = MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID>.AAA 
 
The sub-strings MMM (Mission ID), CCCC (File Class), and TTTTTTTTTT (File Type) are detailed 
in the section 3.2. The Instance ID for a DEM PDI it is defined hereafter. 
 
<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Start Validity Time> 
 

<Site Centre> and <Creation Date> corresponding to the Instance_ID mandatory prefix. 
<Site Centre>: 

 MPC_ 

 
The sub-fields composing the Instance_ID are described in the following table: 
 

Field Name Value/Meaning Note 
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Field Name Value/Meaning Note 

Start Validity Time _SYYYYMMDDTHHMMSS Taking into account that: 
 
1. GLOBE DEM is classified "pseudostatic" i.e. files 
supplied at beginning of mission and updatable with 
(TBD by CNES) frequency; 
2. SRTM DEM is classified "pseudostatic" i.e. files 
supplied at beginning of mission and updatable 3 
times during mission lifetime as per CNES clarification; 
3. Geoid Model is classified "pseudostatic" i.e. files 
supplied at beginning of mission via the CNES 
Euclidium CFI and potentially updatable with TBD by 
CNES frequency via redelivery of the Euclidium CFI 
 
We can consider the option envisaged for file types 
whose Stop Validity is not relevant or it is always set to 
EOM and every new file replaces the previous one (cf. 
[EOFFS-PDGS] section 2.1.4.1). 

Table 3-64: PDI-ID definition for DEM 

 
File Template Name: 
S2__OPER_DEM_GLOBEF_MPC__ 20091210T235100 _S20091210T235100.tar 
 
 

3.16 PDI for GRI definition 

The Global Reference Images (GRI) is provided to the Sentinel-2 operational processor for the 
Level-1B product generation in order to refine the geometric accuracy. The GRI PDI is never 
included in the User Product but simply referenced through the metadata file. The GRI PDI 
definition (format and naming) is based on the [GRI-FFS]. 
 
The GRI PDI is defined as a TGZ file including the following structure. The naming for the “GRI 
Orbit Directory” and “Unitary Level-1B User Product” folders are defined in the next section. 
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3.16.1 PDI-ID definition 

The PDI_ID (file naming convention) used to reference the GRI data within the User Product is 
defined according to [EOFFS-PDGS] and [GRI-FFS]. 
 
The PDI_ID is the physical name of the “GRI Orbit Directory” defined according to [EOFFS-PDGS]  
[GRI-FFS]. It is used to reference the GRI data within the User Product at Datastrip level. 
 
PDI_ID = MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID> 
 
The sub-strings MMM (Mission ID), CCCC (File Class), and TTTTTTTTTT (File Type) are detailed 
in the section 3.2. 
 
<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Validity_Time_Period>  
 
Where: 
 
<Site Centre> (equal to ‘MPC_’) and <Creation Date> correspond to the Instance_ID mandatory 
prefix (cf. section 3.1) and <Validity_Time_Period> is the applicability date. 
 
<Validity_Time_Period> = _VyyyymmddThhmmss_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS  
 
Template: 
S2__OPER_AUX_GRI123_MPC__yyyymmddThhmmss_VyyyymmddThhmmss_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS 

 
The PDI_ID with the TGZ extension identifies the physical name of the GRI PDI. 
 
The naming convention for the “Unitary Level-1B User Product” is the same defined in the section 
4.2 for a L1B User Product in SAFE format but with the filetype = GRI_MSIL1B and Site Centre = 
MPC_ 
 
Template: 
S2A_OPER_GRI_MSIL1B_MPC__20150424T120700_R054_V20090101T000000_20181231T235959.SAFE 

 

3.17 PDI for IERS Bulletin file definition 

IERS Bulletin A contains Earth orientation parameters such as x/y pole, UTI-UTC and their errors 
at daily intervals and predictions for 1 year into the future. These values are needed for geometric 
transforms within the processing. When a IERS Bulletin A is published at day D0, its applicability 
date is retroactive to day D0-7. It remains valid until their next update. More precisely, their validity 
period is defined by the applicability date. The end of validity date is defined by the beginning of 
validity date of the posterior (i.e. next) bulletin. 
The IERS Bulletin A is provided as an ASCII file on a weekly basis. 
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3.17.1 PDI-ID definition 

The PDI_ID (file naming convention) used for a IERS Bulletin file, compliant to [EOFFS-PDGS] 
follows the description provided in the section 3.2: 
 
PDI_ID = MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID> 
 
<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Start Validity Time>_<Stop Validity Time> 
 
<Site Centre> and <Creation Date> corresponding to the Instance_ID mandatory prefix (cf. section 
3.2). 
<Site Centre>: 

 PDMC 
 
The sub-fields composing the Instance_ID are described in the following table: 
 

Field Name Value/Meaning Note 

Start Validity Time VYYYYMMDDThhmmss V prefix to indicate 
the validity period 

Stop Validity Time YYYYMMDDThhmmss  

Table 3-65: PDI-ID definition for IERS Bulletin 

 
 
File Template Name: 
S2__OPER_AUX_UT1UTC_PDMC_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_VYYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS.txt 

 
 

3.18 PDI for POD file definition (deleted) 

 
 

3.19 PDI for ECMWF data definition 

This PDI contains raw ECMWF dataset in GRIB V1 format. 
 
These data, resampled in UTM projection are always provided as part of Level-1C Tile PDI. 
 
Note: the raw ECMWF data are not included in the User Product (no download option). 
 
For furter details regarding ECMWF data and GRIB V1 format see the reference documents 
[ECMWF-PDGS-ICD] and [GRIB]. 
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3.19.1 PDI-ID definition 

The PDI_ID defined for a ECMWF PDI follows the description provided in the section 3.2: 
 
PDI_ID = MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID> 
 
<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Start Validity Time>_<Stop Validity Time> 
 

File Template Name: 
S2__OPER_AUX_ECMWFD_PDMC_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_VYYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS 
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3.20 S2 HKTM PDI definition 

House Keeping Telemetry (HKTM) PDI are routed to FOS after their generation at CGS. 
Spacecraft housekeeping telemetry is part of the ancillary data and is regularly downlinked to 
ground stations (every orbit). Raw VCDUs are provided with DFEP annotation as a separated file. 
 
The HKTM PDI is formatted according to [SAFE-SPEC]. 
 
The PDI is defined as a tar file containing the following structure (representing the SAFE product 
structure):  
 

 

 

Figure 57: S2 HKTM PDI definition 

 
As described in the figure, this Product Data Item consists of: 

1. Measurement Data file (Binary File): binary encoded file containing the stream of HKTM 
Transfer Frames TFs. The content of the housekeeping telemetry is detailed in [S2GICD] 

2. DFEP Annotation file (Binary File): binary file composed by one record for each HKTM 
TF, containing the TF annotations computed by the DFEP (cfr. [DFEP-ICD]). 

3. manifest.safe (XML File): manifest file that includes metadata information describing the 
overall context where the HKTM data are generated (mission, product history, timing, orbit, 
etc.) and providing information regarding the content and structure of the product, through 
references to the other components present in the product. An example of the 
manifest.safe relative to an HKTM product is in the annexed S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-
V14_SAFE.zip file . 

4. rep_info (Folder): folder containing the XSD schemas related to the Measurement Data 
and DFEP Annotation.  

 
 

3.20.1 PDI-ID definition 

The applicable file naming convention used for PDI relative to HKTM data is compliant to [EOFFS]:  
 
PDI_ID = MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<instance_id*> 
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The sub-strings MMM (Mission ID), CCCC (File Class) are detailed in the section 3.2. The Instance 
ID for a PDI relative to a HKTM data is defined hereafter. 
 
For HKTM PDIs, TTTTTTTTTT= ‘PRD_HKTM__’ (cf. Table 3-7) 
 
<Instance_Id*> = <Valid UTC Start Time>_<Valid UTC Stop Time>_VVVV 
 
Where: 
<Valid UTC Start Time>: 8+6 digits, separated by “T” 
<Valid UTC End Time>:  8+6 digits, separated by “T” 
VVVV: four digit indicating the file version. Fixed to ‘0001’ for HKTM PDIs 
 
To identify the two binary files included in the tar structure the following naming convention is used: 
 
Measurement Data (binary file) naming convention: 
HKTM_PDI_ID_measurement 
 
DFEP Annotation (binary file) naming convention: 
HKTM_PDI_ID_annotation 
 
 
Files Template Names: 
 
HKTM PDI_ID (physical name of the tar file): 
S2A_OPER_PRD_HKTM___YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_0001.tar 

 
HKTM product name (physical name of the folder contained in the tar file): 
S2A_OPER_PRD_HKTM___YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_0001.SAFE 

 
Measurement Data file: 
S2A_OPER_PRD_HKTM___YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_0001_measurement.dat 

 
DFEP Annotation file: 
S2A_OPER_PRD_HKTM___YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_0001_annotation.dat 

 
manifest.safe: fixed filename, 
 
Measurement and Annotation schemas (located in the final leaf of the “resources” directory in the 
annexed zip file): 
s2-level-0.xsd 
s2-level-0-annot.xsd 
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3.21 SAD PDI definition 

RAW Satellite Ancillary Data (SAD) data are systematically downlinked to ground stations at the 
end of each downlink as source packets provided with their DFEP annotation.  
 
Each SAD packets include their corresponding source packet binary annotations as a pre-pended 
header. A source packet header consists (according to this order) in: 

 DPC annotation computed during the L0 processing DPC annotation (cf. section 4.6.2.1);  
 DFEP annotation as received from the DFEP (cf. [DFEP-ICD]). 

 
SAD data (used mainly by the POD) are stored as a PDI.  
 
A SAD PDI consists in a single tar file containing a set of unitary Raw SAD files each matching a 
single packet type defined in the Table 3-9. Those files cover the temporal extent of the full orbit. 
 
 

   

Figure 58: S2 SAD PDI definition 

 
As described in the figure, the SAD PDI consists in a set of Measurement Data files (Binary Files), 
binary encoded files defined for each SAD type containing only a single source packets type. The 
content of the SAD telemetry is detailed in [S2GICD-SAD]. 
 
 

3.21.1 PDI-ID definition 

SAD PDI is identified by a unique PDI_ID (filename) following the description provided in the 
section 3.2: 
 
PDI_ID = MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<instance_id>.tar 
 
The sub-strings MMM (Mission ID), CCCC (File Class), and TTTTTTTTTT (File Type) are detailed 
in the section 3.2 and Table 3-9. The tar contains a set of unitary Raw SAD files, one for each SAD 
type (39 different types expected in nominal cases, up to 53 different types with normally disabled 
SAD enabled) defined in the Table 3-9. 
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The Instance ID is defined hereafter. 
 
<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Sensing Start Time>_<Sensing Stop Time >_<Absolute 
Orbit Number>_<Completeness>_<Integrity>.tar 

 
<Site Centre> and <Creation Date> corresponding to the Instance_ID mandatory prefix (cf. section 
3.2). 
<Site Centre>: 

 MTI_ assigned to Matera CGS 

 SGS_ assigned to Svalbard CGS 

 MPS_ assigned to Mas Palomas CGS 
 

The sub-fields composing the Instance_ID are described in the following table: 
 

Field Name Value/Meaning Note 

Sensing Start Time VYYYYMMDDThhmmss “V” = option Id for validity 
period 

Sensing Stop Time YYYYMMDDThhmmss  

Orbit Number Axxxxxx 
 
xxxxxx = (000001-999999) 

“A” = option Id for 
Absolute orbit number 

Completeness Wx 
 
where: 
x = F for Full orbit 
x = P for Partial orbit 

“W” = option Id for 
Completeness Id 

Degradation Ly 
 
where: 
y = N for Nominal data (no degradation) 
y = D for Degraded data (some missing packets, 
due to synchro loss or corrupted telemetry) 

“L” = option Id for 
Degradation Id 

Table 3-66: PDI-ID definition for SAD 

 
SAD PDI_ID template: 
S2A_OPER_AUX_SADATA_SGS__YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_VYYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_YYYYMMDDTHH
MMSS_A123456_WF_LN.tar 

 
Measurement Data file (binary file) template: 
S2A_OPER_AUX_S11125_SGS__YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_VYYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_YYYYMMDDTHHM
MSS_A123456_WF_LN.bin 
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3.22 TCI PDI definition 

The set of PDIs related to the True Colour Images (TCIs) are stored separately in their own PDIs. 
True Colour Image PDI is defined as a tar containing the following structure: 
 

Image file

 (GML-JPG2000)

True Colour Image 

 PDI

Inventory_Metadata

 (XML File)

 

Figure 59: TCI PDI definition 

 

As shown in the figure, the TCI PDI consists of: 

 Image file: (GML-JPEG2000). The GML-JPEG2000 implementation is detailed in 
the reference document [GMLJP2]. It is a single file in JP2 format which gathers the 
3 RGB bands. 

 Inventory_Metadata file: XML inventory metadata file. 

 
It is identified by a unique PDI-ID defined in the following section. 
 
 

3.22.1 PDI-ID definition 

The PDI_ID (file naming convention) used for a TCI PDI, compliant to [EOFFS-PDGS] follows the 
description provided in the section 3.12.1 relative to a Level-1C Tile PDI. The File Type 
MSI_L1C_TC is defined in the section 3.2. 
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4. USER PRODUCT PHYSICAL FORMAT DEFINITION 

This section contains the definition of the physical structure and format for each Sentinel-2 User 
Products.  
 

4.1 S2 User Product Physical Format 

The following table summarizes for each S2 User Products the expected content and format. 
Note that the User Product structure is common to all processing level (L0/L1A/L1B/L1C) except 
for the Satellite Ancillary Data provided only inside a Level-0 User Product. 
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Product Main Components 
Physical 
Format 

Mandatory L0 L1A L1B L1C Description 

Product_Metadata_File XML file Y Y Y Y Y 
This is the mandatory XML metadata file that describes the physical 
organization and the content of the User Product. 

manifest.safe XML file N Y Y Y Y 

The manifest.safe file will be included in the User Product only if the 
user requires the product SAFE formatted.  
 
Note that the User Product contains only one main manifest.safe file. 
The manifest.safe files relevant to each Granules/Datastrips 
composing the product are available at PDI level but they are not 
included in the User Product, all lower manifest files at PDI level are 
removed. 

GRANULE Folder Y Y Y Y Y 

This is a folder of folders. In fact it contains the list of the Granule 
composing the product. For each Granule is provided a folder with a 
structure similar to the one defined in the chapter 3 and named as 
the Granule PDI_ID (Granule ID). 
This product main component is the core of the User Product 
containing the imaging data files. 

DATASTRIP Folder Y Y Y Y Y 
Folder containing the list of folders corresponding each one to the 
Datastrips composing the product named as the Datastrip PDI_ID 
(Datastrip ID). 

AUX_DATA Folder Y Y Y Y Y 

Folder containing the set of auxiliary files that can be embedded in 
the User Product if selected by the user. 
All the auxiliary files used for the processing are referenced at 
metadata level. 

ANC_DATA Folder Y Y N N N 
Folder containing the SAD raw data (ancillary data source packets) 
provided inside a single file. In order to have the maximum coverage 
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Product Main Components 
Physical 
Format 

Mandatory L0 L1A L1B L1C Description 

of the raw SAD in the L0 User Product, the latest SAD related to the 
downlink time will be embedded in the product. 

Browse_Image PNG file N Y Y Y Y 

The Browse Image is included in the User Product if required by the 
user (download option). The Browse Imageis based on the PVI 
extracted from the Level-1C Tiles PDI (JPEG2000, low resolution 
extraction, 3 visible-bands in ground geometry at 320m resolution, 
RGB). 

rep_info Folder N Y Y Y Y 

Folder containing the XSD schemas describing the User Product 
components. 
This folder is optional. It will be included in the User Product if the 
user selects the SAFE format as output format (cf. section 4.5). 

INSPIRE XML file Y Y Y Y Y 
Metadata file based on INSPIRE Metadata regulation ([EC-INSPIRE-
CR] and [EC-INSPIRE-DIR]). 

HTML Folder Y Y Y Y Y 

Folder containing: 
1. UserProduct_index.html 
2. UserProduct_index.xsl 
3. Additional files for HTML displaying 

The first file is a product presentation file allowing the End User to 
display easily the main content of the product. 
The second one represents the stylesheet used to generate the first 
one allowing the End User to display a selected sub-set of the 
product metadata. 
In addition some files are provided for correctly displaying the HTML 
page. 

Table 4-1: Sentinel-2 Products Physical Format 
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Note that the User Product metadata provides different views of information and its content is 
organised at three levels:  

 

- Product level: general information provided at product level. These metadata are grouped 
in the Product_Metadata_File described in the following sections for each processing level. 

- Granule/Tile level: information referring to the Granules/tiles (or portion of Granule, i.e. the 
pixel-level information) composing the User Product. These metadata, (located in the User 
Product inside the GRANULE/Granule_Metadata_File), are embedded as they are from the 
Granule PDIs to the User Product. 

- Datastrip level information: information referring to the Datastrip composing the User 
Product. These metadata (located in the User Product inside the 
DATASTRIP/Datastrip_Metadata_File), are embedded as they are from the Granule PDIs 
to the User Product. 

 
For details regarding metadata management see section 2.10. 
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4.1.1 User Product XSD Schemas 

This section contains the list of the XSD schemas (annexed to the document) used to describe the 
physical structure and the metadata content of each S2 User Product: 
 

1. S2_User_Product_ Level-0_Structure.xsd 
2. S2_User_Product_Level-1A Structure.xsd 
3. S2_User_Product_Level-1B Structure.xsd 
4. S2_User_Product_Level-1C Structure.xsd 
 
5. S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd 
6. S2_User_Product_Level-1A Metadata.xsd 
7. S2_User_Product_Level-1B Metadata.xsd 
8. S2_User_Product_Level-1C Metadata.xsd 

 

The first set of the schemas (points 1 - 4) define the "physical organization" of a User Product on 
the disk.  

These schemas are ''improperly'' used to specify elements not envisaged by the XML such as 
folders, therefore it is actually not expected to be used for the validation of the corresponding XML 
file. 

 

Oppositely, the second set of the schemas (points 5 – 12) are used to validate the XML metadata 
file inside each S2 User Product (SAFE and DIMAP formatted). 

 
 

4.2 S2 User Product Naming Convention 

The naming of the product name root directory is compliant to [EOFFS-PDGS] and follows the 
naming convention defined hereafter: 
 
MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID>.<FORMAT> where: 
 
Part Description Comment 

MMM Mission ID  
S2A 
S2B 

CCCC  File Class  

4 uppercase letters: 
OPER for Routine Operations (all phases) 
 
Note that the File Class will be set “OPER” 
for all products generated during the 
operation phase. During validation or for 
internal testing other values can be defined 

TTTTTTTTTT File Type (File Category + File 10 uppercase letters can contain digits and 
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Semantic)  underscores: 
PRD_MSIL0P 
PRD_MSIL1A 
PRD_MSIL1B 
PRD_MSIL1C 
PRD_MSITCI 

<Instance_ID> Instance Id  
Contains uppercase letters, digits and 
underscores. 

<FORMAT> 
SAFE 

DIMAP 

According to the User Product output 
format selected by the final user. 

Table 4-2: Main Product Directory - Naming Convention 

 
< instance ID> = ssss_yyyymmddThhmmss_ROOO_VYYYYMMTDDHHMMSS_YYYYMMTDDHHMMSS 

 
where: 
 
ssss_yyyymmddThhmmss is the <Instance ID> mandatory prefix for Site Centre of the file 
originator and Creation Date. 
 

Sub-String Description Comment 

ssss Site Centre Fixed string with value “PDMC” 

<Product Discriminator> 

String generated to ensure 
the uniqueness of the 
product name root directory 
in the use-base file-system 

Default value for the product 
discriminator is the creation date of the 
product at the user base following this 

format yyyymmddThhmmss 

OOO Orbit Number  Relative orbit number 

YYYYMMDDHHMMSS Start Time 
Sensing Time of the first line of the first 
scene in the product 

YYYYMMDDHHMMSS Stop Time 
Sensing sTime of the first line of the last 
scene in the product 

 
The fixed characters “_R” and “_V” are defined in the section 3.2. 
 
Examples of S2 product main directory are: 
 
S2A_OPER_PRD_MSIL0P_PDMC_20130424T120700_R054_V20091210T235100_20091210T235134.SAFE 
S2A_OPER_PRD_MSIL1A_PDMC_20130424T120700_R055_V20091210T235052_20091210T235143.SAFE 
S2B_OPER_PRD_MSIL1B_PDMC_20130424T120700_R056_V20091210T235052_20091210T235143.DIMAP 

 
Inside the product directory we have the product main components listed in the Table 4-1. 
 

 Product_Metadata_File (mandatory, XML Main Metadata file): 
The product metadata file name follows the same convention defined for the main product 
directory where the File Type field is defined in the following table: 
 

Product component FileType Note 
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Product_Metadata_File 

MTD_SAFL0P 
MTD_SAFL1A 
MTD_SAFL1B 
MTD_SAFL1C 

Valid if the User Product is SAFE formatted 

MTD_DMPL0P 
MTD_DMPL1A 
MTD_DMPL1B 
MTD_DMPL1C 

Valid if the User Product is DIMAP formatted 

Table 4-3: Product_Metadata_File - Naming Convention 

 
File Template name: 
S2A_OPER_MTD_DMPL1A_PDMC_20130424T120700_R054_V20091210235100_20091210235134.xml 

 

 manifest.safe (optional, XML file): 
XML file with fixed name manifest.safe. 
 

 GRANULE (folder): 
GRANULE folder contains the list of folders each one corresponding to the Granules 
composing the User Product. The name (PDI_ID) and the content (structure of tar) of 
each folder are defined in the chapter 3 for Level-0/Level-1A/Level-1B/Level-1C 
Granule/Tile. 
 
In case of Level-1C User Product, the GRANULE folder contains N folders each one 
corresponding to the Tiles composing the product. 
 
As defined in the section 3.12, for each tile there is a single folder named IMG_DATA 
where the image data files are available one for each band.  
 
During the Level-1C User Product generation, according to the Spectral Bands download 
options, the IMG_DATA folder can contain a set of bands and/or the TCI corresponding to 
the Tile. The TCI can be requested into the User Product even if no other spectral band 
data has been selected. 
 
The filename of the image data files present in the Tile folders is defined in the section 
3.12.2. 
 
The filename of the TCI is based on the image data filename of the Spectral Bands with 
filetype equal to MSI_L1C_TC and the band qualifier “Bxx” defined by the string “TCI”. 
 
For instance, image data filename: 
 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20160615T115939_A005123_T36RVT_B01.jp2 
 
TCI filename: 
 

S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TC_MTI__20160615T115939_A0051233_T36RVT_TCI.jp2 
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 DATASTRIP (folder): 
DATASTRIP folder contains the list of folders each one corresponding to the Datastrips 
composing the User Product. The name (PDI_ID) and the content (structure of tar) of 
each folder are defined in the chapter 3 for Level-0/Level-1A/Level-1B/Level-1C Datastrip. 
 

 AUX_DATA (folder): 
AUX_DATA folder contains the set of auxiliary files that can be embedded in the User 
Product if selected by the user (download option). The folder can contain GIPP files 
and/or IERS bulletin (cf. section 2.13). All other kind of auxiliary data used for the 
processing are referenced at metadata level. The naming convention used to identify each 
auxiliary file is defined in the chapter 3 for each PDI-Type Auxiliary: 

o GIPP 
o DEM 
o GRI 
o ECMWF 
o IERS 

 

 ANC_DATA (folder): 
ANC_DATA folder contains the raw Satellite Ancillary Data (SAD) provided as a set of 
unitary raw data files each one matching a single packet type and named as defined in the 
section 3.21.1. The SAD coverage is the same of the one in the last Datastrip selected to 
be included in the product. 
 

 Browse_Image (optional, PNG file): 
The Browse Image file name follows the same convention defined for the main product 
directory where the File Type field is defined in the following table. 
For each level of User Product has been defined a specific Browse Image File Type. The 
Browse Image when available within a User Product is always based on the PVI 
generated for the corresponding L1C Tiles. 
 

Product component FileType Note 
Browse_Image BWI_MSIL0P 

BWI_MSIL1A 
BWI_MSIL1B 
BWI_MSIL1C 
BWI_MSITCI 

Overview of the product (sub-sampled) 
mainly for image data browsing and 
selection purposes 

Table 4-4: Product_Metadata_File - Naming Convention 

 
File Template name: 
S2A_TEST_BWI_MSIL1A_PDMC_20130424T120700_R054_V20091210235100_20091210235134.png 

 

 rep_info (folder): 
Folder with fixed name recommended by [SAFE-SPEC]. 
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 INSPIRE.xml (mandatory, XML file): 
XML file with fixed name. 
 

 HTML (folder): 
This folder contains two files: 
1. UserProduct_index.html 
2. UserProduct_index.xsl 
The first file is a product presentation file allowing the End User to display easily the main 
content of the product. 
The second one represents the stylesheet used to generate the first one allowing the End 
User to display a selected sub-set of the product metadata. 
 
 

4.2.1 Compact Naming Convention 

The Compact Naming Convention is a download option which generates to assign compact names 
to the Sentinel-2 User Products to overcome the limitation of some Operative System file-systems 
regarding the maximum length of the files full path.  
 
The longest full path length used to refer to any User Product component for Level-1C products is 
141 characters considering the overall product tree compacting addressing the different internal 
files and folders. 
 
The longest full path length for Level-0, Level-1A and Level-1B products is 230 characters 
considering that compacting of the name applies only to the root directory. 
 
The compact naming convention impacts only the names of files and folders composing the 
product but not its structure defined in previous sections of this document.  
 
For Level-1C products, the Compact Naming Convention optimises the entire product tree 
structure whereas for Level-0, Level-1A and Level-1B such convention applies only to the root 
directory of the product name.   

4.2.1.1 Product Name Root Directory 

In case of products generated with the Compact Naming convention, the Product Name Root 
Directory is defined as follows: 

MMM_MSIL1C_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS_Nxxyy_ROOO_<Product Discriminator>.SAFE 
where: 

 MMM: is the mission ID (S2A/S2B) 
 MSIL1C: reference to the Level-1C product level 
 YYYYMMDDHHMMSS: it is the datatake sensing start time 

 Nxxyy: it is the production baseline number (e.g. N0201) 
 ROOO: it is the relative orbit number 
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 <Product Discriminator>: it is a 15-characters string discriminator to distinguish 
different end user products associated to the same datatake 

 SAFE file extension 
 
Below some examples of different product root directory names following this naming convention: 
S2A_MSIL1B_20150802T105414_N0102_R008_20150803T124046.SAFE 
S2A_MSIL1C_20150802T105414_N0102_R008_20150803T124046.SAFE
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4.3 User Product Quality Indicators 

The Quality Indicators (QI) provided inside the User Product are: 
1. QI at GRANULE level for each Granule composing the product; 
2. QI at DATASTRIP level for each Datastrip composing the product; 
3. QI at User Product level including: 

3a) QI consolidated from information available at Granules level: 
o cloud coverage % = AVG(Granule level cloud coverage indicator) 
o technical quality % = AVG(Granule level technical quality indicator) 

3b) reference to all OLQC reports (cf. Annex C) containing the FAILED checks 
performed on the Granules and Datastrips composing the product.  
3c) QI representing a synthesis of the OLQC inspections performed at Granule and 
Datastrip level. 

 
More details regarding the needed processing to compute the QIs at product level, are in the Table 
4-12. 
 
 

4.4 Download Options 

The download options proposed to the user at the time of the User Product selection are shown in 
the following table: 
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YES NO YES YES YES YES 

YES 
(*) 

TCI 
option 

YES NO YES YES YES 

 

 Area Of Interest: query option which describes exactly the area drawn by the User 
during the selection of the product. 

 Full Swath: option to extend automatically the user selected area to the full MSI swath. 

 Full Datatake: option to extend automatically the user selected area to the full 
Datatake. 

 PreView Image (PVI2): option to include in the final Product the Browse Image 
corresponding to the selected User Product.  

 Auxiliary Data: option to include in the User Product the auxiliary data used for 
processing. By default, a S2 product contains the list of used auxiliary data referenced 
at metadata level. 

 Metadata Level: option to select the level of metadata (Brief/Standard/Expertise) to 
include in the User Product. 

 Spectral Bands: this option allows to lower the volume of data to download, selecting a 
given subset of spectral bands. For Level-1C products, the TCI image can be selected 
as part of this download option as it were any other spectral band. 

 Consolidate Tiles: using this option, the user may request to receive only complete 
L1C Tiles that have been consolidated (cf. Section 4.9.8). 

 Aggregation Along-Track: this option allows to merge for each detector one image 
grouping all single Granules along track therefore producing at maximum 12 images per 
band. (cf. Section 4.7.8). 

 Output Format: option to package the User Product in SAFE or DIMAP format for the 
traditional naming or SAFE_COMPACT when compact short naming is desired. 

 Single Tile Product Packaging: this option allows to generate Single UTM Tile 
coverage Level-1C User Products from every product download request (i.e. original 
download request can be related to several tiles). 

 Complete Single Tile: this option allows to include as part of the Single Tile Level-1C 
User Product all the full data associated to every single Tile in terms of any kind of 
imagery and metadata. This option tailors the single tile naming convention to ensure a 
deterministic and repeatable name of the product in case of download of the same tile. 
The Complete Single Tile does not include auxiliary data and BWI. 

                                                
2
The “Browse Image” is here referenced as “PreView Image” to be aligned with the ngEO terminology (cf. [NGEO-EICD-S2]). 
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4.5 User Product SAFE Format Approach 

The User Product is formatted by default as a SAFE (Standard Archive Format for Europe) 
product. 
 
Following the User Product presentation in the Table 4-1, a SAFE User Product includes a 
manifest.safe file and a rep_info folder according to [SAFE-SPEC].  
 
The manifest.safe is an XML file formatted according to [SAFE-SPEC] providing metadata 
(concerning the overall context where the User Product is generated and the User Product itself) 
and a map of the User Product content (consisting in a reference to all data components inside the 
product including measurement data files, ancillary and auxiliary data files, XSD schema, etc).  
 
The manifest.safe is composed by three main sections:  
 

 Manifest sections Description 

Information Package Map 
Contains a high-level textual description of the product and references to all 
products components. 

Metadata Section 
Contains the product Metadata, including the product identification and the 
resource references. 

Data Object Section 
Contains references to the physical location of each component file contained 
in the product, with a description of the file format, location, size and 
checksum. 

Table 4-5: High Level Structure of SAFE Manifest File 
 
More in details the manifest.safe contains: 

1. metadata information defined by [SAFE-SPEC] including not only the mandatory Metadata 
Sections (Platform and Processing sections) but, as added value, other relevant non 
mandatory Metadata Sections (e.g. acquisitionPeriod, measurementOrbitReference, 
measurementFrameSet), 

2. a sub-set of metadata redundant respect to the mandatory XML Product_Metadata_File 
included in the User Product, 

3. the map of the complete content of the User Product, namely all the references to all 
product component files (including the reference to the XML main metadata file) with the 
description of each file (e.g. file type, file size, coding, etc...). 

 
Note that the Product_Metadata_File file groups all metadata regarding the product and the 
mission context, while the SAFE Manifest file contains, as added value, the exhaustive map of the 
User Product itself and a description of each file User Product components (e.g. file type, file size, 
coding, etc...). 
 
In this respect, the present document provides, for each L0/L1A/L1B/L1C User Product defined in 
this Section 4, the following information: 
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 A set of 3 tables (one for each of the three main sections), containing the list of fields (tags 
or attribute) to be included in the Safe Manifest file, and for each field: 

o the field name in the SAFE Manifest file (attributes names are in bold character); 
o only for the Metadata section, the corresponding field name in the 

Product_Metadata_File schema; this column highlights the redundant sub-set of 
metadata included both in the XML Product_Metadata_File and in the XML SAFE 
Manifest file; 

o a brief textual description of the field;  
o the data type of the field; 
o the occurrence of the field (min/max occurrence e.g. 0..1); a minimum occurrence of 

1 means that the field is mandatory. 
 

 A practical example of SAFE Manifest file containing the tags listed in the table mentioned 
above. Each tag is set to an indicative value, as realistic as possible; the compliance of the 
SAFE Manifest file to the SAFE specification has been verified by validating the Manifest 
file against the SAFE XSD schemas. All SAFE Manifest files and the schemas are provided 
in the zip file (S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_SAFE.zip) annexed to this document. The XSD 
schemas are provided as a set of xfdu.xsd schemas located in the final leaf of the 
resources directory. 

 
In addition to the mandatory SAFE Manifest file, according to the applicable document [SAFE-
SPEC], a SAFE User Product contains the rep_info folder (fixed folder name recommended by 
[SAFE-SPEC]) including all the available schemas describing the product component files. Those 
schemas are not mandatory but "may be provided" inside the product. 
 
The XSD schemas provided inside the rep_info folder are referenced as internal product 
components by "metadataComponentSchemas" tag in the manifest file. 
 
On the contrary, according to the SAFE specifications, the XSD schemas used to validate the 
SAFE manifest files are not included in the rep_info folder but they are external to the User 
Product. 
 
Note that the User Product contains only one main SAFE Manifest file and one rep_info schemas 
repository. The Manifest files and rep_info repositories related to each Granules/Datastrips 
composing the product are available at PDI level but they are not included in the User Product. All 
lower level manifest files and rep_info folders are removed before to build the User Product. SAFE 
does not authorise multiple SAFE manifest and SAFE schema repository in a product. 
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4.6 Level-0 User Product specification 

4.6.1 Introduction 

The Level-0 User Product is generated from the Sentinel-2 instrument and ancillary telemetries. 
It contains raw data after restoration of the chronological data sequence at full space/time 
resolution with all auxiliary and ancillary information to be used in subsequent processing. In fact 
the Level-0 product contains all the information required to generate the Level-1 (and upper) 
product levels. The Level-0 consolidation processing stores the Quick Look image in the L0 
Datastrip PDI. Reprocessing is from archived consolidated L0 which include QL image to get Level 
1 products. 
 
One Level-0 product refers always to one Datatake; it can cover the full Datatake or an its extract. 
It may refer to one or several Datastrips from the same Datatake.  
 
The following figure gives an overview of the Level-0 User Product physical format. The yellow 
boxes correspond to folders and the white ones to files: 
 

 
  

Figure 60: Level-0 User Product Structure 

The Level-0 User Product consists of: 
 

1. Product_Metadata_File: mandatory XML main metadata file.  
2. manifest.safe: SAFE metadata file (optional). It is included in the product only if the 

user requests the SAFE as output format (download option).  
3. GRANULE: folder containing all Granules composing the product (Image Data). The 

Image Data files inside each Granule are provided as a set of 13 binary files, one image 
file per band corresponding to a given detector.  

4. DATASTRIP: folder containing the Datastrip composing the product linked to the 
selected Granules.  

5. AUX_DATA: folder containing, if requested by the user (download option), the GIPP 
files and IERS Bulletins used for the Level-0 User Product production. All Level-0 
auxiliary data are referenced in the product metadata file. 

6. ANC_DATA: folder containing the Satellite Ancillary Data (SAD) needed for the 
processing (GPS data, attitude data, etc.). The SAD are always provided as a set of 
unitary Raw Data files each matching a single packet type. Those files are provided on 
the same temporal extent of the SAD embedded in the last Datastrip selected to be 
included in the product. 
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7. rep_info: folder containing the XSD schema provided inside the product. This folder is 
optional. It is included in the User Product if the user selects the SAFE format as output 
format (download option). 

8. Browse_Image: PNG file consisting of an image limited to 3 visible-bands in ground 
geometry at 320m resolution. This file, provided if required by the user (download 
option), gives an overview of the product (sub-sampled) mainly for image data browsing 
and selection purposes. 

9. INSPIRE: XML INSPIRE metadata file (cf. Annex B). 
10. HTML: folder containing an HTML product presentation file (UserProduct_index.html) 

and the corresponding stylesheet (UserProduct_index.xsl). 
 
Note: The number of the Granules available within a L0 product is variable and driven by the active 
detectors list specified at Datastrip level (ACTIVE_DETECTOR metadata).  
The list of the active detectors depends on the MSI acquisition mode (compression by-passed or 
not).  
 
Compression mode is reported in the MSI packet by the MODOP field (cf. [S2GICD-MSI]). 
 
In the nominal products the compression is enabled and all detectors are available; in case of 
calibration products the compression is by-passed and only a subset of detectors are active and 
therefore available. 
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4.6.2 Image Data 

4.6.2.1 Data Organization 

The image data, inside the Level-0 User Product, are organized per Granules. Each Granule 
contains the mission data corresponding to one on-board scene for one detector and all spectral 
bands. Therefore, as described in the section 3.6, the image data inside each Level-0 Granule, are 
provided as a set of 13 binary files, one for each spectral band, including all corresponding 
annotated Image Source Packets (ISP) in the observation chronological sequence (cf. [S2GICD-
MSI]). 
 
For instance, a Datatake of 220 scenes (approx. 5000km) contains 220*12 = 2640 Granules 
corresponding to 2640*13 = 34320 binary files. 
 
The L0 ISPs contain data part and annotations (note that the annotation must be removed before 
uncompressing during L1 processing).  
The data part correspond to MSI compressed data or not inline with the indication in 
COMPRESS_MODE metadata. ISPs include their corresponding source packet annotations as a 
pre-pended header of each source packet. The annotations provided with the ISP (see following 
table) are the result of the following operations performed on each ISP: 

 Reed-Solomon (RS) corrections on all Transfer Frames (TFs) containing the ISP; 

 Checks if there are missing TFs by checking anomalies in the sequence of the Virtual 
Channel Frame Count in the Primary Header; 

 CRC Error check on the ISP; 

 DPC checks. 
 
Note: even if L0 unconsolidated (L0u) are no User Products, ISP furnished in L0u are also 
annotated. 
 
An annotation is made in two parts: 

 first the DPC part; 

 then the DFEP part. 
 
The DPC part is 2 bytes long and contains: 

 a "packet to be ignored" flag indicating if packet has to be ignored (value set to 1) or to be 
taken into account (value set to 0), on 1 bit: this indicator regroups all possible packets to 
be ignored;  

 a "packet completeness" flag on 1 bit, set to:  

o 0 if packet complete;  

o 1 if packet is incomplete but long enough to be processed (therefore "packet to be 
ignored" flag is set to 0);  

o 1 if packet is incomplete and too short (not to be taken into account for further 
processing, therefore "packet to be ignored" flag is set to 1);  

 a "packet validity" flag on 1 bit, set to:  
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o 0 for valid packet (good CRC);  

o 1 if CRC is invalid but packet is declared trustworthy (main information of the header 
are all correct, "packet to be ignored" flag is set to 0);  

o 1 if CRC is invalid and packet is not trustworthy (not to be taken into account for 
further processing, therefore "packet to be ignored" flag is set to 1);  

 the 13 bits remaining are reserved. 
 
The DFEP part, 18 bytes long, is fully described in the [DFEP-ICD]: 
 

Field ID Description 

mjd_time_stamp Downlink/ground reception time. The time stamp is the downlink time of the first 
transfer frame containing parts of the packet 

isp_lenght Size in bytes of the ISP after reconstruction from transfer frames (it may be less 
than the initial size of the ISP in case of missing transfer frames) 

num_VCDUs Number of Transfer Frames containing the current ISP 

num_missing_VCDUs Number of missing Transfer Frames containing the current ISP 

crc_error_flag CRC Error flag, indicating the detection of CRC error in the ISP 

VCID First bit is set to 1 if VCID field contains VCID, 0 otherwise. 
1 bit of spare. 
6 bits containing the VCID 

Channel Channel information: C1/C2 
01 (binary): C1 
10 (binary): C2 

Spare  

Table 4-6: DFEP Annotations for one Instrument Source Packet 

 
The original downlinked data stream at ISP level is preserved but corrupted ISPs are flagged; i.e. 
corrupted ISPs are not discarded, but simply marked as such (field "packet to be ignored" of the 
DPC annotation set to 1). 
DFEP also considers an ISP corrupted (and the corresponding DFEP annotation field crc_error set 
to TRUE) in one of the following cases: 

 if one or more TFs containing the ISP are missing or found incorrigible during Reed-
Solomon decoding (num_missing_VCDUs field in Table 1 > 0). In this case, the ISP is 
extracted, but the successive CRC error check on the packet detects an error, and the field 
CRCFlag is set to TRUE; 

 if the CRC error check detects an error in the extracted ISP e.g. due to packet corruption 
after generation on-board by the source packet terminal.  

 

4.6.2.2 Volume 

Each .Granule has a constant volume of approximately 16 MB and contains image data with the 
same time stamp but spatially deregistered due to the interband deregistration of 14km at 
maximum. 
 
Level-0 data is kept on-board compressed. The following table describes the contents of a Granule 
in term of number of mission source packets in a Granule. 
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SSD Number of bands 
Number of packet per band in one 
Granule 

10 m  4 144 

20 m  6 72 

60 m  3 24 

Table 4-7: Number of mission source packets in a Granule 

 
Each Level-0 Granule is identified in a unique way, using a unique identifier PDI_ID defined in the 
section 3.6.1. 
 
 

4.6.3 Ancillary Data 

Raw Satellite Ancillary Data (SAD) are provided inside the Level-0 User Product within the 
ANC_DATA folder. SAD data (DPC and DFEP annotated source packets, cf. §4.6.2.1) are splitted 
in binary files divided by PRID and SID (cf. Table 3-9). In order to have the maximum coverage of 
the raw SAD in the L0 User Product, the latest SAD related to the downlink time will be embedded 
in the product. 
 
The decoded SAD, useful for further processing are provided at Datastrip level through the 
Datastrip metadata file. In particular, these data allow computing the associated geometric model 
and include: 

 Time Correlation Data (sampled at 1Hz), 

 Imaging orbit number, 

 Ephemeris data, 

 Attitudes data (sampled at 10Hz): 

 Thermal data 
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4.6.4 Auxiliary Data 

All Auxiliary Data used for the Level-0 processing are referenced in the product metadata file: 

 IERS bulletin file, 

 Ground Image Processing Parameters (GIPPs) files (cf. Annex D),  

 Reference to used DEM. 
 
The final user, according to a specific download option, will be able to include in the its Level-0 
User Product, the IERS bulletin and/or the used GIPP files. DEM is never provided within the 
product but only referenced at metadata level.  
 
 

4.6.5 Quality Indicators 

The Quality Indicators (QI) are made available by the consolidation processing for the Level-0 
product. 
 
The Product Level Quality Indicators are provided at product level through the product metadata 
file.  
 
The Granule Level Quality Indicators are provided at Granule level through the metadata file.  
 
The Datastrip Level Quality Indicators are provided at Datastrip level through the metadata file. 
 
The User Product QI are defined in the Table 4-12. 
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4.6.6 Metadata 

The following table shows the groups of metadata provided inside a Level-0 User Product: 
 

Level-0 User Product Metadata 

Product Level Metadata 

All product level metadata, specific for the User level, are 
consolidated/computed because not present at Granule and 
Datastrip level. 
 

Granule Level Metadata 
(Brief/Standard/Expertise) 

All Brief/Standard/Expertise metadata (download option, cf. section 
4.4) defined at Granule level are copied from the input Granules to 
the User Product. 
 

DATASTRIP Level Metadata 
(Brief/Standard/Expertise) 

All Brief/Standard/Expertise metadata (download option, cf. section 
4.4) defined at Datastrip level are copied from the input Datastrips 
to the User Product; 
 

Table 4-8: Level-0 Product Metadata 

 
As mentioned in the section 2.10, the User Product metadata (all) are not provided with a 
metadataLevel attribute (Brief/Standard/Expertise) unlike what happens for all Granule and 
Datastrip metadata.  
 
During the User Product assembling, this attribute is used to select by filtering, according to a 
download option, the set of metadata that must be included in the User Product.  
 
For these filtered fields, the metadataLevel attribute is not written in the User Product's metadata.  
 
Note that a User Product for an expert user (Expertise download option) will contain all level of 
metadata (Brief/Standard/Expertise). A User Product for a user with “Standard” or “Brief” 
permission will contain only Brief/Standard or Brief metadata. 
 
In addition to the metadata in the table above, the User Product contains the manifest.safe 
metadata (when the User Product is SAFE format) and the INSPIRE metadata. 
 
The Level-0 Product Metadata are detailed in the section 4.6.7. 
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4.6.7 User Product Level-0 Structure 

S2_User_Product_Level-0_Structure.xsd schema annexed to the document and shown in the 
following diagram represents the structure of a S2 Level-0 User Product. This schema is provided 

for information only as it is actually not expected to be used for the validation of a XML file. The 
diagram reflects exactly the Figure 60. 
 

diagram 

 

children Product_Metadata_File GRANULE DATASTIP AUX_DATA ANC_DATA Browse_Image 

manifest.safe rep_info INSPIRE HTML  

annotation The diagram above shows the Level-0 User Product structure cotaining: 

1. Product_Metadata_File: XML Main Metadata file. 

2. GRANULE: folder containing the list of the Granules belonging to the product. 

3. DATASTRIP: folder containing the list of the Datastrip belonging the Datatake from 

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/userlevel0.doc%23Link057DC280%23Link057DC280
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/userlevel0.doc%23Link05A3EF30%23Link05A3EF30
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/userlevel0.doc%23Link05A3F980%23Link05A3F980
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/userlevel0.doc%23Link05A3F298%23Link05A3F298
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/userlevel0.doc%23Link05A3F470%23Link05A3F470
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wich the product has been selected. 

4. AUX_DATA: folder containing all Auxiliary Data (GIPP and IERS Bulletin) used for 
Level-0 processing (optional, the aux data are included in the product if selected 
according to a specific download option). 

5. ANC_DATA: folder containing Satellite Ancillary Data needed for processing (GPS 

data, attitude data, etc .…). 

6. Browse_Image: PNG file for image data browsing and selection purposes. 

7. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file 

8. rep_info: optional folder containing the XSD schema 

9. INSPIRE.xml: XML INSPIRE metadata file 

10. HTML: folder contaioning an HTML product presentation file and the corresponding 

stylesheet. 
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4.6.7.1 Product_Metadata_File Schema 

Product_Metadata_File is the XML metadata file provided inside the S2 Level-0 User Product. The 
XSD schema annexed to this document and used to validate it is S2_User_Product_Level-
0_Metadata.xsd. 
 
 A detailed description of the schema is given here but for specific details regarding each metadata 
(e.g. type, default value, fixed value, enumerations, occurrences, etc...)  refers to the XSD file. 
 

diagram 

  

children General_Info Geometric_Info Auxiliary_Data_Info Quality_Indicators_Info 

annotation Product_Metadata_File is an XML file containing:  

1. General_Info: this group of metadata provides general product information. 

2. Geometric_Info: these metadata provide information describing the geolocation over 

WGS84 of the contour of the product. 

3. Auxiliary_Data_Info: All the auxiliary data (GIPP and IERS Bulletin) used for the 

processing are here referenced. 

4. Quality_Indicators_Info: Synthesis of the Granule and Datastrip level QIs. 

 
The following figures and tables give a complete description of the User Product metadata.  
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General_Info: 
 

  

Figure 61 : Level-0 Product_Metadata_File - General_Info Diagram 
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Legend for the Table 4-9: 
 

 Field Name: provides the name used to identify the metadata; 

 Description: contains a short description of the related metadata; 

 From Datastrip PDI: indicates that the metadata at product level is filled using the corresponding information available at Datastrip 
level (from the Datastrip_Metadata_File of the PDI Datastrips composing the product); 

 From Granule PDI: indicates that the metadata at product level is filled using the corresponding information available at Granule level; 

 From Additional Processing: indicates that the metadata, specific to the product level, does not originate neither from the Granules 
nor from the Datastrips composing the product but it is computed during the User Product assembling because not present at PDI 
level. 

 
Note: The first section of the table (General_Info (common section) is common to all processing level. The last section (Product image 
characteristics section) is specific for a Level-0 User Product. 
 
General_Info (common section)      

Field Name Description 
From 
Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Granul
e PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processing 

Note 

PRODUCT_START_TIME 
Actual User Product start time defined as the 
Sensing Time of the first line of the first scene in the 
product 

 X X 

Based on 
the Sensing 
Start Time 
of the first 
scene  

PRODUCT_STOP_TIME 
Actual User Product stop time defined as the 
Sensing Time of the first line of the last scene in the 
product 

 X X 

Based on 
the Sensing 
Start Time 
of the last 
scene  

PRODUCT_URI 
This is the User Product URI resolved and provided 
by the catalogue ngEO. If the URI from ngEO is not 

  X 
User 
Product URI 
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General_Info (common section)      

Field Name Description 
From 
Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Granul
e PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processing 

Note 

available the field is set to the EUP name resolved 
and 
provided by 
ngEO 

PROCESSING_LEVEL Processing level of the product (Level-0)   X 
Extracted 
from PDI 
filetype 

PRODUCT_TYPE 

Product type Identifier: 
S2MSI0 
S2MSI1A 
S2MSI1B 
S2MSI1C 
S2MSI2Ap 

  X 
Extracted 
from PDI_ID 

PROCESSING_BASELINE Processing Baseline X   
cf.  
Table 3-32 

GENERATION_TIME Product generation time   X 
End time of 
product 
generation 

PREVIEW_IMAGE_URL 
Link to the preview image URL 
If the URL from ngEO is not available the field is set 
to N/A 

  X 
Provided by 
ngEO 

PREVIEW_GEO_INFO 

Preview georeferencing information. 
If the information from ngEO is not available the 
field is set to N/A 
 
Note:  
L1C User Product: browse image footprint covering 
the complete L1C User Product extent. 
L0/L1A/L1B : N/A 

  X 
Provided by 
ngEO 
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General_Info (common section)      

Field Name Description 
From 
Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Granul
e PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processing 

Note 

Datatake/SPACECRAFT_NAME 
Sentinel-2 Spacecraft name: 
Sentinel-2A 
Sentinel-2B 

X   
cf. 
Table 3-32 

Datatake/DATATAKE_TYPE MSI operation mode X   
cf. 
Table 3-32 

Datatake/DATATAKE_SENSING_START 
Imaging Start Time (Sensing start time of the 
Datatake) 

X   
cf. 
Table 3-32 

Datatake/SENSING_ORBIT_NUMBER Imaging Orbit Number X   
cf. 
Table 3-32 

Datatake/SENSING_ORBIT_DIRECTION Imaging Orbit Direction (Default = Ascending) X   
cf. 
Table 3-32 

Query_Options/@completeSingleTile 
 

attribute indicating if the complete single tile 
download option was activated or not. In case of 
completeSingleTile=”true” all the 
Query_options are omitted except for 
Query_Options/PRODUCT_FORMAT 

  X  

Query_Options/Area_Of_Interest/Bbox 

Bounding Box (rectangle) which describes exactly 
the area drawn by the User during the selection of 
the product. 
 
Defined by: 
 
LOWER_CORNER: Coordinates position (2D, 
Lat/Lon) of the minimal point (bottom right) within 
the envelope 
 
UPPER_CORNER: Coordinates position (2D, 
Lat/Lon) of the maximal point (upper left) within the 
envelope 

  X 

Extracted 
from 
product URI 
provided by 
ngEO 
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General_Info (common section)      

Field Name Description 
From 
Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Granul
e PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processing 

Note 

(This Field is omitted in case of completeSingleTile 
= ”true”) 

Query_Options/Area_Of_Interest/Polygon 

Polygon (simple and without holes) which describes 
exactly the area drawn by the User during the 
selection of the product. 
 
Defined by: 
 
EXT_POS_LIST: List of coordinates position (2D, 
LAT/LON) of the exterior points describing the 
surface boundary of the polygon.                            
The polygon must be closed (the first and last 
vertices are the same). 
(This Field is omitted in case of completeSingleTile 
= ”true”) 

  X 

Extracted 
from 
product URI 
provided by 
ngEO 

Query_Options/Area_Of_Interest/Radius 

Circular area which describes exactly the area 
drawn by the User during the selection of the 
product. 
 
Defined by: 
 
CENTER: Center coordinates position  (2D, Lat, 
Lon) 
 
RADIUS_LENGHT: Radius expressed in meters 
(This Field is omitted in case of completeSingleTile 
= ”true”) 

  X 

Extracted 
from 
product URI 
provided by 
ngEO 

Query_Options/FULL_ SWATH _DATATAKE 

Flag to extend the user selected area to the full MSI 
swath (L0/L1A/L1B) or the full Datatake 
(L0/L1A/L1B/L1C).  

  X 
Option 
managed at 
ngEO 
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General_Info (common section)      

Field Name Description 
From 
Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Granul
e PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processing 

Note 

(This Field is omitted in case of completeSingleTile 
= ”true”) 

server level 

Query_Options/Band_List/BAND_NAME 

Option to select a given sub-set of spectral band to 
be embedded in the product. 
 
In case of Level-1C User Product this option allow 
to embed in the product also the TCI corresponding 
to each TILE.  
(This Field is omitted in case of completeSingleTile 
= ”true”) 

 X X 

From 
product URI 
provided by 
ngEO 
containing 
Download 
Option flag  

Query_Options/Metadata_Level_List/METADATA_LEVEL 

List of metadata levels (Brief/Standard/Expertise). 
The End User, according to this download option, 
will be able to select the set of metadata at Granule 
and Datastrip level to be included in the User 
Product. 
 
NOTE:  
1. option Brief means that metadata Brief will be 

included in the User Product; 
2. option Standard means that metadata 

Brief&Standard will be included in the User 
Product; 
option Expertise means that metadata 
Brief&Standard&Expertise will be included in 
the User Product.  

(This Field is omitted in case of completeSingleTile 
= ”true”) 

X X X 

From 
product URI 
provided by 
ngEO 
containing 
Download 
Option flag 
(for 
instance: 
ngEO_DO={
...,metadata
Level:STAN
DARD,...} 

Query_Options/Aux_List 
The final user, according to this download option, 
will be able to select the auxiliary data to be 
embedded in the User Product: 

X   
The product 
URI 
provided by 
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General_Info (common section)      

Field Name Description 
From 
Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Granul
e PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processing 

Note 

 GIPP files (Link to GIPP files to embed in 
the product) 

 IERS (Link to IERS Bulletin files to embed 
in the product) 

 
Note: 
Raw ECMWF never downloaded (no embedding 
option); 
DEM never downloaded (no embedding option); 
GRI never downloaded (no embedding option); 
 
(This Field is omitted in case of completeSingleTile 
= ”true”) 

ngEO 
indicates if 
the aux data 
have to be 
embedded 
in the User 
Product ( 
ngEO_DO={
...,auxData:
YES,...} 
 
If YES, the 
list of aux 
files to be 
embedded 
in the User 
Product is 
copied from 
PDI 
Datastrip. 

Query_Options/PREVIEW_IMAGE
3
 

Option to include the Browse Image (if available) 
inside the User Product. 
 
The Browse Image as URL is always embedded in 
the product. Only the physical file is optional.  
(This Field is omitted in case of completeSingleTile 

  X 

From 
product URI 
provided by 
ngEO 
containing 
Download 

                                                
3
The “Browse Image” is here referenced as “PreView Image” to be aligned with the ngEO terminology (cf. [NGEO-EICD-S2]). 
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General_Info (common section)      

Field Name Description 
From 
Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Granul
e PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processing 

Note 

= ”true”) Option 
flags. The 
flag 
correspondi
ng to this 
option is 
“pvi”. 
(for 
instance: 
ngEO_DO={
...,,pvi:YES,,
...}  

Query_Options/PRODUCT_FORMAT 
The final user, according to this download option, 
will be able to select the User Product format 
(SAFE, DIMAP or SAFE_COMPACT). 

  X 

From 
product URI 
provided by 
ngEO 
containing 
Download 
Option flag 
(for 
instance: 
ngEO_DO={
...,outputFor
mat:SAFE_
COMPACT} 

Query_Options/AGGREGATION_FLAG 

Flag to select Along-Track Aggregated Granules 
(L1A/L1B) and Consolidated Tiles (L1C).  
(This Field is omitted in case of completeSingleTile 
= ”true”) 

  X 

For Level-0, 
aggregation 
is always 
FALSE 

Query_Options/SINGLE_TILE Option selected to generate L1C Single Tile User   X  
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General_Info (common section)      

Field Name Description 
From 
Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Granul
e PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processing 

Note 

Products 
(This Field is omitted in case of completeSingleTile 
= ”true”) 

Product_Organisation/Granule_List/@DatastripIdentifier 

Product_Organization represents the logical map of 
the elements (Granules vs Datastrip hierarchy) 
composing the User Product. 
 
DatastripIdentifier is the attribute identifing the 
Datastrip linked to the list of the Granules 
composing the User Product. 
 
In case of User Product including aggregation of 
Granules (L1A/L1B) or Tiles consolidated (L1C) this 
attribute contains two (or more) Datastrip identifiers. 

X    

Product_Organisation/Granule_List/Granule/IMAGE_ID 
(*) applicable for PRODUCT_FORMAT SAFE and DIMAP 

Pointers to Granule/Tile image data files (links to 
the physical image data) 
 
attibute: fileFormat (JPEG2000, BINARY) 

 X   

Product_Organisation/Granule_List/Granule/IMAGE_FILE 
(*) applicable for PRODUCT_FORMAT SAFE_COMPACT 

This attribute is the relative path of the spectral 
bands and TCI image data files 

 X   

Product image characteristics section (specific for a L0 User Product) 

Product_Image_Characteristics/PHYSICAL_GAINS Phisycal gains for each band X   
§ Table 
3-33 

Product_Image_Characteristics/REFERENCE_BAND Reference band X   
§ Table 
3-36 

Product_Image_Characteristics/ON_BOARD_COMPRESSION_MOD
E 

Flag to indicate the on board compression mode 
(by-passed or not). 
 
Note: if this flag is set TRUE, the corresponding 

X   
§ Table 
3-33 
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General_Info (common section)      

Field Name Description 
From 
Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Granul
e PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processing 

Note 

metadata COMPRESS_MODE at L0 Datastrip PDI 
level is set TRUE. 
 
In case of complession by-passed, the list of active 
detectors is provided at Datastrip level 
(ACTIVE_DETECTOR metadata). 

Table 4-9: Level-0 Product_Metadata_File - General_Info Description 
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Geometric_Info: 

 
 

Figure 62: Level-0 Product_Metadata_File – Geometric_Info Diagram 
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Geometric_Info/Product_Footprint     

Field Name Description 
From Level-
0 Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processing 

Note 

Product_Footprint/Global_Footprint/EXT_POS_LIST  
Product_Footprint/Global_Footprint/INT_POS_LIST 

Geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the 
product. The footprint is a closed polygon 
provided as a series of vertices (lat, lon) 
counter-clockwise oriented. 
 
Global precise footprint of the cut segment 
(Point list of LAT, LON or X,Y). 

 X 

This is based 
on the 
singular 
Granules 
footprint 

Product_Footprint/Unitary_Footprint_List/Unitary_Footprint
/Footprint/EXT_POS_LIST 
Product_Footprint/Unitary_Footprint_List/Unitary_Footprint
/Footprint/INt_POS_LIST 

(OPTIONAL) Unitary footprint for each 
detector, each band of the product. 

 X 

This is not 
required for 
the Level-0 
product. 

Product_Footprint/Product_Footprint/RASTER_CS_TYPE 
Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for L0 
and L1 levels. 

 X 
Availabe at 
Granulelevel 

Product_Footprint/PIXEL_ORIGIN First pixel number (convention)  X 
Available at 
Granule level 

Geometric_Info/Coordinate_Reference_System     

Field Name Description 
From Level-
0 Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processing 

Note 

GEO_TABLES 
Identifier of the organization responsible for 
tables used for identifying coordinate sytem 
parameters (EPSG). 

 X 
Metadata filled 
as per 
description 

HORIZONTAL_CS_TYPE 
Description of the horizontal coordinates 
reference system type (PROJECTED | 
GEOGRAPHIC) 

 X 
Metadata filled 
as per 
description 

HORIZONTAL_CS_NAME 
Description of the horizontal coordinates 
reference system 

 X 
Metadata filled 
as per 
description 
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HORIZONTAL_CS_CODE 

Code of horizontal coordinate reference 
system. It follows the 'EPSG:xxxx' pattern 
where xxxx is the unique identification code in 
the EPSG tables. 

 X 

Metadata filled 
as per 
description 

Geometric_Info/Product_Footprint/Geometric_Header_List (provided for the beginning and the end of the product) 

Field Name Description 
From Level-
0 Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processing 

Note 

Geometric_Header/GPS_TIME A GPS date-time value = TAI format X  

Geometric 
Header 
Information 
are provided 
for the 
beginning and 
the end of the 
product. 
 
§ Table 3-33 

Geometric_Header/LINE_INDEX Integer X  § Table 3-33 

Geometric_Header/Pointing_Angles/Satellite_Reference 
(ROLL, PITCH, YAW) 

Pointing angles in satellite reference frame X  § Table 3-33 

Geometric_Header/Pointing_Angles/Image_Reference 
(PSI_X, PSI_Y) 

Pointing angles in focal plane referential X  § Table 3-33 

Geometric_Header/Located_Geometric_Header/ORIENTA
TION 

Track orientation. Also called "CAPE". The 
range of the angle is into [0,360°[ 

X  § Table 3-33 

Geometric_Header/Located_Geometric_Header/Incidence
_Angles (ZENITH_ANGLE, AZIMUTH_ANGLE) 

Inceidence angles X  § Table 3-33 

Geometric_Header/Located_Geometric_Header/Solar_An
gles (ZENITH_ANGLE, AZIMUTH_ANGLE) 

Solar angles X  § Table 3-33 

Geometric_Header/Located_Geometric_Header/Pixel_Siz
e (ALONG_TRACK, ACROSS_TRACK) 

Full resolution pixel sizes along and across 
track in meters 

X  § Table 3-33 

Table 4-10: Level-0 Product_Metadata_File - Geometric_Info Description 
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Auxiliary_Data_Info: 
 

 
Figure 63 : Level-0 Product_Metadata_File – Auxiliary_Data_Info Diagram 
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Auxiliary_Data_Info     

Field Name Description 
From Level-0 
Datastrip PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processing 

Note 

GIPP_List_Ref/GIPP_FILENAME 

Reference to the GIPP files used by the 
processing chain. 
 
These files could be in the product 
(AUX_DATA folder) according to a 
specific download option. 

X  § Table 3-36 

PRODUCTION_DEM_TYPE 
DEM type used by the production 
process (GLOBE or SRTM) 

X  § Table 3-36 

IERS_BULLETIN_FILENAME 

IERS bulletin filename. 
 
This files could be in the product 
(AUX_DATA folder) according to a 
specific download option. 

 X § Table 3-36 

Table 4-11: Level-0 Product_Metadata_File – Auxiliary_Data_Info Description 
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Quality_Indicators_Info: 
 

 

 
Figure 64 : Level-0_Product_Metadata_File – Quality_Indicators_Info Diagram 
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Quality_Indicators_Info      

Field Name Description 

From 
Level-0 
Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Level-0 
Granule 
PDI 

Additional 
Processin
g 

Note 

CLOUD_COVERAGE_ASSESSMENT 
Percentage of cloud coverage of 
the product for each area covered 
by a reference band 

 X X 

Based on CLOUDY_PIXEL_PERCENTAGE 
computed for each Granules composing the 
product: 
 
AVG(CLOUDY_PIXEL_PERCENTAGE)% 

Quality_Indicators_Info/Technical_Quality_Assessment     

Field Name Description 

From 
Level-0 
Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Level-0 
Granule 
PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processin
g 

Note 

DEGRADED_ANC_DATA_PERCENTAGE 
Percentage of degraded ancillary 
data over the product. 

X  X 

Based on “degradationPercentage” values 
computed for each Datastrip: 
 
AVG(degradationPercentage)% 

DEGRADED_MSI_DATA_PERCENTAGE 
Percentage of degraded MSI data 
over the product. 

 X X 

Based on 
DEGRADED_MSI_DATA_PERCENTAGE 
computed for each Granule: 
 
AVG(DEGRADED_MSI_DATA_PERCENTAGE
)% 

Quality_Indicators_Info/Quality_Control_Checks/Quality_Inspections     

Field Name Description 

From 
Level-0 
Datastrip 
PDI 

From 
Level-0 
Granule 
PDI 

From 
Additional 
Processin
g 

Note 
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quality_check 

Synthesis of the OLQC checks 
performed at: 
Granule level and or Datastrip level. 
  
Those checks are grouped in the 
OLQC reports and provided in the 
Granules/QI_DATA and 
Datastrip/QI_DATA folders.  

X X X 

quality_check/@check_type Type of the check    Cf. Table 3-17, Table 3-24 

Quality_Indicators_Info/ Quality_Control_Checks/Failed_Inspections     

Field Name Description 

From 
Level-0 
Datastrip 
PDI 

 From 
Additional 
Processin
g 

Note 

Datastrip_Report/REPORT_FILENAME 

Reference (through the filename) to 
failed Datastrip reports (i.e. refers to 
OLQC reports with globalStatus 

FAILED). 

X 

 

X 

 
REPORT_FILENAME list corresponds with the 
list of the FAILED Datastrip reports. 
 

Granule_Report/REPORT_FILENAME 

Reference (through the filename) to 
failed Granule reports(i.e. refers to 
OLQC reports with globalStatus 

FAILED). 

 X X 

 
REPORT_FILENAME list corresponds with the 
list of the FAILED Granule reports. 
 

Table 4-12: Level-0 Product_Metadata_File – Quality_Indicators_Info Description 

 
 

The field is based on the OLQC reports 
contained in the Granules/QI_DATA and 
Datastrips/QI_DATA  
 
The OLQC reports are in globalStatus FAILED 
if at least one report at Datastrip level and/or at
  Granules level is with globalStuatus FAILED. 
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4.6.7.2 GRANULE 

diagram 

 

annotation GRANULE folder is a “folder of folders” each one corresponding to the Granules composing 
the product and identified by proper PDI_ID (Granule_ID).  
The structure of each Granule included in the product is the same of the Level-0 PDI Granule 
described in the section 3.6.3 taking into account that: 
 

1. the Granules metadata are copied in the User Product as they are except for the 
metadataLevel attribute (Brief/Standard/Expertise) always set as empty string (cf. 
section 4.6.6), 

2. the XML Level-0_Granule_Metadata_File is validated using the S2_PDI_Level-
0_Granule_Metadata.xsd schema annexed to the document, 

3. the Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when the 
Granule PDI is included in the User Product (cf. section 3.6.3). 
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4.6.7.3 DATASTRIP 

diagram 

 

annotation DATASTRIP folder is a “folder of folders” each one corresponding to the Datastrip composing 
the product and identified by proper PDI_ID (Datastrip_ID).  
The structure of each Datastrip included in the product is the same of the Level-0 PDI 
Datastrip described in the section 3.7.3 taking into account that: 
 

1. the Datastrips metadata are copied in the User Product as they are except for the 
metadataLevel attribute (Brief/Standard/Expertise) always set as empty string (cf. 
section 4.6.6), 

2. the XML Datastrip_Metadata_File is validated using the S2_PDI_Level-
0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd schema annexed to the document, 

3. Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe, ANC_DATA and rep_info are removed when 
the Datastrip PDI is included in the User Product (cf. section 3.7.3). 
 

Note: Since the ANC_DATA folder inside the L0 Datastrip PDI is removed during the L0 User 
Product generation, the metadata ANC_DATA_REF inside the L0 User Product (defined at 
Datastrip level) refers to the mandatory folder ANC_DATA contained in the L0 User Product. 
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4.6.7.4 AUX_DATA 

diagram 

  

annotation All Auxiliary Data used for Level-0 processing are referenced through the 
Product_Metadata_File. GIPP files and IERS Bulletin file can be provided if requested by the 
user (download option). DEM is not provided itself inside the product but only as a reference to 
the data used. 

 
 

4.6.7.5 ANC_DATA 

diagram 

  

annotation This folder contains different SAD files, one for each SAD packet type (SID, cf. Table 3-9). In 
order to have the maximum coverage of the raw SAD in the L0 User Product, the latest SAD 
related to the downlink time will be embedded in the product. 

 
 

4.6.7.6 Browse_Image 

diagram 

 

annotation Browse Image file in PNG format. The Browse Image is included in the User Product if 
required by the user (download option). This Browse Image is based on the PVI extracted from 
the Level-1C Tile PDI (JPEG2000 low resolution extraction, 3 visible-bands in ground 
geometry at 320m resolution, RGB).The final geometric representation of the Browse Image is 
defined by the user according to its region of interest (either geographic or cartographic 
representation). 
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4.6.8 User Product Level-0 SAFE Manifest synoptic table 

The User Product contains only one main manifest.safe file. The manifest.safe files related to each 
Granules/Datastrips composing the product are available at PDI level but they are not included in 
the User Product, all lower level PDI are removed. 
 
This chapter provides a detailed description of the content of the SAFE Manifest for the Level-0 
User product.  
 
Since the User Product metadata refers to the contained Granules and Datastrips, the structure of 
the Manifest is based on the Level-0 Manifests provided for Granules and Datastrip (cf. sections 
3.6.4 and 3.7.4). 
 
The SAFE Manifest file is compliant to the SAFE specification (cf. [SAFE-SPEC]) and is composed 
by three main sections (Metadata, Information Package Map and Data Objects). 
 
With reference to the three mentioned sections the chapter provides, as a guideline to the 
generation process of the SAFE Manifest file, the following elements: 
 

 Table 3-29 describing the content and structure of the Information Package Map section; 
same consideration apply as in section 3.6.4; 

 

 for the Metadata Section, a table that lists the fields (tags) composing the section, 
providing, for each field: 

 
o the field name in the SAFE Manifest file (column “SAFE Manifest”, divided into 

column “Metadata name”, containing the name of the Metadata section of the 
manifest to which the field belongs, and “Name of tag or attribute” containing the 
actual tag name or attribute name (for sake of clarity, attributes are written in bold 
characters)) 

o the name of the corresponding tag (if available, else N.A.) of the 
S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd; 

o a brief textual description of the field;  
o the data type of the field (e.g. string, string enum, integer, double, xs:dateTime etc.); 
o the occurrence of the field (min/man occurrence e.g. 0..1); a minimum occurrence of 

1 means that the field is mandatory; 
o the allowed range of values of the field. 

 

 Table 3-31 describing the content and structure of the Data Objects section; consider that 
this section contains a reference to each file (Data files and Metadata files) composing the 
Level-0 User Product (with the exception of the Manifest file itself); this includes: 

o the XML Main Metadata file; 
o the INSPIRE Metadata.XML file; 
o the Auxiliary Data files (IERS Bulletin, GIPPs) required by the processing and 

included in the product, in the AUX_DATA folder; 
o the Ancillary Data files needed by processing and included in the product, in the 

ANC_DATA folder; 
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o the Preview Image, used for image data browsing and selection purposes; 
o all files included in the ”GRANULE” folder, representing the Granules composing the 

User Product; 
o all files included in the ”DATASTRIP” folder, representing the Datastrips linked to 

the Granules composing the User Product. 
 
A practical example of Manifest file for the Level-0 User Product is provided as annexed to this 
document (S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_SAFE.zip). 
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd 
Description 

Data  
Type 

Occurrence 
Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

platform       

 nssdcIdentifier N.A. 

Unique identifier of the 
platform, defined by the 
World Data center for 
Satellite Information 
(WDC-SI) 

 1 

WDC is 
discontinue
d; this tag is 
set to a 
default 
value 0000-
0000 

 familyName  
Level-0_User_Product-> 
General_Info->Datatake->SPACECRAFT _NAME  

The mission name of the 
platform 

string enum 0..1 Sentinel 

 number 
Level-0_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Datatake->SPACECRAFT_ NAME 

Sequence identifier of 
the platform among the 
mission 

string enum 0..1 2A, 2B, 2C 

 instrument->familyName N.A. 
The instrument name 
used for acquiring the 
product data 

string enum 0..1 
Multi-
Spectral 
Instrument 

 
instrument-> 
abbreviation 

N.A. 
Abbreviation of the 
instrument name 

string enum 0..1 MSI 

 instrument->mode N.A. 
The mode of the 
instrument 

string enum 0..1 

Nominal_Ob
servation 
Dark_Signal
_Calibration 
Extended_O
bservation 
Absolute_R
adiometry_
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd 
Description 

Data  
Type 

Occurrence 
Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

Calibration 
Vicarious_C
alibration  
Raw_Measu
rement 
Test_Mode 

 
instrument->mode-> 
identifier 

Level-0_User_Product-> 
Product_Metadata_File->General_Info->Datatake-> 
DATATAKE_TYPE 

The identifier of the 
instrument mode 

string enum 1 

INS-NOBS 
INS-EOBS 
INS-DASC 
INS-ABSR 
INS-VIC 
INS-RAW 
INS-TST 

processing   

Textual description of 
the history of 
processings that lead to 
the current product and 
of all the relevant 
resources involved in the 
processing (facilities, 
software, applicable 
documents etc) 

 1  

 name  
Name of the L0 
Processing 

string  0..1 
L0 
Processing 
of Raw Data  

 start 
Level-0_User_Product->General_Info-> 
GENERATION_ TIME 

Processing start date 
(UTC) 

xs:dateTime 0..1  

 facility N.A. 
Description of 
Processing Centre 

 0..*  
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd 
Description 

Data  
Type 

Occurrence 
Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 facility->name N.A. 
Extended name of Origin 
Centre 

string  1  

 facility->organization N.A. 
Organization to which 
the Origin center 
belongs 

string  0..1  

 facility->site 
Level-0_User_Product->GRANULE->General_Info-> 
GRANULE_ID (substring <Site Centre>) 

Acronym of the 
Processing center 

string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
MPC_ 
UPA_ 
XXXX  
EDRS 
zzzL (zzz = 
first three 
characters 
of the LGS 
location) 

 facility->country N.A. 
Country where Origin 
Centre is located 

string  0..1  

 facility->software N.A. 
Description of software 
component used for 
Processing 

 0..*  

 
facility->software-> 
name 

N.A 
Name of the software 
component 

string  1  

 
facility->software-> 
version 

N.A 
Version of the software 
component 

string 0..1  
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd 
Description 

Data  
Type 

Occurrence 
Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 facility->resource  

List of auxiliary data files 
used by the processors 
to support radiometric 
and geometric correction 
(GIPP, DEM, GRI, IERS 
Bulletin etc.) and of SAD 
Raw Data file containing 
the satellite ancillary 
telemetry; these files are 
provided with the 
product. 

 0..*  

 
facility->resource-> 
name 

Level-0_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info->ANC_DATA_REF 
(reference to the folder containing the SAD Raw Data 
files)  
 
Level-0_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->IERS_Bulletin 
 
Level-0_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->GIPP_List->GIPP_FILENAME 
 
Level-0_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Auxiliary_Data_Info- DEM_FILENAME 

 

Name of the auxiliary or 
ancillary files/folders 
needed for the 
Processing  

string  1  

 facility->resource->role N.A. Role of the resource string  1 

Auxiliary 
data, 
Ancillary 
data 
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd 
Description 

Data  
Type 

Occurrence 
Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

acquisitionPeriod      1  

 
acquisitionPeriod -> 
startTime 

Level-0_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Datatake->DATATAKE_SENSING_START 

Reference time of 
acquisition of the product 

xs:dateTime 1  

 
measurementFrameSet 
 

    1  

 footPrint 
Derived from Level-0_User_Product-> 
Geometric_Info->Product_Footprint 

Product footprint 
(namely imaged 
landscape  
corresponding to the 
whole product) 

string 
(gml:linearRingTyp

e namely blank 
separated list of 

comma-separated 
long/lat coordinates 
of footprint closed 
polygon with last 
vertex equal to 

first)
4
 

0..1  

measurementOrbitReference       

                                                
4
Note that the mentioned “gml” namespace represents the standard for geolocation in SAFE format and is not related to DIMAP type A_GML_POLYGON_3D; in order to convert lat/long 

coordinates between the DIMAP type A_GML_POLYGON_3D and the types gml:pointType and gml:linearRing in the tags <center> or <footprint>, the DIMAP lat/long coordinates should be simply 
moved into the corresponding tag of SAFE Manifest, properly formatted and the EPSG code in which these coordinates are expressed should be moved into the attribute srsName. 
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd 
Description 

Data  
Type 

Occurrence 
Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 orbitNumber 
Level-0_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Datatake->DatatakeIdentifier (substring 
<AbsoluteOrbitNumber>) 

Absolute orbit number  0..1 > 0 

 orbitNumber->type N.A. 

Absolute orbit number 
type (possible values 
“start” or “stop”). Set to 
“start” since the absolute 
orbit number refers to 
the first line of the first 
Granule of the User 
Product 

 0..1 start 

 
orbitNumber-> 
groundTrackDirection 

Level-0_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Datatake->SENSING_ORBIT_ DIRECTION 

Direction of the ground 
track of the Sentinel-2 
platform at the time 
corresponding to 
orbitNumber->type (start 
or stop) 

 0..1 
ascending, 
descending 

 relativeOrbitNumber 
Level-0_User_Product-> 
General_Info->Datatake->SENSING_ORBIT_ 
NUMBER 

Relative orbit number 
(within the cycle) 

 0..1 1 to 143 

 
relativeOrbitNumber-> 
type 

N.A. 

Relative orbit number 
type (possible values 
“start” or “stop”). Set to 
“start” since the absolute 
orbit number refers to 
the first line of the  
Datastrip 

 0..1 start 
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd 
Description 

Data  
Type 

Occurrence 
Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

metadataComponents  

Level-0_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info->ANC_DATA_REF 
(reference to the folder containing the SAD Raw Data 
files)  
 
Level-0_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->IERS_Bulletin 
 

Level-0_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->GIPP_List->GIPP_FILENAME 

A reference to all 
ancillary/auxiliary 
Metadata files/folders 
included in the product 
(e.g. the XML Metadata 
file, the INSPIRE 
Metadata file, the 
Ancillary Data files, the 
Auxiliary Data files) 

 1..*  

metadataComponentSchemas  N.A 

A reference to the 
Schemas used to 
validate the Metadata 
files included in the 
product (e.g. the XML 
Metadata file Schema) 

 0..1  

Table 4-13 - Content of Metadata section for Level-0 User Product SAFE Manifest  
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4.7 Level-1A User Product specification 

4.7.1 Introduction 

The Level-1A User Product is obtained by decompressing image data and developing a geometric 
model to locate any pixel in the image. 
 
The following table introduces the input data of Level-1A processing: 
 

Input of Level-1A processing Description 

Metadata Metadata from Level-0 product 

Image Data Level-0 data (Granules) 

Auxiliary Data GIPP: Parameters from Level-0 complemented by radiometric and 
geometric processing parameters.  
DEM: only the reference to the data used is provided. 

Quality Indicator Data Quality indicators from Level-0 

Table 4-14: Input for Level-1A processing 

 
This level corresponds to the systematic processing steps that must be applied before any further 
processing. It includes: 
 
 decompression of the image data, 
 geometric model computation : geolocation information, coarse interband / interdetector 

registration, 
 SWIR pixels re-arrangement. 

 
As requiring only a fast processing, this 'Raw Level' product can be used to allow a quick display of 
the detectors (sub-swaths) in full resolution. The sub swath can be displayed using standard 
commercial image processing software. 
 
Note that one Level-1A product: 

 refers always to one Datatake; 

 refer to one or several Datastrip from the same Datatake; 

 may cover the full Datatake or an extract of the Datatake. 
 
In the case of an extract, image data is provided only to cover the selected area. 
 
The following figure gives an overview of the Level-1A User Product physical format. The yellow 
boxes correspond to folders and the white ones to files: 
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Figure 65: Level-1A User Product Structure 

The Level-1A User Product consists of: 
 

1. Product_Metadata_File: mandatory XML main metadata file. 
2. manifest.safe: SAFE metadata file (optional). It is included in the product only if the user 

requests the SAFE as output format (download option). 
3. GRANULE: folder containing all Granules composing the product (Image Data). The Image 

Data extent (raster files) correspond to a set of Granules and can covers up to 12 detectors 
* 13 bands of the orbit in full resolution. A sub-set of the 13 bands can be provided 
(download option). 

4. DATASTRIP: folder containing the Datastrip composing the product linked to the selected 
Granules.  

5. AUX_DATA: folder containing, if requested by the user (download option), the GIPP files 
and IERS Bulletins used for the Level-1A User Product production. All Level-1A auxiliary 
data are referenced in the product metadata file. 

6. rep_info: folder containing the XSD schema provided inside the product. This folder is 
optional. It is included in the User Product if the user selects the SAFE format as output 
format (download option). 

7. Browse_Image: PNG file consisting of an image limited to 3 visible-bands in ground 
geometry at 320m resolution. This file, provided if requested by the user (download option), 
gives an overview of the product (sub-sampled) mainly for image data browsing and 
selection purposes. 

8. INSPIRE:  XML INSPIRE metadata file (cf. Annex B). 
9. HTML: folder containing an HTML product presentation file (UserProduct_index.html) and 

the corresponding stylesheet (UserProduct_index.xsl). 
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4.7.2 Image Data 

The Level-1A image data correspond to a collection of elementary Granules. Each Granule 
corresponds to one detector of one on board scene and therefore consists of N consecutive lines 
of one detector of a band, where N depends on the band Spatial Sampling Distance (SSD). 
 

SSD Number of bands 
N : Number of full resolution lines per 
detector and per band in one Granule 

10 m  4 2304 

20 m  6 1152 

60 m  3 384 

Table 4-15: Number of lines in one Granule 

 
The image data extent correspond to a set of “Granules” and can covers up to 12 detectors * 13 
bands of the orbit in full resolution. A sub-set of the 13 bands can be provided. 
 
Each Level-1A Granule is identified in a unique way, using a unique identifier PDI_ID defined in the 
section 3.8.1. 
 
 

4.7.2.1 Image Data Encoding and Files 

Each image pixel value is encoded on 12 useful bits (as on-board). 
The image data are provided as separated files for each spectral band (i.e. in total of 13 
GML/JPEG2000 files per Granule).  
 

 

Figure 66 : Example of Level-1A Granule (image data) corresponding to Detector 1 

 
In order to facilitate the product handling at the user base, it will be possible to provide the raster 
files according to two delivery options: 

- Either one file per spectral band and per Granule. For instance, the user can request on a 
selection of six Granules, the six raster files corresponding to the spectral band B3 (six 
separated GML/JPEG2000). 

- Either a file per spectral band corresponding to the concatenation of Granules along-track 
also called aggregation of Granules. For instance, the user can request on an aggregation 
of six Granules, the raster file corresponding to the spectral band B3 (one single 
GML/JPEG2000) (§ 4.7.8). 
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4.7.3 Ancillary Data 

The raw Satellite Ancillary Data are not embedded in the Level-1A User Product. 
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4.7.4 Auxiliary Data 

All Auxiliary Data used for Level-1A processing are referenced in the product metadata file: 

 IERS bulletin file, 

 Ground Image Processing Parameters (GIPPs) files (cf. Annex D),  

 Reference to the used DEM. 
 

For each auxiliary data a specific PDI is provided (cf. section 3.1) i.e. all Level-1A auxiliary data will 
be stored in archive and referenced by a unique identifier (PDI_ID equal to the PDI filename). 
 
The final user, according to a specific download option, will be able to include in the Level-1A User 
Product, the IERS bulletin auxiliary file and/or the used GIPP files. DEM is never provided within 
the product but only as a reference to the data used.  
 
 

4.7.5 Quality Indicators 

The Product Level Quality Indicators are provided at product level and referenced through the 
product metadata file  
 
The Granule Level Quality Indicators are provided at Granule level and referenced through the 
Granule metadata file. 
 
The Pixel Level Quality Indicators are provided at Granule level through dedicated quality mask 
files pointed through the Granule level metadata file. 
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4.7.6 Metadata 

The following table shows the groups of metadata provided inside a Level-1A User Product: 
 

Level-1A User Product Metadata 

Product Level Metadata 

All product level metadata, specific for the User level, are 
consolidated/computed because not present at Granule and 
Datastrip level. 
 

Granule Level Metadata 
(Brief/Standard/Expertise) 

All Brief/Standard/Expertise metadata (download option, cf. section 
4.4) defined at Granule level are copied from the input Granules to 
the User Product. 
 

DATASTRIP Level Metadata 
(Brief/Standard/Expertise) 

All Brief/Standard/Expertise metadata (download option, cf. section 
4.4) defined at Datastrip level are copied from the input Datastrips 
to the User Product; 
 

Table 4-16: Level-1A Product Metadata 

 
As mentioned in the section 2.10, the User Product metadata (all) are not provided with a 
metadataLevel attribute (Brief/Standard/Expertise) unlike what happens for all Granule and 
Datastrip metadata.  
 
During the User Product assembling, this attribute is used to select by filtering, according to a 
download option, the set of metadata that must be included in the User Product.  
 
For these filtered fields, the metadataLevel attribute is not written in the User Product's metadata.  
 
Note that an User Product for an expert user (Expertise download option) will contain all level of 
metadata (Brief/Standard/Expertise). An User Product for a user with “Standard” or “Brief” 
permission will contain only Brief/Standard or Brief metadata. 
 
In addition to the metadata in the table above, the User Product contains the manifest.safe 
metadata (when the User Product is SAFE format) and the INSPIRE metadata. 
 
The Level-1A Product Metadata are detailed in the section 4.7.7.1. 
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4.7.7 User Product Level-1A Structure 

S2_User_Product_Level-1A_Structure.xsd schema annexed to the document and shown in the 
following diagram, represents the structure of a S2 Level-1A User Product. This schema is 

provided for information only as It is actually not expected to be used for the validation of a XML 
file. The diagram reflects exactly the structure shown in the Figure 65. 
 

diagram 

  

children Product_Metadata_File GRANULE DATASTRIP AUX_DATA Browse_Image manifest.safe 
rep_info INSPIRE HTML 

Description Level-1A User Product contains: 

1. Product_Metadata_File: XML Main Metadata file. 

2. GRANULE: folder containing the list of the Granules belonging to the User Product 

(the Granule structure is described in the section 3.8.3). 
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3. DATASTRIP: folder containing the list of the Datastrip belonging the Datatake from 
which Level-1A User Product has been selected (the Datastrip structure is described in 
the section 3.9.3). . 

4. AUX_DATA: folder containing all Auxiliary Data used for Level-1A processing 
(optional, the aux data are included in the product if selected according to a specific 
download option). 

5. Browse_Image: PNG file for image data browsing and selection purposes. 

6. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file 

7. rep_info: optional folder containing the XSD schema 

8. INSPIRE.xml: XML INSPIRE metadata file 

9. HTML: folder containing an HTML product presentation file and the corresponding 

stylesheet. 
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4.7.7.1 Product_Metadata_File Schema 

Product_Metadata_File is the XML metadata file provided inside the S2 Level-1A User Product. 
The XSD schema annexed to this document and used to validate it is S2_User_Product_Level-
1A_Metadata.xsd. 
 
A detailed description of the schema is given here but for specific details regarding each metadata 
(e.g. type, default value, fixed value, enumerations, occurrences, etc...) refers to the XSD file. 
 

diagram 

  

children General_Info Geometric_Info Auxiliary_Data_Info Quality_Indicators_Info 

Description The Product_Metadata_File describes the product data items. It is presented to the user as a 
structured container of information. Product_Metadata_File is an XML file containing: 

1. General_Info: provides general product information.  

2. Geometric_Info: describing the geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the 

product. 

3. Auxiliary_Data_Info: Links to the AUX_DATA items. 

4. Quality_Indicators_Info: Synthesis of the Granule and Datastrip level QIs. 

 
The following figures and tables give a complete description of the User Product metadata. 
 
General_Info: 
In addition to the general information, common to all processing level (cf. Table 4-9) , the specific 
(general) metadata provided with a Level-1A User Product, are described hereafter.

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1userprod11.doc%23Link05C144F0%23Link05C144F0
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1userprod11.doc%23Link05C14E50%23Link05C14E50
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1userprod11.doc%23Link05C14CC0%23Link05C14CC0
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1userprod11.doc%23Link05C14A68%23Link05C14A68
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Figure 67 : Level-1A Product_Metadata_File - General_Info Diagram 
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General_Info   

Field Name Description Note 

Product_Info 
This group of metadata is described in the Table 
4-9. 

Table 4-9 

Product_Image_Characteristics/Special_Values/SPECIAL_VALUE_TE
XT 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Special_Values/SPECIAL_VALUE_IND
EX 

Special values encoding (e.g. NODATA, 
SATURATION) 

Based on Radiometric_Info 
(PIXELS_NO_DATA_PROC 
and 
SATURATED_PIXELS_PROC
) available at Datastrip level 
(cf. Table 3-43 ). 

Product_Image_Characteristics/Image_Display_Order/RED_CHANNEL 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Image_Display_Order/GREEN_CHAN
NEL 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Image_Display_Order/BLUE_CHANNE
L 

Spectral bands (Relation between product image 
channels and on board spectral bands) 

Information available at 
Datastrip level (cf. Table 3-43). 

Product_Image_Characteristics/Product_Image_SizeDImension_List/Di
mensions/ Detector_Dimensions/NROWS 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Product_Image_SizeDImension_List/Di
mensions/ Detector_Dimensions/NCOLS 

Product Image size (by band x detector) Based on Granule dimensions 

Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/RESOLUTION 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/Wavelenght/MIN 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/ Wavelenght/MAX 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/ Wavelenght/CENTRAL 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/Spectral_Response/STEP 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/Spectral_Response/VALUES 

Spectral filter information provided by the GIPP  
ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION 

Information available at 
Datastrip level (cf. Table 3-43). 

Product_Image_Characteristics/PHYSICAL_GAINS Physical Gain for each band  
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General_Info   

Field Name Description Note 

Product_Image_Characteristics/REFERENCE_BAND Reference Band used in the processing  

Table 4-17: Level-1A Product_Metadata_File - General_Info Description 
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Geometric_Info: 
All geometric product information are described in the Table 4-10. 
 

 
Figure 68: Level-1A Product_Metadata_File – Geometric_Info Diagram 
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Auxiliary_Data_Info: 
All auxiliary data information are described in the Table 4-11. 
 

  
Figure 69 : Level-1A Product_Metadata_File – Auxiliary_Data_Info Diagram 
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Quality_Indicators_Info: 
All Quality_Indicators_Info are the same described in the Table 4-12. 
All OLQC checks performed on L1A Granules/Datastrips and related to a specific checklist name 
(cf. Annex C), are in the Table 3-17 and Table 3-24. 
 
 

 
Figure 70 : Level-1A Product_Metadata_File – Quality_Indicators_Info Diagram 
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4.7.7.2 GRANULE 

diagram 

 

annotation GRANULE folder is a “folder of folders” each one corresponding to the Granules composing 
the product and identified by proper PDI_ID (Granule_ID).  
The structure of each Granule included in the product is the same of the Level-1A PDI Granule 
described in the section 3.8.3 taking into account that: 
 

1. the Granule metadata copied in the User Product as they are except for the 
metadataLevel attribute (Brief/Standard/Expertise) always set as empty string (cf. 
section 4.7.6), 

2. the XML Level-1A_Granule_Metadata_File is validated using the S2_PDI_Level-
1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd schema annexed to the document, 

3. the Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when the 
Granule PDI is included in the User Product (cf. section 3.8.3). 

 
 

4.7.7.3 DATASTRIP 

diagram 

 

annotation DATASTRIP folder is a “folder of folders” each one corresponding to the Datastrip composing 
the product and identified by proper PDI_ID (Datastrip_ID).  
The structure of each Datastrip included in the product is the same of the Level-1A PDI 
Datastrip described in the section 3.9.3 taking into account that: 
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1. the Datastrips metadata are copied in the User Product as they are except for the 
metadataLevel attribute (Brief/Standard/Expertise) always set as empty string (cf. 
section 4.7.6), 

2. the XML Datastrip_Metadata_File is validated using the S2_PDI_Level-
1A_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd schema annexed to the document, 

3. Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when the Datastrip 
PDI is included in the User Product (cf. section 3.9.3). 

 
 

4.7.7.4 AUX_DATA 

diagram 

 

annotation All Auxiliary Data used for Level-1A processing are referenced through the 
Product_Metadata_File. GIPP files and IERS Bulletin file can be provided if requested by the 
user (download option). DEM is not provided itself inside the product but only as a reference to 
the data used. 

 
 

4.7.7.5 Browse_Image 

diagram 

  

annotation Browse Image file in PNG format. The Browse Image is included in the User Product if 
required by the user (download option). This Browse Image is based on the PVI extracted from 
the Level-1C Tile PDI (JPEG2000 low resolution extraction, 3 visible-bands in ground 
geometry at 320m resolution, RGB).The final geometric representation of the preview is 
defined by the user according to its region of interest (either geographic or cartographic 
representation). 
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4.7.8 Level-1A Granules Aggregation 

As image viewer may not support well the high number of Granules constituting the L1A/L1B S2 
User Products.  
 
To handle more easily the Level-1A (and Level-1B) products, it is possible, when requested as a 
download-option, merge the Granule data and metadata of a Level-1A product (and Level-1B) 
along the satellite track direction.  
 
This option (known as concatenation of Granules along-track or aggregation of Granules) allows to 
create one image per detector grouping all single Granules along track therefore producing at 
maximum 12 JPEG2000 images per band that can be displayed with a JPEG2000 viewer. 
 
For all details regarding to the Tile consolidation algorithm refers to the reference document 
[CCTS-US]. 
 
The following figure shows an example of L1A Granules (on the right) and L1A/L1B granules 
aggregated along-track (on the left) included in an Area-Of-Interest selected by the user. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 71 : Example of Level-1A Granules Aggregation 
 
The Along-Track Aggregation Granules is a download option that can be selected by the user (cf. 
Section 4.4). 
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In this case the GRANULE folder of the User Product does not contain one folder for each 
elementary Granule composing the product but one folder for each Granule Aggregated and, as 
mentioned above, the User Product contains at maximum 12 folders each one corresponding to 
one detector.  
 
Inside each folder, there are 13 image data files in JPEG2000 format (one for each spectral band) 
stored in the IMG_DATA sub-folder and ONE metadata file which envelops all the elementary 
Granules composing the aggregation. 
 
 

4.7.8.1 Aggregated Granules ID 

The Granule ID in case of L1A and L1B Granule aggregated follows the same naming convention 
defined in the sections 3.8.1 and 3.10.1 with file type MSI_L1A_GA and MSI_L1B_GA. 
 
File name template: 
 

 S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GA_SGS__20130419T100000_S20091211T165928_D07_N01.01 

 S2A_OPER_MSI_L1B_GA_SGS__20130419T100000_S20091211T165928_D05_N01.01 

 

4.7.8.2 Level-1A Aggregated Granules Physical Format 

Based on Level-1A Granule PDI Physical format, the Granule aggregated is composed by:  
 

 Metadata_File (one XML file): 
Template name: 
S2A_OPER_MTD_L1A_GA_SGS__20130419T100000_S20091211T165928_D07.xml 

 
Validated using the S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd schema annexed to the 
document. 
 

 IMG_DATA (fixed folder name): 
Template names for the image files contained in the IMG_DATA folder of the Granule 
aggregated corresponding to the Detector 7: 
 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GA_SGS__20130419T100000_S20091211T165928_D07_B01.jp2 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GA_SGS__20130419T100000_S20091211T165928_D07_B02.jp2 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GA_SGS__20130419T100000_S20091211T165928_D07_B03.jp2 

… 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GA_SGS__20130419T100000_S20091211T165928_D07_B12.jp2 

 

 QI_DATA (fixed folder name): 
QI_DATA folder contains: 

 All OLQC_Report.xml reports;  
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Template filename: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GA_SGS__20130419T100000_S20091211T165928_D07_SENSOR_GEOMETRY.xml 

 

 Quality_Masks (one for each type, GML/JPEG2000). 
 
Template masks filename: 
S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOLOW_SGS__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B00_MSIL1A.gml 

   
 S2A_OPER_MSK_DEFECT_SGS__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B00_MSIL1A.gml 
   
 S2A_OPER_MSK_NODATA_SGS__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B00_MSIL1A.gml 
   
 S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_SGS__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B00_MSIL1A.gml 
   
 S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_SGS__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B00_MSIL1A.gml 

 
Note that the quality masks are aggregated as well. This means that the quality masks are 
generated performing an APPEND of all mask files related to each Granule concatenated. 

 
 

4.7.8.3 Metadata of Aggregated Granules 

The metadata file envelops all the Granule metadata PDI composing the aggregation. The schema 
used to validate it is the same of the ones defined for L1A/L1B Granule PDI and annexed to the 
document. 
 
The following table describes the meaning of each Granule metadata in case of Granule 
aggregated. 
 
General_Info   

Field Name L1A Granule L1A Granule Aggregated 

GRANULE_ID Granule PDI Identifier.  Granule Aggregated 
Identifier as defined in the 
section 4.7.8.1. 

DETECTOR_ID Detector identifier. Detector Identifier. 

DATASTRIP_ID Datastrip Identifier. As the two uncompleted 
Tiles are on two Datastrip, 
this metadata contains two 
different Datastrip 
Identifiers. 

DOWNLINK_PRIORITY Downlink priority flag. Downlink priority flag. 

SENSING_TIME Imaging Start Time in UTC data time.  Imaging Start Time in UTC 
data time. 

Archiving_Info/ARCHIVING_CENT
RE 

Archiving Centre. Archiving Centre. 

Archiving_Info/ARCHIVING_TIME Archiving date (UTC data time). Archiving date (UTC data 
time). 

Geometric_Info   

Field Name Description  
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Granule_Footprint/Granule_Footpri
nt 

Geolocation of the four corners of the 
elementary Granule (Lat, Lon, H 
coordinates with horizontal CRS as 
WGS84 and altitude given over 
EGM96). 

Geolocation of the four 
corners of the Granule 
aggregated (Lat, Lon, H 
coordinates with horizontal 
CRS as WGS84 and 
altitude given over EGM96). 

Granule_Footprint/RASTER_CS_T
YPE 

Pixel representation. Fixed values is 
"POINT". 

Pixel representation. Fixed 
values is "POINT". 

Granule_Footprint/PIXEL_ORIGIN First pixel number (convention). Fixed 
value is “1”. 

First pixel number 
(convention). Fixed value is 
“1”. 

Granule_Position/POSITION Position of the Granule in the Datatake. 
This position is identified through the 
position of the first line of the first scene 
in the Datatake and it is expressed as 
number of 10m resolution images lines.  

Position of the Granule in 
the Datatake. This position 
is identified through the 
position of the first line of 
the first scene in the 
Datatake and it is 
expressed as number of 
10m resolution images 
lines. 

Granule_Position/Geometric_Head
er/GROUND_CENTER 

Geolocation of the Granule centre (Lat, 
Lon, H). 

Geolocation of the centre 
(Lat, Lon, H) of the Granule 
aggregated. 

Granule_Position/Geometric_Head
er/QL_CENTER 

The Granule centre in the QL display: 1 
(r,c) point.  

The Granule aggregated 
centre in the QL display: 1 
(r,c) point. 

Granule_Position/Geometric_Head
er/Incidence_Angles 

Incidence angles corresponding to the 
centre of the Granule. 

Incidence angles 
corresponding to the centre 
of the Granule aggregated.  

Granule_Position/Geometric_Head
er/Solar_Angles 

Solar angles corresponding to the 
centre of the Granule. 

Solar angles corresponding 
to the centre of the Granule 
aggregated. 

Granule_Dimension/Size/NROWS Granule dimensions provided for each 
resolution band (10m, 20m and 60m) 
 
Number of Row 

Granule aggregated 
dimensions provided for 
each resolution band (10m, 
20m and 60m) 
 
Total Number of Row 

Granule_Dimension/Size/NCOLS Granule dimensions provided for each 
resolution band (10m, 20m and 60m) 
 
Number of Columns 

Granule aggregated 
dimensions provided for 
each resolution band (10m, 
20m and 60m) 
 
Number of Columns 
 
It is the same of an 
elementary Granule. 

Quality_Indicators_Info   

Field Name Description  

Image_Content_QI/CLOUDY_PIX
EL_PERCENTAGE 

Percentage of cloud coverage for each 
L1A Granule. 

Average of the percentage 
of cloud coverage 
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computed for each L1A 
Granule composing the 
Granule aggregated. 

Image_Content_QI/DEGRADED_
MSI_DATA_PERCENTAGE 

Percentage of degraded MSI data for 
each L1A Granule. 

Average of the percentage 
of degraded MSI data 
computed for each L1A 
Granule composing the 
Granule aggregated. 

Pixel_Level_QI/MASK_FILENAME 
Pointer to the mask files contained in 
the QI_DATA folder of the Granule.  

Pointer to the mask files 
contained in the QI_DATA 
folder of the Granule 
aggregated. 

 
An example of the Granules aggregated metadata file is provided in the Annex F. 
 
Note that the Aggregation option is addressed at product level setting TRUE the 
AGGREGATION_FLAG metadata. 
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4.7.9 User Product Level-1A SAFE Manifest synoptic table 

The final User Product contains only one main manifest.safe file. The manifest.safe files related to 
each Granules/Datastrips composing the product are available at PDI level but they are not 
included in the User Product, all lower level PDI are removed. 
 
This chapter provides a detailed description of the content of the SAFE Manifest for the Level-1A 
User Product, including a synoptic table with the list of the metadata information to be included in 
the SAFE Manifest. 
 
Since the User Product metadata refers to the contained Granules and Datastrips, the structure of 
the Manifest is based on the Level-1A Manifests provided for Granules and Datastrip (cf. sections 
3.8.4 and 3.9.4). 
 
Same considerations as in section 4.6.8 applies for what concerns compliancy to SAFE 
specification [SAFE-SPEC] and content of the synoptic tables, with the exception that the Data 
Objects Section does not contain, differently from the Level-0 User Product, an ANC_DATA folder. 
 
A practical example of Manifest file for the Level-1A User Product is provided as annexed zip file to 
this document (S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_SAFE.zip). 
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-
1A_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurren
ce 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

platform       

 nssdcIdentifier N.A. 

Unique identifier of the 
platform, defined by the 
World Data center for 
Satellite Information 
(WDC-SI) 

 1 

WDC is 
discontinued; 
this tag is set 
to a default 
value 0000-
0000 

 familyName  
Level-1A_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Product_Info->Datatake->SPACECRAFT_NAME  

The mission name of the 
platform 

string enum 0..1 Sentinel 

 number 
Level-1A_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Product_Info->Datatake->SPACECRAFT_NAME 

Sequence identifier of the 
platform among the 
mission 

string enum 0..1 2A, 2B, 2C 

 instrument->familyName N.A. 
The instrument name 
used for acquiring the 
product data 

string enum 0..1 
Multi-Spectral 
Instrument 

 
instrument-> 
abbreviation 

N.A. 
Abbreviation of the 
instrument name 

string enum 0..1 MSI 

 instrument->mode 
Level-1A_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Product_Info->Datatake->DATATAKE_TYPE 

The mode of the 
instrument 

string enum 0..1 

Nominal_Obse
rvation 
Dark_Signal_
Calibration 
Extended_Obs
ervation 
Absolute_Radi
ometry_Calibr
ation 
Vicarious_Cali
bration  
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-
1A_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurren
ce 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

Raw_Measure
ment 
Test_Mode 

 
instrument->mode-> 
identifier 

Level-1A_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Product_Info->Datatake->DATATAKE_TYPE 

The identifier of the 
instrument mode 

string enum 1 

INS-NOBS 
INS-EOBS 
INS-DASC 
INS-ABSR 
INS-VIC 
INS-RAW 
INS-TST 

processing   

Textual description of the 
history of processings 
that lead to the current 
product and of all the 
relevant resources 
involved in the processing 
(facilities, software, 
applicable documents 
etc) 

 1  

 name  
Name of the L0 to L1A 
Processing 

string  0..1 
Generation of 
L1A User 
Product 

 start 
Level-1A_User_Product-> 
General_Info->Product_Info->GENERATION_ TIME 

Processing start date 
(UTC) 

xs:dateTime 0..1  

 facility N.A. 
Description of Processing 
Centre 

 0..*  

 facility->name N.A. 
Extended name of Origin 
Centre 

string  1  
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-
1A_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurren
ce 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 facility->organization N.A. 
Organization to which the 
Origin center belongs 

string  0..1  

 facility->site 
Level-1A_User_Product->GRANULE-> 
General_Info->GRANULE_ID (substring <Site 
Centre>, cf. section 3.6.1) 

Acronym of the 
Processing center 

string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
MPC_ 
UPA_ 
XXXX  
EDRS 
zzzL (zzz = 
first three 
characters of 
the LGS 
location) 

 facility->country N.A. 
Country where Origin 
Centre is located 

string  0..1  

 facility->software N.A. 
Description of software 
component used for 
Processing 

 0..*  

 
facility->software-> 
name 

N.A 
Name of the software 
component 

string  1  

 
facility->software-> 
version 

N.A 
Version of the software 
component 

string 0..1  

 resource  

List of auxiliary data files 
used by the processors to 
support radiometric and 
geometric correction 
(GIPP, DEM, GRI, IERS 

 0..*  
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-
1A_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurren
ce 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

Bulletin etc.) and of SAD 
Raw Data file containing 
the satellite ancillary 
telemetry; these files are 
provided with the product. 

 resource->name 

Level-1A_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info->ANC_DATA_REF 
(reference to the folder containing the SAD Raw 
Data files)  
 
Level-1A_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->IERS_Bulletin 
 
Level-1A_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->GIPP_List->GIPP_FILENAME 
 
 

Name of the auxiliary or 
ancillary files/folders 
needed for the 
Processing  

string  1  

 resource->role N.A. Role of the resource string  1 
Auxiliary data, 
Ancillary data 

acquisitionPeriod      1  

 
acquisitionPeriod -> 
startTime 

Level-1A_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Product_Info->Datatake-
>DATATAKE_SENSING_START 

Reference time of 
acquisition of the product 

xs:dateTime 1  

 
measurementFrameSet 
 

    1  
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-
1A_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurren
ce 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 footPrint 
Derived from Level-1A_User_Product-> 
Geometric_Info->Product_ Footprint 

Product footprint (namely 
imaged landscape  
corresponding to the 
whole product) 

string 
(gml:linearRingTyp

e namely blank 
separated list of 

comma-separated 
long/lat coordinates 
of footprint closed 
polygon with last 

vertex equal to first) 

0..1  

measurementOrbitReference       

 orbitNumber 

Level-1A_User_Product-> 
General_Info->Product_Info->Datatake-> 
DatatakeIdentifier (substring 
<AbsoluteOrbitNumber>) 

Absolute orbit number  0..1 > 0 

 orbitNumber->type N.A. 

Absolute orbit number 
type (possible values 
“start” or “stop”). Set to 
“start” since the absolute 
orbit number refers to the 
first line of the first 
Granule of the User 
Product 

 0..1 start 

 
orbitNumber-> 
groundTrackDirection 

Level-1A_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Product_Info->Datatake->SENSING_ORBIT_ 
DIRECTION 

Direction of the ground 
track of the Sentinel-2 
platform at the time 
corresponding to 
orbitNumber->type (start 
or stop) 

 0..1 
ascending, 
descending 
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-
1A_Metadata.xsd 

Description 
Data  
Type 

Occurren
ce 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 relativeOrbitNumber 
Level-1A_User_Product-> 
General_Info->Product_Info->Datatake-> 
SENSING_ORBIT_ NUMBER 

Relative orbit number 
(within the cycle) 

 0..1 1 to 143 

 
relativeOrbitNumber-> 
type 

N.A. 

Relative orbit number 
type (possible values 
“start” or “stop”). Set to 
“start” since the absolute 
orbit number refers to the 
first line of the Datastrip 

 0..1 start 

metadataComponents  

Level-1A_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info->ANC_DATA_REF 
(reference to the folder containing the SAD Raw 
Data files)  
 
Level-1A_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Auxiliary_Data_Info-> IERS_Bulletin 
 

Level-1A_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Auxiliary_Data_Info-> GIPP_List->GIPP_FILENAME 

A reference to all 
ancillary/auxiliary 
Metadata files/folders 
included in the product 
(e.g. the XML Metadata 
file, the INSPIRE 
Metadata file, the 
Auxiliary Data files) or 
external to the product 
(the Ancillary Data files) 

 1..*  

metadataComponentSchemas  N.A 

A reference to the 
Schemas used to validate 
the Metadata files 
included in the product 
(e.g. the XML Metadata 
file Schema) 

 0..1  

Table 4-18 - Content of Metadata section for Level-1A User Product SAFE Manifest 
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4.8 Level-1B User Product specification 

4.8.1 Introduction 

The Level-1B User Product is a Radio-corrected and geo-refined product obtained by performing 
radiometric corrections on the Level-1A data and refining its geometric model. 
The Radiometric corrections are applied to obtain a Level-1B User Product but the geo-refinement 
model is only appended to the metadata and never applied to the product. 
The following table introduces the input data of Level-1B processing: 
 

Input of Level-1B processing Description 

Metadata Metadata from Level-1A product 

Image Data Uncompressed image data (from Level-1A, in the data flow) 

Auxiliary Data GIPP : Parameters from Level-1A complemented by radiometric and 
geometric processing parameters.  
GRI (Global Reference Images): only the reference to the data used is 
provided. 
DEM: only the reference to the data used is provided. 

Quality Indicator Data Quality Indicator files from Level-1B 

Table 4-19: Input for Level-1B processing 

 
The Level-1B corrections include: 

 Radiometric corrections: 
- dark signal 
- pixel response non uniformity 
- crosstalk correction 
- defective pixels 
- High spatial resolution bands restoration: deconvolution and denoising based on a 

wavelet processing (if necessary according to certain noise criteria). 
- Binning for 60m bands (spatial filtering) 

 Physical geometric model refinement using GCPs provided by the GRI; this model is not 
applied to the image but appended to the metadata 

 Pixel classification: singular pixels detections (defectives pixels, saturations, nodata).  
 
No resampling is performed up to Level-1B. 
 
The geometric model refinement of the Level-1B is optional. A dedicated flag in the metadata 
notifies whether the geometric model provided is the raw model or the refined model. 
 
Note that one Level-1B product: 

 refers always to one Datatake; 

 refer to one or several Datastrip from the same Datatake; 

 may cover the full Datatake or an extract of the Datatake. 
 
In the case of an extract, the image data are provided to cover only the selected area.  
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The following figure gives an overview of the Level-1B User Product physical format. The yellow 
boxes correspond to folders and the white ones to files: 
 

 
 

Figure 72: Level-1B User Product Structure 
 
The Level-1B User Product consists of: 
 

1. Product_Metadata_File: mandatory XML main metadata file. 
2. manifest.safe: SAFE metadata file (optional). It is included in the product only if the user 

requests the SAFE as output format (download option). 
3. GRANULE: folder containing all Granules composing the product (Image Data). The Image 

Data extent (raster files) correspond to a set of Granules and can covers up to 12 detectors 
* 13 bands of the orbit in full resolution. A sub-set of the 13 bands can be provided 
(download option). 

4. DATASTRIP: folder containing the Datastrip composing the product linked to the selected 
Granules.  

5. AUX_DATA: folder containing, if requested by the user (download option), the GIPP files 
and IERS Bulletins used for the Level-1B User Product production. All Level-1B auxiliary 
data are referenced in the product metadata file. 

6. Browse_Image: PNG file consisting of an image limited to 3 visible-bands in ground 
geometry at 320m resolution. This file, provided if requested by the user (download option), 
gives an overview of the product (sub-sampled) mainly for image data browsing and 
selection purposes. 

7. rep_info: folder containing the XSD schema provided inside the product. This folder is 
optional. It is included in the User Product if the user selects the SAFE format as output 
format (download option). 

8. INSPIRE: XML INSPIRE metadata file (cf. Annex B). 
9. HTML: folder containing an HTML product presentation file (UserProduct_index.html) and 

the corresponding stylesheet (UserProduct_index.xsl). 
 
 

4.8.2 Image Data 

The Level-1B image data correspond to a collection of Granules. The image data extent 
correspond to a set of Granules and can cover up to 12 detectors * 13 bands of the orbit in full 
resolution. A sub-set of the 13 bands can be provided (same approach as Level-1A). 
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Each Level-1B Granule is identified in a unique way, using a unique identifier PDI_ID defined in the 
section 3.10.1. 
 
 

4.8.2.1 Image Data Encoding and Files 

Each image pixel value is encoded on 12 useful bits (as on-board). 
The image data are provided as separated files for each spectral band (i.e. in total of 13 
GML/JPEG2000 files per Granule). 
 
As per a Level-1A product, the Level-1B product will be available to the final user according to two 
delivery options: 

- Either one file per spectral band and per Granule; 
- Either a file per spectral band corresponding to the concatenation of Granules along-track 

also called aggregation of Granules (§ 4.7.8). 
 
 

4.8.3 Ancillary Data 

The raw Satellite Ancillary Data are not embedded in the Level-1B User. 
 
 

4.8.4 Auxiliary Data 

All Auxiliary Data used for Level-1B processing are referenced in the product metadata file: 

 IERS bulletin file, 

 Ground Image Processing Parameters (GIPPs) files (cf. Annex D),  

 Reference to the used DEM; 

 Reference to the used GRI. 
 

The final user, according to a specific download option, will be able to include in the Level-1B User 
Product, the IERS bulletin and/or the used GIPP files. DEM and GRI are never provided within the 
product but only referenced at metadata level.  
 
 

4.8.5 Quality Indicators 

Level-1B quality indicators are derived from Level-1A ones and are complemented by quality 
indicators relevant to the processing applied. 
 
The Product Level Quality Indicators are provided at product level and referenced through the 
metadata file. 
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The Granule Level Quality Indicators are provided at Granule level and referenced through the 
metadata file. 
 
The Pixel Level Quality Indicators are provided at Granule level through dedicated quality mask 
files pointed through the Granule level metadata file. 
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4.8.6 Metadata 

The following table shows the groups of metadata provided inside a Level-1B User Product: 
 

Level-1B User Product Metadata 

Product Level Metadata 

All product level metadata, specific for the User level, are 
consolidated/computed because not present at Granule and 
Datastrip level. 
 

Granule Level Metadata 
(Brief/Standard/Expertise) 

All Brief/Standard/Expertise metadata (download option, cf. section 
4.4) defined at Granule level are copied from the input Granules to 
the User Product. 
 

DATASTRIP Level Metadata 
(Brief/Standard/Expertise) 

All Brief/Standard/Expertise metadata (download option, cf. section 
4.4) defined at Datastrip level are copied from the input Datastrips 
to the User Product; 
 

Table 4-20: Level-1B Product Metadata 

 
As mentioned in the section 2.10, the User Product metadata (all) are not provided with a 
metadataLevel attribute (Brief/Standard/Expertise) unlike what happens for all Granule and 
Datastrip metadata.  
 
During the User Product assembling, this attribute is used to select by filtering, according to a 
download option, the set of metadata that must be included in the User Product.  
 
For these filtered fields, the metadataLevel attribute is not written in the User Product's metadata.  
 
Note that a User Product for an expert user (Expertise download option) will contain all level of 
metadata (Brief/Standard/Expertise). A User Product for a user with “Standard” or “Brief” 
permission will contain only Brief/Standard or Brief metadata. 
 
In addition to the metadata in the table above, the User Product contains the manifest.safe 
metadata (when the User Product is SAFE format) and the INSPIRE metadata. 
 
The Level-1B Product Metadata are detailed in the section 4.8.7. 
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4.8.7 User Product Level-1B Structure 

The S2_User_Product_Level-1B_Structure.xsd schema annexed to the document and shown in 
the following diagram, represents the structure of a S2 Level-1B User Product. This schema is 

provided for information only as it is actually not expected to be used for the validation of a XML 
file. The diagram reflects exactly the structure shown in the Figure 72. 
 

diagram 
 

 

 

children Product_Metadata_File GRANULE DATASTIP AUX_DATA Browse_Image manifest.safe 

rep_info INSPIRE HTML 

Description Level-1B User Product contains: 

1. Product_Metadata_File: XML Main Metadata file. 

2. GRANULE: folder containing the list of the Granules belonging to the User Product 

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/userlevel0.doc%23Link057DC280%23Link057DC280
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/userlevel0.doc%23Link05A3EF30%23Link05A3EF30
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/userlevel0.doc%23Link05A3F980%23Link05A3F980
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/userlevel0.doc%23Link05A3F470%23Link05A3F470
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(the Granule structure is described in the section 3.10.3). 

3. DATASTRIP: folder containing the list of the Datastrip belonging the Datatake from 
which Level-1B User Product has been selected (the Datastrip structure is described in 
the section 3.11.3). . 

4. AUX_DATA: folder containing all Auxiliary Data used for Level-1B processing 
(optional, the aux data will be included in the product if selected according to a specific 
download option). 

5. Browse_Image: PNG file for image data browsing and selection purposes. 

6. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file 

7. rep_info: optional folder containing the XSD schema 

8. INSPIRE.xml: XML INSPIRE metadata file 

9. HTML: folder containing an HTML product presentation file and the corresponding 

stylesheet 
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4.8.7.1 Product_Metadata_File Schema 

Product_Metadata_File is the XML metadata file provided inside the S2 Level-1B User Product. 
The XSD schema annexed to this document and used to validate it is S2_User_Product_Level-
1B_Metadata.xsd. 
 
A detailed description of the schema is given here but for specific details regarding each metadata 
(e.g. type, default value, fixed value, enumerations, occurrences, etc...) refers to the XSD file. 
 

diagram 

 

children General_Info Geometric_Info Auxiliary_Data_Info Quality_Indicators_Info 

Description The Product_Metadata_File describes the product data items. It is presented to the user as a 
structured container of information. Product_Metadata_File is an XML file containing: 

1. General_Info: provides general product information.  

2. Geometric_Info: describing the geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the 

product. 

3. Auxiliary_Data_Info: Links to the AUX_DATA items. 

4. Quality_Indicators_Info: Synthesis of the Granule and Datastrip level QIs. 

 
 
The following figures and tables give a complete description of the User Product metadata.  
  

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1userprod11.doc%23Link05C144F0%23Link05C144F0
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1userprod11.doc%23Link05C14E50%23Link05C14E50
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1userprod11.doc%23Link05C14CC0%23Link05C14CC0
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1userprod11.doc%23Link05C14A68%23Link05C14A68
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General_Info: 
 

 

Figure 73 : Level-1B Product_Metadata_File - General_Info Diagram 
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General_Info   

Field Name Description Note 

Product_Info 
This group of metadata is 
described in the Table 4-9. 

Table 4-9 

Product_Image_Characteristics/Special_Values/SPECIAL_VALUE_TEXT 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Special_Values/SPECIAL_VALUE_INDEX 

Special values encoding 
(e.g. NODATA, 
SATURATION) 

Based on Radiometric_Info 
(PIXELS_NO_DATA_PROC 
and 
SATURATED_PIXELS_PROC) 
available at Datastrip level.  

Product_Image_Characteristics/Image_Display_Order/RED_CHANNEL 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Image_Display_Order/GREEN_CHANNEL 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Image_Display_Order/BLUE_CHANNEL 

Spectral bands (Relation 
between product image 
channels and on board 
spectral bands) 

Information available at 
Datastrip level (cf. Table 3-51). 

Product_Image_Characteristics/Product_Image_SizeDImension_List/Dimensions/ 
Detector_Dimensions/NROWS 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Product_Image_SizeDImension_List/Dimensions/ 
Detector_Dimensions/NCOLS 

Product Image size (by 
band x detector) 

Based on Granule dimensions 

Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/RESOLUTION 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/Wavelenght/MIN 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/ Wavelenght/MAX 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/ Wavelenght/CENTRAL 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/Spectral_Response/STEP 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/Spectral_Response/VALUES 

Spectral filter information 
provided by the GIPP  
ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION 

Information available at 
Datastrip level  

Product_Image_Characteristics/PHYSICAL_GAINS Physical Gain for each band  

Product_Image_Characteristics/REFERENCE_BAND 
Reference Band used in the 
processing 
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General_Info   

Field Name Description Note 

Restoration_Parameters/Restored_Band_List/Restored_Band/RESTORATION_SCENARIO 
Restoration_Parameters/Restored_Band_List/Restored_Band/Levelling_Values/XMIN 
Restoration_Parameters/Restored_Band_List/Restored_Band/Levelling_Values/XMAX 

Restoration parameters (list 
of restored bands, type of 
restoration and levelling 
values). 

Available at Datastrip level, cf. 
Table 3-51 

Equalization_Parameters/Equalized_Band_List/Equalized_Band/OFFSET_PROC 
Equalization_Parameters/Equalized_Band_List/Equalized_Band/DARK_SIGNAL_NON_UNIFORMITY_PROC 

Equalization parameters 
Available at Datastrip level, cf. 
Table 3-51 

Table 4-21: Level-1B Product_Metadata_File - General_Info Description 
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Geometric_Info:  
all geometric product information are described in the Table 4-10. 
 
 

 
Figure 74: Level-1B Product_Metadata_File – Geometric_Info Diagram 
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Auxiliary_Data_Info:  
 

 
Figure 75 : Level-1B Product_Metadata_File – Auxiliary_Data_Info Diagram 

 
 

Auxiliary_Data_Info   

Field Name Description Note 

GIPP_FILENAME Reference to the used GIPP 
files. 

Available at 
Datastrip level, cf. 
Table 3-53 

PRODUCTION_DEM
_TYPE 

Reference to the used DEM Available at 
Datastrip level, cf. 
Table 3-53 

IERS_BULLETIN_FIL
ENAME 

Reference to the used IERS 
Bulletin  

Available at 
Datastrip level, cf. 
Table 3-53 

GRI_FILENAME 
Reference to the used GRI 
data 

Available at 
Datastrip level, cf. 
Table 3-53 

Table 4-22: Level-1B Product_Metadata_File - Auxiliary_Info Description 

 
 
Quality_Indicators_Info:  
The Quality_Indicators_Info are described in the Table 4-12. 
In addition the Level-1B User Product contains the RADIOMETRIC_QUALITY check based on the 
OLQC reports contained in the Datastrips/QI_DATA with RADIOMETRIC_QUALITY checklist 
name. 
 
RADIOMETRIC_QUALITY check is FAILED if at least one report at Datastrip level is with 
globalStuatus FAILED. 
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All OLQC checks performed on L1B Granules/Datastrips and related to a specific checklist name 
(cf. Annex C), are in the Table 3-17 and Table 3-24. 
 
 

4.8.7.2 GRANULE 

diagram 

 

annotation GRANULE folder is a “folder of folders” each one corresponding to the Granules composing 
the product and identified by proper PDI_ID (Granule_ID).  
The structure of each Granule included in the product is the same of the Level-1B PDI Granule 
described in the section 3.10.3 taking into account that: 
 

1. the Granule metadata are copied in the User Product as they are except for the 
metadataLevel attribute (Brief/Standard/Expertise) always set as empty string (cf. 
section 4.8.6), 

2. the XML Level-1B_Granule_Metadata_File is validated using the S2_PDI_Level-
1B_Granule_Metadata.xsd schema annexed to the document, 

3. the Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when the 
Granule PDI is included in the User Product (cf. section 3.10.3). 
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4.8.7.3 DATASTRIP 

diagram 

 

annotation DATASTRIP folder is a “folder of folders” each one corresponding to the Datastrip composing 
the product and identified by proper PDI_ID (Datastrip_ID).  
The structure of each Datastrip included in the product is the same of the Level-1B PDI 
Datastrip described in the section 3.11.3 taking into account that: 
 

1. the Datastrips metadata are copied in the User Product as they are except for the 
metadataLevel attribute (Brief/Standard/Expertise) always set as empty string (cf. 
section 4.8.6), 

2. the XML Datastrip_Metadata_File is validated using the S2_PDI_Level-
1B_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd schema annexed to the document, 

3. Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when the Datastrip 
PDI is included in the User Product (cf. section 3.11.3). 

 
 
 

4.8.7.4 AUX_DATA 

diagram 

 

annotation All Auxiliary Data used for Level-1B processing are referenced through the 
Product_Metadata_File. GIPP files and IERS Bulletin file can be provided if requested by the 
user (download option). DEM and GRI are not provided itself inside the product but only as a 
reference to the data used. 
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4.8.7.5 Browse_Image 

diagram 

  

annotation Browse Image file in PNG format. The Browse Image is included in the User Product if 
required by the user (download option). This Browse Image is based on the PVI extracted from 
the Level-1C Tile PDI (JPEG2000 low resolution extraction, 3 visible-bands in ground 
geometry at 320m resolution, RGB).The final geometric representation of the preview is 
defined by the user according to its region of interest (either geographic or cartographic 
representation). 
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4.8.8 User Product Level-1B SAFE Manifest synoptic table 

The final User Product contains only one main manifest.safe file. The manifest.safe files related to 
each Granules/Datastrips composing the product are available at PDI level but they are not 
included in the User Product, all lower level PDI are removed. 
 
The content of the SAFE Manifest for the Level-1B User Product level is the same as for the Level-
1A User Product level and can be exhaustively described through Table 3-29, Table 4-13 and 
Table 4-13 , except for the following minor differences in Table 4-13: 

 a few specific text string in the “processing” section (containing “L1B” instead of “L1A”) 

 the Level-1B User Product Manifest includes a reference to the GRI Auxiliary file, contained 
in the AUX_DATA folder (differently from Level-1A User Product); see tag 
“metadataComponents” in Table 4-13. 

 
Since the User Product metadata refers to the contained Granules and Datastrips, the structure of 
the Manifest is based on the Level-1B Manifests provided for Granules and Datastrip (cf. 
sections3.10.4 and 3.11.4). 
 
A practical example of Manifest file for the Level-1B User Product is provided as annexed zip file to 
this document (S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_SAFE.zip). 
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4.9 Level-1C User Product Specification 

4.9.1 Introduction 

The Level-1C User Product is an orthoimage product, i.e. a map projection of the acquired image 
using a system DEM to correct ground geometric distortions. Pixel radiometric measurements are 
provided in Top-Of-Atmosphere (TOA) reflectances with all parameters to transform them into 
radiances. 
 
The conversion formulae to apply to image Digital Numbers (DN) to obtain physical values is:  
 
Reflectance (float) = DC / (QUANTIFICATION_VALUE)  
 
Note that the reflectance meaningful values go from “1” to “65535” as "0" is reserved for the 
NO_DATA. 
 
Level-1C products are resampled with a constant GSD (Ground Sampling Distance) of 10m, 20m 
and 60m according to the native resolution of the different spectral bands. 
 

Input of Level-1C processing Description 

Metadata Metadata from Level-1B 

Image Data Radiometrically and geometrically corrected image 
data 

Ancillary Data 
 

Ancillary data from the Level-1B (satellite and 
ground ancillary 
data, including the refined geometric model) 

Auxiliary Data GIPP: Parameters from Level-1B complemented by 
radiometric 
and geometric processing parameters 

Quality Indicator Data Quality Indicator files from Level-1B 

Table 4-23: Input of Level-1C Processing 

 
Note that one Level-1C product: 

 refers always to one Datatake; 

 refer to one or several Datastrip from the same Datatake; 

 may cover the full Datatake or an extract of the Datatake. 
 
In the case of an extract, the image data are provided to cover only the selected area.  
 
By default, Level-1C is geometrically refined. Some Level-1C may not be geometrically refined 
(e.g. for Cal/Val purposes). These products are identified with a dedicated flag in the metadata. 
 
The following figure gives an overview of the Level-1C User Product physical format. The yellow 
boxes correspond to folders and the white ones to files: 
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Figure 76: Level-1C User Product Structure 

 
The Level-1C User product consists of: 
 

1. Product_Metadata_File: mandatory XML main metadata file. 
2. manifest.safe: SAFE metadata file (optional). It is included in the product only if the user 

requests the SAFE as output format (download option). 
3. GRANULE: this folder (the name is chosen for homogeneity with respect to the other User 

Product but should be TILE) contains the tiles composing the product (Image Data). The 
Image Data corresponds to a set of Tiles containing one image file per band and the TCI 
corresponding to the coverage of the Tile itself. A sub-set of the 13 bands can be provided 
(download option). 

4. DATASTRIP: folder containing the Datastrip composing the product linked to the selected 
tiles. 

5. AUX_DATA: folder containing, if requested by the user (download option), the GIPP files 
and IERS Bulletins used for the Level-1C User Product production. All Level-1C auxiliary 

data are referenced in the product metadata file. In addition, the Level-1C User Product 
embeds always at GRANULE (TILE) level an elementary set of meteorological datasets 
resampled ECMWF in tile geometry.  

6. Browse_Image: PNG file consisting of an image limited to 3 visible-bands in ground 
geometry at 320m resolution. This file, provided if requested by the user (download option), 
gives an overview of the product (sub-sampled) mainly for image data browsing and 
selection purposes, 

7. rep_info: folder containing the XSD schema provided inside the product. This folder is 
optional. It will be included in the User Product if the user selects the SAFE format as 
output format (cf. section 1.6.4). 

8. INSPIRE: XML INSPIRE metadata file (cf. Annex B). 
9. HTML: folder containing an HTML product presentation file (UserProduct_index.html) and 

the corresponding stylesheet (UserProduct_index.xsl). 
 
 

4.9.2 Image Data 

The final projection of the product is UTM (over WGS84). The appropriate UTM zone will be 
selected according to each Tile of the product. 
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The image data is tiled in several elementary units. Each Tile is defined (with an appropriate GIPP 
file passed to the Level-1C processing chain), by: 
 

 Its projection code (UTM code), 

 Its anchorage point (ground coordinates of the upper-left pixel of the Tile), 

 Pixel size in line and column, 

 Tile size in number of lines and columns (rectangle) 
 
This definition insures for all resolutions: 

 upper-left corner is at the same location 

 the number of pixels in the Tile is an integer 
 
However, depending on the information inside the GIPP defining the Tiles, coverage of a Tile could 
be slightly different depending on the resolutions. Consequently, the lower-right corner could be at 
different locations depending on the resolutions. 
 
The tiling definition shall ensure an overlap between tiles at the UTM zone borders. 
A UTM tiling following the US-MGRS (US Military Grid Reference System) approach is proposed 
(100x100km²).  
 
The tiling concept is illustrated on Figure 78 showing the standard 6º longitude x 8º latitude UTM 
zones divided into 100km x 100km tiles. 
 

 

Figure 77: Level-1C Tiling Concept in UTM 

 
Each Tile is then identified by 5 characters: 
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 The first two characters represent the 6° wide UTM zone. 
o Leading zeroes are included so that Zone 9 is ““09””. 

 The third character is a letter designating a band of latitude. 
o Beginning at 80°S and proceeding northward, the 20 bands are lettered C through 

X, omitting I and O.  
o The bands are all 8° high except band X, which is 12° high. 

 The fourth and fifth characters are a pair of letters designating one of the 100,000-meter 
side grid squares inside the grid zone. 

 
For example, in the previous figure, the black-squared Tile is identified 15SWC. 
 
 

4.9.2.1 Image Data Encoding and Files 

The image data are provided as separated raster files for each spectral band (i.e. in total of 13 
GML/JPEG2000 files per Tile plus one additional file for the TCI). 
Each image file is compressed using the JPEG2000 algorithm. The parameters of the JPEG2000 

compression are specified in the Annex G. The upper-left pixel corner coordinates of all bands 

shall have the same coordinates and shall be a multiple of 60m. For each file, the JPEG2000 
header contains GML-JP2 information for ortho-image georeferencing. Each Tile is therefore geo-
referenced. 
 
 

4.9.3 Ancillary Data 

The raw Satellite Ancillary Data are not embedded in the Level-1C User. 
 
 

4.9.4 Auxiliary Data 

All Auxiliary Data used for Level-1C processing are referenced in the product metadata file. 
The Level-1C auxiliary data (GIPPs and IERS bulletin) are provided with the product if requested 
by the user (download option). 
In addition, the Level-1C User Product embeds always a GRANULE (TILE) level an elementary set 
of meteorological datasets extracted and resampled from ECMWF forecast output (cf. [ECMWF-
FCAST]) and relevant to down-stream processing (e.g. atmospheric corrections).  
 
The ECMWF auxiliary data embedded in the Level-1C at Tile level includes the following 
parameters: 

- Total column ozone (TCO3) [Kg/m2]; 
- Total column water vapour (TCWV) [Kg/m2]; 
- Mean sea level pressure (MSL) [hPa]. 
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Resulting from a temporal and spatial interpolation of the raw ECMWF global forecast dataset, this 
data will be provided as part of the Level-1C auxiliary data resampled and distributed in grid 
information tiles with the same dimensions as the Level-1C Tiles. Grid points are provided in 
latitude/longitude using WGS84 reference system. 
 
They are interpolated from original ECMWF data to match L1C Tiles both temporally (linear) and 
geometrically (bilinear with a Ground Sample Distance of 12.5km) and provided in GRIB V1 format. 
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4.9.5 Quality Indicators 

Level-1C quality indicators are derived from Level-1B ones and are complemented by quality 
indicators relevant to the processing applied. 
 
The Product Level Quality Indicators are provided at product level and referenced through the 
metadata file. 
 
The Tile Level Quality Indicators are provided at Tile level in the standard structure of the metadata 
file. 
 
The Pixel Level Quality Indicators are provided at Tile level through dedicated quality masks that 
provide quality information at pixel level. The Tile level metadata file (Standard structure) contains 
a pointer to the mask file. 
 
There is one vector file for each type of mask and each Tile (or aggregation of tiles). Each vector 
mask file consists of a set of polygons defined in ground geometry: (X, Y) in the projected 
reference frame. 
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4.9.6 Metadata 

The following table shows the groups of metadata provided inside a Level-1C User Product: 
 

Level-1C User Product Metadata 

Product Level Metadata 

All product level metadata, specific for the User level, are 
consolidated/computed because not present at Granule and 
Datastrip level. 
 

Granule Level Metadata 
(Brief/Standard/Expertise) 

All Brief/Standard/Expertise metadata (download option, cf. section 
4.4) defined at Granule level are copied from the input Granules to 
the User Product. 
 

DATASTRIP Level Metadata 
(Brief/Standard/Expertise) 

All Brief/Standard/Expertise metadata (download option, cf. section 
4.4) defined at Datastrip level are copied from the input Datastrips 
to the User Product; 
 

Table 4-24: Level-1C Product Metadata 

 
As mentioned in the section 2.10, the User Product metadata (all) are not provided with a 
metadataLevel attribute (Brief/Standard/Expertise) unlike what happens for all Granule and 
Datastrip metadata.  
 
During the User Product assembling, this attribute is used to select by filtering, according to a 
download option, the set of metadata that must be included in the User Product.  
 
For these filtered fields, the metadataLevel attribute is not written in the User Product's metadata.  
 
Note that an User Product for an expert user (Expertise download option) will contain all level of 
metadata (Brief/Standard/Expertise). An User Product for a user with “Standard” or “Brief” 
permission will contain only Brief/Standard or Brief metadata. 
 
In addition to the metadata in the table above, the User Product contains the manifest.safe 
metadata (when the User Product is SAFE format) and the INSPIRE metadata. 
 
The Level-1C Product Metadata are detailed in the section 4.9.7. 
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4.9.7 User Product Level-1C Structure 

The S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Structure.xsd schema annexed to the document and shown in 
the following diagram, represents the structure of a S2 Level-1C User Product. This schema is 

provided for information only as It is actually not expected to be used for the validation of a XML 
file. The diagram reflects exactly the structure shown in the Figure 76. 
 

diagram 
  

 

  

children Product_Metadata_File GRANULE DATASTIP AUX_DATA Browse_Image manifest.safe 

rep_info INSPIRE HTML 

Description Level-1C User Product contains: 

1. Product_Metadata_File: XML Main Metadata file. 

2. GRANULE: folder containing the list of the tiles belonging to the User Product. 

3. DATASTRIP: folder containing the list of the Datastrip belonging the Datatake from 

which Level-1C User Product has been selected. 

4. AUX_DATA: folder containing all Auxiliary Data used for Level-1C processing (GIPPs 

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/userlevel0.doc%23Link057DC280%23Link057DC280
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/userlevel0.doc%23Link05A3EF30%23Link05A3EF30
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/userlevel0.doc%23Link05A3F980%23Link05A3F980
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Francesco/Impostazioni%20locali/Temp/7zOCCA.tmp/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/userlevel0.doc%23Link05A3F470%23Link05A3F470
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and IERS Bulletin are optional, they will be included in the product if selected 
according to a specific download option. Raw ECMWF are never included in the 
product (no download option), on the contrary, resampled ECMWF in tile geometry are 
mandatory, always embed in the product at GRANULE level. 

5. Browse_Image: PNG file for image data browsing and selection purposes. 

6. manifest.safe: XML SAFE Manifest file 

7. rep_info: optional folder containing the XSD schema 

8. INSPIRE.xml: XML INSPIRE metadata file 

9. HTML: folder containing an HTML product presentation file and the corresponding 

stylesheet. 

 

Note that the folder containing the tiles is named “GRANULE” to maintain the same naming 
used for L0/L1A/L1B products. 
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4.9.7.1 Product_Metadata_File Schema 

Product_Metadata_File is the XML metadata file provided inside the S2 Level-1C User Product. 
The XSD schema annexed to this document and used to validate it is S2_User_Product_Level-
1C_Metadata.xsd. 
 
A detailed description of the schema is given here but for specific details regarding each metadata 
(e.g. type, default value, fixed value, enumerations, occurrences, etc...) refers to the XSD file. 
 

diagram 

 

children General_Info Geometric_Info Auxiliary_Data_Info Quality_Indicators_Info 

Description The Product_Metadata_File describes the product data items. It is presented to the user as a 
structured container of information. Product_Metadata_File is an XML file containing: 

1. General_Info: provides general product information.  

2. Geometric_Info: describing the geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the 

product. 

3. Auxiliary_Data_Info: Links to the AUX_DATA items. 

4. Quality_Indicators_Info: Synthesis of the Granule and Datastrip level QIs. 

 
The following figures and tables give a complete description of the User Product metadata.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
General_Info: 
 

file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1userprod11.doc%23Link05C144F0%23Link05C144F0
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1userprod11.doc%23Link05C14E50%23Link05C14E50
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1userprod11.doc%23Link05C14CC0%23Link05C14CC0
file://psf/Home/Documents/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Documents%20and%20Settings/Users/Carlo/Desktop/Annamaria/S2PDGS/RID%20PSD%202012/PSD_XSD_v02/S2-PDGS_Product_XSD_Schemas/l1userprod11.doc%23Link05C14A68%23Link05C14A68
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Figure 78 : Level-1C_Product_Metadata_File - General_Info Diagram 
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General_Info   

Field Name Description Note 

Product_Info 
This group of metadata is described in the 
Table 4-9. 

Cf. Table 4-9 

Product_Image_Characteristics/Special_Values/SPECIAL_VALUE_TEXT 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Special_Values/SPECIAL_VALUE_INDEX 

Cf. Table 4-17 Cf. Table 4-17 

Product_Image_Characteristics/Image_Display_Order/RED_CHANNEL 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Image_Display_Order/GREEN_CHANNEL 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Image_Display_Order/BLUE_CHANNEL 

Spectral bands (Relation between product 
image channels and on board spectral 
bands) 

Information available at Datastrip 
level (cf. Table 3-59) 

Product_Image_Characteristics/QUANTIFICATION_VALUE 
Reflectance quantification value (in order to 
convert digit count into reflectance) 
and unit. 

Information available at Datastrip 
level (cf. Table 3-59) 

Product_Image_Characteristics/Reflectance_Conversion/U 

Correction to take into account the Sun-
Earth distance variation (this correction is 
computed using the acquisition date) 
 

Information available at Datastrip 
level (cf. Table 3-59) 

Product_Image_Characteristics/ 
Reflectance_Conversion/Solar_Irradiance_List/SOLAR_IRRADIANCE 

Reflectance parameters defined for each 
band 

Information available at Datastrip 
level (cf. Table 3-59) 

Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/RESOLUTION 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/Wavelenght/MIN 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/ Wavelenght/MAX 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/ Wavelenght/CENTRAL 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
Information/Spectral_Response/STEP 
Product_Image_Characteristics/Spectral_Information_List/Spectral_ 
 

Spectral filter information provided by the 
GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION 

Information available at Datastrip 
level (cf. Table 3-56) 

Product_Image_Characteristics/PHYSICAL_GAIN Physical Gain for each band 
Information available at Datastrip 
level 

Product_Image_Characteristics/REFERENCE_BAND Used Reference Band Information available at Datastrip 
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General_Info   

Field Name Description Note 

level 

Table 4-25: Level-1C_Product_Metadata_File - General_Info Description 
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Geometric_Info: 
All geometric product information are described in the Table 4-10 except for 
Geometric_Header_List node not relevant for a Level-1c User Product.  
 
 
Auxiliary_Data_Info: 
 

  
Figure 79 : Level-1C Product_Metadata_File – Auxiliary_Data_Info Diagram 

 
 
Auxiliary_Data_Info   

Field Name Description Note 

GIPP_FILENAME Reference to the used GIPP files. Available at Datastrip level 

PRODUCTION_DEM_TYPE Reference to the used DEM Available at Datastrip level 

IERS_BULLETIN_FILENAME Reference to the used IERS Bulletin  Available at Datastrip level 

GRI_FILENAME Reference to the used GRI data Available at Datastrip level 

ECMWF_DATA_REF Reference to the used ECMWF data Available at Datastrip level 

Table 4-26: Level-1C Product_Metadata_File - Auxiliary_Info Description 

 
 
Quality_Indicators_Info:  
The Quality_Indicators_Info are described in the Table 4-12. 
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In addition the Level-1C User Product contains the RADIOMETRIC_QUALITY check based on the 
OLQC reports contained in the Datastrips/QI_DATA with RADIOMETRIC_QUALITY checklist 
name. 
 
RADIOMETRIC_QUALITY check is FAILED if at least one report at Datastrip level is with 
globalStatus FAILED. 
 
All OLQC checks performed on L1C Tiles/Datastrips and related to a specific checklist name (cf. 
Annex C), are in the Table 3-17 and Table 3-24. 
 
 

4.9.7.2 GRANULE 

diagram 

  

annotation Note: “GRANULE” name has been chosen for homogeneity with respect to the others User 
Product but should be TILE. 
 
GRANULE folder is a “folder of folders” each one corresponding to the Tiles composing the 
product and identified by proper PDI_ID (Tile ID).  
The structure of each Tile included in the product is the same of the Level-1C Tile PDI 
described in the section 3.12.3 taking into account that: 
 

1. the Tile metadata are copied in the User Product as they are except for the 
metadataLevel attribute (Brief/Standard/Expertise) always set as empty string (cf. 
section 4.9.6), 

2. the XML Level-1C_Tile_Metadata_File is validated using the S2_PDI_Level-
1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd schema annexed to the document, 

3. the Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when the Tile 
PDI is included in the User Product (cf. section 3.12.3). 
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4.9.7.3 DATASTRIP 

diagram 

 

annotation DATASTRIP folder is a “folder of folders” each one corresponding to the Datastrip composing 
the product and identified by proper PDI_ID (Datastrip_ID).  
The structure of each Datastrip included in the product is the same of the Level-1A PDI 
Datastrip described in the section 3.13.3 taking into account that: 
 

1. the Datastrips metadata are copied in the User Product as they are except for the 
metadataLevel attribute (Brief/Standard/Expertise) always set as empty string (cf. 
section 4.9.6), 

2. the XML Datastrip_Metadata_File is validated using the S2_PDI_Level-
1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd schema annexed to the document, 

3. Inventory_Metadata.xml, manifest.safe and rep_info are removed when the Datastrip 
PDI is included in the User Product (cf. section 3.13.3). 

 

4.9.7.4 AUX_DATA 

diagram 

  

annotation All Auxiliary Data used for Level-1C processing are referenced through the 
Product_Metadata_File. GIPP files and IERS Bulletin are included in the product if requested 
by the user (download option).  
 
In addition, ECMWF auxiliary data (resampled in UTM projection) are mandatory and always 
embedded in the Level-1C User Product at tile level (within the ANX_DATA folder defined at 
GRANULE level). 
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4.9.7.5 Browse_Image 

diagram 

  

annotation Browse Image in PNG format. The Browse Image is included in the User Product if required by 
the user (download option). This Browse Image is based on the PVI extracted from the Level-
1C Tile PDI (JPEG2000 low resolution extraction, 3 visible-bands in ground geometry at 320m 
resolution, RGB).The final geometric representation of the preview is defined by the user 
according to its region of interest (either geographic or cartographic representation). 
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4.9.8 Tiles Consolidation 

Two adjacent Tiles of the same Datatake but at the edge of two consecutive Datastrips have to be 
“consolidated” to create a complete one. 
 
During the UTM Tile consolidation processing, the image part of 2 uncompleted and 
complementary Tiles are merged together. 
 
For all details regarding to the Tile consolidation algorithm refers to the reference document 
[CCTS-US]. 
 
Consolidation shall be performed on metadata too, based on the metadata of the 2 source tiles. 
 
Tile consolidation process is applied to TCI too. 
 

 

Figure 80: Tile pairs consolidation 

 
If the Tile Consolidation option is activated in parallel with the Single Tile Product Packaging 
download option, the Tile consolidation process shall be performed prior to the Level-1C Single 
Tile User Products generation. In this way each Single Tile User Products shall contain each one a 
single consolidated Tile. 
 
 

4.9.8.1 Tiles Consolidated ID 

The Tile ID of a Tile consolidated resulting from a merging of the two uncompleted Tiles is the 
same described in the section 3.4.2 with file type MSI_L1C_CO: 
 
PDI_ID = MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID> 
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Where: 
 
<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Absolute Orbit>_<Tile>_<Processing Baseline> 

 
Template name: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_CO_EPA__20141104T134012_A012345_T15SWC_N01.01.tar 
 
The physical organization (file system) of incomplete and complete Tiles is the same as described 
in the section 3.12. 
 
Note that the merging of uncompleted Tiles is a download option that can be selected by the user 
(cf. Section 4.4). If this option is selected, then the User Product contains only completed tiles 
(which includes merged tiles, that is the user does not receive uncompleted tiles). 
 
 

4.9.8.2 Metadata of a Consolidated Tile 

All the metadata describing a consolidated Tile are the same of the ones described in the Section 
3.12.3.1. 
 
General_Info   

Field Name Tile Tile Consolidated 

TILE_ID 
TILE identifier (PDI_ID) defined in 
section 3.12.1 

Tile ID defined 
above 

DATASTRIP_ID 
Identifier of the Datastrip containing the 
Tile 

As the two 
uncompleted Tiles 
are on two Datastrip, 
this metadata 
contains two 
different Datastrip 
Identifiers 

DOWNLINK_PRIORITY 
Downlink priority flag. It can be set 
Nominal/NRT/RT 

Downlink priority 
flag. It can be set 
Nominal/NRT/RT 

SENSING_TIME 

TILE Start Time. This value is currently set 
to the Datastrip Start Time (cf. datastrip 
definition in section 2.3 ) 
 
Note: set as Type 
date_time:AN_UTC_DATE_TIME 

As the two 
uncompleted Tiles 
are on two Datastrip, 
this metadata 
contains two 
different Datastrip 
Start Time 

Archiving_Info/ARCHIVING_CENTRE 

The starting point of the circulation 
data. 
The allowed values are: 

 SGS_ 

 MPS_ 

 MTI_ 

 EPA_ 

“EPA_" assigned to 
Spanish PAC 
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 UPA_ 

 CDAM 

 MPC_ 

Archiving_Info/ARCHIVING_TIME 
Processing/archiving date (UTC data 
time) 

Processing/archiving 
date (UTC data 
time) 

Geometric_Info   

Field Name Tile Tile Consolidated 

Tile_Geocoding/HORIZONTAL_CS_NAME Name of horizontal coordinate 
reference system 

Name of horizontal 
coordinate reference 
system 

Tile_Geocoding/HORIZONTAL_CS_CODE Code of horizontal coordinate reference 
system 

Code of horizontal 
coordinate reference 
system 

Tile_Geocoding/Size Tile dimensions for each resolution 
band 

Tile dimensions for 
each resolution 
band 

Tile_Geocoding/Geoposition XDIM and YDIM for each resolution 
band 

XDIM and YDIM for 
each resolution 
band 

Tile_Angles/Sun_Angles_Grid Grid of sun angles (zenith and azimuth) 
and the correction which takes into 
account earth-sun distance variation 
and for each band sun equivalent 
irradiance 

Grid of sun angles 
(zenith and azimuth) 
and the correction 
which takes into 
account earth-sun 
distance variation 
and for each band 
sun equivalent 
irradiance 

Tile_Angles/Mean_Sun_Angle Mean value containing sun zenith and 
azimuth angle average for all bands 
and detectors 

Mean value 
containing sun 
zenith and azimuth 
angle average for all 
bands and detectors 

Tile_Angles/Mean_Incidence_Angle List of mean values containing viewing 
incidence zenith and azimuth angle 
average for each band and for all 
detectors 

List of mean values 
containing viewing 
incidence zenith and 
azimuth angle 
average for each 
band and for all 
detectors 

Tile_Angles/Viewing_Incidence_Angles_Grids Grid of incidence angles (zenith and 
azimuth) (per bands and detectors) 

Grid of incidence 
angles (zenith and 
azimuth) (per bands 
and detectors) 

Quality_Indicators_Info   

Field Name Tile Tile Consolidated 

CLOUDY_PIXEL_PERCENTAGE Percentage of the cloud coverage 

Average of cloud 
coverage 
percentages 
computed for each 
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uncompleted Tile 

DEGRADED_MSI_DATA_PERCENTAGE Percentage of degraded MSI data 

Average of the 
percentages of 
degraded MSI data 
computed for each 
uncompleted Tile 

Pixel_Level_QI/MASK_FILENAME Pointer to the mask files contained in 
the QI_DATA folder: 

- Finer cloud mask files 
- Technical quality mask files 
- Detector footprint mask 
- Radiometric quality masks  

Pointer to the 
consolidated mask 
files contained in the 
QI_DATA folder of 
the consolidated Tile 

Pixel_Level_QI/PVI_FILENAME 
Reference to PVI contained in the 
QI_DATA folder 

Reference to PVI 
contained in  
QI_DATA folder of 
the consolidated Tile 
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4.9.9 User Product Level-1C SAFE Manifest synoptic table 

The final User Product contains only one main manifest.safe file. The manifest.safe files related to 
each Granules/Datastrips composing the product are available at PDI level but they are not 
included in the User Product, all lower level PDI are removed. 
 
This chapter provides a detailed description of the content of the SAFE Manifest for the Level-1C 
User Product, including a synoptic table with the list of the metadata information to be included in 
the SAFE Manifest. 
 
The structure of the Manifest is based on the Level-1C Manifests provided for Tiles and Datastrip 
(cf. sections 3.12.4 and 3.13.4). 
 
Same considerations as in section 4.6.8 applies for what concerns compliancy to SAFE 
specification [SAFE-SPEC] and content of synoptic tables (except for the Data Objects Section that 
does not contain an ANC_DATA folder). 
 
A practical example of Manifest file for the Level-1C User Product is provided as annexed zip file to 
this document (S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14_SAFE.zip). 
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Metadata.xsd 
Description 

Data  
Type 

Occurren
ce 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

platform       

 nssdcIdentifier N.A. 

Unique identifier of the 
platform, defined by the 
World Data center for 
Satellite Information 
(WDC-SI) 

 1 

WDC is 
discontinued; 
this tag is set 
to a default 
value 0000-
0000 

 familyName  
Level-1C_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Product_Info->Datatake->SPACECRAFT _NAME  

The mission name of 
the platform 

string enum 0..1 Sentinel 

 number 
Level-1C_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Product_Info->Datatake->SPACECRAFT_ NAME 

Sequence identifier of 
the platform among the 
mission 

string enum 0..1 2A, 2B, 2C 

 instrument->familyName N.A. 
The instrument name 
used for acquiring the 
product data 

string enum 0..1 
Multi-Spectral 
Instrument 

 
instrument-> 
abbreviation 

N.A. 
Abbreviation of the 
instrument name 

string enum 0..1 MSI 

 instrument->mode 
Level-1C_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Product_info->Datatake->DATATAKE_TYPE 

The mode of the 
instrument 

string enum 0..1 

Nominal_Obse
rvation 
Dark_Signal_
Calibration 
Extended_Obs
ervation 
Absolute_Radi
ometry_Calibr
ation 
Vicarious_Cali
bration  
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Metadata.xsd 
Description 

Data  
Type 

Occurren
ce 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

Raw_Measure
ment 
Test_Mode 

 
instrument->mode-> 
identifier 

Level-1C_User_Product->General_Info-> Product_info-
>Datatake->DATATAKE_TYPE 

The identifier of the 
instrument mode 

string enum 1 

INS-NOBS 
INS-EOBS 
INS-DASC 
INS-ABSR 
INS-VIC 
INS-RAW 
INS-TST 

processing   

Textual description of 
the history of 
processings that lead 
to the current product 
and of all the relevant 
resources involved in 
the processing 
(facilities, software, 
applicable documents 
etc) 

 1  

 name  
Name of the L1B to 
L1C Processing 

string  0..1 
Generation of 
L1C User 
Product 

 start 
Level-1C_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Product_info->GENERATION_ TIME 

Processing start date 
(UTC) 

xs:dateTime 0..1  

 stop N.A. 
Processing stop date 
(UTC) 

xs:dateTime 0..1  

 facility N.A. 
Description of 
Processing Centre 

 0..*  
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Metadata.xsd 
Description 

Data  
Type 

Occurren
ce 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 facility->name N.A. 
Extended name of 
Origin Centre 

string  1  

 facility->organization N.A. 
Organization to which 
the Origin center 
belongs 

string  0..1  

 facility->site 
Level-1C_User_Product->GRANULE->General_Info-> 
GRANULE_ID (substring <Site Centre>, cf. section 
3.12.1) 

Acronym of the 
Processing center 

string enum 0..1 

SGS_ 
MPS_ 
MTI_ 
EPA_ 
MPC_ 
UPA_ 
XXXX  
EDRS 
zzzL (zzz = 
first three 
characters of 
the LGS 
location) 

 facility->country N.A. 
Country where Origin 
Centre is located 

string  0..1  

 facility->software N.A. 
Description of software 
component used for 
Processing 

 0..*  

 
facility->software-> 
name 

N.A 
Name of the software 
component 

string  1  

 
facility->software-> 
version 

N.A 
Version of the software 
component 

string 0..1  
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Metadata.xsd 
Description 

Data  
Type 

Occurren
ce 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 resource  

List of auxiliary data 
files used by the 
processors to support 
radiometric and 
geometric correction 
(GIPP, DEM, GRI, 
IERS Bulletin etc.) and 
of SAD Raw Data file 
containing the satellite 
ancillary telemetry; 
these files are provided 
with the product. 

 0..*  

 resource->name 

Level-1C_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info->ANC_DATA_REF 
(reference to the folder containing the SAD Raw Data 
files)  
 
Level-1C_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->IERS_Bulletin 
 
Level-1C_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->GIPP_List->GIPP_FILENAME 
 
 

Name of the auxiliary 
or ancillary files/folders 
needed for the 
Processing  

string  1  

 resource->role N.A. Role of the resource string  1 
Auxiliary data, 
Ancillary data 

acquisitionPeriod      1  
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Metadata.xsd 
Description 

Data  
Type 

Occurren
ce 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 
acquisitionPeriod -> 
startTime 

Level-1C_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Product_Info->Datatake-
>DATATAKE_SENSING_START 

Reference time of 
acquisition of the 
product 

xs:dateTime 1  

 
measurementFrameSet 
 

    1  

 footPrint 
Derived from Level-1C_User_Product-> 
Geometric_Info->Product_Footprint->Product_ Footprint 

Product footprint 
(namely imaged 
landscape  
corresponding to the 
whole product) 

string 
(gml:linearRingTyp
e namely blank 
separated list of 
comma-separated 
long/lat coordinates 
of footprint closed 
polygon with last 
vertex equal to first) 

0..1  

measurementOrbitReference       

 orbitNumber 
Level-1C_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Product_Info->Datatake->DatatakeIdentifier (substring 
<AbsoluteOrbitNumber>) 

Absolute orbit number  0..1 > 0 

 orbitNumber->type N.A. 

Absolute orbit number 
type (possible values 
“start” or “stop”). Set to 
“start” since the 
absolute orbit number 
refers to the first line of 
the first Granule of the 
User Product 

 0..1 start 
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Metadata.xsd 
Description 

Data  
Type 

Occurren
ce 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

 
orbitNumber-> 
groundTrackDirection 

Level-1C_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Product_Info->Datatake->SENSING_ORBIT_ 
DIRECTION 

Direction of the ground 
track of the Sentinel-2 
platform at the time 
corresponding to 
orbitNumber->type 
(start or stop) 

 0..1 
ascending, 
descending 

 relativeOrbitNumber 
Level-1C_User_Product->General_Info-> 
Product_Info->Datatake ->SENSING_ORBIT_ 
NUMBER 

Relative orbit number 
(within the cycle) 

 0..1 1 to 143 

 
relativeOrbitNumber-> 
type 

N.A. 

Relative orbit number 
type (possible values 
“start” or “stop”). Set to 
“start” since the 
absolute orbit number 
refers to the first line of 
the Datastrip 

 0..1 start 

metadataComponents  

Level-1C_User_Product->DATASTRIP 
Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info->ANC_DATA_REF 
(reference to the folder containing the SAD Raw Data 
files)  
 
Level-1C_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->IERS_Bulletin 
 

Level-1C_User_Product->DATASTRIP-> 
Auxiliary_Data_Info->GIPP_List->GIPP_FILENAME 

A reference to all 
ancillary/auxiliary 
Metadata files/folders 
included in the product 
(e.g. the XML Metadata 
file, the INSPIRE 
Metadata file, the 
Auxiliary Data files) or 
external to the product 
(the Ancillary Data 
files) 

 1..*  
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SAFE Manifest 
Corresponding metadata in the 

S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Metadata.xsd 
Description 

Data  
Type 

Occurren
ce 

Allowed 
range of 
values 

Metadata name 
Name of tag or 

attribute (in bold) 
Tag name     

metadataComponentSchemas  N.A 

A reference to the 
Schemas used to 
validate the Metadata 
files included in the 
product (e.g. the XML 
Metadata file Schema) 

 0..1  

Table 4-27- Content of Metadata section for Level-1C User Product SAFE Manifest 
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4.9.10 Compact Naming Convention 

This section contains the rules applied to define the compact naming convention for a Level-1C User Product. Based on the standard User 
Product naming convention described in the section 4.2, the rules in the following table are described. 
 
Notice that some metadata changes to keep the product coherency and navigation capabilities. 
 

Level-1C User Product 
Components 

Compact Naming Rules 

Product Name Root Directory 

The Product Name Root Directory follows this naming convention: 

 
MMM_MSIL1C_ YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_Nxxyy_Rooo_<Product Discriminator>.SAFE 
 

where: 
 

 MMM is the mission identifiers S2A / S2B 

 MSIL1C is the fixed string to identify Level-1C products 

 YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS: is the Datatake sensing time 

 Nxxyy is the production baseline (e.g. N0201)  

 Rooo is the relative orbit number (e.g. R101) 

 <Product Discriminator>is a 15-characters string discriminator to distinguish 

different end user products associated to the same datatake 
 
Example below: 
 
S2A_MSIL1C_20150802T105414_N0102_R008_20150803T124046.SAFE 
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Level-1C User Product 
Components 

Compact Naming Rules 

Product_Metadata_File MTD_MSIL1C.xml 

manifest.safe None 

GRANULE 

 
1. Each Tile folder name follows the naming convention: 

 
L1C_Txxxxx_Azzzzzz_<tile discriminator> 
 
where: 
 

 <tile_discriminator>: is a 15-characters string discriminator to distinguish between 

partial tiles generated out of the same datatake 

 zzzzzz: is the Absolute Orbit Number 

 xxxxx: is the Tile ID according to US-MGRS naming convention 
 
2. The Tile Metadata filename is MTD_TL.xml 

 
3. The Image File name of the tiles follows this naming convention: 

 
Txxxxx_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_Byy.jp2 

 
where: 

 

 YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS: is the Datatake sensing time 

 xxxxxx: is the Tile ID according to US-MGRS naming convention 

 yy: is the band index (01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 8A, 09, 10, 11, 12) 
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Level-1C User Product 
Components 

Compact Naming Rules 

Accordingly, the TCI as a band filename is harmonised with the tile images above defined: 

 
Txxxxx_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_TCI.jp2 
where: 

 

 YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS: is the Datatake start sensing time 

 xxxxxx: is the Tile ID according to US-MGRS naming convention 
 
4. The PVI filename is harmonised to the tile above defined: 

 
Txxxxx_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_PVI.jp2 

 
where: 

 

 YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS: is the Datatake start sensing time 

 xxxxxx: is the Tile ID according to US-MGRS naming convention 

 
5. The Masks filename follows the naming convention: 

 
TTTTTTTTTT_Byy.gml 
 
where: 
TTTTTTTTTT =  
MSK_CLOUDS (Finer cloud mask files) 
MSK_TECQUA (Technical quality mask files) 
MSK_DETFOO (Detector footprint mask files) 
MSK_DEFECT (Radiometric quality masks) 
MSK_SATURA (Radiometric quality masks) 
MSK_NODATA (Radiometric quality masks) 
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Level-1C User Product 
Components 

Compact Naming Rules 

 
6. The OLQC report filename follows the naming convention: 

 
<checklistname>.xml 
 
where <checklistname>= 
SENSOR_QUALITY 
GEOMETRIC_QUALITY 
GENERAL_QUALITY 
FORMAT_CORRECTNESS 

 
7. The ECMWF auxiliary data filename is AUX_ECMWFT 

 

DATASTRIP 

1. The datastrip directory name follows the naming convention 
 

DS_ssss _yyyymmddThhmmss_S YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS 
Where: 

 ssss is the Site Centre of the file originator 

 yyyymmddThhmmss is the creation date 

 YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS is the datastrip sensing start time 
 

 
DS_SGS__20150802T122135_S20150802T105331 
 

 
2. The Datastrip Metadata filename is MTD_DS.xml 
 
3. The OLQC report filename is compacted to refer only to the checklistname: 
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Level-1C User Product 
Components 

Compact Naming Rules 

 
<checklistname>.xml 
 
where <checklistname>= 
SENSOR_QUALITY 
GEOMETRIC_QUALITY 
GENERAL_QUALITY 
RADIOMETRIC_QUALITY 
FORMAT_CORRECTNESS 
 

AUX_DATA 

1. The IERS auxiliary data filename is AUX_UT1UTC.txt 

 
2. The GIPP files are physically grouped altogether into tar file named GIPP.tar 
 

Browse_Image 

The Browse Image filename is <File-Type>.png  : 

 
BWI_MSIL1C.png 
 

rep_info None 

INSPIRE None 

HTML None 
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In the following examples of Level-1C products tree with the standard naming convention and the 
corresponding compact naming convention are shown for better understanding of the differences. 
Level-1C User Product tree defined using the Standard Naming Convention: 
S2A_OPER_PRD_MSIL1C_PDMC_20160615T141550_R121_V20160615T082012_20160615T083135.SAFE 
 
├──AUX_DATA 
 
│├──S2A_OPER_GIP_BLINDP_MPC__20150605T094736_V20150622T000000_21000101T000000_B00.TGZ 
 

Appendix C : │├──…….. 

 
│├──S2A_OPER_GIP_VIEDIR_MPC__20151117T131051_V20150703T000000_21000101T000000_B12.TGZ 
 
│├──S2__OPER_AUX_UT1UTC_PDMC_20160609T000000_V20160610T000000_20170609T000000.txt 
 
├──DATASTRIP 
 
│└──S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_DS_MTI__20160615T115939_S20160615T083135_N02.04 
 
│├──QI_DATA 
 
│└──S2A_OPER_MTD_L1C_DS_MTI__20160615T115939_S20160615T083135.xml 
 
├──GRANULE 
 
│├──S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20160615T115939_A005123_T36RVT_N02.04 
 
││├──AUX_DATA 
 
│││└──S2A_OPER_AUX_ECMWFT_MTI__20160615T115939_V20160615T060000_20160615T180000 
 
││├──IMG_DATA 
 
│││├──S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20160615T115939_A005123_T36RVT_B01.jp2 
│││├──S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20160615T115939_A005123_T36RVT_TCI.jp2 
 
│││└──…. 
 
││├──QI_DATA 
 
│││├──S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOUDS_MTI__20160615T115939_A005123_T36RVT_B00_MSIL1C.gml 
 
│││├──…. 
 
│││└──S2A_OPER_PVI_L1C_TL_MTI__20160615T115939_A005123_T36RVT.jp2 
 
││└──S2A_OPER_MTD_L1C_TL_MTI__20160615T115939_A005123_T36RVT.xml 
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│├──S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20160615T115939_A005123_T36RVU_N02.04 
 
││├──AUX_DATA 
 
│││└──S2A_OPER_AUX_ECMWFT_MTI__20160615T115939_V20160615T060000_20160615T180000 
 
││├──IMG_DATA 
 
│││├──S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20160615T115939_A005123_T36RVU_B01.jp2 
 
│││├──…. 
 
││├──QI_DATA 
 
│││├──S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOUDS_MTI__20160615T115939_A005123_T36RVU_B00_MSIL1C.gml 
 
│││├──…. 
 
│││└──S2A_OPER_PVI_L1C_TL_MTI__20160615T115939_A005123_T36RVU.jp2 
 
││└──S2A_OPER_MTD_L1C_TL_MTI__20160615T115939_A005123_T36RVU.xml 
 
├──HTML 
 
│├──banner_1.png 
 
│├──banner_2.png 
 
│├──banner_3.png 
 
│├──star_bg.jpg 
 
│├──UserProduct_index.html 
 
│└──UserProduct_index.xsl 
 
├──INSPIRE.xml 
 
├──manifest.safe 
 
├──rep_info 
 
│└──S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Metadata.xsd 
 
└──S2A_OPER_MTD_SAFL1C_PDMC_20160615T141550_R121_V20160615T082012_20160615T083135.xml 
 
└──S2A_OPER_BWI_MSIL1C_PDMC_20130424T120700_R054_V20091210235100_20091210235134.png 
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Level-1C User Product tree defined using the Compact Naming Convention: 
 
S2A_MSIL1C_20150802T105414_N0102_R008_20150803T124046.SAFE 
 
├──AUX_DATA 
 
│├──GIPP.tar 
 
│├──AUX_UT1UTC.txt 
 
├──DATASTRIP 
 
│├──DS_SGS__20150802T122135_S20150802T105331 
 
││├──QI_DATA 
 
││└──MTD_DS.xml 
 
├──GRANULE 
 
│├──L1C_T36RVT_A005123_20160615T115939  
 
││├──AUX_DATA 
 
│││└──AUX_ECMWFT 
 
││├──IMG_DATA 
 
│││├── T36RVT_20160615T115939_B01.jp2 
│││├── T30RWQ_20150802T122135_TCI.jp2 
  
│││└──…. 
 
││├──QI_DATA 
 
│││├──MSK_CLOUDS_B00.gml 
 
│││├──…. 
 
│││└── T36RVT_20160615T115939_PVI.jp2 
 
││└──MTD_TL.xml 
 
│├──L1C_T36RVU_A005123_20160615T115939 
 
││├──AUX_DATA 
 
│││└──AUX_ECMWFT 
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││├──IMG_DATA 
 
│││├── T36RVU_20160615T115939_B01.jp2 
 
│││├── T30RWQ_20150802T122135_TCI.jp2 
 
│││├──…. 
 
││├──QI_DATA 
 
│││├──MSK_CLOUDS_B00.gml 
 
│││├──…. 
 
│││└── T36RVU_20160615T115939_PVI.jp2 
 
││└──MTD_TL.xml 
 
├──HTML 
 
│├──banner_1.png 
 
│├──banner_2.png 
 
│├──banner_3.png 
 
│├──star_bg.jpg 
 
│├──UserProduct_index.html 
 
│└──UserProduct_index.xsl 
 
├──INSPIRE.xml 
 
├──manifest.safe 
 
├──rep_info 
 
│└──S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Metadata.xsd 
 
└── MTD_MSIL1C.xml 
 
└──BWI_MSIL1C.png 
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4.9.11 Single Tile User Product 

The Level-1C Single Tile User Product is a download option applicable to the Level-1C User 
Product (Single Tile Product Packaging download option). 
 
The Level-1C Single Tile User Product format is based on the Level-1C Used Product format 
defined in the section 4.9. For each Tile composing the Level-1C User Product a separate set of 
self-standing and fully consistent Level-1C Single Tile User-Products are generated covering one 
single Tile. 
 

 
 

Figure 81: Level-1C User Product decomposition 

 
The Level-1C Single Tile User Product physical format is the same defined in the section 4.9 and 
reported hereafter. In this case (Single Tile Product Packaging download option set to TRUE) the 
GRANULE folder contains one single Tile (one image file per band).  
 

Product_Metadata_File 

(XML) 

rep_info 

(Folder )

DATASTRIP

(Folder)

Level-1C Single Tile User Product

 (Folder)

INSPIRE Metadata

 (XML)

Browse_Image

 (PNG)

AUX_DATA

(Folder)

manifest.safe

(XML)

GRANULE 

(Single Tile )

HTML 

(Folder )

 

Figure 82: Level-1C Single Tile User Product Physical Format 

 
The Level-1C Single Tile package output format shall be comply with the output format selected as 
download option for the Level-1C User Product (DIMAP,SAFE, SAFE_COMPACT); in other words, 
if the Level-1C User Product is requested via download option in SAFE format, the related Level-
1C Single Tile products shall be generated in SAFE format as well. 
 
 

4.9.11.1 Single Tile Naming Convention 

The Level-1C Single Tile product name follows this naming convention: 
 
MMM_MSIL1C_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_Nxxyy_ROOO_Txxxxx_<Product Discriminator> 
 
where: 
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 MMM: is the mission ID (S2A/S2B) 

 YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS: is the Datatake Sensing Time 

 xxyy: identifies the current processing baseline 

 OOO: is the relative orbit number 

 Txxxxx: is the tile ID 

 <Product Discriminator>: this field guarantees the uniqueness of the Single Tile product 
name; its value is the Level-1C Single Tile product CREATION DATE in the format 
yyyymmddThhmmss. 

 
For instance: 
S2A_MSIL1C_20150802T105414_N0102_R008_T30RWQ _20150803T124046.SAFE 
 

4.9.11.2 Complete Single Tile Download Option 

As anticipated in the section 4.4, the Complete Single Tile download option allows to include as 
part of the Level-1C Single Tile User Product all the full data associated to every single Tile in 
terms of any kind of imagery and metadata (i.e. expertise).  
 
The Complete Single Tile product features all the characteristics of the Single Tile Product in which 
all product items (all Spectral Bands, the TCI band, Expertise level of metadata) are included. The 
Complete Single Tile does not include auxiliary data and BWI. 
 
In addition, the <Product Discriminator> field of the product root directory name is specialised to 
ensure a deterministic repeatable name across time for the same product. 
 
Example of the product root directory name for product in Complete Single Tile format:  
 
S2A_MSIL1C_20160914T074612_N0204_R135_T36JTT_20160914T081456.SAFE 
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4.9.12 True Colour Image Naming Convention 

This section defines the different naming conventions applicable to the TCI files when they are 
selected as any other spectral band (cf. band selection download option for Level-1C products 
defined in section 4.4). The name of the TCI files are harmonised with the name of the Level-1C 
tiles where the band suffix ‘Bxx’ is replaced with the literal string ‘TCI’. 
  
Example of the name of TCI files when downloaded as band in SAFE format: 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20160615T115939_A005123_T36RVT_TCI.jp2 
 
Example of the name of TCI files when downloaded as band in SAFE_COMPACT format: 
T30RWQ_20150802T122135_TCI.jp2 
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ANNEX A: USER PRODUCT BASED ON DIMAP FORMAT 

A User Product based on DIMAP format has the same structure of the SAFE format one except for 
the product components specific of a SAFE product that are: 
 

 manifest.safe 

 rep_info 
 
For instance, the following diagram related to a L1A User Product, represents the structure of the 
product SAFE formatted when the manifest.safe and rep_info are provided, differently it represents 
the structure of a product DIMAP formatted when manifest.safe and rep_info are missing. 
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ANNEX B: INSPIRE METADATA 

Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community (INSPIRE) is “an European 
Union initiative to establish an infrastructure for spatial information in Europe that helps to make 
spatial or geographical information more accessible and interoperable for a wide range of purposes 
supporting sustainable development". 
In Europe a major recent development has been the entering in force of the INSPIRE Directive in 
March 2007 (cf. [EC-INSPIRE-DIR]) establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe 
to support Community environmental policies, and policies or activities which may have an impact 
on the environment. 
The Directive addresses 34 spatial data themes needed for environmental applications 
 
To ensure that the spatial data infrastructures of the Member States (27 Member States of the 
European Union) are compatible and usable in a Community and trans-boundary context, the 
Directive requires that common Implementing Rules (IR) are adopted in a number of specific areas 
(Metadata, Data Specifications, Network Services, Data and Service Sharing and Monitoring and 
Reporting). 
Since, for the proper functioning of that infrastructure, it is necessary for a user to be able to find 
spatial data sets and services and to establish whether they may be used and for what purpose, 
Member States should provide descriptions in the form of metadata for those spatial data sets and 
services. Since such metadata should be compatible and usable in a Community and trans-
boundary context, it is necessary to lay down rules concerning the metadata used to describe the 
spatial data sets and services corresponding to each theme. 
 
In this context, the INSPIRE Metadata regulation [EC-INSPIRE-CR] dated 03/12/2008 defines a 
set of metadata necessary to allow identification of the information resource for which metadata is 
created, its classification and identification of its geographic location and temporal reference, 
quality and validity, conformity with implementing rules on the interoperability of spatial data sets 
and services, constraints related to access and use, and organization responsible for the resource. 
Metadata elements related to the metadata record itself are also necessary to monitor that the 
metadata created are kept up to date, and for identifying the organization responsible for the 
creation and maintenance of the metadata. This is the minimum set of metadata elements 
necessary to comply with Directive 2007/2/EC. 
 
Moreover, instructions are necessary for the validation of metadata regarding to the conditions and 
expected multiplicity, the value domain of each metadata element is necessary to ensure 
interoperability of metadata in a multilingual context and that value domain should be able to take 
the form of free text, dates, codes derived from international standards, such as language codes, 
keywords derived from controlled lists or thesauri, or character strings. 
INSPIRE Implementing Rules shall take account of relevant, existing international standards and 
user requirements. In the context of metadata for spatial data and spatial data services, the 
standards EN ISO 19115, EN ISO 19119 have been identified as important standards. XML 
representation of those metadata is ISO/TS 19139 encoded. 
(cfr. http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/index.cfm/pageid/101) 
 

http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/index.cfm/pageid/2/list/7
http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/index.cfm/pageid/101
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For all details regarding INSPIRE DIRECTIVE Establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial Information 
and for INSPIRE REGULATION regarding Metadata generation, refers to the applicable 
documents [EC-INSPIRE-DIR] and [EC-INSPIRE-CR] (cfr. http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/index.cfm 
). 
 
As part of the GMES program, S2 PDGS support and use INSPIRE Metadata regulation (cfr. [EC-
INSPIRE-CR] and [EC-INSPIRE-DIR]). 
The Sentinel-2 datasets in their inherent quality of describing spatial data are fully entitled to 
comply with the directive and hence the INSPIRE Metadata directive applies in entirety to the 
Sentinel-2 product set. 
 
In this context, the proposed approach is to generate an XML INSPIRE file 19115/19139 encoded, 
including the set of metadata characterizing the User Product, to be included in the product itself. 
A tailoring of the metadata filling the XML INSPIRE file has been done selecting the “Metadata 
elements” listed in the PART B of the applicable document [EC-INSPIRE-CR] and they are set out 
in the following tables. For each group of metadata, status (Dynamic (D), Static (S) or not 
applicable (-)), the multiplicity, the value domain and an example of the possible value are 
reported. 
 
An example of XML INSPIRE metadata file has been generated and validated using the Metadata 
Editor tool provided in the INSPIRE Geoportal (http://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu/editor/). 
 

 
Figure 83: HMI of INSPIRE Metadata editor 

 
 
 
 

http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/index.cfm
http://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu/editor/
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IDENTIFICATION 

Element 
name 

INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity 
Value 
Domain 

Value 

Resource 
title 

This a characteristic, and often 
unique, name by which the 
resource is known. 

D 1 free text Product_Filename 

Resource 
abstract 

This is a brief narrative summary 
of the content of the resource. 

D 1 free text Product corresponding to a  user-defined geographical selection 

Resource 
type 

This is the type of resource being 
described by the metadata. 

S 1 

From Part 
D.1 of [EC-
INSPIRE-
CR]. 

series 

Resource 
locator 

The resource locator defines the 
link(s) to the resource and/or the 
link to additional information 
about the resource. 

D 01..* 
character 
string 
(URL) 

http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/main.home 

Unique 
resource 
identifier 

A value uniquely identifying the 
resource. 

D 1..* 

mandatory 
character 
string code, 
generally 

“http://www.isotc211.org/2005/resources/codeList.xml#CI_RoleCode” 

“publisher” 

http://www.isotc211.org/2005/resources/codeList.xml#CI_RoleCode
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Element 
name 

INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity 
Value 
Domain 

Value 

assigned 
by the data 
owner, and 
a character 
string 
namespace 
uniquely 
identifying 
the context 
of the 
identifier 
code (for 
example, 
the data 
owner). 

Resource 
language 

The language(s) used within the 
resource. 

S 10..* 

The value 
domain 
limited to 
the 
languages 
defined in 
ISO 639-2. 

eng 

 
CLASSIFICATION OF SPATIAL DATA AND SERVICES 
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Element 
name 

INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

Topic category 

The topic category is a high-level 
classification scheme to assist in the 
grouping and topic-based search of 
available spatial data resources. 

S 1 ..* 

The value domain of this 
metadata element is defined in 
Part D.2 of [EC-INSPIRE-CR]. 

2.10. Imagery / Base Maps / 
Earth Cover 
(imageryBaseMapsEarthCover) 
Base maps. 

This category applies to the 
following Directive 2007/2/EC 
spatial data themes: Annex 
II(3) Orthoimagery, Annex II(2) 
Land cover. 

imageryBaseMapsEarthCover 

 
KEYWORD 

If a resource is a spatial data set, at least one keyword shall be provided from the general environmental multilingual thesaurus (GEMET) describing the relevant 

spatial data theme as defined in Annex I, II or III to Directive 2007/2/EC. 
For each keyword, the following metadata elements shall be provided: 
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Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

Keyword value 

The keyword value is a commonly used 
word, formalised word or phrase used to 
describe the subject. While the topic 
category is too coarse for detailed queries, 
keywords help narrowing a full text search 
and they allow for structured keyword 
search. 

S 1..* free text Processing 

Originating 
controlled 
vocabulary 

If the keyword value originates from a 
controlled vocabulary (thesaurus, ontology), 
for example GEMET, the citation of the 
originating controlled vocabulary shall be 
provided. 

S 1..* 

This citation shall include at 
least the title and a 
reference date (date of 
publication, date of last 
revision or of creation) of 
the originating controlled 
vocabulary. 

Eionet GEMET Thesaurus 

Date of last revision 

2011-09-12 

 

 
GEOGRAFIC LOCATION 

The requirement for geographic location referred to in Article 11(2)(e) of Directive 2007/2/EC shall be expressed with the metadata element geographic bounding 

box. 
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Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

Geographic 
bounding box 

This is the extent of the resource in the 
geographic space, given as a bounding box. 

D 1..* 

The bounding box shall be 
expressed with westbound 
and eastbound longitudes, 
and southbound and 
northbound latitudes in 
decimal degrees, with a 
precision of at least two 
decimals. 

118.4 

86.73 

14.55 

32.71 

 
TEMPORAL REFERENCE 

Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

Temporal 
extent 

The temporal extent defines the time period 
covered by the content of the resource. This 
time period may be expressed by: 

 an individual date, 

 an interval of dates expressed through 
the starting date and end date of the 
interval, 

-S 01..* 

The date shall refer to a 
temporal reference system 
and shall be expressed in a 
form compatible with that 
system. The default 
reference system shall be 
the Gregorian calendar, 
with dates expressed in 

2014-01-01 
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Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

 a mix of individual dates and intervals of 
dates. 

accordance with ISO 8601. 

Date of 
publication 

This is the date of publication of the resource 
when available, or the date of entry into 
force. There may be more than one date of 
publication. 

S- 01..* 

The date shall refer to a 
temporal reference system 
and shall be expressed in a 
form compatible with that 
system. The default 
reference system shall be 
the Gregorian calendar, 
with dates expressed in 
accordance with ISO 8601. 

2030-01-01 

Date of last 
revision 

This is the date of last revision of the 
resource, if the resource has been revised. 
There shall not be more than one date of last 
revision. 

- 01..* 

The date shall refer to a 
temporal reference system 
and shall be expressed in a 
form compatible with that 
system. The default 
reference system shall be 
the Gregorian calendar, 
with dates expressed in 
accordance with ISO 8601. 

NA 

Date of 
This is the date of creation of the resource. 
There shall not be more than one date of 

D 01..1 The date shall refer to a 
temporal reference system 

2014-01-01 
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Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

creation creation. and shall be expressed in a 
form compatible with that 
system. The default 
reference system shall be 
the Gregorian calendar, 
with dates expressed in 
accordance with ISO 8601. 

 
 
QUALITY AND VALIDITY 

Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

Lineage 

This is a statement on process history and/or 
overall quality of the spatial data set. Where 
appropriate it may include a statement 
whether the data set has been validated or 
quality assured, whether it is the official 
version (if multiple versions exist), and 
whether it has legal validity. 

D 1 free text missing 
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Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

Spatial 
resolution 

Spatial resolution refers to the level of detail 
of the data set. It shall be expressed as a set 
of zero to many resolution distances 
(typically for gridded data and imagery-
derived products) or equivalent scales 
(typically for maps or map-derived products). 

D 01..* 

A resolution distance shall 
be expressed as a 
numerical value associated 
with a unit of length. 

20 

 
CONFORMITY 

Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

Specification 

This is a citation of the implementing rules 
adopted under Article 7(1) of Directive 
2007/2/EC or other specification to which a 
particular resource conforms. A resource 
may conform to more than one implementing 
rules adopted under Article 7(1) of Directive 
2007/2/EC or other specification. 

S 1..* 

This citation shall include at 
least the title and a 
reference date (date of 
publication, date of last 
revision or of creation) of 
the implementing rules 
adopted under Article 7(1) 
of [EC-INSPIRE-DIR] or of 
the specification. 

Article 5a(1) to (4) and Article 7 
of Decision 1999/468/EC 
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Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

Degree 

This is the degree of conformity of the 
resource to the implementing rules adopted 
under Article 7(1) of Directive 2007/2/EC or 
other specification. 

S 1..* 

From Part D.5 of [EC-
INSPIRE-CR]. 
Degree of Conformity: 
Conformant 
(conformant): 
The resource is fully 
conformant with the cited 
specification. 
Not Conformant 
(notConformant) : 
The resource does not 
conform to the cited 
specification. 
Not evaluated 
(notEvaluated): 
Conformance has not been 
evaluated. 

conformant 

 
 
CONSTRAINT RELATED TO ACCESS AND USE 
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Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

Conditions 
applying to 
access and use 

This metadata element defines the 
conditions for access and use of spatial data 
sets and services, and where applicable, 
corresponding fees as required by Article 
5(2)(b) and Article 11(2)(f) of Directive 
2007/2/EC. 

 

S 1..* 

free text 
 
The element must have 
values. If no conditions 
apply to the access and 
use of the resource, "no 
conditions apply" shall be 
used. If conditions are 
unknown, "conditions 
unknown" shall be used. 
This element shall also 
provide information on any 
fees necessary to access 
and use the resource, if 
applicable, or refer to a 
uniform resource locator 
(URL) where information 
on fees is available. 

no conditions apply 

Limitations on 
public access 

When Member States limit public access to 
spatial data sets and spatial data services 
under Article 13 of Directive 2007/2/EC, this 
metadata element shall provide information 
on the limitations and the reasons for them. 

- 1..* free text NA 
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Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

If there are no limitations on public access, 
this metadata element shall indicate that fact. 

 
 
 
ORGANISATIONS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT, MANAGEMENT, MAINTENANCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF SPATIAL DATA SETS 
AND SERVICES 

Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

Responsible 
party 

This is the description of the organisation 
responsible for the establishment, 
management, maintenance and distribution 
of the resource. 

S 1..* 

This description shall 
include: 
- the name of the 
organisation as free text, 
- a contact e-mail address 
as a character string. 

respons_party 

respons_party@org.ext 

Responsible 
party role 

This is the role of the responsible 
organisation. 

S 1..* 

From Part D.6 of [EC-
INSPIRE-CR]. 
 
6. RESPONSIBLE PARTY 

user 
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Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

ROLE 
 
6.1. Resource Provider 
(resourceProvider) 
Party that supplies the 
resource. 
 
6.2. Custodian (custodian) 
Party that accepts 
accountability and 
responsibility for the data 
and ensures appropriate 
care and maintenance of 
the resource. 
 
6.3. Owner (owner) 
Party that owns the 
resource. 
 
6.4. User (user) 
Party who uses the 
resource. 
 
6.5. Distributor (distributor) 
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Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

Party who distributes the 
resource. 
 
6.6. Originator (originator) 
Party who created the 
resource 
 
6.7. Point of Contact 
(pointOfContact) 
Party who can be 
contacted for acquiring 
knowledge about or 
acquisition of the resource. 
 
6.8. Principal Investigator 
(principalInvestigator) 
Key party responsible for 
gathering information and 
conducting research. 
 
6.9. Processor (processor) 
Party who has processed 
the data in a manner such 
that the resource has been 
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Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

modified. 
 
6.10. Publisher (publisher) 
Party who published the 
resource. 
 
6.11. Author (author) 
Party who authored the 
resource. 

 
 
 
METADATA ON METADATA 

Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

Metadata point 
of contact 

This is the description of the organisation 
responsible for the creation and maintenance 
of the metadata. 

S 1..* 

This description shall 
include: 
 
- the name of the 
organisation as free text, 

org_name 

org_name@org.ext 
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Element name INSPIRE Definition 

(S)tatic 

(D)ynamic 

(-) N/A 

Multiplicity Value Domain Value 

 
- a contact e-mail address 
as a character string. 

Metadata date 
The date which specifies when the metadata 
record was created or updated. 

D 1 
This date shall be 
expressed in conformity 
with ISO 8601. 

2012-03-05 

Metadata 
language 

This is the language in which the metadata 
elements are expressed. 

S 1 

The value domain of this 
metadata element is limited 
to the official languages of 
the Community expressed 
in conformity with ISO 639-
2. 

eng 

 
Setting the values listed above (in the column “Value”) in the Metadata Editor tool provided in the INSPIRE Geoportal (http://inspire-
geoportal.ec.europa.eu/editor/), the following XML INSPIRE ISO 19115/19139 encoded is provided. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu/editor/
http://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu/editor/
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><gmd:MD_Metadata xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.isotc211.org/2005/gmd 
http://schemas.opengis.net/iso/19139/20060504/gmd/gmd.xsd" xmlns:gmd="http://www.isotc211.org/2005/gmd" 
xmlns:gco="http://www.isotc211.org/2005/gco" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml" xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink"> 
<gmd:fileIdentifier> 
<gco:CharacterString>publisher</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:fileIdentifier> 
<gmd:language> 
<gmd:LanguageCode codeList="http://www.loc.gov/standards/iso639-2/" 
codeListValue="eng">eng</gmd:LanguageCode> 
</gmd:language> 
<gmd:characterSet> 
<gmd:MD_CharacterSetCode codeSpace="ISOTC211/19115" codeListValue="MD_CharacterSetCode_utf8" 
codeList="http://www.isotc211.org/2005/resources/Codelist/gmxCodelists.xml#MD_CharacterSetCode">MD_CharacterS
etCode_utf8</gmd:MD_CharacterSetCode> 
</gmd:characterSet> 
<gmd:hierarchyLevel> 
<gmd:MD_ScopeCode 
codeList="http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/ISO_19139_Schemas/resources/Codelist/ML_gmxCod
elists.xml#MD_ScopeCode" codeListValue="dataset">dataset</gmd:MD_ScopeCode> 
</gmd:hierarchyLevel> 
<gmd:contact> 
<gmd:CI_ResponsibleParty> 
<gmd:organisationName> 
<gco:CharacterString>org_name</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:organisationName> 
<gmd:contactInfo> 
<gmd:CI_Contact> 
<gmd:address> 
<gmd:CI_Address> 
<gmd:electronicMailAddress> 
<gco:CharacterString>org_name@org.ext</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:electronicMailAddress> 
</gmd:CI_Address> 
</gmd:address> 
</gmd:CI_Contact> 
</gmd:contactInfo> 
<gmd:role> 
<gmd:CI_RoleCode 
codeList="http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/ISO_19139_Schemas/resources/Codelist/ML_gmxCod
elists.xml#CI_RoleCode" codeListValue="pointOfContact">pointOfContact</gmd:CI_RoleCode> 
</gmd:role> 
</gmd:CI_ResponsibleParty> 
</gmd:contact> 
<gmd:dateStamp> 
<gco:Date>2012-03-05</gco:Date> 
</gmd:dateStamp> 
<gmd:metadataStandardName> 
<gco:CharacterString>ISO19115</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:metadataStandardName> 
<gmd:metadataStandardVersion> 
<gco:CharacterString>2003/Cor.1:2006</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:metadataStandardVersion> 
<gmd:identificationInfo> 
<gmd:MD_DataIdentification> 
<gmd:citation> 
<gmd:CI_Citation> 
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<gmd:title> 
<gco:CharacterString>Product_Filename</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:title> 
<gmd:date> 
<gmd:CI_Date> 
<gmd:date> 
<gco:Date>2014-01-01</gco:Date> 
</gmd:date> 
<gmd:dateType> 
<gmd:CI_DateTypeCode 
codeList="http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/ISO_19139_Schemas/resources/Codelist/ML_gmxCod
elists.xml#CI_DateTypeCode" codeListValue="creation">creation</gmd:CI_DateTypeCode> 
</gmd:dateType> 
</gmd:CI_Date> 
</gmd:date> 
<gmd:identifier> 
<gmd:RS_Identifier> 
<gmd:code> 
<gco:CharacterString>publisher</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:code> 
<gmd:codeSpace> 
<gco:CharacterString>http://www.isotc211.org/2005/gmd</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:codeSpace> 
</gmd:RS_Identifier> 
</gmd:identifier> 
<gmd:identifier> 
<gmd:RS_Identifier> 
<gmd:code> 
<gco:CharacterString>publisher</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:code> 
<gmd:codeSpace> 
<gco:CharacterString>http://www.isotc211.org/2005/gmd</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:codeSpace> 
</gmd:RS_Identifier> 
</gmd:identifier> 
</gmd:CI_Citation> 
</gmd:citation> 
<gmd:abstract> 
<gco:CharacterString>Product corresponding to a  user-defined geographical selection</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:abstract> 
<gmd:pointOfContact> 
<gmd:CI_ResponsibleParty> 
<gmd:organisationName> 
<gco:CharacterString>respons_party</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:organisationName> 
<gmd:contactInfo> 
<gmd:CI_Contact> 
<gmd:address> 
<gmd:CI_Address> 
<gmd:electronicMailAddress> 
<gco:CharacterString>respons_party@org.ext</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:electronicMailAddress> 
</gmd:CI_Address> 
</gmd:address> 
</gmd:CI_Contact> 
</gmd:contactInfo> 
<gmd:role> 
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<gmd:CI_RoleCode 
codeList="http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/ISO_19139_Schemas/resources/Codelist/ML_gmxCod
elists.xml#CI_RoleCode" codeListValue="user">user</gmd:CI_RoleCode> 
</gmd:role> 
</gmd:CI_ResponsibleParty> 
</gmd:pointOfContact> 
<gmd:descriptiveKeywords> 
<gmd:MD_Keywords> 
<gmd:keyword> 
<gco:CharacterString>Orthoimagery</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:keyword> 
<gmd:keyword> 
<gco:CharacterString>Land cover</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:keyword> 
<gmd:keyword> 
<gco:CharacterString>Geographical names</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:keyword> 
<gmd:thesaurusName> 
<gmd:CI_Citation> 
<gmd:title> 
<gco:CharacterString>GEMET - INSPIRE themes, version 1.0</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:title> 
<gmd:date> 
<gmd:CI_Date> 
<gmd:date> 
<gco:Date>2011-09-12</gco:Date> 
</gmd:date> 
<gmd:dateType> 
<gmd:CI_DateTypeCode 
codeList="http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/ISO_19139_Schemas/resources/Codelist/ML_gmxCod
elists.xml#CI_DateTypeCode" codeListValue="revision">revision</gmd:CI_DateTypeCode> 
</gmd:dateType> 
</gmd:CI_Date> 
</gmd:date> 
</gmd:CI_Citation> 
</gmd:thesaurusName> 
</gmd:MD_Keywords> 
</gmd:descriptiveKeywords> 
<gmd:descriptiveKeywords> 
<gmd:MD_Keywords> 
<gmd:keyword> 
<gco:CharacterString>data set series</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:keyword> 
<gmd:thesaurusName> 
<gmd:CI_Citation> 
<gmd:title> 
<gco:CharacterString>INSPIRE - Glossary, version 3</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:title> 
<gmd:date> 
<gmd:CI_Date> 
<gmd:date> 
<gco:Date>2010-01-12</gco:Date> 
</gmd:date> 
<gmd:dateType> 
<gmd:CI_DateTypeCode 
codeList="http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/ISO_19139_Schemas/resources/Codelist/ML_gmxCod
elists.xml#CI_DateTypeCode" codeListValue="publication">publication</gmd:CI_DateTypeCode> 
</gmd:dateType> 
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</gmd:CI_Date> 
</gmd:date> 
</gmd:CI_Citation> 
</gmd:thesaurusName> 
</gmd:MD_Keywords> 
</gmd:descriptiveKeywords> 
<gmd:descriptiveKeywords> 
<gmd:MD_Keywords> 
<gmd:keyword> 
<gco:CharacterString>processing</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:keyword> 
<gmd:thesaurusName> 
<gmd:CI_Citation> 
<gmd:title> 
<gco:CharacterString>Eionet GEMET Thesaurus</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:title> 
<gmd:date> 
<gmd:CI_Date> 
<gmd:date> 
<gco:Date>2011-09-12</gco:Date> 
</gmd:date> 
<gmd:dateType> 
<gmd:CI_DateTypeCode 
codeList="http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/ISO_19139_Schemas/resources/Codelist/ML_gmxCod
elists.xml#CI_DateTypeCode" codeListValue="revision">revision</gmd:CI_DateTypeCode> 
</gmd:dateType> 
</gmd:CI_Date> 
</gmd:date> 
</gmd:CI_Citation> 
</gmd:thesaurusName> 
</gmd:MD_Keywords> 
</gmd:descriptiveKeywords> 
<gmd:resourceConstraints> 
<gmd:MD_Constraints> 
<gmd:useLimitation> 
<gco:CharacterString>no conditions apply</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:useLimitation> 
</gmd:MD_Constraints> 
</gmd:resourceConstraints> 
<gmd:spatialResolution> 
<gmd:MD_Resolution> 
<gmd:equivalentScale> 
<gmd:MD_RepresentativeFraction> 
<gmd:denominator> 
<gco:Integer>20</gco:Integer> 
</gmd:denominator> 
</gmd:MD_RepresentativeFraction> 
</gmd:equivalentScale> 
</gmd:MD_Resolution> 
</gmd:spatialResolution> 
<gmd:language> 
<gmd:LanguageCode codeList="http://www.loc.gov/standards/iso639-2/" 
codeListValue="eng">eng</gmd:LanguageCode> 
</gmd:language> 
<gmd:topicCategory> 
<gmd:MD_TopicCategoryCode>imageryBaseMapsEarthCover</gmd:MD_TopicCategoryCode> 
</gmd:topicCategory> 
<gmd:extent> 
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<gmd:EX_Extent> 
<gmd:geographicElement> 
<gmd:EX_GeographicBoundingBox> 
<gmd:westBoundLongitude> 
<gco:Decimal>-63.15</gco:Decimal> 
</gmd:westBoundLongitude> 
<gmd:eastBoundLongitude> 
<gco:Decimal>-63.01</gco:Decimal> 
</gmd:eastBoundLongitude> 
<gmd:southBoundLatitude> 
<gco:Decimal>18.05</gco:Decimal> 
</gmd:southBoundLatitude> 
<gmd:northBoundLatitude> 
<gco:Decimal>18.12</gco:Decimal> 
</gmd:northBoundLatitude> 
</gmd:EX_GeographicBoundingBox> 
</gmd:geographicElement> 
<gmd:temporalElement> 
<gmd:EX_TemporalExtent> 
<gmd:extent> 
<gml:TimePeriod gml:id="IDcd3b1c4f-b5f7-439a-afc4-3317a4cd89be" xsi:type="gml:TimePeriodType"> 
<gml:beginPosition>2014-01-01</gml:beginPosition> 
<gml:endPosition>2030-01-01</gml:endPosition> 
</gml:TimePeriod> 
</gmd:extent> 
</gmd:EX_TemporalExtent> 
</gmd:temporalElement> 
</gmd:EX_Extent> 
</gmd:extent> 
</gmd:MD_DataIdentification> 
</gmd:identificationInfo> 
<gmd:distributionInfo> 
<gmd:MD_Distribution> 
<gmd:distributionFormat> 
<gmd:MD_Format> 
<gmd:name> 
<gco:CharacterString>unknown</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:name> 
<gmd:version> 
<gco:CharacterString>unknown</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:version> 
</gmd:MD_Format> 
</gmd:distributionFormat> 
<gmd:transferOptions> 
<gmd:MD_DigitalTransferOptions> 
<gmd:onLine> 
<gmd:CI_OnlineResource> 
<gmd:linkage> 
<gmd:URL>http://www.isotc211.org/2005/gmx</gmd:URL> 
</gmd:linkage> 
</gmd:CI_OnlineResource> 
</gmd:onLine> 
</gmd:MD_DigitalTransferOptions> 
</gmd:transferOptions> 
</gmd:MD_Distribution> 
</gmd:distributionInfo> 
<gmd:dataQualityInfo> 
<gmd:DQ_DataQuality> 
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<gmd:scope> 
<gmd:DQ_Scope> 
<gmd:level> 
<gmd:MD_ScopeCode codeListValue="dataset" 
codeList="http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/ISO_19139_Schemas/resources/Codelist/ML_gmxCod
elists.xml#MD_ScopeCode">dataset</gmd:MD_ScopeCode> 
</gmd:level> 
</gmd:DQ_Scope> 
</gmd:scope> 
<gmd:report> 
<gmd:DQ_DomainConsistency xsi:type="gmd:DQ_DomainConsistency_Type"> 
<gmd:result> 
<gmd:DQ_ConformanceResult xsi:type="gmd:DQ_ConformanceResult_Type"> 
<gmd:specification> 
<gmd:CI_Citation> 
<gmd:title> 
<gco:CharacterString>Article 5a(1) to (4) and Article 7 of Decision 1999/468/EC</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:title> 
<gmd:date> 
<gmd:CI_Date> 
<gmd:date> 
<gco:Date>1999-01-01</gco:Date> 
</gmd:date> 
<gmd:dateType> 
<gmd:CI_DateTypeCode 
codeList="http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/ISO_19139_Schemas/resources/Codelist/ML_gmxCod
elists.xml#CI_DateTypeCode" codeListValue="creation">creation</gmd:CI_DateTypeCode> 
</gmd:dateType> 
</gmd:CI_Date> 
</gmd:date> 
</gmd:CI_Citation> 
</gmd:specification> 
<gmd:explanation> 
<gco:CharacterString>See the referenced specification</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:explanation> 
<gmd:pass> 
<gco:Boolean>true</gco:Boolean> 
</gmd:pass> 
</gmd:DQ_ConformanceResult> 
</gmd:result> 
</gmd:DQ_DomainConsistency> 
</gmd:report> 
<gmd:lineage> 
<gmd:LI_Lineage> 
<gmd:statement> 
<gco:CharacterString>missing</gco:CharacterString> 
</gmd:statement> 
</gmd:LI_Lineage> 
</gmd:lineage> 
</gmd:DQ_DataQuality> 
</gmd:dataQualityInfo> 
</gmd:MD_Metadata> 
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ANNEX C: OLQC REPORT XSD 

 
 
 
The naming convention used for the OLQC reports is: 
 
PDI_ID_<checklistname>_report.xml  
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PDI_ID is defined case by case in the chapter 3 for each Granule/Tile and Datastrip PDI and 
<checklistname> are defined in the following table.  
 
For Granule/Tile PDI: 
 

Checklist Name L0c L1A L1B L1C 

SENSOR_QUALITY Y Y Y Y 

GEOMETRIC_QUALITY N Y Y Y 

GENERAL_QUALITY N Y Y Y 

FORMAT_CORRECTNESS Y Y Y Y 

 
For Datastrip PDI : 
 

Checklist Name L0c L1A L1B L1C 

SENSOR_QUALITY Y Y Y Y 

GEOMETRIC_QUALITY Y Y Y Y 

GENERAL_QUALITY Y Y Y Y 

RADIOMETRIC_QUALITY N N Y Y 

FORMAT_CORRECTNESS Y Y Y Y 

 
Each report contains all checks related to the specific checklist name as defined in the Table 3-17 
and Table 3-24. 
 
The following example of OLQC XML report corresponds to: 
inspected PDI = Level-0 Granule 
S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_N01.12 
Checklistname = SENSOR_QUALITY 
Checks = Corrupted_ISP, Missing_Lines, Sensing_Time 
GlobalStatus = PASSED (as all check status are PASSED) 
 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!--Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v2006 rel. 3 sp2 (http://www.altova.com)--> 
<Earth_Explorer_File xmlns="http://gs2.esa.int/DATA_STRUCTURE/olqcReport" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://gs2.esa.int/DATA_STRUCTURE/olqcReport 
\\bld16\auriemma\Desktop\olqcreport\OLQC_Report.xsd"> 
 <Earth_Explorer_Header> 
  <Fixed_Header> 
   <File_Name>String</File_Name> 
   <File_Description>String</File_Description> 
   <Notes>String</Notes> 
   <Mission>S2_</Mission> 
   <File_Class>String</File_Class> 
   <File_Type>REP_OLQCPA</File_Type> 
   <Validity_Period> 
    <Validity_Start>UTC=0000-00-00T00:00:00</Validity_Start> 
    <Validity_Stop>UTC=0000-00-00T00:00:00</Validity_Stop> 
   </Validity_Period> 
   <File_Version>2</File_Version> 
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   <Source> 
    <System>String</System> 
    <Creator>String</Creator> 
    <Creator_Version>String</Creator_Version> 
    <Creation_Date>UTC=0000-00-00T00:00:00</Creation_Date> 
   </Source> 
  </Fixed_Header> 
  <Variable_Header/> 
 </Earth_Explorer_Header> 
 <Data_Block type="xml"> 
  <report date="2001-12-17T09:30:47.0Z" gippVersion="01.00.01" globalStatus="PASSED"> 
   <checkList> 
    <parentID>String</parentID> 
    <name>SENSOR_QUALITY </name> 
    <version>00.01</version> 
    <item 
url="D:/S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_N01.12.tar" 
className="SENTINEL 2 Level 0 granule " 
name="S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_N01.12" 
class="ttp://pdgs.s2.esa.int/PSD"/> 
    <check> 
     <inspection 
item="S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_N01.12.tar" id="DimapPlan" 
creation="2001-12-17T09:30:47.0Z" processingStatus="Done" status="PASSED" execution="2001-12-17T09:30:47.0Z" 
duration="2.844" name="All Applicable Inspections Plan (Automatic)" priority="2" 
itemURL="D:/S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_N01.12.tar"/> 
     <message contentType="Text">"plain/text">All  inspection(s) passed 
successfully</message> 
     
    </check> 
     <check> 
     <inspection 
item="S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_N01.12.tar" id="Corrupted_ISP" 
creation="2001-12-17T09:30:47.0Z" processingStatus="Done" status="PASSED" execution="2001-12-17T09:30:47.0Z" 
duration="2.844" name="Corrupted_ISP I" priority="5" 
itemURL="D:/S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_N01.12.tar"/> 
     <message contentType="Text">Check LOST ISP Percentage is less than 
1,2%</message> 
    </check> 
     <check> 
     <inspection 
item="S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_N01.12.tar" id="Sensing_Time " 
creation="2001-12-17T09:30:47.0Z" processingStatus="Done" status="PASSED" execution="2001-12-17T09:30:47.0Z" 
duration="2.844" name="Sensing_Time " priority="5" 
itemURL="D:/S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_N01.12.tar"/> 
     <message contentType="Text">Check Sensing Time is  correct</message> 
    </check> 
     <check> 
     <inspection 
item="S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_N01.12.tar" id="Missing_Lines" 
creation="2001-12-17T09:30:47.0Z" processingStatus="Done" status="PASSED" execution="2001-12-17T09:30:47.0Z" 
duration="2.844" name="Missing_Lines " priority="5" 
itemURL="D:/S2A_OPER_MSI_L0__GR_MTI__20141104T134012_S20141104T134012_D01_N01.12.tar"/> 
<message contentType="Text"> Missing Lines threshold exceeded. threshold(5) LostLineNumber(254) 
DegradedLineNumber(365)</message> 
   <extraValues> 
        <value name="threshold">5</value> 
        <value name="LostLineNumber">254</value> 
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        <value name="DegradedLineNumber">365</value> 
   </extraValues> 
 </check> 
</checkList> 
</report> 
</Data_Block> 
</Earth_Explorer_File> 
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ANNEX D: GROUND IMAGE PROCESSING PARAMETERS (GIPP) 

The following table gives the list of GIPP files available for each kind of product level. 
The column “Remarks” indicates if the GIPP file is Satellite dependent and spectral band 
dependent. There are 34 GIPP file types and a total of 154 GIPP files: 

- 23 GIPP Satellite dependent 
- 1 GIPP Satellite independent 
- 10x13 GIPP Spectral Band dependent 

 
For details see [GPP-IODD]. 
 
GIPP 
Description 

Interface name / File Type Volume Remarks L0 L1A L1B L1C 

Pixel line of 
sight for 
each bands 
in the focal 
plane 
reference 
frame 

[SATELLITE_ID]_[BAND_ID]_VIE
WING_DIRECTIONS_FILE 

GIP_VIEDIR 

1 MB for 10m 
band 

500 KB for 
20m bands 

170 KB for 
60m bands 

Indexed 
by 
Satellite 
and by 
spectral 
bands 

x x x x 

Platform 
model 

[SATELLITE_ID]_SPACECRAFT
_MODEL_FILE 

 

GIP_SPAMOD 

50 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

x x x x 

Earth model 

EARTH_MODEL_FILE 

 

GIP_EARMOD 

4 KB    x x 

Global 
geometrical 
parameters 

[SATELLITE_ID]_GEOMETRICA
L_PARAMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_GEOPAR 

8 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

  x x 

Description 
of the inter 
detectors 
overlapping 
area 

[SATELLITE_ID]_INTER_DETEC
TOR_FILE 

 

GIP_INTDET 

40 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

  x x 

Deconvolutio
n filter for 
each 
deconvolute
d band 

[SATELLITE_ID]_[BAND_ID]_DE
CONVOLUTION_FILTER_FILE 

 

GIP_R2DEFI 

100 KB for 
each band 

Indexed 
by 
Satellite 
and by 
Spectral 
bands 

 x x x 
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GIPP 
Description 

Interface name / File Type Volume Remarks L0 L1A L1B L1C 

Threshold 
file for 
deconvolutio
n through 
wavelet 
packets 

[SATELLITE_ID]_[BAND_ID]_DE
CONVOLUTION_THRESHOLD_
FILE 

 

GIP_R2DECT 

30 KB for 
each band 

Indexed 
by 
Satellite 
and by 
Spectral 
bands 

 x x x 

Wavelets 
filters 

[SATELLITE_ID]_[BAND_ID]_WA
VELET_FILTERS_FILE 

 

GIP_R2WAFI 

10 KB for 
each band 

Indexed 
by 
Satellite 
and by 
Spectral 
bands 

 x x x 

L2 Norm 
coefficients 
(denoising) 

[SATELLITE_ID]_[BAND_ID]_L2_
NORM_COEFFICIENTS_FILE 

 

GIP_R2L2NC 

30 KB for 
each band 

Indexed 
by 
Satellite 
and by 
Spectral 
bands 

 x x x 

Denoising 
thresholds 
(denoising) 

[SATELLITE_ID]_[BAND_ID]_DE
NOISING_THRESHOLDS_FILE 

 

GIP_R2DENT 

30 KB for 
each band 

Indexed 
by 
Satellite 
and by 
Spectral 
bands 

 x x x 

Noise model 
(denoising) 

[SATELLITE_ID]_NOISE_MODEL
_FILE 

 

GIP_R2NOMO 

4 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

 x x x 

SWIR 
detectors 
arrangement 
parameters 

[SATELLITE_ID]_SWIR_REARR
ANGEMENT_PARAMETERS_FIL
E 

 

GIP_R2SWIR 

20 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

 x x x 

Radiometric 
equalization 
parameters 
on board 
(dark 
current, on-
board inter 
pixel 
calibration) 

[SATELLITE_ID]_[BAND_ID]_EQ
UALIZATION_ONBOARD_PARA
METERS_FILE 

 

GIP_R2EOB2 

 

3 MB for 10m 
bands 

1.5 MB for 
20m bands 

500 KB for 
60m bands 

Indexed 
by 
Satellite 
and by 
Spectral 
bands 

 x x x 
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GIPP 
Description 

Interface name / File Type Volume Remarks L0 L1A L1B L1C 

Radiometric 
equalization 
parameters 
on ground 
(on-ground 
correction) 

[SATELLITE_ID]_[BAND_ID]_EQ
UALIZATION_ONGROUND_PAR
AMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_R2EQOG 

3 MB for 10m 
bands 

1.5 MB for 
20m bands 

500 KB for 
60m bands 

Indexed 
by 
Satellite 
and by 
Spectral 
bands 

 x x x 

List of 
defective 
pixels 

[SATELLITE_ID]_DEFECTIVE_PI
XELS_FILE 

 

GIP_R2DEPI 

5 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

 x x x 

List of blind 
pixels 

Appendix D : [SATELLITE_ID]_BL
IND_PIXELS_FILE 

 

GIP_BLINDP 

5 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

x x x x 

Binning for 
60m bands 
parameters 
(filters and 
undersampli
ng) 

[SATELLITE_ID]_BINNING_PAR
AMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_R2BINN 

5 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

 x x x 

Absolute 
calibration 
parameters 

[SATELLITE_ID]_ABSOLUTE_C
ALIBRATION_PARAMETERS_FI
LE 

 

GIP_R2ABCA 

30 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

x x x x 

Crosstalk 
correction 

[SATELLITE_ID]_CROSSTALK_
CORRECTIONS_FILE 

 

GIP_R2CRCO 

1 MB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

 x x x 

IAS AnaTm 
HK 
parameters 
file 

[SATELLITE_ID]_ANA_TM_SAD_
PARAMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_ATMSAD 

40 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

x x x x 

IAS AnaTm 
image 
parameters 
file 

[SATELLITE_ID]_ANA_TM_IMAG
E_PARAMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_ATMIMA 

40 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

x x x x 
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GIPP 
Description 

Interface name / File Type Volume Remarks L0 L1A L1B L1C 

IAS Datation 
parameters 
file 

[SATELLITE_ID]_DATATION_PA
RAMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_DATATI 

40 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

x x x x 

LR 
Extraction 
parameters 
file 

[SATELLITE_ID]_LR_EXTRACTI
ON_PARAMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_LREXTR 

40 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

x x x x 

InitLoc Inv 
parameters 
file 

[SATELLITE_ID]_INIT_LOC_INV
_PARAMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_INVLOC 

40 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

x x x x 

CloudInv 
parameter 
file 

[SATELLITE_ID]_CLOUD_INV_P
ARAMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_CLOINV 

20 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

x x x x 

InitLoc 
production 
parameters 
file 

[SATELLITE_ID]_INIT_LOC_PRO
D_PARAMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_PRDLOC 

20 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

 x x x 

RadioS2 
parameters 
file 

[SATELLITE_ID]_RADIO_S2_PA
RAMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_R2PARA 

40 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

 x x x 

GeoS2 
parameters 
file (preProc) 

[SATELLITE_ID]_GEO_S2_PAR
AMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_G2PARA 

25 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

  x x 

Geometric 
parameter to 
refine 

[SATELLITE_ID]_PARAMETERS
_TO_BE_REFINED_FILE 

 

GIP_G2PARE 

5 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

  x x 
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GIPP 
Description 

Interface name / File Type Volume Remarks L0 L1A L1B L1C 

TilingS2 
parameters 
file 

[SATELLITE_ID]_TILING_S2_PA
RAMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_TILPAR 

10 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

   x 

ResampleS2 
parameters 
file (preProc) 

[SATELLITE_ID]_RESAMPLE_S2
_PARAMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_RESPAR 

10 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

   x 

MaskS2 
parameters 
file 

[SATELLITE_ID]_MASK_S2_PAR
AMETERS_FILE 

 

GIP_MASPAR 

10 KB 
Indexed 
by 
Satellite 

 x x x 
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ANNEX E: MASK TYPES AND GROUPING STRATEGY FOR L1 PRODUCTS 

The following table shows the main and sub mask types. There are 8 main types of masks and for 
each main type, one GML file is defined. 
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Mask Type Main Type Sub Type Comments Processing Level 

Technical 
quality masks 

MSK_TECQUA 

ANC_LOST Ancillary lost data 
L1A: one file per band and detector; 
L1B: one file per band and detector; 
L1C: one file per band and Tile; 

ANC_DEG Ancillary degraded data  

MSI_LOST MSI lost data 

MSI_DEG MSI degraded data 

Radiometric 
quality masks 

MSK_DEFECT QT_DEFECTIVE_PIXELS 
Defective pixels (matching defective 
columns) 

L1A: one file per band and detector; 
L1B: one file per band and detector; 
L1C: one file per band and Tile; 

Radiometric 
quality masks 

MSK_SATURA 

QT_SATURATED_PIXELS_L1A 
Saturated pixels before on-ground 
radiometric processing 

QT_SATURATED_PIXELS_L1A for 
L1A products : one file for each 
detector, each band; 
 
QT_SATURATED_PIXELS_L1A and/or 
QT_SATURATED_PIXELS_L1Bfor 
L1B products: one for each detector, 
each band; 
 
QT_SATURATED_PIXELS_L1A and/or 
QT_SATURATED_PIXELS_L1B for 
L1C products: one for each tile, each 
band. 

QT_SATURATED_PIXELS_L1B 
Saturated pixels after on-ground 
radiometric processing 

Radiometric 
quality masks 

MSK_NODATA 

QT_NODATA_PIXELS No–data pixels L1A: one file per band and detector; 
L1B: one file per band and detector; 
L1C: one file per band and Tile; QT_PARTIALLY_CORRECTED_PIXELS 

Pixels partially corrected during cross-
talk processing. 

Detector 
footprint 
masks 

MSK_DETFOO DETECTOR_FOOTPRINT 

For each band and detector 
intersecting the Tile, a feature 
describes the intersected ground 
footprint 

L1C: one file per band and Tile; 

Coarse cloud 
masks 

MSK_CLOLOW CLOUD_INV One file per band and detector 
L1A: one file per band and detector; 
L1B: one file per band and detector; 
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Finer cloud 
masks 

MSK_CLOUDS 
OPAQUE Opaque clouds 

L1C: one file per Tile; 
CIRRUS Cirrus clouds 
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The proposed solution is to group the masks per type and per band. 
Each mask GML file contains the mask feature related to the corresponding mask sub types given 
a specific band.  
The following example shows the adopted grouping strategy. It refers to the MSK_CLOUDS gml 
file and contains the mask features for the OPAQUE and CIRRUS sub types. 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?> 
<eop:Mask gml:id=" S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOUDS_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC_B03_MSIL1C" 
xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml/3.2"  
xmlns:eop="http://www.opengis.net/eop/2.0"  
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation= "http://www.opengis.net/eop/2.0 ../eop.xsd"> 
<gml:name>Clouds mask from Tile S2A_OPER_MSI_L1C_TL_MTI__20141104T134012_A123456_T15SWC_N11.11</gml:name> 
<gml:boundedBy> 
<gml:Envelope srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:6.3:32614"> 
<gml:lowerCorner>399960.000000 4300060.000000</gml:lowerCorner> 
<gml:upperCorner>509760.000000 4190260.000000</gml:upperCorner> 
</gml:Envelope> 
</gml:boundedBy> 
<eop:maskMembers> 
<eop:MaskFeature gml:id="opaque-0-B01-01-0000"> 
<eop:maskType codeSpace="urn:gs2:S2PDGS:maskType">OPAQUE</eop:maskType> 
<eop:extentOf> 
<gml:Polygon gml:id="opaque-0-B01-01-0000_Polygon" srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:6.3:32614"> 
<gml:exterior> 
<gml:LinearRing> 
<gml:posList>403950.000000 4230070.000000 404010.000000 .... 4230190.000000 403950.000000 4230070.000000</gml:posList> 
</gml:LinearRing> 
</gml:exterior> 
<gml:interior> 
<gml:LinearRing> 
<gml:posList>449130.000000 4299730.000000 449190.000000 ...4299610.000000 449130.000000 4299730.000000</gml:posList> 
</gml:LinearRing> 
</gml:interior> 
<gml:interior> 
<gml:LinearRing> 
<gml:posList>460530.000000 4299490.000000 460590.000000 ... 4299430.000000 460530.000000 4299490.000000</gml:posList> 
</gml:LinearRing> 
</gml:interior> 
. 
. 
. 
<gml:interior> 
<gml:LinearRing> 
<gml:posList>508470.000000 4205230.000000 508590.000000 ...4205170.000000 508470.000000 4205230.000000</gml:posList> 
</gml:LinearRing> 
</gml:interior> 
</gml:Polygon> 
</eop:extentOf> 
</eop:MaskFeature> 
<eop:MaskFeature gml:id="opaque-0-B01-01-0001"> 
<eop:maskType codeSpace="urn:gs2:S2PDGS:maskType">OPAQUE</eop:maskType> 
<eop:extentOf> 
<gml:Polygon gml:id="opaque-0-B01-01-0001_Polygon" srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:6.3:32615"> 
<gml:exterior> 
<gml:LinearRing> 
<gml:posList>382411.797918543 4290500 382411.797918543 4290500</gml:posList> 
</gml:LinearRing> 
</gml:exterior> 
</gml:Polygon> 
</eop:extentOf> 
</eop:MaskFeature> 
<eop:MaskFeature gml:id="cirrus-0-B01-01-0000"> 
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<eop:maskType codeSpace="urn:gs2:S2PDGS:maskType">CIRRUS</eop:maskType> 
<eop:extentOf> 
<gml:Polygon gml:id="cirrus-0-B01-01-0000_Polygon" srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:6.3:32615"> 
<gml:exterior> 
<gml:LinearRing> 
<gml:posList>382411.797918543 4290500 382411.797918543 4290500</gml:posList> 
</gml:LinearRing> 
</gml:exterior> 
</gml:Polygon> 
</eop:extentOf> 
</eop:MaskFeature> 
</eop:maskMembers> 
</eop:Mask> 

 
Remark: this example is not fully realistic, technical masks will not include "holes". 
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ANNEX F: EXAMPLE OF METADATA FILE FOR A GRANULE AGGREGATED 

<?xml version ="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
 <n1:Level-1A_Granule_ID xsi:schemaLocation="http://pdgs.s2.esa.int/PSD/S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd S2_PDI_Level-

1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd" xmlns:n1="http://pdgs.s2.esa.int/PSD/S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 
  <n1:General_Info> 

   <GRANULE_ID 

metadataLevel="Brief">S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_GR_MTI__20130621T120000_S20091211T165928_D07_N01.01</GRANULE_ID> 
   <DETECTOR_ID metadataLevel="Brief">07</DETECTOR_ID> 

   <DATASTRIP_ID 

metadataLevel="Brief">S2A_OPER_MSI_L1A_DS_MTI__20130621T120000_S20091211T165928_N01.01</DATASTRIP_ID> 
   <DOWNLINK_PRIORITY metadataLevel="Standard">NRT</DOWNLINK_PRIORITY> 

   <SENSING_TIME metadataLevel="Standard">2009-12-11T16:58:51.592742566Z</SENSING_TIME> 

   <Archiving_Info metadataLevel="Expertise"> 
    <ARCHIVING_CENTRE>MTI_</ARCHIVING_CENTRE> 

    <ARCHIVING_TIME>2013-02-19T10:15:44Z</ARCHIVING_TIME> 

   </Archiving_Info> 
  </n1:General_Info> 

  <n1:Geometric_Info> 

   <Granule_Footprint metadataLevel="Brief"> 
    <Granule_Footprint> 

     <Footprint> 

      <EXT_POS_LIST>37.781619442 -98.546300697 561.964 35.002917703 -
99.387519694 512.921 34.949015084 -99.117608113 444.079 37.726697926 -98.266969317 513.995 37.781619442 -98.546300697 

561.964</EXT_POS_LIST> 

     </Footprint> 
    </Granule_Footprint> 

    <RASTER_CS_TYPE>POINT</RASTER_CS_TYPE> 

    <PIXEL_ORIGIN>1</PIXEL_ORIGIN> 
   </Granule_Footprint> 

   <Granule_Position metadataLevel="Standard"> 

    <POSITION>1</POSITION> 
    <Geometric_Header> 

     <GROUND_CENTER>36.448998142 -98.809781425 414.78</GROUND_CENTER> 

     <QL_CENTER>4 5</QL_CENTER> 
     <Incidence_Angles> 

      <ZENITH_ANGLE unit="deg">2.37884</ZENITH_ANGLE> 

      <AZIMUTH_ANGLE unit="deg">214.812</AZIMUTH_ANGLE> 
     </Incidence_Angles> 

     <Solar_Angles> 

      <ZENITH_ANGLE unit="deg">62.9801</ZENITH_ANGLE> 
      <AZIMUTH_ANGLE unit="deg">156.804</AZIMUTH_ANGLE> 

     </Solar_Angles> 

    </Geometric_Header> 
   </Granule_Position> 

   <Granule_Dimensions metadataLevel="Standard"> 

    <Size resolution="10"> 
     <NROWS>446026</NROWS> 

     <NCOLS>2592</NCOLS> 
    </Size> 

    <Size resolution="20"> 

     <NROWS>223020</NROWS> 
     <NCOLS>1296</NCOLS> 

    </Size> 

    <Size resolution="60"> 
     <NROWS>74354</NROWS> 

     <NCOLS>1296</NCOLS> 

    </Size> 
   </Granule_Dimensions> 

  </n1:Geometric_Info> 

  <n1:Quality_Indicators_Info metadataLevel="Standard"> 
   <Image_Content_QI> 
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    <CLOUDY_PIXEL_PERCENTAGE>0.0304557</CLOUDY_PIXEL_PERCENTAGE> 

    <DEGRADED_MSI_DATA_PERCENTAGE>0</DEGRADED_MSI_DATA_PERCENTAGE> 

   </Image_Content_QI> 
   <Pixel_Level_QI geometry="FULL_RESOLUTION"> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="0" type="MSK_CLOLOW" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOLOW_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B00_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="0" type="MSK_DEFECT" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_DEFECT_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B00_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="0" type="MSK_NODATA" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_NODATA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B00_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="0" type="MSK_SATURA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B00_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="0" type="MSK_TECQUA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B00_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="1" type="MSK_CLOLOW" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOLOW_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B01_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="1" type="MSK_DEFECT" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_DEFECT_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B01_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="1" type="MSK_NODATA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_NODATA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B01_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="1" type="MSK_SATURA" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B01_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="1" type="MSK_TECQUA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B01_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="2" type="MSK_CLOLOW" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOLOW_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B02_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="2" type="MSK_DEFECT" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_DEFECT_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B02_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="2" type="MSK_NODATA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_NODATA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B02_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="2" type="MSK_SATURA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B02_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="2" type="MSK_TECQUA" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B02_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="3" type="MSK_CLOLOW" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOLOW_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B03_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="3" type="MSK_DEFECT" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_DEFECT_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B03_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="3" type="MSK_NODATA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_NODATA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B03_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="3" type="MSK_SATURA" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B03_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="3" type="MSK_TECQUA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B03_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="4" type="MSK_CLOLOW" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOLOW_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B04_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="4" type="MSK_DEFECT" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_DEFECT_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B04_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="4" type="MSK_NODATA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_NODATA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B04_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="4" type="MSK_SATURA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B04_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="4" type="MSK_TECQUA" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B04_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="5" type="MSK_CLOLOW" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOLOW_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B05_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="5" type="MSK_DEFECT" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_DEFECT_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B05_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="5" type="MSK_NODATA" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_NODATA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B05_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="5" type="MSK_SATURA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B05_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="5" type="MSK_TECQUA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B05_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
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    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="6" type="MSK_CLOLOW" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOLOW_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B06_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="6" type="MSK_DEFECT" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_DEFECT_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B06_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="6" type="MSK_NODATA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_NODATA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B06_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="6" type="MSK_SATURA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B06_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="6" type="MSK_TECQUA" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B06_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="7" type="MSK_CLOLOW" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOLOW_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B07_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="7" type="MSK_DEFECT" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_DEFECT_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B07_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="7" type="MSK_NODATA" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_NODATA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B07_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="7" type="MSK_SATURA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B07_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="7" type="MSK_TECQUA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B07_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="8" type="MSK_CLOLOW" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOLOW_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B08_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="8" type="MSK_DEFECT" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_DEFECT_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B08_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="8" type="MSK_NODATA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_NODATA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B08_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="8" type="MSK_SATURA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B08_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="8" type="MSK_TECQUA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B08_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="9" type="MSK_CLOLOW" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOLOW_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B09_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="9" type="MSK_DEFECT" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_DEFECT_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B09_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="9" type="MSK_NODATA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_NODATA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B09_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="9" type="MSK_SATURA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B09_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="9" type="MSK_TECQUA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B09_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="10" type="MSK_CLOLOW" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOLOW_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B10_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="10" type="MSK_DEFECT" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_DEFECT_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B10_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="10" type="MSK_NODATA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_NODATA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B10_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="10" type="MSK_SATURA" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B10_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="10" type="MSK_TECQUA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B10_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="11" type="MSK_CLOLOW" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOLOW_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B11_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="11" type="MSK_DEFECT" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_DEFECT_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B11_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="11" type="MSK_NODATA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_NODATA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B11_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="11" type="MSK_SATURA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B11_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="11" type="MSK_TECQUA" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B11_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="12" type="MSK_CLOLOW" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_CLOLOW_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B12_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="12" type="MSK_DEFECT" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_DEFECT_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B12_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
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    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="12" type="MSK_NODATA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_NODATA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B12_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="12" type="MSK_SATURA" 
detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_SATURA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B12_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 

    <MASK_FILENAME bandId="12" type="MSK_TECQUA" 

detectorId="07">S2A_OPER_MSK_TECQUA_MTI__00000000T000000_S20091211T165928_D07_B12_MSIL1A.gml</MASK_FILENAME> 
   </Pixel_Level_QI> 

  </n1:Quality_Indicators_Info> 

 </n1:Level-1A_Granule_ID> 
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ANNEX G: JPEG2000 COMPRESSION 

The imagery files in the Level-1 User Product are compressed using JPEG2000 compression 
algorithms. JPEG2000 format is defined in [JP2STD]. 
 
JPEG2000 allows lossless or lossy compression and allows to optimize the products online 
delivery using the JPIP (JPEG2000 Interactive Protocol) streaming: 
 

 LOSSLESS: Lossless compression, use reversible JPEG2000 compression. 

 LOSSY: Lossy compression, use compression that ensures that JPEG2000 compression 
has a negligible effect on image quality. 

 

 
 

Figure 84 : Volume for image 290km x 290km, estimated with average JP2000 compression ratio) 
 
The information is coded on 12 bits within the JPEG2000 format. 
 
The JPEG2000 files are internally tiled (default tile size: 1024x1024). 
 
The following configurable parameters are used to encode image in JPEG2000. Default  values: 

- Tile sizes : 1024x1024, 
- Flush period : 1024 lines, 
- Codeblock size : 64 (default value), 
- Wavelet decomposition level : 5 (default value), 
- Order : recommended order is RPCL (Resolution, Position, Colour component, Layer 
- quality), 
- Markers : ORGGen_plt option is used to allow optimized decompression, 
- SPrecision and Qstep are 2 parameters depending on image coding (8 or 12 bits), 
- SPrecision = coding dynamic (8 or 12) and Qstep = 1 / 2^(coding dynamic), 
- Rate = 3.5 bits by colour plane. 

Other parameters values are detailed in [JP2STD]. 
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             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
	 
		 
			 
			 00aa3c4c13b2fg37fb9f3eb646e0d4f3
		
	

      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      

   











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/MANIFEST/manifest_pdi_l1a_datastrip.safe


 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
			
			 
				 
			
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
	
	
	 
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 2014-11-04T13:32:27.097749Z
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 899
						 21
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 2012-000A
						 SENTINEL
						 2A
						 
							 Multi-Spectral Instrument
							 Nominal_Mode
						
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
		
		 
			 
		
		
		 
			 
		
	   
		  
	  
	   
		  
	  
	
	
	 
		
		 
			 
				 
				 00aa3c4c13b1cd37fb9f3eb646e0d4f3
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
				 8cc38ec78983d92207e32b574af3595e
			
		
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111a
         
      
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/MANIFEST/manifest_pdi_l1a_granule.safe


 

   
	 
		 
			 
				 
			
			 
				 
			
		   	 
				 
						 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
							
			 
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
			
		
	
   
    
      
      
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
						 
							 
						
				
			
		
	

      
       
          
             
                
				 2014-11-04T13:32:27.097749Z
               
            
         
      

     
       
          
             
                
               	 899
               
            
         
      

      
       
          
             
                
                   2012-000A
                   SENTINEL
                   2A
                   
                      Multi-Spectral Instrument
                      Nominal_Mode
                 
               
            
         
      

      
       
          
             
                
					 
						 45.6,23.4 42.01,12.73 43.28,1.44 46.32,11.33 45.6,23.4
					
             	
            
         
      

      
	   
		  
	  
	   
		  
	  

      
       
          
      
	   
		  
	  
	   
		  
	  
   

   
    

      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
	   
		 
			 
			 00aa3c4c13b2fg37fb9f3eb646e0d4f3
		
	  
       
          
             
             2d55cade142891a8b845c9eea65faa06
         
      
       
          
             
             fce0b6f7a1f934c226151b373a5a2821
         
      
       
          
             
             cb2357f48e25a5fd08a78234837edb2c
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      

      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      

   











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/MANIFEST/manifest_pdi_l1b_datastrip.safe


 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
			
			 
				 
			
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
	
	
	 
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 2014-11-04T13:32:27.097749Z
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 899
						 21
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 2012-000A
						 SENTINEL
						 2A
						 
							 Multi-Spectral Instrument
							 Nominal_Mode
						
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
		
		 
			 
		
		
		 
			 
		
	   
		  
	  
	   
		  
	  
	
	
	 
		
		 
			 
				 
				 00aa3c4c13b1cd37fb9f3eb646e0d4f3
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
				 8cc38ec78983d92207e32b574af3595e
			
		
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/MANIFEST/manifest_pdi_l1b_granule.safe


 

   
	 
		 
			 
				 
			
			 
				 
			
		   	 
				 
						 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
							
			 
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
			
		
	
   
    
      
      
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
						 
							 
							
						
				
			
		
	

      
       
          
             
                
				 2014-11-04T13:32:27.097749Z
               
            
         
      

     
       
          
             
                
               	 899
               
            
         
      

      
       
          
             
                
                   2012-000A
                   SENTINEL
                   2A
                   
                      Multi-Spectral Instrument
                      Nominal_Mode
                 
               
            
         
      

      
       
          
             
                
					 
						 45.6,23.4 42.01,12.73 43.28,1.44 46.32,11.33 45.6,23.4
					
             	
            
         
      

      
	   
		  
	  
	   
		  
	  

      
       
          
      
	   
		  
	  
	   
		  
	  
   

   
    

      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
	   
			 
				 
				 00aa3c4c13b2fg37fb9f3eb646e0d4f3
			
	  
       
          
             
             2d55cade142892fgb845c9eea65faa06
         
      
       
          
             
             fce0b6f7a1f934c226151b373a5a2821
         
      
       
          
             
             cb2357f48e25a5fd08a78234837edb2c
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      

      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      

   











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/MANIFEST/manifest_pdi_l1c_datastrip.safe


 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
			
			 
				 
			
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
	
	
	 
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 2014-11-04T13:32:27.097749Z
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 899
						 21
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 2012-000A
						 SENTINEL
						 2A
						 
							 Multi-Spectral Instrument
							 Nominal_Mode
						
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
		
		 
			 
		
		
		 
			 
		
	   
		  
	  
	   
		  
	  
	
	
	 
		
		 
			 
				 
				 00aa3c4c13b1cd37fb9f3eb646e0d4f3
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
				 8cc38ec78983d92207e32b574af3595e
			
		
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/MANIFEST/manifest_pdi_l1c_tile.safe


 

   
	 
		 
			 
				 
			
			 
				 
			
		   	 
				 
						 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
							
			 
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
	
   
    
      
      
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
						 
							 
							
						
				
			
		
	

      
       
          
             
                
				 2014-11-04T13:32:27.097749Z
               
            
         
      

     
       
          
             
                
               	 899
               
            
         
      

      
       
          
             
                
                   2012-000A
                   SENTINEL
                   2A
                   
                      Multi-Spectral Instrument
                      Nominal_Mode
                 
               
            
         
      

      
       
          
             
                
					 
						 45.6,23.4 42.01,12.73 43.28,1.44 46.32,11.33 45.6,23.4
					
             	
            
         
      

      
	   
		  
	  
	   
		  
	  

      
       
          
      
	   
		  
	  
	   
		  
	  
   

   
    

      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
	   
			 
				 
				 00aa3c4c13b1cd37fb9f3eb646e0d4f3
			
	  
       
          
             
             2d55cade142891a8b845c9eea65faa06
         
      
       
          
             
             fce0b6f7a1f934c226151b373a5a2821
         
      
       
          
             
             cb2357f48e25a5fd08a78234837edb2c
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
	 
		 
			 
			 00aa3c4c13b1cd37fb9f3eb646e0d4f3
		
	

      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      
       
          
             
             e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b
         
      

   











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/MANIFEST/manifest_user_product_l0.safe
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                b21cb6cbfc7bc6fddfa80e74bf115cc6
            
         
          
             
                
                b6ea771e5f5504bfbb2b6bd7e92864b7
            
         
          
             
                
                ef289950edf9b8980e3770b7662e3a24
            
         
          
             
                
                fc071be7a6274c9479f86c91a997b353
            
         
          
             
                
                6d5a89c51bdea351550752dd36320890
            
         
          
             
                
                ce13695bb5271d1075ebc80096e3b357
            
         
          
             
                
                974b87f71b29aeb2787a6edffc141eab
            
         
          
             
                
                48976e49e001c7abca532dde74217fa9
            
         
          
             
                
                f5abc94dca484adab37d3557e1d60ba2
            
         
          
             
                
                fcbe3ef565c0fd6851ebc8612e1392c6
            
         
          
             
                
                a103c79e6a0dac6e961d74040f6936d7
            
         
          
             
                
                8c3aa667c054663a70c22191f8da655a
            
         
          
             
                
                188ddc1ab2f617ae09c1673477f38914
            
         
          
             
                
                68dfa88d8bbd850b564a2b9485345e49
            
         
          
             
                
                d6459331414dc09295ecb8f11001aab0
            
         
          
             
                
                e85d8da09ae67a325a1f47bdd4484dd0
            
         
          
             
                
                9baa2f1f2bd8720d5007f064700ebebb
            
         
          
             
                
                abdf63140b023eba110b5abbb5c1fb34
            
         
          
             
                
                c5af992cd5140a12ca5150e63fb6d33c
            
         
          
             
                
                be9136317983b4cd0c99c1579c75e3fb
            
         
          
             
                
                ec87dae405660e5a2231ff893c9d008b
            
         
          
             
                
                5b3d4a9f1756b6703c48b338cd3a18dd
            
         
          
             
                
                53e874f668cc36a6be7122709bb54984
            
         
          
             
                
                fa741e2b2522ac586241e7c2945695e1
            
         
          
             
                
                b9c5d55913d787c10f0dd3068f0002fe
            
         
          
             
                
                7406fe6cdf48f98df97c78842aa113bf
            
         
          
             
                
                7925d206dfc93af422a809c3d1a931a2
            
         
          
             
                
                208d1747c277dc5e5f401de75bcc305f
            
         
          
             
                
                b8e2a333af37cdab5dd7bab40a48430a
            
         
          
             
                
                7172d2967e0c10804ee777734d6c60ff
            
         
          
             
                
                66a00bde54844d1e41d45cc5dc1ebddc
            
         
          
             
                
                c529c74bf47abe6ce8423cc0faec034f
            
         
          
             
                
                a2eb8fcc29991b228def385e38b90be5
            
         
          
             
                
                d9b51949560ecaac82d53223efd2b7dc
            
         
          
             
                
                27d5f1be7ce2d9b45df53383f2ae0fcd
            
         
          
             
                
                27498c2a7bd5cea1718abcc830538093
            
         
          
             
                
                9a4198e1d92fae4a1cdada1d48995979
            
         
          
             
                
                52d0015e71bbb7b82b3c1913105da3ce
            
         
          
             
                
                fdaa4b2250d87a657ff096c1e2808368
            
         
          
             
                
                25e718593feb45176c9187bccef4578f
            
         
          
             
                
                bbc962477bb9917c24ea9d15ee0af6a9
            
         
          
             
                
                893c90da84be1b94ad3a40104c2a2cf6
            
         
          
             
                
                7e340619b399108ed59d5bb1274d30a7
            
         
          
             
                
                1e78a18dc78bf299c9aa64f81cf94414
            
         
          
             
                
                4817e09321fc1bcebca6dac6c01a3c68
            
         
          
             
                
                89c808527ece96ee3798639763177f42
            
         
          
             
                
                93429760d719bedf1c02cd9e9611bcd2
            
         
          
             
                
                bf96f5bacf11ddf3fac0c76d86b2a691
            
         
          
             
                
                ff5c0a5d2de751acaaa8ad37e7e97814
            
         
          
             
                
                944e6cdb66fd41d544c426f8d43e3ad7
            
         
          
             
                
                5012fe519488b851d1b6aa9089500f50
            
         
          
             
                
                68c93decb51b87c223b286991f38bffa
            
         
          
             
                
                1693d62272e0775f174cc97d405ecdb1
            
         
          
             
                
                b712049f836267b07148feaf7a1ad1e0
            
         
          
             
                
                9cba6c3102a85caa6c58f13bb182b28e
            
         
          
             
                
                4d0561015e9eb0af544cab3aaff16088
            
         
          
             
                
                20ebd3986aed515cdc9da38717d3f246
            
         
          
             
                
                1251b9ca4390e716d54b58505153fe93
            
         
          
             
                
                488f4e1d7a9c655527f1986a85ee809e
            
         
          
             
                
                097d6280965f2b99cbc1469899686daf
            
         
          
             
                
                64e2eaa767bd2dee791cae38df58d8aa
            
         
          
             
                
                ad12306ce7cd9044a29f381bc63e45e7
            
         
          
             
                
                bae87e7ddf7ec141233c1665c158431a
            
         
          
             
                
                27c019cfcd696887a0eecfb8eb912d75
            
         
          
             
                
                d3b27e8c83892d75d33e310ff4759a70
            
         
          
             
                
                3d969de057249a339c0a5123a414ee4f
            
         
          
             
                
                ee5df41b91e9ade6c629dbdf14ecb373
            
         
          
             
                
                10dcbcff9e2fa61b2aa44a6858a3aad5
            
         
          
             
                
                6fe30988f76dcd0d5fb798cae675459f
            
         
          
             
                
                c6c645bb1bfc74002ad9a834380dc2b6
            
         
          
             
                
                104e39509695c3396d5ef92774d7528c
            
         
          
             
                
                d7be5b8abe9d97788a7f542fd11f8c68
            
         
          
             
                
                3951d141056d43190df06ca91b1c8cd2
            
         
          
             
                
                beb01881d96eb38f700bced8ecadd344
            
         
          
             
                
                0e3eb03928041e5775ea201c6c86d3a2
            
         
          
             
                
                ec67bc8cdd384764aafb37036c22a053
            
         
          
             
                
                1895a47eeaaed558e2bd6e8f84c69746
            
         
          
             
                
                7dc274d5820a2778f4dee408ab3a9e35
            
         
          
             
                
                303200258819c655b0cddc3a2354d891
            
         
          
             
                
                a0c69b76910705c03fa0b7d7fd66251b
            
         
          
             
                
                2951151773cc81f3dc31bd2c6f442a57
            
         
          
             
                
                d8ccefa633735e8ab6d83acbabe2132e
            
         
          
             
                
                cdd320c14e4d0c64ab5eb5127b9aef56
            
         
          
             
                
                fb8787c565b57fbbb7e48576a771e9a5
            
         
          
             
                
                4af846e3751ebe8d0e14ac1a630894ac
            
         
          
             
                
                1c540f6be71cff7fbc9a0b451a1f5674
            
         
          
             
                
                a8df58267a82875541615d008b3b5949
            
         
          
             
                
                6e47087248e54b7806523b9af9bf5d96
            
         
          
             
                
                515523e1ebb9ea3f06efeee4f33ddca1
            
         
          
             
                
                db4feb1055ed071d18f63b56604a9113
            
         
          
             
                
                f41bdcd4533f1ee99a093f049a0e68c4
            
         
          
             
                
                b4aa376007b4a910e66a2b520e86eb5d
            
         
          
             
                
                f78e1a4760064e7c8f463ca57e40ac89
            
         
          
             
                
                d31acacf7acf258ac59953c119452ed7
            
         
          
             
                
                7762b55170bacc5dca3733dce5efdeb1
            
         
          
             
                
                17a3e3235b4448eb1e33c081db23715a
            
         
          
             
                
                aeebc110e9e1578b0755e3d7d0b98ea7
            
         
          
             
                
                3cd35847ff2d575ed36f63fb792a82b6
            
         
          
             
                
                7cfabecdc71db3c3de865d242aa9480a
            
         
          
             
                
                803ce97b75ab4328ea12dadc5e0978bc
            
         
          
             
                
                9e775214af1f529e3cf7f50cb358e58f
            
         
          
             
                
                1ddd040b0ac5909b5c9d2f134777477d
            
         
          
             
                
                6e6ce3f2ba66d5aac0ee34ca2377a8ae
            
         
          
             
                
                c6332a819699a69ad1e9e5934137f8d7
            
         
          
             
                
                6282a93b99f9b42106d30e5fae112283
            
         
          
             
                
                054ba894d62a29922035c8fdd379cb52
            
         
          
             
                
                63df0b2f89350b70d383f2c9e300b0e7
            
         
          
             
                
                1552e6c965bcaa8c9dae6e34bb7ee295
            
         
          
             
                
                8235101bbb6a3039570b3059708e1b42
            
         
          
             
                
                ed96521982091624ac69a37ca2f633bc
            
         
          
             
                
                a2c72226ff777c52822852f6190d34e9
            
         
          
             
                
                c9aa101374eefdbda1e0190b01f8422a
            
         
          
             
                
                2e9614bd53a8094f2742dee0ae4a9b08
            
         
          
             
                
                6cc569fe45d38979c32e776a67a8c098
            
         
          
             
                
                b65d4022e4709c59778c9c4880c73340
            
         
          
             
                
                f1506409d102ceedd3e157190db18404
            
         
          
             
                
                c0e804d915a131c7ea8f9747470af9c1
            
         
          
             
                
                dd5593c84140b17d6afd7ae399ced447
            
         
          
             
                
                b199a4b82b7b1e38bdd20f010834fe35
            
         
          
             
                
                7a480aab0759906bcabba8ee42de52ea
            
         
          
             
                
                06e73140da69edbb3f59ae84489d5ecc
            
         
          
             
                
                ca4fb32b71e48f9b5d8b99fd2092234e
            
         
          
             
                
                5a25b66570c85386f8c6a3583a52fc2a
            
         
          
             
                
                271c5c7a60fd60ec8c791cbbfc7d59e3
            
         
          
             
                
                dc8100a97aa4034122aa4096007f89cb
            
         
          
             
                
                8b15d7ae59edbbb53430744287183ab6
            
         
          
             
                
                a41d167c1d9317318e594f5c11cbeb17
            
         
          
             
                
                401bf42a2bd52dce2937ebc204a7fa93
            
         
          
             
                
                1aa3928804482e8ced1f22bbcdcdcff3
            
         
          
             
                
                629da57375a973cde1c884456337a87d
            
         
          
             
                
                e1578faada7fb2ed6a79690d81e5c3f4
            
         
          
             
                
                39b05d7267e762c5c52c4901653a23a4
            
         
          
             
                
                1103b142f3c03696664f225d977ce84d
            
         
          
             
                
                e9a3d7f46670b8d1cd2e9dc38d29a237
            
         
          
             
                
                89f7f65593a278c4e2012ed6cbaadaf5
            
         
          
             
                
                40dd22a40c9aad8554aa81cdf48d868a
            
         
          
             
                
                01af4164e2973e1a5c36c880e0fd8523
            
         
          
             
                
                c3d8b0a9792e003fff2256219fa6ef70
            
         
          
             
                
                8a3e6898e87d8f8260116ef78d3eaedb
            
         
          
             
                
                ab3844c3e2be9e9abc3049b69507f273
            
         
          
             
                
                2f968b741701213702227ac78eb1691d
            
         
          
             
                
                ab465e934de0fffe7eea5453bb94d937
            
         
          
             
                
                c7c89853d39eab4a6711e20927684994
            
         
          
             
                
                ede7f493b50259c2889fd114fc595bad
            
         
          
             
                
                6edf2ad3019b13061a1600e18db71862
            
         
          
             
                
                aaa0acac97ca5d39cf960262281a26d9
            
         
          
             
                
                4ae847424337cb810173b9c1aa5606f9
            
         
          
             
                
                96f437214f6e5904e4374fc45a8f3325
            
         
          
             
                
                120a439a57cfb64955fa8a1ec1f4c9aa
            
         
          
             
                
                0b52adbface3208fc9100e98dfc2c079
            
         
          
             
                
                861a488dbe5ca5b272b3f21e048c09cd
            
         
          
             
                
                ee14f8893a0a35c8bfc206784aba0463
            
         
          
             
                
                5a3b9926311f2ef1a37d1d74f1c362dd
            
         
          
             
                
                df52c70e9a86da96a8bc10136a84b8ce
            
         
          
             
                
                2854a58c5b58d756c5966b12d1ef663c
            
         
          
             
                
                5134283fc493e8049bce6ecd52b97ac8
            
         
          
             
                
                e380f9cbf95c2c1f03b7b35c0bb951c1
            
         
          
             
                
                0517e9502c1eb94ce8af0af2634f304b
            
         
          
             
                
                8e628111631130b669e8898c1b218fdf
            
         
          
             
                
                ab4f1c9d23ebf1fd555647c052ff9f97
            
         
          
             
                
                0eccaedcbc0f18613eff676db387514a
            
         
          
             
                
                870e39d70a3ae17f911c9969c489f1e9
            
         
          
             
                
                ded561d0deb724fcb0b9a9cc6fe3d5fe
            
         
          
             
                
                292edcf13e03b8187e047976837236f9
            
         
          
             
                
                75c1b667dbfb56810fb53774ccf04a80
            
         
          
             
                
                256381e5d774f619bcb941624288e8de
            
         
          
             
                
                d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e
            
         
          
             
                
                eb272160431d0e48d736e93917d39b6f
            
         
          
             
                
                67fe52b2b6acdf0183cf9f5115b5cd55
            
         
          
             
                
                7a1a1d70c182a84b9af7c8ec9ff5b0c0
            
         
          
             
                
                edd7dc5b18b869a416be9a1447532d35
            
         
          
             
                
                78720753a71257441d2ab38d155438d9
            
         
          
             
                
                8ea4447dbfb63a80445f94375e620ec7
            
         
          
             
                
                8d7c5e5caf42117821fd5980b90cd73e
            
         
          
             
                
                f309446c25bcae75f798d4476fdb602e
            
         
          
             
                
                e0e18f41323ca2b8de37a3764de8fa39
            
         
          
             
                
                18a040d7704761d470b2928a2ec413a5
            
         
          
             
                
                f382de199eb90cb9bc27f0baaf69cc56
            
         
          
             
                
                eb24318e45f095da18a81934629761df
            
         
          
             
                
                261025e7b7b52c967544a3fb593ce328
            
         
          
             
                
                5eea9a28b764fd2443c25e60a6355ef5
            
         
          
             
                
                106674918a85f2471ca9021350643b5c
            
         
          
             
                
                38654ed74370ac1d688a4c8292272f10
            
         
          
             
                
                7fd276e2cd75f06d8fd4b7af6912dae1
            
         
          
             
                
                fe2ade5de7477abb98efe23c557c28ad
            
         
          
             
                
                d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e
            
         
          
             
                
                d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e
            
         
      
   









S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/MANIFEST/manifest_user_product_l1a.safe
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				 38f1a0781a835b67c6a78b384c0d16c1
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 7ecaf8a165d08e0e00bb11faeec6e626
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 aba8c01d8b37f1817399e203cf4e58ed
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 189d62a130b08953af11b468402d6bf2
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 8946a83c2fcda801938c92bd71c8a254
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 bdf43e5f8b12a8a726600b746d897eb2
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 08801e36f3fe46d0e343c3bcb9a9aa2b
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 e155280d6b69ae5e26f6e60b80871854
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 34584f69c0cc7a5fba67a56fe85cd002
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 d073ed3f287ae258d125d1ce49ceb45d
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 216a730c234d71b394eee9e56a24ba0a
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 b1811c57cb79821a57403c2ffa5c6bd8
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 38494228aac9fc5c03d85ffd7ec76ab6
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 f762cc99d6888970ed8edd8219febc23
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 7b6785a6397ac129329ad9cf3fa7fe31
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 f5cb82feedc02e052b06905cd58c0071
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 e3bdc07b616cabc97f617b9bd506da77
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 db331bd543713d04eeb269f1df929f52
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 103b78a9ffd756c8079394be6c1d2210
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 8056447355813e3d0ffc053f801733aa
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 b82c0f1c6e91d740e3bd9f59bb27c3fa
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 2274ff9493ba7fdd127ba2a42b8f1f54
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 dc92bd0546f02c2b85cc8af52d9655a0
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 756f151556862841730c0f7c45afb99b
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 91e65d132dc1128b6d414f6923595cd1
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 32bc9e4f0e54c7f024afe8f3f6f391b7
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 f200d5f97e7cbe83ec1564dc61f9c8c8
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 773f0fc4bcacf371a985f379138a8373
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 bb6801e3e1077c525724cd499eb4f0b8
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 eaf103f0b4ccc13ef054c1c6aef1bc6e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 eceb0bf8975b4277508c00386fa38505
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 24515525f18b54f95561e2e4790db304
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 c0910ab506b9ee959851341356166504
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 497c0c74c0797b01f4b4fbf5a8361edd
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 650a01e9134579a56b429982b1725484
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 f3126e29e6e1d1c7449c28c5492383c1
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 f8625f845e06ea798861a8418c340340
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 bf7410a026a5935b28a027c481f00a36
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 921e4ff34daf08091d15bfa7cf880568
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 7e0bec1e0e1d4116a337dbe13b566b82
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 51bf00c674d0aaf7707e1a62405e7c9e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 6a6353c34355fc2557f3d8119ec82ede
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 044280e917400f3447d6b19808535fe6
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 8e1844800d187bddd7f602e0ed1f2cc4
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 fea55b577db7b51905c79f5a7021d1d2
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 c32667f039ac6adb80f0bd8009e02f91
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 b48c032623c6bd4c92179e55d10cfaa5
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 4f2a462c6f04bdef1ea8d8634596bb0a
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 4439dee5385b08047d4c535b8ced4313
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 33b6625d8deb13a2e2aab419c90c4637
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 d4483110bdbf3621585f7d5d24dd0efd
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 f0770f12c7c4d743185e4d2a7f125b83
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 d5bf4702b59d5f06c81511efa415c18d
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 9c9a6c5322589bf22ab5d2f92b270430
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 4bd3f3a7ab11238dfc2609908d945a2f
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 9fdc9e51b2f3a6c91c08bd1256e79922
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 55971f18c5f786a4e510774dd56ea9b8
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 26f679e9180dacedde27c60acbc36ba9
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 e96b85ba462c367d01d7f6bae5eadca7
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 5af58a3933416a019974a539cfdfd376
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 e761f3d75395c3f224c1bf77d8b07f6e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 1310f295c1687f3fff256d0907e71e15
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 ebc85da7a19a21549464a83105266a9f
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 c1b4f8066683d8abf287ea15887f5677
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 5668e5f2747040449072f188443ac815
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 58a3f871b71b4d00dd8b9999ec527849
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 712539a637b190b54f44699ce3156204
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 6341f28e63a89d3100c9031c9b5b3536
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 21caacae2dc5595141e4d97c90bc643f
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 28df69be14744215f86cc625ce701658
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 6edf054008315f37a91736b5f42e1443
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 dd12cff9bf654d2526fd0f015d081c10
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 740e336748209ca587ecc8490b807462
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 30150169fe9122461976a3b6f914af99
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 12d4240187d8d181c4283f6bae160510
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 7fddeed456e3bdfe3ecd675032c5b2f5
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 39daf8a15dfa75cc933365b0cdc334c6
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 412c220736029ae83df7ba9063f19483
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 7192edc15a2a6b2fdd58e1ad7338e17e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 dd9db2060bbc56e1690215c7ab67fbc5
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 4669eabe8c1c4dc020d156dfcd3e2373
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 bccd16788d8a0563b450003d61b18424
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 127ad5e90b8ddf06cb2f82802c761135
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 b42290f2618f1b743339c91e8e5e962f
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 3ddad7887aadab44127a4a59650e7005
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 a5c1c7436157c8fa7a0b284c183cda1b
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 188ec353b0d248ad00ba06b90525e716
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 18a0e026b8b8f3bda64ea4b3485ce692
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 6461977f7305493ead1d2704278af7e6
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 b3f4808b357b08bad52dfbca639151c8
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 3d80e562ced396e50d6f7d54fafa19d8
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 55b1bc5652e734d4e446bde66414b31f
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 8a2316b5bd80e052bdbeb2f5642bf19e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 79cce5541c6e944bf40dfe690c03c667
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 330ca09a81b3be0238f250e8fd46e13e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 1c270b4e36fbde6482a3cbc79c8ee28b
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 8126c8a92c943890858760aacf64b2bb
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 e1c1266582c795c8e8a167142b7831ce
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 a01d1e48522bd918de176c6eccb6dca7
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 cbe62e7fe00966a8ac589fea80a08913
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 715e15752c51d5ff503bc8e942b311bf
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 89211f0f2e9454b7745808d869b7a6b8
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 1c191eba6b2accdebf3e474f1f8c13a9
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 0a00690b8ab3426507fd46ef7d842044
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 b4a54782342ac7b4fe0e0cc23e5dfee3
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 b0b137c9ed2807ca8be568a17103847c
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 1b9b1c946c29a5fef5947e517137b1cb
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 38d88382abdfc88dd99f2de229eb4f64
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 01539e168de5cb8cedd833eb284f020c
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 1c5f2910454a965fe3e7a6e4ac9bf691
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 acaf92b26586260753cf3838a158677a
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 d7f77b1b8497d35a0cac2eaf8973d7ea
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 4b37c3fc45afc32732b48c31410299c0
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 7db33fd8a754e74e30af6e515c01c1a1
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 25ebe8da7e9366539e780d45b59a494a
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 4c51a50e39748c8273780996973fa23d
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 0b7e75ef187f36291784dbff20aa4fbc
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 6747bb20fa54a59813d3635b5ffe9cfc
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 f5daaf42c32ba21d7e6267acd614c14e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 c6f6fc2eec91566be7c1ba7f59ede115
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 605ff3076193a8540226c051c3458993
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 a4cd10e1f31192542d59a02e33b29222
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 fc0ed59351f7d9ab0e6a7533084fead5
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 b7afb318ed8e7d2cd33c5e5d18c3d8e7
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 8b4169ae8a0d0b31ef9778b831a19938
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 cac7b6fdd8132c37640c80a27980d526
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 7a9e792399c90ec46035f5cc49df2f4f
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 6cda5ce6586750e257a689a01e834dcc
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 c853012032a30c8d1d90a9c62e65ba7b
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 1276ae9e59392872d71376c6215772ae
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 a26b607d5b223ef3e21de9471db540c6
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 d09786d631be83b9cf34ae4ab6ac10b6
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 a1e7ee6df038d38a30e4749a6d42e61c
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 cecfa89a145a56a83f8e26fa0e298f1f
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 f38c12c6b2ff9b9695242f77a393e058
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 631f23c505e174a4db560f6c6d3bc23c
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 a58d85a7b6a4535cfa0b0d6d9df979b7
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 acc534b43812e5efc733449e13e8b0a0
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 a64204f30dff8f56f8f82dde07d7ed9c
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 bcf2ae5db1d6ac784a84b1e0facf51fb
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 6306b10b780b4aed283bfabd52263d43
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 1956aaa747c39b07214d56da3bb3be61
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 0b2d5cc239a2b48cc20c1630e150a7d0
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 9f897ae6a28efec1a648b3e516385372
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 6b8545952813bf3bf353e92d16e6e316
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 5016da1a4a93670c079c65bcb3919fe3
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 a4003e904f6e6aa4855d51e146ce0e22
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 e4a763bd3bf7997d435f6c07a17a21df
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 ee76c675a66ac2c500771ec6b94fdf90
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 e97e061ef86a42cc5c62f3ed130a71da
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 10c8c14d32648ee2c2c7e91c23519341
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 0dedfc6547975e7dea932b37f63309e1
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 a4c8f13fb0c325e8fe053489a3fc6aad
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 3703aa0eb7b4236f6f7619a91f958510
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 a6ba174b043a04ae210ec38b03faffa0
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 8ef8c763005cbe81ef3f628126a3d870
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 5907b5c20d2d5ce87d5f2fc554f4cb53
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 bfc28fc7b264a4cd2e532e040c911e50
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 4c23297a5294c6e75001797033ff7ebb
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 b045fc60c0a4b157d3e7600d0b559272
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 09e3debc6443e140a7c5895ac933fbad
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 9cea842609751e3179619f2cccf09dd4
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 5893522b32f1d8d18334f007b09d8b4a
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 ab813cc8867808272c97b93e25062a4c
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 cddb0aa1095e43a42474e8a1c1974ccb
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 c329777f0247548a04d2db7d87bdb0ba
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 eab415e26aab77e85a281f31cbda78ee
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 074f260ff2b7300d850b18c73aad5990
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 5e7f4450303f3ecc4bac0a18a4fa924a
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 ee5ce9d8683a206d2d3dec5222a70224
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 95dbc263e3a34a5d55bb6ec665f6d328
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 78b8bf09077b7c00c4a4ff85f83db84e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 0d29302c7ade2b77fa47557a68df6fd6
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 b62401e807b8fa2f26802e6aa598f034
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 dd990a651eeae6395038a1934d495c90
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 23181358d59ec6daa0db6c0040bf4cd8
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 bba08ba1e5152764572d3accb9ac38a7
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 3e69ecb6ed6e0edcda4b0b35b80f94bd
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 9da85c132bbd38b8ef4b738f3ce2ceab
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 20998efbc2591dc72a7cd48447e2f39a
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 76c540117ed144473133a83a2f9e88ab
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 feddf15759695fddf86c0a425a68f514
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 ed93ca472df5aab0b6a31e18080e606e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 6bb6f4f244e985a34c0d4a8995406fbd
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 c6503f93600e7f21dc6d4c3d02a6d849
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 e67fa30dc3456d6c8f019ff2c187e459
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 3b6b9221012adcf17a57be31de8cce6e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 4b275d62cce1a6fdd1c7ef30b761b7cf
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 487041b9cb2aba316c4fdc82550b7735
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 19e975b9d66f7d5e2632e24235df23dc
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 47fcb52d358c8d3f2d0a4ab8699dd21c
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 f8d49d5e18abaa5002de1ba5b30f305b
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 4db1f65ed5900fb87c9f8d9509f1d4fc
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 fa017aa6ce93fedaa1b60d96cfeced57
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 64aa52e3cb781c3617fd144ced83582f
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 6b7e14bff8c9d616faa98d5d6362e0c2
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 dddb165a64221c09c3a639f9a74d34ff
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 d2f313a2cee0a0983c151acbc04829c6
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 2fae173330d524d2a12ea58a1dfa1ff8
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 dff3bad37b71901617a8975daa75826d
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 d2332cf446255c94e619ea77bcf43b75
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 1ef6b26463abb98f9e637ce43d99784a
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 8ce716b52357eea8cc517b281d7a6d09
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 16bbb06ddc45e11750aaddcea47c2f5c
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 be1c3ac50f031e435ab00dfdb9f24373
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 7bfe340fa26793c7aa95e11d89747789
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 209d585a13873e480da3e99f8f10b386
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 05e3619b8fadf33532f12a6505cc912c
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 8c63a13c7dc259ff43b0d8b5babaddf6
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 032313ed0a43000fdc6a0c8a372f0274
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 be10d610b22accfceb486135990ced17
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 005944107134295d96c1b3a73cc051bd
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 b97e434f5b718bc70035de5020aa20ac
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 606ec68f9735931ca71a612d82cd5ca5
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 230bbccfcf7a9a27b7dd3fa7588f258d
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 294b363f5211503e07b6a45425f35218
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 efd2858173170bf774d9e9721c27f606
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 aa46bd395d3405c7a06a17f152fd005c
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 c02322c33d62309600edf7e93df5ca39
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 84a656b719a49b37f7bb56105fce4338
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 307ea94f9dd7c75db953c97119c9a517
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 3e4c0471340f522cb79f96fd04ac3212
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 bfbbbec8c8187b999041b83938f6c21d
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 32dc71fa6812c27089d46ece7a9147d4
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 8afb3599578e985b9a43311a28b3faf6
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 47defb18bf3a2facb97787b2473ce515
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 022829bd5d876525999ffc64aac95468
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 66eb1395b27fe15eef5f34fac01445ad
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 c0b4ff00d4f87376aa6a50f4a4dac952
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 b9819ae83eb710233b324d98aa2aeb5e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 9334b845171e90581e728c68b9035f85
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 da0f8145530930e4332e9c4ab43067b4
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 4146c93d00ed8af2ccd65d8ae147b056
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 b154ad757a5a2fdae14b79423cf1a722
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 798b078454b6413cf83153d0f39be186
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 3cb93df20d333bd54f1fda268677c384
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 7bc0b6a027a0b7eec98935e757119b62
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 dbe7069258190fb6c17b7f5dc36c089d
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 ba6d3e956f1c9cde67d8ba5388203a62
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 3ab08b076c4223c55ccbd7b2f14ea16a
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 d7b8522e1c82d14c4700cb1bd10d14ce
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 b517dd6bb3a8556ea639de466cba07fb
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 98d94766d3bb76cf5436e8a502647575
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 07d2ccb5d487f6e734f258b128fdbffd
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 7ffde031f7eb67874ff5d2967c1ba260
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 574ffebf3294c4b1b27eaad85254d0dc
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 a14604febb2bc959b372a06dfff62314
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 d29ed7522fccecb35cf760915aa5ecd9
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 ad34a93dbfebbd318eefc70e88badf3e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 ce191a8ce3ec2eceefc8805b11369e88
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 166ad54d840e627a6663eb6e0f8916da
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 3668ec0ce73c29e94b9ae0eeef0f70f4
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 5d99d4825588d3c3143ee6fcb4c9805d
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 19d57575036399366799d9b6783e3ab6
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 2a1e660614110a32ad64acaaa89c4ee4
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 55efdea677e254dbbd0f27a9fa32e1ce
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 3833ba143ab08cbf98e0a44b53520e47
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 736bcaaaa6dcf596fffde99d154ab378
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 4e8137b81681647199aa989fb61d0f0a
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 76c05560038b653d41ef151598da05e7
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 d33103793420686ec0c3a55086ef76d7
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 88f44dc08419ff2f7b3f7015116c09af
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 7161fa7101ba635ce6bb4db19c6ab760
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 1b99adbad022f72dddaef2682d531cb3
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 9395c1d400d7e45ff79d642c453b45f7
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 8a77d0347dc2c2d32e03e642900909ca
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 057c6941b3893168922c200c9086791a
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 40310dd5faa20f80bbb9a8fdc94acdcb
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 04fabcd1e2b2f0ededea8f9eeb513b70
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 2a79b583eb8be19416907cc630d993aa
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 cdbe554d70028787499eb2a217de7df0
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 ccf22560f43e6e8439230aa138a452cb
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 ac8ccf06c8081828d54ccf6e36873d61
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 fea4815323c762ed0c6cfd4e6e379cc3
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 c58f15b3d1a2584f41de30d3c5df1be5
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 5aebd3399d8133ef33a725ac41ff6551
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 24434cb61aab0febf9a74a9730a58afd
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 4f7a77059e8b653b2ef2c8c6c3508868
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 238064c7a52ceb37a1c9ffc19ada9c8e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 c397d4f51c651e3e2d5d0bf049b8a1f9
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 dd97603b82990237f228ab893633203f
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 e0157699c9290902d95e0f14ab53d175
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 5e4e455d491d5981cffb7ac9302d339f
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 f059ab22399739d1f1c81a71958fdbb6
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e
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       Preface
       
         The present document provides the specifications of the Sentinel
         Standard Archive Format for Europe ( )
         developed by the European Space Agency in the framework of its Earth
         Observation ground segment activities.
      
       
         Based on  ,   is
         designed to act as a standard format for  
         platforms data. It is important to understand that   is not a   but is most like a
          SAFE-like format.
      
       
          This Book Audience
          
            It is expected that most readers will have some familiarity with
             ) concepts as well as with   technologies. As   is
            a  SAFE-like format, readers who are familiar
            with   should be more confortable with this
            present format. 
         
          
            Thus, it is recommended to reach at least a basic skill with
            respect to   from the  ,   and, especially, the   document before reading this book.
         
      
       
          Organisation of This Book
          
            The   Core Format Specifications are
            broken down as follows:
         
          
             
                 :
                
                   
                     Provides the information, the logical and the physical
                     model of all  s.
                     This part provides a normative definition of the   file, the  s and  s that may be part of a  . Descriptive and
                     informative sections also provide guidance for
                     understanding how the objects composing a   interact each other
                     according to   and   rules.
                  
               
            
             
                 :
               
                
                   
                     The reference sections governing all type definitions of
                     the   specifications. They
                     provide detailed and normative specifications for each
                     type that may be used in the   or within  s at the Core level.
                  
               
            
             
                 :
                
                   
                     The normative XML Schema controlling the XFDU types
                      restricted for the specific purpose
                     of  s.
                  
               
            
             
                 :
                
                   
                     The normative XML Schema controlling the   of the  .
                  
               
            
             
                 :
                
                   
                     The normative XML Schema controlling the   of   that are dedicated to
                     the specific purpose of data originating from
                      active sensors.
                  
               
            
             
                 :
                
                   
                     The normative XML Schema controlling the   types dedicated to
                      annotate XML Schemas for providing
                       to binary, XML or ASCII  s.
                  
               
            
             
                 :
                
                   
                     The normative  annotated XML Schema
                     controlling the binary format of  Indexes
                     potentially attached to Binary  s.
                  
               
            
             
                 :
                
                   
                     A complete example of   document.
                  
               
            
             
                 :
                
                   
                     A complete example of  annotated XML
                     Schema providing   to a binary,
                     XML or ASCII  .
                  
               
            
             
                 :
                
                   
                     GNU Free Documentation License.
                  
               
            
             
                 :
                
                   
                     A standard form for proposing improvements to the present
                     book. This form complies with and has been inherited from
                     the   documentation.
                  
               
            
             
                 :
                
                   
                     An alphabetical list of the specific information included
                     in the book. It is prepared to help the reader find
                     information quickly and easily.
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          Glossary of Terms
          
             Definitions

             

         
          
             Acronyms and Abbreviations
             
                
                   BIPM
                   
                      Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
                  
               
                
                   CCSDS
                   
                      Consultative Committe for Space Data Systems
                  
               
                
                   ECSS
                   
                      European Committe for Space Standardization
                  
               
                
                   ESA
                   
                      European Space Agency
                  
               
                
                   NIMA
                   
                      National Imagery and Mapping Agency
                  
               
                
                   OAIS
                   
                      
                        Reference Model for an Open Archival Information System
                     
                  
               
                
                   SAFE
                   
                      Standard Archive Format for Europe
                  
               
                
                   SDF
                   
                      Strutured Data File Markup Language
                  
               
                
                   SI
                   
                      The International System of Units
                  
               
                
                   US-DoD
                   
                      United State Department of Defense
                  
               
                
                   UML
                   
                      Unified Modeling Language
                  
               
                
                   UTC
                   
                      Universal Time Coordinated
                  
               
                
                   XFDU
                   
                      XML Formatting Data Unit
                  
               
                
                   XML
                   
                      eXtensible Markup Language
                  
               
            
         
      

       
          Conventions Used in This Book

          
             System of Units
             
               The present book assumes that all physical quantities
                
                   Physical Quantity
               
               are expressed according to a standard system of units.
                
                   System of Units
               
               The selected standard is the SI defined by the
                Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
               ( ) in documents   and   from witch the major
               quantities listed hereafter have been extracted:
            
             
                System of Units
                
                   
                   
                   
                   
                   
                      
                         Quantity
                         Unit
                         Symbol
                         Definition
                     
                  
                   
                      
                         Length
                         metre
                         m
                         The  metre is the length of
                        the path traveled by light in vacuum during a time
                        interval of 1/299792458 of a second.
                     
                      
                         Mass
                         kilogram
                         kg
                         The  kilogram is the unit of
                        mass; it is equal to the mass of the international
                        prototype of the  kilogram.
                     
                      
                         Time
                         second
                         s
                         The  second is the duration
                        of 9192631770 periods of the radiation corresponding to
                        the transition between the two-hyperfine levels of the
                        ground state of the Cesium 133 atom.
                     
                      
                         Plane Angle
                         radian
                         rad
                         The  radian is a SI derived
                        units that can be expressed in terms of SI base units
                        as  m.m -1 =
                        1.
                     
                  
               
            
         
          
             Co-ordinate Reference Systems
             
               It is also assumed that without a special prompt all physical
               values shall be expressed in the following reference systems:
            
             
                Reference Systems
                
                   
                   
                   
                   
                      
                         System name
                         Identifier
                         Description
                     
                  
                   
                      
                         
                           World Geodetic System (1984)
                            
                               World Geodetic System (1984)
                           
                        
                          
                          is an international
                            geodetic reference system
                            
                               Geodetic Reference System
                           
                           for the Earth. It is mainly used for practical
                           application of mapping, charting, geopositioning and
                           navigation. It defines a coordinate system,
                           fundamental and derived constants, the ellipsoidal
                           (normal) gravity model and lists transformations to
                           current local datum.
                            
                           is completely defined in the standard document issued
                           by the  National Imagery and Mapping
                           Agency ( ) of the
                            United State Department of
                           Defense ( ).
                     
                      
                         
                           Universal Time Coordinated
                            
                               Universal Time Coordinated
                           
                        
                          
                          is a time scale maintained
                        by the  Bureau International des Poids et
                        Mesures ( ) that forms
                        the basis of a coordinated dissemination of standard
                        frequencies and time signals.
                     
                  
               
            
             
               The WGS84 reference system is not an inertial reference system.
               Vectors (in particular velocities) have to be transformed if they
               are expressed in inertial reference systems. The transformation
               may be more or less complex according to the expected accuracy.
            
             
                Reference Systems
            
         

          

      

   



    
       Structures

       
          Conformance with XFDU

          
             Preamble
             
            A critical characteristic of   is that
             any    is an   .
            
             
               Actually, as introduced in earlier sections,
                 has been designed with respect to
               several co-related studies, reference models and technologies.
            
             
                 provides an abstract mechanism to hold,
               hook or refer to content units to form a consistent package. The
               content units can be interrelated and may represent embedded,
               local or remote   that may be
               connected to various kind of Metadata Objects.
            
             
               However, XFDU is a generic system that needs to be restricted for
               environments requiring higher level of control of the package
               content.
            
             
               Therefore,   has been designed to
               "be" an instance of XFDU, restricting the generic
               areas of XFDU to the specific needs of Sentinel platforms data.
            
         

          
             How does Sentinel-SAFE Restricts XFDU?
             
               During the redefinition or restriction, some features of XFDU are
               discarded or constrained according to the specific needs of
                .  
               may constrain values of particular attributes, occurrences of
               elements, and especially add rules of consistence, mechanisms of
               connection between the various components of a   (Manifest file, components,
               etc.)
            
         
         
         
          
             New Specific Types
             
                 introduces
                new types, defining and organizing the
               product data. These may be complex types as
                platformType gathering all data related
               to the flying acquisition system, or simple types as
                platformFamilyNameType defining the
               platform name.
            
             
                A platform designation introduced by Sentinel-SAFE
                
                  
   <!-- Platform description -->
   <metadataObject ID="platform"
                   classification="DESCRIPTION" category="DMD">
      <metadataWrap textInfo="Platform Description"
                    vocabularyName="Sentinel-SAFE" mimeType="text/xml">
         <xmlData>
            <safe:platform>
               <!-- Platform identification -->
               <safe:nssdcIdentifier>2011-TBD</safe:nssdcIdentifier>
               <safe:familyName>SENTINEL-1</safe:familyName>
               <safe:number>A</safe:number>
               <!-- Instrument identification -->
               <safe:instrument>
                  <safe:familyName
                  abbreviation="SAR">Synthetic Aperture Radar</safe:familyName>
               </safe:instrument>
            </safe:platform>
         </xmlData>
      </metadataWrap>
   </metadataObject>

               
            
         

      

       
          Information Model

          
            A   gathers product basic
            information, such as the processing history, the
            platform/instrument identification and the acquisition period of
            the EO data.
         
          
            The EO data is completed by  ; it may be
            completed by  , orbital metadata, frame
            Sets, grid references, quality information and indexes for access
            efficiency. Plus any needed other metadata.
         
          
         

          
             
                
            
             
                
            
             
                
                
                Information Model
            
         

      

       
          Logical Model

          
            The hierarchic structure of a   (with nested content units),
            defines the relationship between the  (s) and its (their) associated metadata.
         
          
          
          

          
             
                
            
             
                
            
             
                Logical Model
            
         

      

       
          Physical Model

          
             
                
            
             
                
            
             
                Physical Model
            
         

          
             Physical Components
             
                
                   manifest file
               
               A   is composed of three
               types of physical components:
                
                   
                     a "manifest" file, that is capable of holding
                     all types of information supported by  ;
                  
                   
                     a collection of data/metadata files;
                  
                   
                     a set of relevant XML Schemas (data  ).
                  
               
            
         

          
             Hard Disk Organization (normative)
             
                 is primarily designed to be
               stored on hard disk or any other file system device. One   is nominally composed of
               several files: one   file
               and its optionally accompanying  
               files. Files composing a  
               are gathered and saved on the file system through a folder. A
               single package can contain one and only one  . The file names of a   are not supposed to identify
               the package content (e.g. platform name, period of acquisition
               etc.): the name of file system directory or any other means
               uncontrolled by the present document is to be used if an
               identification other than the one included in the   file is required.
            
         

          
             Manifest File Physical Model

             
                
                   
               
                
                   
               
                
                   
                   
                   Manifest File Physical Model
               
            

             
                
                   
                     Information Package Map:
                      
                      
                         informationPackageMap
                     
                     This section describes hierarchic structure of the
                     product. Nested content units reference   s and
                       s.
                     
                  

                   
                     Metadata Section:
                      
                      
                         metadataSection
                     
                     This section gathers a large part of product metadata.
                       enable several metadata
                     types including unknown types but requires some
                     specific ones.
                     
                      
                     This section gathers all references to
                      s.
                     
                  

                   
                     Data Section:
                      
                      
                         dataObjectSection
                     
                     This section gathers all references to  s ( s
                     and  s).
                     
                  
               
            

         

          
             Sentinel-SAFE Objects Physical Model

             
               A   gathers
                 s.
               There are two kinds of   s:  s and   s.
            
             
               A   is composed of:
                
                   
                     a   
                     element of the  ;
                  
                   
                     a  .
                  
               
            
             
               A    may be:
                
                   
                     a   : a
                       
                     element of the  ;
                  
                   
                     a   , which
                     may be:
                      
                         
                           an  , composed of:
                            
                               
                                 a    element
                                 of the  ;
                              
                               
                                 an  .
                              
                           
                        
                         
                           a  , composed of:
                            
                               
                                 a    element
                                 of the  ;
                              
                               
                                 a    element of
                                 the  ;
                              
                               
                                 a  .
                              
                           
                        
                     
                  
               
            

             
                
                   
               
                
                   
               
                
                   Sentinel-SAFE Objects Physical Model
               
            

         

          
             File naming and location (normative)
             
                Manifest file (normative)
                
                    file name must
                  conform to the following grammatical rules:
               
                
               filename =  manifest.safe |
                           MANIFEST.SAFE   
               
                
                   
                     The uppercase notation is to be used only if the supporting
                     file system does not support lower case notation.
                  
               

                
                  A fixed form of   file
                  name has been selected to assure its univocal identification
                  among  s or those files not wrapped
                  by the product.
               
                
                  The only exception to this mandatory file naming is the case a
                    is constituted
                   only by the  . The naming is in this
                  only case free.
               
            
             
                Components (normative)
                
                    allows any type of file as a
                   . Netherveless, it is recommended
                  to follow two main rules while naming a  :
                   
                      
                         
                        The  name part of the filename
                        should use only lowercase characters and numbers, plus
                        character  -:
                      
               filename =  [a-z,0-9,-].XXX
                     
                        
                     
                      
                         
                        The  extention part of the filename
                        should follow the standard provided by  .  
                        
                     
                  
               
                
                  The file name and location of the other files part of a
                    shall be defined in
                  their corresponding specifications.
               
                
                  Here are some examples of naming convention for  s:
               
                

                   
                      
                        Binary  s should be named:
                     
                      
               filename =  [a-z,0-9,-].dat
                     
                      
                         Binary Components
                         
                            transmission-measurement.dat
                            measurement.dat
                            summary-quality.dat
                            occultation.dat
                        
                     
                  

                   
                      
                        ASCII  s should be named:
                     
                      
               filename =  [a-z,0-9,-].txt
                     
                      
                         ASCII Components
                         
                            transmission-measurement.txt
                            measurement.txt
                            summary-quality.txt
                            occultation.txt
                        
                     
                  

                   
                      
                        XML  s should be named:
                     
                      
               filename =  [a-z,0-9,-].xml
                     
                      
                         XML Components
                         
                            transmission-measurement.xml
                            measurement.xml
                            summary-quality.xml
                            occultation.xml
                        
                     
                  

                   
                      
                        Tag Image File Format  s
                        should be named:
                     
                      
               filename =  [a-z,0-9,-].tiff
                     
                      
                         Tag Image File Format Components
                         
                            transmission-measurement.tiff
                            measurement.tiff
                        
                     
                  

                   
                      
                        XML schemas describing  s
                        should be named:
                     
                      
               filename =  [a-z,0-9,-].xsd
                     
                      
                         
                           XML schemas describing  s
                        
                         
                            transmission-measurement.xsd
                            measurement.xsd
                            summary-quality.xsd
                            occultation.xsd
                        
                     
                  

                   
                      
                         s should be named:
                     
                      
               filename =  [a-z,-]-object-types.xsd
                     
                      
                          s
                         
                            sentinel-1-object-types.xsd
                            sar-object-types.xsd
                            level-0-object-types.xsd
                        
                     
                  

               
            
         
          
             File System Limitations (informative)
             
               Many operating systems do not manage files bigger than 2
               Gigabytes. For this reason, when the maximum file size of the
               destination facility is unknown, it is recommended to remain
               under the 2 Gigabytes limit and to partition files as necessary.
               This mechanism is automatically supported by the
                byteStream markup of the
                dataObjectSection defined in the  .
            
         
      

       
          Manifest File (normative)

          
             
                Manifest File
            
            The   of a   complies with the XFDU Manifest
            rules and, therefore, contains information related to the product
            data.  It describes and interconnects all objects of the product,
            identifies the physical components involved, such as the
            acquisition sensor or platform and provides administrative
            information regarding the processing history and facilities.
         
          
            The   is the  center
            piece from which almost all starts.
         

          
             File Format
             
                 is an XML document
               which compies with the  
               recommendation and to the XML Schema provided in  .
            
               This latest schema is a strict  restriction
               (i.e. in the sense of XML Schema recommendation  ) of the XML Schema provided in the   document.
         

          
             Namespaces
             
                Namespaces
            

             
                Bundle of Namespaces in Use for Sentinel-SAFE Manifest
                
                  The   makes use of the
                  following namespaces:
               
                
                   
                   
                   
               
            

             
                Qualified and Unqualified Elements
                
                  Inheriting most of the features from top level structure of
                   , the
                   qualification (i.e. explicit declaration
                  of namespaces) policy is as complex. Actually, dues to the
                  use of  substitutionGroups in XFDU, the
                  XFDU Manifests are interlaced of
                   qualified and
                   unqualified elements.
               
                
                  Because XFDU node qualification rules are difficult to figure
                  out, they are repeated through the following example.
                   
                     All elements of the   are unqualified
                  
                  except:
               
                
                   
                     Qualified and Unqualified elements of a  
                  
                   
<xfdu:XFDU xmlns:xfdu   ="urn:ccsds:schema:xfdu:1"  
           xmlns:sentinel-safe="http://www.esa.int/safe/sentinel-1.0"
           xmlns:xs ="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
           xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"

           version  ="esa/safe/sentinel-1.0/sentinel-1/sar/sm/level-1/slcd">

<informationPackageMap>
   <xfdu:contentUnit unitType="Sentinel-SAFE Package"  
                     textInfo="SENTINEL-1 SAR SM Level 1 SLCD"
                     pdiID="processing"
                     dmdID="acquisitionPeriod platform">
      <xfdu:contentUnit unitType="Measurement Data Unit"  
                        textInfo="Measurement Data Unit"
                        dmdID="measurementQualityInformation
                               measurementOrbitReference"
                        repID="measurementSchema">
         <dataObjectPtr dataObjectID="measurementData"/>
      </xfdu:contentUnit>
   </xfdu:contentUnit>
</informationPackageMap>

<metadataSection>

   <metadataObject ID="platform"
                      classification="DESCRIPTION" category="DMD">
      <metadataWrap textInfo="Platform Description"
                 vocabularyName="Sentinel-SAFE" mimeType="text/xml">
         <xmlData>

            <safe:platform>  
               <safe:nssdcIdentifier>2011-TBDA</safe:nssdcIdentifier>
               <safe:familyName>SENTINEL-1</safe:familyName>
               <safe:number>A</safe:number>
               <safe:instrument>
                  <safe:familyName abbreviation="SAR"
         >Synthetic Aperture Radar</safe:familyName>
               </safe:instrument>
            </safe:platform>
         </xmlData>
      </metadataWrap>
   </metadataObject>

[...]

</metadataSection>

[...]

</xfdu:XFDU
                  
                   
                      
                         
                           The Root node of the Manifest file is bound to
                            urn:ccsds:schema:xfdu:1
                           namespace. This is typical because root node type is
                           always a global type which have to be qualified
                           according the XML Schema recommendation.
                        
                     
                      
                         
                            contentUnit elements are
                           bound to
                            urn:ccsds:schema:xfdu:1
                           namespace. This is due to the fact that XFDU
                            contentUnit s are part of a
                            substitutionGroup which are
                           necessarilly global and therefore qualified.
                        
                     
                      
                         
                           All elements wrapped into an
                            xmlData
                           element of the Manifest file are qualified. There can
                           be more than one namespace
                            inside
                           a single  xmlData
                           element, as far as they belong to the following list:
                            
                               
       http://www.esa.int/safe/sentinel-1.0;
                              
                               
       http://www.esa.int/safe/sentinel-1.0/active-sensor;
                              
                               
       http://www.opengis.net/gml;
                              
                               
                                 namespaces defined in the specialisations (for
                                 example
       http://www.esa.int/safe/sentinel-1.0/sar
                                 etc.).
                              
                           
                        
                     
                  
               
            
         

          
             XML Schemas
             
                XML Schemas
            
             
               For definition and validation purposes, three XML Schemas have
               been defined:
                
                   
                      
                        An XML Schema redefining   for
                          (available in  . It redefines
                        the target namespace
                         urn:ccsds:schema:xfdu:1.
                     
                  
                   
                      
                        An XML Schema defining   (available in  ). It defines the
                        target namespace
       http://www.esa.int/safe/sentinel-1.0.
                     
                  
                   
                      
                        An XML Schema defining   dedicated to
                         Active Sensors (available in
                         ).
                        It defines the target namespace
       http://www.esa.int/safe/sentinel-1.0/active-sensor.
                     
                  
               
            
         

          
             Identification of the Sentinel-SAFE product type
             
               The root node of the Manifest has an attribute named
                version. This attribute value is the
               relative path for the xfdu.xsd XML schema corresponding to the
               product (e.g.
         "esa/safe/sentinel-1.0/sentinel-1/sar/sm/level-1/slcd")
            
             
                Identification of a Sentinel-SAFE Product type
                
<xfdu:XFDU xmlns:xfdu="urn:ccsds:schema:xfdu:1"
        xmlns:sentinel-safe="http://www.esa.int/safe/sentinel-1.0"
        xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
        xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"
        version="esa/safe/sentinel-1.0/sentinel-1/sar/sm/level-1/slcd">  

[...]

</xfdu:XFDU>
               
                
                   
                      
                        The  version attribute identifies
                        univocally the Sentinel-SAFE Specialisation (i.e. Core
                        product level or more restricted products). In the
                        example, the
       esa/safe/sentinel-1.0/sentinel-1/sar/sm/level-1/slcd
                        matches a Level 1 Sentinel-1 SAR SM SLCD product.
                     
                  
               
            
         

          
             Identification of the Manifest Content
             
               The content of the   is
               described in the Information Package Map. The
                informationPackageMap element provides a
               hierarchical view of the entire product content, using a series
               of nested Content Units ( contentUnit
               elements). Actually, the Information Package Map is equivalent
               to the highest-level Content Unit included in the product.
            
             
               A Content Unit is an XML Structure (the
                contentUnit element) that contains
               pointers to Data Objects and associated Metadata Objects
               ( dataObject and
                metadataObject elements); it may also
               contain other Content Units.
            
             
                 allows perfectly identify each
                contentUnit, using its
                ID attribute.   doesn't define any constraint about
               their use. Nevertheless, if used, the  ID
               attribute of the highest-level
                contentUnit (the
                root  contentUnit)
               shall have the following value:
                
                   
       packageUnit
                  
               
            
             
               Value of all other  contentUnit
                ID attributes is not constrained.
            
         

          
             Manifest File Internal References

             
               This part is dedicated to the mechanisms of internal links.
            

            
            
            

             
                The Mechanisms

                
                   Data

                   
                      
                         
                     
                      
                         
                     
                      
                         
                           Data Component and its optional Representation
                           Information
                        
                     
                  

                   
                      Data Component

                      
                        A   shall be referenced
                        by:
                         
                            
      dataObjectSection/dataObject/byteStream/fileLocation/@href
                           
                        
                     

                      
                        An  xfdu:contentUnit shall
                        reference this    through an  ID/IDREF
                        relationship:
                         
             
      informationPackageMap/xfdu:contentUnit/dataObjectPointer/@dataObjectID
            
            shall point on:
             
      dataObjectSection/dataObject/@ID
            
                        
                     

                      
                         From Manifest File to measurement.dat
                         
                           [...]
                           

      <xfdu:contentUnit unitType="Measurement Data Unit"
                        dmdID="measurementOrbitReference"
                        repID="measurementSchema">

         <dataObjectPointer dataObjectID="measurementData"/>

      [...]

      <dataObject ID="measurementData"
                  repID="measurementSchema">
         <byteStream mimeType="application/octet-stream">
            <fileLocation locatorType="URL" href="measurement.dat"
                    textInfo="Measurement Data Set File"/>
            <checksum checksumName="MD5">
               e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b</checksum>
         </byteStream>
      </dataObject>


                           [...]
                        
                     

                      
                        Each  
                         may have a representation
                        information.
                     

                  

                   
                      
                        XML schema Component (Describing Data Component)
                     

                      
                        If present, an XML schema describing a
                          shall be referenced
                        by:
                         
                            
      metadataSection/metadataObject/metadataReference/@href
                           
                        
                     

                      
                        The  xfdu:contentUnit which
                        references the    shall reference this
                          
                        through an  ID/IDREF relationship:
                         
             
      informationPackageMap/xfdu:contentUnit/@repID
            
            shall point on:
             
      metadataSection/metadataObject/@ID
            
                        
                     

                      
                         From Manifest File to measurement.xsd
                         
                           
      [...]

      <xfdu:contentUnit unitType="Measurement Data Unit"
                        dmdID="measurementOrbitReference"
                        repID="measurementSchema">

         <dataObjectPointer dataObjectID="measurementData"/>

      [...]

      <metadataObject ID="measurementSchema"
                      classification="SYNTAX" category="REP">
         <metadataReference locatorType="URL" href="measurement.xsd"
                            vocabularyName="SDF" mimeType="text/xml"/>
      </metadataObject>

      [...]

                        
                     

                      
                        The   
                        and the    dedicated to its
                        representation information are linked together not only
                        through their Content Units, but also by themselves:
                         
             
      dataObjectSection/dataObject/@repID
            
            shall point on:
             
      metadataSection/metadataObject/@ID
            
                        
                     

                      
                         
                           Inside Manifest File: from measurement.dat to
                           measurement.xsd
                        
                         
                           
      [...]

      <xfdu:contentUnit unitType="Measurement Data Unit"
                        dmdID="measurementOrbitReference"
                        repID="measurementSchema">

         <dataObjectPointer dataObjectID="measurementData"/>

      [...]

      <metadataObject ID="measurementSchema"
                      classification="SYNTAX" category="REP">
         <metadataReference locatorType="URL" href="measurement.xsd"
                            vocabularyName="SDF" mimeType="text/xml"/>
      </metadataObject>

      [...]

      <dataObject ID="measurementData"
                  repID="measurementSchema">
         <byteStream mimeType="application/octet-stream">
            <fileLocation locatorType="URL" href="measurement.dat"
                    textInfo="Measurement Data Set File"/>
            <checksum checksumName="MD5">
               e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b</checksum>
         </byteStream>
      </dataObject>

      [...]

                        
                     

                  

               

                
                   Index or Metadata

                   
                      
                         
                     
                      
                         
                     
                      
                         
                           Index or Metadata Component and their optional
                           Representation Information
                        
                     
                  

                   
                     A   may have an index,
                     and/or some external metadata.
                  
                   
                     In all cases, the
                      
                     (index or metadata)  may  be
                     referenced by a    (A):
                      
          
   dataObjectSection/dataObject/byteStream/fileLocation/@href
         
                     
                  

                   
                     An  xfdu:contentUnit (A) shall
                     reference this    (A) through an
                      ID/IDREF relationship:
                      
          
   informationPackageMap/xfdu:contentUnit/dataObjectPointer/@dataObjectID
         
         shall point on:
          
   dataObjectSection/dataObject/@ID
         
         
         In order to define clearly that this   is an
         Index or a Metadata Component, the    (A) is also pointed by a
           :
                      
          
   metadataSection/metadataObject/dataObjectPointer/@dataObjectID
         
         shall point on:
          
   dataObjectSection/dataObject/@ID
         
                     
                     As   an object may have a representation
                     information , the mechanism of association
                     between the component and its XML schema(s) applies
                     (   
                     (B) in the diagram).
                  

                   
                     The Index or the Metadata Component is metadata of data.
                     Thus, the  data    shall have an
                     association with its metadata.
                  
                   
                     An  xfdu:contentUnit (C), which
                     references the    (C) shall reference the    (A) through an
                      ID/IDREF relationship:
                      
          
   informationPackageMap/xfdu:contentUnit/@dmdID
         
         shall point on:
          
   metadataSection/metadataObject/dataObject/@ID
         
                     
                  

                   
                      
                      
                        
      [...]

      <xfdu:contentUnit unitType="Measurement Data Unit"
                        textInfo="Measurement Data Unit"
                        dmdID="occultationAnnotation
                               measurementIndex"
                        repID="measurementSchema">

         <dataObjectPointer dataObjectID="measurementData"/>

      </xfdu:contentUnit>

      [...]

      <xfdu:contentUnit unitType="Measurement Data Index"
                        textInfo="Measurement Data Index"
                        repID="measurementIndexSchema">

         <dataObjectPointer dataObjectID="measurementIndexData"/>

      </xfdu:contentUnit>

      [...]

      <xfdu:contentUnit unitType="Metadata Unit"
                        textInfo="Metadata Unit"
                        repID="occultationAnnotationSchema">

         <dataObjectPointer dataObjectID="occultationAnnotationData"/>

      </xfdu:contentUnit>

      [...]

      <metadataObject ID="measurementSchema"
                      classification="SYNTAX" category="REP">
         <metadataReference locatorType="URL" href="measurement.xsd"
                            vocabularyName="SDF" mimeType="text/xml"/>
      </metadataObject>

      [...]

      <metadataObject ID="measurementIndex"
                      classification="DESCRIPTION" category="DMD">
         <dataObjectPointer
                      dataObjectID="measurementIndexData"/>
      </metadataObject>

      [...]

      <metadataObject ID="measurementIndexSchema"
                      classification="SYNTAX" category="REP">
         <metadataReference locatorType="URL" href="index.xsd"
                            vocabularyName="SDF" mimeType="text/xml"/>
      </metadataObject>

      [...]

      <metadataObject ID="occultationAnnotation"
                      classification="DESCRIPTION" category="DMD">
         <dataObjectPointer
                      dataObjectID="occultationAnnotationData"/>
      </metadataObject>

      [...]

      <metadataObject ID="occultationAnnotationSchema"
                      classification="SYNTAX" category="REP">
         <metadataReference locatorType="URL" href="occultation.xsd"
                            vocabularyName="SDF" mimeType="text/xml"/>
      </metadataObject>

      [...]

      <dataObject ID="measurementData"
                  repID="measurementSchema">
         <byteStream mimeType="application/octet-stream">
            <fileLocation locatorType="URL" href="measurement.dat"
                    textInfo="Measurement Data Set File"/>
            <checksum checksumName="MD5">
               e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b</checksum>
         </byteStream>
      </dataObject>

      [...]

      <dataObject ID="measurementIndexData"
                  repID="measurementIndexSchema">
         <byteStream mimeType="application/octet-stream">
            <fileLocation locatorType="URL" href="measurement-index.dat"
                    textInfo="Measurement Data Set Index File"/>
            <checksum checksumName="MD5">
               e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b</checksum>
         </byteStream>
      </dataObject>

      [...]

      <dataObject ID="occultationAnnotationData"
                  repID="occultationAnnotationSchema">
         <byteStream mimeType="application/octet-stream">
            <fileLocation locatorType="URL" href="occultation.dat"
                    textInfo= "Additional Platform Data Set File"/>
            <checksum checksumName="MD5">
               e94f8303ad92d056c3b2d0d5d250111b</checksum>
         </byteStream>
      </dataObject>

      [...]

                     
                  


               

                
                   Wrapped XML Metadata

                   
                      
                         
                     
                      
                         
                     
                      
                         Wrapped XML Metadata
                     
                  

                   
                     A   file holds
                      , such as
                     platform information, processing log, etc.
                  

                   
                     The processing log, history of the product is defined by a
                      safe:processing element. The
                     processing concerns the entire Sentinel-SAFE product.
                     Thus, only the root Content Unit, first and unique
                      informationPackageMap sub-element
                     shall reference the Processing   through an
                      ID/IDREF relationship:
                      
          
   informationPackageMap/xfdu:contentUnit/@pdiID
         
         shall point on:
          
   metadataSection/metadataObject/@ID
         
                     
                  

                   
                     All the other  ,
                     concerning the entire Sentinel-SAFE product shall be
                     referenced by the root Content Unit too through an
                      ID/IDREF relationship:
                      
          
   informationPackageMap/xfdu:contentUnit/@dmdID
         
         shall point on:
          
   metadataSection/metadataObject/@ID
         
                     
                  

                   
                      Processing and Other Wrapped Metadata
                      
                        
   [...]

   <informationPackageMap>

      <xfdu:contentUnit unitType="Sentinel-SAFE Archive Information Package"
                   textInfo="ENVISAT AATSR NL Level 0"
                   pdiID="processing"
                   dmdID="acquisitionPeriod platform">

      [...]

      </xfdu:contentUnit>

   </informationPackageMap>

   [...]

      <metadataObject ID="processing"
                      classification="PROVENANCE" category="PDI">
         <metadataWrap textInfo="Processing"
                 vocabularyName="Sentinel-SAFE" mimeType="text/xml">
            <xmlData>
               <safe:processing name="Level 0 processing">

               [...]

               </safe:processing>
            </xmlData>
         </metadataWrap>
      </metadataObject>

   [...]

      <metadataObject ID="platform"
                      classification="DESCRIPTION" category="DMD">
         <metadataWrap textInfo="Platform Description"
                 vocabularyName="Sentinel-SAFE" mimeType="text/xml">
            <xmlData>
               <safe:platform>

               [...]

               </safe:platform>
            </xmlData>
         </metadataWrap>
      </metadataObject>

   [...]

                     
                  

               

            

            
            
            

             
                List of pointing attributes

                
                  Here are listed all the pointing (xs:IDREFS) and pointed
                  (xs:ID) attributes.
               

               

                
                   Information Package Map Section

                   
                     The Information Package Map, through Content Units points
                     on   s and   s.
                  

                  
                   
                      contentUnit attributes

                      
                         

                            
                               
                                  pdiID
                                 (xs:IDREFS):
                              
                               
                                  pdiID
                                 is always an attribute of the "root"
                                 Content Unit; it points on the   dedicated
                                 to the processing log
                                 ( <metadataObject ID =
                                 "processing">). This
                                   is
                                 mandatory, and this attribute is required only
                                 on the Content Unit first sub-element of the
                                 Information Package Map (i. e.
                                 "root" Content Unit).
                              
                           

                            
                               
                                  dmdID
                                 (xs:IDREFS):
                                  
                                     
                                        
                                          "root" Content Unit:
                                       
                                        
                                           dmdID
                                          points on  .
                                       
                                    
                                     
                                        
                                          not "root" Content Units:
                                       
                                        
                                           dmdID
                                          shall always be an attribute of a
                                          Content Unit representing a   or  . It may
                                          point on a  
                                          or any   .
                                       
                                    
                                 
                              
                           

                            
                               
                                  repID
                                 (xs:IDREFS):
                              
                               
                                  repID
                                 always points on a
                                  
                                     
                                 
                                 which references an XML schema. If
                                  repID
                                 present, the Content Unit must have a
                                  dataObjectPointer
                                 sub-element pointing a
                                    which
                                 references the  
                                 described by this XML schema.
                              
                           

                        
                     

                  

                  
                   
                      dataObjectPointer (contentUnit sub-element)
                     attributes

                      
                         dataObjectID (xs:IDREFS) always
                        points on a    which references a
                          (data, index or metadata).
                        If present the parent Content Unit must have an
                        attribute repID pointing on a    which references
                        the XML schema describing this  .
                     

                  
                  

               

                
                   Metadata Section

                   
                     A   
                     may have multiple  ID/IDREF
                     relationship and may reference an external XML
                     schema.
                  

                  

                   
                      metadataObject attributes

                      
                         
                            
                               
                                  ID (xs:ID): may have an
                                  ID/IDREF relationship
                                 with:

                                  
                                     
                                        
                                          A Content Unit attribute
                                           dmdID
                                          if the    is a  
                                          (except the one dedicated to the
                                          product processing) or if the
                                             is dedicated to a
                                           
                                          (index or metadata).
                                       
                                    
                                     
                                        
                                          A Content Unit attribute
                                           pdiID if the
                                             is the  
                                          dedicated to product processing.
                                       
                                    
                                     
                                        
                                          A Content Unit attribute
                                           repID
                                          if the   
                                          is dedicated to an  .
                                       
                                    
                                     
                                        
                                          A   
                                          attribute
                                           repID if the
                                            
                                          is dedicated to be the   of the   pointed to
                                          by the   .
                                       
                                    
                                 

                              
                           
                        
                     

                  

                   
                      metadataObject/dataObjectPointer attributes

                      
                         dataObjectID (xs:IDREF) may have
                        an  ID/IDREF relationship with a
                          
                        which references a  
                        (metadata or index).
                     

                  
                  

                  

                   
                      metadataObject/metadataReference attributes

                      
                         href
                        always references an
                         .
                     

                  

               

               
                
                   Data Section

                   
                      dataObject attributes

                      
                          s
                        may reference   or
                          (metadata or
                        index). ID/IDREF relationships are different for  s and  s.
                     
                      
                        The   
                        which references a  
                        is always pointed to by a
                         dataObjectID (attribute of
                         dataObjectPointer element).
                     
                      
                        The   
                        which references a  
                        (metadata or index) is always pointed to by two
                        different  dataObjectIDs
                        (attribute of  dataObjectPointer
                        element). One is a Content Unit sub-element, the other
                        is a    sub-element.
                     

                      
                         
                            
                               ID (xs:ID) may have an
                               ID/IDREF relationship with
                               @dataObjectID
                              ( dataObjectPointer
                              attribute).
                           
                        
                     

                      
                         
                            
                               repID (xs:IDREFS) may have
                              an  ID/IDREF relationship
                              with a    which
                              references an  . Note that the
                              repID (xs:IDREFS) may point on more than one
                                 if the
                                of a   gathers more than one
                                (i.e. if
                              one or more  (s)
                              is present).
                           
                        
                     

                  

                  

                   
                      dataObject/byteStream/fileLocation
                     attributes

                      
                         href may have an
                         ID/IDREF relationship with:
                         
                            
                              a  ;
                           
                            
                              a  .
                           
                        
                     

                  

               

            

         
      

       
          Components (normative)
          
             Introduction
             
               The  s are files part of a   different from the  . A   may hold data information, metadata
               information or  . The format/type of
               the  s has no particular meaning of
               their role in a  .
            
             
               According to the physical model specified previously, all  s are to be referenced from the  . Refer to the previous
               chapter for additional information about how  s may be referenced from the  .
            
         

          
             XML Components
             
               Any   (  or  ) may be formatted in
               XML.
            

             
                File Format
                
                  The format of these   shall follow
                  the   recommendation.
               
            

             
                Optional Representation Information
                
                  The   of XML   are standard XML Schemas that shall
                  follow the recommendations  ,
                    and  .
               
            
         

          
             XML Schema Components
             
               Although XML Schemas  are XML documents,
               they are considered different from XML  s. This behavior is due to the particular
               role of   they may have in a  .
            
             
                File Format
                
                  The format of these   shall follow
                  the  ,   and  
                  recommendations.
               
            

             
                Representation Information
                
                  In order to avoid circular definition of   (i.e.   of
                    of  ,
                  etc.) the XML Schema   is
                  considered  well known by the   specifications and is, therefore,
                   not to be provided in a  .
               
                
                  The considered   for XML Schemas is
                  provided as normative part of the  . This  
                  is usually known as the  XML Schema of the XML
                  Schemas.
               
            
         

          
             Binary Components
             
               The binary  s may be considered as
               any regular files of a file system. For example, video data,
               image, raw text, etc. may be referenced as binary  s of any  .
            

             
                File Format
                
                  Any ordered sequence of  bytes.
               
                
                  The sequence of bytes may be structured in a first physical
                  level of atomic data types (e.g. integers, floating points,
                  characters, arry of bytes, etc.). These data types may be
                  organized to provide hierarchical or complex structures.
               
            

             
                Optional Representation Information
                
                    of every    may be described
                  by an XML Schema following the rules defined in  ,
                   annotated with  
                  markups for providing the binary physical attributes of the
                  file.
               
                
                   
                     Sample of a Representation Information of a Binary Object
                  
                   
[...]

<xs:element name="tangentAltitudeError" type="xs:unsignedInt"
            minOccurs="2" maxOccurs="2">  
   <xs:annotation>
      <xs:documentation xml:lang="en">
         Error on the altitude of the tangent point
         2 values provided at the beginning and during the measurement,
         generaly at half-measurement (the temporal shift is given by the
         "time shift for the ray tracing" - see the Occultation data GADS.
      </xs:documentation>
   <xs:appinfo>
      <sdf:block>  
         <sdf:encoding>BINARY</sdf:encoding>
         <sdf:length>4</sdf:length>
         <sdf:occurrence>2</sdf:occurrence>
      </sdf:block>
   </xs:appinfo>
   </xs:annotation>
</xs:element>

[...]
                  
                   
                      
                         
                           Standard declaration of an element in a standard XML
                           Schema document. This declaration provides the
                           logical/structural definition of the data.
                        
                     
                      
                         
                             annotation markups providing
                           physical description of the binary element. Here,
                           for example, the length is fixed to 4 bytes and the
                           element appears 2 times in the binary stream.
                        
                     
                  
               
                
                  A complete description of the  
                  markup and their use is provided in the next section.
               
            

             
                SDF Markups
                
                  XML Schema has been selected as  
                  language to avoid re-engineering of proprietary language. XML
                  Schema recommendations  ,   and  
                  provides an integrated set of markups that describes simple
                  or complex types. However, because it has been designed for
                  XML documents   to which the
                  format is predefined, XML Schema does not provide any support
                  for the physical description of binary files.
               
                
                  It is therefore necessary to specify additional markups
                  dedicated to the physical description of the logical elements
                  described by XML Schema. These markups, deriving from the
                  Structured Data file language ( ) should
                  be inserted in the  appInfo element
                  allowed in many areas of the XML Schema documents.
               

                
                   Concept of Binary Blocks
                   
                     A binary file is usually defined as a set of adjacent
                     blocks with various lengths. A Structured Data file is a
                     data source containing TEXT and/or BINARY data that can be
                     described as a hierarchy of data blocks. These blocks are
                     organized in a "tree model" as a file system does with
                     directories and files.
                  
                   

                   
                      
                         
                     
                      
                         
                     
                      
                         Example of Hierarchical Binary Data Blocks
                     
                  


                  
                   
                     A block is identified by its absolute offset and length
                     within the data source. It is assumed that there is no
                     overlapping between the blocks.
                  
                   
                      
                         
                            
                        
                         
                            
                        
                         
                            Location of a Block within The Stream
                        
                     

                     
                  
                   
                     The block content may be surrounded by
                      header
                     or
                      footer
                     paddings:
                  
                   
                      
                         
                            
                        
                         
                            
                        
                         
                            Physical Representation of a Node
                        
                     

                     
                  
                   
                     A complex content is encoded as a sequence of blocks in the
                     same order than the node list.
                  
                   
                      
                         
                            
                        
                         
                            
                        
                         
                            Physical Representation of a Complex Content
                           (e.g. a sequence nodes)
                        
                     

                     
                  
               

                
                   Syntax Specifications
                   
                       breaks down any binary data into a
                     tree of nodes thanks to an external description. The
                     internal description is an XML Schema with a few
                     additional markups providing the physical description of
                     the binary file components.
                  
                   
                     The complete list of markups defined by   as well as their respective roles is
                     provided in the  
                     part of the present book.
                  
                   
                     An XML Schema is also provided in   for helping in validating
                       markups with an XML Schema.
                  
                   
                     Finally, a complete example of  
                      annotated XML Schema is provided in
                      . This example is a
                     typical case of Earth Observation binary data.
                  
                  
               

               
            
         

          
             Index Components
             
               The Indexes are  Binary  s attached to other
                Binary  s. The
               indexes content provides a quick way to find the elements within
               the attached Binary   using the
                indexed value(s).
            
             
               Indexes can be seen has a sub-sampled view of the Binary   they are attached to. Indexed values may
               be extracted from the attached Binary   but also be computed or acquired values not included in the
               attached Binary  . As an example, in
               an Earth Observation environment, the indexed values may be time
               stamps originating from the acquisition system whether the
               telemetry (i.e. the attached Binary  ) may not provide any timing information.
            
             
               Indexes are particularly efficient for
                large Binary  s
               with internal block sizes varying among occurrences (e.g. 
               telemetry source packets of variable lengths).
            

             

             
                Representation Information
                
                  As all Sentinel-SAFE Indexes follow the same format, the   is the  annotated
                  XML Schema provided in  .
               
                
                  A file containing this XML Schema content is to be provided
                  and referenced as   of any   containing an Index file. The way
                  of linking this file in the  
                  is described in section  .
               
                
                  It is not an error to include a single copy of the Index
                    schema, although several indexes
                  are contained in the same  .
               
            
         

      
   

    
       Manifest Type Reference
       
       
       
      
   

    
       SDF Type Reference
       
   

    
       XML Schema restricting XFDU Types (normative)
       
   

    
       XML Schema of Sentinel-SAFE Manifest Types (normative)
       
   

    
       XML Schema of Sentinel-SAFE Active Sensor Types (normative)
       
   

    
       XML Schema of SDF Markups (normative)
       
   

    
       XML Schema of Sentinel-SAFE Data Component Indexes (normative)
       
   

    
       Example of Sentinel-SAFE Manifest document (informative)
       
   

    
       
         Example of XML Schema for binary Data Components (informative)
      
       
   

   
    

    
       Sentinel-SAFE Document Improvement Proposal
      
   

    











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/docbook/int/esa/safe/example/manifest.safe


 

    

       
          
             
         
          
             
         
      

   

    

       
          
             
                
                   2012-01-01T04:20:32.012131Z
                   2012-01-01T04:20:41.872452Z
               
            
         
      
       
          
             
                
                   0000-000A
                   SENTINEL-1
                   A
                   
                      
                     Synthetic Aperture Radar
                      EW
                  
               
            
         
      
       
          
             
                
                   1771
                   1771
                   21
                   21
                   11
                   2
               
            
         
      
       
          
             
                
                   
                      
                  
                   
                   
                   
                      
                         
                            
                        
                     
                  
               
            
         
      
       
          
             
                
                   
                      
                         
                        -45.603,-23.437 -45.011,-23.738
                     
                  
               
            
         
      
       
          
      

   

    

       
          
             
             
            2990a4b5e4ead6216cfd6b4c17621242
         
      

       
          
             
             
            1f2e6eaf1ef1970b543e92c9ffb6698a
         
      

   











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/docbook/int/esa/safe/example/s1-level-0.xsd


 

    
       
          
         
      
    
    
       
          
             
                The Data Unit (ISP) has a variable length
                
                   
                      BINARY
                     unbounded
                  
               
            
         
      
   
   
   
    
       
           
          
           
          
          
             
                
                  Source Data : An array of variable occurrence of
                  unsigned bytes.
               
                
                   
                      
                         
                         1
                     
                  
               
            
             
                
            
         
      
   

    
       
           
          
           
          
           
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
           
          
           
          
      
   

    
       
           
          
           
          
           
              
                 
                  Sync Marker has a constant value 352EF853
                
                 
                    
                       
                          4
                          1
                     
                   
                
            
             
                
            
          
           
          
           
          
            
          
            
          
           
          
            
          
            
          
             
          
          
          
           
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
            
          
     
   

    
       
          
         constant value = 000 (3 bits).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                3
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         constant value = 0 (1 bit)
         
          
             
                BINARY
                1
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         constant value = 1 (1 bit)
         
          
             
                BINARY
                1
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         constant value = 1000001 (7 bits)
         
          
             
                BINARY
                7
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         constant value = 1100 (4 bits)
         
          
             
                BINARY
                4
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         constant value 11 (2 bits).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                2
            
         
      
       
          
      
   

    
       
          
         variable value = 0 to 16383 (wraps to 0) (14 bits).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                14
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         constant value = 0 (1 bit).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                1
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         variable value = 000 to 111 (3 bits).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                3
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         variable value = 0000 or 0001 (4 bits).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                4
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         variable value = 256 to 8447 
         
          
             
                BINARY
                3
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         variable value = 0 to 31 (3 bits).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                5
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         variable value >= 0 
         
          
             
                BINARY
                3
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         variable value >= 0 
         
          
             
                BINARY
                3
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         variable value >= 0 
         
          
             
                BINARY
                3
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         boolean value = 0 or 1 (1 bit).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                1
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         configuration of Tx/Rx polarisation - variable value = 0 to 7 (3 bits).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                3
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         activity of temperature compensation in the SAS - variable value = 0
         to 3 (2 bits).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                2
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Version 1.3, 3 November 2008
   
    Copyright © 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008
    Free Software Foundation, Inc.
   
   
    Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this
    license document, but changing it is not allowed.
   
   
    0. PREAMBLE
   
   
    The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other
    functional and useful document “free” in the sense of freedom:
    to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with
    or without modifying it, either commercially or
    noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and
    publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered
    responsible for modifications made by others.
   
   
    This License is a kind of “copyleft”, which means that
    derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same
    sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft
    license designed for free software.
   
   
    We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free
    software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program
    should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software
    does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used
    for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is
    published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for
    works whose purpose is instruction or reference.
   
   
    1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS
   
   
    This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that
    contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be
    distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a
    world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work
    under the conditions stated herein. The “Document”, below,
    refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee,
    and is addressed as “you”. You accept the license if you copy,
    modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under
    copyright law.
   
   
    A “Modified Version” of the Document means any work containing
    the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with
    modifications and/or translated into another language.
   
   
    A “Secondary Section” is a named appendix or a front-matter
    section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of
    the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document’s overall
    subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall
    directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a
    textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any
    mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection
    with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial,
    philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.
   
   
    The “Invariant Sections” are certain Secondary Sections whose
    titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice
    that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section
    does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to
    be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant
    Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then
    there are none.
   
   
    The “Cover Texts” are certain short passages of text that are
    listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says
    that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may
    be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.
   
   
    A “Transparent” copy of the Document means a machine-readable
    copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the
    general public, that is suitable for revising the document
    straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of
    pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available
    drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for
    automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text
    formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose
    markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage
    subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is
    not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is
    not “Transparent” is called “Opaque”.
   
   
    Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII
    without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML
    using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,
    PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent
    image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary
    formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors,
    SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally
    available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by
    some word processors for output purposes only.
   
   
    The “Title Page” means, for a printed book, the title page
    itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the
    material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in
    formats which do not have any title page as such, “Title Page”
    means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work’s
    title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.
   
   
    The “publisher” means any person or entity that distributes
    copies of the Document to the public.
   
   
    A section “Entitled XYZ” means a named subunit of the Document
    whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses
    following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands
    for a specific section name mentioned below, such as
    “Acknowledgements”, “Dedications”,
    “Endorsements”, or “History”.) To “Preserve
    the Title” of such a section when you modify the Document means that
    it remains a section “Entitled XYZ” according to this
    definition.
   
   
    The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which
    states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty
    Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License,
    but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that
    these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the
    meaning of this License.
   
   
    2. VERBATIM COPYING
   
   
    You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either
    commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright
    notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the
    Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other
    conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical
    measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the
    copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in
    exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you
    must also follow the conditions in section 3.
   
   
    You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you
    may publicly display copies.
   
   
    3. COPYING IN QUANTITY
   
   
    If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have
    printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the
    Document’s license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose
    the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover
    Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the
    back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the
    publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title
    with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add
    other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to
    the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy
    these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.
   
   
    If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly,
    you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the
    actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.
   
   
    If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more
    than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy
    along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a
    computer-network location from which the general network-using public has
    access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete
    Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the
    latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin
    distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent
    copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one
    year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or
    through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.
   
   
    It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the
    Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give
    them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.
   
   
    4. MODIFICATIONS
   
   
    You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the
    conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the
    Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version
    filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and
    modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In
    addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:
   
   
    
      
        Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct
        from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which
        should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the
        Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the
        original publisher of that version gives permission.
      
    
    
      
        List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities
        responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified
        Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the
        Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),
        unless they release you from this requirement.
      
    
    
      
        State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified
        Version, as the publisher.
      
    
    
      
        Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
      
    
    
      
        Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to
        the other copyright notices.
      
    
    
      
        Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice
        giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the
        terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.
      
    
    
      
        Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections
        and required Cover Texts given in the Document’s license
        notice.
      
    
    
      
        Include an unaltered copy of this License.
      
    
    
      
        Preserve the section Entitled “History”, Preserve its
        Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new
        authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title
        Page. If there is no section Entitled “History” in the
        Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher
        of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item
        describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.
      
    
    
      
        Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for
        public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the
        network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was
        based on.  These may be placed in the “History”
        section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published
        at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original
        publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.
      
    
    
      
        For any section Entitled “Acknowledgements” or
        “Dedications”, Preserve the Title of the section, and
        preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the
        contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.
      
    
    
      
        Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in
        their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are
        not considered part of the section titles.
      
    
    
      
        Delete any section Entitled “Endorsements”. Such a section
        may not be included in the Modified Version.
      
    
    
      
        Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled
        “Endorsements” or to conflict in title with any Invariant
        Section.
      
    
    
      
        Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
      
    
   
   
    If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices
    that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the
    Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections
    as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant
    Sections in the Modified Version’s license notice. These titles
    must be distinct from any other section titles.
   
   
    You may add a section Entitled “Endorsements”, provided it
    contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various
    parties — for example, statements of peer review or that the text
    has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a
    standard.
   
   
    You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a
    passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of
    Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text
    and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made
    by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the
    same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same
    entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may
    replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher
    that added the old one.
   
   
    The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give
    permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply
    endorsement of any Modified Version.
   
   
    5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS
   
   
    You may combine the Document with other documents released under this
    License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions,
    provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections
    of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as
    Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that
    you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.
   
   
    The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple
    identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there
    are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents,
    make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in
    parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section
    if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section
    titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the
    combined work.
   
   
    In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled
    “History” in the various original documents, forming one
    section Entitled “History”; likewise combine any sections
    Entitled “Acknowledgements”, and any sections Entitled
    “Dedications”. You must delete all sections Entitled
    “Endorsements”.
   
   
    6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS
   
   
    You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents
    released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this
    License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in
    the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for
    verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.
   
   
    You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute
    it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this
    License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other
    respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.
   
   
    7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS
   
   
    A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and
    independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or
    distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the copyright
    resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of
    the compilation’s users beyond what the individual works
    permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does
    not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves
    derivative works of the Document.
   
   
    If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies
    of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire
    aggregate, the Document’s Cover Texts may be placed on covers that
    bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of
    covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear
    on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.
   
   
    8. TRANSLATION
   
   
    Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute
    translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing
    Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from
    their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all
    Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant
    Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the
    license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided
    that you also include the original English version of this License and the
    original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a
    disagreement between the translation and the original version of this
    License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.
   
   
    If a section in the Document is Entitled “Acknowledgements”,
    “Dedications”, or “History”, the requirement
    (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require
    changing the actual title.
   
   
    9. TERMINATION
   
   
    You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as
    expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy,
    modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically
    terminate your rights under this License.
   
   
    However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license
    from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless
    and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your
    license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you
    of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the
    cessation.
   
   
    Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated
    permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some
    reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of
    violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and
    you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.
   
   
    Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
    licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this
    License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
    reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not
    give you any rights to use it.
   
   
    10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE
   
   
    The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU
    Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be
    similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
    address new problems or concerns. See
    Copyleft.
   
   
    Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If
    the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License
    “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of
    following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of
    any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free
    Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of
    this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft)
    by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy
    can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that
    proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently
    authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.
   
   
    11. RELICENSING
   
   
    “Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site” (or “MMC
    Site”) means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable
    works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those
    works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a
    server. A “Massive Multiauthor Collaboration” (or
    “MMC”) contained in the site means any set of copyrightable
    works thus published on the MMC site.
   
   
    “CC-BY-SA” means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike
    3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit
    corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,
    California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published
    by that same organization.
   
   
    “Incorporate” means to publish or republish a Document, in
    whole or in part, as part of another Document.
   
   
    An MMC is “eligible for relicensing” if it is licensed under
    this License, and if all works that were first published under this
    License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in
    whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant
    sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.
   
   
    The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site
    under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,
    provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.
   
   
    ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents
   
   
    To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the
    License in the document and put the following copyright and license
    notices just after the title page:
   
   Copyright © YEAR YOUR NAME

Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the
terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version
published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no
Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in
the section entitled “GNU Free Documentation License”.
   
    If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,
    replace the “with… Texts.” line with this:
   
   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the Front-Cover Texts
being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.
   
    If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other
    combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the
    situation.
   
   
    If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we
    recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free
    software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their
    use in free software.
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    http://www.opengis.net/gml: needed for
   validating some   (i.e. in particular
   those requiring Geographical Informations)
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 Recommended Prefixes (informative)
 
 
 
 
 
   PREFIX
   NAMESPACE


 

 
   
   xfdu
  
   
   urn:ccsds:schema:xfdu:1
  

 
   
   sentinel-safe
  
   
   http://www.esa.int/safe/sentinel-1.0
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    http://www.esa.int/safe/sentinel-1.0: the Sentinel-SAFE
   target namespace for all  
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    urn:ccsds:schema:xfdu:1: for types
   originating from  
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       Additional abstract XML Schema
       
          
         An additional abstract XML Schema is not the XML Schema which
         describes a   or a  , but is included by the XML Schema
         which describes a   or a  .
         
          
         An additional abstract XML Schema is a   of
         a  .
         
      
   
    
       Association
       
          
         Refers to a relationship between  s
         in a  , or other   related to a  
         or the    .
         
      
   
    
       Collection
       
          
         Refers to  s that are gathered
         together along with a  . This is
         analogous to files on a file system  .
         
      
   
    
       Component
       
          
         Refers to a file that can be grouped together to be part of a
          , or    , or  .
         
          
         A Component may be a  , a  , an  , etc.
         
      
   
    
       Content Unit
       
          
         XML Structure that contains pointers to  s and associated  s, and possibly other Content Units
          .
         
      
   
    
       Data
       
          
         A reinterpretable representation of   in a
         formalized manner suitable for communication, interpretation, or
         processing. Examples of data include a sequence of bits, a table of
         numbers, the characters on a page, the recording of sounds made by a
         person speaking, or a moon rock specimen  .
         
      
   
    
       Data Component
       
          
         A   holding data.
         
      
   
    
       Data Object
       
          
          An object composed of a set of bit sequences.  This
         definition has been inherited from the  
         discarding the case of Physical Object (e.g. Books, Pen, etc.) that is
         out of the scope of the present specifications.
         
      
   
    
       dataObject
       
          
         A  dataObject element of a  .
         
      
   
    
       Datatype
       
          
         In   specification, a datatype
         is a 3-tuple, consisting of:
          
              
            a set of distinct values, called its  ,
            
              
            a set of lexical representations, called its  ,
            
              
            a set of  s that characterize
            properties of the  ,
            individual values or lexical items.
            
         
         
      
   
    
       Facet
       
          
         A facet is a single defining aspect of a  . Generally speaking, each facet characterizes
         a   along independent axes or dimensions.
         
          
         The   of a   serves
         to distinguish those aspects of one   which
         differ from other  s. Rather than being
         defined solely in terms of a prose description the  s in this specification are defined in terms of
         the synthesis of facet values which together determine the   and properties of the    .
         
      
   
    
       Fixity Information
       
          
         The   which documents the authentication
         mechanisms and provides authentication keys to ensure that the [...]
         object has not been altered in an undocumented manner. An example is a
         Cyclical Redundancy Check (CRC) code for a file  .
         
      
   
    
       Information
       
          
         Any type of knowledge that can be exchanged. In an exchange, it is
         represented by data. An example is a string of bits (the data)
         accompanied by a description of how to interpret a string of bits as
         numbers representing temperature observations measured in degrees
         Celsius (the  )  .
         
      
   
    
       Lexical Space
       
          
         A lexical space is the set of valid
          literals for a datatype  .
         
      
   
    
       Manifest
       
          
         A document containing   about  s, and the  s between them. This   is stored as a
          , using an  
         language designed just for this purpose  .
         
      
   
    
       Manifest Type
       
          
         Any type provided by   and
         contained in a  .
         
      
   
    
       Metadata
       
          
           about other  
          .
         
      
   
    
       Metadata Component
       
          
         A   holding   about
         other  .
         
      
   
    
       Metadata Object
       
          
         A   that is a   for another   within the same  .
         
      
   
    
       metadataObject
       
          
         A  metadataObject element of a  .
         
      
   
    
       Package
       
          
         A collection that is bundled together, or packaged, into one file
         using a defined packaging scheme. All Packages are Collections, but
         not all Collections have been packaged, so they are not all Packages
          .
         
      
   
    
       Representation Information
       
          
         The information that maps a   into more
         meaningful concepts. An example is the ASCII definition that describes
         how a sequence of bits (i.e. a  ) is
         mapped into a symbol  .
         
      
   
    
       Package Interchange File
       
          
         A collection of files that have been bundled together into a single
         container that also contains a manifest describing the contained files
         and the relationships among those files  .
         
      
   
   
    
       Referenced Metadata Object
       
          
         A   stored inside
          and outside the  . 
         
            
         
            
         
      
   
    
       SAFE
       
          
         The Standard Archive Format for Europe.
         
      
   
    
       SAFE Specialisation
       
          
         A SAFE Specialisation is a restriction of the   Core specifications for a more specific type
         of data.
         
      
   
    
       Sentinel
       
          
         A series of platform launched or to be launched by European Space
         Agency.
         
      
   
    
       Sentinel SAFE
       
          
         The format conforming the present specifications.
         
      
   
    
       Sentinel SAFE Manifest
       
          
         A   conforming the present
         specifications.
         
      
   
    
       Sentinel SAFE Object
       
          
         Either a   or a   defined by  .
         
      
   
    
       Sentinel SAFE Product
       
          
         An   specialised for the specific use of
         Sentinel data. The term of  Product has been
         selected for historical reason but matches exactly the definition of
         an   introduced above.
         
      
   
    
       Sentinel SAFE Specialisation
       
          
         A Sentinel SAFE Specialisation is a restriction of the   Core specifications for a more specific type
         of data.
         
      
   
    
       Sentinel SAFE Types
       
          
         Types defined in the
          http://www.esa.int/safe/sentinel-1.0 namespace and part
         of  .
         
      
   
    
       Value Space
       
          
          A value space is the set of values for a given  . Each value in the value space of a   is denoted by one or more literals in its    .
         
      
   
   
    
       Wrapped Metadata Object
       
          
         A   wrapped inside the  .
         
            
         
            
         
      
   
    
       XFDU Package
       
          
         A Package Interchange File that contains an XFDU Manifest and is
         conformant to the semantics specified in the XFDU Specifications. An
         XFDU Package is a specialization of Package Interchange File  .
         
      
   
    
       XFDU Type
       
          
         Type defined in the
          urn:ccsds:schema:xfdu:1 namespace and
         part of  .
         
      
   
    
       XML Schema Component
       
          
         A   holding part or the entire   of another  .
         
      
   
    
       XML Schema Object
       
          
         A   holding part or the entire   of another  .
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  Conventions Used in the Type Reference Parts

     General
    
   All types defined or altered by the present specifications are described in
   this book. All other unaltered types such as those from  
   may not be repeated in the present book and should be considered implicitly
   inherited and, therefore, unchanged.
   
   

     Synopsis
       
      The Synopsis provides an overview of the described type as a summary table
      for simple types or as a   like class diagram for
      complex ones. Simple type synopsis table reports the base type from witch
      the current type could derive, the lexical enumerations and patterns that
      may restrict the value content of the type and the facets i.e. type
      dependent constrains, including enumerations, fraction-digits, length
      extents, inclusive or exclusive bounds and whitespace policy.
      
       
      Complex type   like class diagrams provides a
      graphical drawing of the elements and attributes that compose it, the
      interconnections between all of them including the cardinality i.e. number
      of allowed elements, controlling the Complex type structure.
      
       
         
           
             
          
           
             
          
           
          houseType Content Model Example
          
        
      
       
      The name of the entity (type, element or attribute) is always:
       
          element-name[0..1] :  namespace-name: element-type-name
      
       
          
         Entity Naming in the Synopsis
         
          
              : namespaceN:houseType
              room : namespaceN:roomType
         
      
      

        Referenced Type
       
      The referenced type is colored ( :
      namespaceN:houseType in the example).
      
       
      A type can hold attributes ( color :
      namespaceN:colorType in the example).
      
       
      An attribute can hold a cardinality according to the  .
      
      

        Connector
       
      If the referenced type is a complex type (i.e. have sub-elements), the
      nature of the connector is specified in the yellow circle:
       
          Connector List
          
          
          
          
          
            Used Abbreviation
            Name
         
         
          
          
            S
             xs:sequence
         
          
            C
             xs:choice
         
          
            A
             xs:all
         
          
            *
             xs:any
         
         
         
      
      The connector may hold a cardinality according to the  .
      
      

        Sub-elements
       
      Sub-elements are colorless ( livingRoom :
      namespaceN:livingRoomType,  chimney :
      namespaceN:chimneyType and  room :
      namespaceN:roomType in the example).
      
       
      A sub-element can hold attributes ( TV :
      namespace:TVType in the example).
      
       
      A sub-element can hold a cardinality according to the  .
      
       
      An attribute of a sub-element can hold a cardinality according to the
       .
      
      

        Cardinality Notations
       
      Notation of the cardinality differs for connectors, elements and
      attributes:
       
          Cardinality Notations for Element and Connector
          
          
          
          
          
            Used Notation
            Description
         
         
          
          
             none
            one occurrence
         
          
            n
            n occurrences
         
          
            *
            from 0 to unbounded occurrences
         
          
            1..*
            from 1 to unbounded occurrences
         
          
            n..*
            from n to unbounded occurrences
         
         
         
      
       
          Cardinality Notations for Attribute
          
          
          
          
          
            Used Notation
            Description
         
         
          
          
             none
            use="required"
         
          
            [0..1]
            use="optional"
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   All  contentUnit elements (children of
    informationPackageMap element) are bound to
    urn:ccsds:schema:xfdu:1 namespace.
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   The  XFDU Root node of the Manifest
   file is bound to
    urn:ccsds:schema:xfdu:1 namespace.
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(:
   SAFE - Standard Archive Format for Europe
   Copyright (C) 2004,2005,2006,2007,2008,2009,2010 European Space Agency (ESA)
   Copyright (C) 2004,2005,2006,2007,2008,2009,2010 GAEL Consultant
   GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL)
   
   This file is part of SAFE
   
   SAFE is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
   it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by
   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
   (at your option) any later version.
   
   SAFE is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
   GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
   
   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License
   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
:)

import module namespace util = "http://www.esa.int/safe/xql/util"
              at "util-module.xql";

declare variable $manifest_node as node()? external;
declare variable $manifest_crc16 as xs:string? external;
declare variable $originating_facility as xs:string? external;

util:getSafeProductId ($manifest_node,$manifest_crc16,$originating_facility)
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(:
   SAFE - Standard Archive Format for Europe
   Copyright (C) 2004,2005,2006,2007,2008,2009,2010 European Space Agency (ESA)
   Copyright (C) 2004,2005,2006,2007,2008,2009,2010 GAEL Consultant
   GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL)
   
   This file is part of SAFE
   
   SAFE is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
   it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by
   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
   (at your option) any later version.
   
   SAFE is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
   GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
   
   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License
   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
:)

module namespace util = "http://www.esa.int/safe/xql/util";

declare variable $util:implementationTitle as xs:string? external;
declare variable $util:implementationVersion as xs:string? external;
declare variable $util:javaImplementationTitle as xs:string? external;
declare variable $util:javaImplementationVersion as xs:string? external;

declare variable $util:pi := 3.141592653589793;

(: The location of the product definition pre-suppose that base URI has been
 : set to $SAFE_TRANSFORM_HOME/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/<version>
 : A better solution may be to make the path relative to an external variable
 : to be provided by the caller or the importing module.
 :)
declare variable $util:product-definition := 
   ../../../../../../product-definition.xml;

(: Returns the product (whenever Aux, Level 0, 1 or 2) version matching the
 : input product name.
 :)
declare function util:getProductVersion ($product_name as xs:string) as xs:string
{
   let $product := $util:product-definition/
      resources/*/product[matches($product_name, data(@regex))]
   return

   if ($product)
   then
      data($product/@ver)
   else
      error(concat("Unknown product: ", $product_name, " (util:getProductVersion)"))
};

declare function util:getProductTypeVersion ($product_name as xs:string,
                                           $product_id as xs:string)
                                           as xs:string
{
   let $product := 
      if ($product_id = "") (: no product_id :)
      then
         $util:product-definition/
         resources/*/product[matches($product_name, data(@regex))]
      else (: there is a product_id :)
         $util:product-definition/
         resources/*/product[$product_id = data(@ID)]
   return

   if ($product)
   then
      data($product/@ver)
   else
      error(concat("Unknown product: ", $product_name, " (util:getProductTypeVersion)"))
};

declare function util:getProductId ($xfdu_node as node()) as xs:string
{
   let $ver := data($xfdu_node/@*[name(.) = "version"])
   let $product := $util:product-definition/resources/*/product
                   [$ver = data(@ver)]
   return
   if($product)
   then data($product/@ID)
   else error(concat("Unknown product version: ",$ver," (util:getProductId)"))
};

declare function util:buildFamilyName ($abbreviation as xs:string,
                                       $content as xs:string) as node()
{
  <familyName abbreviation="{$abbreviation}">{$content}</familyName>
};

declare function util:formatDateTime ($datetime as xs:string) as xs:string
{
  let $splited := fn:tokenize($datetime,"-")
  let $day := $splited[1]
  let $month := util:formatMonth($splited[2])
  let $year := fn:tokenize($splited[3]," ")[1]
  let $time := fn:tokenize($splited[3]," ")[2]

  return concat($year,"-",$month,"-",$day,"T",$time,"Z")
};

declare function util:formatMonth ($month as xs:string) as xs:string
{
  if($month = "JAN") then "01"
  else if($month = "FEB") then "02"
  else if($month = "MAR") then "03"
  else if($month = "APR") then "04"
  else if($month = "MAY") then "05"
  else if($month = "JUN") then "06"
  else if($month = "JUL") then "07"
  else if($month = "AUG") then "08"
  else if($month = "SEP") then "09"
  else if($month = "OCT") then "10"
  else if($month = "NOV") then "11"
  else if($month = "DEC") then "12"
  else error(concat("Cannot convert: ", $month))
};

declare function util:stringToDateTime($datetime as xs:string) as xs:dateTime
{
   let $splited1 := fn:tokenize($datetime,"T")
   let $splited2 := fn:tokenize($splited1[1],"-")
   let $month :=
      if($splited2[2] = "01") then "JAN"
      else if($splited2[2] = "02") then "FEB"
      else if($splited2[2] = "03") then "MAR"
      else if($splited2[2] = "04") then "APR"
      else if($splited2[2] = "05") then "MAY"
      else if($splited2[2] = "06") then "JUN"
      else if($splited2[2] = "07") then "JUL"
      else if($splited2[2] = "08") then "AUG"
      else if($splited2[2] = "09") then "SEP"
      else if($splited2[2] = "10") then "OCT"
      else if($splited2[2] = "11") then "NOV"
      else if($splited2[2] = "12") then "DEC"
      else error("Unknown month number")
   let $datetime_string := concat($splited2[3],"-",$month,"-",$splited2[1]," ",replace($splited1[2],"Z",""))
   return xs:dateTime($datetime_string)
};

declare function util:getSafeProductId ($xfdu_node as node(),
                                        $manifest_crc16 as xs:string,
                                        $originating_facility as xs:string) as xs:string
{

  let $nssdcid := data($xfdu_node/metadataSection/metadataObject[data(@ID) = "platform"]/metadataWrap/xmlData/platform/nssdcIdentifier)

  let $mission_id :=

     if ($nssdcid) then
        if      ($nssdcid = "2002-009A") then "EN01"
        else if ($nssdcid = "1995-021A") then "ER02"
        else if ($nssdcid = "1991-050A") then "ER01"
        else error(concat("Unknown NSSDCID platform identifier: ", $nssdcid))
        else error(concat("Null NSSDCID platform identifier."))

  let $product_id := util:getProductId($xfdu_node)

  let $acquisition_period := $xfdu_node/metadataSection/metadataObject[data(@ID) = "acquisitionPeriod"]/metadataWrap/xmlData/acquisitionPeriod

  let $validity_start :=
     if(data($acquisition_period/startTime)) then fn:substring(fn:replace(data($acquisition_period/startTime),"(:|-)",""),1,15)
  else trace("_______________","Cannot find validity start time")

  let $validity_stop :=
  if(data($acquisition_period/stopTime)) then fn:substring(fn:replace(data($acquisition_period/stopTime),"(:|-)",""),1,15)
  else trace("_______________","Cannot find validity stop time")

  let $orbit_reference := ($xfdu_node/metadataSection/metadataObject[matches(data(@ID),".*OrbitReference")]/metadataWrap/xmlData/orbitReference)[1]

  let $absolute_orbit :=
  if($orbit_reference) then
     xs:string(xs:int(data($orbit_reference/orbitNumber[data(@type) = "start"])))
  else trace("","Cannot find absolute orbit number (no orbit reference)")

  let $separator := "_"

  return concat($mission_id,$separator,
                $product_id,$separator,
                $validity_start,$separator,
                $validity_stop,$separator,
                $originating_facility,$separator,
                $absolute_orbit,$separator,
                $manifest_crc16,".",
                "SAFE")
};

declare function util:getVersion($dummy) as xs:string
{
   fn:replace(fn:substring-after("$Name:  $", "safe-transform-"),
      " \$", "")
};

declare function util:buildFacilityNode ($name as xs:string,
                                         $organisation as xs:string?,
                                         $site as xs:string?,
                                         $country as xs:string?,
                                         $soft as node()?) as node()
{
   <safe:facility xmlns:safe="http://www.esa.int/safe/1.3"
                  name="{$name}"
                  organisation="{ $organisation}"
                  site="{$site}"
                  country="{$country}">
      {$soft}
   </safe:facility>
};

declare function util:degreeToRadian10E-6To1($value as xs:integer) as xs:string
{
   xs:string((xs:double($value) * $util:pi * 0.000001) div 180)
};

declare function util:degreeToRadian($value as xs:integer) as xs:string
{
   xs:string(($value * $util:pi) div 180)
};

declare function util:trim($var as xs:string) as xs:string
{
   replace($var, "^ +| +$", "")
};

declare function util:treeToList ($sequence)
{
   for $item in $sequence
   return
      (
       $item,
       util:treeToList ($item/*)
      )
};

declare function util:killStringClone ($sequence)
{
   for $item at $index in $sequence
   where fn:count(
      util:searchStringClone($item, $index, $sequence)) = 0
   return $item
};

declare function util:searchStringClone ($item,
                                         $index as xs:int,
                                         $sequence)
{
   for $suspect in $sequence
   where position() > $index
   and data($suspect) = data($item)
      return "detected_clone"
};

declare function util:addTableRows($wild_card,
                                   $level) as node()*
{
   for $item at $index in $wild_card
   return
      let $prefix :=
         if ($item/@ns) then concat(data($item/@ns), ":")
         else
         if ($item/@type = "attribute") then "@"
         else ()
      return (
      <row>
         <entry><classname>{concat($level,
                                   $prefix,
                                   fn:name($item))}</classname></entry>
         {
         if ($item/@*[name() = "value"])
         then
         <entry>{data($item/@*[name() = "value"])}</entry>
         else
         <entry/>
         }
         <entry align='center'>{data($item/@occurs)}</entry>
      </row>,
      util:addTableRows($item/*, concat($level, ". "))
      )
};

declare function util:upperCase($name as xs:string) as xs:string
{
   let $seq_a := replace($name, "a", "A")
   let $seq_b := replace($seq_a, "b", "B")
   let $seq_c := replace($seq_b, "c", "C")
   let $seq_d := replace($seq_c, "d", "D")
   let $seq_e := replace($seq_d, "e", "E")
   let $seq_f := replace($seq_e, "f", "F")
   let $seq_g := replace($seq_f, "g", "G")
   let $seq_h := replace($seq_g, "h", "H")
   let $seq_i := replace($seq_h, "i", "I")
   let $seq_j := replace($seq_i, "j", "J")
   let $seq_k := replace($seq_j, "k", "K")
   let $seq_l := replace($seq_k, "l", "L")
   let $seq_m := replace($seq_l, "m", "M")
   let $seq_n := replace($seq_m, "n", "N")
   let $seq_o := replace($seq_n, "o", "O")
   let $seq_p := replace($seq_o, "p", "P")
   let $seq_q := replace($seq_p, "q", "Q")
   let $seq_r := replace($seq_q, "r", "R")
   let $seq_s := replace($seq_r, "s", "S")
   let $seq_t := replace($seq_s, "t", "T")
   let $seq_u := replace($seq_t, "u", "U")
   let $seq_v := replace($seq_u, "v", "V")
   let $seq_w := replace($seq_v, "w", "W")
   let $seq_x := replace($seq_w, "x", "X")
   let $seq_y := replace($seq_x, "y", "Y")
   let $seq_z := replace($seq_y, "z", "Z")
   return $seq_z
};

declare function util:lowerCase($name as xs:string) as xs:string
{
   let $seq_a := replace($name, "A", "a")
   let $seq_b := replace($seq_a, "B", "b")
   let $seq_c := replace($seq_b, "C", "c")
   let $seq_d := replace($seq_c, "D", "d")
   let $seq_e := replace($seq_d, "E", "e")
   let $seq_f := replace($seq_e, "F", "f")
   let $seq_g := replace($seq_f, "G", "g")
   let $seq_h := replace($seq_g, "H", "h")
   let $seq_i := replace($seq_h, "I", "i")
   let $seq_j := replace($seq_i, "J", "j")
   let $seq_k := replace($seq_j, "K", "k")
   let $seq_l := replace($seq_k, "L", "l")
   let $seq_m := replace($seq_l, "M", "m")
   let $seq_n := replace($seq_m, "N", "n")
   let $seq_o := replace($seq_n, "O", "o")
   let $seq_p := replace($seq_o, "P", "p")
   let $seq_q := replace($seq_p, "Q", "q")
   let $seq_r := replace($seq_q, "R", "r")
   let $seq_s := replace($seq_r, "S", "s")
   let $seq_t := replace($seq_s, "T", "t")
   let $seq_u := replace($seq_t, "U", "u")
   let $seq_v := replace($seq_u, "V", "v")
   let $seq_w := replace($seq_v, "W", "w")
   let $seq_x := replace($seq_w, "X", "x")
   let $seq_y := replace($seq_x, "Y", "y")
   let $seq_z := replace($seq_y, "Z", "z")
   return $seq_z
};

declare function util:concatSequence($sequence as item()*) as xs:string
{
   if (count($sequence) = 0) then ""
   else
   if (count($sequence) = 1) then $sequence
   else
   concat($sequence[1],
          util:concatSequence(for $i in $sequence
                              where position() > 1
                              return $i))
};

declare function util:concatSequenceSpaceSeparator ($sequence)
                 as xs:string
{
   if (count($sequence) = 0) then ""
   else
   if (count($sequence) = 1) then $sequence
   else
   concat($sequence[1], " ",
          util:concatSequenceSpaceSeparator(for $i in $sequence
                                            where position() > 1
                                            return $i))
};

declare function util:concatSequenceDashSeparator ($sequence)
                 as xs:string
{
   if (count($sequence) = 0) then ""
   else
   if (count($sequence) = 1) then $sequence
   else
   concat($sequence[1], "-",
          util:concatSequenceDashSeparator(for $i in $sequence
                                           where position() > 1
                                           return $i))
};

declare function util:foo-bar_to_fooBar($input_name as xs:string) as xs:string
{
   let $sequenced_name := fn:tokenize($input_name, "-")
   return

   if (count($sequenced_name) = 1)
   then $sequenced_name
   else

      let $first_item := $sequenced_name[1]

      let $inter_sequence :=
         for $item at $index in $sequenced_name
         where $index != 1
         return
            concat(util:upperCase(substring($item, 1, 1)),
                   substring($item, 2))

      return concat($first_item,
                    util:concatSequence($inter_sequence))
};

declare function util:foo-bar_to_FooSpaceBar($input_name as xs:string)
                 as xs:string
{
   let $sequenced_name := fn:tokenize($input_name, "-")
   return

   if (count($sequenced_name) = 1)
   then concat(util:upperCase(substring($sequenced_name, 1, 1)),
               substring($sequenced_name, 2))
   else

      let $inter_sequence :=
         for $item in $sequenced_name
         return
            concat(util:upperCase(substring($item, 1, 1)),
                   substring($item, 2))

      return concat(util:concatSequenceSpaceSeparator($inter_sequence))
};

declare function util:FOOSpaceBarSpace1_to_foo-bar-1 ($input_name as xs:string)
                 as xs:string
{
   let $sequenced_name := fn:tokenize($input_name, " ")
   return

   if (count($sequenced_name) = 1)
   then util:lowerCase($sequenced_name)
   else

      let $inter_sequence :=
         for $item in $sequenced_name
         return util:lowerCase($item)

      return concat(util:concatSequenceDashSeparator($inter_sequence))
};

declare function util:createErrorSection ($message as xs:string)
{
<section>
<title>ERROR</title>
   <para>
   {concat("ERROR : ", $message)}
   </para>
</section>
};
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      SAFE HKTM L0 Annotation Reference Types.
      
   

    

    
       
          
            Data Annotation
         
      
       

          
             
                
                  Annotation record. It describes completely one record
                  of Annotation file.
               
                
                   
                    unbounded
                    18
                 
               
            
         
         
      
   

     
       
          
         Downlink time of current TF (UTC time, expressed as MJD2000, as 
	   number of days elapsed since first January 2000)
         
          
             
                BINARY
                2
           
         
      
       
   

     
       
          
         Downlink time of current TF (UTC time, expressed as MJD2000, as 
	   number of integer milliseconds elapsed since the beginning of day)
         
          
             
                BINARY
                4
           
         
      
       
   

     
       
          
         Downlink time of current TF (UTC time, expressed as MJD2000, as 
	   number of microseconds elapsed since the last millisecond)
         
          
             
                BINARY
                2
           
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         Length of the current TF
         
          
             
                BINARY
                2
           
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         number of sync errors found in sync mark
         
          
             
                BINARY
                5
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         Boundary bytes between frames
         
          
             
                BINARY
                2
           
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         1 bit bitmask
         
          
             
                BINARY
                1
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         2 bits bitmask
         
          
             
                BINARY
                2
            
         
      
       
   

     
       
          
         2 bits bitmask
         
          
             
                BINARY
                3
            
         
      
       
   

   
       
          
         6 bits bitmask
         
          
             
                BINARY
                6
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         Spare field
         
          
             
                BINARY
                1
           
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Annotation record. It describes completely one record of Annotation file
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                The Data Unit (Transfer Frames TM) has a fixed length = 1912
                
                   
                      BINARY
                     unbounded
                  
               
            
         
      
   
   
   
    
       
         
         
         
             
                
                  Source Data : An array of constant occurrence of
                  unsigned bytes.
               
                
                   
                      
            		 1902
            		 1
                     
                  
               
            
             
                
            
         
      
   

    
       
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
      
   

    
       
          
         constant value = 01 (2 bits).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                2
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         Identifier of the Virtual Channel assigned to the specific Packet Store
         
          
             
                BINARY
                6
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         binary count of every Transfer Frame transmited within each Virtual Channel
         
          
             
                BINARY
                3
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         constant value = 0 (1 bit)
         
          
             
                BINARY
                1
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         reserved spares(all set to 0)
         
          
             
		 BINARY
                 7
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         Signed short (2 bytes).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                2
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         Unsigned short (2 bytes).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                2
            
         
      
       
      	 
      	 
      
   

    
       
          
         Signed int (4 bytes).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                4
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         Unsigned int (4 bytes).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                4
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         Float (4 bytes).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                4
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         Signed long (8 bytes).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                8
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
         Unsigned long (8 bytes).
         
          
             
                BINARY
                8
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       SDF Reference Types.
   
   
    
       
          
            A data file is usually defined as a set of adjacent blocks with
            various lengths. A Structured Data File is a file containing ASCII
            or BINARY data which can be described as a hierarchy of data blocks.
            These blocks are organised in a "tree model" as a file system does
            with directories, sub-directories and files.
         
      
       
          
             
                
                  Purpose of this node is to set the occurrence count of the
                  element in the Structured Data File. This descriptor is not
                  mandatory and the default value is set to 1 if omitted. The
                  Occurrence count of an element can be fixed for all datafile
                  using this schema or can depend on the data file instance.
                  Therefore you can use this descriptor in two different ways :
                  By setting a fixed value or setting a query to process with
                  the file instance.
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  This node is used to set the length of an element. It is
                  mandatory for the "leaves" elements because it sets the number
                  of bytes to be read to access the data in the file. For
                  complex elements and types, it is not recommended to set the
                  length (unless you want to force the value) because it will
                  result from the sum of all child lengths, paddings, etc.
                  Length value can be defined in bytes or in bits. A "unit"
                  attribute can be added to set "byte" or "bit" unit. If the
                  "unit" attribute is ommited, the "byte" unit is set by
                  default. In case of "bit" unit the length cannot be longer
                  than 32 in this version. As the occurrence count the length
                  can be set to a fixed value or using query.
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  In a logical representation the encoding is not needed but in
                  a physical representation you need to know how to extract the
                  data from the file. Therefore this node is used to set the
                  encoding method of the element. The possible values are ASCII
                  or BINARY. If the "sdf:encoding" node is omitted the encoding
                  is set to BINARY by default.
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  Purpose of this node is to set the offset of an element. In
                  this version the offset value is considered as a relative
                  offset from the previous sibling element. This means a shift
                  between the last byte of the last occurrence of the previous
                  element and the first byte of the current one. In most cases,
                  an element is following its previous sibling without any gap
                  therefore no relative offset is needed. If the "sdf:offset"
                  node is omitted, the value is set to 0 by default.
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  This node is used to define a gap (offset) inside an element.
                  Two types are available : the "header" padding and the
                  "footer" padding. They are respectively the offset to skip
                  before and after the element value to be extracted. They can
                  be set together or only one of them. If the "sdf:padding" node
                  is omitted the value is set to 0 by default.
               
            
         
      
   
   
    
       
          
            A value can be defined by a number or an XQuery expression.
         
      
       
          
             
         
      
   
   
    
       
          
            A length can be defined with a specific unit (byte or bit).
         
      
       
          
             
         
      
   
   
    
       
          
            The unit available for length definition are byte and bit.
         
      
       
          
          
      
   
   
    
       
          
            A value can be encoded in ASCII or in BINARY mode.
         
      
       
          
          
      
   
   
    
       
          
            A padding can be inserted within the data stream.
         
      
       
          
             
         
      
   
   
    
       
          
            The location available for padding insertion are header and footer.
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       SDF Simple and Complex Types.
       A data file is usually defined as a set of adjacent blocks with
       various lengths. A Structured Data File is a file containing ASCII
       or BINARY data which can be described as a hierarchy of data blocks.
       These blocks are organised in a "tree model" as a file system does
       with directories, sub-directories and files.
     
      
       SDF has been designed to use XML-Schema and create additional
       namespaces in order to describe the data from both the logical and
       the physical parts.
     
   


    
      
        
         For all elements and types a block description node can be added to
         the appinfo node. This is the mandatory information for the physical
         description.
       
     
   

    
      
        
         Defines virtual element that is computed either from an XQuery script
         or a fixed string value.
       
     
   


   

    
      
        
         For all elements and types a block description node can be added to
         the appinfo node. This is the mandatory information for the physical
         description.
       
     
      
        
          
            
            Purpose of this node is to set the occurrence count of the
            element in the Structured Data File. This descriptor is not
            mandatory and the default value is set to 1 if omitted. The
            Occurrence count of an element can be fixed for all datafile
            using this schema or can depend on the data file instance.
            Therefore you can use this descriptor in two different ways : By
            setting a fixed value or setting a query to process with the file
            instance.
           
         
       
        
          
            
            This node is used to set the length of an element. It is
            mandatory for the "leaves" elements because it sets the number of
            bytes to be read to access the data in the file. For complex
            elements and types, it is not recommended to set the length
            (unless you want to force the value) because it will result from
            the sum of all child lengths, paddings, etc.  Length value can be
            defined in bytes or in bits. A "unit" attribute can be added to
            set "byte" or "bit" unit. If the "unit" attribute is ommited, the
            "byte" unit is set by default. In case of "bit" unit the length
            cannot be longer than 32 in this version. As the occurrence count
            the length can be set to a fixed value or using query.
           
         
       
        
          
            
            Purpose of this node is to set the offset of an element.
            This means a shift between the last
            byte of the last occurrence of the previous element or the parent
            element and the first
            byte of the current one (case of relative offset).
            In most cases, an element is following
            its previous sibling without any gap therefore no relative offset
            is needed. If the "sdf:offset" node is omitted, the value is set to
            0 by default.
            Note: In order to read the data at the right offset in the file,
            the absolute offset is computed from previous element structures
            such as occurrence counts, lengths and relative offsets.
            Note: Offset value can be defined in bytes or in bits. A "unit"
            attribute can be added to set "byte" or "bit" unit. If the "unit"
            attribute is ommited, the "byte" unit is set by default.
           
         
       
        
          
            
            This node defines a gap (offset) before or after an element.
            The length of this gap is express as a xsd:nonNegativeInteger (in
            number of bytes).
            Two types are available: the "header" padding and the "footer"
            padding. They can be set together or only
            one of them.
            The padding has ASCII or Binary encoding:
            # "content" - fills the padding with a string value
            # "code"    - fills the padding with a single byte value
            These two attributes can not be present at the same time.
            If the "sdf:padding" node is omitted the value is set
            to 0 by default.
           
         
       
        
          
            
            In a logical representation the encoding is not needed but in a
            physical representation you need to know how to extract the data
            from the file. Therefore this node is used to set the encoding
            method of the element. If the "sdf:encoding" node is omitted the
            encoding is inherited from the parent. The root element has a
            BINARY encoding by default.
            Possible values are: "ASCII", "BINARY", "EBCDIC".
            Warning: the "EBCDIC" is only supported in reading mode!
            Note: Encoding method is also important to get values from numeric
            elements. In case of float a BINARY encoding means the IEEE-754
            representation is used to extract the value.
           
         
       
        
          
            
            Purpose of the sdf:numericFormat node is to set the lexical
            representation of a numeric value. It controls the following
            features:
             # integer digits
             # fraction digits
             # exponent digits
             # prefix
             # suffix
            The pattern uses special characters:
             # 0 matches all digits
             # # matches all digits except the leading zeros
             # . matches a decimal separator
             # E separates mantissa and exponent in scientific notation.
           
         
       
        
          
            
            This nodes allow to specify a pattern for date and time.
            Warning: this node is only supported in writing mode!
           
         
       
        
          
            
            SDF handles two binary encoding for integers.
            # Most Significant Byte first (MSB)
            # Less Significant Byte first (LSB)

            Most Significant Byte (MSB) ordering:
            The Most Significant Byte encoding (MSB) also known as big-endian
            writes the bytes from left to right.
            For example, the hexadecimal number 0x1ED8 (e.g. 7896) encoded as a
            short (2-bytes integer) is written 1E D8.

            Less Significant Byte (LSB) ordering:
            The Less Significant Byte encoding (LSB) also known as little-endian
            writes the bytes from right to left.
            For example, the hexadecimal number 0x03E03F38 (e.g. 65027896)
            encoded as an int (4-bytes integer) is written in reverse order
            38 3F E0 03.

            Note: Binary integer have a MSB representation by default.
           
         
       
        
          
            
            This node define the separator character between two or more
            elements. The default delimiter is a space character for ASCII
            encoding and empty for BINARY encoding.
           
         
       
        
          
            
            This node allows to select an element depending on its content.
            This node is necessary to handle elements with a variable
            content (choice group, type derivation, substitution group).
            In that case, the SDF engine will select the first substitution
            with a valid signature.
           
         
       
       
        
          
            
            When the datatype of an element is xs:list, it is possible to set
            the attributes relying to array item by using an sdf:array node.
            The supported children are the following:
            # occurrence: define the size of the array.
            # length:     define the length of each item in the array.
            # delimiter:  define the separator between each item in the array.
           
         
       
       
     

      
        
          
         This is an XQuery script that specifies the file containing
         the block data. It corresponds to the base node by default.
         
       
     
   


  

   
     
       
       The context node available for query evaluation.
      
    
     
        
        
        
    
  


  

   
     
       
      Purpose of this node is to set the occurrence count of the element in the
      Structured Data File. This descriptor is not mandatory and the default
      value is set to 1 if omitted. The Occurrence count of an element can be
      fixed for all datafile using this schema or can depend on the data file
      instance. Therefore you can use this descriptor in two different ways :
      By setting a fixed value or setting a query to process with the file instance.
      
    
     
        
         
           
             
            An XQuery script that compute the occurrence value. This is
            usually an XPath but complex expressions are allowed. The result
            shall be an item castable as a long integer (64 bits). In case of
            empty result, the occurrence is set to zero.
            
          
        
         
           
             
            The context node available for query evaluation.
            
          
        
         
           
             
            When a query is present, this attribute indicates wether the
            occurrence shall be considered constant. This assumption is true
            by default.
            
          
        
      
    
  


  

   
     
       
      This node is used to set the length of an element. It is mandatory for
      the "leaves" elements because it sets the number of bytes to be read to
      access the data in the file. For complex elements and types, it is not
      recommended to set the length (unless you want to force the value)
      because it will result from the sum of all child lengths, paddings, etc. 
      Length value can be defined in bytes or in bits. A "unit" attribute can
      be added to set "byte" or "bit" unit. If the "unit" attribute is ommited,
      the "byte" unit is set by default. In case of "bit" unit the length
      cannot be longer than 32 in this version. As the occurrence count the
      length can be set to a fixed value or using query.
      
    
     
        
         
           
             
            An XQuery script that computes the length value. This is usually
            an XPath but complex expressions are allowed. The result shall be
            an item castable as a unsigned long integer (64 bits). In case of
            empty result, the length is set to zero.
            
          
        
         
           
             
            The context node available for query evaluation.
            
          
        
         
           
             
            When a query is present, this attribute indicates wether the block
            length shall be considered constant. This assumption is true by
            default.
            
          
        
         
           
             
            The unit of the length value.
            
          
        
      
    
  


   
     
       
        The unit available for length definition are byte and bit.
      
    
     
        
        
    
  


  

   
     
       
      Purpose of this node is to set the offset of an element.  This means a
      shift between the last byte of the last occurrence of the previous
      element or the parent element and the first byte of the current one (case
      of relative offset). In most cases, an element is following its previous
      sibling without any gap therefore no relative offset is needed. If the
      "sdf:offset" node is omitted, the value is set to 0 by default.
      Note: In order to read the data at the right offset in the file, the
      absolute offset is computed from previous element structures such as
      occurrence counts, lengths and relative offsets.
      Note: Offset value can be defined in bytes or in bits. A "unit" attribute
      can be added to set "byte" or "bit" unit. If the "unit" attribute is
      ommited, the "byte" unit is set by default.
      
    
     
        
         
           
             
            An XQuery script that computes the offset value. This is usually an
            XPath but complex expressions are allowed. The result shall be a
            single item castable as a unsigned long integer (64 bits). In case
            of empty result, the offset is set to zero.
            
          
        
         
           
             
            The context node available for query evaluation.
            
          
        
         
           
             
            A boolean indicating if the query is evaluated for each occurrence.
            
          
        
         
            
              
              The unit of the offset value.
             
           
        
         
            
              
              The origin is the start position used to compute the offset.
              It is located at the end position of the previous block, by default.
              SDF can compute the absolute position in the file from a
              user-defined origin:
              # previous - the offset is relative to the previous-sibling node.
              # parent   - the offset is relative to the parent node.
              # root     - the offset is absolute (e.g. from the beginning of the
                           file)
             
           
        
      
    
  

   
     
       
      The origin is the start position used to compute the offset. It is
      located at the end position of the previous block, by default. SDF can
      compute the absolute position in the file from a user-defined origin:
      # previous - the offset is relative to the previous-sibling node.
      # parent   - the offset is relative to the parent node.
      # root     - the offset is absolute (e.g. from the beginning of the file)
      
    
     
        
        
        
    
  


  

   
     
       
      In a logical representation the encoding is not needed but in a physical
      representation you need to know how to extract the data from the file.
      Therefore this node is used to set the encoding method of the element. If
      the "sdf:encoding" node is omitted the encoding is inherited from the
      parent. The root element has a BINARY encoding by default.
      Possible values are: "ASCII", "BINARY", "EBCDIC".
      Warning: the "EBCDIC" is only supported in reading mode!
      Note: Encoding method is also important to get values from numeric
      elements. In case of float a BINARY encoding means the IEEE-754
      representation is used to extract the value.
      
    
     
       
       
       
    
  


  

   
     
       
      This node defines a gap (offset) before or after an element. The length
      of this gap is express as a xsd:nonNegativeInteger (in number of bytes).
      Two types are available: the "header" padding and the "footer" padding.
      They can be set together or only one of them.
      The padding has ASCII or Binary encoding:
      # "content" - fills the padding with a string value
      # "code"    - fills the padding with a single byte value
      These two attributes can not be present at the same time.  If the
      "sdf:padding" node is omitted the value is set to 0 by default.
      
    
     
       
         
           
             
            Can be one of: "header", "footer", "leading", "trailing".
            Warning: "leading", "trailing" are not implemented yet!
            # "header" - the padding is before the element
            # "footer" - the padding is after the element
            
          
        
         
           
             
            The textual content of the padding.
            
          
        
         
           
             
            A single char code.
            
          
        
      
    
  


   
      
         
         The location available for padding insertion are header and footer.
        
     
      
         
         
         
         
     
  


  

   
     
       
      Purpose of the sdf:numericFormat node is to set the lexical
      representation of a numeric value. It controls the following features:
       # integer digits
       # fraction digits
       # exponent digits
       # prefix
       # suffix
      The pattern uses special characters:
       # 0 matches all digits
       # # matches all digits except the leading zeros
       # . matches a decimal separator
       # E separates mantissa and exponent in scientific notation.
      
    
     
      
    

     
       
         
           patterns have the following syntax:

              Pattern:
                      PositivePattern
                      PositivePattern ; NegativePattern
              PositivePattern:
                      Prefixopt Number Suffixopt
              NegativePattern:
                      Prefixopt Number Suffixopt
              Prefix:
                      any Unicode characters except \uFFFE, \uFFFF, and special
                      characters
              Suffix:
                      any Unicode characters except \uFFFE, \uFFFF, and special
                      characters
              Number:
                      Integer Exponentopt
                      Integer . Fraction Exponentopt
              Integer:
                      MinimumInteger
                      #
                      # Integer
                      # , Integer
              MinimumInteger:
                      0
                      0 MinimumInteger
                      0 , MinimumInteger
              Fraction:
                      MinimumFractionopt OptionalFractionopt
              MinimumFraction:
                      0 MinimumFractionopt
              OptionalFraction:
                      # OptionalFractionopt
              Exponent:
                      E MinimumExponent
              MinimumExponent:
                      0 MinimumExponentopt
              

           Special Pattern Characters

           Many characters in a pattern are taken literally; they are matched
           during parsing and output unchanged during formatting. Special
           characters, on the other hand, stand for other characters, strings,
           or classes of characters. They must be quoted, unless noted
           otherwise, if they are to appear in the prefix or suffix as literals.

           Symbol    Location    Localized?  Meaning
           0   Number   Yes   Digit
           #   Number   Yes   Digit, zero shows as absent
           .   Number   Yes   Decimal separator or monetary decimal separator
           -   Number   Yes   Minus sign
           ,   Number   Yes   Grouping separator
           E   Number   Yes   Separates mantissa and exponent in scientific
                              notation. Need not be quoted in prefix or suffix.
           ;   Subpattern boundary  Yes   Separates positive and negative
                                          subpatterns
           %   Prefix or suffix  Yes   Multiply by 100 and show as percentage
           \u2030    Prefix or suffix  Yes   Multiply by 1000 and show as per
                                             mille value
           (\u00A4)   Prefix or suffix  No    Currency sign, replaced by
                                                currency symbol. If doubled,
                                                replaced by international
                                                currency symbol. If present in a
                                                pattern, the monetary decimal
                                                separator is used instead of the
                                                decimal separator.
           '   Prefix or suffix  No    Used to quote special characters in a
                                       prefix or suffix, for example, "'#'#"
                                       formats 123 to "#123". To create a single
                                       quote itself, use two in a row:
                                       "# o''clock".
        
      
    
  

  


  

   
      
        
        This nodes allow to specify a pattern for date and time.
        Warning: this node is only supported in writing mode!
       
     
      
        
          
            Date and Time Patterns
   
            Date and time formats are specified by date and time pattern
            strings. Within date and time pattern strings, unquoted letters
            from 'A' to 'Z' and from 'a' to 'z' are interpreted as pattern
            letters representing the components of a date or time string. Text
            can be quoted using single quotes (') to avoid interpretation.
            "''" represents a single quote. All other characters are not
            interpreted; they're simply copied into the output string during
            formatting or matched against the input string during parsing.
            The following pattern letters are defined (all other characters from
            'A' to 'Z' and from 'a' to 'z' are reserved):
   
                Letter  Date or Time Component  Presentation   Examples
                G    Era designator    Text  AD
                y    Year  Year  1996; 96
                M    Month in year  Month    July; Jul; 07
                w    Week in year   Number   27
                W    Week in month  Number   2
                D    Day in year    Number   189
                d    Day in month   Number   10
                F    Day of week in month    Number   2
                E    Day in week    Text  Tuesday; Tue
                a    Am/pm marker   Text  PM
                H    Hour in day (0-23)   Number   0
                k    Hour in day (1-24)   Number   24
                K    Hour in am/pm (0-11)    Number   0
                h    Hour in am/pm (1-12)    Number   12
                m    Minute in hour    Number   30
                s    Second in minute  Number   55
                S    Millisecond    Number   978
                z    Time zone   General time zone    Pacific Standard Time;
                                                      PST; GMT-08:00
                Z    Time zone   RFC 822 time zone    -0800
   
            Pattern letters are usually repeated, as their number determines the
            exact presentation: 
                * Text: For formatting, if the number of pattern letters is 4
                    or more, the full form is used; otherwise a short or
                    abbreviated form is used if available. For parsing, both
                    forms are accepted, independent of the number of pattern
                    letters.
                * Number: For formatting, the number of pattern letters is the
                    minimum number of digits, and shorter numbers are
                    zero-padded to this amount. For parsing, the number of
                    pattern letters is ignored unless it's needed to separate
                    two adjacent fields.
                * Year: For formatting, if the number of pattern letters is 2,
                    the year is truncated to 2 digits; otherwise it is
                    interpreted as a number.

                    For parsing, if the number of pattern letters is more than
                    2, the year is interpreted literally, regardless of the
                    number of digits. So using the pattern "MM/dd/yyyy",
                    "01/11/12" parses to Jan 11, 12 A.D.
                    For parsing with the abbreviated year pattern ("y" or "yy"),
                    SimpleDateFormat must interpret the abbreviated year
                    relative to some century.
                    It does this by adjusting dates to be within 80 years before
                    and 20 years after the time the SimpleDateFormat instance is
                    created. For example, using a pattern of "MM/dd/yy" and a
                    SimpleDateFormat instance created on Jan 1, 1997, the
                    string "01/11/12" would be interpreted as Jan 11, 2012
                    while the string "05/04/64" would be interpreted as May 4,
                    1964. During parsing, only strings consisting of exactly two
                    digits, as defined by Character.isDigit(char), will be
                    parsed into the default century. Any other numeric string,
                    such as a one digit string, a three or more digit string, or
                    a two digit string that isn't all digits
                    (for example, "-1"), is interpreted literally. So "01/02/3"
                    or "01/02/003" are parsed, using the same pattern,
                    as Jan 2, 3 AD. Likewise, "01/02/-3" is parsed as
                    Jan 2, 4 BC.
                * Month: If the number of pattern letters is 3 or more, the
                    month is interpreted as text; otherwise, it is interpreted
                    as a number.
                * General time zone: Time zones are interpreted as text if they
                    have names. For time zones representing a GMT offset value,
                    the following syntax is used:
   
                       GMTOffsetTimeZone:
                               GMT Sign Hours : Minutes
                       Sign: one of
                               + -
                       Hours:
                               Digit
                               Digit Digit
                       Minutes:
                               Digit Digit
                       Digit: one of
                               0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
   
                    Hours must be between 0 and 23, and Minutes must be between
                    00 and 59. The format is locale independent and digits must
                    be taken from the Basic Latin block of the Unicode standard.

                    For parsing, RFC 822 time zones are also accepted.
                * RFC 822 time zone: For formatting, the RFC 822 4-digit time
                    zone format is used:
   
                       RFC822TimeZone:
                               Sign TwoDigitHours Minutes
                       TwoDigitHours:
                               Digit Digit

                    TwoDigitHours must be between 00 and 23. Other definitions
                    are as for general time zones.

                    For parsing, general time zones are also accepted. 
         
       
     
  


  

   
     
       
      SDF handles two binary encoding for integers:
      # Most Significant Byte first (MSB);
      # Less Significant Byte first (LSB).
      Most Significant Byte (MSB) ordering:
      The Most Significant Byte encoding (MSB) also known as big-endian writes
      the bytes from left to right. For example, the hexadecimal number 0x1ED8
      (e.g. 7896) encoded as a short (2-bytes integer) is written 1E D8. Less
      Significant Byte (LSB) ordering: The Less Significant Byte encoding (LSB)
      also known as little-endian writes the bytes from right to left. For
      example, the hexadecimal number 0x03E03F38 (e.g. 65027896) encoded as an
      int (4-bytes integer) is written in reverse order 38 3F E0 03.
      Note: Binary integer have a MSB representation by default.
      
    
     
        
        
    
  


  

   
     
       
      This node define the separator character between two or more elements (or
      between each item in an array). The default delimiter is a space
      character for ASCII encoding and empty for BINARY encoding.
      
    
     
       
         
           
             
            Specifies the delimiter as a character value.
            
          
        
         
           
             
            Specifies the delimiter as a byte value.
            
          
        
      
    
  

   
     
       
      The separator character between two or more elements (or between each
      item in an array). The default delimiter is a space character for ASCII
      encoding and empty for BINARY encoding.
      
    
     
       
    
  


  

   
     
       
      This node allows to select an element depending on its content.
      This node is necessary to handle elements with a variable
      content (choice group, type derivation, substitution group).
      In that case, the SDF engine will select the first substitution
      with a valid signature.
      
    
     
       
         
           
             
            An XQuery script that computes the boolean value of the
            sdf:signature.
            
          
        
         
           
             
            Specifies the expected string value of the element. The sdf:signature
            is true if the element value matches this value attribute.  
            
          
        
      
    
  


  

  


  

   
     
       
      When the datatype of an element is xs:list, it is possible to set the
      attributes relying to array item by using an sdf:array node.  The
      supported children are the following:
      # occurrence: define the size of the array.
      # length:     define the length of each item in the array.
      # delimiter:  define the separator between each item in the array.
      
    
     
       
         
           
           Define the size of the array.
          
        
      
       
         
           
           Define the length of each item in the array.
          
        
      
       
         
           
           Define the separator between each item in the array.
          
        
      
    
  


  

  

   
    
      
        
         Defines virtual element that is computed either from an XQuery script
         or a fixed string value.
       
     
       
         
           
             
            The XQuery script that transform the context node defined with
            the sdf:base attribute.
            
          
        
         
           
             
            A string value that specifies the content of the element.
            
          
        
      
 
       
         
           
          The sdf schema definition of the context node read from the sdf source.
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      Sentinel-SAFE Active Sensor Reference Types.
      
   

   
    
       
          
          Also known as Pulse Recurrency Frequency. It is the average number of
          pulses/interrogations per second transmitted by the RADAR. The Pulse
          Repetition Frequency is to be expressed in Hertz (Hz).
         
      
       
          
      
   

   
    
       
          
          Specifies the frequency of the carrier used for conveying a message
          from a transmitter to a receiver. A typical example of message may be
          a telemetry or a telecommand channel. The Transmission Frequency is
          to be expressed in Hertz (Hz).
         
      
       
          
      
   

   
    
       
          
         For radars designed to transmit either vertically polarised or
         horizontally polarised radiation. This means that the electric field
         of the wave is in a vertical plane or a horizontal plane. Likewise,
         the radar can receive either vertically or horizontally polarised
         radiation, and sometimes both. The planes of transmitted and received
         polarisation are designated by the letters H for Horizontal and V for
         Vertical. Thus the polarisation of a radar image can be H/H, for
         horizontal transmit, horizontal receive, V/V for vertical transmit,
         vertical receive, H/V for horizontal transmit vertical receive, and
         vice versa (V/H). Also, for alternate transmit and receive
         polarization, the value can be HV/HV; for horizontal transmit and
         alternate receive, the value can be H/HV; for vertical transmit and
         alternate receive, the values can be V/VH or V/HV.
         
      
       
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
      
   

   
    
       
          
         Measurement of pulse transmission time in seconds, that is, the time
         the radar's transmitter is energized during each cycle.
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         A wrapper for GML schemas.
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         Sentinel-SAFE Reference Types. This file contains all Sentinel-SAFE
         complex and simple types. Elements are declared and will be referenced
         in xfdu.xsd schema.
      
   

    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    

   

    
       
          
            The acquisition period metadata provides the time extents of the
            data included in the present Sentinel-SAFE product.
         
      
       
          
          
         
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
            Time of the oldest data within the current Sentinel-SAFE product.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Time of the most recent data within the current Sentinel-SAFE
            product.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            An extensionType type similar to the XFDU extensionType. It is
            dedicated to be use as common mechanism to allow versioning and
            extension of Sentinel-SAFE types. This extension element is
            necessary to face XML Schema notation that does not support
            multiple particules during derivation. Where extensibility is made
            available, the Sentinel-SAFE type defines an "extension" optional
            element of this "extensionType" type with maximum occurrence of one
            (1).
         
      
       
          
      
       
   

   

    
       
          
            The platform identifies the system (satellite/aircraft) that
            acquired the data included in the Sentinel-SAFE product. This
            element contains sub-elements that unequivocally identify the
            platform as well as those identifying the sensor that acquired the
            data.
         
      
       
          
          
          
          
          
          
         
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
            Univocally identifies the platform. The exact syntax and lexical
            space of this identifier is defined by the World Data Center for
            Satellite Information (WDC-SI), which depends on the NASA's National
            Space Science Data Center. For each platform, the exact identifier
            is available from the mission name at the address:
            http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/nmc/sc-query.html.
         
      
       
          
      
   

    
       
          
            The mission name of the platform. This name is not a perfect
            identifier because it is usually not the expanded name of the
            mission. Therefore this element is only for printout purposes.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
             
               The number is the sequence number of the platform among the
               mission. This number may follow different rules. It may start
               from 0 or 1, be Roman or alphabetical numbers (e.g. 1, 2, A, IX,
               etc.).
            
             
               Should the occasion arise, the default numbering is a
               non-left-zeroed number starting from 1 with a step of 1 and
               should be wrapped around for each platform.
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Leap second information.
         
      
       
          

             
                
                   
                     UTC Time of the occurrence of the leap second.
                  
               
            

         
      
   

    
       
          
            An extensionType type similar to the XFDU extensionType. It is
            dedicated to be use as common mechanism to allow versioning and
            extension of Sentinel-SAFE types. This extension element is
            necessary to face XML Schema notation that does not support
            multiple particules during derivation. Where extensibility is made
            available, the Sentinel-SAFE type defines an "extension" optional
            element of this "extensionType" type with maximum occurrence of one
            (1).
         
      
       
          
      
       
   

   

    
       
          
            Reference to an instrument belonging to an acquiring platform.
            Conversely to the platform element, there is no absolute standard
            identifying or referencing the instrument. Therefore, only the usual
            instrument family name is used to identify the instrument related to
            the product data. Both instrument sub-elements (i.e. familyName and
            number) are to be considered as the key to perfectly identify the
            sensor.
         
      
       
          
          
          
          
          
         
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
            The instrument name used for acquiring the product data.
         
      
       
          
             
         
      
   

    
       
          
            The complete name of the instrument.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            The abbreviation of the instrument name.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
             
               The number is the sequence number of the instrument among the
               instrument family. This number is defined by the instrument owner
               and may follow different rules. It may start from 0 or 1, be
               Roman or alphabetical numbers (e.g. 1, 2, A, IX, etc.).
            
             
               Should the occasion arise, the default numbering is a
               non-left-zeroed number starting from 1 with a step of 1 and
               should be wrapped around for each platform.
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            The mode of the instrument.
         
      
       
          
             
         
      
   

    
       
          
            The description of the instrument mode.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Identifier of the instrument mode.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Angle of the instrument line of sight with respect to the nadir.
            This angle is expressed in radians with positive values on the right
            side considering the platform flying direction. This element applies
            for active and passive sensors but should not be used in case of
            ambiguity regarding the current definition. Ambiguity may actually
            occur if the instrument has several simultaneous but independant
            views.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Instantaneous Angle between the most opposite viewing direction of
            the instrument. This angle is to be expressed in radians and should
            be considered orthogonal to the flight direction of the owning
            platform. This element applies for active and passive sensors but
            should not be used in case of ambiguity regarding the current
            definition. Ambiguity may actually occur if the instrument has a
            field of view mainly oriented along the flight path of the owning
            platform.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            An extensionType type similar to the XFDU extensionType. It is
            dedicated to be use as common mechanism to allow versioning and
            extension of Sentinel-SAFE types. This extension element is
            necessary to face XML Schema notation that does not support
            multiple particules during derivation. Where extensibility is made
            available, the Sentinel-SAFE type defines an "extension" optional
            element of this "extensionType" type with maximum occurrence of one
            (1).
         
      
       
          
      
       
   

   

    
       
          On-board Time informations.
      
       

          
             
                
                  UTC time corresponding to the clock (following element).
                  (currently defined to be given at the time of the ascending
                  node state vector).
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  Satellite reference binary time.
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  Step length of clock (in picoseconds).
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  Leap second information
               
            
         

         
          

      
   

    
       
          
            An extensionType type similar to the XFDU extensionType. It is
            dedicated to be use as common mechanism to allow versioning and
            extension of Sentinel-SAFE types. This extension element is
            necessary to face XML Schema notation that does not support
            multiple particules during derivation. Where extensibility is made
            available, the Sentinel-SAFE type defines an "extension" optional
            element of this "extensionType" type with maximum occurrence of one
            (1).
         
      
       
          
      
       
   

   
   
   

    
       
          
             
               All the informations about data quality of a component. Every
               detected missing and corrupted unit should be listed. Correct
               and present units checked may also be listed.
            
             
               The  extension wild card allows any other
               information about the product quality.
            
         
      
       
          
             
                
                   
                     Indicates whether element(s) is (are) missing in a
                     component.
                  
               
            
             
                
                   
                     Indicates whether element(s) is (are) corrupted or
                     suspicious in a component.
                  
               
            
         
         
          
      
   

    
       
          
            An extensionType type similar to the XFDU extensionType. It is
            dedicated to be use as common mechanism to allow versioning and
            extension of Sentinel-SAFE types. This extension element is
            necessary to face XML Schema notation that does not support
            multiple particules during derivation. Where extensibility is made
            available, the Sentinel-SAFE type defines an "extension" optional
            element of this "extensionType" type with maximum occurrence of one
            (1).
         
      
       
          
      
       
   

   
   
   

    
       
          
             
               Indicates whether element(s) is (are) missing in a component.
               The  location sub-element provides the
               type of element that is missing as well as one or two occurrence
               number(s) (using  following and/or
                preceding attributes) which should locate
               the missing unit(s), or one or two occurrence number(s) (using
                after and/or
                before attributes) which should roughly
               locate the missing unit(s).
            
             
               The mandatory  count element provides the
               number of missing element(s) (possibly zero).
            
             
               The  cause element may provide a cause for
               the missing.
            
         
      
       
          
             
                
                  The location of the missing element(s).
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  Information about missing element(s) count.
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  If known, the cause for the element missing.
               
            
         
      
   

   
   
   

    
       
          
             
               Indicates whether element(s) is (are) corrupted or suspicious in
               a component. The  location sub-element
               provides the type of element that is corrupted and its (their)
               location. The location may also be indicated using
                following and/or
                preceding attributes. The location may
               also be roughly indicated using  after
               and/or  before attributes.
            
             
               The  count element may provide information
               about corrupted element(s) number.
            
             
               The  evidence element may provide a cause
               for the corruption.
            
         
      
       
          
             
                
                  The location of the corrupted element(s).
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  Information about corrupted element(s) count.
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  If known, the cause and the severity of the corruption.
               
            
         
      
   

   
   
   

    
       
          
            The location of the missing or corrupted element(s). The location
            may be indicated using time information, or using representation
            information (XML schema) of the component.
         
      
       
          
             
                
                  Provides the time extents of the corrupted or missing data
                  within the corrupted or missing element block.
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  The location of the missing or corrupted element(s) using
                  representatation information (XML schema) of the component.
               
            
         
      
   

    
       
          
            Provides the time extents of the corrupted or missing data within
            the corrupted or missing element block.
         
      
       
          
             
                
                  Time of the oldest corrupted or missing data within the
                  corrupted or missing element block.
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  Time of the most recent corrupted or missing data within the
                  corrupted or missing element block.
               
            
         
      
   

    
       
          
            Time of the oldest corrupted or missing data within the corrupted
            or missing element block.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Time of the most recent corrupted or missing data within the
            corrupted or missing element block.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
             
               The location of the missing or corrupted element(s) using
               representation information (XML schema) of the component. The
               location should be a relative XPath 2.0 expression that is to be
               evaluated with the referenced component as context item. The
               expression should result to a sequence or a singleton (i.e. a
               sequence of one item).
            
             
               Attributes  following and
                preceding,  after
               and  before may indicate occurrences
               permitting a more accurate location in the sequence returned by
               the XPath.  following and
                preceding may be associated;
                after and  before
               may be associated; any other attributes association is not
               allowed.
            
             
              User should be aware that use of CDATA sections may be mandatory
              for the value of this element (Definition: CDATA sections may
              occur anywhere character data may occur; they are used to escape
              blocks of text containing characters which would otherwise be
              recognized as markup. CDATA sections begin with the string "
              <![CDATA[ " and end with the string " ]]>
              ":] - source http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/).
            
         
      
       
          
             
               Indicates the first non-missing or non-corrupted occurrence
               after a single or a list of missing or corrupted element.
            
         
      
       
          
             
               Indicates the occurrence immediatly preceding a single or a
               list of missing or corrupted element (missing or corrupted
               element(s)  just follow this occurrence).
            
         
      
       
          
             
               Indicates the missing or corrupted element(s) is (are) located
               in a sequence  before the attribute value
               occurrence.
            
         
      
       
          
             
               Indicates the missing or corrupted element(s) is (are) located
               in a sequence  after the attribute value
               occurrence.
            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
               Indicates the first non-missing or non-corrupted occurrence
               after a single or a list of missing or corrupted element. This
               attribute may be used with the
                count
               element of a
                missingElements
               element or
                corruptedElements
               element.
            
             Example:
             
               <sentinel-safe:corruptedElements>
                  <sentinel-safe:location preceding="4">
                     <sentinel-safe:path>measurements/record</sentinel-safe:path>
                  </sentinel-safe:location>
                  <sentinel-safe:count value="3"/>
               </sentinel-safe:corruptedElements>
            
             
               indicates that there are 3 missing records
                just before the record #4.
            
             
               The value is always  exclusive.
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
             
               Indicates the occurrence immediately preceding a single or a
               list of missing or corrupted element (missing or corrupted
               element(s)  just follow this occurrence).
               This attribute may be used with the  count
               element of a  missingElements element or
                corruptedElements element.
            
             Example:
             
               <sentinel-safe:corruptedElements>
                  <sentinel-safe:location following="4">
                     <sentinel-safe:path>measurements/record</sentinel-safe:path>
                  </sentinel-safe:location>
                  <sentinel-safe:count value="3"/>
               </sentinel-safe:corruptedElements>
            
             
               indicates that records #5, #6, #7 are corrupted.
            
             
               The value is always  exclusive.
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
             
               Indicates the missing or corrupted element(s) is (are) located
               in a sequence  before the attribute value
               occurrence. This attribute may be used with the
                count element of a
                missingElements element or
                corruptedElements element.
            
             Example:
             
               <sentinel-safe:corruptedElements>
                  <sentinel-safe:location before="100">
                     <sentinel-safe:path>measurements/record</sentinel-safe:path>
                  </sentinel-safe:location>
                  <sentinel-safe:count value="10"/>
               </sentinel-safe:corruptedElements>
            
             
               indicates that 10 of the records #1 to #99 are corrupted.
            
             
               The value is always  exclusive.
            
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
             
               Indicates the missing or corrupted element(s) is (are) located
               in a sequence  after the attribute value
               occurrence. This attribute may be used with the
                count element of a
                missingElements element or
                corruptedElements element.
            
             
               <sentinel-safe:corruptedElements>
                  <sentinel-safe:location after="100">
                     <sentinel-safe:path>measurements/record</sentinel-safe:path>
                  </sentinel-safe:location>
                  <sentinel-safe:count value="10"/>
               </sentinel-safe:corruptedElements>
            
             
               indicates that 10 of the records #101 to the end of the record
               sequence are corrupted.
            
             
               The value is always  exclusive.
            
         
      
       
   

   
   
   

    
       
          
            Information about corrupted or missing element(s) count.
            The  value attribute indicates the number of
            corrupted or missing element(s) (possibly zero). The
             over attribute specifies the total number of
            elements over which the corrupted or missing element(s) are counted
            (the element sequence count).
         
      
       
       
          
             
               The  value attribute indicates the number
               of corrupted or missing element(s) (possibly zero).
            
         
      
       
          
             
               The  over attribute specifies the total
               number of elements over which the corrupted or missing
               element(s) are counted (the element sequence count).
            
         
      
   

    
       
          
            The  value attribute indicates the number
            of corrupted or missing element(s) (possibly zero).
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            The  over attribute specifies the total
            number of elements over which the corrupted or missing
            element(s) are counted (the element sequence count).
         
      
       
   

   
   
   

    
       
          
            If known, the cause for the element missing.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            The  missingCauseTypeType attribute intends
            to be restricted by the specialisations of Sentinel-SAFE.
         
      
       
   

   
   
   

    
       
          
            If known, the cause and the severity of the corruption.
         
      
       
       
       
       
   

    
       
          
            If known, the cause of the corruption.
         
      
       
          
          
          
          
          
          
      
   

    
       
          
            If known, the cause of the corruption.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            If known, the severity classification of failure.
         
      
       
   

   
   
   

    
       
          
            Locates a data object according to a specific orbit.
         
      
       
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
         
          
      
   


   

    
       
          
             
                
                  Absolute orbit number to which the oldest, most recent or an
                  unknown data unit of the data object refers. If the oldest and
                  the most recent data unit share the same absolute orbit
                  number, the occurrence of the orbitNumber element shall be 1.
               
            

             
                
                   
                     The value start indicates the absolute orbit number refers
                     to the oldest data object. The value stop indicates the
                     absolute orbit number refers to the most recent data unit.
                     The value unknown indicates the absolute orbit number
                     refers to a data unit of the product (we don't know
                     precisely which one).
                  
               
                
                   
                      
                      
                      
                  
               
            

             
                
                   
                      
                     The ground track (also called ground trace) of an orbiting
                     platform is the trace of its path across the surface of
                     the Earth. The path on the surface of the Earth is the
                     trace of the platfom's nadir.
                     
                      
                     The value  ascending indicates that the
                     platform is going from south to north (or southeast to
                     northwest, or southwest to northeast) at the time
                     specified by the  @type attribute.
                     
                      
                     The value  descending indicates that the
                     platform is going from north to south (or northwest to
                     southeast, or northeast to southwest) at the time
                     specified by the  @type attribute.
                     
                      
                     The value  paralleling indicates that the
                     platform is going from east to west or from west to east
                     at the time specified by the  @type
                     attribute.
                     
                      
                     The value  unknown indicates that the ground
                     track direction is not known for the time specified by the
                      @type attribute.
                     
                  
               
            

         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                  Relative orbit number to which the oldest, most recent or an
                  unknown data unit of the data object refers. If the oldest and
                  the most recent data unit share the same relative orbit
                  number, the occurrence of the orbitNumber element shall be 1.
               
            

             
                
                   
                     The value start indicates the relative orbit number refers
                     to the oldest data object. The value stop indicates the
                     relative orbit number refers to the most recent data unit.
                  
               
                
                   
                      
                      
                  
               
            

             
                
                   
                      
                     The ground track (also called ground trace) of an orbiting
                     platform is the trace of its path across the surface of
                     the Earth. The path on the surface of the Earth is the
                     trace of the platfom's nadir.
                     
                      
                     The value  ascending indicates that the
                     platform is going from south to north (or southeast to
                     northwest, or southwest to northeast) at the time
                     specified by the  @type attribute.
                     
                      
                     The value  descending indicates that the
                     platform is going from north to south (or northwest to
                     southeast, or northeast to southwest) at the time
                     specified by the  @type attribute.
                     
                      
                     The value  paralleling indicates that the
                     platform is going from east to west or from west to east
                     at the time specified by the  @type
                     attribute.
                     
                      
                     The value  unknown indicates that the ground
                     track direction is not known for the time specified by the
                      @type attribute.
                     
                  
               
            

         
      
   


    
       
          
             
                
                  Absolute pass number from pole to pole to which the oldest,
                  most recent or an unknown data unit of the data object
                  refers. If the oldest and the most recent data unit share the
                  same absolute pass number, the occurrence of the passNumber
                  element shall be 1.
               
            

             
                
                   
                     The value start indicates the absolute pass number refers
                     to the oldest data object. The value stop indicates the
                     absolute pass number refers to the most recent data unit.
                     The value unknown indicates the absolute pass number
                     refers to a data unit of the product (we don't know
                     precisely which one).
                  
               
                
                   
                      
                      
                      
                  
               
            

             
                
                   
                      
                     The ground track (also called ground trace) of an orbiting
                     platform is the trace of its path across the surface of
                     the Earth. The path on the surface of the Earth is the
                     trace of the platfom's nadir.
                     
                      
                     The value  ascending indicates that the
                     platform is going from south to north (or southeast to
                     northwest, or southwest to northeast) at the time
                     specified by the  @type attribute.
                     
                      
                     The value  descending indicates that the
                     platform is going from north to south (or northwest to
                     southeast, or northeast to southwest) at the time
                     specified by the  @type attribute.
                     
                      
                     The value  paralleling indicates that the
                     platform is going from east to west or from west to east
                     at the time specified by the  @type
                     attribute.
                     
                      
                     The value  unknown indicates that the ground
                     track direction is not known for the time specified by the
                      @type attribute.
                     
                  
               
            

         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                  Relative pass number from pole to pole to which the oldest,
                  most recent or an unknown data unit of the data object
                  refers. If the oldest and the most recent data unit share the
                  same relative relative pass number, the occurrence of the
                  relativePassNumber element shall be 1.
               
            

             
                
                   
                     The value start indicates the relative pass number refers
                     to the oldest data object. The value stop indicates the
                     relative pass number refers to the most recent data unit.
                     The value unknown indicates the relative pass number
                     refers to a data unit of the product (we don't know
                     precisely which one).
                  
               
                
                   
                      
                      
                      
                  
               
            

             
                
                   
                      
                     The ground track (also called ground trace) of an orbiting
                     platform is the trace of its path across the surface of
                     the Earth. The path on the surface of the Earth is the
                     trace of the platfom's nadir.
                     
                      
                     The value  ascending indicates that the
                     platform is going from south to north (or southeast to
                     northwest, or southwest to northeast) at the time
                     specified by the  @type attribute.
                     
                      
                     The value  descending indicates that the
                     platform is going from north to south (or northwest to
                     southeast, or northeast to southwest) at the time
                     specified by the  @type attribute.
                     
                      
                     The value  paralleling indicates that the
                     platform is going from east to west or from west to east
                     at the time specified by the  @type
                     attribute.
                     
                      
                     The value  unknown indicates that the ground
                     track direction is not known for the time specified by the
                      @type attribute.
                     
                  
               
            

         
      
   

    
       
          
             
            The ground track (also called ground trace) of an orbiting
            platform is the trace of its path across the surface of
            the Earth. The path on the surface of the Earth is the
            trace of the platfom's nadir.
            
             
            The value  ascending indicates that the
            platform is going from south to north (or southeast to
            northwest, or southwest to northeast) at the time
            specified by the  @type attribute.
            
             
            The value  descending indicates that the
            platform is going from north to south (or northwest to
            southeast, or northeast to southwest) at the time
            specified by the  @type attribute.
            
             
            The value  paralleling indicates that the
            platform is going from east to west or from west to east
            at the time specified by the  @type
            attribute.
            
             
            The value  unknown indicates that the ground
            track direction is not known for the time specified by the
             @type attribute.
            
         
      
       
          
          
          
          
      
   

    
       
          
            Cycle number to which the oldest data unit of the data object
            refers.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Orbit phase identifier to which the oldest data unit of the data
            object refers.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Track number to which the oldest data unit of the data object
            refers. The track number specifications depends on the World
            Reference System defined by the platform owner or the main
            organization responsible of its operation.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Track number to which the most recent data unit of the data object
            refers. The track number specifications depends on the World
            Reference System defined by the platform owner or the main
            organization responsible of its operation.
         
      
       
   

   

    
       
          
            An extensionType type similar to the XFDU extensionType. It is
            dedicated to be use as common mechanism to allow versioning and
            extension of Sentinel-SAFE types. This extension element is
            necessary to face XML Schema notation that does not support
            multiple particules during derivation. Where extensibility is made
            available, the Sentinel-SAFE type defines an "extension" optional
            element of this "extensionType" type with maximum occurrence of one
            (1).
         
      
       
          
      
       
   

   
    
       
          
            An element of attitudeSetType is a receptacle for the attitude
            angles describing the platform position or movements around its
            center of gravity. Attitudes may have been produced or filtered in
            several ways (onboard, at ground station, at mission center, etc.).
            Therefore the attitude_set provides a mechanism to identify the
            origin of the attitudes
         
      
       

          
             
                
                  The producer identifies the system (including the platform
                  itself) or organism that provided the attitudes. Identifying
                  the precise facility that has generated these attitudes
                  provides an assessment of the quality of the measurements. A
                  precise definition of the facility type is provided in the
                  following sections. In particular, this type enables
                  identification of the involved systems (i.e. an organisation,
                  a location, as well as the software, hardware or firmware).
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  The attitude element provides information about the rotation
                  of the platform around its centre of gravity at a precise time
                  instant or time interval. Two types of attitudes can be
                  provided: attitudes with absolute angles or attitudes with
                  differential angles (i.e. angular velocity).
               
            
         

      
       
          
             
               Determines the type of the attitude measurements provided. All
               attitudes shall be of a homogeneous type in the overall attitude
               set.
            
         
          
             
                
                
            
         
      
   

    
       
          
            The attitude element provides information about the rotation of the
            platform around its centre of gravity at a precise time instant or
            time interval. Two types of attitudes can be provided: attitudes
            with absolute angles or attitudes with differential angles (i.e.
            angular velocity). A precise definition of attitude type is provided
            below.
         
      
       

          
             
                
                  The epoch defines the precise instant related to the attitude
                  provided by the current ephemeris. The time reference system
                  is of the dateTime simple type (i.e. UTC). The time accuracy
                  to be expected depends on the ephemeris producer.
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  Absolute rotation or angular velocity around Yaw axis. Yaw
                  axis is the one specific to the attitude reference system of
                  the platform.
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  Absolute rotation or angular velocity around Roll axis. Roll
                  axis is the one specific to the attitude reference system of
                  the platform.
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  Absolute rotation or angular velocity around Pitch axis. Pitch
                  axis is the one specific to the attitude reference system of
                  the platform.
               
            
         

      
   

    
       
          
            Absolute rotation or angular velocity around Yaw axis. Yaw axis is
            the one specific to the attitude reference system of the platform.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Absolute rotation or angular velocity around Roll axis. Roll axis is
            the one specific to the attitude reference system of the platform.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Absolute rotation or angular velocity around Pitch axis. Pitch axis
            is the one specific to the attitude reference system of the
            platform.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Provides dynamic information (i.e. position and velocity) regarding
            the center of gravity of the described platform. The set is composed
            of a series of instantaneous ephemeris that provide dynamic figures
            of the platform at a specific epoch.
         
      
       
          
             
                
                  This facility or system that generated the set of ephemeris.
               
            
         
          
             
                The set of ephemeris.
            
         
      
   

    
       
          
            Provides dynamic information (i.e. position and velocity) regarding
            the center of gravity of the described platform at a precise time
            instant.
         
      
       
          
          
          
         
          
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                  The epoch defines the precise instant related to the attitude
                  provided by the current ephemeris. The time reference system
                  is provided by the type attribute (i.e. UTC, UT1...). The
                  time accuracy to be expected depends on the ephemeris
                  producer.
               
            

             
                
                   
                     Type of the time reference system.
                  
               
                
                   
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                  
               
            

         
      
   

    
       
          
            X, Y and Z components of the satellite position.
         
      
       
          
          
          
      
   

    
       
          
            X component of the satellite position.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Y component of the satellite position.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Z component of the satellite position.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Vx, Vy and Vz components of the satellite velocity.
         
      
       
          
          
          
      
   

    
       
          
            Vx component of the satellite velocity.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Vy component of the satellite velocity.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Vz component of the satellite velocity.
         
      
       
   

   

    
       
          
            An extensionType type similar to the XFDU extensionType. It is
            dedicated to be use as common mechanism to allow versioning and
            extension of Sentinel-SAFE types. This extension element is
            necessary to face XML Schema notation that does not support
            multiple particules during derivation. Where extensibility is made
            available, the Sentinel-SAFE type defines an "extension" optional
            element of this "extensionType" type with maximum occurrence of one
            (1).
         
      
       
          
      
       
   

   

   

    
       
          
            Describes the set of frames that may be relative to a data object.
            Each frame described in this section is a logical collection of data
            units identified by a node in the platform World Reference
            System(WRS). The collection as well as the frame WRS coordinates
            differs from a platform to another: they are defined by the platform
            owner or the main organization responsible of its operation. This
            concept of frame has no relationship with telemetry frames.
            If the frameSet cointains only one frame, then the footPrint of the
            frameSet shall be used instead of the footPrint of the frame (if no
            other data is available - orbit, track, etc.) the frame shall be
            removed.
         
      
       

          
             
                
                  Boundaries of the frameSet.
               
            
         

          

          

      
   

   

    
       
          
            Provides the floor and ceiling notation figures of the notation
            system. If not provided, the floor is defaulted to 0.0 and the
            ceiling value to 10.0.
         
      
       
       
   

    
       
          
            A frame of platform World Reference System (WRS).
         
      
       
          
          
          
          
             
                
                  Frame ground location with regard to the platform World
                  Reference System (WRS).
               
            
         
          
             
                
                  Boundaries of the frame. In addition to the constraints
                  imposed by the GML type for linear rings, the coordinates of
                  the "footPrint" element should be declared in a
                  counter-clockwise order.
               
            
         
          
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
            Orbit number to which the frame belongs.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Track number to which the frame belongs.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Frame number with regard to the platform World Reference System
            (WRS).
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Approximative time at which the platform flown the frame center of
            more accurately, the time at which the instrument measured the frame
            center.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Tile composing the frame. Frames may be broken down in sub-regions
            called tiles that are organized in rows and columns. The tiles are
            "frame oriented" and therefore, the rows or columns of tiles may not
            fit the map projection map coordinate axis. The rows and columns are
            numbered in the same order as the platform World Reference System
            (WRS). Both values start from 1. The objective of the tiles is to
            assign information to a specific part of the frame.
         
      
       
          
         
          
      
       
          
             
               The row index of the tile. This index is numbered in the same
               order as the platform World Reference System (WRS), starting from
               1.
            
         
          
             
                
            
         
      
       
          
             
               The column index of the tile. This index is numbered in the same
               order as the platform World Reference System (WRS), starting from
               1.
            
         
          
             
                
            
         
      
   

   

    
       
          
            Numeric notation qualifying the cloud coverage. The cloud vote is a
            real number laying from the cloudVoteNotation/@floor to the
            cloudVoteNotation/@ceil values included. The
            cloudVoteNotation/@floor indicates a cloud free tile, whether a
            cloudVoteNotation/@ceil indicates a full and opaque cloud coverage.
         
      
       
   


   

    
       
          
            An extensionType type similar to the XFDU extensionType. It is
            dedicated to be use as common mechanism to allow versioning and
            extension of Sentinel-SAFE types. This extension element is
            necessary to face XML Schema notation that does not support
            multiple particules during derivation. Where extensibility is made
            available, the Sentinel-SAFE type defines an "extension" optional
            element of this "extensionType" type with maximum occurrence of one
            (1).
         
      
       
          
      
       
   

   

    
       
          
             
               Gridded  tie points for annotating data. The
               grid reference is typically used for conveying geographical
               information attached to data objects. It may, however, be useful
               in various other cases including the provision of wind vector
               fields, of temperatures or sun elevation.
            
             
               Generally the amount of information conveyed by the grid
               reference is smaller than the referenced data so the grid points
               form a subsample of the entire data. This property implies that
               grid reference information is  applicable only for
               gridded data i.e. requiring the data to be organised
               in lines and columns of at least one sample. The grid reference
               information is, therefore, suitable for raster images and
               matrices. The line/column organisation is supposed to be at the
               top level of the data structure but does not constrain the
               atomic or structure type of the cells, whether changing from one
               to another.
            
             
               If the data has two dimensions, the first is considered as the
                line dimension and the second as the
                column dimension.
            
             
               If the data has only one dimension, the first sample is supposed
               to initiate an alternate series of sequences of lines and
               columns. Sizes of the sequences may vary but the first sample of
               each shall have a line or column index of 1. The exact size of
               each sequence is to be provided by metadata objects or supposed
               well known by the reader.
            
             
               The axis of the grid reference system is supposed to be collinear
               to those of the data and have the same orientations. They may be
               shifted or rescaled c.f.  origin and
                scale sub-elements.
            
         
      
       

          
             
                
                  The origin of the grid. The  origin consists in
                  the couple of coordinates i.e. line/column indexes, defining
                  the origin which sights the point (1,1) of the grid.
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  The subsampling factors of the grid regarding the data. The
                  scale specifies how many data samples to skip between two
                  points of the grid i.e. in lines and columns. If the scale is
                  not provided, the default couple (1, 1) is considered meaning
                  that one grid point is to be expected for one data sample.
               
            
         

         
          

          
             
                
                  The lines of the grid. The lines are holding a series of
                  points corresponding to each columns of the grid but also
                  metadata information e.g. time or convenient data applicable
                  to the entire line.
               
            
         

      
   

    
       
          
            A point of origin. This consists in the couple of coordinates i.e.
            line/column indexes, defining the origin where sights the point
            (1,1) of a system with respect to a referenced system. Coordinates
            in both systems are supposed to start from 1.
         
      
       

          
             
                
                  The coordinate of the first line of the system in the
                  referenced system. Coordinates in both systems are supposed to
                  start from 1.
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  The coordinate of the first column of the system in the
                  referenced system. Coordinates in both systems are supposed to
                  start from 1.
               
            
         

      
   

    
       
          
            Sampling factor between two system. The scale corresponds to the
            factor to be applied to the coordinates of a referential to be
            converted to another referenced system.
         
      
       

          
             
                
                  The scale factor among lines. The scale factor is an integer
                  value to prevent non discrete samplings that may require
                  interpolation or approximation.
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  The scale factor among columns. The scale factor is an integer
                  value to prevent non discrete samplings that may require
                  interpolation or approximation.
               
            
         

      
   

    
       
          
            A line of a grid reference. Each line may be shifted from the grid
            origin thanks to the  offset sub-element that may vary
            among lines of the grid. In the same manner, the points belonging
            to the current line may be separated by a number of columns
            specific to the current line c.f.  columnSpacing.
            Finally, the line may be annotated with information applicable to
            the overall points it contains c.f.  time or wildcard
            for convenient metadata.
         
      
       

          
             
                
                  Offset from the previous line or from the first line of the
                  grid, should the occasion arise. This offset is, actually,
                  related to the grid system and not to the referenced data.
                  From the coordinates of a data sample, it is, therefore,
                  necessary to apply first the shift to the  origin
                  of the grid before using the present  offset.
                  This element is suitable when lines are not equally spaced
                  within the grid. If not provided, an offset of 1 is
                  considered when current line is not the first among the grid
                  and 0 otherwise.  Typical grids define no  offset
                  at all.
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  Number of grid columns separating two points of the line.
                  This element is required when at least one of the grid lines
                  has a column spacing different from the others. Regular grids
                  define no  columnSpacing at all for any line.
                  This element cannot be used if this line contains at least
                  one point with an  offset.
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  Epoch of the line. If the points contained in the present line
                  have several corresponding epochs, the  mean
                  epoch is considered. The exact semantic between
                  the present element and the referenced data is undefined but
                  should be attached to the information conveyed by the points
                  more than to the referenced data.
               
            
         

         
          

         
          
             
                Points of the current line.
            
         

      
   

   

    
       
          
            An extensionType type similar to the XFDU extensionType. It is
            dedicated to be use as common mechanism to allow versioning and
            extension of Sentinel-SAFE types. This extension element is
            necessary to face XML Schema notation that does not support
            multiple particules during derivation. Where extensibility is made
            available, the Sentinel-SAFE type defines an "extension" optional
            element of this "extensionType" type with maximum occurrence of one
            (1).
         
      
       
          
      
       
   

    
       
          
            A point of a grid reference. The point holds the information sighted
            by the grid reference. It may regard the  location
            of the referenced data sample, the corresponding Sun
            elevation/azimuth or any other convenient or specialized
            information.
         
      
       

          
             
                
                  Offset from the previous point of the line or from first
                  column of the grid, should the occasion arise. This offset
                  is, actually, related to the grid system and not to the
                  referenced data. From the coordinates of a data sample, it
                  is, therefore, necessary to apply first the shift to the
                   origin of the grid before using the present
                   offset. This element is suitable when columns
                  are not equally spaced within the grid. If not provided, an
                  offset of 1 is considered when current point is not the first
                  among the line and 0 otherwise. Typical grids define no
                   offset at all.
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  Epoch of the point. If the point content have several
                  corresponding epochs e.g. point with complex structure
                  embedding various engineering data, the
                   mean epoch
                  is considered. The exact semantic between the present element
                  and the referenced data is undefined but should be attached to
                  the information conveyed by the point more than to the
                  referenced data.
               
            
         

         
          
             
                
                  Geographical location of the current point. The coordinates
                  may be expressed according to a Geodetic coordinates or any
                  other map projection system.
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  Sun's position in the sky at the point  location
                  and at the given  time.
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  Observation or measurement incidence angle. The considered
                  beam can be formed by any wave (optical, acoustical,
                  microwave, X-ray etc.) depending on the acquiring
                  technologies, but, should originate from the instrument that
                  sampled the data and should intercept the Earth surface at the
                  point  location and at the given
                   time. The Earth surface defines the collector's
                  surface of the angle of incidence.
               
            
         

          
             
                Platform informations (TBD).
            
         

         
          

      
   

   
    
       
         
           Geographical location of the current point. The coordinates
           may be expressed according to a Geodetic coordinates or any
           other map projectin system.
         
      
       

          

          

          

      
   

    
       
          
             
               Sun's position in the sky. The position is defined by two angles:
               the Solar Elevation angle and the Azimuth angle from. The Solar
               Elevation angle is the vertical angle up from the horizon. The
               Azimuth is the horizontal rotation angle from Due South (in the
               Northern Hemisphere) or from Due North (in the Southern
               Hemisphere).
            
             
               The Elevation is zero when the Sun is on the horizon. It is 90
               degrees when the Sun is directly overhead. In most places the Sun
               will never be directly overhead. That only happens in the
               tropics. When the Sun's elevation is lower, its path through the
               atmosphere is longer, causing some reflection and dispersal
               (weakening of the solar beam energy that arrives to earth).
            
            
         
      
       

          
             
                
                  Sun's Azimuth. The azimuth angle is the angle within the
                  horizontal plane measured from true South or North. The
                  azimuth, when in reference to the South is usually called the
                  bearing. If the sun is East of South, the Bearing is positive,
                  else the bearing is negative. This element is expressed in
                  radians and positive clockwise.
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  Sun's Elevation. The solar elevation is the vertical angle
                  between the horizontal and the line connecting to the sun. At
                  sunset/sunrise elevation is 0 and is PI/2 when the sun is at
                  the zenith. Negative values means that Sun is not visible from
                  the present location. The elevation relates to the latitude of
                  the site, the declination angle and the hour angle. This
                  element is expressed in radians.
               
            
         

      
   

    
       

          

          

      
   


   

    
       
          
            An extensionType type similar to the XFDU extensionType. It is
            dedicated to be use as common mechanism to allow versioning and
            extension of Sentinel-SAFE types. This extension element is
            necessary to face XML Schema notation that does not support
            multiple particules during derivation. Where extensibility is made
            available, the Sentinel-SAFE type defines an "extension" optional
            element of this "extensionType" type with maximum occurrence of one
            (1).
         
      
       
          
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a grid reference origin line cooordinate. This type
            is dedicated to be further restricted or extended for specific
            purposes.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a grid reference origin column cooordinate. This type
            is dedicated to be further restricted or extended for specific
            purposes.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a grid reference line spacing. This type is dedicated
            to be further restricted or extended for specific purposes.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a grid reference column spacing. This type is
            dedicated to be further restricted or extended for specific
            purposes.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a grid reference line offset. This type is dedicated
            to be further restricted or extended for specific purposes.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a grid reference line or column spacing. This type is
            dedicated to be further restricted or extended for specific
            purposes.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a grid reference time among lines. This type is
            dedicated to be further restricted or extended for specific
            purposes.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a grid reference time among lines. This type is
            dedicated to be further restricted or extended for specific
            purposes.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a time attached to a grid reference point. This type
            is dedicated to be further restricted or extended for specific
            purposes.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a latitude attached to a grid reference point. This
            type is dedicated to be further restricted or extended for specific
            purposes.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a longitude attached to a grid reference point. This
            type is dedicated to be further restricted or extended for specific
            purposes.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of an elevation attached to a grid reference point. This
            type is dedicated to be further restricted or extended for specific
            purposes.
         
      
       
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a Sun's azimuth attached to a grid reference point.
            This type is dedicated to be further restricted or extended for
            specific purposes.
         
      
       
          
          
      
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a Sun's elevation attached to a grid reference point.
            This type is dedicated to be further restricted or extended for
            specific purposes.
         
      
       
          
          
      
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a Platform's azimuth attached to a grid reference
            point. This type is dedicated to be further restricted or extended
            for specific purposes.
         
      
       
          
          
      
   

    
       
          
            Atomic type of a Platform's elevation attached to a grid reference
            point. This type is dedicated to be further restricted or extended
            for specific purposes.
         
      
       
          
          
      
   

    
       
          
            An Angle of Incidence in radians. The angle of incidence is the
            angle between a beam incident on a surface and the line
            perpendicular to a collector's surface at the point of incidence. An
            angle of incidence of 0 means the beam is perpendicular to the
            collector surface, and an angle of incidence PI/2 means the beam is
            parallel to the collector surface.
         
      
       
          
          
      
   


   

    
       
          
            An extensionType type similar to the XFDU extensionType. It is
            dedicated to be use as common mechanism to allow versioning and
            extension of Sentinel-SAFE types. This extension element is
            necessary to face XML Schema notation that does not support
            multiple particules during derivation. Where extensibility is made
            available, the Sentinel-SAFE type defines an "extension" optional
            element of this "extensionType" type with maximum occurrence of one
            (1).
         
      
       
          
      
       
   


   

    
       
          
            The processing log is a type for collecting historical information
            dedicated to maintenance and traceability of the described product
            data. The standard processing log provides a single thread of
            process logs of any different kind.
         
      
       

          
             
                
                  Reference to any facility that may have been involved in the
                  processing.
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  Reference to any software that may have been involved in the
                  processing.
               
            
         

         
          
             
                
                  An ordered list of processing log entries. Each processing log
                  entry shall have affected the current package before its
                  previous sibling occurrence and after its next sibling
                  occurrence.
               
            
         

         
          
             
                
                  Reference to any resource that may have been involved in the
                  processing. This element is an effective way to record the
                  several threads of processing when relevant. As example, a
                  merging algorithm may be the history of each input file thanks
                  to this mechanism.
               
            
         

      

      
       
          
             
               The name of the processing. This attribute is mandatory and
               should never be bound to the empty string. However, because the
               processing log is provided for information, the name may not be a
               strict identifier.
            
         
      

      
       
          
             
               The level of the output processing. This attribute is not
               mandatory.
            
         
          
             
                
                
                
                
            
         
      

      
       
          
             
               Beginning date of the referenced processing. The date shall be
               provided in UTC time system. This date is also be used as
               reference for ordering the various processing with regard to
               their siblings.
            
         
      

      
       
          
             
               Ending date of the referenced processing. The date shall be
               provided in UTC time system. Basically the stop date should be
               further to the start date of the processing.
            
         
      
   

   
    
       
          
            A resource of a processing represents any component during the
            processing and that is relevant to record in the product log. The
            resource is identified by a name and annotated with its role in the
            processing. The resource may be located through an optional URL
            reference. Finally, the major goal of the resource element is to
            branch the processing log in several sub-logs. Actually, it is
            possible to record the resource processing log as children entries
            of the element.
         
      
       

          
             
                
                  Processing log entries of a resource.
               
            
         

      

      
       
          
             
               The name of the logged resource. This attribute is mandatory.
            
         
      

      
       
          
             
               Role of the resource with regard to the holding processing.
            
         
      

      
       
          
             
               Version of the resource.
            
         
      

      
       
          
             Location of the resource.
         
      
   

   

   
    
       
          
            Identifies an organisation authority of a specific processing. The
            facility may also hold its location coordinate as well as the
            involved systems (i.e. hardware or software).
         
      

       

          
             
                
                  Describes a facility sub-component of the facility
                  environment.
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  Describes a software sub-component of the facility
                  environment.
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  Describes an hardware sub-component of the facility
                  environment.
               
            
         

      

      
       
          
             
               Name of the organisation authority responsible of the facility.
            
         
      

      
       
          
             
               Explicit name of the organization responsible of the facility.
               This name may be an agency or company name. The semantic of this
               name is under responsibility of the user.
            
         
      

      
       
          
             
               Geographical location of the facility. This element does not
               intends to describe the precise location as a postal address.
               However many facilities can be identified or geographically
               located with a name such as Kiruna or Sioux-Falls.
            
         
      

      
       
          
             
               Name of the country where the facility is located.
            
         
      

   

   
    
       
          
            Reference to a software component. The software component is named
            and may be composed of several sub-components.
         
      

       

         
          
             
                
                  Describes a sub-component of the facility environment. It may
                  be another, sub-facility (e.g. the Payload Data Control Center
                  zith the Payload Data Segment of ENVISAT). It may also be a
                  software or whatever system.
               
            
         

      

      
       
          
             Name of the component.
         
      

      
       
          
             
               The version or release identifier of the software. No specific
               pattern has to be followed.
            
         
      

   

   
    
       
          
            Reference to an hardware component. The hardware component is named
            and may be composed of several sub-components.
         
      

       

          
             
                
                  Describes a software sub-component of the facility
                  environment.
               
            
         

          
             
                
                  Describes an hardware sub-component of the facility
                  environment.
               
            
         

      

      
       
          
             
               Name of the hardware component.
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       Types for Sentinel-2 HKTM Level 0 products.
   

    

    
       
          
         Information on the stand-alone product.
         
      
   

   	 
      	 
         	 
            	Information  related to the data segment included in the HKTM L0 product
         	
      	
      	 
         		 
         		 
         		 
         		 
      	
   	











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/hktm/level-0/xfdu.xsd


 

	 
		 Sentinel-2 HKTM Level 0 XFDU restricted types. This schema describes the manifest.safe file for Sentinel-2 HKTM Level 0 products.
	

	 

       

	 

		
		 
			 
				 Indicates the location of the XFDU XML schema validating the manifest file and its version (major and minor).
			
			 
				 
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 The metadataSection for Sentinel-2 HKTM L0 products contains the following 9 metaDataObjects:
							Wrapped Metadata:
								acquisitionPeriod
								platform
								s2hktm:standAloneProductInformation
								orbitReference
								processing
								measurementQualityInformation
							Product Annotation Data Sets:
								measurementAnnotation
							Representation Data Sets:
								measurementSchema
								measurementAnnotationSchema
						
					
					 
						 
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 The xmlDataType is a container for any valid XML data. This data type is restricted to allow inclusion of only the valid SAFE manifest XML data types.
					
					 
						 
							 
							 
							 
							 
							 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 The dataObjectSection for Sentinel-2 HKTM L0 products contains the following 2 dataObjects:
							Measurement Data Sets:
								measurementData
							Annotation Data Sets:
								measurementAnnotData
						
					
					 
						 
					
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 The dataObject ID attribute is restricted to allow only the valid ID patterns for the product type.
						
					
					 
						 
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/hktm/safe.xsd


 

    
	 Sentinel-2 HKTM: SAFE restricted types.
   

    

    

    

      

       
          
             
                
                   
                     Sentinel-2 product quality additional info.
                  
               
                
   				 
               
            
         
      

      

       
        	   
        		   
        			   
        				   
        						  Imposes stopTime as mandatory.
        				  
        			  
        			   
        				   
        				   
        			  
        		  
        	  
      

      

	 
    		 
    			 
       			 
          			 
             				Imposes number as mandatory.
          			
       			
       			 
    				 
    				 
    				 
       			
    			
    		
    	

	 
		 
			 
				 
						 
                     				The acquisition period metadata is dedicated to provide
                     				the time extents of the data wrapped by the present SAFE
                     				archive.
                     				Imposes an extension point.
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         SENTINEL-2 types for Level 0
      
   

    

    
       
          Delta time of start and stop orbit w.r.t. ascending node time
      
       
   		 
   		 
      
   

    

    
	 
		 
            	The information about time of occurrence of leap second (if leap second occurred in the 
			product time window of interest)
         	
	
	 
		 
		 
	
   
    
	 
		 
            	sign of leap second
         	
	
	 
		 
		 
	
   

    

    
	 
		 
            	Additional information about the orbit for Sentinel-2         	
	
	 
		 
		 
	
   
    
	 
		 
            	direction of the orbit for the oldest ISP in the product
         	
	
	 
		 
		 
		 
	
   

    

    
	 
		 
            	Additional information about the product quality for Sentinel-2         	
	
	 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
	
   

    
	 
		 
            byte ordering used to represent the data in a Data Component
         
	
	 
		 
		 
	
   

    
       
      	 
			byte ordering used to represent the data in a Data Component
         	
      
   	 
		 
            	 
		
   	
   

    
       
      	 
			byte ordering used to represent the data in a Data Component
         	
      
   	 
		 
            	 
		
   	
   

    
	 
		 
            	used instead of XSD type xs:boolean (that accepts only 0,1 or false,true)
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      The container XFDU receives SAFE elements. This schema describes Manifest
      file for all SENTINEL-2 MSI Level-0 Datastrip products.
      
   

    

    


   
    
       
          
         Indicates the location of the XFDU XML schema validating the Manifest
         file and its version (major and minor).
         
      
       
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 4 to 9 metadata metadataObjects.
               
               
            
             
                
            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
               A wrapper to contain XML content.
               
            
		 
             

                
                
                
                

            
		
         
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 3 data objects dataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               The  dataObject is part of a SAFE Object.
               It may be dedicated to:
                
                   
                  S2_Level-L0_Datastrip_Metadata
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      The container XFDU receives SAFE elements. This schema describes Manifest
      file for all SENTINEL-2 MSI Level-0 Granule products.
      
   

    

    


   
    
       
          
         Indicates the location of the XFDU XML schema validating the Manifest
         file and its version (major and minor).
         
      
       
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 4 to 10 metadata metadataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
               A wrapper to contain XML content.
               
            
		 
             

                
                
                
                
                

            
		
         
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 3 to unbounded  dataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               The  dataObject is part of a SAFE Object.
               It may be dedicated to:
                
                   
                  IMG_DATA folder Band_10m_1_detector_1
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      The container XFDU receives SAFE elements. This schema describes Manifest
      file for all SENTINEL-2 MSI Level-0 User products.
      
	
	 
	 
		
		 
			 
				 
         Indicates the location of the XFDU XML schema validating the Manifest
         file and its version (major and minor).
         
			
			 
				 
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
               A container for 7 to unbounded metadata metadataObjects.
               
						
					
					 
						 
					
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
               A wrapper to contain XML content.
               
					
					 
						 
							 
							 
							 
							 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
               A container for 5 to unbounded Data Objects dataObjects.
               
						
					
					 
						 
					
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
               The  dataObject is part of a SAFE Object.
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      The container XFDU receives SAFE elements. This schema describes Manifest
      file for all SENTINEL-2 MSI Level-1A Datastrip products.
      
   

    

    


   
    
       
          
         Indicates the location of the XFDU XML schema validating the Manifest
         file and its version (major and minor).
         
      
       
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 4 to 9 metadata metadataObjects.
               
               
            
             
                
            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
               A wrapper to contain XML content.
               
            
		 
             

                
                
                
                

            
		
         
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 3 data objects dataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               The  dataObject is part of a SAFE Object.
               It may be dedicated to:
                
                   
                  S2_Level-L1A_Datastrip_Metadata
                  
               
               
               
            
             
                
            
             
                
                   
                      
                      
                      
			
               
            

         
      
   

   











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1a_granule/CVS/Entries


/xfdu.xsd/1.1/Tue Jan 27 16:18:05 2015//










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1a_granule/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1a_granule










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1a_granule/CVS/Root


:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1a_granule/xfdu.xsd


 

    
       
      The container XFDU receives SAFE elements. This schema describes Manifest
      file for all SENTINEL-2 MSI Level-1A Granule products.
      
   

    

    


   
    
       
          
         Indicates the location of the XFDU XML schema validating the Manifest
         file and its version (major and minor).
         
      
       
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 4 to 10 metadata metadataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
               A wrapper to contain XML content.
               
            
		 
             

                
                
                
                
                

            
		
         
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 3 to unbounded  dataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               The  dataObject is part of a SAFE Object.
               It may be dedicated to:
                
                   
                  IMG_DATA folder Band_10m_1_detector_1
                  
               
               
               
            
             
                
            
             
                
                   
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
			
               
            

         
      
   

   











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1a_user_product/CVS/Entries


/xfdu.xsd/1.5/Tue Nov 10 16:08:52 2015//










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1a_user_product/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1a_user_product










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1a_user_product/CVS/Root


:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1a_user_product/xfdu.xsd


 

    
       
      The container XFDU receives SAFE elements. This schema describes Manifest
      file for all SENTINEL-2 MSI Level-1A User products.
      
   

    

    


   
    
       
          
         Indicates the location of the XFDU XML schema validating the Manifest
         file and its version (major and minor).
         
      
       
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 7 to unbounded metadata metadataObjects.
               
               
            
             
                
            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
               A wrapper to contain XML content.
               
            
		 
             

                
                
                
                
                

            
		
         
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 5 to unbounded Data Objects dataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               The  dataObject is part of a SAFE Object.
               
               
            
             
                
            
             
                
                   
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                    
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
			     
               
            

         
      
   

   











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_datastrip/CVS/Entries


/xfdu.xsd/1.1/Tue Jan 27 16:18:04 2015//










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_datastrip/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_datastrip










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_datastrip/CVS/Root


:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_datastrip/xfdu.xsd


 

    
       
      The container XFDU receives SAFE elements. This schema describes Manifest
      file for all SENTINEL-2 MSI Level-1B Datastrip products.
      
   

    

    


   
    
       
          
         Indicates the location of the XFDU XML schema validating the Manifest
         file and its version (major and minor).
         
      
       
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 4 to 9 metadata metadataObjects.
               
               
            
             
                
            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
               A wrapper to contain XML content.
               
            
		 
             

                
                
                
                

            
		
         
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 3 data objects dataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               The  dataObject is part of a SAFE Object.
               It may be dedicated to:
                
                   
                  S2_Level-L1B_Datastrip_Metadata
                  
               
               
               
            
             
                
            
             
                
                   
                      
                      
                      
			
               
            

         
      
   

   











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_granule/CVS/Entries


/xfdu.xsd/1.1/Tue Jan 27 16:18:05 2015//










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_granule/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_granule










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_granule/CVS/Root


:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_granule/xfdu.xsd


 

    
       
      The container XFDU receives SAFE elements. This schema describes Manifest
      file for all SENTINEL-2 MSI Level-1B granule products.
      
   

    

    


   
    
       
          
         Indicates the location of the XFDU XML schema validating the Manifest
         file and its version (major and minor).
         
      
       
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 4 to 10 metadata metadataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
               A wrapper to contain XML content.
               
            
		 
             

                
                
                
                
                

            
		
         
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 3 to unbounded  dataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               The  dataObject is part of a SAFE Object.
               It may be dedicated to:
                
                   
                  IMG_DATA folder Band_10m_1_detector_1
                  
               
               
               
            
             
                
            
             
                
                   
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
			
               
            

         
      
   

   











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_user_product/CVS/Entries


/xfdu.xsd/1.5/Mon Nov  9 15:47:59 2015//










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_user_product/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_user_product










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_user_product/CVS/Root


:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1b_user_product/xfdu.xsd


 

    
       
      The container XFDU receives SAFE elements. This schema describes Manifest
      file for all SENTINEL-2 MSI Level-1B User products.
      
   

    

    


   
    
       
          
         Indicates the location of the XFDU XML schema validating the Manifest
         file and its version (major and minor).
         
      
       
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 7 to unbounded metadata metadataObjects.
               
               
            
             
                
            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
               A wrapper to contain XML content.
               
            
		 
             

                
                
                
                
                

            
		
         
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 5 to unbounded Data Objects dataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               The  dataObject is part of a SAFE Object.
               
               
            
             
                
            
             
                
                   
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
			
               
            

         
      
   

   











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_datastrip/CVS/Entries


/xfdu.xsd/1.1/Tue Jan 27 16:18:04 2015//










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_datastrip/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_datastrip










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_datastrip/CVS/Root


:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_datastrip/xfdu.xsd


 

    
       
      The container XFDU receives SAFE elements. This schema describes Manifest
      file for all SENTINEL-2 MSI Level-1C products.
      
   

    

    


   
    
       
          
         Indicates the location of the XFDU XML schema validating the Manifest
         file and its version (major and minor).
         
      
       
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 4 to 9 metadata metadataObjects.
               
               
            
             
                
            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
               A wrapper to contain XML content.
               
            
		 
             

                
                
                
                

            
		
         
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 3 data objects dataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               The  dataObject is part of a SAFE Object.
               It may be dedicated to:
                
                   
                  S2_Level-L1C_Datastrip_Metadata
                  
               
               
               
            
             
                
            
             
                
                   
                      
                      
                      
			
               
            

         
      
   

   











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_tile/CVS/Entries


/xfdu.xsd/1.1/Tue Jan 27 16:18:05 2015//










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_tile/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_tile










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_tile/CVS/Root


:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_tile/xfdu.xsd


 

    
       
      The container XFDU receives SAFE elements. This schema describes Manifest
      file for all SENTINEL-2 MSI Level-1C Tile products.
      
   

    

    


   
    
       
          
         Indicates the location of the XFDU XML schema validating the Manifest
         file and its version (major and minor).
         
      
       
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 4 to 10 metadata metadataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
               A wrapper to contain XML content.
               
            
		 
             

                
                
                
                
                

            
		
         
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 3 to unbounded  dataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               The  dataObject is part of a SAFE Object.
               It may be dedicated to:
                
                   
                  IMG_DATA folder Band_10m_1_detector_1
                  
               
               
               
            
             
                
            
             
                
                   
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
			
               
            

         
      
   

   











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_user_product/CVS/Entries


/xfdu.xsd/1.6/Tue Nov 10 16:09:09 2015//










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_user_product/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_user_product










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_user_product/CVS/Root


:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/archive_l1c_user_product/xfdu.xsd


 

    
       
      The container XFDU receives SAFE elements. This schema describes Manifest
      file for all SENTINEL-2 MSI Level-1C User products.
      
   

    

    


   
    
       
          
         Indicates the location of the XFDU XML schema validating the Manifest
         file and its version (major and minor).
         
      
       
          
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 7 to unbounded metadata metadataObjects.
               
               
            
             
                
            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
               A wrapper to contain XML content.
               
            
		 
             

                
                
                
                
                

            
		
         
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A container for 5 to unbounded Data Objects dataObjects.
               
               
            
             

                

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               The  dataObject is part of a SAFE Object.
               
               
            
             
                
            
             
                
                   
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
                     
			
               
            

         
      
   

   











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/CVS/Entries


D/archive_l0_datastrip////
D/archive_l0_granule////
D/archive_l0_user_product////
D/archive_l1a_datastrip////
D/archive_l1a_granule////
D/archive_l1a_user_product////
D/archive_l1b_datastrip////
D/archive_l1b_granule////
D/archive_l1b_user_product////
D/archive_l1c_datastrip////
D/archive_l1c_tile////
D/archive_l1c_user_product////










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/msi/CVS/Root


:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/sentinel-2/safe-abstract.xsd


 

	 
		 
      SENTINEL-2 mission (all instrument products): SAFE restricted types.
      
	

	 

		 
			 
				 
					 
               Identifier for the platform provided by the NSSDC (NASA's
               National Space Science Data Center).
               
				
				 
			
		

		 
			 
				 
					 
               Platform family name: SENTINEL.
               
				
				 
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
               Platform number.
               
				
				 
				 
			
		

	











S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/int/esa/safe/sentinel/1.1/xfdu.xsd


 

    
       
      XFDU Redefined Types. 
      Some complex and simple types are restricted for Sentinel-SAFE.
      The xfdu:XFDU element is only a container.
      
   

    

    
       
          
         XFDU root type is a restriction of XFDU in order to assure that no
         departure from the CCSDS standard is possible. This option makes
         Sentinel-SAFE systematically compatible with any existing environment
         using XFDU packages for transferring or archiving data. The XFDU root
         type makes mandatory one Information Package Map, one Metadata Section
         and one Data Object Section. XFDU root has a "version"
         attribute used for the identification of the product specialision (or
         product type).
         
      
       
          

             

               

                
                   
                      
                     Any Sentinel-SAFE product contains one Information Package
                     Map (one informationPackageMap element of
                     informationPackageMapType).
                     
                  
               

                
                   
                      
                     Any Sentinel-SAFE product contains one Metadata Section
                     (one metadataSection element of metadataSectionType).
                     
                  
               

                
                   
                      
                     Any Sentinel-SAFE product contains one Data Object Section
                     (one dataObjectSection element of dataObjectSectionType).
                     
                  
               

            

             
                
                   
                  The version attribute identifies the type of the
                  Sentinel-SAFE product (also called the product-type or the
                  specialisation type/version).
                  
               
            

         
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               An element of informationPackageMapType describes hierarchic
               structure of the product. Nested contentUnit and
               dataObjectPointer elements (by their pdiID, dmdID, repID and
               dataObjectID attributes) reference metadataObjects and
               dataObjects.
               
                
               TODO modify?
               Each Content Unit represents one entity of the product (in most
               cases a Data Object). The main Content Unit (the first
               contentUnit sub-element of the Information Package Map)
               represents the product itself.
               
               
            
             

                
                   
                      
                     The "root" Content Unit is the only sub-element
                     of the Information Package Map.
                     
                  
               

            
         
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               An element of contentUnitType represents one entity in the
               product. The first (or "root" or "main")
               Content Unit (the only sub-element of informationPackageMap
               element) represents the product itself.
               
                
               The "root" Content Unit relates the general metadata
               (platform identification, processing history, acquisition
               period...) to the product via pdiID and dmdID attributes. The
               pdiID (Preservation Description Information Identifier)
               attribute relates the Content Unit to the Processing Metadata
               Object; the dmdID (Description MetaData Identifier) attribute
               relates the Content Unit to the Platform Metadata Object and, if
               available, to the Acquisition Period Metadata Object (and to any
               additional Metadata Object).
               
                
               The "root" Content Unit may contain any number of
               contentUnit sub-elements. Each Content Unit (other than the
               "root" Content Unit) is a view of the product.
               
                
               Each Content Unit, except "root" Content Unit:
               
                
                   
                   
                  may nest one or more content units, or may  point to a
                  dataObject or a metadataObject of the product;
                  
                   
                  may relate one or more Metadata Objects to a group of nested
                  content units or to a Data Object via dmdID (Description
                  MetaData Identifier) attribute (e.g. a
                  measurementQualityInformation Metadata Object, a
                  measurementOrbitReference Metadata Object to a measurement
                  Data Object...);
                  
                   
                  may relate one or more XML Schema Components to a Metadata or
                  Data Object via repID (Representation Information Identifier)
                  attribute;
                  
                   
                  may have a dataObjectPointer sub-element
                  (dataObject element is pointed from the InformationPackage
                  Map only via the dataObjectPointer/@dataObject ID attribute)."
                  
                  
               
               
               
            
             

                
                   
                      
                     An element of dataObjectPointerType is a contentUnit
                     sub-element. It relates a Data Object to the
                     dataObjectPointer's Content Unit.
                     
                  
               

                
                   
                      
                     Each Content Unit may contain any number of contentUnit
                     sub-elements.
                     
                  
               

            
         
      
   

   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               The Metadata Section (a metadataSection element of
               metadataSectionType) contains two or more Metadata Objects
               (metadataObject elements of metadataObjectType) that record all
               of the static metadata for all entities in the Sentinel-SAFE
               product.
               
                
               One of the two mandatory Metadata Objects must be dedicated to
               the product processing history. The other must be dedicated to
               the identification of the platform that has acquired the product
               data.
               
               
            
             

                
                   
                      
                      
                     The two mandatory Metadata Objects must be dedicated to
                     the product processing history and to the platform
                     identification.
                     
                     
                  
               

            
         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
                
               A Metadata Object (a metadataObject element of
               metadataObjectType) is used to either encapsulate metadata in
               XML, to point to an XML Schema Components within the
               Sentinel-SAFE Package, or to point to a dataObject element in
               the dataObjectSection element.
               
                
               A metadataObject element of metadataObjectType is identified by
               the value of its ID attribute (e.g.
               <metadataObject ID="processing">).
               
                
               A metadataObject element may:
                   
                   
                  encapsulate metadata (the Metadata Object contains a
                  metadataWrap sub-element which is a wrapper to contain XML
                  content);
                  
                   
                  point to an XML Schema Component within the Sentinel-SAFE
                  Package (the Metadata Object contains a metadataReference
                  sub-element which allows to point outside of the
                  Sentinel-SAFE manifest);
                  
                   
                  point to a Metadata Component within the Sentinel-SAFE
                  Package (the Metadata Object contains a dataObjectPointer
                  sub-element which relates a dataObject element to the
                  dataObjectPointer's Metadata Object) (this mechanism is fully
                  explained in Sentinel-SAFE Control book - Volume 1: Core
                  Specifications).
                  
                  
               
               
            

             

                
                   
                      
                     The metadataReference element is used to point to an XML
                     Schema Component via its href attribute. No other
                     Component but XML Schema Component may be pointed to by
                     metadataReference element.
                     
                  
               

                
                   
                      
                     A metadataWrap element is used to encapsulate authorized
                     Sentinel-SAFE-types.
                     
                  
               

                
                   
                      
                     An element of dataObjectPointerType is a Metadata Object
                     sub-element. It relates a dataObject element to the
                     dataObjectPointer's Metadata Object.
                     
                  
               

            

            
             
                
                   
                  An XML ID for this element. ID attribute is required and has
                  restricted patterns.
                  
               
                
                   
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                  
               
            

            
            

             

             

         
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
               An element of metadataReferenceType is used to point to an XML
               Schema Component via its href attribute. No other Component but
               XML Schema Component may be pointed to by metadataReference
               element.
               
            
             

            
             
                
                   
                  The href attribute is required and its value is the URL of
                  the pointed Component.
                  
               
            

         
      
   
   
    
       
          
             
                
               An element of metadataWrapType element is used to encapsulate
               authorized Sentinel-SAFE-types, via its xmlData sub-element.
               
            
             

                
                   
                      
                     An xmlData element contains an xs:any wild card
                     sub-element. The wild card permits some well-formed XML
                     belonging to any namespace to appear inside the xmlData
                     element
                     
                  
               

            
         
      
   

   

   
   
   
   
   
    
       
          
             
                
                
               A dataObject element of dataObjectType relates a Component (a
               Data or a Metadata Component, but not an XML Schema Component)
               to the manifest via its single byteStream sub-element.
               
                
               The dataObject's ID attribute, which is required is pointed to
               by:
                   
                   
                  a dataObjectPointer's dataObjectID attribute, sub-element of
                  a Content Unit if the Component is a Data Component;
                  
                   
                  a dataObjectPointer's dataObjectID attribute, sub-element of
                  a Content Unit  and a a dataObjectPointer's dataObjectID
                  attribute, sub-element of a Metadata Object if the Component
                  is a Metadata Component (this mechanism is fully explained in
                  Sentinel-SAFE Control book - Volume 1: Core Specifications).
                  
                  
               
                
               The dataObject's repID attribute is optional and may point to one
               or more metadataObject elements each referencing an XML Schema
               Component within the Sentinel-SAFE Package.
               
               
            
             

                

               

            

            

             

             

             

         
      
   

     
       
          
             
                
               An element of byteStreamType contains a fileLocation element,
               which provides a pointer to a Component (a Data or a Metadata
               Component, but not an XML Schema Component).
               
            
             

                
                   
                      
                     A fileLocation element references a Component (a Data or a
                     Metadata Component, but not an XML Schema Component) via
                     its href attribute.
                     
                  
               

                
                   
                      
                     A checksum for a Component (Data or Metadata Component -
                     except XML Schema Component).
                     
                  
               

            

            
             
                
                   
                     The MIME type for the referenced Component (Data or
                     Metadata Component - except XML Schema Component).
                  
               
                
                   
               
            

            
             
                
                   
                     The size of the data component in bytes.
                  
               
                
                   
               
            

         
      
    

    
       
          
            The MIME type for the referenced Component (Data or Metadata
            Component - except XML Schema Component).
         
      
       
      
   

    
       
          
         Name of the checksum algorithm used to compute checksum.
         
      
       
      
   

    
       
          
             
                
               An element of referenceType points to a Component via its
               required href attribute.
               
            
             

            
             
                
                   
                  The href attribute is required and its value is the URL of
                  the pointed Component.
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     basicTypes.xsd
     
    Generic simpleContent components for use in GML 
    
  
  
   
     
        Some common reasons for a null value:   
			
        innapplicable - the object does not have a value
        missing - The correct value is not readily available to the sender of this data.  
                           Furthermore, a correct value may not exist.
        template - the value will be available later
        unknown - The correct value is not known to, and not computable by, the sender of this data. 
                           However, a correct value probably exists.
        withheld - the value is not divulged 
        
        Specific communities may agree to assign more strict semantics when these terms are used in a particular context.  
      
    
     
       
       
       
       
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Utility type for null elements.  The value may be selected from one of the enumerated tokens, or may be a URI in which case this should identify a resource which describes the reason for the null. 
    
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Union of the XML Schema boolean type and the GML Nulltype.  An element which uses this type may have content which is either a boolean {0,1,true,false} or a value from Nulltype
    
     
  
  
   
     
       XML List based on the union type defined above.  An element declared with this type contains a space-separated list of boolean values {0,1,true,false} with null values interspersed as needed
    
     
  
  
   
     
       XML List based on XML Schema boolean type.  An element of this type contains a space-separated list of boolean values {0,1,true,false}
    
     
  
  
   
     
       Union of the XML Schema string type and the GML Nulltype.  An element which uses this type may have content which is either a string or a value from Nulltype.  Note that a "string" may contain whitespace.  
    
     
  
  
   
     
       Union of the XML Schema Name type and the GML Nulltype.  An element which uses this type may have content which is either a Name or a value from Nulltype.  Note that a "Name" may not contain whitespace.  
    
     
  
  
   
     
       XML List based on the union type defined above.  An element declared with this type contains a space-separated list of Name values with null values interspersed as needed
    
     
  
  
   
     
       XML List based on XML Schema Name type.  An element of this type contains a space-separated list of Name values
    
     
  
  
   
     
       Union of the XML Schema double type and the GML Nulltype.  An element which uses this type may have content which is either a double or a value from Nulltype
    
     
  
  
   
     
       XML List based on the union type defined above.  An element declared with this type contains a space-separated list of double values with null values interspersed as needed
    
     
  
  
   
     
       XML List based on XML Schema double type.  An element of this type contains a space-separated list of double values
    
     
  
  
   
     
       Union of the XML Schema integer type and the GML Nulltype.  An element which uses this type may have content which is either an integer or a value from Nulltype
    
     
  
  
   
     
       XML List based on the union type defined above.  An element declared with this type contains a space-separated list of integer values with null values interspersed as needed
    
     
  
  
   
     
       XML List based on XML Schema integer type.  An element of this type contains a space-separated list of integer values
    
     
  
  
   
     
       Name or code with an (optional) authority.  Text token.  
      If the codeSpace attribute is present, then its value should identify a dictionary, thesaurus 
      or authority for the term, such as the organisation who assigned the value, 
      or the dictionary from which it is taken.  
      A text string with an optional codeSpace attribute. 
    
     
       
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       List of values on a uniform nominal scale.  List of text tokens.   
      In a list context a token should not include any spaces, so xsd:Name is used instead of xsd:string.   
      If a codeSpace attribute is present, then its value is a reference to 
      a Reference System for the value, a dictionary or code list.
    
     
       
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       List of values on a uniform nominal scale.  List of text tokens.   
      In a list context a token should not include any spaces, so xsd:Name is used instead of xsd:string.  
      A member of the list may be a typed null.  
      If a codeSpace attribute is present, then its value is a reference to 
      a Reference System for the value, a dictionary or code list.
    
     
       
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Number with a scale.  
      The value of uom (Units Of Measure) attribute is a reference to a Reference System for the amount, either a ratio or position scale. 
    
     
       
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       List of numbers with a uniform scale.  
      The value of uom (Units Of Measure) attribute is a reference to 
      a Reference System for the amount, either a ratio or position scale. 
    
     
       
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       List of numbers with a uniform scale.  
      A member of the list may be a typed null. 
      The value of uom (Units Of Measure) attribute is a reference to 
      a Reference System for the amount, either a ratio or position scale. 
    
     
       
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Tables or arrays of tuples.  
        May be used for text-encoding of values from a table.  
        Actually just a string, but allows the user to indicate which characters are used as separators.  
        The value of the 'cs' attribute is the separator for coordinate values, 
        and the value of the 'ts' attribute gives the tuple separator (a single space by default); 
        the default values may be changed to reflect local usage.
        Defaults to CSV within a tuple, space between tuples.  
        However, any string content will be schema-valid.  
    
     
       
         
         
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Utility type used in various places 
      - e.g. to indicate the direction of topological objects;
      "+" for forwards, or "-" for backwards.
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       coordinateOperations.xsd
       3.0
       How to encode coordinate operation definitions. 
       Builds on referenceSystems.xsd to encode the data needed to define coordinate operations, including Transformations, Conversions, and other specific subtypes of operations. GML 3.0 candidate schema, primary editor: Arliss Whiteside. Last updated 2002/12/13. 
       Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OpenGIS, All Rights Reserved.
       This schema encodes the Coordinate Operation (CC_) package of the extended UML Model for OGC Abstract Specification Topic 2: Spatial Referencing by Coordinates. That UML model is adapted from ISO 19111 - Spatial referencing by coordinates, as described in Annex B of Topic 2. 
       
         May-November 2002: See Section 3.5 of document 02-095. 
         December 3, 2002. Corrected extension base in OperationMethodType. 
         December 13, 2002. Corrected "source" attribute in appinfo. 
      
    
  
  
   
   
  
   
  
   
     
       A mathematical operation on coordinates that transforms or converts coordinates to another coordinate reference system.
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Identification of this Coordinate Operation. 
            
          
           
             
               Version of the coordinate transformation (i.e., instantiation due to the stochastic nature of the parameters). Mandatory when describing a transformation, and should not be supplied for a conversion. 
            
          
           
             
               Required number of dimensions in the source CRS. 
            
          
           
             
               Required number of dimensions in the target CRS. 
            
          
           
             
               Estimate of the impact of this coordinate operation on point position accuracy. Gives position error estimates for target coordinates of this coordinate operation, assuming no errors in source coordinates. 
            
          
           
             
               Association to the source CRS (coordinate reference system) of this coordinate operation. 
            
          
           
             
               Association to the target CRS (coordinate reference system) of this coordinate operation. For constraints on multiplicity of "sourceCRS" and "targetCRS", see UML model of Coordinate Operation package in OGC Abstract Specification topic 2. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Coordinate Operation, either referencing or containing the definition of that Coordinate Operation. 
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
       An ordered sequence of two or more single coordinate operations. The sequence of operations is constrained by the requirement that the source coordinate reference system of step (n+1) must be the same as the target coordinate reference system of step (n). The source coordinate reference system of the first step and the target coordinate reference system of the last step are the source and target coordinate reference system associated with the concatenated operation. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Ordered sequence of associations to the two or more single operations used by this concatenated operation. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Concatenated Operation, either referencing or containing the definition of that Concatenated Operation. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A single (not concatenated) coordinate operation. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Single Operation, either referencing or containing the definition of that Single Operation. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A pass-through operation specifies that a subset of a coordinate tuple is subject to a specific coordinate operation. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Ordered sequence of positive integers defining the positions in a coordinate tuple of the coordinates affected by this pass-through operation. 
            
          
           
             
               Association to the operation applied to the specified ordinates. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Pass Through Operation, either referencing or containing the definition of that Pass Through Operation. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A parameterized mathematical operation on coordinates that transforms or converts coordinates to another coordinate reference system. This coordinate operation uses an operation method, usually with associated parameter values. All concrete types derived from this type shall thus extend this type to include a "usesMethod" element that references one element substitutable for the "_GeneralOperationMethod" element. Similarly, all concrete types derived from this type shall extend this type to include zero or more elements each named "uses...Value" that each use the type of an element substitutable for the "_generalParameterValue" element. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to an abstract Operation, either referencing or containing the definition of that Operation. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       An abstract operation on coordinates that does not include any change of Datum. The best-known example of a coordinate conversion is a map projection. The parameters describing coordinate conversions are defined rather than empirically derived. Note that some conversions have no parameters. 
    
     
       
         
           
           
           
           
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a General Conversion, either referencing or containing the definition of that Conversion. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A concrete general-purpose operation on coordinates that does not include any change of Datum. The best-known example of a coordinate conversion is a map projection. The parameters describing coordinate conversions are defined rather than empirically derived. Note that some conversions have no parameters. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Association to the operation method used by this conversion operation. 
            
          
           
             
               Unordered list of composition associations to the set of parameter values used by this conversion operation. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a concrete general-purpose Conversion, either referencing or containing the definition of that Conversion. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       An abstract operation on coordinates that usually includes a change of Datum. The parameters of a coordinate transformation are empirically derived from data containing the coordinates of a series of points in both coordinate reference systems. This computational process is usually "over-determined", allowing derivation of error (or accuracy) estimates for the transformation. Also, the stochastic nature of the parameters may result in multiple (different) versions of the same coordinate transformation. 
    
     
       
         
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a General Transformation, either referencing or containing the definition of that Transformation. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A concrete general-purpose operation on coordinates that usually includes a change of Datum. The parameters of a coordinate transformation are empirically derived from data containing the coordinates of a series of points in both coordinate reference systems. This computational process is usually "over-determined", allowing derivation of error (or accuracy) estimates for the transformation. Also, the stochastic nature of the parameters may result in multiple (different) versions of the same coordinate transformation. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Association to the operation method used by this transformation operation. 
            
          
           
             
               Unordered list of composition associations to the set of parameter values used by this transformation operation. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Transformation, either referencing or containing the definition of that Transformation. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       An abstract parameter value. All concrete types derived from this type shall extend this type to include one "...value" element with an appropriate type. In addition, all derived concrete types shall extend this type to include a "valueOfParameter" element that references one element substitutable for the "OperationParameter" element. 
    
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A parameter value or reference to a file of parameter values. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               
                 Numeric value of an operation parameter, with its associated unit of measure. 
              
            
             
               
                 Value of an angle operation parameter, in either degree-minute-second format or single value format. 
              
            
             
               
                 String value of an operation parameter. A string value does not have an associated unit of measure. 
              
            
             
               
                 Positive integer value of an operation parameter, usually used for a count. An integer value does not have an associated unit of measure. 
              
            
             
               
                 Boolean value of an operation parameter  A Boolean value does not have an associated unit of measure. 
              
            
             
               
                 List of two or more numeric values of an operation parameter list, where each value has the same associated unit of measure. An element of this type contains a space-separated list of double values. 
              
            
             
               
                 List of two or more integer values of an operation parameter list, usually used for counts. These integer values do not have an associated unit of measure. An element of this type contains a space-separated list of integer values. 
              
            
             
               
                 Reference to a file containing multiple parameter values, each numeric value with its associated unit of measure. 
              
            
          
           
             
               Association to the operation parameter that this is a value of. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Abstract definition of an algorithm used to perform a coordinate operation. Most operation methods use a number of operation parameters (although some coordinate conversions use none). All concrete types derived from this type shall thus extend this type to include zero or more elements each named "uses..." that each reference one element substitutable for the "OperationParameter" element. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Identification of this operation method. 
            
          
           
             
               Formula(s) used by this operation method. The value may be a reference to a publication. Note that the operation method may not be analytic, in which case this element references or contains the procedure, not an analytic formula.
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to an abstract Operation Method, either referencing or containing the definition of that Operation Method. 
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Definition of a concrete general-purpose algorithm used to perform a coordinate operation. Most operation methods use a number of operation parameters (although some coordinate conversions use none). Each coordinate operation using the method assigns values to all these parameters. Most parameter values are numeric, but other types of parameter values are possible. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Unordered list of associations to the set of operation parameters used by this operation method. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a concrete general-purpose Operation Method, either referencing or containing the definition of that Operation Method. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       The definition of a parameter used by an operation method. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Identification of this Operation Parameter. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to an Operation Parameter, either referencing or containing the definition of that Operation Parameter. 
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       coordinateReferenceSystems.xsd
       3.0
       How to encode coordinate reference system definitions. 
       Builds on referenceSystems.xsd to encode the data needed to define coordinate reference systems, including the specific subtypes of coordinate reference systems. GML 3.0 candidate schema, primary editor: Arliss Whiteside. Last updated 2002/11/21. 
       Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OpenGIS, All Rights Reserved.
       This schema encodes the Coordinate Reference System (SC_) package of the extended UML Model for OGC Abstract Specification Topic 2: Spatial Referencing by Coordinates, with the exception of the abstract "SC_CRS" class. The "SC_CRS" class is encoded in referenceSystems.xsd, to eliminate the (circular) references from coordinateOperations.xsd to coordinateReferenceSystems.xsd. That UML model is adapted from ISO 19111 - Spatial referencing by coordinates, as described in Annex B of Topic 2. 
    
  
  
   
   
   
  
   
  
   
     
       A coordinate reference system consists of a set of coordinate system axes that is related to the earth through a datum. A coordinate reference system is realised by a set of coordinates. A coordinate reference system is defined by one datum and by one coordinate system.

For the purposes of this specification, a coordinate reference system shall not change with time with the exception of engineering coordinate reference systems defined on moving platforms such as cars, ships, aircraft, and spacecraft. The intention is to exclude the option to describe the time variability of geodetic coordinate reference systems as a result of e.g. tectonic motion. This variability is part of the subject matter of geophysical and geodetic science. The model for spatial referencing by coordinates described in this Abstract Specification is in principle not suitable for such zero-order geodetic problems. Such time-variability of coordinate reference systems shall be covered in the spatial referencing model described in this document by creating different coordinate reference systems each with a different datum for (consecutive) epochs. The date of realisation of the datum shall be included in its definition. It is further recommended to include the date of realisation also in the names of the datums and the coordinate reference systems.

Coordinate reference systems are commonly divided into sub-types. The common classification criterion for sub-typing of coordinate reference systems is the way in which they deal with earth curvature. This has a direct effect on the portion of the earth's surface that can be covered by that type of CRS with an acceptable degree of error. The exception to the rule is the subtype "Temporal" which has been added by analogy. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Coordinate Reference System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Reference System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A coordinate reference system describing the position of points through two or more independent coordinate reference systems. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Ordered sequence of associations to the component coordinate reference systems included in this compound coordinate reference system. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Compound Coordinate Reference System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Reference System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A coordinate reference system based on an ellipsoidal approximation of the geoid; this provides an accurate representation of the geometry of geographic features for a large portion of the earth's surface.
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Association to the ellipsoidal coordinate system used by this geographic CRS. 
            
          
           
             
               Association to the geodetic datum used by this geographic CRS. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Geographic Coordinate Reference System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Reference System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A coordinate reference system used for recording heights or depths. Vertical CRSs make use of the direction of gravity to define the concept of height or depth, but the relationship with gravity may not be straightforward. By implication, ellipsoidal heights (h) cannot be captured in a vertical coordinate reference system. Ellipsoidal heights cannot exist independently, but only as inseparable part of a 3D coordinate tuple defined in a geographic 3D coordinate reference system. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Association to the gravity related coordinate system used by this vertical CRS. 
            
          
           
             
               Association to the vertical datum used by this vertical CRS. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Vertical Coordinate Reference System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Reference System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A coordinate reference system that deals with the earth's curvature by taking the 3D spatial view which obviates the need to model the earth's curvature. The origin of a geocentric CRS is at the approximate centre of mass of the earth. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               
                 Association to the Cartesian coordinate system used by this geocentric CRS. 
              
            
             
               
                 Association to the spherical coordinate system used by this geocentric CRS.
              
            
          
           
             
               Association to the geodetic datum used by this geocentric CRS. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Geocentric Coordinate Reference System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Reference System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A coordinate reference system that is defined by its coordinate conversion from another coordinate reference system (not by a datum). 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Association to the coordinate system used by this derived CRS. 
            
          
           
             
               Association to the coordinate conversion used to define this derived CRS. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a General Derived Coordinate Reference System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Reference System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A coordinate reference system used to approximate the shape of the earth on a planar surface, but in such a way that the distortion that is inherent to the approximation is carefully controlled and known. Distortion correction is commonly applied to calculated bearings and distances to produce values that are a close match to actual field values. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Association to the Cartesian coordinate system used by this projected CRS. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Projected Coordinate Reference System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Reference System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A coordinate reference system that is defined by its coordinate conversion from another coordinate reference system but is not a projected coordinate reference system. This category includes coordinate reference systems derived from a projected coordinate reference system. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Association to the coordinate system used by this derived CRS. 
            
          
        
         
           
             Type of this derived coordinate reference system. 
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a non-projected derived Coordinate Reference System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Reference System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Type of a derived coordinate reference system. 
    
     
       
         
           A contextually local coordinate reference system; which can be divided into two broad categories:
- earth-fixed systems applied to engineering activities on or near the surface of the earth;
- CRSs on moving platforms such as road vehicles, vessels, aircraft, or spacecraft. 
        
      
       
         
           An engineering coordinate reference system applied to locations in images. 
        
      
       
         
           A coordinate reference system used for recording of heights or depths. Vertical CRSs make use of the direction of gravity to define the concept of height or depth, but the relationship with gravity may not be straightforward. 
        
      
       
         
           A coordinate reference system used for the recording of time. 
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A contextually local coordinate reference system; which can be divided into two broad categories:
- earth-fixed systems applied to engineering activities on or near the surface of the earth;
- CRSs on moving platforms such as road vehicles, vessels, aircraft, or spacecraft.
For further information, see OGC Abstract Specification Topic 2. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Association to the coordinate system used by this engineering CRS. 
            
          
           
             
               Association to the engineering datum used by this engineering CRS. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to an Engineering Coordinate Reference System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Reference System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       An engineering coordinate reference system applied to locations in images. Image coordinate reference systems are treated as a separate sub-type because a separate user community exists for images with its own terms of reference. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               
                 Association to the Cartesian coordinate system used by this image CRS.
              
            
             
               
                 Association to the oblique Cartesian coordinate system used by this image CRS.
              
            
          
           
             
               Association to the image datum used by this image CRS. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to an Image Coordinate Reference System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Reference System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A coordinate reference system used for the recording of time. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Association to the temporal coordinate system used by this temporal CRS. 
            
          
           
             
               Association to the temporal datum used by this temporal CRS. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Temporal Coordinate Reference System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Reference System. 
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       coordinateSystems.xsd
       3.0
       How to encode coordinate system definitions. 
       Builds on referenceSystems.xsd to encode the data needed to define coordinate systems, including the specific subtypes of coordinate systems. GML 3.0 candidate schema, primary editor: Arliss Whiteside. Last updated 2002/11/21. 
       Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OpenGIS, All Rights Reserved.
       This schema encodes the Coordinate System (CS_) package of the extended UML Model for OGC Abstract Specification Topic 2: Spatial Referencing by Coordinates. That UML model is adapted from ISO 19111 - Spatial referencing by coordinates, as described in Annex B of Topic 2. 
    
  
  
   
  
   
  
   
     
       Definition of a coordinate system axis. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Identification of this coordinate system axis. 
            
          
           
             
               The abbreviation used for this coordinate system axis. This abbreviation can be used to identify the ordinates in a coordinate tuple. Examples are X and Y. 
            
          
           
             
               Direction of this coordinate system axis (or in the case of Cartesian projected coordinates, the direction of this coordinate system axis at the origin). Examples: north or south, east or west, up or down. Within any set of coordinate system axis, only one of each pair of terms can be used. 
            
          
        
         
           
             Identifier of the unit of measure used for this coordinate system axis. 
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Coordinate System Axis, either referencing or containing the definition of that Coordinate System Axis. 
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A coordinate system (CS) is the set of coordinate system axes that spans a given coordinate space. A CS is derived from a set of (mathematical) rules for specifying how coordinates in a given space are to be assigned to points. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Identification of this coordinate system. 
            
          
           
             
               Associations to ordered list of Coordinate System Axes. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Coordinate System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Coordinate System. 
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A two- or three-dimensional coordinate system in which position is specified by geodetic latitude, geodetic longitude, and (in the three-dimensional case) ellipsoidal height. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to an Ellipsoidal Coordinate System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Coordinate System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A 1-, 2-, or 3-dimensional coordinate system. Gives the position of points relative to orthogonal straight axes in the 2- and 3-dimensional cases. In the 1-dimensional case, it contains a single straight coordinate axis. In the multi-dimensional case, all axes shall have the same length unit of measure. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Cartesian Coordinate System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Coordinate System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A one-dimensional coordinate system used to record the heights (or depths) of points dependent on the Earth's gravity field. An exact definition is deliberately not provided as the complexities of the subject fall outside the scope of this specification. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Gravity Related Coordinate System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Coordinate System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A 1-dimensional coordinate system containing a single time axis, used to describe the temporal position of a point in the specified time units from a specified time origin. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Temporal Coordinate System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Coordinate System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A coordinate system that is one-dimensional and consists of the points that lie on the single axis described. The associated ordinate is the distance from the specified origin to the point along the axis. Example: usage of the line feature representing a road to describe points on or along that road. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Linear Coordinate System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Coordinate System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A two- or three-dimensional coordinate system that consists of any combination of coordinate axes not covered by any other Coordinate System type. An example is a multilinear coordinate system which contains one coordinate axis that may have any 1-D shape which has no intersections with itself. This non-straight axis is supplemented by one or two straight axes to complete a 2 or 3 dimensional coordinate system. The non-straight axis is typically incrementally straight or curved. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a User Defined Coordinate System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Coordinate System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A three-dimensional coordinate system with one distance measured from the origin and two angular coordinates. Not to be confused with an ellipsoidal coordinate system based on an ellipsoid "degenerated" into a sphere. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Spherical Coordinate System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Coordinate System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A two-dimensional coordinate system in which position is specified by the distance to the origin and the angle between the line from the origin to a point and a reference direction. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Polar Coordinate System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Coordinate System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A three-dimensional coordinate system consisting of a polar coordinate system extended by a straight coordinate axis perpendicular to the plane spanned by the polar coordinate system. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Cylindrical Coordinate System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Coordinate System. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A coordinate system with straight lines that are not necessarily orthogonal. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to an Oblique Cartesian Coordinate System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Coordinate System. 
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     coverage.xsd
      GML Coverage schema. 
    Copyright (c) 2002 OGC, All Rights Reserved.
    
  
  
   
   
   
   
  
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A coverage is a set of attribute values (its range) associated to position within a bounded space (its domain). This coverage uses a single coverage function to associate an element from the domain with an element from its range.  This definition conforms to ISO 19123.  Note that coverage is a GML feature.
    
     
       
         
           
           
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       The spatiotemporal domain of a coverage.  
  Typically 
  * a geometry collection, 
  * an implicit geometry (e.g. a grid), 
  * an explicit or implicit collection of time instances or periods, or
  * the geometries associated with a feature collection.  

N.B. Temporal domains still to be implemented.
    
     
       
       
    
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
         
           
             each member _Value holds a tuple or "row" from the equivalent table
          
        
         
           
             each list holds the complete set of one scalar component from the values - i.e. a "column" from the equivalent table
          
        
      
       
         
           Its tuple list holds the values as space-separated tuples each of which contains comma-separated components, and the tuple structure is specified using the rangeParameters property.  

        
      
       
         
           a reference to an external source for the data, together with a description of how that external source is structured

        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
      The function or rule which defines the map from members of the domainSet to the range.  
      More functions will be added to this list
    
    
     
       
       
    
  
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
  
   
     
       
       
       
       
       
    
  
  
   
     
       List of codes that identifies the file structure model for records stored in files.
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
      Metadata about the rangeSet.  Definition of record structure.   
      This is required if the rangeSet is encoded in a DataBlock.  
      We use a gml:_Value with empty values as a map of the composite value structure.
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
  
  
   
     
       Description of a rule for associating members from the domainSet with members of the rangeSet.  
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Defines how values in the domain are mapped to the range set. The start point and the sequencing rule are specified here.
    
     
       
         
           If absent, the implied value is "Linear".
        
      
       
         
           Index position of the first grid post.  If absent the startPoint is equal to the value of gridEnvelope::low from the grid definition.  
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Exends GridFunctionType with a lookUpTable.  This contains a list of indexes of members within the rangeSet corresponding with the members of the domainSet.  The domainSet is traversed in list order if it is enumerated explicitly, or in the order specified by a SequenceRule if the domain is an implicit set.    The length of the lookUpTable corresponds with the length of the subset of the domainSet for which the coverage is defined.  
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       List of codes (adopted from ISO 19123 Annex C) that identifies the rule for traversing a grid to correspond with the sequence of members of the rangeSet.
    
     
       
       
       
       
       
       
    
  
  
   
     
       The enumeration value here indicates the incrementation order  to be used on the first 2 axes, i.e. "+x-y" means that the points on the first axis are to be traversed from lowest to highest and  the points on the second axis are to be traversed from highest to lowest. The points on all other axes (if any) beyond the first 2 are assumed to increment from lowest to highest.
    
     
       
       
       
       
    
  
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A discrete coverage type whose domain is defined by a collection of point
			
    
     
       
         
           
           
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A discrete coverage type whose domain is defined by a collection of surface patches (includes polygons, triangles, rectangles, etc). 
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/basicTypes.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/coordinateOperations.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/coordinateReferenceSystems.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:52 2013//
/coordinateSystems.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/coverage.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:52 2013//
/dataQuality.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:52 2013//
/datums.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/defaultStyle.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/dictionary.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:52 2013//
/direction.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/dynamicFeature.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/feature.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:52 2013//
/geometryAggregates.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:52 2013//
/geometryBasic0d1d.xsd/1.5/Mon Nov  9 11:42:25 2015//
/geometryBasic2d.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:52 2013//
/geometryComplexes.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/geometryPrimitives.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/gml.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/gmlBase.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/grids.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/measures.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/observation.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/referenceSystems.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/temporal.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/topology.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:52 2013//
/units.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
/valueObjects.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:53 2013//
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       dataQuality.xsd
       3.0
       How to encode positional data quality information. 
       Builds on measures.xsd to encode the data needed to describe the positional accuracy of coordinate operations. GML 3.0 candidate schema, primary editor: Arliss Whiteside. Last updated 2002/11/21. 
       Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OpenGIS, All Rights Reserved.
       This schema encodes the Data Quality (DQ) package of the extended UML Model for OGC Abstract Specification Topic 2: Spatial Referencing by Coordinates. That UML model is adapted from ISO 19111 - Spatial referencing by coordinates, as described in Annex B of Topic 2. 
    
  
  
   
  
   
  
   
     
       Position error estimate (or accuracy) data. 
    
     
       
         
           A description of the position accuracy parameter(s) provided. 
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Closeness of reported coordinate values to values accepted as or being true. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Quantitative result determined by evaluation procedure used. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Closeness of the relative positions of two or more positions to their respective relative positions accepted as or being true. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Quantitative result determined by evaluation procedure used. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Error estimate covariance matrix. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Ordered sequence of units of measure, corresponding to the row and column index numbers of the covariance matrix, starting with row and column 1 and ending with row/column N. Each unit of measure is for the ordinate reflected in the relevant row and column of the covariance matrix. 
            
          
           
             
               Unordered sequence of elements in this covariance matrix. Because the covariance matrix is symmetrical, only the elements in upper or lower diagonal part (including the main diagonal) of the matrix need to be specified. Any zero valued covariance elements can be omitted. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       An element of a covariance matrix.
    
     
       
         
           Row number of this covariance element value. 
        
      
       
         
           Column number of this covariance element value. 
        
      
       
         
           Value of covariance element. 
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       datums.xsd
       3.0
       How to encode datum definitions. 
       Builds on referenceSystems.xsd to encode the data needed to define datums, including the specific subtypes of datums. GML 3.0 candidate schema, primary editor: Arliss Whiteside. Last updated 2002/11/21. 
       Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OpenGIS, All Rights Reserved.
       This schema encodes the Datum (CD_) package of the extended UML Model for OGC Abstract Specification Topic 2: Spatial Referencing by Coordinates. That UML model is adapted from ISO 19111 - Spatial referencing by coordinates, as described in Annex B of Topic 2. 
    
  
  
   
  
   
  
   
     
       A datum specifies the relationship of a coordinate system to the earth, thus creating a coordinate reference system. A datum uses a parameter or set of parameters that determine the location of the origin, the orientation, and the scale of a coordinate reference system. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Identification of this datum. 
            
          
           
             
               Description, possibly including coordinates, of the point or points used to anchor the datum to the Earth. Also known as the "origin", especially for Engineering and Image Datums.
- For a geodetic datum, this point is also known as the fundamental point, which is traditionally the point where the relationship between geoid and ellipsoid is defined. In some cases, the "fundamental point" may consist of a number of points; and the parameters defining the geoid/ellipsoid relationship have then been averaged for a number of points and adopted as the datum definition.
- For an engineering datum, the anchor point may be a physical point, or it may be a point with defined coordinates in another CRS.
- For an image datum, the anchor point is usually either the centre of the image or the corner of the image.
- For a temporal datum, this attribute is not defined. Instead of the anchor point, a temporal datum carries a separate time origin of type DateTime. 
            
          
           
             
               The time for which this datum definition is valid. This time may be precise (e.g. 1997.0 for IRTF97) or merely a year (e.g. 1983 for NAD83). In the latter case, the epoch usually refers to the year in which a major recalculation of the geodetic control network, underlying the datum, was executed or initiated. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Datum, either referencing or containing the definition of that Datum. 
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Defines the origin and axes directions of an engineering coordinate reference system. Used in a local context only: 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to an Engineering Datum, either referencing or containing the definition of that Datum. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Defines the origin of an image coordinate reference system. Used in a local context only: For more information, see OGC Abstract Specification Topic 2. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to an Image Datum, either referencing or containing the definition of that Datum. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Specification of the way the image grid is associated with the image data attributes. 
    
     
       
         
           The origin of the image coordinate system is the center of a grid cell or image pixel. 
        
      
       
         
           The origin of the image coordinate system is the corner of a grid cell, or half-way between adjacent image pixel centres. 
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A textual description and/or a set of parameters identifying a particular reference level surface used as a zero-height surface, including its position and orientation with respect to the Earth for any of the height types recognized by this standard. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Vertical Datum, either referencing or containing the definition of that Datum. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Type of a vertical datum.
    
     
       
         
           The zero value of the associated vertical coordinate system axis is defined to approximate a constant potential surface, usually the geoid. Such a reference surface is usually determined by a national or scientific authority, and is then a well-known, named datum. 
        
      
       
         
           The zero point of the vertical axis is defined by a surface that has meaning for the purpose which the associated vertical measurements are used for. For hydrographic charts, this is often a predicted nominal sea surface (i.e. without waves or other wind and current effects) that occurs at low tide. For some examples, see OGC Abstract Specification Topic 2. 
        
      
       
         
           Atmospheric pressure is the basis for the definition of the origin of the associated vertical coordinate system axis. For more information, see OGC Abstract Specification Topic 2. 
        
      
       
         
           In some cases, e.g. oil exploration and production, a geological feature, such as the top or bottom of a geologically identifiable and meaningful subsurface layer, is used as a vertical datum. Other variations to the above three vertical datum types may exist and are all included in this type. 
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Partially defines the origin of a temporal coordinate reference system. This type restricts the AbstractDatumType to remove the "anchorPoint" and "realizationEpoch" elements. 
    
     
       
         
           
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Defines the origin of a temporal coordinate reference system. This type extends the TemporalDatumRestrictionType to add the "origin" element with the dateTime type. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               The date and time origin of this temporal datum. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Temporal Datum, either referencing or containing the definition of that Datum. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       The Geodetic Datum is an ellipsoid with its position and orientation with respect to the Earth. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Association to the prime meridian used by this geodetic datum. 
            
          
           
             
               Association to the ellipsoid used by this geodetic datum. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Geodetic Datum, either referencing or containing the definition of that Datum. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A prime meridian defines the origin from which longitude values are determined.
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Identification of this prime meridian. 
            
          
           
             
               Longitude of the prime meridian measured from the Greenwich meridian, positive eastward. If the datum type is geodetic and the prime meridian name is not supplied, then the prime meridian name is taken to be "Greenwich" and the Greenwich longitude value is taken to be zero. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Prime Meridian, either referencing or containing the definition of that Prime Meridian. 
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
       An ellipsoid is a geometric figure that can be used to describe the approximate shape of the earth. In mathematical terms, it is a surface formed by the rotation of an ellipse about an axis.
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Identification of this ellipsoid. 
            
          
           
             
               Length of the semi-major axis of the ellipsoid. 
            
          
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to an Ellipsoid, either referencing or containing the definition of that Ellipsoid. 
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Definition of the second parameter which defines the shape of an ellipsoid. An ellipsoid requires two defining parameters: semi-major axis and inverse flattening or semi-major axis and semi-minor axis. When the reference body is a sphere rather than an ellipsoid, only a single defining parameter is required, namely the radius of the sphere; in that case, the semi-major axis "degenerates" into the radius of the sphere.
    
     
       
         
           Inverse flattening value of the ellipsoid. 
        
      
       
         
           Length of the semi-minor axis of the ellipsoid. 
        
      
       
         
           The ellipsoid is degenerate and is actually a sphere. The sphere is completely defined by the semi-major axis, which is the radius of the sphere. 
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     defaultStyle.xsd
     
       defaultStyle.xsd
       3.0
       
       Default Style schema for GML 3.0
       Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OGC, All Rights Reserved.
       reference to ISO Specifications
    
  
  
   
   
  
   
     
       Top-level property. Used in application schemas to "attach" the styling information to GML data. The link between the data and the style should be established through this property only.
    
  
  
   
     
       [complexType of] Top-level property. Used in application schemas to "attach" the styling information to GML data. The link between the data and the style should be established through this property only.
    
     
       
    
     
     
  
  
   
     
       The value of the top-level property. It is an abstract element. Used as the head element of the substitution group for extensibility purposes.
    
  
  
   
     
       [complexType of] The value of the top-level property. It is an abstract element. Used as the head element of the substitution group for extensibility purposes.
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Predefined concrete value of the top-level property. Encapsulates all other styling information.
    
  
  
   
     
       [complexType of] Predefined concrete value of the top-level property. Encapsulates all other styling information.
    
     
       
         
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Base complex type for geometry, topology, label and graph styles.
    
     
       
       
       
       
       
       
    
  
  
   
     
       The style descriptor for features.
    
  
  
   
     
       [complexType of] The style descriptor for features.
    
     
       
       
       
       
    
     
     
  
  
   
     
       The style descriptor for geometries of a feature.
    
  
  
   
     
       [complexType of] The style descriptor for geometries of a feature.
    
     
       
         
           
             
             
          
           
        
         
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       The style descriptor for topologies of a feature. Describes individual topology elements styles.
    
  
  
   
     
       [complexType of] The style descriptor for topologies of a feature. Describes individual topology elements styles.
    
     
       
         
           
             
             
          
           
        
         
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       The style descriptor for labels of a feature, geometry or topology.
    
  
  
   
     
       [complexType of] The style descriptor for labels of a feature, geometry or topology.
    
     
       
         
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       The style descriptor for a graph consisting of a number of features. Describes graph-specific style attributes.
    
  
  
   
     
       [complexType of] The style descriptor for a graph consisting of a number of features. Describes graph-specific style attributes.
    
     
       
         
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       The symbol property. Extends the gml:AssociationType to allow for remote referencing of symbols.
    
  
  
   
     
       [complexType of] The symbol property. Extends the gml:AssociationType to allow for remote referencing of symbols.
    
     
       
         
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Used to specify the type of the symbol used.
    
     
       
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Label is mixed -- composed of text and XPath expressions used to extract the useful information from the feature.
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
   
     
       Defines the geometric transformation of entities. There is no particular grammar defined for this value.
    
  
  
   
     
       Used to vary individual graphic parameters and attributes of the style, symbol or text.
    
     
       
         
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Graph-specific styling property.
    
     
       
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Graph-specific styling property.
    
     
       
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Graph-specific styling property.
    
     
       
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Graph-specific styling property.
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			Dictionary schema for GML 3.0 
			Components to support the lists of definitions.  
    
  
  
   
  
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A definition, which can be included in or referenced by a dictionary. In this extended type, the inherited "description" optional element can hold the definition whenever only text is needed. The inherited "name" elements can provide one or more brief terms for which this is the definition. The inherited "metaDataProperty" elements can be used to reference or include more information about this definition.  
The gml:id attribute is required - it must be possible to reference this definition using this handle.  
    
     
       
         
           
           
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
   
  
   
     
       A non-abstract bag that is specialized for use as a dictionary which contains a set of definitions. These definitions are referenced from other places, in the same and different XML documents. In this restricted type, the inherited optional "description" element can be used for a description of this dictionary. The inherited optional "name" element can be used for the name(s) of this dictionary. The inherited "metaDataProperty" elements can be used to reference or contain more information about this dictionary. The inherited required gml:id attribute allows the dictionary to be referenced using this handle. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               An entry in this dictionary. The content of an entry can itself be a lower level dictionary or definition collection. This element follows the standard GML property model, so the value may be provided directly or by reference. Note that if the value is provided by reference, this definition does not carry a handle (gml:id) in this context, so does not allow external references to this specific entry in this context. When used in this way the referenced definition will usually be in a dictionary in the same XML document. 
            
          
           
             
               An identified reference to a remote entry in this dictionary, to be used when this entry should be identified to allow external references to this specific entry. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
   
  
   
     
       An entry in a dictionary of definitions. An instance of this type contains or refers to a definition object.  

The number of definitions contained in this dictionaryEntry is restricted to one, but a DefinitionCollection or Dictionary that contains multiple definitions can be substituted if needed. Specialized descendents of this dictionaryEntry might be restricted in an application schema to allow only including specified types of definitions as valid entries in a dictionary. 
    
     
       
         
           This element in a dictionary entry contains the actual definition. 
        
      
    
     
       
         A non-identified reference to a remote entry in this dictionary, to be used when this entry need not be identified to allow external references to this specific entry. The remote entry referenced will usually be in a dictionary in the same XML document. This element will usually be used in dictionaries that are inside of another dictionary. 
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       An entry in a dictionary of definitions that contains a GML object which references a remote definition object. This entry is expected to be convenient in allowing multiple elements in one XML document to contain short (abbreviated XPointer) references, which are resolved to an external definition provided in a Dictionary element in the same XML document. Specialized descendents of this dictionaryEntry might be restricted in an application schema to allow only including specified types of definitions as valid entries in a dictionary. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A proxy entry in a dictionary of definitions. An element of this type contains a reference to a remote definition object. This entry is expected to be convenient in allowing multiple elements in one XML document to contain short (abbreviated XPointer) references, which are resolved to an external definition provided in a Dictionary element in the same XML document. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               A reference to a remote entry in this dictionary, used when this dictionary entry is identified to allow external references to this specific entry. The remote entry referenced can be in a dictionary in the same or different XML document. 
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     direction.xsd
     
			This schema defines "direction" element and type.
    
  
  
   
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
    
     
       
       
       
       
    
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Direction expressed as a vector, either using components, or using angles.  
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    Basic support for tracking moving objects and objects with changing state.     
    Copyright (c) 2002 OGC, All Rights Reserved.
    
  
  
   
   
  
   
   
  
   
  
   
     
       
        A timeslice encapsulates the time-varying properties of a dynamic feature--it 
        must be extended to represent a timestamped projection of a feature. The dataSource 
        property describes how the temporal data was acquired.
      
    
     
       
         
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
             This type encapsulates various dynamic properties of moving objects        
             (points, lines, regions). It is useful for dealing with features whose        
             geometry or topology changes over time.       
    
     
       
         
           
           
           
           
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
        The history relationship associates a feature with a sequence of TimeSlice instances.
      
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
              The track of a moving object is a sequence of specialized timeslices        that indicate the status of the object.       
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
       
       
    
  
  
   
     
       A dynamic feature may possess a history and/or a timestamp.
    
     
       
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       A dynamic feature collection may possess a history and/or a timestamp.
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     		      GML Feature schema. 		      
     		      Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OGC, All Rights Reserved. 
	      
    
  
  
  
  
   
   
  
   
  
   
     
        An abstract feature provides a set of common properties, including id, metaDataProperty, name and description inherited from AbstractGMLType, plus boundedBy.    A concrete feature type must derive from this type and specify additional  properties in an application schema. A feature must possess an identifying attribute ('id' - 'fid' has been deprecated).  
    
     
       
         
           
           
          
        
         
           
             deprecated
             deprecated in GML version 3.0
          
        
      
    
  
  
  
   
   
  
   
     
       Container for a feature - follow gml:AssociationType pattern.
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Container for features - follow gml:ArrayAssociationType pattern.
    
     
       
    
  
  
  
   
     
        Makes boundedBy mandatory - used to build Feature Collections 
    
     
       
         
           
           
           
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
        A feature collection contains zero or more features.  
    
     
       
         
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
        Concrete generic feature collection.  
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Bounding shape.
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       
       
    
  
  
  
   
     
       deprecated
       deprecated with GML version 3.0
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Envelope that includes also a temporal extent.
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       generalised locator property  - follow gml:AssociationType pattern
    
     
       
    
     
  
   
     
       
       
       
    
  
  
   
   
  
   
  
   
     
       G-XML component
    
     
       
         
      
    
  
  
  
   
   
   
   
   
   
     
       deprecated
       deprecated in gml 3.0
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     geometryAggregates.xsd
     
			Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OGC, All Rights Reserved.
    
  
   
  
  
  
  
   
     
       The "_GeometricAggregate" element is the abstract head of the substituition group for all geometric aggremates.
    
  
  
   
     
       This is the abstract root type of the geometric aggregates.
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				A geometry collection must include one or more geometries, referenced through geometryMember elements.
			
    
     
       
         
           
             The members of the geometric aggregate can be specified either using the "standard" property or the array property style. It is also valid to use both the "standard" and the array property style in the same collection.
NOTE: Array properties cannot reference remote geometry elements.
          
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
       This property element either references a geometric aggregate via the XLink-attributes or contains the "multi geometry" element. multiGeometryProperty is the predefined property which can be used by GML Application Schemas whenever a GML Feature has a property with a value that is substitutable for _GeometricAggregate.
    
  
  
   
     
       A property that has a geometric aggregate as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties.
A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup.
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				A MultiPoint is defined by one or more Points, referenced through pointMember elements.
			
    
     
       
         
           
             The members of the geometric aggregate can be specified either using the "standard" property or the array property style. It is also valid to use both the "standard" and the array property style in the same collection.
NOTE: Array properties cannot reference remote geometry elements.
          
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
       This property element either references a point aggregate via the XLink-attributes or contains the "multi point" element. multiPointProperty is the predefined property which can be used by GML Application Schemas whenever a GML Feature has a property with a value that is substitutable for MultiPoint.
    
  
  
   
     
       A property that has a collection of points as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties.
A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup.
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				A MultiCurve is defined by one or more Curves, referenced through curveMember elements.
			
    
     
       
         
           
             The members of the geometric aggregate can be specified either using the "standard" property or the array property style. It is also valid to use both the "standard" and the array property style in the same collection.
NOTE: Array properties cannot reference remote geometry elements.
          
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
       This property element either references a curve aggregate via the XLink-attributes or contains the "multi curve" element. multiCurveProperty is the predefined property which can be used by GML Application Schemas whenever a GML Feature has a property with a value that is substitutable for MultiCurve.
    
  
  
   
     
       A property that has a collection of curves as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties.
A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup.
				
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				A MultiSurface is defined by one or more Surfaces, referenced through surfaceMember elements. 
			
    
     
       
         
           
             The members of the geometric aggregate can be specified either using the "standard" property or the array property style. It is also valid to use both the "standard" and the array property style in the same collection.
NOTE: Array properties cannot reference remote geometry elements.
          
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
       This property element either references a surface aggregate via the XLink-attributes or contains the "multi surface" element. multiSurfaceProperty is the predefined property which can be used by GML Application Schemas whenever a GML Feature has a property with a value that is substitutable for MultiSurface.
    
  
  
   
     
       A property that has a collection of surfaces as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties.
A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup.
				
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				A MultiSolid is defined by one or more Solids, referenced through solidMember elements. 
			
    
     
       
         
           
             The members of the geometric aggregate can be specified either using the "standard" property or the array property style. It is also valid to use both the "standard" and the array property style in the same collection.
NOTE: Array properties cannot reference remote geometry elements.
          
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
       This property element either references a solid aggregate via the XLink-attributes or contains the "multi solid" element. multiSolidProperty is the predefined property which can be used by GML Application Schemas whenever a GML Feature has a property with a value that is substitutable for MultiSolid.
    
  
  
   
     
       A property that has a collection of solids as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties.
A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup.
				
      
    
  
  
  
  
   
     
       Deprecated with GML 3.0 and included for backwards compatibility with GML 2. Use the "MultiSurface" element instead.
    
  
  
   
     
       Deprecated with GML 3.0 and included for backwards compatibility with GML 2. Use the "MultiCurve" element instead.
    
  
  
   
     
       
				A MultiLineString is defined by one or more LineStrings, referenced through lineStringMember elements. Deprecated with GML version 3.0. Use MultiCurveType instead.
			
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       This type is deprecated with GML 3 and shall not be used. It is included for backwards compatibility with GML 2. Use MultiCurvePropertyType instead.
A property that has a collection of line strings as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties.
A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup.
				
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
				A MultiPolygon is defined by one or more Polygons, referenced through polygonMember elements. Deprecated with GML version 3.0. Use MultiSurfaceType instead.
			
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       This type is deprecated with GML 3 and shall not be used. It is included for backwards compatibility with GML 2. Use MultiSurfacePropertyType instead.

A property that has a collection of polygons as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties.
A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup.
				
      
    
  
  
  
   
     
       This property element either references a geometry element via the XLink-attributes or contains the geometry element.
    
  
   
     
       This property element contains a list of geometry elements. The order of the elements is significant and shall be preserved when processing the array.
    
  
   
     
       This property element either references a Point via the XLink-attributes or contains the Point element.
    
  
   
     
       This property element contains a list of points. The order of the elements is significant and shall be preserved when processing the array.
    
  
   
     
       This property element contains a list of curves. The order of the elements is significant and shall be preserved when processing the array.
    
  
   
     
       This property element either references a surface via the XLink-attributes or contains the surface element. A surface element is any element which is substitutable for "_Surface".
    
  
   
     
       This property element contains a list of surfaces. The order of the elements is significant and shall be preserved when processing the array.
    
  
   
     
       This property element either references a solid via the XLink-attributes or contains the solid element. A solid element is any element which is substitutable for "_Solid".
    
  
   
     
       This property element contains a list of solids. The order of the elements is significant and shall be preserved when processing the array.
    
  
  
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
   
     
       deprecated
       deprecated as of version 3.0b1, 2001-07
    
  
   
     
       Deprecated with GML 3.0 and included only for backwards compatibility with GML 2.0. Use "curveMember" instead.
This property element either references a line string via the XLink-attributes or contains the line string element.
    
  
   
     
       Deprecated with GML 3.0 and included only for backwards compatibility with GML 2.0. Use "surfaceMember" instead.
This property element either references a polygon via the XLink-attributes or contains the polygon element.
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     geometryBasic0d1d.xsd
     
     			Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OGC, All Rights Reserved. 		    	
    
  
  
   
     
       This includes not only measures.xsd, but also units.xsd, gmlBase.xsd and basicTypes.xsd.
    
  
  
  
  
   
     
       The "_Geometry" element is the abstract head of the substituition group for all geometry elements of GML 3. This includes pre-defined and user-defined geometry elements. Any geometry element must be a direct or indirect extension/restriction of AbstractGeometryType and must be directly or indirectly in the substitution group of "_Geometry".
    
  
  
   
     
       All geometry elements are derived directly or indirectly from this abstract supertype. A geometry element may have an identifying attribute ("gml:id"), a name (attribute "name") and a description (attribute "description"). It may be associated with a spatial reference system (attribute "srsName"). The following rules shall be adhered: - Every geometry type shall derive from this abstract type. - Every geometry element (i.e. an element of a geometry type) shall be directly or indirectly in the substitution group of _Geometry.
    
     
       
         
           
             This attribute is included for backward compatibility with GML 2 and is deprecated with GML 3. This identifer is superceded by "gml:id" inherited from AbstractGMLType. The attribute "gid" should not be used anymore and may be deleted in future versions of GML without further notice.
          
        
         
           
             In general this reference points to a CRS instance of gml:CoordinateReferenceSystemType (see coordinateReferenceSystems.xsd). For well known references it is not required that the CRS description exists at the location the URI points to (Note: These "WKCRS"-ids still have to be specified).  If no srsName attribute is given, the CRS must be specified as part of the larger context this geometry element is part of, e.g. a geometric aggregate.
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       A geometric property can either be any geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Note that either the reference or the contained element must be given, but not both or none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties. A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup.
      
    
  
  
   
     
       A container for an array of geometry elements. The elements are always contained in the array property, referencing geometry elements or arrays of geometry elements is not supported.
    
     
       
    
  
  
  
   
     
       The "_GeometricPrimitive" element is the abstract head of the substituition group for all (pre- and user-defined) geometric primitives.
    
  
  
   
     
       This is the abstract root type of the geometric primitives. A geometric primitive is a geometric object that is not decomposed further into other primitives in the system. All primitives are oriented in the direction implied by the sequence of their coordinate tuples.
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       A property that has a geometric primitive as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties. A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup. 				
      
    
  
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A Point is defined by a single coordinate tuple.
    
     
       
         
           
             
               GML supports two different ways to specify the direct poisiton of a point. 1. The "pos" element is of type DirectPositionType. 2. The "coordinates" element is of type CoordinatesType. The number of direct positions in the coordinates list must be one.
            
             
             
             
               
                 Deprecated with GML version 3.0. Use "pos" instead. The "coord" element is included for backwards compatibility with GML 2.
              
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
       This property element either references a point via the XLink-attributes or contains the point element. pointProperty is the predefined property which can be used by GML Application Schemas whenever a GML Feature has a property with a value that is substitutable for Point.
    
  
  
   
     
       A property that has a point as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties. A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup. 				
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A container for an array of points. The elements are always contained in the array property, referencing geometry elements or arrays of geometry elements is not supported.
    
     
       
    
  
  
  
  
   
     
       The "_Curve" element is the abstract head of the substituition group for all (continuous) curve elements.
    
  
  
   
     
       An abstraction of a curve to support the different levels of complexity. The curve can always be viewed as a geometric primitive, i.e. is continuous.
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
       This property element either references a curve via the XLink-attributes or contains the curve element. curveProperty is the predefined property which can be used by GML Application Schemas whenever a GML Feature has a property with a value that is substitutable for _Curve.
    
  
  
   
     
       A property that has a curve as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties. A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup. 				
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A container for an array of curves. The elements are always contained in the array property, referencing geometry elements or arrays of geometry elements is not supported.
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
        				A LineString is a special curve that consists of a single segment with linear interpolation. It is defined by two or more coordinate tuples, with linear interpolation between them. It is backwards compatible with the LineString of GML 2, GM_LineString of ISO 19107 is implemented by LineStringSegment. 			
    
     
       
         
           
             
               GML supports two different ways to specify the control points of a line string. 1. A sequence of "pos" (DirectPositionType) or "pointRep" (PointPropertyType) elements. "pos" elements are control points that are only part of this curve, "pointRep" elements contain a point that may be referenced from other geometry elements or reference another point defined outside of this curve (reuse of existing points). 2. The "coordinates" element allows for a compact way to specifiy the coordinates of the control points, if all control points are in the same coordinate reference systems and belong to this curve only. The number of direct positions in the coordinates list must be at least two.
            
             
               
               
               
                 
                   Deprecated with GML version 3.0. Use "pos" instead. The "coord" element is included for backwards compatibility with GML 2.
                
              
            
             
          
        
      
    
  
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       DirectPosition instances hold the coordinates for a position within some coordinate reference system (CRS). Since DirectPositions, as data types, will often be included in larger objects (such as geometry elements) that have references to CRS, the "srsName" attribute will in general be missing, if this particular DirectPosition is included in a larger element with such a reference to a CRS. In this case, the CRS is implicitly assumed to take on the value of the containing object's CRS.
    
     
       
         
           
             In general this reference points to a CRS instance of gml:CoordinateReferenceSystemType (see coordinateReferenceSystems.xsd). For well known references it is not required that the CRS description exists at the location the URI points to (Note: These "WKCRS"-ids still have to be specified).  If no srsName attribute is given, the CRS must be specified as part of the larger context this geometry element is part of, e.g. a geometric element like point, curve, etc. It is expected that the attribute will be specified at the direct position level only in rare cases.
          
        
         
           
             The attribute "dimension" is the length of coordinate sequence (the number of entries in the list). This is determined by the coordinate reference system.
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A Vector is an ordered set of numbers called coordinates that represent a position in a coordinate reference system (CRS). For some application the components of the position may be adjusted to yield a unit vector.
    
   
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Envelope defines an extent using a pair of positions defining opposite corners in arbitrary dimensions.
    
     
       
         
           
             
               
                 deprecated
                 deprecated with GML version 3.0
              
            
             
             
          
        
      
    
  
  
  
  
  
   
     
       Deprecated with GML 3.0 and included for backwards compatibility with GML 2. Use the "pos" element instead.
    
  
   
     
       Represents a coordinate tuple in one, two, or three dimensions. Deprecated with GML 3.0 and replaced by DirectPositionType.
    
     
       
       
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Deprecated with GML 3.0 and included only for backwards compatibility with GML 2.0. Use "curveProperty" instead. This property element either references a line string via the XLink-attributes or contains the line string element.
    
  
  
   
     
       This type is deprecated with GML 3 and shall not be used. It is included for backwards compatibility with GML 2. Use CurvePropertyType instead. A property that has a line string as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties. A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup.
      
    
  
  










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/base/geometryBasic2d.xsd


 
   
     geometryBasic2d.xsd
     
			Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OGC, All Rights Reserved.
    
  
   
  
  
  
   
     
       The "_Surface" element is the abstract head of the substituition group for all (continuous) surface elements.
    
  
  
   
     
       
				An abstraction of a surface to support the different levels of complexity. A surface is always a continuous region of a plane.
			
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
       This property element either references a surface via the XLink-attributes or contains the surface element. surfaceProperty is the predefined property which can be used by GML Application Schemas whenever a GML Feature has a property with a value that is substitutable for _Surface.
    
  
  
   
     
       A property that has a surface as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties.
A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup.
				
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A container for an array of surfaces. The elements are always contained in the array property, referencing geometry elements or arrays of geometry elements is not supported.
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A Polygon is a special surface that is defined by a single surface patch. The boundary of this patch is coplanar and the polygon uses planar interpolation in its interior. It is backwards compatible with the Polygon of GML 2, GM_Polygon of ISO 19107 is implemented by PolygonPatch.
    
     
       
         
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
  
  
   
     
       The "_Ring" element is the abstract head of the substituition group for all closed boundaries of a surface patch.
    
  
  
   
     
       
				An abstraction of a ring to support surface boundaries of different complexity.
			
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       A boundary of a surface consists of a number of rings. In the normal 2D case, one of these rings is distinguished as being the exterior boundary. In a general manifold this is not always possible, in which case all boundaries shall be listed as interior boundaries, and the exterior will be empty.
    
  
   
     
       A boundary of a surface consists of a number of rings. The "interior" rings seperate the surface / surface patch from the area enclosed by the rings.
    
  
   
     
       
				Deprecated with GML 3.0, included only for backwards compatibility with GML 2. Use "exterior" instead.
			
    
  
   
     
       
				Deprecated with GML 3.0, included only for backwards compatibility with GML 2. Use "interior" instead.
			
    
  
  
   
     
       
			        Encapsulates a ring to represent the surface boundary property of a surface.
			
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A LinearRing is defined by four or more coordinate tuples, with linear interpolation between them; the first and last coordinates must be coincident.
    
     
       
         
           
             
               GML supports two different ways to specify the control points of a linear ring.
1. A sequence of "pos" (DirectPositionType) or "pointRep" (PointPropertyType) elements. "pos" elements are control points that are only part of this ring, "pointRep" elements contain a point that may be referenced from other geometry elements or reference another point defined outside of this ring (reuse of existing points).
2. The "coordinates" element allows for a compact way to specifiy the coordinates of the control points, if all control points are in the same coordinate reference systems and belong to this ring only. The number of direct positions in the coordinate list must be at least four.
            
             
               
               
            
             
             
               
                 Deprecated with GML version 3.0 and included for backwards compatibility with GML 2. Use "pos" elements instead.
              
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
			        Encapsulates a ring to represent properties in features or geometry collections.
			
    
     
       
    
  
  
  
  
   
     
       Deprecated with GML 3.0 and included only for backwards compatibility with GML 2.0. Use "surfaceProperty" instead.
This property element either references a polygon via the XLink-attributes or contains the polygon element.
    
  
  
   
     
       This type is deprecated with GML 3 and shall not be used. It is included for backwards compatibility with GML 2. Use SurfacePropertyType instead.
A property that has a polygon as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties.
A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup.
      
    
  
  










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/base/geometryComplexes.xsd


 
   
     geometryComplexes.xsd
     
			Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OGC, All Rights Reserved.
    
  
   
  
   
  
   
     
       
				A CompositeCurve is defined by a sequence of (orientable) curves such that the each curve in the sequence terminates at the start point of the subsequent curve in the list.
			
    
     
       
         
           
             
               This element references or contains one curve in the composite curve. The curves are contiguous, the collection of curves is ordered.
NOTE: This definition allows for a nested structure, i.e. a CompositeCurve may use, for example, another CompositeCurve as a curve member.
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A CompositeSurface is defined by a set of orientable surfaces. A composite surface is geometry type with all the geometric properties of a (primitive) surface. Essentially, a composite surface is a collection of surfaces that join in pairs on common boundary curves and which, when considered as a whole, form a single surface. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               This element references or contains one surface in the composite surface. The surfaces are contiguous.
NOTE: This definition allows for a nested structure, i.e. a CompositeSurface may use, for example, another CompositeSurface as a member.
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				A composite solid is a geometry type with all the geometric properties of a (primitive) solid. 
				Essentially, a composite solid is a collection of solids that join in pairs on common boundary surfaces and which, when considered as a whole, form a single solid. 
			
    
     
       
         
           
             
               
                 
                   
                     
                  
                
              
               This element references or contains one solid in the composite solid. The solids are contiguous.
NOTE: This definition allows for a nested structure, i.e. a CompositeSolid may use, for example, another CompositeSolid as a member.
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				A geometric complex.
			
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       A property that has a geometric complex as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
NOTE: The allowed geometry elements contained in such a property (or referenced by it) have to be modelled by an XML Schema choice element since the composites inherit both from geometric complex *and* geometric primitive and are already part of the _GeometricPrimitive substitution group.
    
     
       
       
       
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties.
A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup.
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     geometryPrimitives.xsd
     
			Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OGC, All Rights Reserved.
    
  
  
   
  
   
  
   
     
       
				Curve is a 1-dimensional primitive. Curves are continuous, connected, and have a measurable length in terms of the coordinate system. 
				A curve is composed of one or more curve segments. Each curve segment within a curve may be defined using a different interpolation method. The curve segments are connected to one another, with the end point of each segment except the last being the start point of the next segment in the segment list.
				The orientation of the curve is positive.
			
    
     
       
         
           
             
               This element encapsulates the segments of the curve.
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
       This property element either references a curve via the XLink-attributes or contains the curve element. A curve element is any element which is substitutable for "_Curve".
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				OrientableCurve consists of a curve and an orientation. If the orientation is "+", then the OrientableCurve is identical to the baseCurve. If the orientation is "-", then the OrientableCurve is related to another _Curve with a parameterization that reverses the sense of the curve traversal.
			
    
     
       
         
           
             
               References or contains the base curve (positive orientation).
NOTE: This definition allows for a nested structure, i.e. an OrientableCurve may use another OrientableCurve as its base curve.
            
          
        
         
           
             If the orientation is "+", then the OrientableCurve is identical to the baseCurve. If the orientation is "-", then the OrientableCurve is related to another _Curve with a parameterization that reverses the sense of the curve traversal. "+" is the default value.
          
        
      
    
  
  
  
  
  
   
     
       The "_CurveSegment" element is the abstract head of the substituition group for all curve segment elements, i.e. continuous segments of the same interpolation mechanism.
    
  
  
   
     
       
				Curve segment defines a homogeneous segment of a curve.
			
    
     
       
         The attribute "numDerivativesAtStart" specifies the type of continuity between this curve segment and its predecessor. If this is the first curve segment in the curve, one of these values, as appropriate, is ignored. The default value of "0" means simple continuity, which is a mandatory minimum level of continuity. This level is referred to as "C 0 " in mathematical texts. A value of 1 means that the function and its first derivative are continuous at the appropriate end point: "C 1 " continuity. A value of "n" for any integer means the function and its first n derivatives are continuous: "C n " continuity.
NOTE: Use of these values is only appropriate when the basic curve definition is an underdetermined system. For example, line string segments cannot support continuity above C 0 , since there is no spare control parameter to adjust the incoming angle at the end points of the segment. Spline functions on the other hand often have extra degrees of freedom on end segments that allow them to adjust the values of the derivatives to support C 1 or higher continuity.
      
    
     
       
         The attribute "numDerivativesAtEnd" specifies the type of continuity between this curve segment and its successor. If this is the last curve segment in the curve, one of these values, as appropriate, is ignored. The default value of "0" means simple continuity, which is a mandatory minimum level of continuity. This level is referred to as "C 0 " in mathematical texts. A value of 1 means that the function and its first derivative are continuous at the appropriate end point: "C 1 " continuity. A value of "n" for any integer means the function and its first n derivatives are continuous: "C n " continuity.
NOTE: Use of these values is only appropriate when the basic curve definition is an underdetermined system. For example, line string segments cannot support continuity above C 0 , since there is no spare control parameter to adjust the incoming angle at the end points of the segment. Spline functions on the other hand often have extra degrees of freedom on end segments that allow them to adjust the values of the derivatives to support C 1 or higher continuity.
      
    
     
       
         The attribute "numDerivativesInterior" specifies the type of continuity that is guaranteed interior to the curve. The default value of "0" means simple continuity, which is a mandatory minimum level of continuity. This level is referred to as "C 0 " in mathematical texts. A value of 1 means that the function and its first derivative are continuous at the appropriate end point: "C 1 " continuity. A value of "n" for any integer means the function and its first n derivatives are continuous: "C n " continuity.
NOTE: Use of these values is only appropriate when the basic curve definition is an underdetermined system. For example, line string segments cannot support continuity above C 0 , since there is no spare control parameter to adjust the incoming angle at the end points of the segment. Spline functions on the other hand often have extra degrees of freedom on end segments that allow them to adjust the values of the derivatives to support C 1 or higher continuity.
      
    
  
  
   
     
       This property element contains a list of curve segments. The order of the elements is significant and shall be preserved when processing the array.
    
  
  
   
     
       A container for an array of curve segments.
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				A LineStringSegment is a curve segment that is defined by two or more coordinate tuples, with linear interpolation between them.
				Note: LineStringSegment implements GM_LineString of ISO 19107.
			
    
     
       
         
           
             
               GML supports two different ways to specify the control points of a curve segment.
1. A sequence of "pos" (DirectPositionType) or "pointRep" (PointPropertyType) elements. "pos" elements are control points that are only part of this curve segment, "pointRep" elements contain a point that may be referenced from other geometry elements or reference another point defined outside of this curve segment (reuse of existing points).
2. The "coordinates" element allows for a compact way to specifiy the coordinates of the control points, if all control points are in the same coordinate reference systems and belong to this curve segment only. The number of direct positions in the coordinate list must be at least two.
            
             
               
               
            
             
          
        
         
           
             The attribute "interpolation" specifies the curve interpolation mechanism used for this segment. This mechanism
uses the control points and control parameters to determine the position of this curve segment. For a LineStringSegment the interpolation is fixed as "linear".
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				An ArcString is a curve segment that uses three-point circular arc interpolation.
			
    
     
       
         
           
             
               GML supports two different ways to specify the control points of a curve segment.
1. A sequence of "pos" (DirectPositionType) or "pointRep" (PointPropertyType) elements. "pos" elements are control points that are only part of this curve segment, "pointRep" elements contain a point that may be referenced from other geometry elements or reference another point defined outside of this curve segment (reuse of existing points).
2. The "coordinates" element allows for a compact way to specifiy the coordinates of the control points, if all control points are in the same coordinate reference systems and belong to this curve segment only. The number of direct positions in the coordinate list must be at least three.
            
             
               
               
            
             
          
        
         
           
             The attribute "interpolation" specifies the curve interpolation mechanism used for this segment. This mechanism
uses the control points and control parameters to determine the position of this curve segment. For an ArcString the interpolation is fixed as "circularArc3Points".
          
        
         
           
             The number of arcs in the arc string can be explicitly stated in this attribute. The number of control points in the arc string must be 2 * numArc + 1.
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				An Arc is an arc string with only one arc unit, i.e. three control points.
			
    
     
       
         
           
             
               GML supports two different ways to specify the control points of a curve segment.
1. A sequence of "pos" (DirectPositionType) or "pointRep" (PointPropertyType) elements. "pos" elements are control points that are only part of this curve segment, "pointRep" elements contain a point that may be referenced from other geometry elements or reference another point defined outside of this curve segment (reuse of existing points).
2. The "coordinates" element allows for a compact way to specifiy the coordinates of the control points, if all control points are in the same coordinate reference systems and belong to this curve segment only. The number of direct positions in the coordinate list must be three.
            
             
               
               
            
             
          
        
         
           
             An arc is an arc string consiting of a single arc, the attribute is fixed to "1".
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				A Circle is an arc whose first and last control points coincide to form a full circle. The "start" and "end" bearing are equal and shall be the bearing for the first controlPoint listed. Note: This still requires at least 3 distinct non-co-linear points to be unambiguously defined. The arc is simply extended until the first point is encountered.
			
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				This variant of the arc computes the mid points of the arcs instead of storing the coordinates directly. The control point sequence consists of the start and end points of each arc plus the bulge.
			
    
     
       
         
           
             
               GML supports two different ways to specify the control points of a curve segment.
1. A sequence of "pos" (DirectPositionType) or "pointRep" (PointPropertyType) elements. "pos" elements are control points that are only part of this curve segment, "pointRep" elements contain a point that may be referenced from other geometry elements or reference another point defined outside of this curve segment (reuse of existing points).
2. The "coordinates" element allows for a compact way to specifiy the coordinates of the control points, if all control points are in the same coordinate reference systems and belong to this curve segment only. The number of direct positions in the coordinate list must be at least two.
            
             
               
               
            
             
          
           
             
               The bulge controls the offset of each arc's midpoint. The "bulge" is the real number multiplier for the normal that determines the offset direction of the midpoint of each arc. The length of the bulge sequence is exactly 1 less than the length of the control point array, since a bulge is needed for each pair of adjacent points in the control point array. The bulge is not given by a distance, since it is simply a multiplier for the normal.
The midpoint of the resulting arc is given by: midPoint = ((startPoint + endPoint)/2.0) + bulge*normal
            
          
           
             
               The attribute "normal" is a vector normal (perpendicular) to the chord of the arc, the line joining the first and last
point of the arc. In a 2D coordinate system, there are only two possible directions for the normal, and it is often given as a signed real, indicating its length, with a positive sign indicating a left turn angle from the chord line, and a negative sign indicating a right turn from the chord. In 3D, the normal determines the plane of the arc, along with the start and endPoint of the arc.
The normal is usually a unit vector, but this is not absolutely necessary. If the normal is a zero vector, the geometric object becomes equivalent to the straight line between the two end points. The length of the normal sequence is exactly the same as for the bulge sequence, 1 less than the control point sequence length.
            
          
        
         
           
             The attribute "interpolation" specifies the curve interpolation mechanism used for this segment. This mechanism
uses the control points and control parameters to determine the position of this curve segment. For an ArcStringByBulge the interpolation is fixed as "circularArc2PointWithBulge".
          
        
         
           
             The number of arcs in the arc string can be explicitly stated in this attribute. The number of control points in the arc string must be numArc + 1.
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				An ArcByBulge is an arc string with only one arc unit, i.e. two control points and one bulge.
			
    
     
       
         
           
             
               GML supports two different ways to specify the control points of a curve segment.
1. A sequence of "pos" (DirectPositionType) or "pointRep" (PointPropertyType) elements. "pos" elements are control points that are only part of this curve segment, "pointRep" elements contain a point that may be referenced from other geometry elements or reference another point defined outside of this curve segment (reuse of existing points).
2. The "coordinates" element allows for a compact way to specifiy the coordinates of the control points, if all control points are in the same coordinate reference systems and belong to this curve segment only. The number of direct positions in the coordinate list must be two.
            
             
               
               
            
             
          
           
             
               The bulge controls the offset of each arc's midpoint. The "bulge" is the real number multiplier for the normal that determines the offset direction of the midpoint of each arc. The length of the bulge sequence is exactly 1 less than the length of the control point array, since a bulge is needed for each pair of adjacent points in the control point array. The bulge is not given by a distance, since it is simply a multiplier for the normal.
The midpoint of the resulting arc is given by: midPoint = ((startPoint + endPoint)/2.0) + bulge*normal
            
          
           
             
               The attribute "normal" is a vector normal (perpendicular) to the chord of the arc, the line joining the first and last
point of the arc. In a 2D coordinate system, there are only two possible directions for the normal, and it is often given as a signed real, indicating its length, with a positive sign indicating a left turn angle from the chord line, and a negative sign indicating a right turn from the chord. In 3D, the normal determines the plane of the arc, along with the start and endPoint of the arc.
The normal is usually a unit vector, but this is not absolutely necessary. If the normal is a zero vector, the geometric object becomes equivalent to the straight line between the two end points. The length of the normal sequence is exactly the same as for the bulge sequence, 1 less than the control point sequence length.
            
          
        
         
           
             An arc is an arc string consiting of a single arc, the attribute is fixed to "1".
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				This variant of the arc requires that the points on the arc have to be computed instead of storing the coordinates directly. The control point is the center point of the arc plus the radius and the bearing at start and end. This represenation can be used only in 2D.
			
    
     
       
         
           
             
               GML supports two different ways to specify the control points of a curve segment.
1. A "pos" (DirectPositionType) or "pointRep" (PointPropertyType) element. The "pos" element contains a center point that is only part of this curve segment, a "pointRep" element contains a point that may be referenced from other geometry elements or reference another point defined outside of this curve segment (reuse of existing points).
2. The "coordinates" element can be used to specifiy the coordinates of the center point, too. The number of direct positions in the coordinate list must be one.
            
             
               
               
            
             
          
           
             
               The radius of the arc.
            
          
           
             
               The bearing of the arc at the start.
            
          
           
             
               The bearing of the arc at the end.
            
          
        
         
           
             The attribute "interpolation" specifies the curve interpolation mechanism used for this segment. This mechanism
uses the control points and control parameters to determine the position of this curve segment. For an ArcByCenterPoint the interpolation is fixed as "circularArcCenterPointWithRadius".
          
        
         
           
             Since this type describes always a single arc, the attribute is fixed to "1".
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A CircleByCenterPoint is an ArcByCenterPoint with identical start and end angle to form a full circle. Again, this represenation can be used only in 2D.
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				Cubic splines are similar to line strings in that they are a sequence of segments each with its own defining function. A cubic spline uses the control points and a set of derivative parameters to define a piecewise 3rd degree polynomial interpolation. Unlike line-strings, the parameterization by arc length is not necessarily still a polynomial. 
				The function describing the curve must be C2, that is, have a continuous 1st and 2nd derivative at all points, and pass through the controlPoints in the order given. Between the control points, the curve segment is defined by a cubic polynomial. At each control point, the polynomial changes in such a manner that the 1st and 2nd derivative vectors are the same from either side. The control parameters record must contain vectorAtStart, and vectorAtEnd which are the unit tangent vectors at controlPoint[1] and controlPoint[n] where n = controlPoint.count. 
				Note: only the direction of the vectors is relevant, not their length.
			
    
     
       
         
           
             
               GML supports two different ways to specify the control points of a curve segment.
1. A sequence of "pos" (DirectPositionType) or "pointRep" (PointPropertyType) elements. "pos" elements are control points that are only part of this curve segment, "pointRep" elements contain a point that may be referenced from other geometry elements or reference another point defined outside of this curve segment (reuse of existing points).
2. The "coordinates" element allows for a compact way to specifiy the coordinates of the control points, if all control points are in the same coordinate reference systems and belong to this curve segment only. The number of direct positions in the coordinate list must be at least three.
            
             
               
               
            
             
          
           
             
               "vectorAtStart" is the unit tangent vector at the start point of the spline.
            
          
           
             
               "vectorAtEnd" is the unit tangent vector at the end point of the spline.
            
          
        
         
           
             The attribute "interpolation" specifies the curve interpolation mechanism used for this segment. This mechanism
uses the control points and control parameters to determine the position of this curve segment. For a CubicSpline the interpolation is fixed as "cubicSpline".
          
        
         
           
             The degree for a cubic spline is "3".
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       A knot is a breakpoint on a piecewise spline curve.
    
     
       
         
           The property "value" is the value of the parameter at the knot of the spline. The sequence of knots shall be a non-decreasing sequence. That is, each knot's value in the sequence shall be equal to or greater than the previous knot's value. The use of equal consecutive knots is normally handled using the multiplicity.
        
      
       
         
           The property "multiplicity" is the multiplicity of this knot used in the definition of the spline (with the same weight).
        
      
       
         
           The property "weight" is the value of the averaging weight used for this knot of the spline.
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
			        Encapsulates a knot to use it in a geometric type.
			
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A B-Spline is a piecewise parametric polynomial or rational curve described in terms of control points and basis functions. Knots are breakpoints on the curve that connect its pieces. They are given as a non-decreasing sequence of real numbers. If the weights in the knots are equal then it is a polynomial spline. The degree is the algebraic degree of the basis functions. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               GML supports two different ways to specify the control points of a curve segment.
1. A sequence of "pos" (DirectPositionType) or "pointRep" (PointPropertyType) elements. "pos" elements are control points that are only part of this curve segment, "pointRep" elements contain a point that may be referenced from other geometry elements or reference another point defined outside of this curve segment (reuse of existing points).
2. The "coordinates" element allows for a compact way to specifiy the coordinates of the control points, if all control points are in the same coordinate reference systems and belong to this curve segment only.
            
             
               
               
            
             
          
           
             
               The attribute "degree" shall be the degree of the polynomial used for interpolation in this spline.
            
          
           
             
               The property "knot" shall be the sequence of distinct knots used to define the spline basis functions.
            
          
        
         
           
             The attribute "interpolation" specifies the curve interpolation mechanism used for this segment. This mechanism
uses the control points and control parameters to determine the position of this curve segment. For a BSpline the interpolation can be either "polynomialSpline" or "rationalSpline", default is "polynomialSpline".
          
        
         
           
             The attribute “isPolynomial” is set to “true” if this is a polynomial spline.
          
        
         
           
             The attribute "knotType" gives the type of knot distribution used in defining this spline. This is for information only
and is set according to the different construction-functions.
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Bezier curves are polynomial splines that use Bezier or Bernstein polynomials for interpolation purposes. It is a special case of the B-Spline curve with two knots.
    
     
       
         
           
             
               GML supports two different ways to specify the control points of a curve segment.
1. A sequence of "pos" (DirectPositionType) or "pointRep" (PointPropertyType) elements. "pos" elements are control points that are only part of this curve segment, "pointRep" elements contain a point that may be referenced from other geometry elements or reference another point defined outside of this curve segment (reuse of existing points).
2. The "coordinates" element allows for a compact way to specifiy the coordinates of the control points, if all control points are in the same coordinate reference systems and belong to this curve segment only.
            
             
               
               
            
             
          
           
             
               The attribute "degree" shall be the degree of the polynomial used for interpolation in this spline.
            
          
           
             
               The property "knot" shall be the sequence of distinct knots used to define the spline basis functions.
            
          
        
         
           
             The attribute "interpolation" specifies the curve interpolation mechanism used for this segment. This mechanism
uses the control points and control parameters to determine the position of this curve segment. For a Bezier the interpolation is fixed as "polynomialSpline".
          
        
         
           
             The attribute “isPolynomial” is set to “true” as this is a polynomial spline.
          
        
         
           
             The property "knotType" is not relevant for Bezier curve segments.
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				A Surface is a 2-dimensional primitive and is composed of one or more surface patches. The surface patches are connected to one another.
				The orientation of the surface is positive ("up"). The orientation of a surface chooses an "up" direction through the choice of the upward normal, which, if the surface is not a cycle, is the side of the surface from which the exterior boundary appears counterclockwise. Reversal of the surface orientation reverses the curve orientation of each boundary component, and interchanges the conceptual "up" and "down" direction of the surface. If the surface is the boundary of a solid, the "up" direction is usually outward. For closed surfaces, which have no boundary, the up direction is that of the surface patches, which must be consistent with one another. Its included surface patches describe the interior structure of the Surface.
			
    
     
       
         
           
             
               This element encapsulates the patches of the surface.
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
       This property element either references a surface via the XLink-attributes or contains the surface element. A surface element is any element which is substitutable for "_Surface".
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				OrientableSurface consists of a surface and an orientation. If the orientation is "+", then the OrientableSurface is identical to the baseSurface. If the orientation is "-", then the OrientableSurface is a reference to a Surface with an up-normal that reverses the direction for this OrientableSurface, the sense of "the top of the surface".
			
    
     
       
         
           
             
               References or contains the base surface (positive orientation).
            
          
        
         
           
             If the orientation is "+", then the OrientableSurface is identical to the baseSurface. If the orientation is "-", then the OrientableSurface is a reference to a Surface with an up-normal that reverses the direction for this OrientableSurface, the sense of "the top of the surface". "+" is the default value.
          
        
      
    
  
  
  
  
  
   
     
       The "_SurfacePatch" element is the abstract head of the substituition group for all surface pach elements describing a continuous portion of a surface.
    
  
  
   
     
       
				A surface patch defines a homogenuous portion of a surface.
			
    
  
  
   
     
       This property element contains a list of surface patches. The order of the elements is significant and shall be preserved when processing the array.
    
  
  
   
     
       A container for an array of surface patches.
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
				A PolygonPatch is a surface patch that is defined by a set of boundary curves and an underlying surface to which these curves adhere. The curves are coplanar and the polygon uses planar interpolation in its interior. Implements GM_Polygon of ISO 19107. 
			
    
     
       
         
           
           
        
         
           
             The attribute "interpolation" specifies the interpolation mechanism used for this surface patch. Currently only planar surface patches are defined in GML 3, the attribute is fixed to "planar", i.e. the interpolation method shall return points on a single plane. The boundary of the patch shall be contained within that plane.
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Represents a triangle as a surface with an outer boundary consisting of a linear ring. Note that this is a polygon (subtype) with no inner boundaries. The number of points in the linear ring must be four.
    
     
       
         
           
             
               
								Constraint: The Ring shall be a LinearRing and must form a triangle, the first and the last position must be co-incident.
							
            
          
        
         
           
             The attribute "interpolation" specifies the interpolation mechanism used for this surface patch. Currently only planar surface patches are defined in GML 3, the attribute is fixed to "planar", i.e. the interpolation method shall return points on a single plane. The boundary of the patch shall be contained within that plane.
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Represents a rectangle as a surface with an outer boundary consisting of a linear ring. Note that this is a polygon (subtype) with no inner boundaries. The number of points in the linear ring must be five.
    
     
       
         
           
             
               
								Constraint: The Ring shall be a LinearRing and must form a rectangle; the first and the last position must be co-incident.
							
            
          
        
         
           
             The attribute "interpolation" specifies the interpolation mechanism used for this surface patch. Currently only planar surface patches are defined in GML 3, the attribute is fixed to "planar", i.e. the interpolation method shall return points on a single plane. The boundary of the patch shall be contained within that plane.
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       This property element either references a curve via the XLink-attributes or contains the curve element. A curve element is any element which is substitutable for "_Curve".
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A Ring is used to represent a single connected component of a surface boundary. It consists of a sequence of curves connected in a cycle (an object whose boundary is empty).
A Ring is structurally similar to a composite curve in that the endPoint of each curve in the sequence is the startPoint of the next curve in the Sequence. Since the sequence is circular, there is no exception to this rule. Each ring, like all boundaries, is a cycle and each ring is simple.
NOTE: Even though each Ring is simple, the boundary need not be simple. The easiest case of this is where one of the interior rings of a surface is tangent to its exterior ring.
    
     
       
         
           
             
               This element references or contains one curve in the composite curve. The curves are contiguous, the collection of curves is ordered.
NOTE: This definition allows for a nested structure, i.e. a CompositeCurve may use, for example, another CompositeCurve as a curve member.
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
			        Encapsulates a ring to represent properties in features or geometry collections.
			
    
     
       
    
  
  
  
  
  
   
     
       The "_Solid" element is the abstract head of the substituition group for all (continuous) solid elements.
    
  
  
   
     
       
				An abstraction of a solid to support the different levels of complexity. A solid is always contiguous.
			
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
       This property element either references a solid via the XLink-attributes or contains the solid element. solidProperty is the predefined property which can be used by GML Application Schemas whenever a GML Feature has a property with a value that is substitutable for _Solid.
    
  
  
   
     
       A property that has a solid as its value domain can either be an appropriate geometry element encapsulated in an element of this type or an XLink reference to a remote geometry element (where remote includes geometry elements located elsewhere in the same document). Either the reference or the contained element must be given, but neither both nor none.
    
     
       
    
     
       
         This attribute group includes the XLink attributes (see xlinks.xsd). XLink is used in GML to reference remote resources (including those elsewhere in the same document). A simple link element can be constructed by including a specific set of XLink attributes. The XML Linking Language (XLink) is currently a Proposed Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium. XLink allows elements to be inserted into XML documents so as to create sophisticated links between resources; such links can be used to reference remote properties.
A simple link element can be used to implement pointer functionality, and this functionality has been built into various GML 3 elements by including the gml:AssociationAttributeGroup.
				
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A container for an array of solids. The elements are always contained in the array property, referencing geometry elements or arrays of geometry elements is not supported.
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A solid is the basis for 3-dimensional geometry. The extent of a solid is defined by the boundary surfaces (shells). A shell is represented by a composite surface, where every  shell is used to represent a single connected component of the boundary of a solid. It consists of a composite surface (a list of orientable surfaces) connected in a topological cycle (an object whose boundary is empty). Unlike a Ring, a Shell's elements have no natural sort order. Like Rings, Shells are simple.
    
     
       
         
           
             
               
                 
                   
                     
                  
                
              
               Boundaries of solids are similar to surface boundaries. In normal 3-dimensional Euclidean space, one (composite) surface is distinguished as the exterior. In the more general case, this is not always possible.
            
          
           
             
               
                 
                   
                     
                  
                
              
               Boundaries of solids are similar to surface boundaries.
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
  
  
   
     
       CurveInterpolationType is a list of codes that may be used to identify the interpolation mechanisms specified by an
application schema.
    
     
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
    
  
  
   
     
       SurfaceInterpolationType is a list of codes that may be used to identify the interpolation mechanisms specified by an
application schema.
    
     
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Defines allowed values for the knots` type. Uniform knots implies that all knots are of multiplicity 1 and they differ by a positive constant from the preceding knot. Knots are quasi-uniform iff they are of multiplicity (degree + 1) at the ends, of multiplicity 1 elsewhere, and they differ by a positive constant from the preceding knot.
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     gml.xsd
     
		    	Copyright (c) 2002 OGC, All Rights Reserved.
			Top level GML schema
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       Schematron validation
       
       
       
         
           
            Property element may not carry both a reference to an object and contain an object.
           
            Property element must either carry a reference to an object or contain an object.
        
      
    
     
			GML base schema for GML 3.0 
			Components to support the GML encoding model.  
			
			The abstract Schematron rules can be used by any schema that includes gmlBase.  
    
  
  
   
   
  
  
  
  
  
   
     
       This abstract element is the head of a substitutionGroup hierararchy which may contain either simpleContent or complexContent elements.  It is used to assert the model position of "class" elements declared in other GML schemas.  
    
  
  
  
   
     
       Global element which acts as the head of a substitution group that may include any element which is a GML feature, object, geometry or complex value
    
  
  
   
     
       All complexContent GML elements are directly or indirectly derived from this abstract supertype 
	to establish a hierarchy of GML types that may be distinguished from other XML types by their ancestry. 
	Elements in this hierarchy may have an ID and are thus referenceable.  
    
     
       
       
       
         
           Multiple names may be provided.  These will often be distinguished by being assigned by different authorities, as indicated by the value of the codeSpace attribute.  In an instance document there will usually only be one name per authority. 
        
      
    
     
  
  
  
   
     
       Generic GML element to contain a heterogeneous collection of GML _Objects
    
  
  
   
     
       A non-abstract generic collection type that can be used as a document element for a collection of any GML types - Geometries, Topologies, Features ...

“FeatureCollections” may only contain Features.  “GeometryCollections” may only contain Geometry’s.  “Bags” are less constrained – they must contain objects that are substitutable for gml:_Object.  This may mix several levels, including Features, Definitions, Dictionaries, Geometries etc.  

The content model would ideally be 
   member 0..*
   members 0..1
   member 0..*
for maximum flexibility in building a collection from both homogeneous and distinct components: 
included "member" elements each contain a single Object
an included "members" element contains a set of Objects 

However, this is non-deterministic, thus prohibited by XSD.  


    
     
       
         
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
  
   
     
       Generic GML element to contain a homogeneous array of GML _Objects
    
  
  
   
     
       A non-abstract generic collection type that can be used as a document element for a homogeneous collection of any GML types - Geometries, Topologies, Features ...
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
  
   
     
       Abstract element which acts as the head of a substitution group for packages of MetaData properties.  
    
  
  
   
     
        An abstract base type for complex metadata types.
    
     
  
  
  
   
     
       Concrete element in the _MetaData substitution group, which permits any well-formed XML content.  Intended to act as a container for metadata defined in external schemas, for which it is not possible to add the concrete components to the GML _MetaData substitution group directly. 
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
  
  
  
  
   
     
       This abstract element may act as the head of a substitutionGroup hierararchy which may contain either simpleContent or complexContent elements.  It may be used to assert the model position of "property" elements declared in other GML schemas.  
    
  
  
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
       must carry a reference to an object or contain an object but not both
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
         A pattern or base for derived types used to specify complex types corresponding to an  unspecified UML association - either composition or aggregation.  Restricts the cardinality of Objects contained in the association to a maximum of one.  An instance of this type can contain an element representing an Object, or serve as a pointer to a remote Object.  

Descendents of this type can be restricted in an application schema to 
* allow only specified classes as valid participants in the aggregation
* allow only association by reference (i.e. empty the content model) or by value (i.e. remove the xlinks).    

When used for association by reference, the value of the gml:remoteSchema attribute can be used to locate a schema fragment that constrains the target instance.   

In many cases it is desirable to impose the constraint prohibiting the occurence of both reference and value in the same instance, as that would be ambiguous.  This is accomplished by adding a directive in the annotation element of the element declaration.  This directive can be in the form of normative prose, or can use a Schematron pattern to automatically constrain co-occurrence - see the declaration for _strictAssociation below.   

If co-occurence is not prohibited, then both a link and content may be present.  If this occurs in an instance, then the rule for interpretation is that the instance found by traversing the href provides the normative value of the property, and should be used when possible.  The value(s) included as content may be used if the remote instance cannot be resolved.  This may be considered to be a "cached" version of the value(s).    
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
         A pattern or base for derived types used to specify complex types corresponding to a UML aggregation association.  An instance of this type serves as a pointer to a remote Object.  
 
    
     
     
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
         A base for derived types used to specify complex types containing an array of objects, by unspecified UML association - either composition or aggregation.  An instance of this type contains elements representing Objects.

Ideally this type would be derived by extension of AssociationType.  
However, this leads to a non-deterministic content model, since both the base and the extension have minOccurs="0", and is thus prohibited in XML Schema. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
  
   
     
       Contains or refers to a metadata package that contains metadata properties.  
    
  
  
   
     
        Base type for complex metadata property types.
    
     
       
    
     
     
  
  
  
   
     
       Database handle for the object.  It is of XML type “ID”, so is constrained to be unique in the XML document within which it occurs.  An external identifier for the object in the form of a URI may be constructed using standard XML and XPointer methods.  This is done by concatenating the URI for the document, a fragment separator “#”, and the value of the id attribute.  
    
  
  
   
     
       Reference to an XML Schema fragment that specifies the content model of the property’s value. This is in conformance with the XML Schema Section 4.14 Referencing Schemas from Elsewhere. 
    
  
  
   
     
       Attribute group used to enable property elements to refer to their value remotely. It contains the “simple link” components from xlinks.xsd, with all members “optional”, and the remoteSchema attribute, which is also optional.  These attributes can be attached to any element, thus allowing it to act as a pointer. The 'remoteSchema' attribute allows an element  that carries link attributes to indicate that the element is declared  in a remote schema rather than by the schema that constrains the current document instance. 
    
     
     
  
  
   
     
       Identifier for the object, normally a descriptive name. An object may have several names, typically assigned by different authorities.  The authority for a name is indicated by the value of its (optional) codeSpace attribute.  The name may or may not be unique, as determined by the rules of the organization responsible for the codeSpace. 
    
  
  
   
     
       Contains a simple text description of the object, or refers to an external description.  
    
  
  
   
     
       
This type is available wherever there is a need for a "text" type property. It is of string type, so the text can be included inline, but the value can also be referenced remotely via xlinks from the AssociationAttributeGroup. If the remote reference is present, then the value obtained by traversing the link should be used, and the string content of the element can be used for an annotation.  
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     grids.xsd
     Grid geometries
    A subset of implicit geometries
    Designed for use with GML Coverage schema, but maybe useful elsewhere as well.  
    
    Copyright (c) 2002 OGC, All Rights Reserved.
    
  
  
   
  
   
  
   
  
   
     
       Implicitly defines an unrectified grid, which is a network composed of two or more sets of equally spaced parallel lines in which the members of each set intersect the members of the other sets at right angles.
    
     
       
         
           
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Provides grid coordinate values for the diametrically opposed corners of an envelope that bounds a section of grid. The value of a single coordinate is the number of offsets from the origin of the grid in the direction of a specific axis.
    
     
       
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       A rectified grid has an origin and vectors that define its post locations.
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       measures.xsd
       3.0
       How to encode measures, each with associated unit of measure (uom). 
       Extends the units.xsd and basicTypes.xsd schemas with types for recording measures using specific types of units, especially the measures and units needed for coordinate reference systems and coordinate operations. The specific unit types encoded are length, angle, scale factor, time, area, volume, velocity, and grid length. This schema allows angle values to be recorded as single numbers or in degree-minute-second format. GML 3.0 candidate schema, primary editor: Arliss Whiteside. Last updated 2002/11/13. 
       Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OpenGIS, All Rights Reserved
       Parts of this schema are based on Subclause 6.5.7 of ISO/CD 19103 Geographic information - Conceptual schema language, on Subclause A.5.2.2.3 of ISO/CD 19118 Geographic information - Encoding, and on Subclause 4.7 of OpenGIS Recommendation Paper OGC 02-007r4 Units of Measure Use and Definition Recommendations. 
    
  
  
   
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Value of a length (or distance) quantity, with its units. Uses the MeasureType with the restriction that the unit of measure referenced by uom must be suitable for a length, such as metres or feet. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Value of a scale factor (or ratio) that has no physical unit. Uses the MeasureType with the restriction that the unit of measure referenced by uom must be suitable for a scale factor, such as percent, permil, or parts-per-million. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Value of a time or temporal quantity, with its units. Uses the MeasureType with the restriction that the unit of measure referenced by uom must be suitable for a time value, such as seconds or weeks. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Value of a length (or distance) quantity in a grid, where the grid spacing does not have any associated physical units, or does not have a constant physical spacing. This grid length will often be used in a digital image grid, where the base units are likely to be pixel spacings. Uses the MeasureType with the restriction that the unit of measure referenced by uom must be suitable for length along the axes of a grid, such as pixel spacings or grid spacings. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Value of a spatial area quantity, with its units. Uses the MeasureType with the restriction that the unit of measure referenced by uom must be suitable for an area, such as square metres or square miles. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Value of a spatial volume quantity, with its units. Uses the MeasureType with the restriction that the unit of measure referenced by uom must be suitable for a volume, such as cubic metres or cubic feet. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Value of a velocity, with its units. Uses the MeasureType with the restriction that the unit of measure referenced by uom must be suitable for a velocity, such as metres per second or miles per hour. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Value of an angle quantity provided in either degree-minute-second format or single value format. 
    
     
       
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Value of an angle quantity recorded as a single number, with its units. Uses the MeasureType with the restriction that the unit of measure referenced by uom must be suitable for an angle, such as degrees or radians. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Angle value provided in degree-minute-second or degree-minute format. 
    
     
       
       
         
         
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Integer number of degrees, plus the angle direction. This element can be used for geographic Latitude and Longitude. For Latitude, the XML attribute direction can take the values "N" or "S", meaning North or South of the equator. For Longitude, direction can take the values "E" or "W", meaning East or West of the prime meridian. This element can also be used for other angles. In that case, the direction can take the values "+" or "-" (of SignType), in the specified rotational direction from a specified reference direction. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               
                 
                   
                   
                   
                   
                
              
               
                 
              
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Integer number of degrees in a degree-minute-second or degree-minute angular value, without indication of direction. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Decimal number of arc-minutes in a degree-minute angular value. 
    
     
       
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Integer number of arc-minutes in a degree-minute-second angular value. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Number of arc-seconds in a degree-minute-second angular value. 
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     observation.xsd
     Observation schema for GML 3.0     
    
  
  
  
   
   
  
  
   
     
       This element contains or points to a description of a sensor, instrument or procedure used for the observation
    
  
  
   
     
       This element contains or points to the specimen, region or station which is the object of the observation
    
  
  
   
     
       Synonym for target - common word used for photographs
    
  
  
   
     
       Container for an object representing the target or subject of an observation.
    
     
       
       
    
     
  
  
   
     
       The result of the observation: an image, external object, etc
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       referenceSystems.xsd
       3.0
       How to encode reference system definitions. 
       Builds on gmlBase.xsd to encode the data needed to define reference systems. GML 3.0 candidate schema, primary editor: Arliss Whiteside. Last updated 2002/11/21. 
       Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OpenGIS, All Rights Reserved.
       This schema encodes the Reference System (RS_) package of the extended UML Model for OGC Abstract Specification Topic 2: Spatial Referencing by Coordinates. That UML model is adapted from ISO 19111 - Spatial referencing by coordinates, as described in Annex B of Topic 2. The CS_CRS class is also encoded here, to eliminate the (circular) references from coordonateOperations.xsd to coordinateReferenceSystems.xsd. A modified version of the EX_Extent (DataType) class is also currently encoded here, using GML 3 schema types. (A more extensive version of the EX_Extent package might be XML encoded in the future, probably in a separate extent.xsd schema.) 
    
  
  
   
   
  
   
  
   
     
       Basic encoding for objects in the CRS model, simplifying the AbstracGMLType as needed for CRS objects. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Description of a spatial and/or temporal reference system used by a dataset.
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Identification of this Reference System. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a Reference System, either referencing or containing the definition of that Reference System. 
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Abstract coordinate reference system, usually defined by a coordinate system and a datum. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Association to a CRS abstract coordinate reference system, either referencing or containing the definition of that CRS. 
    
     
       
         
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
  
   
     
       Identification of a reference system object. All of the attributes are optional, but there is a constraint that one or both of the "code" and "name" attributes must be included. 
    
     
       
         
           Identifier code or name, optionally from a controlled list or pattern defined by a code space. 
        
      
       
         
           Identifier of a code space within which one or more codes are defined. This attribute is optionally included only when the "code" attribute is included. This code space is often defined by some authority organization, where one organization may define multiple code spaces. The range and format of each Code Space identifier is defined by that code space authority. 
        
      
       
         
           Identifier of the version of the associated codeSpace or code, as specified by the codeSpace or code authority. This attribute is optionally included only when the "code" attribute is included. When appropriate, the version is identified by the effective date, coded using ISO 8601 date format. 
        
      
       
         
           The name by which this object is identified. 
        
      
       
         
           Unordered list of aliases by which this object is known. 
        
      
       
         
           Comments on or information about this object, including data source information. 
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Alternative identifier or name by which this object is known. 
    
     
       
         
           An alias of this object, as defined in the alias name space. 
        
      
       
         
           Identifier of the namespace that this alias name is defined in; for example, "ISO 2-char country code" or "EPSG abbreviation". 
        
      
       
         
           Remarks applying to this alias. 
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Extended identification and description of a reference system object. 
    
     
       
         
           
             
               Area or region in which this object is valid. 
            
          
           
             
               Description of domain of usage, or limitations of usage, for which this object is valid. 
            
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Information about the spatial, vertical, and/or temporal extent of a reference system object. Constraints: At least one of the elements "description", "boundingBox", "boundingPolygon", "verticalExtent", and temporalExtent" must be included, but more that one can be included when appropriate. Furthermore, more than one "boundingBox", "boundingPolygon", "verticalExtent", or temporalExtent" element can be included, with more than one meaning the union of the individual domains. 
    
     
       
         
           Description of spatial and/or temporal extent of this object. 
        
      
       
         
           Geographic domain of this reference system object. 
        
         
           
             Bounding box (or envelope) spatial domain of this object. 
          
        
         
           
             Bounding polygon horizontal spatial domain of this object. 
          
        
      
       
         
           Vertical spatial domain of this object. 
        
      
       
         
           Time period domain of this object. 
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    The temporal schema for GML 3.0 provides constructs for handling time-varying spatial 
    data. This schema reflects a partial yet consistent implementation of the model described 
    in ISO 19108 (topological complexes and feature succession are not included). 
    Copyright (c) 2002 OGC, All Rights Reserved.    
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
      This abstract element acts as the head of the substitution group for temporal primitives and complexes.  
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
       A temporal object must be associated with a temporal reference system via URI. 
       The Gregorian calendar with UTC is the default reference system, following ISO 
       8601. Other reference systems in common use include the GPS calendar and the 
       Julian calendar.
      
    
     
       
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
      This abstract element acts as the head of the substitution group for temporal primitives.  
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
      The abstract supertype for temporal and topological primitives.
      
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
   
  
   
     
       
       An association with a gml:TimeInstant element at the end.
      
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
         
           
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
      This abstract element serves as the head of the substitution group for elements used 
      to indicate temporal length or distance (duration, interval). 
     
    
  
  
   
     
       
      Base type for describing temporal length or distance. The value space is further 
      constrained by subtypes that conform to the ISO 8601 or ISO 11404 standards.
      
    
     
  
  
   
     
       
      This element is an instance of the primitive xsd:duration simple type to 
      enable use of the ISO 8601 syntax for temporal length (e.g. P5DT4H30M). 
      It is a valid subtype of TimeDurationType according to section 3.14.6, 
      rule 2.2.4 in XML Schema, Part 1.
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
      Here we have collapsed the hierarchy of subtypes for temporal position in 19108 
      by defining a union of simple types for indicating temporal position relative to a 
      specific reference system. 
      Date and time may be indicated with varying degrees of precision:
      year, year-month, date, or dateTime (all ISO 8601 format). Note 
      that the dateTime type does not allow right-truncation (i.e. omitting 
      seconds). An ordinal era may be referenced via URI, and a decimal value
      can be used to indicate the distance from the scale origin (e.g. UNIX time,  
      GPS calendar).
      
    
     
  
  
   
     
       Direct representation of a temporal position. 
    
  
  
   
     
       
      Indeterminate time values are also allowed, as described in ISO 19108. The indeterminatePosition 
      attribute can be used alone or it can qualify a specific value for temporal position (e.g. before 
      2002-12, after 1019624400). For time values that identify position within a calendar, the 
      calendarEraName attribute provides the name of the calendar era to which the date is 
      referenced (e.g. the Meiji era of the Japanese calendar).
      
    
     
       
         
         
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
        This enumerated data type specifies values for indeterminate positions.
      
    
     
       
       
       
       
    
  
  
   
     
       
			This element is a valid subtype of TimeDurationType according to section 3.14.6, 
			rule 2.2.4 in XML Schema, Part 1.
			
    
  
  
   
     
       
      This type extends the built-in xsd:decimal simple type to allow floating-point 
      values for temporal length. According to  the ISO 11404 model you have to use 
      positiveInteger together with appropriate values for radix and factor. The 
      resolution of the time interval is to one radix ^(-factor) of the specified 
      time unit (e.g. unit="second", radix="10", factor="3" specifices a resolution 
      of milliseconds). It is a subtype of TimeDurationType.
      
    
     
       
         
         
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
        This enumerated data type indicates standard units for measuring time.
      
    
     
       
       
       
       
       
       
    
  
  
   
   
  
   
     
       
        A timestamp property associates an element with a temporal primitive.
      
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
        A value in the time domain is measured relative to a temporal reference system. Common 
        types of reference systems include calendars, ordinal temporal reference systems, and 
        temporal coordinate systems (time elapsed since some epoch, e.g. UNIX time).
      
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
      A temporal coordinate system is based on a continuous interval scale defined in terms of a single time interval.
      
    
     
       
         
           
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
      In an ordinal reference system the order of events in time can be well 
      established, but the magnitude of the intervals between them can not be 
      accurately determined (e.g. a stratigraphic sequence).
      
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
      Ordinal temporal reference systems are often hierarchically structured 
      such that an ordinal era at a given level of the hierarchy includes a 
      sequence of shorter, coterminous ordinal eras.
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     topology.xsd
     
    
  
   
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Substitution group branch for Topo Primitives, used by TopoPrimitiveArrayAssociationType
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
       
    
     
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
       
    
     
  
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
        Its optional co-boundary is a set of connected directedEdges.  The orientation of one of these dirEdges is "+" if the Node is the "to" node of the Edge, and "-" if it is the "from" node. 
    
     
       
         
           
           
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
    
     
     
  
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       There is precisely one positively directed and one negatively directed node in the boundary of every edge. The negatively and positively directed nodes correspond to the start and end nodes respectively. The optional coboundary of an edge is a circular sequence of directed faces which are incident on this edge in document order. Faces which use a particular boundary edge in its positive orientation appear with positive orientation on the coboundary of the same edge. In the 2D case, the orientation of the face on the left of the edge is "+"; the orientation of the face on the right on its right is "-". An edge may optionally be realised by a 1-dimensional (curve) geometric primitive.
    
     
       
         
           
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
    
     
     
  
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       . The topological boundary of a face consists of a set of directed edges. Note that all edges associated with a Face, including dangling and interior edges, appear in the boundary.  Dangling and interior edges are each referenced by pairs of directedEdges with opposing orientations.  The optional coboundary of a face is a pair of directed solids which are bounded by this face. If present, there is precisely one positively directed and one negatively directed solid in the coboundary of every face. The positively directed solid corresponds to the solid which lies in the direction of the positively directed normal to the face in any geometric realisation.  A face may optionally be realised by a 2-dimensional (surface) geometric primitive.
    
     
       
         
           
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
    
     
     
  
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       The topological boundary of a TopoSolid consists of a set of directed faces. Note that all faces associated with the TopoSolid, including dangling faces, appear in the boundary. The coboundary of a TopoSolid is empty and hence requires no representation.
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
    
     
     
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
    
  
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
    
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       The directed edges of a TopoCurveType when joined in document order shall be isomorphic to a gml:_Curve in any geometric realization.
    
     
       
    
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
    
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
    
     
       
    
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
    
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
    
  
  
  
   
  
   
     
       This type represents a TP_Complex capable of holding topological primitives.
    
     
       
         
           
           
           
           
           
        
         
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
       Need schamatron test here that isMaximal attribute value is true
    
  
  
   
     
       This Property can be used to embed a TopoComplex in a feature collection.
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       This type supports embedding topological primitives in a TopoComplex.
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
  
   
     
       
         
           
             
          
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       This type supports embedding an array of topological primitives in a TopoComplex
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       units.xsd
       3.0
       How to encode units of measure (or uom) for numerical values. 
       Builds on gmlBase.xsd to encode units of measure (or uom), including definitions of units of measure and dictionaries of such definitions. GML 3.0 candidate schema, primary editor: Arliss Whiteside. Last updated 2002/11/13. 
       Copyright (c) 2001-2002 OpenGIS, All Rights Reserved.
       Parts of this schema are based on Subclause 6.5.7 of ISO/CD 19103 Geographic information - Conceptual schema language, on Subclause A.5.2.2.3 of ISO/CD 19118 Geographic information - Encoding, and on most of OpenGIS Recommendation Paper OGC 02-007r4 Units of Measure Use and Definition Recommendations. 
    
  
  
   
  
   
  
   
     
       Reference to a unit of measure definition that applies to all the numerical values described by the element containing this element. Notice that a complexType which needs to include the uom attribute can do so by extending this complexType. Alternately, this complexType can be used as a pattern for a new complexType. 
    
     
     
       
         Reference to a unit of measure definition, usually within the same XML document but possibly outside the XML document which contains this reference. For a reference within the same XML document, the "#" symbol should be used, followed by a text abbreviation of the unit name. However, the "#" symbol may be optional, and still may be interpreted as a reference. 
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Definition of a unit of measure (or uom). The definition includes a quantityType property, which indicates the phenomenon to which the units apply, and a catalogSymbol, which gives the short symbol used for this unit. This element is used when the relationship of this unit to other units or units systems is unknown.
    
     
       
         
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Definition of a unit of measure which is a base unit from the system of units.  A base unit cannot be derived by combination of other base units within this system.  Sometimes known as "fundamental unit".  
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Definition of a unit of measure which is defined through algebraic combination of more primitive units, which are usually base units from a particular system of units. Derived units based directly on base units are usually preferred for quantities other than the base units or fundamental quantities within a system.  If a derived unit is not the preferred unit, the ConventionalUnit element should be used instead.  
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Definition of a unit of measure which is related to a preferred unit for this quantity type through a conversion formula.  A method for deriving this unit by algebraic combination of more primitive units, may also be provided.  
    
     
       
         
           
             
             
          
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Informal description of the phenomenon or type of quantity that is measured or observed. For example, "length", "angle", "time", "pressure", or "temperature". When the quantity is the result of an observation or measurement, this term is known as Observable Type or Measurand. 
    
  
  
   
     
       For global understanding of a unit of measure, it is often possible to reference an item in a catalog of units, using a symbol in that catalog. The "codeSpace" attribute in "CodeType" identifies a namespace for the catalog symbol value, and might reference the catalog. The "string" value in "CodeType" contains the value of a symbol that is unique within this catalog namespace. This symbol often appears explicitly in the catalog, but it could be a combination of symbols using a specified algebra of units. For example, the symbol "cm" might indicate that it is the "m" symbol combined with the "c" prefix. 
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Definition of the relationship of a derived unit of measure to the primitive units to which that unit is related. Contains a set of one or more UnitTerms which are combined as a product, each of which references a unit of measure defined elsewhere, and has an exponent. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Definition of one unit term for a derived unit of measure. This unit term references another unit of measure (uom) and provides an integer exponent applied to that unit in defining the compound unit. The exponent can be positive or negative, but not zero. 
    
     
       
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       This element is included when this unit has an accurate conversion to the preferred unit for this quantity type. 
    
  
  
   
     
       This element is included when the correct definition of this unit is unknown, but this unit has a rough or inaccurate conversion to the preferred unit for this quantity type. 
    
  
  
   
     
       Relation of a unit to the preferred unit for this quantity type, specified by an arithmetic conversion (scaling and/or offset). A preferred unit is either a base unit or a derived unit selected for all units of one quantity type. The mandatory attribute "uom" shall reference the preferred unit that this conversion applies to. The conversion is specified by one of two alternative elements: "factor" or "formula". 
    
     
       
         
           
           
        
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Specification of the scale factor by which a value using this unit of measure can be multiplied to obtain the corresponding value using the preferred unit of measure. 
    
  
  
   
  
   
     
       Paremeters of a simple formula by which a value using this unit of measure can be converted to the corresponding value using the preferred unit of measure. The formula element contains elements a, b, c and d, whose values use the XML Schema type "double". These values are used in the formula y = (a + bx) / (c + dx), where x is a value using this unit, and y is the corresponding value using the preferred unit. The elements a and d are optional, and if values are not provided, those parameters are considered to be zero. If values are not provided for both a and d, the formula is equivalent to a fraction with numerator and denominator parameters. 
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     valueObjects.xsd
          Copyright (c) 2002 OGC, All Rights Reserved.  GML conformant schema for Values in which the  * scalar Value types and lists have their values recorded in simpleContent elements * complex Value types are built recursively 
    
  
  
  
   
   
  
   
     
       
       
       
       
       
    
    
  
  
   
     
       Abstract element which acts as the head of a substitution group which contains _ScalarValue, _ScalarValueList and CompositeValue and (transitively) the elements in their substitution groups.  This element may be used in an application schema as a variable, so that in an XML instance document any member of its substitution group may occur.  
    
  
  
  
   
     
       Abstract element which acts as the head of a substitution group which contains Boolean, Category, Count and Quantity, and (transitively) the elements in their substitution groups.  This element may be used in an application schema as a variable, so that in an XML instance document any member of its substitution group may occur.  
    
  
  
   
     
       Abstract element which acts as the head of a substitution group which contains the compact encodings BooleanList, CategoryList, CountList and QuantityList, and (transitively) the elements in their substitution groups.  This element may be used in an application schema as a variable, so that in an XML instance document any member of its substitution group may occur.  
    
  
  
  
   
     
       A value from two-valued logic, using the XML Schema boolean type.  An instance may take the values {true, false, 1, 0}.  
    
  
   
     
       XML List based on XML Schema boolean type.  An element of this type contains a space-separated list of boolean values {0,1,true,false}
    
  
  
  
   
     
       A term representing a classification.  It has an optional XML attribute codeSpace, whose value is a URI which identifies a dictionary, codelist or authority for the term.  
    
  
   
     
       A space-separated list of terms or nulls.  A single XML attribute codeSpace may be provided, which authorises all the terms in the list.    
    
  
  
  
   
     
       A numeric value with a scale.  The content of the element is an amount using the XML Schema type double which permits decimal or scientific notation.  An XML attribute uom (“unit of measure”) is required, whose value is a URI which identifies the definition of the scale or units by which the numeric value must be multiplied.  
    
  
   
     
       A space separated list of amounts or nulls.  The amounts use the XML Schema type double.  A single XML attribute uom (“unit of measure”) is required, whose value is a URI which identifies the definition of the scale or units by which all the amounts in the list must be multiplied.  
    
  
  
  
   
     
       An integer representing a frequency of occurrence. 
    
  
   
     
       A space-separated list of integers or nulls.  
    
  
  
  
  
  
   
     
       Aggregate value built from other Values using the Composite pattern. It contains zero or an arbitrary number of valueComponent elements, and zero or one valueComponents elements.  It may be used for strongly coupled aggregates (vectors, tensors) or for arbitrary collections of values.
    
     
       
         
           
           
        
      
    
  
   
     
       Aggregate value built using the Composite pattern.  
    
  
  
  
   
     
       A Value Array is used for homogeneous arrays of primitive and aggregate values.  The member values may be scalars, composites, arrays or lists.  ValueArray has the same content model as CompositeValue, but the member values must be homogeneous.  The element declaration contains a Schematron constraint which expresses this restriction precisely.            Since the members are homogeneous, the referenceSystem (uom, codeSpace) may be specified on the ValueArray itself and implicitly inherited by all the members if desired.    Note that a_ScalarValueList is preferred for arrays of Scalar Values since this is a more efficient encoding.  
    
     
       
         
      
    
  
   
     
       
         
           
             ValueArray may not carry both a reference to a codeSpace and a uom
          
        
         
           
             All components of   must be of the same type
             All components of   must be of the same type
          
        
      
       A Value Array is used for homogeneous arrays of primitive and aggregate values.   _ScalarValueList is preferred for arrays of Scalar Values since this is more efficient.  Since "choice" is not available for attribute groups, an external constraint (e.g. Schematron) would be required to enforce the selection of only one of these through schema validation 
    
  
  
   
     
     
  
  
  
   
     
       Utility element to store a 2-point range of numeric values. If one member is a null, then this is a single ended interval. 
    
  
  
   
     
       Restriction of list type to store a 2-point range of numeric values. If one member is a null, then this is a single ended interval. 
    
     
       
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Utility element to store a 2-point range of ordinal values. If one member is a null, then this is a single ended interval. 
    
  
  
   
     
       Restriction of list type to store a 2-point range of ordinal values. If one member is a null, then this is a single ended interval. 
    
     
       
         
      
    
  
  
   
     
       Utility element to store a 2-point range of frequency values. If one member is a null, then this is a single ended interval. 
    
  
  
   
     
       Restriction of list type to store a 2-point range of frequency values. If one member is a null, then this is a single ended interval. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
  
   
     
       Element which refers to, or contains, a Value
    
  
  
   
     
       Element which refers to, or contains, a Value.  This version is used in CompositeValues.  
    
  
  
   
     
       GML property which refers to, or contains, a Value
    
     
       
    
     
  
  
  
   
     
       Element which refers to, or contains, a set of homogeneously typed Values. 
    
  
  
   
     
       GML property which refers to, or contains, a set of homogeneously typed Values. 
    
     
       
    
  
  
   
     
       Property whose content is a Boolean value.
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
   
     
       Property whose content is a Category.
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
   
     
       Property whose content is a Quantity.
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
   
     
       Property whose content is a Count.
    
     
       
         
           
        
      
    
  
  










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/CVS/Entries


D/base////
D/smil////
D/xlink////










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/CVS/Root


:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/smil/CVS/Entries


/smil20-language.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:56 2013//
/smil20.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:56 2013//
/xml-mod.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:56 2013//










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/smil/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/smil










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/smil/CVS/Root


:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/smil/smil20-language.xsd
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			 In due course, we should install the relevant ISO 2- and 3-letter
                codes as the enumerated possible values . . .
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
		 
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/xlink/CVS/Entries


/xlinks.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:54 2013//










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/xlink/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/xlink










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/xlink/CVS/Root


:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/3.0.0/xlink/xlinks.xsd


 
   
     xlinks.xsd v3.0.0
     GML 3.0 xlinks schema. Copyright (c) 2003 OGC, All Rights Reserved.
  
  
  
   
  
   
   
   
  
   
     
       
        The 'show' attribute is used to communicate the desired presentation 
        of the ending resource on traversal from the starting resource; it's 
        value should be treated as follows: 
        new - load ending resource in a new window, frame, pane, or other 
              presentation context
        replace - load the resource in the same window, frame, pane, or 
                  other presentation context
        embed - load ending resource in place of the presentation of the 
                starting resource
        other - behavior is unconstrained; examine other markup in the 
                link for hints 
        none - behavior is unconstrained 
      
    
     
       
         
         
         
         
         
      
    
  
   
     
       
        The 'actuate' attribute is used to communicate the desired timing 
        of traversal from the starting resource to the ending resource; 
        it's value should be treated as follows:
        onLoad - traverse to the ending resource immediately on loading 
                 the starting resource 
        onRequest - traverse from the starting resource to the ending 
                    resource only on a post-loading event triggered for 
                    this purpose 
        other - behavior is unconstrained; examine other markup in link 
                for hints 
        none - behavior is unconstrained
      
    
     
       
         
         
         
         
      
    
  
  
   
   
   
  
   
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
  
   
     
     
     
  
   
     
     
     
     
     
  
   
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
  
   
     
     
     
     
  
   
     
  
   
     
  










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/CVS/Entries


D/3.0.0////










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/net/opengis/gml










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/net/opengis/gml/CVS/Root


:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/org/ccsds/CVS/Entries


D/xfdu////










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/org/ccsds/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/org/ccsds










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/org/ccsds/CVS/Root


:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/org/ccsds/xfdu/CVS/Entries


/xfdu-1-4.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:55 2013//
/xfdu.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:55 2013//
/xlink.xsd/1.1/Tue Sep 24 15:50:55 2013//










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_SAFE/resources/xsd/org/ccsds/xfdu/CVS/Repository


DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/org/ccsds/xfdu
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:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space
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				This attribute group aggregates attributes that can be used for specifying metadata type
				This group includes following attributes:
				vocabularyMdType specifies metadata type (e.g. MARC.DDI)
				otherMdType specifies metadata type in case vocabularyMdType has value of OTHER			
			
		
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
					 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				This attribute group aggregates attributes that can be used for specifiying type of location
				This group includes following attributes:
				locType specifies location type (e.g. URN,URL)
				otherLocType specifies location type in case locType has value of OTHER
			
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				This attribute group aggregates attributes that can be used for specifiying 
				registration information.
				This group includes following attributes:
				registrationAuthority - the authority that issued the registration
				registrationId - the id for the registration			
			
		
		 
		 
		
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
	 
	 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 		
	
	 
		 
			 mdSecType (metadata section) Complex Type A generic
			framework for pointing to/including metadata within a XFDU
			document, a la Warwick Framework. An mdSec element may have the
			following attributes: 
			1. ID: an XML ID for this element. 
			2. classification - concrete type of metadata represented by this element of mdSecType
			3. category - type of metadata class to which this metadata belongs (e.g. DMD.REP, etc.)
			4. otherClass - type of metadata in case classification contains valud of "OTHER"
			5. otherCategory - type of metadata class in case category contains value of "OTHER"
			
			
		
		 
		   
			 
		   
			 
		   
			 
		
		 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
					 
					 
					 
					 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
					 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
		 
	
	 
	 		
		 
			 
				
				
	 
	 
		 
			 packageHeaderType: Complex Type for metadata about the
			mapping of the logical packages to the physical structures. The
			package header section consists of three possible subsidiary
			sections: environmentInfo (specification of the hardware and software
			platform which created this package), behaviorInfo (behavior mechanism
			related metadata), and transformInfo (the names, classifications, parameter
			names/types and any other information needed to reverse
			transformations used in the XFDU). Both transformInfo and behaviorInfo have an optional
			mustUnderstand attribute that declares if the reader of this package must
			understand described transformation, behavior mechanisms in order to 
			process content of the package. packageHeaderType has a single
			attribute, ID: an XML ID.
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 environmentInfo: technical metadata. The environmentInfo element
					provides a wrapper around a generic metadata section that
					should contain technical metadata regarding a dataObject or dataObjects. It
					has an attribute, specVersion, which specifies XFDU version for which this XFDU package was created.
					Also, dataObject elements can use imlicit XML ID attribute to reference the technical metadata that applies to them.					
					environmentInfo has an optional xmlData element to include any additional controlled vocabluaries				
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						behaviorInfo contains:
						mustUnderstand - indicates if this mechanism must be understood by processor
						description - general description
						mechanismType - type of behavior mechanism (e.g. WS,ANT,JAVA) (should be made into enumeration most likely)
						namespace - namespace of the specified technology if any
						behaviorInfo has an optional xmlData element to include any additional metadata if needed
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
					 
					 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 transformInfo (the names, classifications, parameter
					names/types and any other information needed to reverse
					transformations used in the XFDU)
					transformInfo contains:
					mustUnderstand - indicates if this transformation technology must be understood by processor
					description - gneral description
					algorithmName -name of transformation algorithm
					namespace - namespace of the specified technology if any
					transformInfo has optional xmlData element to include any additional metadata if needed
					
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
					 
					 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
	 
		 
			 metadataReferenceType: metadata reference. An element of metadataReferenceType is a
			generic element used throughout the XFDU schema to provide a
			pointer to metadata which resides outside the XFDU document. metadataReferenceType
			has the following attributes: 1. ID: an XML ID; 2. locType: the
			type of locator contained in the body of the element; 3.
			otherLocType: a string indicating an alternative locType when
			the locType attribute value is set to "OTHER."; 4. xlink:href:
			see XLink standard (http://www.w3.org/TR/xlink) 5. xlink:role:
			"" 6. xlink:arcrole: "" 7. xlink:title: "" 8. xlink:show: "" 9.
			xlink:actuate: "" 10. mimeType: the MIME type for the metadata
			being pointed at; 11. vocabularyMdType: the type of metadata being pointed
			at (e.g., MARC, EAD, etc.); 12. textInfo: a label to display to the viewer of the
			XFDU document identifying the metadata; and NB: metadataReference is an empty element. The location of the
			metadata must be recorded in the xlink:href attribute,
			supplemented by the XPTR attribute as needed.
			
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 A wrapper to contain arbitrary XML content.
		
		 
			  
			 
		
	
	 
	 
		 
			 
				fileContentType encapsulates and agregates a type that can have a choice of either
				binary or xml data
			
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 A wrapper to contain Base64 encoded metadata.
				
			
			 
		
		 
	
	 
	 
		 
			 metadataWrapType: metadata wrapper. An element of metadataWrapType is a
			generic element used throughout the XFDU schema to allow the
			encoder to place arbitrary metadata conforming to other
			standards/schema within a XFDU document.  The metadataWrapType
			can have the following attributes: 1. ID: an XML ID for
			this element; 2. mimeType: the MIME type for the metadata
			contained in the element; 3. vocabularyMdType: the type of metadata
			contained (e.g., MARC, EAD, etc.); 4. textInfo: a label to display to the viewer
			of the XFDU document identifying the metadata.
			
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
	 
		 
			 
				The dataObjectPointerType is a type that can be used to refernce dataObjects by dataObjectID.
				The dataObjectPointerType has two attributes: 
				1. ID: an XML ID for this element; and 
				2. dataObjectID: an IDREF to a dataObject element
			
			
		
		 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 key derivation type contains the information
			that was used to derive the encryption key for this dataObject. 
			Key derivation type contains: 
			 name - name of algorithm used
			salt - 16-byte random seed used for that algorithm initialization
			iterationCount - number of iterations used by the algorithm to derive the key
			
			
		
		 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
			abstractKeyderivation is declared abstract 
			so that it can be used for element substitution in cases when default key derivation is not
			sufficient. In order for creating more specific key derivation constructs, one would have to 
			extend from keyderivationType to a concrete type, and then create an element of that new type. Finally,
			in an instance of XML governed by this schema, the reference to key derivation in an instance of 
			transformObject element would point not to instance of keyderivation element, but rather instance of the 
			custom element. In other words, keyderivation would be SUBSTITUTED with a concrete key derivation element.
			In cases where default functionality is sufficient, the provided defaultKeyderivation element can be used for the
			substitution.
			
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				Default implementation of key derivation type.
			
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 transformObjectType: transformation information An element
			of transformObjectType contains all of the information required to reverse the
			transformations applied to the original contents of the dataObject. It
			has two possible subsidiary elements: The algorithm element
			contains information about the algorithm used to encrypt the
			data. The key-derivation element contains the information that
			was used to derive the encryption key for this dataObject It has three
			attributes: 1. ID: an XML ID 2. transformType: one of n predefined
			transformations types. Current valid types are compression,
			encryption, authentication. 3. order: If there are more than one
			transformation elements in an dataObject this integer indicates
			the order in which the reversal transformations should be applied.
			
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 algorithm element contains information
						about the algorithm used to encrypt the data. 
					
					
				
			
			 
		
		 
		 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 byteStreamType: An element of  byteStreamType
			provides access to the current content of dataObjects for a XFDU
			document. The byteStreamType: has the following four attributes: ID (an XML ID);
			mimeType: the MIME type for the dataObject; size: the size of the dataObject
			in bytes; checksum: a checksum for dataObject; checksumType: type of checksum algorithms used to compute checksum
			The data contained in these attributes is relevant to final state of data object after all possible transformations of the original data.		
			
		
		 
			  
			 
			  
			 
		
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		
	
	 
		 
			 dataObjectType : An element of dataObjectType
			contains current byteStream content and any required data to restore
			them to the form intended for the original designated community.
			It has two possible subsidiary elements: The byteStream element
			provides access to the current content dataObjects for an XFDU
			document. An element of dataObjectType must contain exactly 1 byteStream element
			that may contain an fileLocation element, which provides a pointer to
			a content byteStream, and/or an fileContent element, which wraps an
			encoded version of the dataObject. An element of dataObjectType may contain one or
			more transformation elements that contain all of the
			information required to reverse each transformation applied to
			the dataObject and return the original binary data object. 
			The infoObjEntry has the following five attributes: 1. ID: an XML ID
			2, mimeType: the MIME type for the dataObject 3. size: the size of the dataObject
			in bytes 4. checksum: a checksum for dataObject 5. checksumType: type of checksum algorithms used to 
			compute checksum 6. repID list of representation metadata IDREFs. The size, checksum, checksumtype and 
			mime type are related to the original data before any transformations occured.	
			7. combinationType - specifies if multiple FLocat in byteStream are meant to be concatenated
			8. registrationGroup attribute group that provides registration information
			
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
			
		
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		
		 				
		 		
	
	 
		 
			 dataObjectSectionType : a container for one or more elements of dataObjectType
			
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 ContentUnit Complex Type The XFDU standard
			represents a data package structurally as a series of nested
			content units, that is, as a hierarchy (e.g., a data product,
			which is composed of datasets, which are composed of time
			series, which are composed of records). Every content node in
			the structural map hierarchy may be connected (via subsidiary
			XFDUPointer or dataObjectPointer elements) to information objects which
			represent that unit as a portion of the whole package. The content
			units element has the following attributes: 
			1.ID (an XML ID);
			2.order: an numeric string (e.g., 1.1, 1.2.1, 3,) representation
			of this unit's order among its siblings (e.g., its sequence);
			3.textInfo: a string label to describe this contentUnit to an end
			user viewing the document, as per a table of contents entry
			4.repID: a set of IDREFs to representation information sections
			within this XFDU document applicable to this contentUnit.
			5.dmdID: a set of IDREFS to descriptive information sections
			within this XFDU document applicable to this contentUnit.
			6.pdiID: a set of IDREFS to preservation description information
			sections within this XFDU document applicable to this
			contentUnit 
			7.anyMdID: a set of IDREFS to any other metadata sections that do not fit
			rep,dmd or pdi metdata related to this  contentUnit
			8.unitType: a type of content unit (e.g., Application
			Data Unit, Data Description Unit, Software Installation Unit, etc.).
			contentUnitType is declared as a base type for concrete implementations of contentUnit.
			
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XFDUPointer:XFDU Pointer. The XFDUPointer element allows a
					content unit to be associated with a separate XFDU containing
					the content corresponding with that contentUnit, rather than
					pointing to one or more internal dataObjects. A typical instance of
					this would be the case of a thematic data product that collects
					data products from several instruments observe an event of
					interest. The content units for each instrument datasets might
					point to separate XFDUs, rather than having dataObjects and dataObject
					groups for every dataset encoded in one package. The XFDUPointer
					element may have the following attributes: ID: an XML ID for
					this element locType: the type of locator contained in the
					xlink:href attribute; otherLocType: a string to indicate an
					alternative locType if the locType attribute itself has a value
					of "OTHER." xlink:href: see XLink standard
					(http://www.w3.org/TR/xlink) xlink:role: "" xlink:arcrole: ""
					xlink:title: "" xlink:show: "" xlink:actuate: "" NOTE: XFDUPointer
					is an empty element. The location of the resource pointed to
					MUST be stored in the xlink:href element.
					
					
				
			
			  
			 
			 
		
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 abstractContentUnit is abstract implementation of
			contentUnitType. It cannot be instantiated in the instance
			document. Instead, concrete implementations would have to be
			used which are declared part of contentUnit substitutionGroup
			
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 contentUnit is a basic concrete
				implementation of an abstract contentUnit. Its instance can be used
				in the instance document in the place where contentUnit declared
				to be present.
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 informationPackageMapType Complex Type The Information Package Map
				outlines a hierarchical structure for the
				original object being encoded, using a series of nested
				contentUnit elements. An element of informationPackageMapType has the following
				attributes: ID: an XML ID for the element; TYPE: the type of
				Information Product provided. Typical values will be"AIP" for a
				map which describes a complete AIP obeying all constrainsts and
				cardinalitiies in the OAIS reference model "SIP" for a map which
				describes a Submission Information Package textInfo: a string to
				describe the informationPackageMap to users. packageType: a type for the object, e.g., book, journal, stereograph, etc.;
				Concrete implementation of abstractContentUnit (contentUnit etc) have to be used in the instance document.
			
			
		
		 
			 
		
		 
		 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 interfaceDefinitionType: interface definition object. The
				interface definition type contains a pointer to an abstract
				definition of a set of related behaviors. These abstract
				behaviors can be associated with the content of a XFDU object.
				The interface definition element will be a pointer to another
				object (an interface definition object). An interface definition
				object could be another XFDU object, or some other entity (e.g.,
				a WSDL source). Ideally, an interface definition object should
				contain metadata that describes a set of behaviors or methods.
				It may also contain files that describe the intended usage of
				the behaviors, and possibly files that represent different
				expressions of the interface definition. An element of interfaceDefinitionType
				is optional to allow for cases where an interface
				definition can be obtained from a behavior mechanism object (see
				the mechanism element of the behaviorSec).
				interfaceDefinition extends from referenceType and adds ability of specifying inputParameter 
				that can be either just a string value or pointer to the content in this package
			
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
							
							 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 behaviorObjectType: Complex Type for Behaviors. A
				behavior section can be used to associate executable behaviors
				with content in the XFDU object. A behavior object has an
				interface definition element that represents an abstract
				definition of the set of behaviors represented by a particular
				behavior object. A behavior object also has an behavior
				mechanism which is a module of executable code that implements
				and runs the behaviors defined abstractly by the interface
				definition. An behavior section may have the following
				attributes: 1. ID: an XML ID for the element 2. structID: IDREFS
				to information package map sections or divs within a information package map in the XFDU
				document. The content that the structID attribute points to is
				considered "input" to the behavior mechanism (executable)
				defined for the behaviorSec. 3. behaviorType: a behavior type
				identifier for a given set of related behaviors. 4. created:
				date this behavior section of the XFDU object was created. 5.
				textInfo: a description of the type of behaviors this section
				represents. 6. groupID: an identifier that establishes a
				correspondence between this behavior section and behavior
				sections. Typically, this will be used to facilitate versioning
				of behavior sections.  behavior  object may also include another behavior object for chaining of behaviors
				Concrete implementation of mechanism (wsdlMechanism,antMechanism,javaMechanism, etc) have to be used in the instance document.				
			
			
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 abstractMechanism is abstract implementation of
				mechanismType. It cannot be instanciated in the instance
				document. Instead, concrete implementations would have to be
				used which are declared part of mechanism substitutionGroup
			
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 mechanismType: executable mechanism. An element of  mechanismType
				contains a pointer to an executable code module that
				implements a set of behaviors defined by an interface
				definition. The mechanism element will be a pointer to another
				object (a mechanism object). A mechanism object could be another
				XFDU object, or some other entity (e.g., a WSDL source). A
				mechanism object should contain executable code, pointers to
				executable code, or specifications for binding to network
				services (e.g., web services).
				mechanismType is declared as base type for concrete implementations of mechanism				
			
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 webServiceMechanismanism is a concrete implementation of
				abstract mechanism which implements a mechanism based on Web
				service. Its instace can be used in the instance document in the
				place where abstractMmechanism declared to be present.
			
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 javaMechanism is a concrete implementation of
				abstract mechanism which implements a Java-based mechanism.
				xlink:href element points to the fully qualified name of the Java
				class that implements the mechanism. FLocat element specifies the
				location of the jar file where that class is packaged. File can
				be local to this XFDU package, or located on the remote server,
				or somewhere on the local file system. An instance of
				javaMechanism can be used in the instance document in the place
				where abstractMmechanism is declared to be present.
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 antMechanism is a concrete implementation of
				abstract mechanism which implements an ANT-based mechanism.
				xlink:href element points to a location of ANT script to be
				executed. Also, xmlData element can contain ANT specific XML. An
				instance of antMechanism can be used in the instance document in
				the place where abstractMmechanism is declared to be present.
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			XFDUType Complex Type.
			A XFDU document consists of five possible subsidiary sections:
			packageHeader (XFDU document header), informationPackageMap (content unit section),
			metadataSection (container for metadata objects),
			dataObjectSection (data object section),behaviorSection (behavior section).
			It also has possible attributes:
			1. ID (an XML ID);
			2. objID: a primary identifier assigned to the original source	document;
			3. textInfo: a title/text string identifying the document for	users;
			5. version: version to which this XFDU document conforms
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				This attribute group aggregates attributes that can be used for specifying type of location
				This group includes following attributes:
				locatorType specifies location type (URL or OTHER)
				otherLocatorType specifies location type in case locatorType has value of OTHER
			
		
		 
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				This attribute group aggregates attributes that can be used for specifying 
				registration information.
				This group includes following attributes:
				registrationAuthority - the authority that issued the registration
				registeredID - the id for the registration			
			
		
		 
		 
	
	 
		 
		
	 
		 
			 
				Entity of this type is used to indicated version of XFDU XML schema
			
				
		 
		
	 
		 
		
	
	 
		 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
	 
		 
			 
				An element of this type encapsulates information about the  position of the encapsulating XFDU 
				package In a sequence of physical XFDU packages that form the identified logical XFDU unit. 
				The sequencePosition element is a string that acts as an identifier for the logical XFDU .
				SequenceInformationType has two mandatory attributes:
				1. sequencePosition - the position of this XFDU package in the sequence; if 0 is specified
				and sequenceSize is unknown it means that it is last in the sequence
				2. sequenceSize - the total number of packages in the sequence; if its value is 0 this means
				size is unknown
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				locator attribute allows finer granularity withing location specified in href
			
		
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 		
	
	 
		 
			 
				An element of this type would convey checksum information: checksum value and type of checksum
				(algorithm) used to compute the value 
			
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 metadataObjectType Complex Type A generic
			framework for pointing to/including metadata within a XFDU
			document, a la Warwick Framework. An mdSec element may have the
			following attributes: 
			1. ID: an XML ID for this element. 
			2. classification - concrete type of metadata represented by this element of metadataObjectType
			3. category - type of metadata class to which this metadata belongs (e.g. DMD.REP, etc.)
			4. otherClass - type of metadata in case classification contains value of "OTHER"
			5. otherCategory - type of metadata class in case category contains value of "OTHER"
			
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
		 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
					 
					 
					 
					 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
					 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				Entity of this type is used to indicated CCSDS-bound version of XFDU specification
			
				
		 
		
	 
		 
			 
				Environment info provides meta information related to environment where where the XFDU was created.
				Since environment information maybe specific to concrete XFDU producer, environment information can have
				only two optional elements:
				-xmlData - can hold application specific information.
				-wild card that serves as extension point for other applications
			
		
			 
				 
				 						
			
	
	 
		 
			 
				Contains XFDU volume information. 
				It can have one mandatory element - specificationVersion, which specifies
				specification information of XFDU under which this manifest was created.
				Additionally it has optional sequenceInformation that holds information about 
				sequence of XFDUs and position of the current one in it.				
			
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 packageHeaderType: Complex Type for metadata about the
			mapping of the logical packages to the physical structures. The
			package header type has two elements:
			- volumeInfo - holds XFDU volume related info( XFDU specification version and sequence information).
			- environmentInfo (specification of the hardware and software
			platform which created this package as well as other application specific enformation). packageHeaderType has a single
			attribute, ID: an XML ID.
			
		
		 
			 			
			 
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 metadataReferenceType: metadata reference. An element of metadataReferenceType is a
			generic element used throughout the XFDU schema to provide a
			pointer to metadata which resides outside the XFDU document. metadataReferenceType
			has the following attributes: 1. ID: an XML ID; 2. locatorType: the
			type of locator contained in the body of the element; 3.
			otherLocatorType: a string indicating an alternative type of locator when
			the locatorType attribute value is set to "OTHER."; 4. href: actual location (e.g. URL)
			5. mimeType: the MIME type for the metadata
			being pointed at; 6. vocabularyName: the type of metadata being pointed
			at (e.g., MARC, EAD, etc.); 7. textInfo: a label to display to the viewer of the
			XFDU document identifying the metadata; and NB: metadataReference is an empty element. The location of the
			metadata must be recorded in the href attribute.
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 A wrapper to contain arbitrary XML content.
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				fileContentType encapsulates and aggregates a type that can have a choice of either
				binary or xml data
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 A wrapper to contain Base64 encoded metadata.
				
			
			 
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 metadataWrapType: metadata wrapper. An element of metadataWrapType is a
			generic element used throughout the XFDU schema to allow the
			encoder to place arbitrary metadata conforming to other
			standards/schema within a XFDU document.  The metadataWrapType
			can have the following attributes: 1. ID: an XML ID for
			this element; 2. mimeType: the MIME type for the metadata
			contained in the element; 3. vocabularyName: the type of metadata
			contained (e.g., MARC, EAD, etc.); 4. textInfo: a label to display to the viewer
			of the XFDU document identifying the metadata.
			
		
		 
			 
				 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				The dataObjectPointerType is a type that can be used to reference dataObjects by dataObjectID.
				The dataObjectPointerType has two attributes: 
				1. ID: an XML ID for this element; and 
				2. dataObjectID: an IDREF to a dataObject element
			
		
		 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 key derivation type contains the information
			that was used to derive the encryption key for this dataObject. 
			Key derivation type contains: 
			 name - name of algorithm used
			salt - 16-byte random seed used for that algorithm initialization
			iterationCount - number of iterations used by the algorithm to derive the key
			
		
		 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
			abstractKeyDerivation is declared abstract 
			so that it can be used for element substitution in cases when default key derivation is not
			sufficient. In order for creating more specific key derivation constructs, one would have to 
			extend from keyDerivationType to a concrete type, and then create an element of that new type. Finally,
			in an instance of XML governed by this schema, the reference to key derivation in an instance of 
			transformObject element would point not to instance of keyDerivation element, but rather instance of the 
			custom element. In other words, keyDerivation would be SUBSTITUTED with a concrete key derivation element.
			In cases where default functionality is sufficient, the provided defaultKeyDerivation element can be used for the
			substitution.
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				Default implementation of key derivation type.
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 transformObjectType: transformation information An element
			of transformObjectType contains all of the information required to reverse the
			transformations applied to the original contents of the dataObject. It
			has two possible subsidiary elements: The algorithm element
			contains information about the algorithm used to encrypt the
			data. The key-derivation element contains the information that
			was used to derive the encryption key for this dataObject It has three
			attributes: 1. ID: an XML ID 2. transformType: one of n predefined
			transformations types. Current valid types are compression,
			encryption, authentication. 3. order: If there are more than one
			transformation elements in an dataObject this integer indicates
			the order in which the reversal transformations should be applied.
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 algorithm element contains information
						about the algorithm used to encrypt the data. 
					
				
			
			 
		
		 
		 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 byteStreamType: An element of  byteStreamType
			provides access to the current content of dataObjects for a XFDU
			document. The byteStreamType: has the following four attributes: ID (an XML ID);
			mimeType: the MIME type for the dataObject; size: the size of the dataObject
			in bytes.
			Checksum information provided via option checksum element.
			The data contained in these attributes is relevant to final state of data object after all possible transformations of the original data.		
			
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
		 
		 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 dataObjectType : An element of dataObjectType
			contains current byteStream content and any required data to restore
			them to the form intended for the original designated community.
			It has two possible subsidiary elements: The byteStream element
			provides access to the current content dataObjects for an XFDU
			document. An element of dataObjectType must contain 1 or many byteStream element
			that may contain an fileLocation element, which provides a pointer to
			a content byteStream, and/or an fileContent element, which wraps an
			encoded version of the dataObject. An element of dataObjectType may contain one or
			more transformation elements that contain all of the
			information required to reverse each transformation applied to
			the dataObject and return the original binary data object. 
			The dataObjectType has the following attributes: 1. ID: an XML ID
			2, mimeType: the MIME type for the dataObject 3. size: the size of the dataObject
			in bytes 4. checksum: a checksum for dataObject. Checksum information provided via optional checksum element.
			repID list of representation metadata IDREFs. The size, checksum, and 
			mime type are related to the original data before any transformations occured.	
			5. combinationName - specifies if multiple byteStream objects are meant to be concatenated
			6. registrationGroup attribute group that provides registration information
			
		
		 
			 
			 			
			 
				 
			
		
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 				
		 		
	
	 
		 
			 dataObjectSectionType : a container for one or more elements of dataObjectType
			
		
		 
			 
		
	

	 
		 
			 
		
		 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 ContentUnit Complex Type The XFDU standard
			represents a data package structurally as a series of nested
			content units, that is, as a hierarchy (e.g., a data product,
			which is composed of datasets, which are composed of time
			series, which are composed of records). Every content node in
			the structural map hierarchy may be connected (via subsidiary
			XFDUPointer or dataObjectPointer elements) to information objects which
			represent that unit as a portion of the whole package. The content
			units element has the following attributes: 
			1.ID (an XML ID);
			2.order: an numeric string (e.g., 1.1, 1.2.1, 3,) representation
			of this unit's order among its siblings (e.g., its sequence); order attribute is not meant to be used
			for processing purposes. It is here only for visualization purposes of the potential reader of XML instance.
			It is not guaranteed that any software will take value of order attribute into account. contentUnit nesting is
			the primary means for determining order and level of the content information. 
			3.textInfo: a string label to describe this contentUnit to an end
			user viewing the document, as per a table of contents entry
			4.repID: a set of IDREFs to representation information sections
			within this XFDU document applicable to this contentUnit.
			5.dmdID: a set of IDREFS to descriptive information sections
			within this XFDU document applicable to this contentUnit.
			6.pdiID: a set of IDREFS to preservation description information
			sections within this XFDU document applicable to this
			contentUnit 
			7.anyMdID: a set of IDREFS to any other metadata sections that do not fit
			rep,dmd or pdi metdata related to this  contentUnit
			8.unitType: a type of content unit (e.g., Application
			Data Unit, Data Description Unit, Software Installation Unit, etc.).
			contentUnitType is declared as a base type for concrete implementations of contentUnit;
			9. behaviorID-an XML ID reference pointing to associate behavior.
			10. anyAttribute - wild-carded attribute extension point
			
		
		 
			 			
			 
				 
					 XFDUPointer:XFDU Pointer. The XFDUPointer element allows a
					content unit to be associated with a separate XFDU containing
					the content corresponding with that contentUnit, rather than
					pointing to one or more internal dataObjects. A typical instance of
					this would be the case of a thematic data product that collects
					data products from several instruments observe an event of
					interest. The content units for each instrument datasets might
					point to separate XFDUs, rather than having dataObjects and dataObject
					groups for every dataset encoded in one package. The XFDUPointer
					element may have the following attributes: ID: an XML ID for
					this element locatorType: the type of location contained in the
					href attribute; otherLocatorType: a string to indicate an
					alternative locator type if the locatorType attribute itself has a value
					of "OTHER." NOTE: XFDUPointer
					is an empty element. The location of the resource pointed to
					MUST be stored in the href attribute.
					
				
			
			 
			 
		
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		  				
	
	 
		 
			 abstractContentUnit is abstract implementation of
			contentUnitType. It cannot be instantiated in the instance
			document. Instead, concrete implementations would have to be
			used which are declared part of contentUnit substitutionGroup
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 contentUnit is a basic concrete
				implementation of an abstract contentUnit. Its instance can be used
				in the instance document in the place where contentUnit declared
				to be present.
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 informationPackageMapType Complex Type The Information Package Map
				outlines a hierarchical structure for the
				original object being encoded, using a series of nested
				contentUnit elements. An element of informationPackageMapType has the following
				attributes: ID: an XML ID for the element; packageType: a type for the object, e.g., 
				book, journal, stereograph, etc., anyAttribute - wild-carded attribute extension point.
				Typical values for packageType attribute will be"AIP" for a
				map which describes a complete AIP obeying all constraints and
				cardinalities in the OAIS reference model "SIP" for a map which
				describes a Submission Information Package textInfo: a string to
				describe the informationPackageMap to users. 
				Concrete implementation of abstractContentUnit (contentUnit etc) have to be used in the instance document.
			
		
		 
			 
		
		 
		 
		 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 interfaceDefinitionType: interface definition object. The
				interface definition type contains a pointer to an abstract
				definition of a set of related behaviors. These abstract
				behaviors can be associated with the content of a XFDU object.
				The interface definition element will be a pointer to another
				object (an interface definition object). An interface definition
				object could be another XFDU object, or some other entity (e.g.,
				a WSDL source). Ideally, an interface definition object should
				contain metadata that describes a set of behaviors or methods.
				It may also contain files that describe the intended usage of
				the behaviors, and possibly files that represent different
				expressions of the interface definition. 
				interfaceDefinition extends from referenceType and adds ability of specifying inputParameter 
				that can be either just a string value or pointer to the content in this package
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
							
							 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 behaviorObjectType: Complex Type for Behaviors. A
				behavior object can be used to associate executable behaviors
				with content in the XFDU object. A behavior object has an
				interface definition element that represents an abstract
				definition of the set of behaviors represented by a particular
				behavior object. An behavior object may have the following
				attributes: 1. ID: an XML ID for the element 2. structID: IDREFS
				to information package map sections or divs within a information package map in the XFDU
				document.
				3. behaviorType: a behavior type
				identifier for a given set of related behaviors. 4. created:
				date this behavior object of the XFDU object was created. 5.
				textInfo: a description of the type of behaviors this object
				represents. 6. groupID: an identifier that establishes a
				correspondence between this behavior object and other behavior
				objects. Typically, this will be used to facilitate versioning
				of behavior objects.  Behavior  object may also include another behavior object for 
				chaining of behaviors.Concrete implementation of mechanism have to be used in the instance document.								
			
		
		 
			 
			 			
			 
		
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 abstractMechanism is abstract implementation of
				mechanismType. It cannot be instantiated in the instance
				document. Instead, concrete implementations would have to be
				used which are declared part of mechanism substitutionGroup				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 mechanismType: executable mechanism. An element of  mechanismType
				contains a pointer to an executable code module that
				implements a set of behaviors defined by an interface
				definition. The mechanism element will be a pointer to another
				object (a mechanism object). A mechanism object could be another
				XFDU object, or some other entity (e.g., a WSDL source). A
				mechanism object should contain executable code, pointers to
				executable code, or specifications for binding to network
				services (e.g., web services).
				mechanismType is declared as base type for concrete implementations of mechanism								
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			XFDUType Complex Type.
			A XFDU document consists of five possible subsidiary sections:
			packageHeader (XFDU document header), informationPackageMap (content unit section),
			metadataSection (container for metadata objects),
			dataObjectSection (data object section),behaviorSection (behavior section).
			It also has possible attributes:
			1. ID (an XML ID);
			2. objID: a primary identifier assigned to the original source	document;
			3. textInfo: a title/text string identifying the document for	users;
			5. version: version to which this XFDU document conforms
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DAGC/src/main/config/templates/validation/org
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:pserver:anngal@cvsserver.acs:/mnt/cvs/cvsroot/space
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			 Instance of the Level-0_DataStrip_ID
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			 Instance of the Level-0_DataStrip_ID
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			 Instance of the Datastrip_ID
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			 Instance of the Datastrip_ID
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			 Instance of the Datastrip_ID
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			 Instance of the Datastrip_ID
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			 Instance of the Level-1C_DataStrip_ID
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			 Instance of the Level-1C_DataStrip_ID
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			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item file relative path
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
			
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Preview Image identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Datatake identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification list: Granule, Tile, DataStrip, GIPP, DEM, GRI, IERS, POD, ECMWF, HKTM, SAD)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Product Identifier in the archive (auxiliary, DEM, GIPP,...)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 a PDI_ID or a Product ID
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 The file type used by the Archive to discriminate Items (PDIs, products, auxiliary)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 The archive latency (On-line / Off-line)
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			 A PDI physical Url or a PDI consolidated ID
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 A PDI physical Url (https://-dag server url-/download?PdiID=-PDIid-&dsPdiID=-DsPDIid-)
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A Consolidated PDI identifier
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 The archive status of the product specified by the PhysicalIdentifier: available / temporaryUnavailable / expected
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 The request to translate Logical PDI-ids in Physical PDI-ids.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Request for Logical items translation
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 This field represents the logical identifier (granules only) as received through the ngEO IF 329
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 Request the translation for Consolidated Tiles
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 The s2 uri originated by ngEO
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 The s2 user id
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 The needed info to request an authorization to ngEO
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The S2 user id
				
			
			 
				 
					 The S2 Product Uri originated by ngEO.
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 Do the ngEO authorization
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			 Product data item identifier
		
	
	 
		 
			 Parent PDI-id (referenced datastrip id)
		
	
	 
		 
			 The datatake id (aka GID, group id)
		
	
	 
		 
			 The FileType of the Item. Cf. [DI-PSD]
		
	
	 
		 
			 On-line / Off-line
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 S2 Earth Observation Specialization.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 S2 Earth Observation Specialization.
Cf. [NGEO-EICD-S2], opt:EarthObservation
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 PDIs metadata to set Central Index and Catalogue
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Metadata for Central index purpose
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
							 
								 https://-dag server url-/
get?
PdiID=-PDIid-
dsPdiID=-DatastripPDIid-
							
						
						 
							 
								 A substring of the Pdi-id (acq station stripped), useful to detect redounded or complementary PDIs.
							
						
						 
						 
							 
								 Aggregated quality score for the Item.
							
						
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Metadata for cataloguing purpose. Mandatory for PDI at granule level
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 S2 Earth Observation Specialization.
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Metadata to update PDIs status at the Central Index
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Type of performed operation (delete, latency update)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 True if the Archive is unavailable
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Archived and Intoried Item to be Indexed and Catalogued
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Metadata to notify PDIs status change
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			 Data interface is independant from any satellite.
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Email address.
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Address Ftp.
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Language
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Number of satellites
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Acces path of a data
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 State : ON/OFF
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			  OK / KO
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 To be Defined
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			 Site Centres and Processing Archiving Centre
		
		 
	
	
	
	
	 
		 
			  Center used for Acquisition and Processing
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			  center used only for acquisition
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			  Center used for Acquisition and Processing
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		 Component types
	
	 
		 $Revision: 1.1 $ $Date: 2016/10/06 13:44:12 $
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			 A Scheduled Time Plan
		
			 
				 
					 
						 How many times within the day (same time interval between two consecutive scheduling action)
					
				
			
	
	 
		 
			 The list of MRFs used by a component.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 The MRF filename
							
						
						 
							 
								 The MRF Validity start time
							
						
						 
							 
								 The MRF Validity stop time
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Identifier of the Host
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Allowed Transfer Methods: FTP, SFTP, FTPS or FS (for local filesystem)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 User password
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 User Name
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Temporary filename convention.
PREFIX_DOT : prefixed with “.”. This is the default in case 
SUFFIX_LOCK : suffixed with “.lock”
TMP_DIR : use of a temporary directory (valid only for transfer of files and not for products with a directory structure).
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Repository name (unique identifier)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Type of transfer protocol to be used: FTP, SFTP, FTPS or FS (for local filesystem)
				
			
			 
				 
					 The identifier of the host.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Path where the data will be made available
				
			
			 
				 
					 Account on data consumer host
				
			
			 
				 
					 Encrypted Password of Account on data provider host.
				
			
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/EUP-V14/PDGS/dimap/dimap.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
		 
			 Pointing angles 
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Along lines
				
			
			 
				 
					 Along columns
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Yaw, pitch, and roll angles
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Zenith and azimuth angles 
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 The range of the angle is into [0,360°[ 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Dataset identification
		
		 
			 
				 
					 String that identifies a Sentinel2 dataset
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Metadata Profile
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Metadata file format
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of process-related data for tracing and debugging purposes. Every process should append the list with a new Step element.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference of GIPP files used by the inventory process. A GIPP type must appear only once in the list. An inventory process should append the list with the reference of every GIPP used (if not present yet in the list)
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 CLOUD_INV
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of process-related data for tracing and debugging purposes. Every process should append the list with a new Step element.
					 
						 
							 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference of GIPP files used by the inventory process. A GIPP type must appear only once in the list. An inventory process should append the list with the reference of every GIPP used (if not present yet in the list)
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 CLOUD_INV
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 DEM type used by the inventory process (GLOBE or SRTM for example)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of process-related data for tracing and debugging purposes. Every process should append the list with a new Step element.
					 
						 
							 
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 RADIO_S2
							 GEO_S2
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 TILING_S2
							 L1C_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference of GIPP files used by the inventory process. A GIPP type must appear only once in the list. An inventory process should append the list with the reference of every GIPP used (if not present yet in the list)
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 CLOUD_INV
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 DEM type used by the inventory process (GLOBE or SRTM for example)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference of GIPP files used by the production process. A GIPP type must appear only once in the list. An production process should append the list with the reference of every GIPP used (if not present yet in the list)
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 CLOUD_INV
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM for example)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Metadata file identification
		
		 
			 
				 
					 possible values are : "DATATION", "INIT_LOC_INV", "CLOUD_INV", "ARCHIVE_PRODUCT", "INIT_LOC_PROD", "RADIO_S2", "L1A_PRODUCT", 
"GEO_S2", "L1B_PRODUCT", "RESAMPLE_S2", "L1C_PRODUCT"

				
			
			 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI operation mode: Nominal Observation Mode/Extended Observation Mode/Dark Signal Calibration Mode/Absolute Radiometry Calibration Mode/Vicarious Calibration Mode/Raw Measurement Mode/Test Mode
 
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
					 Processing/archiving date
				
			
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the downlink orbit
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Orbit Number
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Start Time
				
			
			 
				 
					 Acquisition orbit direction (descending, ascending) 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board TDI configuration
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For B3, B4, B11 and B12 only
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board TDI configuration
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For B3, B4, B11 and B12 only
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of relative source packets for each couple (band ; detector). Created by ANA_TM, updated before archiving and by InitLoc Production for Level1 processing.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 First source packet counter. Updated by Init_Loc_Inv, Archive and Init_Loc_Prod.
																				 
																					 
																						 
																					
																				
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Position of the first source packet in the on board scene
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Number of source packets. Updated by Init_Loc_Inv, Archive and Init_Loc_Prod
																				 
																					 
																						 
																					
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Band identifier for source frame description
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier for source frame description
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Summary of all degradations (lost and degraded packets) for the whole datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Number of  lost packets for  the whole datastrip
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of too degraded packets (i.e. erroneous packets not trustworthy, meaning they will not be used by further processing) for  the whole datastrip
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of degraded packets (i.e. erroneous packets but trustworthy, meaning they will be used by further processing) for  the whole datastrip
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Percentage of lost or degraded (either too degraded or not) ancillary data packets in the data-strip
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 First source packet counter.
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Position of the first source packet in the on board scene
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Number of source packets.
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Band identifier for source frame description
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Type of degradation
							
						
						 
							 
								 This field is optional: when DEGRADATION_TYPE is "LOST", it is not present.
Otherwise, there is one Error_Type_List element by type of error, containing the number of fields with that kind of error.
Possible types of error (from AnaTm specifications in DPM) are: 
- out of bounds (type 1)
- internal inconsistency (type 2)
- temporal inconsistency (type 3)
- transfer vs source inconsistency (type 4), should be rare, for very few transfer information in annotation
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 Type of error (from AnaTm specifications): 
- outOfBounds matches error type 1;
- internalInconsistency matches error type 2;
- temporalInconsistency matches error type 3;
- transferVsSourceInconsistency matches error type 4: this error should be rare, for very few transfer information in annotation
														
														 
															 
																 
																 
																 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Date of the first line of the scene which contains the first lost / degraded source packet
							
						
						 
							 
								 Counter of the first source packet in error. This number is in  [0;143] for 10m bands, [0;71] for 20m bands or [0;23] for 60m bands.
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of lost or degraded source packet. This number is in [1;144] for 10m bands, [1;72] for 20m bands or [1;24] for 60m bands
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Band identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Detector identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 First source packet counter.
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Position of the first source packet in the on board scene
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Number of source packets.
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Band identifier for source frame description
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Type of degradation
							
						
						 
							 
								 Type of error (from AnaTm specifications): 
- type 1
- type 2
- type 3
- type 4
- type 5
- type 6
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Date of the first line of the scene which contains the first lost / degraded source packet
							
						
						 
							 
								 Counter of the first source packet in error. This number is in  [0;143] for 10m bands, [0;71] for 20m bands or [0;23] for 60m bands.
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of lost or degraded source packet. This number is in [1;144] for 10m bands, [1;72] for 20m bands or [1;24] for 60m bands
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Band identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Detector identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Type of degradation
							
						
						 
							 
								 Type of error (from AnaTm specifications): 
- type 1
- type 2
- type 3
- type 4
- type 5
- type 6
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Date of the first line of the scene which contains the first lost / degraded source packet
							
						
						 
							 
								 Counter of the first source packet in error. This number is in  [0;143] for 10m bands, [0;71] for 20m bands or [0;23] for 60m bands.
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of lost or degraded source packet. This number is in [1;144] for 10m bands, [1;72] for 20m bands or [1;24] for 60m bands
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Band identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Detector identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Source packet information 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datation model
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 The Precise orbit determination data (POD) provides information in order to improve the accuracy in the geo location of the data strips that have been inventoried. The POD data are optional. Each point is sampled at 1 Hz.
							 
								 
									 INIT_LOC_PROD
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 Spacecraft Position (X, Y, Z) from POD in millimeters
												
											
											 
												 
													 Spacecraft velocities (Vx, Vy, Vz) from POD  in millimeters per seconds
												
											
											 
												 
													 Date (GPS Time referential frame)
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 A 'true' value indicates that these points must be used instead of GPS points 
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Onboard Hybrided attitude (STR+IMU), provided at 10Hz, gives the PRF frame in the J2000.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Only one sample for one GPS_TIME.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 When 1 : quaternion is valid
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated angular velocities
										
									
									 
										 
											 Velocity angular errors
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 List of 11 boolean flags separated by whitespace: STR1 STR2 STR3 GPSR-A GPSR-B VCU-A VCU-B IMU-1 IMU-2 IMU-3 IMU-4
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Mode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Submode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and first in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and second in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 These data are acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 List of 11 booleans from MSI-SAD packet
													
												
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 These data are acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 List of 11 booleans from MSI-SAD packet
													
												
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 These data are acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 List of 11 booleans from MSI-SAD packet
													
												
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Created by DATATION, updated by RADIO_S2. Coefficient also called Absolute calibration coefficient or Ak (used to perform the transform between Level-1B numerical count to radiances)
								 
									 
										 
										 DATATION
										 RADIO_S2
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Compression rate
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
								 In case of uncompressed data a configurable default value will be chosen (e.g. -1)
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Integration time
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 In-flight Non Uniform Correction table ID defined by 10 bits. This ID is uniform for all transmitted bands. It identifies the correction coefficients table used in-flight. In case of NUC by-passed, the value is set to NONE.
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 GPS date-time of the first line of the granule. The date-time is given with a precision of one nanosecond.
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 DATATION
																			 INIT_LOC_PROD
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 GPS date-time of the first line of the granule. The date-time is given with a precision of one nanosecond.
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 DATATION
																			 INIT_LOC_PROD
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint on ground : list of 5 (lat, lon, h) points. Altitude is provided over the geoid. This footprint is provided as a polygon  counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint in the QL display: list of 4 (l,c) points
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Information provided for each granule, at the center of the granule
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre in the QL display: 1 (l,c) point
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
														
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 GPS date-time of the first line of the granule. The date-time is given with a precision of one nanosecond.
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 DATATION
																			 INIT_LOC_PROD
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint on ground : list of 5 (lat, lon, h) points. Altitude is provided over the geoid. This footprint is provided as a polygon  counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint in the QL display: list of 4 (l,c) points. Used for computing percentage of cloud coverage and degraded data per granule
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Information provided for each granule, at the center of the granule
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre in the QL display: 1 (l,c) point
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																	
																
															
														
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint on ground : list of 5 (lat, lon, h) points. Altitude is provided over the geoid. This footprint is provided as a polygon  counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Information provided for each granule, given for a reference band, at the center of the granule
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																	
																
															
														
														 
															 
																 Granule identifier
															
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 RESAMPLE_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 mean value containing sun zenith and azimut angle average for all bands and detectors
							
						
						 
							 
								 Sun angles grid, containing sun zenith and azimut angles
							
						
						 
							 
								 List of masks produced for each tile by Resample_S2 and Mask_S2. Each mask is in the target geometry of the tile. Each mask is covering the tile size. The mask format is GML
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 Mask type
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 This information has to be consolidated from IAS Processing Reports for all tiles in the final Level-1C metadata file.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each tile
										
									
									 
										 
											 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each tile
										
									
									 
										 
											 The percentage of cloudy pixels in the mask (if the file is a cloud mask)
										
									
									 
										 
											 The percentage of cirrus clouds in the mask  (if the file is a cloud mask)
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 List of mean values containing viewing incidence zenith and azimut angle average for each band and for all detectors
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 mean value containing viewing incidence zenith and azimut angle average for all detectors
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 Band index for which mean viewing icidence angle is requested
														
														 
															 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Grids for Viewing Incidence Angles. Grids are defined in the same projection as the tile. For each requested band and each detector intersecting the tile, two grids of viewing incidence angles θv and φv shall be computed, where θv is the zenith viewing angle and φv is the azimuth viewing angle
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 TILE_IDENTIFIER from GIPP
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The histogram defines :
<ul>
  <li>a space-separated list of 4096 percent values</li>
  <li>the first (MIN) and last (MAX) indexes for significant percent values (i.e. > 0.0)</li>
  <li>the mean and standard deviation values</li>
</ul>
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 percent values (number depending on the STEP)
				
			
			 
				 
					 histogram step
				
			
			 
				 
					 first index of significant percent value (i.e. > 0.0)
				
			
			 
				 
					 last index of significant percent value (i.e. > 0.0)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Histogram mean value
				
			
			 
				 
					 Histogram standard deviation
				
			
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Position of the swath : left, center, right
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Information provided for the beginning and the end of the product.

Information is provided on QL geometry or on the full resolution
					 
						 
							 
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in satellite reference frame 
										
									
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in focal plane referential 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Position of the swath. Indeed, data are computed for each line index and for col = first_col and last_col, defining the begin and the end of the swath.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Track orientation. Also called "CAPE". The range of the angle is into [0,360°[
										
									
									 
										 
											 Incidence angles
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 Full resolution pixel sizes along and across track in meters
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Pollux zone identifier.
				
			
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Local registration Statistics given for one Pollux zone. Units should be set according  to product unit (i.e. meters or degrees)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Global registration Statistics. Units should be set according  to product unit (i.e. meters or degrees)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Local registration Statistics list (given for every Pollux zone).
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by DATATION
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Degraded ancillary data
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 Frequency
											
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 RADIO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 File name of the masks.       L1A/L1B: mask file types for each band and detector.        L1C: mask file types for each band and tile and mask file types band independent.  The mask format is GML
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 Mask type
								
								 
									 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 Identifier of the band
								
							
							 
								 
									 Identifier of the detector
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 Mask is defined into quicklook geometry in the inventory process and is transformed into level1 full resolution geometry in production process.
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement: percentage of cloudy pixels detected in the quicklook image
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by GEO_S2
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Refining results. Should exist only if refining has been applied
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal registration performance indicator
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 Measurement date=production date
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-spectral registration performance
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Value for 10m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Value for 20m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Value for 60m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 Measurement date=production date
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Registration results. Should exist only if registration has been applied
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spatiotriangulation results. Should exist only if refining and/or registration have/has been applied.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Initial archiving station
			 
				 
					 
					 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Date updated at the end of inventory process
				
			
			 
				 
					 Initial archiving station
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of the coordinate reference system used in the dataset. Set to WGS84 by Init_Loc_Inv and updated accordingly to requested product by RESAMPLE_S2.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the organization responsible for tables used for identifying coordinate sytem parameters.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the horizontal coordinate reference system.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of the coordinate reference system used in the dataset. Set to WGS84 by Init_Loc_Prod and updated accordingly to requested product by RESAMPLE_S2.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the organization responsible for tables used for identifying coordinate sytem parameters.
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the product (envelope of the L0 granule elements provided as a (lat, lon) polygon). The footprint is provided as a serie of vertices (lat, lon) counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Global precise footprint of the cut segment.
							
						
						 
							 
								 Unitary footprint for each detector, each band of the product
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
											 
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for N0 and N1 levels. 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 First pixel number (convention)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the product. The footprint is provided as a serie of vertices (lat, lon) counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Global precise footprint of the cut segment.
							
						
						 
							 
								 Unitary footprint for each detector, each band of the product. This is not required for the Level-0 product.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
											 
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for L0 and L1 levels. 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 First pixel number (convention)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Unitary footprint for each detector, each band of the product. This is not required for the Level-0 product.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
								 
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for L0 and L1 levels. 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 First pixel number (convention)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Number of bands for the whole product.
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of bits used to encode each band radiometric counts (before compression).
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product Compression
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Dimensions for each detector  (by band) in the sensor geometry
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
								 
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Dimensions for each detector  (by band) in the sensor geometry
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
								 
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of bands for the whole product.
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of bits used to encode each band radiometric counts (before compression).
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product Compression
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Place name
				
			
			 
				 
					 Purpose of the product
				
			
			 
				 
					 Internal Reference
				
			
			 
				 
					 Commercial reference
				
			
			 
				 
					 Commercial Item within commercial reference
				
			
			 
				 
					 Other information
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Raster image file name
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Spacecraft name 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 List of measures
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Spacecraft name 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Processing level of the product
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 This keyword is used to identify which file layout is used to store the actual data. Several schemes can be used : BAND_COMPOSITE : data is stored into a single file, BAND_SEPARATED : raster data is stored into separated files, one for each spectral band, This last is the scheme used for SENTINEL2
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Defined for each blocks of archived product
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spectral info.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 List of measures
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Spacecraft name 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Processing level of the product
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 This keyword is used to identify which file layout is used to store the actual data. Several schemes can be used : BAND_COMPOSITE : data is stored into a single file, BAND_SEPARATED : raster data is stored into separated files, one for each spectral band, This last is the scheme used for SENTINEL2
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Defined for each granule, tile or aggregation of granule/tile composing the product
							
						
						 
							 
								 Boolean flag: to aggregate or not  several granules in a single file per band and per detector (concatenation of granules along the detectors). For Level 1C, aggregation is always FALSE
							
						
						 
							 
								 Special values encoding (NO_DATA, SATURATION)
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spectral info.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 List of measures
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Production information of a level 1 product
			 
				 
					 
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Unitary IPRequest reference
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product Code from IPRequest
				
			
			 
				 
					 Name of the producer of the data (configuration parameter).
				
			
			 
				 
					 URL of the producer. href attribute may be used. (configuration parameter).
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Date and time of dataset production.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Information about GPP
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Provided with information from the IPRequest (if information exist).
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Equalization parameters
			 
				 
					 
					 RADIO_S2
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 List of equalized bands (if any)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Offset correction: A 'true' value indicates that offset correction has been done
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dark signal non uniformity correction: A 'true' value indicates that dark signal non uniformity correction has been done
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 A 'true' value indicates that equalization has been processed for, at least, one band
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied
		
		 
			 
				 
					 SWIR pixels re-arrangement (only for level 1A production): A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 On ground equalization of the image using an optimized polynomed correction (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optical crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that optical crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Electronic crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that electronic crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Blind pixel remonving (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that Blind pixel remonving has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value indicates that defective pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that defective pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that defective pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Restoration and levelling of the product to 12 bits (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Binning for 60m bands  (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that 	binning for 60m bands has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement (only for level 1A production). A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 On ground equalization of the image using an optimized polynomial correction (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optical crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that optical crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Electronic crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that electronic crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Blind pixel remonving (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that Blind pixel remonving has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value indicates that defective pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that defective pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that defective pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Restoration and levelling of the product to 12 bits (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Binning for 60m bands  (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that 	binning for 60m bands has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Computed by anaTM
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Spacecraft position (expressed in meters) in the local spacecraft reference frame (EVG Euclidium state)
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI state (EIF Euclidium state)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Focal plane state (EIM Euclidium state) 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Geometric refining results. Created by GEO_S2. The refined geometric model can be updated by RESAMPLE_S2.
			 
				 
					 
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to identify if the Refined Geometric Model File is computed or obtained from a existing RGMF (reused)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Refining results. Should exist only if REFINING_TYPE= REFINING or REFINING_REGISTRATION 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Refining characteristics. Should exist only if flag = REFINED
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 Reference images used for geometric model refining processing
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Reference image name
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 The reference band is a spectral channel of the reference image. The geometric refining is performed using this channel.
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 If the refining has not been performed or has not succeeded, the output product shall be flagged “not refined”.
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Registration results. Should exist only if REFINING_TYPE= REGISTRATION or REFINING_REGISTRATION 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Registration characteristics. Should exist only if flag = VNIR_SWIR_REGISTERED
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 If the VNIR/SWIR focal plane registration has not been performed, the output product shall be flagged “VNIR/SWIR not registered”.
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the refined corrections. If the refining has been processed by datastrip then, there are the refined corrections for each datastrip. These data are created by Geo_S2. Note : if the refining has been processed and, if a parameter does not need to be refined, then the GIPP PARAMETERS_TO_BE_REFINED does not contain this parameter.
					 
						 
							 
							 GEO_S2
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each datastrip, there is the time zone which is covered by the datastrip
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)

				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 GEO_S2
					 RESAMPLE_S2
				
			
			 
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Correction to take into account the Sun-Earth distance variation (this correction is computed using the acquisition date)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reflectance parameters for each band
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Equivalent solar irradiance
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reflectance quantification value (in order to convert digit count into reflectance)
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each band, the parameters (α,β) of the Level 1B noise model corrected from the absolute calibration coefficient, the sun zenith angle and the equivalent  sun irradiance
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Undersamplig step in column 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Undersamplig step in row
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of values by rows
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Rows of values stored in a 1D vector. Values are in float format
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Grids for Zenith Viewing Incidence Angle values. "NaN" value is used when an angle is not computed.

				
			
			 
				 
					 Grids for Azimuth Viewing Incidence Angle values. "NaN" value is used when an angle is not computed.
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 Band index for which incidence grids are requested
			
		
		 
			 
				 ID of Detector intersecting the tile
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Grids for Sun Zenith angles (θs) values
				
			
			 
				 
					 Grids for Sun Azimuth angles (φs) values
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of the L0/L1A/L1B granule
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Detector Identifier
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip linked to a specific Granule
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Time stamp of the first line of the Granule
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of the L0/L1A/L1B granule
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Detector Identifier
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip linked to a specific Granule
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of the L0/L1A/L1B granule
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Detector Identifier
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip linked to a specific Granule
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Time stamp of the first line of the Granule
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Archiving centre and time
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optional field reserved for production chain only (i.e. DPC and/or IPF) and not propagated to User Product
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
					 Initial archiving station
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
					 Processing/archiving date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation of the four corners of the granule envelope (Lat, Lon, H coordinates with horizontal CRS as WGS84 and altitude given over EGM96). The polygon must be closed (five points, the first and last vertices are the same).
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for L0 and L1 levels. 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 First pixel number (convention)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Position of the granule in the Datatake. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the Datatake and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines,
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Information provided for each granule, at the center of the granule for a reference band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
							
						
						 
							 
								 The granule centre in the QL display: 1 (r,c) point
							
						
						 
							 
								 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
							
						
						 
							 
								 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Granule footprint in the QL display: list of 8 values, 4 (x,y) couples
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Granule dimensions in terms of NROW and NCOL
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Granule dimensions for each resolution band (10m, 20m and 60m)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Number of rows
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of columns
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Local cloud coverage indicator: A percentage of cloud coverage is computed for each Level-0 granule (for the area covered by a reference band).
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 A percentage of degraded MSI data
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 List of source packets 
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Sentinel-2 Spacecraft name
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI operation mode 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Start Time (Sensing start time of the Datatake)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Orbit Number
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Acquisition orbit direction (descending, ascending).
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Imaging Stop Time (Sensing stop time of the Datatake)
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Sensing start time of the DataStrip
				
			
			 
				 
					 Sensing stop time of the DataStrip
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Software/version/time-stamp information related to one process. Every process should append the list with a new Step element.
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Software associated to the attribute version
							
						
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Software/version/time-stamp information related to one process. Every process should append the list with a new Step element.
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Software associated to the attribute version
							
						
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Station receiving the S2 data
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the downlink orbit
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 On board TDI configuration
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For B3, B4, B11 and B12 only
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
					 
						 
							 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
					 
						 
							 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 In-flight Non Uniform Correction table ID defined by 10 bits. This ID is uniform for all transmitted bands. It identifies the correction coefficients table used in-flight
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
					 
						 
							 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board TDI configuration
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For B3, B4, B11 and B12 only
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 DATATION
										 RADIO_S2
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
										 
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Compression rate
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Integration time
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 DATATION
										 RADIO_S2
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
										 
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Source packet information 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datation model
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Source packet information 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Source packet information 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datation model
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Line period for the acquisition of line of 10 m full-resolution image data
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datation model : for each couple (band, detector)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Line number corresponding to the time stamp
											 
												 
													 Line number corresponding to the time stamp
													 DATATION
													 INIT_LOC_PROD
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Time-stamp
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if MSI is synchronize with GPS time
				
			
			 
				 
					 Theoretical line period for the acquisition of line of 10 m full-resolution image data
				
			
			 
				 
					 Created when datation models are estimated through linear regression.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Global least square residual 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Least square residual for the GSP Rmoy(GSP) 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Information is provided on QL geometry or on the full resolution
					 
						 
							 
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in satellite reference frame 
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in focal plane referential 
											 
												 
													 Pointing angles in focal plane referential
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Position of the swath. Indeed, data are computed for each line index and for col = first_col, centre_col, and last_col, defining the begin, the centre and the end of the swath.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Track orientation. Also called "CAPE". The range of the angle is into [0,360°[
										
									
									 
										 
											 Incidence angles
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 Full resolution pixel sizes along and across track in meters
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 Flag to indicate if POD (Precise Orbit Determination) data has been used for product generation
												
											
											 
												 
													 If applicable, reference to the file containing POD data used
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Thermal data acquired at 1 Hz
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
										 
											 Date of first packet before the error
										
									
									 
										 
											 Date of first packet after the error
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Process Identifier (PRID) of the lost source packet.
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Packet Category (PCAT) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Sub-service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Structure Identifier (SID) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Summary of all degradations (lost and degraded packets) for the whole data-take
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 number of  lost packets for  the whole datatake
										
									
									 
										 
											 number of  degraded packets  for  the whole datatake
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Percentage of lost or degraded  packets for  the datatake
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to the ANC_DATA folder containing the SAD raw data
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 Flag to indicate if POD (Precise Orbit Determination) data has been used for product generation
												
											
											 
												 
													 If applicable, reference to the file containing POD data used
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
										 
											 Date of first packet before the error
										
									
									 
										 
											 Date of first packet after the error
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Process Identifier (PRID) of the lost source packet.
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Packet Category (PCAT) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Sub-service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Structure Identifier (SID) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Summary of all degradations (lost and degraded packets) for the whole data-take
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 number of  lost packets for  the whole datatake
										
									
									 
										 
											 number of  degraded packets  for  the whole datatake
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Percentage of lost or degraded  packets for  the datatake
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to the ANC_DATA folder containing the SAD raw data
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Thermal data acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 Structure Identifier (SID) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Sub-service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Packet Category (PCAT) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Process Identifier (PRID) of the lost source packet.
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to SAD raw
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Reference to SAD raw
				
			
			 
				 
					 Radiometric corrections applied to a L1B product
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Sampled at 1 Hz
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Navigation Solution Method
							
						
						 
							 
								 Time quality index
							
						
						 
							 
								 Time dilution of precision. This value is set in case of Kalman filtered navigation solution (NSM=ESTIMATED_WITH_KALMAN_FILTER) with fewer than 4 SVs available1 or propagated initial state vector (NSM=PROPAGATED).
							
						
						 
							 
								 Instrument measurement time representation of the synchronisation time stamp.
							
						
						 
							 
								 GPS time representation of the synchronisation time stamp.
							
						
						 
							 
								 UTC time representation of the synchronisation time stamp.
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 If there is a loss of GPS and subsequent switch to the redundant unit no interruption of the image processing is required. Then,  it is possible to have list of GPS number.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Each GPS is covering an interval time.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Refers to GPSR-A or GPSR-B
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 GPS ephemeris time stamped data (PVT, sampled at 1Hz) in WGS84
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Dated positions (X, Y, Z) from GPS in millimeters
										
									
									 
										 
											 Position errors (dX, dY, dZ) from GPS in millimeters
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated velocities (Vx, Vy, Vz) from GPS in millimeters per seconds
										
									
									 
										 
											 Velocity errors (dVx, dVy, dVz) from GPS in millimeters per seconds
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPs Time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 Navigation Solution Method
										
									
									 
										 
											 Position quality index
										
									
									 
										 
											 Quality index (Geometrical dilution of precision)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Quality index (Position dilution of precision)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Quality index (Time dilution of precision)
										
									
									 
										 
											 The number of Space Vehiculess (SVs) the  receiver was able to use for the Navigation Solution computation, i.e. SVs for which code and carrier phase measurements and Ephemeris data were
available.
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 GNSS system time error
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 AOCS filtered ephemeris (sampled at 2Hz) in J2000
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 When 1 : ephemeris is valid
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 0: solution is valid / 1: solution propagated / 2: cyclic position update available
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated positions (X, Y, Z) from AOCS
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated velocities (Vx, Vy, Vz) from AOCS
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Orbit angle wrt WGS84
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Onboard Hybrid attitude (STR+IMU), provided at 10Hz, gives the PRF frame in the J2000.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Only one sample for one GPS_TIME.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3 (qv1 qv2 qv3 qs)
										
									
									 
										 
											 When 1 : quaternion is valid
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 List of 11 boolean flags separated by whitespace: STR1 STR2 STR3 GPSR-A GPSR-B VCU-A VCU-B IMU-1 IMU-2 IMU-3 IMU-4
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Mode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Submode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and first in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and second in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Onboard Hybrid attitude (STR+IMU), provided at 10Hz, gives the PRF frame in the J2000.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Only one sample for one GPS_TIME.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3 (qv1 qv2 qv3 qs)
										
									
									 
										 
											 When 1 : quaternion is valid
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 List of 11 boolean flags separated by whitespace: STR1 STR2 STR3 GPSR-A GPSR-B VCU-A VCU-B IMU-1 IMU-2 IMU-3 IMU-4
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Mode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Submode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and first in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and second in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Raw attitudes
					 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Startracker in the J2000 frame. There are 3 startrackers among which one in cold redundancy.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 STR data at 10 Hz coming from Attitude Data Block
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as (Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3) = (qs qv1 qv2 qv3)  (inertial attitude J2000).
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Angular rate (X, Y, Z) in BRF in deg/s
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Time stamp of the center of integration associated with the attitude (with  a precision up to 2pow-16 seconds). This field is computed from the centerOfIntegrationTimeStamp value provided in the data block
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Julian date used for precession correction (if enabled); specified in number of days since the epoch date of the built-in star catalog; day 0 corresponds to JD 2451545
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Navigation Solution Method: NO_ATTITUDE : No attitude available, A_PRIORI_ATTITUDE : Attitude based solely on user input, COARSE_ATTITUDE : Predicted from previous measurements, UNCONFIRMED_ATTITUDE : Calculated from current measurements but not yet confirmed, VALID_ATTITUDE : Like unconfirmed Attitude but additionally validated
																		
																	
																	 Attitude Quality
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Rate quality: NO_RATE : No rate information available, COARSE_RATE : A-priori rate or rate derived from star coordinates, FINE_RATE : Rate derived from attitude, FILTERED_RATE :  Rate derived from attitude and filtered
																		
																	
																	 Rate Quality
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 if set to 1, the rate information is valid (i.e. derived from current measurements)
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 STR status and health data block (at 1 Hz).
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 STR operating mode: BOOT : Boot mode, STANDBY : Standby mode, PHOTO :  Photo mode, AADF : AAD mode with submode ‘full frame’, AADW : AAD mode with submode ‘window’, NAT : NAT mode
																		
																	
																	 STR operating mode
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Thermo electric cooler mode:COOLER_OFF : TEC switched off, COOLER_CONTROLLED : TEC operating in controlled mode to reach target temperature, COOLER_MAXIMUM : TEC operating at maximum power
																		
																	
																	 Thermo electric cooler mode
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Target temperature for temperature control
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Detector temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Optics temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Housing temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 The source selected for external synchronization: NONE :  no external synchronization, PRIMARY : external synchronization via primary line, SECONDARY : external synchronization via secondary line, ANY : external synchronization via XOR of both lines
																		
																	
																	 The source selected for external synchronization
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The number of seconds since the latest received time synchronization; saturates at 63 seconds
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of trackable stars
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of stars tracked 
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of identified stars 
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of stars used for attitude determination
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Last result of attitude determination:<br>
														-  NOT_ENOUGH_STARS : Not enough stars suitable for attitude determination <br>
														-  SUCCESS : Attitude calculated successfully <br>
														-  REFINED : Like attitudeSuccess but with additional a-posteriori refinement <br>
														-  NA : Attitude determination failed <br>
													
																		
																	
																	 Last result of attitude determination:			-  NOT_ENOUGH_STARS : Not enough stars suitable for attitude determination		-  SUCCESS : Attitude calculated successfully		-  REFINED : Like attitudeSuccess but with additional a-posteriori refinement
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Last result of star identification error:<br>
														- LDLE  : Star identification not yet started <br>
														- SUCCESS  : Star identification succeeded <br>
														- RUNNING  : Star identification is running <br>
														- NOT_ENOUGH_STARS  : Not enough tracked stars for star identification <br>
														- NA  : Star identification failed <br>
													
																		
																	
																	 Last result of star identification error
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 IMU values are angle increment data in radians, around the rotation axis of the IMU. 4 IMU are in hot redundancy.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Inertial Measurement Unit
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 One sample for one GPS_TIME.
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 IMU filtered data are angle increments
													
												
												 
													 
														 IMU raw data are angle increments
													
												
												 
													 
														 GPS time value
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Organiser temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Sagnac Interferometer Assembly temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Optical Source temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Board temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Temperature reference voltage offset
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Temperature reference voltage
																
															
															 
																 
																	 0:not acquired, 1:acq failed, 2:acquired
																	 
																		 
																			 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
																			 L1A_PRODUCT
																			 L1B_PRODUCT
																			 L1C_PRODUCT
																		
																	
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Acquisition validity flag
																	 
																		 
																			 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
																			 L1A_PRODUCT
																			 L1B_PRODUCT
																			 L1C_PRODUCT
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Time corresponding to the measurements
																	 
																		 
																			 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
																			 L1A_PRODUCT
																			 L1B_PRODUCT
																			 L1C_PRODUCT
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 10PPS time corresponding to the measurements  (provided by CSW)
													
												
												 
													 
														 0:not acquired, 1:acq failed, 2:acquired
														 
															 
																 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
																 L1A_PRODUCT
																 L1B_PRODUCT
																 L1C_PRODUCT
															
														
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Acquisition validity flag
														 
															 
																 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
																 L1A_PRODUCT
																 L1B_PRODUCT
																 L1C_PRODUCT
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 16 Bits (0/1) sequence as defined in the IMU interface
													
												
												 
													 
														 1 when all health status validity flag are ok(0)/ 0 otherwise
														 
															 
																 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
																 L1A_PRODUCT
																 L1B_PRODUCT
																 L1C_PRODUCT
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 FPA temperature information (thermal control and monitoring, relevant to the detector transmission VNIR or SWIR) 
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											  These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of temperatures for each mirror
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of temperatures for each sensor on telescope
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of temperatures for each splitter
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											  These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of temperatures for each diffuser
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 CSM-Diffuser temperature. These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											  These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Imu sensor plate temperatures.  These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of temperatures for each STR sensorplate
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 STR sensor plate temperatures
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											  These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 STR base plate temperatures. These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 STR back plate temperatures. These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by INIT_LOC_INV : Absolute location performance for the datastrip
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Measurement date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by INIT_LOC_INV : Planimetric stabililty performance for the datastrip
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Measurement date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by INIT_LOC_INV : Ephemeris quality retrieved from GPS Dilution of precision (DOP)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Ancillary Quality retrieved from GPS Dilution of precision (DOP)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Description of the quicklook
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Quicklook image size 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ground footprint of the QL image. The footprint is a closed (lat, lon) polygon defined by a list of vertices counter-clockwise oriented (for WFS compatibility). The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
				
			
			 
				 
					 QL display geometric model
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Line number of the first line 
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Date of the first line
										
									
									 
										 
											 Theoretical line period
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Particular viewing directions
							
						
						 
							 
								 The 12 detectors are assembled  and resampled in a monolithic quicklook image. This block gives, in the quicklook geometry,  the connection columns number (last column) for each detectors (the first 11 detectors for compressed mode and 4 for uncompressed mode).
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Spacecraft to MSI frame transformation
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pointer to the folder (QI_DATA) containing the preliminary Quicklook files
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 UT1 –-UTC in [-0.9;0.9] seconds
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 GPS_time – UTC = in number of seconds
				
			
			 
				 
					 GPS_time – TAI
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 U angle pole motion (in arcsec)
				
			
			 
				 
					 V angle pole motion (in arcsec)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 GRI file name
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 GIPP file name
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 GIPP file name
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 GIPP file name
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 GIPP file name
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 GIPP file name
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General information. This is not optional at logical-product level whilst at user-product level it is discharged because replicated.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Processing Baseline
							
						
						 
							 
								 Processing Center name
							
						
						 
							 
								 Represents the execution date of the first launch of the first IDP-SC of the processing chain at a specific level
							
						
					
					 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optional field reserved for production chain only (i.e. DPC and/or IPF) and not propagated to User Product
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General information. This is not optional at logical-product level whilst at user-product level it is discharged because replicated.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General information. This is not optional at logical-product level whilst at user-product level it is discharged because replicated.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Detector identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of granules composing the whole datastrip.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Granule identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
													 
														 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Product Compression
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of granules composing the whole datastrip.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Granule identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
													 
														 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Product Compression
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of granules composing the whole datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Granule identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of granules composing the whole datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Granule identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
		
		 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to GIPP files used by L0 processing chain
				
			
			 
				 
					 DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bullettin
				
			
			 
				 
					 Used Reference Band
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Tile Identifier
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 TILE Start Time = DataStrip Start Time
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Centre/Time
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optional field reserved for production chain only (i.e. DPC and/or IPF) and not propagated to User Product
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Tile Identifier
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 TILE Start Time = DataStrip Start Time
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Tile Identifier
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of a tile in a given representation
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Tile dimensions for each resolution band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Number of rows
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of columns
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 XDIM and YDIM for each resolution band 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (X value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (Y value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Horizontal pixel dimension 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Vertical pixel dimension
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Sun angles grid, containing sun zenith and azimut angles
				
			
			 
				 
					 Mean value containing sun zenith and azimut angle average for all bands and detectors
				
			
			 
				 
					 Grids for Viewing Incidence Angles. Grids are defined in the same projection as the tile. For each requested band and each detector intersecting the tile, two grids of viewing incidence angles θv and φv shall be computed, where θv is the zenith viewing angle and φv is the azimuth viewing angle
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of mean values containing viewing incidence zenith and azimut angle average for each band and for all detectors
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 mean value containing viewing incidence zenith and azimut angle average for all detectors
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 Band index for which mean viewing icidence angle is requested
											
											 
												 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Pointer to the Mask files contained in the QI_DATA folder
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to PVI contained in the QI_DATA folder
				
			
		
		 
	
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 (From L0) IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to GIPP files used by L1C processing chain
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to ECMWF data
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used DEM
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bulletin
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used GRI
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied to L1B and L1C
		
		 
			 
				 
					 SWIR pixels re-arrangement. A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 List of measures
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reflectance quantification value (in order to convert digit count into reflectance)
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Correction to take into account the Sun-Earth distance variation (this correction is computed using the acquisition date)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reflectance parameters for each band
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Equivalent solar irradiance
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Geometric refining results. Created by GEO_S2. The refined geometric model can be updated by RESAMPLE_S2. (Applicable to L1B and L1C)
			 
				 
					 
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to identify if the Refined Geometric Model file is computed or obtained from a existing RGM file (reused)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Refining results. Should exist only if REFINING_TYPE= REFINING or REFINING_REGISTRATION 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Refining characteristics. Should exist only if flag = REFINED
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 reference band used for geometric refining/registration 
										
									
									 
										 
											 Reference images used for geometric model refining processing
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Reference image name
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 The reference band is a spectral channel of the reference image. The geometric refining is performed using this channel.
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 If the refining has not been performed or has not succeeded, the output product shall be flagged “not refined”.
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Registration results. Should exist only if REFINING_TYPE= REGISTRATION or REFINING_REGISTRATION 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Registration characteristics. Should exist only if flag = VNIR_SWIR_REGISTERED
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 If the VNIR/SWIR focal plane registration has not been performed, the output product shall be flagged “VNIR/SWIR not registered”.
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the refined corrections. If the refining has been processed by datastrip then, there are the refined corrections for each datastrip. These data are created by Geo_S2.
					 
						 
							 
							 GEO_S2
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each datastrip, there is the time zone which is covered by the datastrip
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of the tiles composing the whole datastrip.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 Tile Identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Product Compression
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of the tiles composing the whole datastrip.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 Tile Identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Product Compression
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Present only Level-1B and Level-1C
				
			
			 
				 
					 From GIPP data
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by GEO_S2
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Refining results. Should exist only if refining has been applied
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal registration performance indicator
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 Measurement date=production date
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-spectral registration performance
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Value for 10m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Value for 20m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Value for 60m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 Measurement date=production date
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Registration results. Should exist only if registration has been applied
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spatiotriangulation results. Should exist only if refining and/or registration have/has been applied.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Percentage of degraded ancillary data
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Actual User Product start time defined as the Sensing Time of the first line of the first scene in the product
				
			
			 
				 
					 Actual User Product stop time defined as the Sensing Time of the first line of the last scene in the product
				
			
			 
				 
					 User-Product URI. This is the User-Product URI resolved and provided by ngEO
				
			
			 
				 
					 Processing level of the product
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product type Identifier
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 DAG Generation Time
				
				 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Link to the preview image URL
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Preview georeferencing information. Coordinate system / datum used for specifying the georeferencing information supplied with the Browse Image.
Examples: EPSG:4326, RAW
				
			
			 
				 
					 General information about the MSI datatake
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Logical map of the elements compounding the User Product
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
					
					 
					 
					 
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 User-Product URI. This is the User-Product URI resolved and provided by ngEO
				
			
			 
				 
					 Processing level of the product
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product type Identifier
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Link to the preview image URL
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Preview georeferencing information. Coordinate system / datum used for specifying the georeferencing information supplied with the Browse Image.
Examples: EPSG:4326, RAW
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datatake info
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Logical map of the elements compounding the User-Product
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 List of the datastrips belonging to the product
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 List of granules/tiles belonging to the each datastrip (list of granule identifiers of all granules composing the product for a given DataStrip)
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 In case of L1C, it refers to Tile
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Pointers to the granule/tile data files (links to the physical image data)
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																						 
																							 
																								 
																									 
																									 
																								
																							
																						
																					
																				
																			
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Common general Product Information
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Special values encoding (NO_DATA, SATURATION)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands.
							
						
						 
						 
							 
								 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 List of measures
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Common general Product Information
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Special values encoding (NO_DATA, SATURATION)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands.
							
						
						 
						 
							 
								 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 List of measures
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Common general Product Information
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Special values encoding (NO_DATA, SATURATION)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands.
							
						
						 
						 
							 
								 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 List of measures
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Common general Product Information
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Special values encoding (NO_DATA, SATURATION)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands.
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reflectance quantification value (in order to convert digit count into reflectance)
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Correction to take into account the Sun-Earth distance variation (this correction is computed using the acquisition date)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Reflectance parameters for each band
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Equivalent solar irradiance
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 List of measures
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Common general Product Information
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Special values encoding (NO_DATA, SATURATION)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands.
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reflectance quantification value (in order to convert digit count into reflectance)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 List of measures
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Product Download Options according to ngEO download options
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Area Of Interest selected by the User
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to extend the user selected area to the full MSI swath (L0/L1A/L1B) or the full Datatake (L0/L1A/L1B/L1C)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to include the Browse Image (if available) inside the User Product 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to include in the User Product the image data corresponding to the Bands selected by the User
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Spectral Band name and TCI 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to select the metadata level (Brief/Standard/Expertise) to include in the User Product
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to include the auxiliary data in the User Product
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Level-0: GIPP, IERS. Level-1A: GIPP, IERS. Level-1B: GIPP, IERS. Level-1C: GIPP.       ECMWF (raw): no embedding option.               DEM: no embedding option   GRI: no embedding option
									
									 
										 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to select the User Product format (SAFE/DIMAP/SAFE_COMPACT)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to select Along-Track Aggregated Granules (L1A/L1B) and Consolidated Tiles (L1C)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to generate L1C Single Tile User Produt
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Failed Report Name
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Failed Report Name
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the product. The footprint is provided as a serie of vertices (lat, lon) counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). This is computed by the DAG based on the singular granules footprint
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the horizontal coordinates reference system
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the product. The footprint is provided as a serie of vertices (lat, lon) counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). This is computed by the DAG based on the singular granules footprint
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the horizontal coordinates reference system
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Reference to the used GIPPs
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used DEM
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bulletin
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used GRI
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to ECMWF data
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Percentage of cloud coverage of the product.
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Computed as sythesis from granule data.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Only failed checks (at granule and datastip level) will be referenced here. In addition general flags summarising the performed inspections (at granule and datastrip level) are added.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Synthesis of the OLQC checks.
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reference to OLQC reports containing FAILED inspections
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Failed Datastrip Report
										
									
									 
										 
											 Failed Granule Report
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Percentage of cloud coverage of the product
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Computed as sythesis from granule data
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Only failed checks (OLQC reports at granule and datastip level) will be referenced here. In addition general flags summarising the performed inspections (for each checklist defined at granule and datastrip level) are added
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Synthesis of the OLQC checks
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reference to OLQC reports containing FAILED inspections
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Failed Datastrip Report
										
									
									 
										 
											 Failed Granule Report
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Percentage of cloud coverage of the product.
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Computed as sythesis from granule data
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Only failed checks (OLQC reports at granule and datastip level) will be referenced here. In addition general flags summarising the performed inspections (for each checklist defined at granule and datastrip level) are added
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Synthesis of the OLQC checks
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reference to OLQC reports containing FAILED inspections
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Failed Datastrip Report
										
									
									 
										 
											 Failed Granule Report
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Pointer to the Mask files contained in the QI_DATA folder
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied to L1A
		
		 
			 
				 
					 SWIR pixels re-arrangement (only for level 1A production but SWIR rearrangement information shall be preserved in L1B and L1C): A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value indicates that defective pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that defective pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that defective pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 List of measures
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of granules composing the whole datastrip.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Granule identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
													 
														 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Product Compression
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of granules composing the whole datastrip.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Granule identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
													 
														 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Product Compression
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Percentage of degraded ancillary data
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 (From L0) IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to GIPP files used by L1A processing chain
				
			
			 
				 
					 DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bullettin
				
			
			 
				 
					 Used Reference Band
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied to L1B and L1C
		
		 
			 
				 
					 SWIR pixels re-arrangement. A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 On ground equalization of the image using an optimized polynomed correction (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optical crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that optical crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Electronic crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that electronic crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Blind pixel remonving (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that Blind pixel remonving has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value indicates that defective pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that defective pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that defective pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Restoration and levelling of the product to 12 bits (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Binning for 60m bands  (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that 	binning for 60m bands has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 List of measures
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Equalization parameters
			 
				 
					 
					 RADIO_S2
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 List of equalized bands (if any)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Offset correction: A 'true' value indicates that offset correction has been done
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dark signal non uniformity correction: A 'true' value indicates that dark signal non uniformity correction has been done
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 A 'true' value indicates that equalization has been processed for, at least, one band
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of restored bands (if any)
					 
						 
							 List if restored bands (if any)
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Minimum value 
													
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Maximum value 
													
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 A 'true' value indicates that 	restoration and levelling of the product to 12 bits has been processed.
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 (From L0) IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to GIPP files used by L1B processing chain
				
			
			 
				 
					 DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bullettin
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used GRI
				
			
			 
				 
					 Used Reference Band
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the product. The footprint is provided as a serie of vertices (lat, lon) counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the horizontal coordinates reference system
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Granules footprint. The footprint is provided as a serie of vertices (lat, lon) counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the horizontal coordinates reference system
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Reference to the AUX DATA items used for the processing
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Reference to GIPP files used by the processing
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reference to the used DEM
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reference to IERS Bullettin 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reference to used GRI
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reference to ECMWF data
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Reference to GIPP files used by the processing
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used DEM
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bullettin IERS bulletin provided for the start acquisition date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Reference to GIPP files used by the processing
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used DEM
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bullettin IERS bulletin provided for the start acquisition date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Synthesis of the OLQC checks
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Synthesis of the OLQC checks
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Quality check
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Synthesis of the OLQC checks
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Quality check
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Reference to GIPP files used by the processing
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used DEM
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bullettin
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used GRI
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 DataStrip Identifier
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 Bounding Box (rectangle) Query Option
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 Coordinates position (2D, Lat/Lon) of the minimal point (bottom right) within the envelope
								
							
							 
								 
									 Coordinates position (2D, Lat/Lon) of the maximal point (upper left) within the envelope
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 Polygon Query Option
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 List of coordinates position (2D, LAT/LON) of the exterior points describing the surface boundary of the polygon.                            The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 Radius Query Option
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 Center coordinates position  (2D, Lat, Lon)
								
							
							 
								 
									 Radius expressed in meters
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		 Filename template and derived types
	
	 
		 $Revision: 1.1 $ $Date: 2016/10/06 13:44:13 $
	
	
	
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	
	
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	
	
	 
	 
		 
	
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Mission Id
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 UTC time yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss
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		 Earth Explorer Header data types
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			 Quality assessement created by INIT_LOC_INV : Absolute location performance for the datastrip
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Measurement date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
					 
						 
							 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
					 
						 
							 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 In-flight Non Uniform Correction table ID defined by 10 bits. This ID is uniform for all transmitted bands. It identifies the correction coefficients table used in-flight
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
					 
						 
							 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
					 
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board TDI configuration
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For B3, B4, B11 and B12 only
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Thermal data acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 Structure Identifier (SID) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Sub-service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Packet Category (PCAT) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Process Identifier (PRID) of the lost source packet.
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to SAD raw
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Ancillary Quality retrieved from GPS Dilution of precision (DOP)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
					 The starting point of the circulation data
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
					 Processing/archiving date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Onboard Hybrid attitude (STR+IMU), provided at 10Hz, gives the PRF frame in the J2000.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Only one sample for one GPS_TIME.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 When 1 : quaternion is valid
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated angular velocities
										
									
									 
										 
											 Velocity angular errors
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 List of 11 boolean flags separated by whitespace: STR1 STR2 STR3 GPSR-A GPSR-B VCU-A VCU-B IMU-1 IMU-2 IMU-3 IMU-4
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Mode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Submode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and first in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and second in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of the coordinate reference system used in the dataset.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the organization responsible for tables used for identifying coordinate sytem parameters.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the horizontal coordinate reference system.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of the coordinate reference system used in the dataset. Set to WGS84 by Init_Loc_Prod and updated accordingly to requested product by RESAMPLE_S2.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the organization responsible for tables used for identifying coordinate sytem parameters.
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Sentinel-2 Spacecraft name
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI operation mode 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Start Time (Sensing start time of the Datatake)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Orbit Number
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Acquisition orbit direction (descending, ascending).
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Present only Level-1B and Level-1C
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 DataStrip generation information
			 
				 
					 
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 .
				
			
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Failed Report Name
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Station receiving the S2 data
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the downlink orbit
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 If there is a loss of GPS and subsequent switch to the redundant unit no interruption of the image processing is required. Then,  it is possible to have list of GPS number.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Each GPS is covering an interval time.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Refers to GPSR-A or GPSR-B
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 GPS ephemeris time stamped data (PVT, sampled at 1Hz) in WGS84
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Dated positions (X, Y, Z) from GPS in millimeters
										
									
									 
										 
											 Position errors (dX, dY, dZ) from GPS in millimeters
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated velocities (Vx, Vy, Vz) from GPS in millimeters per seconds
										
									
									 
										 
											 Velocity errors (dVx, dVy, dVz) from GPS in millimeters per seconds
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPs Time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 Navigation Solution Method
										
									
									 
										 
											 Position quality index
										
									
									 
										 
											 Quality index (Geometrical dilution of precision)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Quality index (Position dilution of precision)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Quality index (Time dilution of precision)
										
									
									 
										 
											 The number of Space Vehiculess (SVs) the  receiver was able to use for the Navigation Solution computation, i.e. SVs for which code and carrier phase measurements and Ephemeris data were
available.
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 GNSS system time error
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 AOCS filtered ephemeris (sampled at 2Hz) in J2000
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 When 1 : ephemeris is valid
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 0: solution is valid / 1: solution propagated / 2: cyclic position update available
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated positions (X, Y, Z) from AOCS
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated velocities (Vx, Vy, Vz) from AOCS
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Orbit angle wrt WGS84
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by INIT_LOC_INV : Ephemeris quality retrieved from GPS Dilution of precision (DOP)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Equalization parameters
			 
				 
					 
					 RADIO_S2
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 List of equalized bands (if any)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Offset correction: A 'true' value indicates that offset correction has been done
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dark signal non uniformity correction: A 'true' value indicates that dark signal non uniformity correction has been done
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 A 'true' value indicates that equalization has been processed for, at least, one band
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
					 Information provided for the beginning and the end of the product.

Information is provided on QL geometry or on the full resolution
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in satellite reference frame 
										
									
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in focal plane referential 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Position of the swath. Indeed, data are computed for each line index and for col = first_col and last_col, defining the begin and the end of the swath.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Track orientation. Also called "CAPE". The range of the angle is into [0,360°[
										
									
									 
										 
											 Incidence angles
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 Full resolution pixel sizes along and across track in meters
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of the L0/L1A/L1B granule
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip linked to a specific Granule
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Sensing start time of the Datatake (with precision in seconds)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Archiving centre and time
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of the L0/L1A/L1B granule
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip linked to a specific Granule
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Sensing start time of the Datatake (with precision in seconds)
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Archiving centre and time
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Tile Identifier
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Inherited from Level-0 metadata. This is the sensing start time of the Datatake (with precision in seconds)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Geometric refining results. Created by GEO_S2. The refined geometric model can be updated by RESAMPLE_S2. (Applicable to L1B and L1C)
			 
				 
					 
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to identify if the Refined Geometric Model File is computed or obtained from a existing RGMF (reused)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Refining results. Should exist only if REFINING_TYPE= REFINING or REFINING_REGISTRATION 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Refining characteristics. Should exist only if flag = REFINED
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 reference band used for geometric refining/registration 
										
									
									 
										 
											 Reference images used for geometric model refining processing
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Reference image name
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 The reference band is a spectral channel of the reference image. The geometric refining is performed using this channel.
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 If the refining has not been performed or has not succeeded, the output product shall be flagged “not refined”.
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Registration results. Should exist only if REFINING_TYPE= REGISTRATION or REFINING_REGISTRATION 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Registration characteristics. Should exist only if flag = VNIR_SWIR_REGISTERED
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 If the VNIR/SWIR focal plane registration has not been performed, the output product shall be flagged “VNIR/SWIR not registered”.
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the refined corrections. If the refining has been processed by datastrip then, there are the refined corrections for each datastrip. These data are created by Geo_S2.
					 
						 
							 
							 GEO_S2
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each datastrip, there is the time zone which is covered by the datastrip
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Information is provided on QL geometry or on the full resolution
					 
						 
							 
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in satellite reference frame 
										
									
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in focal plane referential 
											 
												 
													 Pointing angles in focal plane referential
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Position of the swath. Indeed, data are computed for each line index and for col = first_col, centre_col, and last_col, defining the begin, the centre and the end of the swath.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Track orientation. Also called "CAPE". The range of the angle is into [0,360°[
										
									
									 
										 
											 Incidence angles
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 Full resolution pixel sizes along and across track in meters
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by GEO_S2
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Refining results. Should exist only if refining has been applied
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal registration performance indicator
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 Measurement date=production date
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-spectral registration performance
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Value for 10m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Value for 20m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Value for 60m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 Measurement date=production date
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Registration results. Should exist only if registration has been applied
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spatiotriangulation results. Should exist only if refining and/or registration have/has been applied.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 GIPP file name
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 GIPP file name
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					 Local cloud coverage indicator: A percentage of cloud coverage is computed for each Level-0 granule (for the area covered by a reference band).
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 A percentage of degraded ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 A percentage of degraded MSI data
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Check on the consistency of product size
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Version of the On-Line Quality Control processor
				
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Granule dimensions in terms of NROW and NCOL
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Granule dimensions for each resolution band (10m, 20m and 60m)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Number of rows
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of columns
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation of the four corners of the granule envelope (Lat, Lon, H coordinates with horizontal CRS as WGS84 and altitude given over EGM96). The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Unitary footprint for one detector, each band of the granule.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
											 
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for L0 and L1 levels. 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 First pixel number (convention)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Check of acceptability performed versus a dedicated thresholds
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Number of inconsistent source packets
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of degraded source packets
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of missing lines
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of degraded SAD source packets
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Check of acceptability performed versus a dedicated thresholds
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Number of inconsistent source packets
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of degraded source packets
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Position of the granule in the Datatake. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the Datatake and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines,
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Information provided for each granule, at the center of the granule for a reference band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
							
						
						 
							 
								 The granule centre in the QL display: 1 (r,c) point
							
						
						 
							 
								 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
							
						
						 
							 
								 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Failed Report Name
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 UT1 –-UTC in [-0.9;0.9] seconds
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 GPS_time – UTC = in number of seconds
				
			
			 
				 
					 GPS_time – TAI
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 U angle pole motion (in arcsec)
				
			
			 
				 
					 V angle pole motion (in arcsec)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the product. The footprint is provided as a serie of vertices (lat, lon) counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Global precise footprint of the cut segment.
							
						
						 
							 
								 Unitary footprint for each detector, each band of the product. This is not required for the Level-0 product.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
											 
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for L0 and L1 levels. 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 First pixel number (convention)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Sun angles grid, containing sun zenith and azimut angles
				
			
			 
				 
					 Grids for Viewing Incidence Angles. Grids are defined in the same projection as the tile. For each requested band and each detector intersecting the tile, two grids of viewing incidence angles θv and φv shall be computed, where θv is the zenith viewing angle and φv is the azimuth viewing angle
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 RADIO_S2
				
			
			 Quality assessement masks
		
		 
			 
				 
					 File name of the mask files. It is possible that there is a mask file type for each band and each detector. The mask format is GML
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 Mask type
								
							
							 
								 
									 Identifier of the band
								
							
							 
								 
									 Identifier of the detector
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 Mask is defined into quicklook geometry in the inventory process and is transformed into level1 full resolution geometry in production process.
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 PDI Granule and Datastrip (L0/L1A/L1B) identification string
			 
				 
					 The PDI_ID is a character string that identify in a unique way a PDI Granule and a PDI Datastrip relative to the following product level: <br/>
					- Level-0 <br/>
					- Level-1A <br/>
					- Level-1B <br/>
					It is defined as MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID> <br/>
					<Instance_ID> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Sensing Time>_<Detector ID>_<Baseline version><br/>
					For details refers to [PSD] <br/> 

				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 PDI L1C Granule and Datastrip identification string
			 
				 
					 The PDI__L1C_ID is a character string that identify in a unique way a PDI L1C Tile and Datastrip <br/>
					It is defined as MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID> <br/>
					<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Abs Orbit>_<Tile>_<Baseline version> <br/>
					For details refers to [PSD] <br/> 

				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Software/version/time-stamp information related to one process. Every process should append the list with a new Step element.
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Software associated to the attribute version
							
						
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 User-Product URI. This is the User-Product URI resolved and provided by ngEO
				
			
			 
				 
					 Processing level of the product
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product type Identifier
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 DAG Generation Time
				
			
			 
				 
					 Link to the preview image URL
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Preview georeferencing information
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 General information about the MSI datatake
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Logical map of the elements compounding the User-Product
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 List of the datastrips belonging to the product
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 List of granules/tiles belonging to the each datastrip (list of granule identifiers of all granules composing the product for a given DataStrip)
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 In case of L1C, it refers to Tile
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Pointers to the Level-0 granule data files (links to the physical image data)
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Granule identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pointers to granule (tile)  data files (links to the physical image data)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 List of the granule data files
							
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of the quicklook
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Quicklook image size 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ground footprint of the QL image. The footprint is a closed (lat, lon) polygon defined by a list of vertices counter-clockwise oriented (for WFS compatibility). The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
				
			
			 
				 
					 QL display geometric model
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Line number of the first line 
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Date of the first line
										
									
									 
										 
											 Theoretical line period
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Particular viewing directions
							
						
						 
							 
								 The 12 detectors are assembled  and resampled in a monolithic quicklook image. This block gives, in the quicklook geometry,  the connection columns number (last column) for each detectors (the first 11 detectors for compressed mode and 4 for uncompressed mode).
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Spacecraft to MSI frame transformation
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pointer to the Quicklook image (optional) contained in QI_DATA folder
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
					 Not clear if ANA-TM is OK for PDGS as is, since PDGS needs to keep all ISPs.
Initial Comment:List of relative source packets for each couple (band ; detector). Created by ANA_TM, updated before archiving and by InitLoc Production for Level1 processing.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First source packet counter. Updated by Init_Loc_Inv, Archive and Init_Loc_Prod.
														 
															 
																 
															
														
													
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Position of the first source packet in the on board scene
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Number of source packets. Updated by Init_Loc_Inv, Archive and Init_Loc_Prod
														 
															 
																 
															
														
													
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier for source frame description
												
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Band identifier for source frame description
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded for each couple (band ; detector)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Type of degradation
							
						
						 
							 
								 Type of error (from AnaTm specifications)
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
									 
									 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Date of the first line of the scene which contains the first lost / degraded source packet
							
						
						 
							 
								 Counter of the first source packet in error. This number is in   [0;143] for 10m bands, [0;71] for 20m bands or [0;23] for 60m bands.
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of lost or degraded source packet. This number is in [1;144] for 10m bands, [1;72] for 20m bands or [1;24] for 60m bands
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Band identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Detector identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of a tile in a given representation
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Tile dimensions for each resolution band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Number of rows
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of columns
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 XDIM and YDIM for each resolution band 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (X value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (Y value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Horizontal pixel dimension 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Vertical pixel dimension
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied to L1A
		
		 
			 
				 
					 SWIR pixels re-arrangement (only for level 1A production but SWIR rearrangement information shall be preserved in L1B and L1C): A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value indicates that defective pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that defective pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that defective pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied to L1B and L1C
		
		 
			 
				 
					 SWIR pixels re-arrangement. A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 On ground equalization of the image using an optimized polynomed correction (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optical crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that optical crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Electronic crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that electronic crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Blind pixel remonving (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that Blind pixel remonving has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value indicates that defective pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that defective pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that defective pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Restoration and levelling of the product to 12 bits (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Binning for 60m bands  (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that 	binning for 60m bands has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied to L1B and L1C
		
		 
			 
				 
					 SWIR pixels re-arrangement. A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of restored bands (if any)
					 
						 
							 List if restored bands (if any)
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Minimum value 
													
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Maximum value 
													
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 A 'true' value indicates that 	restoration and levelling of the product to 12 bits has been processed.
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Raw attitudes
					 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Startracker in the J2000 frame. There are 3 startrackers among which one in cold redundancy.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 STR data at 10 Hz coming from Attitude Data Block
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as (Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3) = (qs qv1 qv2 qv3)  (inertial attitude J2000).
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Angular rate (X, Y, Z) in BRF in deg/s
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Time stamp of the center of integration associated with the attitude (with  a precision up to 2pow-16 seconds). This field is computed from the centerOfIntegrationTimeStamp value provided in the data block
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Julian date used for precession correction (if enabled); specified in number of days since the epoch date of the built-in star catalog; day 0 corresponds to JD 2451545
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Navigation Solution Method: NO_ATTITUDE : No attitude available, A_PRIORI_ATTITUDE : Attitude based solely on user input, COARSE_ATTITUDE : Predicted from previous measurements, UNCONFIRMED_ATTITUDE : Calculated from current measurements but not yet confirmed, VALID_ATTITUDE : Like unconfirmed Attitude but additionally validated
																		
																	
																	 Attitude Quality
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Rate quality: NO_RATE : No rate information available, COARSE_RATE : A-priori rate or rate derived from star coordinates, FINE_RATE : Rate derived from attitude, FILTERED_RATE :  Rate derived from attitude and filtered
																		
																	
																	 Rate Quality
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 if set to 1, the rate information is valid (i.e. derived from current measurements)
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 STR status and health data block (at 1 Hz).
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 STR operating mode: BOOT : Boot mode, STANDBY : Standby mode, PHOTO :  Photo mode, AADF : AAD mode with submode ‘full frame’, AADW : AAD mode with submode ‘window’, NAT : NAT mode
																		
																	
																	 STR operating mode
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Thermo electric cooler mode:COOLER_OFF : TEC switched off, COOLER_CONTROLLED : TEC operating in controlled mode to reach target temperature, COOLER_MAXIMUM : TEC operating at maximum power
																		
																	
																	 Thermo electric cooler mode
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Target temperature for temperature control
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Detector temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Optics temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Housing temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 The source selected for external synchronization: NONE :  no external synchronization, PRIMARY : external synchronization via primary line, SECONDARY : external synchronization via secondary line, ANY : external synchronization via XOR of both lines
																		
																	
																	 The source selected for external synchronization
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The number of seconds since the latest received time synchronization; saturates at 63 seconds
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of trackable stars
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of stars tracked 
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of identified stars 
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of stars used for attitude determination
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Last result of attitude determination:<br>
														-  NOT_ENOUGH_STARS : Not enough stars suitable for attitude determination <br>
														-  SUCCESS : Attitude calculated successfully <br>
														-  REFINED : Like attitudeSuccess but with additional a-posteriori refinement <br>
														-  NA : Attitude determination failed <br>
													
																		
																	
																	 Last result of attitude determination
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Last result of star identification error:<br>
														- LDLE  : Star identification not yet started <br>
														- SUCCESS  : Star identification succeeded <br>
														- RUNNING  : Star identification is running <br>
														- NOT_ENOUGH_STARS  : Not enough tracked stars for star identification <br>
														- NA  : Star identification failed <br>
													
																		
																	
																	 Last result of star identification error
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Flag to indicate if STR is synchronize with GPS time
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 IMU values are angle increment data in radians, around the rotation axis of the IMU. 4 IMU are in hot redundancy.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Inertial Measurement Unit
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 One sample for one GPS_TIME.
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 IMU filtered data are angle increments
													
												
												 
													 
														 IMU raw data are angle increments
													
												
												 
													 
														 GPS time value
													
												
												 
													 
														 16 Bits (0/1) sequence as defined in the IMU interface
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Organiser temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Sagnac Interferometer Assembly temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Optical Source temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Board temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Temperature reference voltage offset
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Temperature reference voltage
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 10PPS time corresponding to the measurements  (provided by CSW)
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Product Download Options according to ngEO download options
		
		 
			 
				 
					 According to ngEO metadatada catalogue. (TBC)
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of band mapped to ngEO download options
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Spectral Band name 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of metadata levels
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 List of metadata levels
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 Link to used GIPP files
											
										
										 
											 
												 Link to used IERS Bullettin
											
										
										 
											 
												 Link to SAD files
											
										
										 
											 
												 ECMWF for L1C always embedded (no embedding option)
											
										
										 
											 
												 never downloaded (no embedding option)
											
										
										 
											 
												 never downloaded (no embedding option)
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Selection of preview image of the User Product
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of metadata level
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 SAFE/DIMAP
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Boolean flag: to aggregate or not  several granules in a single file per band and per detector (concatenation of granules along the detectors). For Level-0, aggregation is always FALSE
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Source packet information 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datation model
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 DATATION
										 RADIO_S2
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
										 
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Compression rate
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Integration time
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Sampled at 1 Hz
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Navigation Solution Method
							
						
						 
							 
								 Time quality index
							
						
						 
							 
								 Time dilution of precision. This value is set in case of Kalman filtered navigation solution (NSM=ESTIMATED_WITH_KALMAN_FILTER) with fewer than 4 SVs available1 or propagated initial state vector (NSM=PROPAGATED).
							
						
						 
							 
								 Instrument measurement time representation of the synchronisation time stamp.
							
						
						 
							 
								 GPS time representation of the synchronisation time stamp.
							
						
						 
							 
								 UTC time representation of the synchronisation time stamp.
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Line period for the acquisition of line of 10 m full-resolution image data
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datation model : for each couple (band, detector)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Line number corresponding to the time stamp
											 
												 
													 Line number corresponding to the time stamp
													 DATATION
													 INIT_LOC_PROD
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Time-stamp
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if MSI is synchronize with GPS time
				
			
			 
				 
					 Theoretical line period for the acquisition of line of 10 m full-resolution image data
				
			
			 
				 
					 Created when datation models are estimated through linear regression.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Global least square residual 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Least square residual for the GSP Rmoy(GSP) 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 FPA temperature information (thermal control and monitoring, relevant to the detector transmission VNIR or SWIR) 
					 
						 
							 FPA temperature information (thermal control and monitoring, relevant to the detector transmission VNIR or SWIR) 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 
																		
																	
																
															
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 
																		
																	
																
															
															 
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of temperatures for each mirror
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Splitter temperature (only one value)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 CSM-Diffuser temperature (only one vaue)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Zenith and azimuth angles 
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 The range of the angle is into [0,360°[ 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Pointing angles 
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Along lines
				
			
			 
				 
					 Along columns
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Yaw, pitch, and roll angles
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Dataset identification
		
		 
			 
				 
					 String that identifies a Sentinel2 dataset
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI operation mode 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
					 Processing/archiving date
				
			
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the downlink orbit
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Orbit Number
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Start Time
				
			
			 
				 
					 Acquisition orbit direction (descending, ascending) 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
					 
						 
							 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
					 
						 
							 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
					 
						 
							 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board TDI configuration
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For B3, B4, B11 and B12 only
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Source packet information 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datation model
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Onboard Hybrided attitude (STR+IMU), provided at 10Hz, gives the PRF frame in the J2000.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Only one sample for one GPS_TIME.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 Dated angular velocities
										
									
									 
										 
											 Velocity angular errors
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 These data are acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 These data are acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 These data are acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 These data are acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to folder containing SAD raw. This reference is empty in case of Level-0 User Product where SAD are available at product level.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Created by DATATION, updated by RADIO_S2.
								 
									 
										 
										 DATATION
										 RADIO_S2
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Compression rate
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Integration time
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 In-flight Non Uniform Correction table ID defined by 10 bits. This ID is uniform for all transmitted bands. It identifies the correction coefficients table used in-flight
								 
									 
										 In-filght Non Uniform Correction table ID defined by 10 bits. This ID is uniform for all transmitted bands. It identifies the correction coefficients table used in-flight
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 GPS date-time of the first line of the granule. The date-time is given with a precision of one nanosecond.
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 DATATION
																			 INIT_LOC_PROD
																		
																	
																
															
														
														 
															 
																 Granule identifier
															
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 GPS date-time of the first line of the granule. The date-time is given with a precision of one nanosecond.
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 DATATION
																			 INIT_LOC_PROD
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint on ground : list of 5 (lat, lon, h) points. Altitude is provided over the geoid. This footprint is provided as a polygon  counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint in the QL display: list of 4 (l,c) points
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Information provided for each granule, at the center of the granule
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre in the QL display: 1 (l,c) point
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
														
														 
															 
																 Granule identifier
															
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 GPS date-time of the first line of the granule. The date-time is given with a precision of one nanosecond.
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 DATATION
																			 INIT_LOC_PROD
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint on ground : list of 5 (lat, lon, h) points. Altitude is provided over the geoid. This footprint is provided as a polygon  counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint in the QL display: list of 4 (l,c) points. Used for computing percentage of cloud coverage and degraded data per granule
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Information provided for each granule, at the center of the granule
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre in the QL display: 1 (l,c) point
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																	
																
															
														
														 
															 
																 Granule identifier
															
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint on ground : list of 5 (lat, lon, h) points. Altitude is provided over the geoid. This footprint is provided as a polygon  counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Information provided for each granule, given for a reference band, at the center of the granule
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																	
																
															
														
														 
															 
																 Granule identifier
															
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 RESAMPLE_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Sun angles grid, containing sun zenith and azimut angles
							
						
						 
							 
								 List of masks produced for each tile by Resample_S2 and Mask_S2. Each mask is in the target geometry of the tile. Each mask is covering the tile size. The mask format is GML
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 Mask type
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 This information has to be consolidated from IAS Processing Reports for all tiles in the final Level-1C metadata file.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each tile
										
									
									 
										 
											 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each tile
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Grids for Viewing Incidence Angles. Grids are defined in the same projection as the tile. For each requested band and each detector intersecting the tile, two grids of viewing incidence angles θv and φv shall be computed, where θv is the zenith viewing angle and φv is the azimuth viewing angle
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 TILE_IDENTIFIER from GIPP
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The histogram defines :
<ul>
  <li>a space-separated list of 4096 percent values</li>
  <li>the first (MIN) and last (MAX) indexes for significant percent values (i.e. > 0.0)</li>
  <li>the mean and standard deviation values</li>
</ul>
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 percent values (number depending on the STEP)
				
			
			 
				 
					 histogram step
				
			
			 
				 
					 first index of significant percent value (i.e. > 0.0)
				
			
			 
				 
					 last index of significant percent value (i.e. > 0.0)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Histogram mean value
				
			
			 
				 
					 Histogram standard deviation
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Position of the swath : left, center, right
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Pollux zone identifier.
				
			
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Local registration Statistics given for one Pollux zone. Units should be set according  to product unit (i.e. meters or degrees)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Global registration Statistics. Units should be set according  to product unit (i.e. meters or degrees)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Local registration Statistics list (given for every Pollux zone).
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the datastrip is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by DATATION
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Degraded ancillary data
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 Frequency
											
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by INIT_LOC_INV : Planimetric stabililty performance for the datastrip
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Measurement date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 percentage of cloudy pixels detected
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Initial archiving station
			 
				 
					 
					 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Date updated at the end of inventory process
				
			
			 
				 
					 Initial archiving station
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of the coordinate reference system used in the dataset. Set to WGS84 by Init_Loc_Inv and updated accordingly to requested product by RESAMPLE_S2.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the organization responsible for tables used for identifying coordinate sytem parameters.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the horizontal coordinate reference system.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Number of bands for the whole product.
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of bits used to encode each band radiometric counts (before compression).
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product Compression
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Dimensions for each detector  (by band) in the sensor geometry
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
								 
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of bands for the whole product.
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of bits used to encode each band radiometric counts (before compression).
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product Compression
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Place name
				
			
			 
				 
					 Purpose of the product
				
			
			 
				 
					 Internal Reference
				
			
			 
				 
					 Commercial reference
				
			
			 
				 
					 Commercial Item within commercial reference
				
			
			 
				 
					 Other information
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Pointer to the Image Data
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Raster image file name
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Equalization parameters
			 
				 
					 
					 RADIO_S2
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 List of equalized bands (if any)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Offset correction: A 'true' value indicates that offset correction has been done
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dark signal non uniformity correction: A 'true' value indicates that dark signal non uniformity correction has been done
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 A 'true' value indicates that equalization has been processed for, at least, one band
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement (only for level 1A production). A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 On ground equalization of the image using an optimized polynomial correction (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optical crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that optical crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Electronic crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that electronic crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Blind pixel remonving (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that Blind pixel remonving has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value indicates that defective pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that defective pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that defective pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Restoration and levelling of the product to 12 bits (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Binning for 60m bands  (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that 	binning for 60m bands has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Computed by anaTM
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Spacecraft position (expressed in meters) in the local spacecraft reference frame (EVG Euclidium state)
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI state (EIF Euclidium state)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Focal plane state (EIM Euclidium state) 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)

				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 GEO_S2
					 RESAMPLE_S2
				
			
			 
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Correction to take into account the Sun-Earth distance variation (this correction is computed using the acquisition date)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reflectance parameters for each band
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Equivalent solar irradiance
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reflectance quantification value (in order to convert digit count into reflectance)
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each band, the parameters (α,β) of the Level 1B noise model corrected from the absolute calibration coefficient, the sun zenith angle and the equivalent  sun irradiance
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Undersamplig step in column 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Undersamplig step in row
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of values by rows
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Rows of values stored in a 1D vector. Values are in float format
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Grids for Zenith Viewing Incidence Angle values. "NaN" value is used when an angle is not computed.

				
			
			 
				 
					 Grids for Azimuth Viewing Incidence Angle values. "NaN" value is used when an angle is not computed.
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 Band index for which incidence grids are requested
			
		
		 
			 
				 ID of Detector intersecting the tile
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Grids for Sun Zenith angles (θs) values
				
			
			 
				 
					 Grids for Sun Azimuth angles (φs) values
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Granule identification
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Detector identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The Granule Identifier is a character string that identify in a unique way an Sentinel2 acquired granule. It is defined as observation-id_rec-id <br/>
observation-id: L[pp]_S[SS]_[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]_[dd], rec-id: [RRR], where:  <br/>
<ul>
	<li>[pp] : identifies the processing level : “0_”, “1A”, “1B”, “1C” .</li>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]	: identifies the first line date on the MSI-Scene (ex. 20121001T09575020) in UTC time </li>
	<li>[dd]	: 2 digits identifying the detector (from 01 to 12)</li>
	<li>[RRR]	: reception centre : “CGS1”, “CGS2”, “CGS3”, “PAC1”, “PAC2”</li>
</ul>
				
			
			 Granule identification
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Unique identification of a tile
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granule geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS date-time of the first line of the granule. The date-time is given with a precision of one nanosecond.
											 
												 
													 
													 DATATION
													 INIT_LOC_PROD
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 The granule footprint on ground : list of 5 (lat, lon, h) points. Altitude is provided over the geoid. This footprint is provided as a polygon  counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
										
									
									 
										 
											 The granule footprint in the QL display: list of 4 (l,c) points
										
									
									 
										 
											 Information provided for each granule, at the center of the granule
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
													
												
												 
													 
														 The granule centre in the QL display: 1 (l,c) point
													
												
												 
													 
														 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
													
												
												 
													 
														 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each granule
													
												
												 
													 
														 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each granule
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Granule identifier
									
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Detector identifier
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 List of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
								 
									 
										 Datastrip identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Present only Level-1B and Level-1C
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Cloud Pixel percentage computed for the granule
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded for each couple (band ; detector)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Cloud Pixel percentage computed for the granule
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded for each couple (band ; detector)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Cloud Pixel percentage computed for the granule
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded for each couple (band ; detector)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Position of the granule in the origin Datatake
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 List of source packets lost / degraded for each couple (band ; detector)
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Image Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 This file comprises all the ISP grouped by band and within each band in the observation sequence.
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Processing Baseline
													
												
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 List of granules composing the whole datastrip.
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 
																					 
																						 
																							 
																								 
																									 
																										 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																									
																									 
																										 
																											 
																										
																									
																								
																							
																							 
																								 
																									 Granule identifier
																								
																							
																						
																					
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Detector identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Level Decoded Ancillary Data
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Auxiliary Data
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
											 
												 
													 
													 DATATION
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Reference to the used GIPP files including DEM identifiers and versions
										
									
									 
										 
											 DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM for example)
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 One Jpeg File
							
						
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Position of the granule in the origin datastrip
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 Pointer to the Mask files contained in the QI_DATA folder
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Image Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Image data in JPEG2000 format, one file per band.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 4 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 6 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 3 Files
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Processing Baseline
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Processing Baseline
													
												
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 List of granules composing the whole datastrip.
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 
																					 
																						 
																							 
																								 
																									 
																										 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																									
																									 
																										 
																											 
																										
																									
																								
																							
																							 
																								 
																									 Granule identifier
																								
																							
																						
																					
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Detector identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Level Decoded Ancillary Data.
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Level Auxiliary Data
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
											 
												 
													 
													 DATATION
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Reference to the GIPP used: DEM, etc.
										
									
									 
										 
											 DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM for example)
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 One Jpeg File
							
						
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Position of the granule in the origin datastrip.
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 Pointer to the Mask files contained in the QI_DATA folder
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Image Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Image data in JPEG2000 format, one file per band.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 4 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 6 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 3 Files
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Processing Baseline
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Processing Baseline
													
												
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 List of granules composing the whole datastrip.
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 
																					 
																						 
																							 
																								 
																									 
																										 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																									
																									 
																										 
																											 
																										
																									
																								
																							
																							 
																								 
																									 Granule identifier
																								
																							
																						
																					
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Detector identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Level Decoded Ancillary Data
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Level Auxiliary Data
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
											 
												 
													 
													 DATATION
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Reference to the GIPP used: DEM, etc.
										
									
									 
										 
											 DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM for example)
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 One Jpeg File
							
						
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Position of the granule in the origin datastrip.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 Pointer to the Mask files contained in the QI_DATA folder
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Image Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Image data in JPEG2000 format, one file per band.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 4 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 6 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 3 Files
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General information.
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Processing Baseline
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Processing Baseline
													
												
												 
											
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 List of the tiles composing the whole datastrip.
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
														
														 
															 
																 TILE_IDENTIFIER
															
														
													
												
											
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Level Decoded Ancillary Data
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 
										
									
								
								 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Level Auxiliary Data
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date
											 
												 
													 
													 DATATION
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Reference to the GIPP used
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 One Jpeg File
							
						
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 PDI identification string (granules, datastrip, SAD)
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 The archive latency (On-line / Off-line)
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 The list of MRFs used by a component.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 The MRF filename
							
						
						 
							 
								 The MRF Validity start time
							
						
						 
							 
								 The MRF Validity stop time
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 The different type of GIPP
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 GIPP file name: it may be several files (BAND_ID, detectors ...)
				
			
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/EUP-V14/PDGS/spacecraft/spacecraft.xsd


 
 
	 
		 
			 S2*.
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Number of satellites (between 1 and 2)
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 S2
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A, B
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 S2A-S2B
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/EUP-V14/PDGS/station/StationUnavailability.xsd


 
	 
		 
			 Details of unavailability
		
	
	 
		 
			 Enum type of unavailability : PLANNED or UNPLANNED
		
		 
			 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Type for Details of unavailability
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Date/Time of unavailability start
				
			
			 
				 
					 Date/Time of unavailability end
				
			
			 
				 
					 Commented Reason for unavailability
				
			
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/EUP-V14/SY/date_time/date_time.xsd


 
	 
		 
			 An non UTC date-time value with a precision of one microsecond
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.ssssss pattern
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An non UTC date-time value with a precision of one millisecond
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.ssssss pattern
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 seconds by Ascending or Descending Node
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A TAI date-time value
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the
						yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss(.sss) pattern and excluding
						thus a TimeZone definition.
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A GPS date-time value = TAI format
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the
						yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss(.sss) pattern and excluding
						thus a TimeZone definition.
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A GPS date-time value (= TAI format) with a precision of one nanosecond
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the
						yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss(.sss) pattern and excluding
						thus a TimeZone definition.
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An instrument measurement date-time value = TAI format
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the
						yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss(.sss) pattern and excluding
						thus a TimeZone definition.
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An UTC date-time value
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the
						yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss(.sss)Z pattern and excluding
						thus a TimeZone definition.
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An UTC date-time value
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the
						yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss(.sss)Z pattern and excluding
						thus a TimeZone definition.
				
			
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An UTC date-time value with a precision of one microsecond
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.ssssssZ pattern
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An UTC date-time value with a precision of one millisecond
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.sssZ pattern
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An UTC date-time value with a precision of one second
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ssZ pattern and excluding thus : <br/>
<ul>
<li>a fractional seconds definition (value has a precision of one second)</li>
<li>a TimeZone definition</li>
</ul>
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An UTC date-time value with a precision of one tenth-of-a-microsecond
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.sssssssZ pattern
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A non UTC (a TAI) date-time value with a precision of one tenth-of-a-microsecond
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.sssssssZ pattern
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Jour julien CNES
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Julian Day
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of seconds (can be more than the number of seconds in a day).
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 Time data types used in EOF Header 
	
	 
		 $Revision: 1.1 $ $Date: 2016/10/06 13:44:08 $
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 CNES Julian day without seconds
		
		 
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/EUP-V14/SY/geographical/geographical.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 A Lat/Lon coordinate
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A polygon defined by n Lat/Lon points
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A -180/+180 degree longitude
			 
				 
					 
					 Degree
				
			
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A -90/+90 degree latitude
			 
				 
					 
					 Degree
				
			
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Altitude (m)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 List of 2D vertices counter-clockwise oriented (for WFS compatibility). The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Point list. The coordinates of the points are entered as pairs of latitude and longitude values, or X and Y, or other
				
			
			 
				 
					 Point list. The coordinates of the points are entered as pairs of latitude and longitude values, or X and Y, or other
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 List of 3D vertices counter-clockwise oriented (for WFS compatibility). The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Point list. The coordinates of the points are entered as triplets of latitude, longitude and altitude values, or X, Y and Z, or other
				
			
			 
				 
					 Point list. The coordinates of the points are entered as triplets of latitude, longitude and altitude values, or X, Y and Z, or other
				
			
		
	
	 
		 Geodetic data types
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/EUP-V14/SY/image/image.xsd


 
	 
		 
			 Spectral band identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Spectral band identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Spectral band identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Spacecraft name (Sentinel-2A/B/…)
			 
				 
					 Spacecraft name (Sentinel-2A/B/…)
				
			
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Spectral band physical name
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Metadata level Brief/Standard/Expertise
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Spectral band index
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Spectral band index with TDI (B3, B4, B11 and B12)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 List of the resolution of the bands
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Focal plane identifier : VNIR or SWIR
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 VNIR spectral band identification
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Datastrip identification string
			 
				 
					 The datastrip identification is a character string that identify in a unique way an Sentinel2 acquired datastrip. It is defined bellow  <br/>
GS[SS]_[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]_[RRR]_[TTTTT], where :<br/>
<ul>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]	: identifies the datastrip start date (example 20121001T09575020) in UTC time </li>
	<li>[RRR]	: Processing center, for GPP the value is “GPP”</li>
	<li>[TTTTT] 	: Number of sources packets level 0, B2 band</li>
</ul>
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 SWIR spectral band identification
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The Granule Identifier is a character string that identify in a unique way an Sentinel2 acquired granule. It is defined as observation-id_rec-id <br/>
observation-id: L[pp]_S[SS]_[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]_[dd], rec-id: [RRR], where:  <br/>
<ul>
	<li>[pp] : identifies the processing level : “0_”, “1A”, “1B”, “1C” .</li>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]	: identifies the first line date on the MSI-Scene (ex. 20121001T09575020) in UTC time </li>
	<li>[dd]	: 2 digits identifying the detector (from 01 to 12)</li>
	<li>[RRR]	: reception centre : “CGS1”, “CGS2”, “CGS3”, “PAC1”, “PAC2”</li>
</ul>
				
			
			 Granule identification
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Granule identification (L1A and L1B)
			 
				 
					 The datastrip identification is a character string that identify in a unique way an Sentinel2 acquired datastrip. It is defined bellow  <br/>
GS[SS]_[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]_[RRR]_[TTTTT], where :<br/>
<ul>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]	: identifies the datastrip start date (example 20121001T09575020) in UTC time </li>
	<li>[RRR]	: Processing center, for GPP the value is “GPP”</li>
	<li>[TTTTT] 	: Number of sources packets level 0, B2 band</li>
</ul>
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Detector identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Group of Source Packets identification string (without .bin extension)
			 
				 
					 The datastrip identification is a character string that identify in a unique way an Sentinel2 acquired datastrip. It is defined bellow  <br/>
GS[SS]_[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]_[RRR]_[TTTTT], where :<br/>
<ul>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]	: identifies the datastrip start date (example 20121001T09575020) in UTC time </li>
	<li>[RRR]	: Processing center, for GPP the value is “GPP”</li>
	<li>[TTTTT] 	: Number of sources packets level 0, B2 band</li>
</ul>
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Type of degradation of the source packet
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 The size (row and column) of an image
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Number of columns
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of rows
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 The size (row and column) of each resolution band of an image
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Number of rows
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of columns
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Horizontal pixel dimension 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Vertical pixel dimension
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 GIPP identifier
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 JPEG_2000 compression type
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 QL geometry (inventory process) or full resolution geometry (production process)
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Left or Right side of a detector
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Datatake identification string
			 
				 
					 The datatake identification is a character string that identify in a unique way an Sentinel2 acquired datatake It is defined bellow  <br/>
GS[SS]_[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]_[RRRRRR], where :<br/>
<ul>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]	: identifies the datatake start date (Fourteen digits, date and time separated by the character T) </li>
	<li>[RRRRRR] : identifies the sensing Absolute Orbit Number: 000001-999999 </li>
</ul>
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Pixel managment : true (corrected), false (not detected and not corrected), detection (detected but not corrected)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Type of refining
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Flag to identify if the Refined Geometric Model File is computed or obtained from a existing RGMF (reused)
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			 Ohm unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 int value expresssed in Ohm ('Ohm' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Email address.
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Adresse Ftp.
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 List of floating point numbers
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 2 double values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 double values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 6 double values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 8 double values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 13 double values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An unbounded list of doubles
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 An unbounded list of int values
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 2 int values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 8 int values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 arcsec unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 meter unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 milli meter unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 milli meter per second unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 milli radian unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 radian unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 nanosecond unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 degree per second unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 degree celsius unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 pixel unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 double values expressed in millimeters ('mm' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 double values expressed in millimeters per seconds ('mm/s' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 double values expressed in degree per seconds ('mm/s' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 int value expressed in seconds ('s' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 int value expressed in meters ('m' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 int value expressed in pixels ('pixel' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in seconds ('s' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in milliseconds ('ms' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in seconds ('ns' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in degree ('deg' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in meters ('m' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in milliradians ('m/rad' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in radians ('rad' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in degree Celsius unit ('°C' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in nm
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in meters ('arcsec' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 a 1 variable polynomial model ( z = P(x))
			 
				 
					 A 1variable polynome must have (DEGREE+1) coefficients. <br>
								The coefficients are written in the list by ascending order of their degree. <br>
								For each degree the coefficients are ordered by the greatest degree of the first variable. <br>
								Example of degree 3 polynome : <br>
									P(x,y) = a + bx + cy + dx2 + exy + fy2 + gx3 + hx2y + ixy2 + jy3 <br>
									coefficients list : [a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j]
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 The length of the list must be DEGREE+1, first is constant coefficient
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Describes a position in an array (raw_index, column_index)
			 
				 
					 The position in an array must be coherent with the origin of the array (count element start)
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A 3*3 matrix (e.g. a rotation matrix).
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A 3*N matrix (double values)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A 6*N matrix (double values)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 First rotation (angles around an axis)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Second rotation (angles around an axis)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Third rotation (angles around an axis)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 First rotation (angles around an axis)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Second rotation (angles around an axis)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Third rotation (angles around an axis)
				
			
			 
				 
					 A scale factor on Z axis (in order to model the focal length deformation)
				
			
			 
				 
					 The combination order between rotation and scale factor transformations
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 A 1variable polynome must have (DEGREE+1) coefficients. <br>
								The coefficients are written in the list by ascending order of their degree. <br>
								For each degree the coefficients are ordered by the greatest degree of the first variable. <br>
								Example of degree 3 polynome : <br>
									P(x,y) = a + bx + cy + dx2 + exy + fy2 + gx3 + hx2y + ixy2 + jy3 <br>
									coefficients list : [a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j]
				
			
			 X,Y,Z uncertainties 
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 A 1variable polynome must have (DEGREE+1) coefficients. <br>
								The coefficients are written in the list by ascending order of their degree. <br>
								For each degree the coefficients are ordered by the greatest degree of the first variable. <br>
								Example of degree 3 polynome : <br>
									P(x,y) = a + bx + cy + dx2 + exy + fy2 + gx3 + hx2y + ixy2 + jy3 <br>
									coefficients list : [a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j]
				
			
			 Rotation, translation and homothety transformation uncertainties (X,Y,Z uncertainties)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 A 1variable polynome must have (DEGREE+1) coefficients. <br>
								The coefficients are written in the list by ascending order of their degree. <br>
								For each degree the coefficients are ordered by the greatest degree of the first variable. <br>
								Example of degree 3 polynome : <br>
									P(x,y) = a + bx + cy + dx2 + exy + fy2 + gx3 + hx2y + ixy2 + jy3 <br>
									coefficients list : [a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j]
				
			
			 Rotation, translation and homothety transformation uncertainties (X,Y,Z uncertainties) in lower case
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 A relative position (-1, 0 or 1)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An unbounded list of doubles relative position (-1, 0 or 1)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Navigation Solution Method
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 milli volt unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in milli Volt unit ("mV"' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 List of boolean values corresponding in flags values
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 List of 11 boolean values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 Basic data types 
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 integer value expressed in seconds ('ns' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 integer values expressed in millimeters ('mm' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 long values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An unbounded list of long values
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 integer values expressed in millimeters per seconds ('mm/s' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 double values expressed in meters ('m' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 double values expressed in meters per seconds ('m/s' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 meter per second unit
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		 Orbit Data Types
	
	 
		 $Revision: 1.1 $ $Date: 2016/10/06 13:44:12 $
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					 Number of pixels
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of Tangent Psi X in the image order (there is one data by pixel)
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of Tangent Psi Y in the image order (there is one data by pixel)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Number of pixels
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of Tangent Psi X in the image order (there is one data by pixel)
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of Tangent Psi Y in the image order (there is one data by pixel)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 orbit (ascending / descending) direction
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Orbit number
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Cyclic orbit number
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 orbit type (predicted, restituted)
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 Orbit Data Types used in Orbit definitions
	
	 
		 $Revision: 1.1 $ $Date: 2016/10/06 13:44:12 $
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			 A list of quaternion values.
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A double value between -1 and 1.
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			 EPSG code : it should follow the 'EPSG:xxxx' pattern where xxxx is the unique identification code in the EPSG tables.
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Identifier of the organization responsible for tables used for identifying coordinate sytem parameters.
		
		 
			 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Horizontal coordinate reference system
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Code of horizontal coordinate reference system. It should follow the 'EPSG:xxxx' pattern where xxxx is the unique identification code in the EPSG tables.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Projection Code
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			 Sigma quality report for spatiotriangulation
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Histogram for X, Y and Z
							
						
						 
							 
								 Value in meters
							
						
						 
							 
								 Value in meters
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Histogram in line and column
							
						
						 
							 
								 Value in pixel
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 The histogram defines : a space-separated list of percent values, the first (MIN) and last (MAX) indexes for significant percent values (i.e. sup 0.0), the mean and standard deviation values
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Percent values (number depending on the STEP)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Histogram step
				
			
			 
				 
					 First index of significant percent value (i.e. > 0.0)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Last index of significant percent value (i.e. > 0.0)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Histogram mean value
				
			
			 
				 
					 Histogram standard deviation
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			 Description of a tile in a given representation
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 EPSG code. It should follow the 'EPSG:xxxx' pattern where xxxx is the unique identification code in the EPSG tables.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Tile dimensions for each resolution band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Number of rows
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of columns
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 XDIM and YDIM for each resolution band 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (X value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (Y value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Horizontal pixel dimension 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Vertical pixel dimension
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of a tile with its bounding box in a given representation
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 EPSG code. It should follow the 'EPSG:xxxx' pattern where xxxx is the unique identification code in the EPSG tables.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Measure unit of the upper-left coordinates of the tile. The measure unit corresponds with the final representation.
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Upper-left coordinate (X value) of the tile (in UNIT measure unit)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Upper-left coordinate (Y value) of the tile (in UNIT measure unit)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Dimensions for 10, 20 and 60m bands
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Tile dimensions for each resolution band  XDIM and YDIM (in UNIT measure unit)
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Number of rows
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Number of columns
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Horizontal pixel dimension 
										
									
									 
										 
											 Vertical pixel dimension
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Bounding box coordinates of a tile. This bounding box lists the 4 corner points in lat/lon, clockwise defined, starting from upper left corner. 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Unique identification of a tile
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Description of a tile in a given representation
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 EPSG code. It should follow the 'EPSG:xxxx' pattern where xxxx is the unique identification code in the EPSG tables.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Tile dimensions for each resolution band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Number of rows
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of columns
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 XDIM and YDIM for each resolution band 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (X value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (Y value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Horizontal pixel dimension 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Vertical pixel dimension
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			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Preview Image identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Datatake identification
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Product Data Item identification list: Granule, Tile, DataStrip, GIPP, DEM, GRI, IERS, POD, ECMWF, HKTM, SAD)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Product Identifier in the archive (auxiliary, DEM, GIPP,...)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 a PDI_ID or a Product ID
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 The file type used by the Archive to discriminate Items (PDIs, products, auxiliary)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 The archive latency (On-line / Off-line)
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			 A PDI physical Url or a PDI consolidated ID
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 A PDI physical Url (https://-dag server url-/download?PdiID=-PDIid-&dsPdiID=-DsPDIid-)
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A Consolidated PDI identifier
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 The archive status of the product specified by the PhysicalIdentifier: available / temporaryUnavailable / expected
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 The request to translate Logical PDI-ids in Physical PDI-ids.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Request for Logical items translation
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 This field represents the logical identifier (granules only) as received through the ngEO IF 329
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 Request the translation for Consolidated Tiles
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 The s2 uri originated by ngEO
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 The s2 user id
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 The needed info to request an authorization to ngEO
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The S2 user id
				
			
			 
				 
					 The S2 Product Uri originated by ngEO.
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 Do the ngEO authorization
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			 Product data item identifier
		
	
	 
		 
			 Parent PDI-id (referenced datastrip id)
		
	
	 
		 
			 The datatake id (aka GID, group id)
		
	
	 
		 
			 The FileType of the Item. Cf. [DI-PSD]
		
	
	 
		 
			 On-line / Off-line
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 S2 Earth Observation Specialization.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 S2 Earth Observation Specialization.
Cf. [NGEO-EICD-S2], opt:EarthObservation
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 PDIs metadata to set Central Index and Catalogue
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Metadata for Central index purpose
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
							 
								 https://-dag server url-/
get?
PdiID=-PDIid-
dsPdiID=-DatastripPDIid-
							
						
						 
							 
								 A substring of the Pdi-id (acq station stripped), useful to detect redounded or complementary PDIs.
							
						
						 
						 
							 
								 Aggregated quality score for the Item.
							
						
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Metadata for cataloguing purpose. Mandatory for PDI at granule level
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 S2 Earth Observation Specialization.
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Metadata to update PDIs status at the Central Index
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Type of performed operation (delete, latency update)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 True if the Archive is unavailable
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Archived and Intoried Item to be Indexed and Catalogued
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Metadata to notify PDIs status change
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			 Data interface is independant from any satellite.
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Email address.
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Address Ftp.
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Language
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Number of satellites
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Acces path of a data
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 State : ON/OFF
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			  OK / KO
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 To be Defined
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			 Site Centres and Processing Archiving Centre
		
		 
	
	
	
	
	 
		 
			  Center used for Acquisition and Processing
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			  center used only for acquisition
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			  Center used for Acquisition and Processing
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			  center used only for acquisition
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			  Acquistion Center coded on 3 characters
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	
	
	 
		 
			  PAC1 (assigned to Spanish PAC) PAC2 (assigned to UK PAC)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Processing and archiving Center N°1 (assigned to Spanish PAC)
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Processing and archiving Center N°2 (assigned to UK PAC)
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	
	
	 
		 
			 PDMC
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 MPCC
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Reference Platform
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	
	
	 
		 
			 External Center
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	
	
	 
		 
			 Archiving Center
		
		 
			 
		
	
	
	
	
	 
		 
			 Processing Center
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
	
	
	
	
	 
		 
			 Processing Center
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		 Component types
	
	 
		 $Revision: 1.3 $ $Date: 2016/07/14 12:47:01 $
	
	 
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			
			
			
			
			
			
		
	
	 
		 
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/PDI-V14/PDGS/configuration/configuration.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
		 
			 A Scheduled Time Plan
		
			 
				 
					 
						 How many times within the day (same time interval between two consecutive scheduling action)
					
				
			
	
	 
		 
			 The list of MRFs used by a component.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 The MRF filename
							
						
						 
							 
								 The MRF Validity start time
							
						
						 
							 
								 The MRF Validity stop time
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Identifier of the Host
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Allowed Transfer Methods: FTP, SFTP, FTPS or FS (for local filesystem)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 User password
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 User Name
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Temporary filename convention.
PREFIX_DOT : prefixed with “.”. This is the default in case 
SUFFIX_LOCK : suffixed with “.lock”
TMP_DIR : use of a temporary directory (valid only for transfer of files and not for products with a directory structure).
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Repository name (unique identifier)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Type of transfer protocol to be used: FTP, SFTP, FTPS or FS (for local filesystem)
				
			
			 
				 
					 The identifier of the host.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Path where the data will be made available
				
			
			 
				 
					 Account on data consumer host
				
			
			 
				 
					 Encrypted Password of Account on data provider host.
				
			
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/PDI-V14/PDGS/dimap/dimap.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
		 
			 Pointing angles 
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Along lines
				
			
			 
				 
					 Along columns
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Yaw, pitch, and roll angles
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Zenith and azimuth angles 
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 The range of the angle is into [0,360°[ 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Dataset identification
		
		 
			 
				 
					 String that identifies a Sentinel2 dataset
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Metadata Profile
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Metadata file format
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of process-related data for tracing and debugging purposes. Every process should append the list with a new Step element.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference of GIPP files used by the inventory process. A GIPP type must appear only once in the list. An inventory process should append the list with the reference of every GIPP used (if not present yet in the list)
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 CLOUD_INV
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of process-related data for tracing and debugging purposes. Every process should append the list with a new Step element.
					 
						 
							 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference of GIPP files used by the inventory process. A GIPP type must appear only once in the list. An inventory process should append the list with the reference of every GIPP used (if not present yet in the list)
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 CLOUD_INV
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 DEM type used by the inventory process (GLOBE or SRTM for example)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of process-related data for tracing and debugging purposes. Every process should append the list with a new Step element.
					 
						 
							 
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 RADIO_S2
							 GEO_S2
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 TILING_S2
							 L1C_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference of GIPP files used by the inventory process. A GIPP type must appear only once in the list. An inventory process should append the list with the reference of every GIPP used (if not present yet in the list)
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 CLOUD_INV
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 DEM type used by the inventory process (GLOBE or SRTM for example)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference of GIPP files used by the production process. A GIPP type must appear only once in the list. An production process should append the list with the reference of every GIPP used (if not present yet in the list)
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 CLOUD_INV
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM for example)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Metadata file identification
		
		 
			 
				 
					 possible values are : "DATATION", "INIT_LOC_INV", "CLOUD_INV", "ARCHIVE_PRODUCT", "INIT_LOC_PROD", "RADIO_S2", "L1A_PRODUCT", 
"GEO_S2", "L1B_PRODUCT", "RESAMPLE_S2", "L1C_PRODUCT"

				
			
			 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI operation mode: Nominal Observation Mode/Extended Observation Mode/Dark Signal Calibration Mode/Absolute Radiometry Calibration Mode/Vicarious Calibration Mode/Raw Measurement Mode/Test Mode
 
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
					 Processing/archiving date
				
			
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the downlink orbit
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Orbit Number
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Start Time
				
			
			 
				 
					 Acquisition orbit direction (descending, ascending) 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board TDI configuration
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For B3, B4, B11 and B12 only
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board TDI configuration
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For B3, B4, B11 and B12 only
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of relative source packets for each couple (band ; detector). Created by ANA_TM, updated before archiving and by InitLoc Production for Level1 processing.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 First source packet counter. Updated by Init_Loc_Inv, Archive and Init_Loc_Prod.
																				 
																					 
																						 
																					
																				
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Position of the first source packet in the on board scene
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Number of source packets. Updated by Init_Loc_Inv, Archive and Init_Loc_Prod
																				 
																					 
																						 
																					
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Band identifier for source frame description
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier for source frame description
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Summary of all degradations (lost and degraded packets) for the whole datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Number of  lost packets for  the whole datastrip
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of too degraded packets (i.e. erroneous packets not trustworthy, meaning they will not be used by further processing) for  the whole datastrip
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of degraded packets (i.e. erroneous packets but trustworthy, meaning they will be used by further processing) for  the whole datastrip
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Percentage of lost or degraded (either too degraded or not) ancillary data packets in the data-strip
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 First source packet counter.
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Position of the first source packet in the on board scene
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Number of source packets.
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Band identifier for source frame description
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Type of degradation
							
						
						 
							 
								 This field is optional: when DEGRADATION_TYPE is "LOST", it is not present.
Otherwise, there is one Error_Type_List element by type of error, containing the number of fields with that kind of error.
Possible types of error (from AnaTm specifications in DPM) are: 
- out of bounds (type 1)
- internal inconsistency (type 2)
- temporal inconsistency (type 3)
- transfer vs source inconsistency (type 4), should be rare, for very few transfer information in annotation
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 Type of error (from AnaTm specifications): 
- outOfBounds matches error type 1;
- internalInconsistency matches error type 2;
- temporalInconsistency matches error type 3;
- transferVsSourceInconsistency matches error type 4: this error should be rare, for very few transfer information in annotation
														
														 
															 
																 
																 
																 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Date of the first line of the scene which contains the first lost / degraded source packet
							
						
						 
							 
								 Counter of the first source packet in error. This number is in  [0;143] for 10m bands, [0;71] for 20m bands or [0;23] for 60m bands.
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of lost or degraded source packet. This number is in [1;144] for 10m bands, [1;72] for 20m bands or [1;24] for 60m bands
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Band identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Detector identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 First source packet counter.
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Position of the first source packet in the on board scene
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Number of source packets.
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Band identifier for source frame description
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Type of degradation
							
						
						 
							 
								 Type of error (from AnaTm specifications): 
- type 1
- type 2
- type 3
- type 4
- type 5
- type 6
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Date of the first line of the scene which contains the first lost / degraded source packet
							
						
						 
							 
								 Counter of the first source packet in error. This number is in  [0;143] for 10m bands, [0;71] for 20m bands or [0;23] for 60m bands.
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of lost or degraded source packet. This number is in [1;144] for 10m bands, [1;72] for 20m bands or [1;24] for 60m bands
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Band identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Detector identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Type of degradation
							
						
						 
							 
								 Type of error (from AnaTm specifications): 
- type 1
- type 2
- type 3
- type 4
- type 5
- type 6
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Date of the first line of the scene which contains the first lost / degraded source packet
							
						
						 
							 
								 Counter of the first source packet in error. This number is in  [0;143] for 10m bands, [0;71] for 20m bands or [0;23] for 60m bands.
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of lost or degraded source packet. This number is in [1;144] for 10m bands, [1;72] for 20m bands or [1;24] for 60m bands
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Band identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Detector identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Source packet information 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datation model
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 The Precise orbit determination data (POD) provides information in order to improve the accuracy in the geo location of the data strips that have been inventoried. The POD data are optional. Each point is sampled at 1 Hz.
							 
								 
									 INIT_LOC_PROD
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 Spacecraft Position (X, Y, Z) from POD in millimeters
												
											
											 
												 
													 Spacecraft velocities (Vx, Vy, Vz) from POD  in millimeters per seconds
												
											
											 
												 
													 Date (GPS Time referential frame)
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 A 'true' value indicates that these points must be used instead of GPS points 
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Onboard Hybrided attitude (STR+IMU), provided at 10Hz, gives the PRF frame in the J2000.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Only one sample for one GPS_TIME.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 When 1 : quaternion is valid
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated angular velocities
										
									
									 
										 
											 Velocity angular errors
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 List of 11 boolean flags separated by whitespace: STR1 STR2 STR3 GPSR-A GPSR-B VCU-A VCU-B IMU-1 IMU-2 IMU-3 IMU-4
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Mode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Submode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and first in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and second in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 These data are acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 List of 11 booleans from MSI-SAD packet
													
												
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 These data are acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 List of 11 booleans from MSI-SAD packet
													
												
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 These data are acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 List of 11 booleans from MSI-SAD packet
													
												
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Created by DATATION, updated by RADIO_S2. Coefficient also called Absolute calibration coefficient or Ak (used to perform the transform between Level-1B numerical count to radiances)
								 
									 
										 
										 DATATION
										 RADIO_S2
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Compression rate
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
								 In case of uncompressed data a configurable default value will be chosen (e.g. -1)
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Integration time
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 In-flight Non Uniform Correction table ID defined by 10 bits. This ID is uniform for all transmitted bands. It identifies the correction coefficients table used in-flight. In case of NUC by-passed, the value is set to NONE.
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 GPS date-time of the first line of the granule. The date-time is given with a precision of one nanosecond.
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 DATATION
																			 INIT_LOC_PROD
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 GPS date-time of the first line of the granule. The date-time is given with a precision of one nanosecond.
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 DATATION
																			 INIT_LOC_PROD
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint on ground : list of 5 (lat, lon, h) points. Altitude is provided over the geoid. This footprint is provided as a polygon  counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint in the QL display: list of 4 (l,c) points
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Information provided for each granule, at the center of the granule
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre in the QL display: 1 (l,c) point
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
														
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 GPS date-time of the first line of the granule. The date-time is given with a precision of one nanosecond.
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 DATATION
																			 INIT_LOC_PROD
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint on ground : list of 5 (lat, lon, h) points. Altitude is provided over the geoid. This footprint is provided as a polygon  counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint in the QL display: list of 4 (l,c) points. Used for computing percentage of cloud coverage and degraded data per granule
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Information provided for each granule, at the center of the granule
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre in the QL display: 1 (l,c) point
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																	
																
															
														
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint on ground : list of 5 (lat, lon, h) points. Altitude is provided over the geoid. This footprint is provided as a polygon  counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Information provided for each granule, given for a reference band, at the center of the granule
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																	
																
															
														
														 
															 
																 Granule identifier
															
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 RESAMPLE_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 mean value containing sun zenith and azimut angle average for all bands and detectors
							
						
						 
							 
								 Sun angles grid, containing sun zenith and azimut angles
							
						
						 
							 
								 List of masks produced for each tile by Resample_S2 and Mask_S2. Each mask is in the target geometry of the tile. Each mask is covering the tile size. The mask format is GML
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 Mask type
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 This information has to be consolidated from IAS Processing Reports for all tiles in the final Level-1C metadata file.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each tile
										
									
									 
										 
											 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each tile
										
									
									 
										 
											 The percentage of cloudy pixels in the mask (if the file is a cloud mask)
										
									
									 
										 
											 The percentage of cirrus clouds in the mask  (if the file is a cloud mask)
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 List of mean values containing viewing incidence zenith and azimut angle average for each band and for all detectors
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 mean value containing viewing incidence zenith and azimut angle average for all detectors
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 Band index for which mean viewing icidence angle is requested
														
														 
															 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Grids for Viewing Incidence Angles. Grids are defined in the same projection as the tile. For each requested band and each detector intersecting the tile, two grids of viewing incidence angles θv and φv shall be computed, where θv is the zenith viewing angle and φv is the azimuth viewing angle
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 TILE_IDENTIFIER from GIPP
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The histogram defines :
<ul>
  <li>a space-separated list of 4096 percent values</li>
  <li>the first (MIN) and last (MAX) indexes for significant percent values (i.e. > 0.0)</li>
  <li>the mean and standard deviation values</li>
</ul>
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 percent values (number depending on the STEP)
				
			
			 
				 
					 histogram step
				
			
			 
				 
					 first index of significant percent value (i.e. > 0.0)
				
			
			 
				 
					 last index of significant percent value (i.e. > 0.0)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Histogram mean value
				
			
			 
				 
					 Histogram standard deviation
				
			
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Position of the swath : left, center, right
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Information provided for the beginning and the end of the product.

Information is provided on QL geometry or on the full resolution
					 
						 
							 
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in satellite reference frame 
										
									
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in focal plane referential 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Position of the swath. Indeed, data are computed for each line index and for col = first_col and last_col, defining the begin and the end of the swath.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Track orientation. Also called "CAPE". The range of the angle is into [0,360°[
										
									
									 
										 
											 Incidence angles
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 Full resolution pixel sizes along and across track in meters
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Pollux zone identifier.
				
			
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Local registration Statistics given for one Pollux zone. Units should be set according  to product unit (i.e. meters or degrees)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Global registration Statistics. Units should be set according  to product unit (i.e. meters or degrees)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Local registration Statistics list (given for every Pollux zone).
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by DATATION
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Degraded ancillary data
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 Frequency
											
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 RADIO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 File name of the masks.       L1A/L1B: mask file types for each band and detector.        L1C: mask file types for each band and tile and mask file types band independent.  The mask format is GML
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 Mask type
								
								 
									 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 Identifier of the band
								
							
							 
								 
									 Identifier of the detector
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 Mask is defined into quicklook geometry in the inventory process and is transformed into level1 full resolution geometry in production process.
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement: percentage of cloudy pixels detected in the quicklook image
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by GEO_S2
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Refining results. Should exist only if refining has been applied
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal registration performance indicator
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 Measurement date=production date
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-spectral registration performance
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Value for 10m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Value for 20m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Value for 60m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 Measurement date=production date
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Registration results. Should exist only if registration has been applied
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spatiotriangulation results. Should exist only if refining and/or registration have/has been applied.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Initial archiving station
			 
				 
					 
					 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Date updated at the end of inventory process
				
			
			 
				 
					 Initial archiving station
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of the coordinate reference system used in the dataset. Set to WGS84 by Init_Loc_Inv and updated accordingly to requested product by RESAMPLE_S2.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the organization responsible for tables used for identifying coordinate sytem parameters.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the horizontal coordinate reference system.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of the coordinate reference system used in the dataset. Set to WGS84 by Init_Loc_Prod and updated accordingly to requested product by RESAMPLE_S2.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the organization responsible for tables used for identifying coordinate sytem parameters.
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the product (envelope of the L0 granule elements provided as a (lat, lon) polygon). The footprint is provided as a serie of vertices (lat, lon) counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Global precise footprint of the cut segment.
							
						
						 
							 
								 Unitary footprint for each detector, each band of the product
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
											 
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for N0 and N1 levels. 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 First pixel number (convention)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the product. The footprint is provided as a serie of vertices (lat, lon) counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Global precise footprint of the cut segment.
							
						
						 
							 
								 Unitary footprint for each detector, each band of the product. This is not required for the Level-0 product.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
											 
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for L0 and L1 levels. 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 First pixel number (convention)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Unitary footprint for each detector, each band of the product. This is not required for the Level-0 product.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
								 
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for L0 and L1 levels. 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 First pixel number (convention)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Number of bands for the whole product.
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of bits used to encode each band radiometric counts (before compression).
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product Compression
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Dimensions for each detector  (by band) in the sensor geometry
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
								 
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Dimensions for each detector  (by band) in the sensor geometry
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
								 
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of bands for the whole product.
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of bits used to encode each band radiometric counts (before compression).
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product Compression
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Place name
				
			
			 
				 
					 Purpose of the product
				
			
			 
				 
					 Internal Reference
				
			
			 
				 
					 Commercial reference
				
			
			 
				 
					 Commercial Item within commercial reference
				
			
			 
				 
					 Other information
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Raster image file name
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Spacecraft name 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 List of measures
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Spacecraft name 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Processing level of the product
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 This keyword is used to identify which file layout is used to store the actual data. Several schemes can be used : BAND_COMPOSITE : data is stored into a single file, BAND_SEPARATED : raster data is stored into separated files, one for each spectral band, This last is the scheme used for SENTINEL2
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Defined for each blocks of archived product
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spectral info.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 List of measures
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Spacecraft name 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Processing level of the product
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 This keyword is used to identify which file layout is used to store the actual data. Several schemes can be used : BAND_COMPOSITE : data is stored into a single file, BAND_SEPARATED : raster data is stored into separated files, one for each spectral band, This last is the scheme used for SENTINEL2
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Defined for each granule, tile or aggregation of granule/tile composing the product
							
						
						 
							 
								 Boolean flag: to aggregate or not  several granules in a single file per band and per detector (concatenation of granules along the detectors). For Level 1C, aggregation is always FALSE
							
						
						 
							 
								 Special values encoding (NO_DATA, SATURATION)
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spectral info.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 List of measures
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Production information of a level 1 product
			 
				 
					 
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Unitary IPRequest reference
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product Code from IPRequest
				
			
			 
				 
					 Name of the producer of the data (configuration parameter).
				
			
			 
				 
					 URL of the producer. href attribute may be used. (configuration parameter).
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Date and time of dataset production.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Information about GPP
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Provided with information from the IPRequest (if information exist).
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Equalization parameters
			 
				 
					 
					 RADIO_S2
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 List of equalized bands (if any)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Offset correction: A 'true' value indicates that offset correction has been done
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dark signal non uniformity correction: A 'true' value indicates that dark signal non uniformity correction has been done
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 A 'true' value indicates that equalization has been processed for, at least, one band
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied
		
		 
			 
				 
					 SWIR pixels re-arrangement (only for level 1A production): A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 On ground equalization of the image using an optimized polynomed correction (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optical crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that optical crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Electronic crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that electronic crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Blind pixel remonving (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that Blind pixel remonving has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value indicates that defective pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that defective pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that defective pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Restoration and levelling of the product to 12 bits (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Binning for 60m bands  (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that 	binning for 60m bands has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement (only for level 1A production). A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 On ground equalization of the image using an optimized polynomial correction (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optical crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that optical crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Electronic crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that electronic crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Blind pixel remonving (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that Blind pixel remonving has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value indicates that defective pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that defective pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that defective pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Restoration and levelling of the product to 12 bits (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Binning for 60m bands  (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that 	binning for 60m bands has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Computed by anaTM
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Spacecraft position (expressed in meters) in the local spacecraft reference frame (EVG Euclidium state)
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI state (EIF Euclidium state)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Focal plane state (EIM Euclidium state) 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Geometric refining results. Created by GEO_S2. The refined geometric model can be updated by RESAMPLE_S2.
			 
				 
					 
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to identify if the Refined Geometric Model File is computed or obtained from a existing RGMF (reused)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Refining results. Should exist only if REFINING_TYPE= REFINING or REFINING_REGISTRATION 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Refining characteristics. Should exist only if flag = REFINED
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 Reference images used for geometric model refining processing
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Reference image name
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 The reference band is a spectral channel of the reference image. The geometric refining is performed using this channel.
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 If the refining has not been performed or has not succeeded, the output product shall be flagged “not refined”.
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Registration results. Should exist only if REFINING_TYPE= REGISTRATION or REFINING_REGISTRATION 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Registration characteristics. Should exist only if flag = VNIR_SWIR_REGISTERED
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 If the VNIR/SWIR focal plane registration has not been performed, the output product shall be flagged “VNIR/SWIR not registered”.
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the refined corrections. If the refining has been processed by datastrip then, there are the refined corrections for each datastrip. These data are created by Geo_S2. Note : if the refining has been processed and, if a parameter does not need to be refined, then the GIPP PARAMETERS_TO_BE_REFINED does not contain this parameter.
					 
						 
							 
							 GEO_S2
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each datastrip, there is the time zone which is covered by the datastrip
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)

				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 GEO_S2
					 RESAMPLE_S2
				
			
			 
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Correction to take into account the Sun-Earth distance variation (this correction is computed using the acquisition date)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reflectance parameters for each band
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Equivalent solar irradiance
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reflectance quantification value (in order to convert digit count into reflectance)
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each band, the parameters (α,β) of the Level 1B noise model corrected from the absolute calibration coefficient, the sun zenith angle and the equivalent  sun irradiance
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Undersamplig step in column 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Undersamplig step in row
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of values by rows
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Rows of values stored in a 1D vector. Values are in float format
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Grids for Zenith Viewing Incidence Angle values. "NaN" value is used when an angle is not computed.

				
			
			 
				 
					 Grids for Azimuth Viewing Incidence Angle values. "NaN" value is used when an angle is not computed.
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 Band index for which incidence grids are requested
			
		
		 
			 
				 ID of Detector intersecting the tile
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Grids for Sun Zenith angles (θs) values
				
			
			 
				 
					 Grids for Sun Azimuth angles (φs) values
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of the L0/L1A/L1B granule
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Detector Identifier
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip linked to a specific Granule
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Time stamp of the first line of the Granule
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of the L0/L1A/L1B granule
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Detector Identifier
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip linked to a specific Granule
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of the L0/L1A/L1B granule
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Detector Identifier
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip linked to a specific Granule
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Time stamp of the first line of the Granule
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Archiving centre and time
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optional field reserved for production chain only (i.e. DPC and/or IPF) and not propagated to User Product
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
					 Initial archiving station
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
					 Processing/archiving date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation of the four corners of the granule envelope (Lat, Lon, H coordinates with horizontal CRS as WGS84 and altitude given over EGM96). The polygon must be closed (five points, the first and last vertices are the same).
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for L0 and L1 levels. 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 First pixel number (convention)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Position of the granule in the Datatake. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the Datatake and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines,
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Information provided for each granule, at the center of the granule for a reference band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
							
						
						 
							 
								 The granule centre in the QL display: 1 (r,c) point
							
						
						 
							 
								 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
							
						
						 
							 
								 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Granule footprint in the QL display: list of 8 values, 4 (x,y) couples
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Granule dimensions in terms of NROW and NCOL
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Granule dimensions for each resolution band (10m, 20m and 60m)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Number of rows
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of columns
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Local cloud coverage indicator: A percentage of cloud coverage is computed for each Level-0 granule (for the area covered by a reference band).
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 A percentage of degraded MSI data
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 List of source packets 
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Sentinel-2 Spacecraft name
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI operation mode 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Start Time (Sensing start time of the Datatake)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Orbit Number
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Acquisition orbit direction (descending, ascending).
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Imaging Stop Time (Sensing stop time of the Datatake)
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Sensing start time of the DataStrip
				
			
			 
				 
					 Sensing stop time of the DataStrip
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Software/version/time-stamp information related to one process. Every process should append the list with a new Step element.
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Software associated to the attribute version
							
						
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Software/version/time-stamp information related to one process. Every process should append the list with a new Step element.
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Software associated to the attribute version
							
						
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Station receiving the S2 data
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the downlink orbit
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 On board TDI configuration
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For B3, B4, B11 and B12 only
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
					 
						 
							 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
					 
						 
							 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 In-flight Non Uniform Correction table ID defined by 10 bits. This ID is uniform for all transmitted bands. It identifies the correction coefficients table used in-flight
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
					 
						 
							 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board TDI configuration
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For B3, B4, B11 and B12 only
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 DATATION
										 RADIO_S2
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
										 
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Compression rate
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Integration time
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 DATATION
										 RADIO_S2
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
										 
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Source packet information 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datation model
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Source packet information 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Source packet information 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datation model
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Line period for the acquisition of line of 10 m full-resolution image data
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datation model : for each couple (band, detector)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Line number corresponding to the time stamp
											 
												 
													 Line number corresponding to the time stamp
													 DATATION
													 INIT_LOC_PROD
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Time-stamp
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if MSI is synchronize with GPS time
				
			
			 
				 
					 Theoretical line period for the acquisition of line of 10 m full-resolution image data
				
			
			 
				 
					 Created when datation models are estimated through linear regression.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Global least square residual 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Least square residual for the GSP Rmoy(GSP) 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Information is provided on QL geometry or on the full resolution
					 
						 
							 
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in satellite reference frame 
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in focal plane referential 
											 
												 
													 Pointing angles in focal plane referential
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Position of the swath. Indeed, data are computed for each line index and for col = first_col, centre_col, and last_col, defining the begin, the centre and the end of the swath.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Track orientation. Also called "CAPE". The range of the angle is into [0,360°[
										
									
									 
										 
											 Incidence angles
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 Full resolution pixel sizes along and across track in meters
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 Flag to indicate if POD (Precise Orbit Determination) data has been used for product generation
												
											
											 
												 
													 If applicable, reference to the file containing POD data used
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Thermal data acquired at 1 Hz
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
										 
											 Date of first packet before the error
										
									
									 
										 
											 Date of first packet after the error
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Process Identifier (PRID) of the lost source packet.
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Packet Category (PCAT) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Sub-service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Structure Identifier (SID) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Summary of all degradations (lost and degraded packets) for the whole data-take
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 number of  lost packets for  the whole datatake
										
									
									 
										 
											 number of  degraded packets  for  the whole datatake
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Percentage of lost or degraded  packets for  the datatake
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to the ANC_DATA folder containing the SAD raw data
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 Flag to indicate if POD (Precise Orbit Determination) data has been used for product generation
												
											
											 
												 
													 If applicable, reference to the file containing POD data used
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
										 
											 Date of first packet before the error
										
									
									 
										 
											 Date of first packet after the error
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Process Identifier (PRID) of the lost source packet.
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Packet Category (PCAT) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Sub-service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Structure Identifier (SID) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Summary of all degradations (lost and degraded packets) for the whole data-take
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 number of  lost packets for  the whole datatake
										
									
									 
										 
											 number of  degraded packets  for  the whole datatake
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Percentage of lost or degraded  packets for  the datatake
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to the ANC_DATA folder containing the SAD raw data
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Thermal data acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 Structure Identifier (SID) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Sub-service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Packet Category (PCAT) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Process Identifier (PRID) of the lost source packet.
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to SAD raw
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Reference to SAD raw
				
			
			 
				 
					 Radiometric corrections applied to a L1B product
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Sampled at 1 Hz
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Navigation Solution Method
							
						
						 
							 
								 Time quality index
							
						
						 
							 
								 Time dilution of precision. This value is set in case of Kalman filtered navigation solution (NSM=ESTIMATED_WITH_KALMAN_FILTER) with fewer than 4 SVs available1 or propagated initial state vector (NSM=PROPAGATED).
							
						
						 
							 
								 Instrument measurement time representation of the synchronisation time stamp.
							
						
						 
							 
								 GPS time representation of the synchronisation time stamp.
							
						
						 
							 
								 UTC time representation of the synchronisation time stamp.
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 If there is a loss of GPS and subsequent switch to the redundant unit no interruption of the image processing is required. Then,  it is possible to have list of GPS number.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Each GPS is covering an interval time.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Refers to GPSR-A or GPSR-B
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 GPS ephemeris time stamped data (PVT, sampled at 1Hz) in WGS84
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Dated positions (X, Y, Z) from GPS in millimeters
										
									
									 
										 
											 Position errors (dX, dY, dZ) from GPS in millimeters
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated velocities (Vx, Vy, Vz) from GPS in millimeters per seconds
										
									
									 
										 
											 Velocity errors (dVx, dVy, dVz) from GPS in millimeters per seconds
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPs Time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 Navigation Solution Method
										
									
									 
										 
											 Position quality index
										
									
									 
										 
											 Quality index (Geometrical dilution of precision)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Quality index (Position dilution of precision)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Quality index (Time dilution of precision)
										
									
									 
										 
											 The number of Space Vehiculess (SVs) the  receiver was able to use for the Navigation Solution computation, i.e. SVs for which code and carrier phase measurements and Ephemeris data were
available.
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 GNSS system time error
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 AOCS filtered ephemeris (sampled at 2Hz) in J2000
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 When 1 : ephemeris is valid
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 0: solution is valid / 1: solution propagated / 2: cyclic position update available
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated positions (X, Y, Z) from AOCS
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated velocities (Vx, Vy, Vz) from AOCS
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Orbit angle wrt WGS84
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Onboard Hybrid attitude (STR+IMU), provided at 10Hz, gives the PRF frame in the J2000.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Only one sample for one GPS_TIME.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3 (qv1 qv2 qv3 qs)
										
									
									 
										 
											 When 1 : quaternion is valid
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 List of 11 boolean flags separated by whitespace: STR1 STR2 STR3 GPSR-A GPSR-B VCU-A VCU-B IMU-1 IMU-2 IMU-3 IMU-4
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Mode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Submode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and first in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and second in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Onboard Hybrid attitude (STR+IMU), provided at 10Hz, gives the PRF frame in the J2000.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Only one sample for one GPS_TIME.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3 (qv1 qv2 qv3 qs)
										
									
									 
										 
											 When 1 : quaternion is valid
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 List of 11 boolean flags separated by whitespace: STR1 STR2 STR3 GPSR-A GPSR-B VCU-A VCU-B IMU-1 IMU-2 IMU-3 IMU-4
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Mode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Submode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and first in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and second in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Raw attitudes
					 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Startracker in the J2000 frame. There are 3 startrackers among which one in cold redundancy.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 STR data at 10 Hz coming from Attitude Data Block
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as (Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3) = (qs qv1 qv2 qv3)  (inertial attitude J2000).
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Angular rate (X, Y, Z) in BRF in deg/s
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Time stamp of the center of integration associated with the attitude (with  a precision up to 2pow-16 seconds). This field is computed from the centerOfIntegrationTimeStamp value provided in the data block
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Julian date used for precession correction (if enabled); specified in number of days since the epoch date of the built-in star catalog; day 0 corresponds to JD 2451545
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Navigation Solution Method: NO_ATTITUDE : No attitude available, A_PRIORI_ATTITUDE : Attitude based solely on user input, COARSE_ATTITUDE : Predicted from previous measurements, UNCONFIRMED_ATTITUDE : Calculated from current measurements but not yet confirmed, VALID_ATTITUDE : Like unconfirmed Attitude but additionally validated
																		
																	
																	 Attitude Quality
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Rate quality: NO_RATE : No rate information available, COARSE_RATE : A-priori rate or rate derived from star coordinates, FINE_RATE : Rate derived from attitude, FILTERED_RATE :  Rate derived from attitude and filtered
																		
																	
																	 Rate Quality
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 if set to 1, the rate information is valid (i.e. derived from current measurements)
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 STR status and health data block (at 1 Hz).
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 STR operating mode: BOOT : Boot mode, STANDBY : Standby mode, PHOTO :  Photo mode, AADF : AAD mode with submode ‘full frame’, AADW : AAD mode with submode ‘window’, NAT : NAT mode
																		
																	
																	 STR operating mode
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Thermo electric cooler mode:COOLER_OFF : TEC switched off, COOLER_CONTROLLED : TEC operating in controlled mode to reach target temperature, COOLER_MAXIMUM : TEC operating at maximum power
																		
																	
																	 Thermo electric cooler mode
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Target temperature for temperature control
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Detector temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Optics temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Housing temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 The source selected for external synchronization: NONE :  no external synchronization, PRIMARY : external synchronization via primary line, SECONDARY : external synchronization via secondary line, ANY : external synchronization via XOR of both lines
																		
																	
																	 The source selected for external synchronization
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The number of seconds since the latest received time synchronization; saturates at 63 seconds
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of trackable stars
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of stars tracked 
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of identified stars 
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of stars used for attitude determination
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Last result of attitude determination:<br>
														-  NOT_ENOUGH_STARS : Not enough stars suitable for attitude determination <br>
														-  SUCCESS : Attitude calculated successfully <br>
														-  REFINED : Like attitudeSuccess but with additional a-posteriori refinement <br>
														-  NA : Attitude determination failed <br>
													
																		
																	
																	 Last result of attitude determination:			-  NOT_ENOUGH_STARS : Not enough stars suitable for attitude determination		-  SUCCESS : Attitude calculated successfully		-  REFINED : Like attitudeSuccess but with additional a-posteriori refinement
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Last result of star identification error:<br>
														- LDLE  : Star identification not yet started <br>
														- SUCCESS  : Star identification succeeded <br>
														- RUNNING  : Star identification is running <br>
														- NOT_ENOUGH_STARS  : Not enough tracked stars for star identification <br>
														- NA  : Star identification failed <br>
													
																		
																	
																	 Last result of star identification error
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 IMU values are angle increment data in radians, around the rotation axis of the IMU. 4 IMU are in hot redundancy.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Inertial Measurement Unit
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 One sample for one GPS_TIME.
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 IMU filtered data are angle increments
													
												
												 
													 
														 IMU raw data are angle increments
													
												
												 
													 
														 GPS time value
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Organiser temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Sagnac Interferometer Assembly temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Optical Source temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Board temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Temperature reference voltage offset
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Temperature reference voltage
																
															
															 
																 
																	 0:not acquired, 1:acq failed, 2:acquired
																	 
																		 
																			 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
																			 L1A_PRODUCT
																			 L1B_PRODUCT
																			 L1C_PRODUCT
																		
																	
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Acquisition validity flag
																	 
																		 
																			 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
																			 L1A_PRODUCT
																			 L1B_PRODUCT
																			 L1C_PRODUCT
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Time corresponding to the measurements
																	 
																		 
																			 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
																			 L1A_PRODUCT
																			 L1B_PRODUCT
																			 L1C_PRODUCT
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 10PPS time corresponding to the measurements  (provided by CSW)
													
												
												 
													 
														 0:not acquired, 1:acq failed, 2:acquired
														 
															 
																 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
																 L1A_PRODUCT
																 L1B_PRODUCT
																 L1C_PRODUCT
															
														
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Acquisition validity flag
														 
															 
																 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
																 L1A_PRODUCT
																 L1B_PRODUCT
																 L1C_PRODUCT
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 16 Bits (0/1) sequence as defined in the IMU interface
													
												
												 
													 
														 1 when all health status validity flag are ok(0)/ 0 otherwise
														 
															 
																 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
																 L1A_PRODUCT
																 L1B_PRODUCT
																 L1C_PRODUCT
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 FPA temperature information (thermal control and monitoring, relevant to the detector transmission VNIR or SWIR) 
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											  These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of temperatures for each mirror
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of temperatures for each sensor on telescope
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of temperatures for each splitter
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											  These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of temperatures for each diffuser
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 CSM-Diffuser temperature. These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											  These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Imu sensor plate temperatures.  These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of temperatures for each STR sensorplate
					 
						 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 STR sensor plate temperatures
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											  These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 STR base plate temperatures. These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 STR back plate temperatures. These data are acquired at 0.1 Hz
								 
									 
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by INIT_LOC_INV : Absolute location performance for the datastrip
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Measurement date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by INIT_LOC_INV : Planimetric stabililty performance for the datastrip
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Measurement date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by INIT_LOC_INV : Ephemeris quality retrieved from GPS Dilution of precision (DOP)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Ancillary Quality retrieved from GPS Dilution of precision (DOP)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Description of the quicklook
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Quicklook image size 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ground footprint of the QL image. The footprint is a closed (lat, lon) polygon defined by a list of vertices counter-clockwise oriented (for WFS compatibility). The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
				
			
			 
				 
					 QL display geometric model
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Line number of the first line 
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Date of the first line
										
									
									 
										 
											 Theoretical line period
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Particular viewing directions
							
						
						 
							 
								 The 12 detectors are assembled  and resampled in a monolithic quicklook image. This block gives, in the quicklook geometry,  the connection columns number (last column) for each detectors (the first 11 detectors for compressed mode and 4 for uncompressed mode).
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Spacecraft to MSI frame transformation
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pointer to the folder (QI_DATA) containing the preliminary Quicklook files
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 UT1 –-UTC in [-0.9;0.9] seconds
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 GPS_time – UTC = in number of seconds
				
			
			 
				 
					 GPS_time – TAI
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 U angle pole motion (in arcsec)
				
			
			 
				 
					 V angle pole motion (in arcsec)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 GRI file name
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 GIPP file name
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 GIPP file name
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 GIPP file name
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 GIPP file name
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 GIPP file name
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General information. This is not optional at logical-product level whilst at user-product level it is discharged because replicated.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Processing Baseline
							
						
						 
							 
								 Processing Center name
							
						
						 
							 
								 Represents the execution date of the first launch of the first IDP-SC of the processing chain at a specific level
							
						
					
					 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optional field reserved for production chain only (i.e. DPC and/or IPF) and not propagated to User Product
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General information. This is not optional at logical-product level whilst at user-product level it is discharged because replicated.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General information. This is not optional at logical-product level whilst at user-product level it is discharged because replicated.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Detector identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of granules composing the whole datastrip.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Granule identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
													 
														 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Product Compression
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of granules composing the whole datastrip.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Granule identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
													 
														 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Product Compression
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of granules composing the whole datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Granule identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of granules composing the whole datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Granule identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
		
		 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to GIPP files used by L0 processing chain
				
			
			 
				 
					 DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bullettin
				
			
			 
				 
					 Used Reference Band
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Tile Identifier
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 TILE Start Time = DataStrip Start Time
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Centre/Time
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optional field reserved for production chain only (i.e. DPC and/or IPF) and not propagated to User Product
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Tile Identifier
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 TILE Start Time = DataStrip Start Time
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Tile Identifier
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of a tile in a given representation
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Tile dimensions for each resolution band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Number of rows
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of columns
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 XDIM and YDIM for each resolution band 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (X value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (Y value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Horizontal pixel dimension 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Vertical pixel dimension
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Sun angles grid, containing sun zenith and azimut angles
				
			
			 
				 
					 Mean value containing sun zenith and azimut angle average for all bands and detectors
				
			
			 
				 
					 Grids for Viewing Incidence Angles. Grids are defined in the same projection as the tile. For each requested band and each detector intersecting the tile, two grids of viewing incidence angles θv and φv shall be computed, where θv is the zenith viewing angle and φv is the azimuth viewing angle
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of mean values containing viewing incidence zenith and azimut angle average for each band and for all detectors
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 mean value containing viewing incidence zenith and azimut angle average for all detectors
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 Band index for which mean viewing icidence angle is requested
											
											 
												 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Pointer to the Mask files contained in the QI_DATA folder
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to PVI contained in the QI_DATA folder
				
			
		
		 
	
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 (From L0) IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to GIPP files used by L1C processing chain
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to ECMWF data
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used DEM
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bulletin
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used GRI
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied to L1B and L1C
		
		 
			 
				 
					 SWIR pixels re-arrangement. A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 List of measures
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reflectance quantification value (in order to convert digit count into reflectance)
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Correction to take into account the Sun-Earth distance variation (this correction is computed using the acquisition date)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reflectance parameters for each band
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Equivalent solar irradiance
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Geometric refining results. Created by GEO_S2. The refined geometric model can be updated by RESAMPLE_S2. (Applicable to L1B and L1C)
			 
				 
					 
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to identify if the Refined Geometric Model file is computed or obtained from a existing RGM file (reused)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Refining results. Should exist only if REFINING_TYPE= REFINING or REFINING_REGISTRATION 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Refining characteristics. Should exist only if flag = REFINED
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 reference band used for geometric refining/registration 
										
									
									 
										 
											 Reference images used for geometric model refining processing
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Reference image name
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 The reference band is a spectral channel of the reference image. The geometric refining is performed using this channel.
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 If the refining has not been performed or has not succeeded, the output product shall be flagged “not refined”.
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Registration results. Should exist only if REFINING_TYPE= REGISTRATION or REFINING_REGISTRATION 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Registration characteristics. Should exist only if flag = VNIR_SWIR_REGISTERED
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 If the VNIR/SWIR focal plane registration has not been performed, the output product shall be flagged “VNIR/SWIR not registered”.
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the refined corrections. If the refining has been processed by datastrip then, there are the refined corrections for each datastrip. These data are created by Geo_S2.
					 
						 
							 
							 GEO_S2
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each datastrip, there is the time zone which is covered by the datastrip
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of the tiles composing the whole datastrip.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 Tile Identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Product Compression
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of the tiles composing the whole datastrip.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 Tile Identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Product Compression
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Present only Level-1B and Level-1C
				
			
			 
				 
					 From GIPP data
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by GEO_S2
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Refining results. Should exist only if refining has been applied
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal registration performance indicator
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 Measurement date=production date
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-spectral registration performance
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Value for 10m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Value for 20m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Value for 60m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 Measurement date=production date
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Registration results. Should exist only if registration has been applied
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spatiotriangulation results. Should exist only if refining and/or registration have/has been applied.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Percentage of degraded ancillary data
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Actual User Product start time defined as the Sensing Time of the first line of the first scene in the product
				
			
			 
				 
					 Actual User Product stop time defined as the Sensing Time of the first line of the last scene in the product
				
			
			 
				 
					 User-Product URI. This is the User-Product URI resolved and provided by ngEO
				
			
			 
				 
					 Processing level of the product
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product type Identifier
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 DAG Generation Time
				
			
			 
				 
					 Link to the preview image URL
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Preview georeferencing information. Coordinate system / datum used for specifying the georeferencing information supplied with the Browse Image.
Examples: EPSG:4326, RAW
				
			
			 
				 
					 General information about the MSI datatake
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Logical map of the elements compounding the User Product
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
					 
					 
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 User-Product URI. This is the User-Product URI resolved and provided by ngEO
				
			
			 
				 
					 Processing level of the product
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product type Identifier
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Link to the preview image URL
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Preview georeferencing information. Coordinate system / datum used for specifying the georeferencing information supplied with the Browse Image.
Examples: EPSG:4326, RAW
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datatake info
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Logical map of the elements compounding the User-Product
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 List of the datastrips belonging to the product
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 List of granules/tiles belonging to the each datastrip (list of granule identifiers of all granules composing the product for a given DataStrip)
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 In case of L1C, it refers to Tile
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Pointers to the granule/tile data files (links to the physical image data)
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																						 
																							 
																								 
																									 
																									 
																								
																							
																						
																					
																				
																			
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Common general Product Information
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Special values encoding (NO_DATA, SATURATION)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands.
							
						
						 
						 
							 
								 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 List of measures
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Common general Product Information
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Special values encoding (NO_DATA, SATURATION)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands.
							
						
						 
						 
							 
								 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 List of measures
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Common general Product Information
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Special values encoding (NO_DATA, SATURATION)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands.
							
						
						 
						 
							 
								 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 List of measures
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Common general Product Information
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Special values encoding (NO_DATA, SATURATION)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands.
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reflectance quantification value (in order to convert digit count into reflectance)
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Correction to take into account the Sun-Earth distance variation (this correction is computed using the acquisition date)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Reflectance parameters for each band
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Equivalent solar irradiance
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 List of measures
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Common general Product Information
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Special values encoding (NO_DATA, SATURATION)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands.
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reflectance quantification value (in order to convert digit count into reflectance)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 List of measures
																
															
														
													
												
											
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Product Download Options according to ngEO download options
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Area Of Interest selected by the User
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to extend the user selected area to the full MSI swath (L0/L1A/L1B) or the full Datatake (L0/L1A/L1B/L1C)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to include the Browse Image (if available) inside the User Product 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to include in the User Product the image data corresponding to the Bands selected by the User
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Spectral Band name 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to select the metadata level (Brief/Standard/Expertise) to include in the User Product
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to include the auxiliary data in the User Product
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Level-0: GIPP, IERS. Level-1A: GIPP, IERS. Level-1B: GIPP, IERS. Level-1C: GIPP.       ECMWF (raw): no embedding option.               DEM: no embedding option   GRI: no embedding option
									
									 
										 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to select the User Product format (SAFE/DIMAP)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Option to select Along-Track Aggregated Granules (L1A/L1B) and Consolidated Tiles (L1C)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Failed Report Name
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Failed Report Name
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the product. The footprint is provided as a serie of vertices (lat, lon) counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). This is computed by the DAG based on the singular granules footprint
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the horizontal coordinates reference system
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the product. The footprint is provided as a serie of vertices (lat, lon) counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). This is computed by the DAG based on the singular granules footprint
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the horizontal coordinates reference system
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Reference to the used GIPPs
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used DEM
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bulletin
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to the used GRIs
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to ECMWF data
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Percentage of cloud coverage of the product.
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Computed as sythesis from granule data.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Only failed checks (at granule and datastip level) will be referenced here. In addition general flags summarising the performed inspections (at granule and datastrip level) are added.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Synthesis of the OLQC checks.
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reference to OLQC reports containing FAILED inspections
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Failed Datastrip Report
										
									
									 
										 
											 Failed Granule Report
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Percentage of cloud coverage of the product
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Computed as sythesis from granule data
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Only failed checks (OLQC reports at granule and datastip level) will be referenced here. In addition general flags summarising the performed inspections (for each checklist defined at granule and datastrip level) are added
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Synthesis of the OLQC checks
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reference to OLQC reports containing FAILED inspections
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Failed Datastrip Report
										
									
									 
										 
											 Failed Granule Report
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Percentage of cloud coverage of the product.
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Computed as sythesis from granule data
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Only failed checks (OLQC reports at granule and datastip level) will be referenced here. In addition general flags summarising the performed inspections (for each checklist defined at granule and datastrip level) are added
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Synthesis of the OLQC checks
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reference to OLQC reports containing FAILED inspections
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Failed Datastrip Report
										
									
									 
										 
											 Failed Granule Report
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Pointer to the Mask files contained in the QI_DATA folder
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied to L1A
		
		 
			 
				 
					 SWIR pixels re-arrangement (only for level 1A production but SWIR rearrangement information shall be preserved in L1B and L1C): A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value indicates that defective pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that defective pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that defective pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 List of measures
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of granules composing the whole datastrip.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Granule identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
													 
														 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Product Compression
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of granules composing the whole datastrip.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Granule identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
													 
														 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Product Compression
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Percentage of degraded ancillary data
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 (From L0) IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to GIPP files used by L1A processing chain
				
			
			 
				 
					 DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bullettin
				
			
			 
				 
					 Used Reference Band
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied to L1B and L1C
		
		 
			 
				 
					 SWIR pixels re-arrangement. A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 On ground equalization of the image using an optimized polynomed correction (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optical crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that optical crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Electronic crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that electronic crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Blind pixel remonving (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that Blind pixel remonving has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value indicates that defective pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that defective pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that defective pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Restoration and levelling of the product to 12 bits (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Binning for 60m bands  (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that 	binning for 60m bands has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spectral information which provided by the GIPP  ABSOLUTE_CALIBRATION
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 List of measures
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Relation between product image channels and on board spectral bands
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Equalization parameters
			 
				 
					 
					 RADIO_S2
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 List of equalized bands (if any)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Offset correction: A 'true' value indicates that offset correction has been done
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dark signal non uniformity correction: A 'true' value indicates that dark signal non uniformity correction has been done
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 A 'true' value indicates that equalization has been processed for, at least, one band
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of restored bands (if any)
					 
						 
							 List if restored bands (if any)
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Minimum value 
													
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Maximum value 
													
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 A 'true' value indicates that 	restoration and levelling of the product to 12 bits has been processed.
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 (From L0) IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to GIPP files used by L1B processing chain
				
			
			 
				 
					 DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bullettin
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to GRI files used by L1B processing chain
				
			
			 
				 
					 Used Reference Band
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the product. The footprint is provided as a serie of vertices (lat, lon) counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the horizontal coordinates reference system
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Granules footprint. The footprint is provided as a serie of vertices (lat, lon) counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the horizontal coordinates reference system
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Reference to the AUX DATA items used for the processing
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Reference to GIPP files used by the processing
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reference to the used DEM
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reference to IERS Bullettin 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reference to GRI files used by the processing
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reference to ECMWF data
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Reference to GIPP files used by the processing
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used DEM
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bullettin IERS bulletin provided for the start acquisition date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Reference to GIPP files used by the processing
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used DEM
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bullettin IERS bulletin provided for the start acquisition date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Synthesis of the OLQC checks
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Synthesis of the OLQC checks
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Synthesis of the OLQC checks
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Reference to GIPP files used by the processing
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to used DEM
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to IERS Bullettin
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to GRI files used by the processing
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 DataStrip Identifier
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 Bounding Box (rectangle) Query Option
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 Coordinates position (2D, Lat/Lon) of the minimal point (bottom right) within the envelope
								
							
							 
								 
									 Coordinates position (2D, Lat/Lon) of the maximal point (upper left) within the envelope
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 Polygon Query Option
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 List of coordinates position (2D, LAT/LON) of the exterior points describing the surface boundary of the polygon.                            The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 Radius Query Option
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 Center coordinates position  (2D, Lat, Lon)
								
							
							 
								 
									 Radius expressed in meters
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/PDI-V14/PDGS/fileNaming/fileNaming.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
		 Filename template and derived types
	
	 
		 $Revision: 1.3 $ $Date: 2016/07/14 12:47:02 $
	
	
	
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	
	
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	
	
	 
	 
		 
	
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	
	 
		 
			 Mission Id
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 UTC time yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss
		
		 
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/PDI-V14/PDGS/header/EOF_Header.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
		 Earth Explorer Header data types
	
	 
		 $Revision: 1.3 $ $Date: 2016/07/14 12:47:01 $
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/PDI-V14/PDGS/logical_definitions/logical_definitions.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by INIT_LOC_INV : Absolute location performance for the datastrip
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Measurement date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
					 
						 
							 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
					 
						 
							 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 In-flight Non Uniform Correction table ID defined by 10 bits. This ID is uniform for all transmitted bands. It identifies the correction coefficients table used in-flight
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
					 
						 
							 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
					 
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board TDI configuration
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For B3, B4, B11 and B12 only
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Thermal data acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 Structure Identifier (SID) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Sub-service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Service of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Packet Category (PCAT) of the lost source packet
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Process Identifier (PRID) of the lost source packet.
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to SAD raw
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Ancillary Quality retrieved from GPS Dilution of precision (DOP)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
					 The starting point of the circulation data
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
					 Processing/archiving date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Onboard Hybrid attitude (STR+IMU), provided at 10Hz, gives the PRF frame in the J2000.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Only one sample for one GPS_TIME.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 When 1 : quaternion is valid
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated angular velocities
										
									
									 
										 
											 Velocity angular errors
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 List of 11 boolean flags separated by whitespace: STR1 STR2 STR3 GPSR-A GPSR-B VCU-A VCU-B IMU-1 IMU-2 IMU-3 IMU-4
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Mode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 AOCS Submode
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and first in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Difference Between GSE filter estimate and second in-use STR measurement
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of the coordinate reference system used in the dataset.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the organization responsible for tables used for identifying coordinate sytem parameters.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the horizontal coordinate reference system.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of the coordinate reference system used in the dataset. Set to WGS84 by Init_Loc_Prod and updated accordingly to requested product by RESAMPLE_S2.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the organization responsible for tables used for identifying coordinate sytem parameters.
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Sentinel-2 Spacecraft name
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI operation mode 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Start Time (Sensing start time of the Datatake)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Orbit Number
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Acquisition orbit direction (descending, ascending).
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Present only Level-1B and Level-1C
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 DataStrip generation information
			 
				 
					 
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 .
				
			
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Failed Report Name
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Station receiving the S2 data
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the downlink orbit
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 If there is a loss of GPS and subsequent switch to the redundant unit no interruption of the image processing is required. Then,  it is possible to have list of GPS number.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Each GPS is covering an interval time.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Refers to GPSR-A or GPSR-B
									
									 
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 GPS ephemeris time stamped data (PVT, sampled at 1Hz) in WGS84
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Dated positions (X, Y, Z) from GPS in millimeters
										
									
									 
										 
											 Position errors (dX, dY, dZ) from GPS in millimeters
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated velocities (Vx, Vy, Vz) from GPS in millimeters per seconds
										
									
									 
										 
											 Velocity errors (dVx, dVy, dVz) from GPS in millimeters per seconds
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPs Time value
										
									
									 
										 
											 Navigation Solution Method
										
									
									 
										 
											 Position quality index
										
									
									 
										 
											 Quality index (Geometrical dilution of precision)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Quality index (Position dilution of precision)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Quality index (Time dilution of precision)
										
									
									 
										 
											 The number of Space Vehiculess (SVs) the  receiver was able to use for the Navigation Solution computation, i.e. SVs for which code and carrier phase measurements and Ephemeris data were
available.
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 GNSS system time error
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 AOCS filtered ephemeris (sampled at 2Hz) in J2000
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 When 1 : ephemeris is valid
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 0: solution is valid / 1: solution propagated / 2: cyclic position update available
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated positions (X, Y, Z) from AOCS
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dated velocities (Vx, Vy, Vz) from AOCS
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Orbit angle wrt WGS84
											 
												 
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by INIT_LOC_INV : Ephemeris quality retrieved from GPS Dilution of precision (DOP)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Equalization parameters
			 
				 
					 
					 RADIO_S2
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 List of equalized bands (if any)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Offset correction: A 'true' value indicates that offset correction has been done
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dark signal non uniformity correction: A 'true' value indicates that dark signal non uniformity correction has been done
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 A 'true' value indicates that equalization has been processed for, at least, one band
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
					 Information provided for the beginning and the end of the product.

Information is provided on QL geometry or on the full resolution
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in satellite reference frame 
										
									
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in focal plane referential 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Position of the swath. Indeed, data are computed for each line index and for col = first_col and last_col, defining the begin and the end of the swath.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Track orientation. Also called "CAPE". The range of the angle is into [0,360°[
										
									
									 
										 
											 Incidence angles
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 Full resolution pixel sizes along and across track in meters
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of the L0/L1A/L1B granule
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip linked to a specific Granule
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Sensing start time of the Datatake (with precision in seconds)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Archiving centre and time
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of the L0/L1A/L1B granule
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip linked to a specific Granule
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Sensing start time of the Datatake (with precision in seconds)
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Archiving centre and time
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Tile Identifier
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Downlink priority flag, can be set to NOMINAL, NRT or RT
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Inherited from Level-0 metadata. This is the sensing start time of the Datatake (with precision in seconds)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Geometric refining results. Created by GEO_S2. The refined geometric model can be updated by RESAMPLE_S2. (Applicable to L1B and L1C)
			 
				 
					 
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to identify if the Refined Geometric Model File is computed or obtained from a existing RGMF (reused)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Refining results. Should exist only if REFINING_TYPE= REFINING or REFINING_REGISTRATION 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Refining characteristics. Should exist only if flag = REFINED
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 reference band used for geometric refining/registration 
										
									
									 
										 
											 Reference images used for geometric model refining processing
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Reference image name
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 The reference band is a spectral channel of the reference image. The geometric refining is performed using this channel.
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 If the refining has not been performed or has not succeeded, the output product shall be flagged “not refined”.
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Registration results. Should exist only if REFINING_TYPE= REGISTRATION or REFINING_REGISTRATION 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Registration characteristics. Should exist only if flag = VNIR_SWIR_REGISTERED
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 If the VNIR/SWIR focal plane registration has not been performed, the output product shall be flagged “VNIR/SWIR not registered”.
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the refined corrections. If the refining has been processed by datastrip then, there are the refined corrections for each datastrip. These data are created by Geo_S2.
					 
						 
							 
							 GEO_S2
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For each datastrip, there is the time zone which is covered by the datastrip
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Information is provided on QL geometry or on the full resolution
					 
						 
							 
							 INIT_LOC_INV
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in satellite reference frame 
										
									
									 
										 
											 Pointing angles in focal plane referential 
											 
												 
													 Pointing angles in focal plane referential
													 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
													 L1A_PRODUCT
													 L1B_PRODUCT
													 L1C_PRODUCT
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Position of the swath. Indeed, data are computed for each line index and for col = first_col, centre_col, and last_col, defining the begin, the centre and the end of the swath.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Track orientation. Also called "CAPE". The range of the angle is into [0,360°[
										
									
									 
										 
											 Incidence angles
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 Full resolution pixel sizes along and across track in meters
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by GEO_S2
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Refining results. Should exist only if refining has been applied
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal registration performance indicator
										
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 Measurement date=production date
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-spectral registration performance
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Value for 10m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Value for 20m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Value for 60m bands
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
																 
																	 Measurement date=date provided by GIPP
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 Measurement date=production date
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Registration results. Should exist only if registration has been applied
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Spatiotriangulation results. Should exist only if refining and/or registration have/has been applied.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 GIPP file name
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 GIPP file name
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 GIPP file name
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 GIPP file name
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 GIPP file name
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													 GIPP file name
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 GIPP file name
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 GIPP file name
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 GIPP file name
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Local cloud coverage indicator: A percentage of cloud coverage is computed for each Level-0 granule (for the area covered by a reference band).
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 A percentage of degraded ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 A percentage of degraded MSI data
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Check on the consistency of product size
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Version of the On-Line Quality Control processor
				
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Granule dimensions in terms of NROW and NCOL
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Granule dimensions for each resolution band (10m, 20m and 60m)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Number of rows
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of columns
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation of the four corners of the granule envelope (Lat, Lon, H coordinates with horizontal CRS as WGS84 and altitude given over EGM96). The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Unitary footprint for one detector, each band of the granule.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
											 
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for L0 and L1 levels. 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 First pixel number (convention)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Check of acceptability performed versus a dedicated thresholds
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Number of inconsistent source packets
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of degraded source packets
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of missing lines
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of degraded SAD source packets
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Check of acceptability performed versus a dedicated thresholds
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Number of inconsistent source packets
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of degraded source packets
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Position of the granule in the Datatake. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the Datatake and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines,
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Information provided for each granule, at the center of the granule for a reference band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
							
						
						 
							 
								 The granule centre in the QL display: 1 (r,c) point
							
						
						 
							 
								 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
							
						
						 
							 
								 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Failed Report Name
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 UT1 –-UTC in [-0.9;0.9] seconds
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 GPS_time – UTC = in number of seconds
				
			
			 
				 
					 GPS_time – TAI
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 U angle pole motion (in arcsec)
				
			
			 
				 
					 V angle pole motion (in arcsec)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Geolocation over WGS84 of the contour of the product. The footprint is provided as a serie of vertices (lat, lon) counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Global precise footprint of the cut segment.
							
						
						 
							 
								 Unitary footprint for each detector, each band of the product. This is not required for the Level-0 product.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
															
														
													
												
											
											 
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pixel representation. Values is "POINT" for L0 and L1 levels. 
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 First pixel number (convention)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Sun angles grid, containing sun zenith and azimut angles
				
			
			 
				 
					 Grids for Viewing Incidence Angles. Grids are defined in the same projection as the tile. For each requested band and each detector intersecting the tile, two grids of viewing incidence angles θv and φv shall be computed, where θv is the zenith viewing angle and φv is the azimuth viewing angle
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 RADIO_S2
				
			
			 Quality assessement masks
		
		 
			 
				 
					 File name of the mask files. It is possible that there is a mask file type for each band and each detector. The mask format is GML
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 Mask type
								
							
							 
								 
									 Identifier of the band
								
							
							 
								 
									 Identifier of the detector
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 Mask is defined into quicklook geometry in the inventory process and is transformed into level1 full resolution geometry in production process.
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 PDI Granule and Datastrip (L0/L1A/L1B) identification string
			 
				 
					 The PDI_ID is a character string that identify in a unique way a PDI Granule and a PDI Datastrip relative to the following product level: <br/>
					- Level-0 <br/>
					- Level-1A <br/>
					- Level-1B <br/>
					It is defined as MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID> <br/>
					<Instance_ID> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Sensing Time>_<Detector ID>_<Baseline version><br/>
					For details refers to [PSD] <br/> 

				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 PDI L1C Granule and Datastrip identification string
			 
				 
					 The PDI__L1C_ID is a character string that identify in a unique way a PDI L1C Tile and Datastrip <br/>
					It is defined as MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_<Instance_ID> <br/>
					<Instance_Id> = <Site Centre>_<Creation Date>_<Abs Orbit>_<Tile>_<Baseline version> <br/>
					For details refers to [PSD] <br/> 

				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Software/version/time-stamp information related to one process. Every process should append the list with a new Step element.
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Software associated to the attribute version
							
						
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 General PDGS Product Information
		
		 
			 
				 
					 User-Product URI. This is the User-Product URI resolved and provided by ngEO
				
			
			 
				 
					 Processing level of the product
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product type Identifier
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 DAG Generation Time
				
			
			 
				 
					 Link to the preview image URL
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Preview georeferencing information
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 General information about the MSI datatake
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Logical map of the elements compounding the User-Product
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 List of the datastrips belonging to the product
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 List of granules/tiles belonging to the each datastrip (list of granule identifiers of all granules composing the product for a given DataStrip)
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 In case of L1C, it refers to Tile
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 Pointers to the Level-0 granule data files (links to the physical image data)
																			
																			 
																				 
																					 
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Granule identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pointers to granule (tile)  data files (links to the physical image data)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 List of the granule data files
							
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of the quicklook
			 
				 
					 
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Quicklook image size 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ground footprint of the QL image. The footprint is a closed (lat, lon) polygon defined by a list of vertices counter-clockwise oriented (for WFS compatibility). The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
				
			
			 
				 
					 QL display geometric model
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Line number of the first line 
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Date of the first line
										
									
									 
										 
											 Theoretical line period
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Particular viewing directions
							
						
						 
							 
								 The 12 detectors are assembled  and resampled in a monolithic quicklook image. This block gives, in the quicklook geometry,  the connection columns number (last column) for each detectors (the first 11 detectors for compressed mode and 4 for uncompressed mode).
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Spacecraft to MSI frame transformation
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Pointer to the Quicklook image (optional) contained in QI_DATA folder
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 INIT_LOC_PROD
						
					
					 Not clear if ANA-TM is OK for PDGS as is, since PDGS needs to keep all ISPs.
Initial Comment:List of relative source packets for each couple (band ; detector). Created by ANA_TM, updated before archiving and by InitLoc Production for Level1 processing.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First source packet counter. Updated by Init_Loc_Inv, Archive and Init_Loc_Prod.
														 
															 
																 
															
														
													
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Position of the first source packet in the on board scene
													
													 
														 
															 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Number of source packets. Updated by Init_Loc_Inv, Archive and Init_Loc_Prod
														 
															 
																 
															
														
													
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 Detector identifier for source frame description
												
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Band identifier for source frame description
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded for each couple (band ; detector)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Type of degradation
							
						
						 
							 
								 Type of error (from AnaTm specifications)
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
									 
									 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Date of the first line of the scene which contains the first lost / degraded source packet
							
						
						 
							 
								 Counter of the first source packet in error. This number is in   [0;143] for 10m bands, [0;71] for 20m bands or [0;23] for 60m bands.
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of lost or degraded source packet. This number is in [1;144] for 10m bands, [1;72] for 20m bands or [1;24] for 60m bands
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Band identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Detector identifier
						
						 
							 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of a tile in a given representation
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Tile dimensions for each resolution band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Number of rows
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of columns
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 XDIM and YDIM for each resolution band 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (X value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (Y value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Horizontal pixel dimension 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Vertical pixel dimension
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied to L1A
		
		 
			 
				 
					 SWIR pixels re-arrangement (only for level 1A production but SWIR rearrangement information shall be preserved in L1B and L1C): A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value indicates that defective pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that defective pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that defective pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied to L1B and L1C
		
		 
			 
				 
					 SWIR pixels re-arrangement. A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 On ground equalization of the image using an optimized polynomed correction (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optical crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that optical crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Electronic crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that electronic crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Blind pixel remonving (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that Blind pixel remonving has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value indicates that defective pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that defective pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that defective pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Restoration and levelling of the product to 12 bits (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Binning for 60m bands  (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that 	binning for 60m bands has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied to L1B and L1C
		
		 
			 
				 
					 SWIR pixels re-arrangement. A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 List of restored bands (if any)
					 
						 
							 List if restored bands (if any)
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Minimum value 
													
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 Maximum value 
													
													 
														 
															 
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 A 'true' value indicates that 	restoration and levelling of the product to 12 bits has been processed.
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Raw attitudes
					 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Startracker in the J2000 frame. There are 3 startrackers among which one in cold redundancy.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 STR data at 10 Hz coming from Attitude Data Block
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as (Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3) = (qs qv1 qv2 qv3)  (inertial attitude J2000).
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Angular rate (X, Y, Z) in BRF in deg/s
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Time stamp of the center of integration associated with the attitude (with  a precision up to 2pow-16 seconds). This field is computed from the centerOfIntegrationTimeStamp value provided in the data block
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Julian date used for precession correction (if enabled); specified in number of days since the epoch date of the built-in star catalog; day 0 corresponds to JD 2451545
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Navigation Solution Method: NO_ATTITUDE : No attitude available, A_PRIORI_ATTITUDE : Attitude based solely on user input, COARSE_ATTITUDE : Predicted from previous measurements, UNCONFIRMED_ATTITUDE : Calculated from current measurements but not yet confirmed, VALID_ATTITUDE : Like unconfirmed Attitude but additionally validated
																		
																	
																	 Attitude Quality
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Rate quality: NO_RATE : No rate information available, COARSE_RATE : A-priori rate or rate derived from star coordinates, FINE_RATE : Rate derived from attitude, FILTERED_RATE :  Rate derived from attitude and filtered
																		
																	
																	 Rate Quality
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 if set to 1, the rate information is valid (i.e. derived from current measurements)
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 STR status and health data block (at 1 Hz).
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 STR operating mode: BOOT : Boot mode, STANDBY : Standby mode, PHOTO :  Photo mode, AADF : AAD mode with submode ‘full frame’, AADW : AAD mode with submode ‘window’, NAT : NAT mode
																		
																	
																	 STR operating mode
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Thermo electric cooler mode:COOLER_OFF : TEC switched off, COOLER_CONTROLLED : TEC operating in controlled mode to reach target temperature, COOLER_MAXIMUM : TEC operating at maximum power
																		
																	
																	 Thermo electric cooler mode
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Target temperature for temperature control
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Detector temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Optics temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Housing temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 The source selected for external synchronization: NONE :  no external synchronization, PRIMARY : external synchronization via primary line, SECONDARY : external synchronization via secondary line, ANY : external synchronization via XOR of both lines
																		
																	
																	 The source selected for external synchronization
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The number of seconds since the latest received time synchronization; saturates at 63 seconds
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of trackable stars
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of stars tracked 
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of identified stars 
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Number of stars used for attitude determination
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Last result of attitude determination:<br>
														-  NOT_ENOUGH_STARS : Not enough stars suitable for attitude determination <br>
														-  SUCCESS : Attitude calculated successfully <br>
														-  REFINED : Like attitudeSuccess but with additional a-posteriori refinement <br>
														-  NA : Attitude determination failed <br>
													
																		
																	
																	 Last result of attitude determination
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 Last result of star identification error:<br>
														- LDLE  : Star identification not yet started <br>
														- SUCCESS  : Star identification succeeded <br>
														- RUNNING  : Star identification is running <br>
														- NOT_ENOUGH_STARS  : Not enough tracked stars for star identification <br>
														- NA  : Star identification failed <br>
													
																		
																	
																	 Last result of star identification error
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																		 
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Flag to indicate if STR is synchronize with GPS time
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 IMU values are angle increment data in radians, around the rotation axis of the IMU. 4 IMU are in hot redundancy.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Inertial Measurement Unit
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 One sample for one GPS_TIME.
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 IMU filtered data are angle increments
													
												
												 
													 
														 IMU raw data are angle increments
													
												
												 
													 
														 GPS time value
													
												
												 
													 
														 16 Bits (0/1) sequence as defined in the IMU interface
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Organiser temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Sagnac Interferometer Assembly temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Optical Source temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Board temperature
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Temperature reference voltage offset
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Temperature reference voltage
																
															
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 10PPS time corresponding to the measurements  (provided by CSW)
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Product Download Options according to ngEO download options
		
		 
			 
				 
					 According to ngEO metadatada catalogue. (TBC)
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of band mapped to ngEO download options
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Spectral Band name 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of metadata levels
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 List of metadata levels
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 Link to used GIPP files
											
										
										 
											 
												 Link to used IERS Bullettin
											
										
										 
											 
												 Link to SAD files
											
										
										 
											 
												 ECMWF for L1C always embedded (no embedding option)
											
										
										 
											 
												 never downloaded (no embedding option)
											
										
										 
											 
												 never downloaded (no embedding option)
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Selection of preview image of the User Product
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of metadata level
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 SAFE/DIMAP
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Boolean flag: to aggregate or not  several granules in a single file per band and per detector (concatenation of granules along the detectors). For Level-0, aggregation is always FALSE
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Source packet information 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datation model
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
										 DATATION
										 RADIO_S2
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
										 
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Compression rate
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Integration time
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Sampled at 1 Hz
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Navigation Solution Method
							
						
						 
							 
								 Time quality index
							
						
						 
							 
								 Time dilution of precision. This value is set in case of Kalman filtered navigation solution (NSM=ESTIMATED_WITH_KALMAN_FILTER) with fewer than 4 SVs available1 or propagated initial state vector (NSM=PROPAGATED).
							
						
						 
							 
								 Instrument measurement time representation of the synchronisation time stamp.
							
						
						 
							 
								 GPS time representation of the synchronisation time stamp.
							
						
						 
							 
								 UTC time representation of the synchronisation time stamp.
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Line period for the acquisition of line of 10 m full-resolution image data
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datation model : for each couple (band, detector)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Line number corresponding to the time stamp
											 
												 
													 Line number corresponding to the time stamp
													 DATATION
													 INIT_LOC_PROD
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Time-stamp
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if MSI is synchronize with GPS time
				
			
			 
				 
					 Theoretical line period for the acquisition of line of 10 m full-resolution image data
				
			
			 
				 
					 Created when datation models are estimated through linear regression.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Global least square residual 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Least square residual for the GSP Rmoy(GSP) 
													
												
											
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 FPA temperature information (thermal control and monitoring, relevant to the detector transmission VNIR or SWIR) 
					 
						 
							 FPA temperature information (thermal control and monitoring, relevant to the detector transmission VNIR or SWIR) 
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 
																		
																	
																
															
															 
														
													
												
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 
																		
																	
																
															
															 
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of temperatures for each mirror
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Splitter temperature (only one value)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 CSM-Diffuser temperature (only one vaue)
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Zenith and azimuth angles 
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 The range of the angle is into [0,360°[ 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Pointing angles 
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Along lines
				
			
			 
				 
					 Along columns
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Yaw, pitch, and roll angles
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Dataset identification
		
		 
			 
				 
					 String that identifies a Sentinel2 dataset
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI operation mode 
				
			
			 
				 
					 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
					 Processing/archiving date
				
			
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the downlink orbit
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Orbit Number
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Imaging Start Time
				
			
			 
				 
					 Acquisition orbit direction (descending, ascending) 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
					 
						 
							 Flag to indicate if compress mode is by passed
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
					 
						 
							 Flag to indicate if equalization is active
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
					 
						 
							 On board active Detectors (in case of compression by-passed)
							 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
							 L1A_PRODUCT
							 L1B_PRODUCT
							 L1C_PRODUCT
						
					
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 On board TDI configuration
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 For B3, B4, B11 and B12 only
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Source packet information 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Datation model
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Onboard Hybrided attitude (STR+IMU), provided at 10Hz, gives the PRF frame in the J2000.
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Only one sample for one GPS_TIME.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 Dated angular velocities
										
									
									 
										 
											 Velocity angular errors
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS time value
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 These data are acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 These data are acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 These data are acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Description of ephemeris data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of attitudes data (filtered and raw)
				
			
			 
				 
					 These data are acquired at 1 Hz
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Type of degradation
										
									
									 
									 
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
											 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reference to folder containing SAD raw. This reference is empty in case of Level-0 User Product where SAD are available at product level.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Created by DATATION, updated by RADIO_S2.
								 
									 
										 
										 DATATION
										 RADIO_S2
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Compression rate
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 Integration time
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 In-flight Non Uniform Correction table ID defined by 10 bits. This ID is uniform for all transmitted bands. It identifies the correction coefficients table used in-flight
								 
									 
										 In-filght Non Uniform Correction table ID defined by 10 bits. This ID is uniform for all transmitted bands. It identifies the correction coefficients table used in-flight
										 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
										 L1A_PRODUCT
										 L1B_PRODUCT
										 L1C_PRODUCT
									
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 GPS date-time of the first line of the granule. The date-time is given with a precision of one nanosecond.
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 DATATION
																			 INIT_LOC_PROD
																		
																	
																
															
														
														 
															 
																 Granule identifier
															
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 GPS date-time of the first line of the granule. The date-time is given with a precision of one nanosecond.
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 DATATION
																			 INIT_LOC_PROD
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint on ground : list of 5 (lat, lon, h) points. Altitude is provided over the geoid. This footprint is provided as a polygon  counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint in the QL display: list of 4 (l,c) points
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Information provided for each granule, at the center of the granule
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre in the QL display: 1 (l,c) point
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
														
														 
															 
																 Granule identifier
															
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 GPS date-time of the first line of the granule. The date-time is given with a precision of one nanosecond.
																	 
																		 
																			 
																			 DATATION
																			 INIT_LOC_PROD
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint on ground : list of 5 (lat, lon, h) points. Altitude is provided over the geoid. This footprint is provided as a polygon  counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint in the QL display: list of 4 (l,c) points. Used for computing percentage of cloud coverage and degraded data per granule
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Information provided for each granule, at the center of the granule
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre in the QL display: 1 (l,c) point
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																	
																
															
														
														 
															 
																 Granule identifier
															
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 The granule footprint on ground : list of 5 (lat, lon, h) points. Altitude is provided over the geoid. This footprint is provided as a polygon  counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
																
															
															 
																 
																	 Information provided for each granule, given for a reference band, at the center of the granule
																
																 
																	 
																		 
																		 
																			 
																				 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
																			
																		
																	
																
															
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																			 
																				 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each granule
																			
																		
																		 
																	
																
															
														
														 
															 
																 Granule identifier
															
														
													
												
											
										
										 
											 
											 
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Detector identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 RESAMPLE_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Sun angles grid, containing sun zenith and azimut angles
							
						
						 
							 
								 List of masks produced for each tile by Resample_S2 and Mask_S2. Each mask is in the target geometry of the tile. Each mask is covering the tile size. The mask format is GML
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 Mask type
														
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 This information has to be consolidated from IAS Processing Reports for all tiles in the final Level-1C metadata file.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each tile
										
									
									 
										 
											 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each tile
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Grids for Viewing Incidence Angles. Grids are defined in the same projection as the tile. For each requested band and each detector intersecting the tile, two grids of viewing incidence angles θv and φv shall be computed, where θv is the zenith viewing angle and φv is the azimuth viewing angle
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 TILE_IDENTIFIER from GIPP
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General informations
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Ancillary data
				
			
			 
				 
					 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
					 
						 
							 
							 DATATION
						
					
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Considering the width of S2 swath, some data should be computed at the center, and the two borders of the swath. 
Considering the length of the S2 segments, each datum should be computed at points, which are distributed along the segment.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The histogram defines :
<ul>
  <li>a space-separated list of 4096 percent values</li>
  <li>the first (MIN) and last (MAX) indexes for significant percent values (i.e. > 0.0)</li>
  <li>the mean and standard deviation values</li>
</ul>
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 percent values (number depending on the STEP)
				
			
			 
				 
					 histogram step
				
			
			 
				 
					 first index of significant percent value (i.e. > 0.0)
				
			
			 
				 
					 last index of significant percent value (i.e. > 0.0)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Histogram mean value
				
			
			 
				 
					 Histogram standard deviation
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Position of the swath : left, center, right
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Pollux zone identifier.
				
			
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Local registration Statistics given for one Pollux zone. Units should be set according  to product unit (i.e. meters or degrees)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Indicators allowing to evaluate the success of the correlation
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Global registration Statistics. Units should be set according  to product unit (i.e. meters or degrees)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Local registration Statistics list (given for every Pollux zone).
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the datastrip is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by DATATION
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Degraded ancillary data
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 Frequency
											
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Quality assessement created by INIT_LOC_INV : Planimetric stabililty performance for the datastrip
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 Measurement date
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 percentage of cloudy pixels detected
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Initial archiving station
			 
				 
					 
					 ARCHIVE_PRODUCT
					 L1A_PRODUCT
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Date updated at the end of inventory process
				
			
			 
				 
					 Initial archiving station
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of the coordinate reference system used in the dataset. Set to WGS84 by Init_Loc_Inv and updated accordingly to requested product by RESAMPLE_S2.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Identifier of the organization responsible for tables used for identifying coordinate sytem parameters.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Description of the horizontal coordinate reference system.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Number of bands for the whole product.
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of bits used to encode each band radiometric counts (before compression).
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product Compression
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Dimensions for each detector  (by band) in the sensor geometry
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
								 
							
							 
								 
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of bands for the whole product.
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of bits used to encode each band radiometric counts (before compression).
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Product Compression
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Place name
				
			
			 
				 
					 Purpose of the product
				
			
			 
				 
					 Internal Reference
				
			
			 
				 
					 Commercial reference
				
			
			 
				 
					 Commercial Item within commercial reference
				
			
			 
				 
					 Other information
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Pointer to the Image Data
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Raster image file name
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Equalization parameters
			 
				 
					 
					 RADIO_S2
					 L1B_PRODUCT
					 L1C_PRODUCT
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 List of equalized bands (if any)
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Offset correction: A 'true' value indicates that offset correction has been done
										
									
									 
										 
											 Dark signal non uniformity correction: A 'true' value indicates that dark signal non uniformity correction has been done
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 A 'true' value indicates that equalization has been processed for, at least, one band
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Radiometric corrections applied
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement (only for level 1A production). A 'true' value indicates that data extraction and SWIR pixels re-arrangement have been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 On ground equalization of the image using an optimized polynomial correction (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Optical crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that optical crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Electronic crosstalk correction (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that electronic crosstalk correction has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Blind pixel remonving (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that Blind pixel remonving has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Defective pixels processing. A 'true' value indicates that defective pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that defective pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that defective pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Restoration and levelling of the product to 12 bits (only for level 1B production)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Binning for 60m bands  (only for level 1B production). A 'true' value indicates that 	binning for 60m bands has been processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of NO_DATA pixels. A 'true' value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been detected and processed, a 'detection" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been only detected (only for level 1A production), a 'false" value indicates that NO_DATA pixels have been neither detected nor processed.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Management of saturated pixels. A 'true' value indicates that saturated pixels has been processed.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Computed by anaTM
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Spacecraft position (expressed in meters) in the local spacecraft reference frame (EVG Euclidium state)
				
			
			 
				 
					 MSI state (EIF Euclidium state)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Focal plane state (EIM Euclidium state) 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)

				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 
					 GEO_S2
					 RESAMPLE_S2
				
			
			 
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Correction to take into account the Sun-Earth distance variation (this correction is computed using the acquisition date)
							
						
						 
							 
								 Reflectance parameters for each band
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Equivalent solar irradiance
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Reflectance quantification value (in order to convert digit count into reflectance)
				
			
			 
				 
					 For each band, the parameters (α,β) of the Level 1B noise model corrected from the absolute calibration coefficient, the sun zenith angle and the equivalent  sun irradiance
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
			 
				 
					 Technical quality assessment: A percentage of degraded MSI and ancillary data over the product is provided (consolidated from the metadata expressed at granule-level)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Undersamplig step in column 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Undersamplig step in row
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of values by rows
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Rows of values stored in a 1D vector. Values are in float format
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Grids for Zenith Viewing Incidence Angle values. "NaN" value is used when an angle is not computed.

				
			
			 
				 
					 Grids for Azimuth Viewing Incidence Angle values. "NaN" value is used when an angle is not computed.
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 Band index for which incidence grids are requested
			
		
		 
			 
				 ID of Detector intersecting the tile
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Grids for Sun Zenith angles (θs) values
				
			
			 
				 
					 Grids for Sun Azimuth angles (φs) values
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Granule identification
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Detector identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The Granule Identifier is a character string that identify in a unique way an Sentinel2 acquired granule. It is defined as observation-id_rec-id <br/>
observation-id: L[pp]_S[SS]_[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]_[dd], rec-id: [RRR], where:  <br/>
<ul>
	<li>[pp] : identifies the processing level : “0_”, “1A”, “1B”, “1C” .</li>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]	: identifies the first line date on the MSI-Scene (ex. 20121001T09575020) in UTC time </li>
	<li>[dd]	: 2 digits identifying the detector (from 01 to 12)</li>
	<li>[RRR]	: reception centre : “CGS1”, “CGS2”, “CGS3”, “PAC1”, “PAC2”</li>
</ul>
				
			
			 Granule identification
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Unique identification of a tile
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 The granule geometry
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 GPS date-time of the first line of the granule. The date-time is given with a precision of one nanosecond.
											 
												 
													 
													 DATATION
													 INIT_LOC_PROD
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 The granule footprint on ground : list of 5 (lat, lon, h) points. Altitude is provided over the geoid. This footprint is provided as a polygon  counter-clockwise oriented. The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same). 
										
									
									 
										 
											 The granule footprint in the QL display: list of 4 (l,c) points
										
									
									 
										 
											 Information provided for each granule, at the center of the granule
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 The granule centre on ground : 1 (lat, lon, h) point. Altitude is provided over the geoid.
													
												
												 
													 
														 The granule centre in the QL display: 1 (l,c) point
													
												
												 
													 
														 Incidence angles corresponding to the center of the granule
													
												
												 
													 
														 Solar angles corresponding to the center of the granule
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 A percentage of degraded ancillary data is provided for each granule
													
												
												 
													 
														 A percentage of degraded MSI data is provided for each granule
													
												
											
										
									
								
								 
									 
										 Granule identifier
									
								
							
						
					
					 
						 
							 Detector identifier
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The granules identification and information
					 DATATION
					 INIT_LOC_INV
					 CLOUD_INV
					 INIT_LOC_PROD
					 GEO_S2
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 List of the granules composing the datastrip
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
								 
									 
										 Datastrip identifier
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Radiometric quality indicators for each band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Noise model parameters (α,β), allowing to estimate the noise as sigma*sigma = α*α+β*S , where S is the signal expressed as digital counts
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 First coefficient of the noise (constant noise)
													
												
												 
													 
														 Second coefficient of the noise (signal noise)
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Absolute calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Cross-band calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
									 
										 
											 Multi-temporal calibration accuracy (%)
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
				 
					 
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Present only Level-1B and Level-1C
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Cloud Pixel percentage computed for the granule
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded for each couple (band ; detector)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Cloud Pixel percentage computed for the granule
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded for each couple (band ; detector)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Cloud Pixel percentage computed for the granule
				
			
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 List of source packets lost / degraded for each couple (band ; detector)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Unique Identifier of a Sentinel2 datastrip
					 
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Position of the granule in the origin Datatake
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
													 
														 List of source packets lost / degraded for each couple (band ; detector)
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Image Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 This file comprises all the ISP grouped by band and within each band in the observation sequence.
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Processing Baseline
													
												
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 List of granules composing the whole datastrip.
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 
																					 
																						 
																							 
																								 
																									 
																										 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																									
																									 
																										 
																											 
																										
																									
																								
																							
																							 
																								 
																									 Granule identifier
																								
																							
																						
																					
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Detector identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Level Decoded Ancillary Data
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Auxiliary Data
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
											 
												 
													 
													 DATATION
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Reference to the used GIPP files including DEM identifiers and versions
										
									
									 
										 
											 DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM for example)
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 One Jpeg File
							
						
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Position of the granule in the origin datastrip
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 Pointer to the Mask files contained in the QI_DATA folder
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Image Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Image data in JPEG2000 format, one file per band.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 4 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 6 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 3 Files
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Processing Baseline
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Processing Baseline
													
												
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 List of granules composing the whole datastrip.
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 
																					 
																						 
																							 
																								 
																									 
																										 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																									
																									 
																										 
																											 
																										
																									
																								
																							
																							 
																								 
																									 Granule identifier
																								
																							
																						
																					
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Detector identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Level Decoded Ancillary Data.
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Level Auxiliary Data
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
											 
												 
													 
													 DATATION
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Reference to the GIPP used: DEM, etc.
										
									
									 
										 
											 DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM for example)
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 One Jpeg File
							
						
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Position of the granule in the origin datastrip.
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 Pointer to the Mask files contained in the QI_DATA folder
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Image Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Image data in JPEG2000 format, one file per band.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 4 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 6 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 3 Files
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Processing Baseline
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Processing Baseline
													
												
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 List of granules composing the whole datastrip.
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 For each detector, list of the granules composing the datastrip
													
													 
														 
															 
																 
																	 
																		 
																			 
																				 
																					 
																						 
																							 
																								 
																									 
																										 Position of the granule in the Group of Source Packets. This position is identified through the position of the scenes first lines in the datastrip and is expressed as number of 10m resolution images lines
																									
																									 
																										 
																											 
																										
																									
																								
																							
																							 
																								 
																									 Granule identifier
																								
																							
																						
																					
																				
																			
																		
																	
																	 
																		 
																			 Detector identifier
																		
																	
																
															
														
													
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
										
									
									 
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Level Decoded Ancillary Data
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Level Auxiliary Data
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date.
											 
												 
													 
													 DATATION
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Reference to the GIPP used: DEM, etc.
										
									
									 
										 
											 DEM type used by the production process (GLOBE or SRTM for example)
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
												 
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 One Jpeg File
							
						
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
								 Position of the granule in the origin datastrip.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
										 
											 Pointer to the Mask files contained in the QI_DATA folder
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Image Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Image data in JPEG2000 format, one file per band.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 4 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 6 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 3 Files
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Identification of the source datastrip acquisition. General information.
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Processing Baseline
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 Processing Baseline
													
												
												 
											
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 List of the tiles composing the whole datastrip.
										
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
															 
														
														 
															 
																 TILE_IDENTIFIER
															
														
													
												
											
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 MSI Sensor configuration (Information from MSI telemetry)
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Level Decoded Ancillary Data
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 
										
									
									 
										 
											 
										
									
								
								 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Datastrip Level Auxiliary Data
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 IERS bulletin. These data are provided for the start acquisition date
											 
												 
													 
													 DATATION
												
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Reference to the GIPP used
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 One Jpeg File
							
						
						 
							 
								 OLQC XML formatted
							
						
					
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 PDI identification string (granules, datastrip, SAD)
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 The archive latency (On-line / Off-line)
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 The list of MRFs used by a component.
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 The MRF filename
							
						
						 
							 
								 The MRF Validity start time
							
						
						 
							 
								 The MRF Validity stop time
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 The different type of GIPP
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 GIPP file name: it may be several files (BAND_ID, detectors ...)
				
			
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/PDI-V14/PDGS/spacecraft/spacecraft.xsd


 
 
	 
		 
			 S2*.
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Number of satellites (between 1 and 2)
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 S2
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A, B
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 S2A-S2B
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/PDI-V14/PDGS/station/StationUnavailability.xsd


 
	 
		 
			 Details of unavailability
		
	
	 
		 
			 Enum type of unavailability : PLANNED or UNPLANNED
		
		 
			 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Type for Details of unavailability
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Date/Time of unavailability start
				
			
			 
				 
					 Date/Time of unavailability end
				
			
			 
				 
					 Commented Reason for unavailability
				
			
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/PDI-V14/SY/date_time/date_time.xsd


 
	 
		 
			 An non UTC date-time value with a precision of one microsecond
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.ssssss pattern
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An non UTC date-time value with a precision of one millisecond
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.ssssss pattern
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 seconds by Ascending or Descending Node
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A TAI date-time value
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the
						yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss(.sss) pattern and excluding
						thus a TimeZone definition.
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A GPS date-time value = TAI format
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the
						yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss(.sss) pattern and excluding
						thus a TimeZone definition.
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A GPS date-time value (= TAI format) with a precision of one nanosecond
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the
						yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss(.sss) pattern and excluding
						thus a TimeZone definition.
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An instrument measurement date-time value = TAI format
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the
						yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss(.sss) pattern and excluding
						thus a TimeZone definition.
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An UTC date-time value
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the
						yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss(.sss)Z pattern and excluding
						thus a TimeZone definition.
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An UTC date-time value
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the
						yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss(.sss)Z pattern and excluding
						thus a TimeZone definition.
				
			
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An UTC date-time value with a precision of one microsecond
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.ssssssZ pattern
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An UTC date-time value with a precision of one millisecond
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.sssZ pattern
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An UTC date-time value with a precision of one second
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ssZ pattern and excluding thus : <br/>
<ul>
<li>a fractional seconds definition (value has a precision of one second)</li>
<li>a TimeZone definition</li>
</ul>
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An UTC date-time value with a precision of one tenth-of-a-microsecond
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.sssssssZ pattern
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A non UTC (a TAI) date-time value with a precision of one tenth-of-a-microsecond
			 
				 
					 date-time value restricted to the yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.sssssssZ pattern
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Jour julien CNES
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Julian Day
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of seconds (can be more than the number of seconds in a day).
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 Time data types used in EOF Header 
	
	 
		 $Revision: 1.3 $ $Date: 2016/07/14 12:47:01 $
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 CNES Julian day without seconds
		
		 
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/PDI-V14/SY/geographical/geographical.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 A Lat/Lon coordinate
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A polygon defined by n Lat/Lon points
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A -180/+180 degree longitude
			 
				 
					 
					 Degree
				
			
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A -90/+90 degree latitude
			 
				 
					 
					 Degree
				
			
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Altitude (m)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 List of 2D vertices counter-clockwise oriented (for WFS compatibility). The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Point list. The coordinates of the points are entered as pairs of latitude and longitude values, or X and Y, or other
				
			
			 
				 
					 Point list. The coordinates of the points are entered as pairs of latitude and longitude values, or X and Y, or other
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 List of 3D vertices counter-clockwise oriented (for WFS compatibility). The polygon must be closed (the first and last vertices are the same).
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Point list. The coordinates of the points are entered as triplets of latitude, longitude and altitude values, or X, Y and Z, or other
				
			
			 
				 
					 Point list. The coordinates of the points are entered as triplets of latitude, longitude and altitude values, or X, Y and Z, or other
				
			
		
	
	 
		 Geodetic data types
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			 Spectral band identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Spectral band identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Spectral band identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Spacecraft name (Sentinel-2A/B/…)
			 
				 
					 Spacecraft name (Sentinel-2A/B/…)
				
			
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Spectral band physical name
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Metadata level Brief/Standard/Expertise
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Spectral band index
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Spectral band index with TDI (B3, B4, B11 and B12)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 List of the resolution of the bands
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Focal plane identifier : VNIR or SWIR
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 VNIR spectral band identification
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Datastrip identification string
			 
				 
					 The datastrip identification is a character string that identify in a unique way an Sentinel2 acquired datastrip. It is defined bellow  <br/>
GS[SS]_[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]_[RRR]_[TTTTT], where :<br/>
<ul>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]	: identifies the datastrip start date (example 20121001T09575020) in UTC time </li>
	<li>[RRR]	: Processing center, for GPP the value is “GPP”</li>
	<li>[TTTTT] 	: Number of sources packets level 0, B2 band</li>
</ul>
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 SWIR spectral band identification
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 The Granule Identifier is a character string that identify in a unique way an Sentinel2 acquired granule. It is defined as observation-id_rec-id <br/>
observation-id: L[pp]_S[SS]_[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]_[dd], rec-id: [RRR], where:  <br/>
<ul>
	<li>[pp] : identifies the processing level : “0_”, “1A”, “1B”, “1C” .</li>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]	: identifies the first line date on the MSI-Scene (ex. 20121001T09575020) in UTC time </li>
	<li>[dd]	: 2 digits identifying the detector (from 01 to 12)</li>
	<li>[RRR]	: reception centre : “CGS1”, “CGS2”, “CGS3”, “PAC1”, “PAC2”</li>
</ul>
				
			
			 Granule identification
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Granule identification (L1A and L1B)
			 
				 
					 The datastrip identification is a character string that identify in a unique way an Sentinel2 acquired datastrip. It is defined bellow  <br/>
GS[SS]_[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]_[RRR]_[TTTTT], where :<br/>
<ul>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]	: identifies the datastrip start date (example 20121001T09575020) in UTC time </li>
	<li>[RRR]	: Processing center, for GPP the value is “GPP”</li>
	<li>[TTTTT] 	: Number of sources packets level 0, B2 band</li>
</ul>
				
			
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Detector identification
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Group of Source Packets identification string (without .bin extension)
			 
				 
					 The datastrip identification is a character string that identify in a unique way an Sentinel2 acquired datastrip. It is defined bellow  <br/>
GS[SS]_[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]_[RRR]_[TTTTT], where :<br/>
<ul>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]	: identifies the datastrip start date (example 20121001T09575020) in UTC time </li>
	<li>[RRR]	: Processing center, for GPP the value is “GPP”</li>
	<li>[TTTTT] 	: Number of sources packets level 0, B2 band</li>
</ul>
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Type of degradation of the source packet
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 The size (row and column) of an image
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Number of columns
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of rows
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 The size (row and column) of each resolution band of an image
		
		 
			 
				 
					 Number of rows
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Number of columns
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Horizontal pixel dimension 
				
			
			 
				 
					 Vertical pixel dimension
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 GIPP identifier
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 JPEG_2000 compression type
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 QL geometry (inventory process) or full resolution geometry (production process)
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Left or Right side of a detector
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Datatake identification string
			 
				 
					 The datatake identification is a character string that identify in a unique way an Sentinel2 acquired datatake It is defined bellow  <br/>
GS[SS]_[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]_[RRRRRR], where :<br/>
<ul>
	<li>[SS] : identifies the Sentinel2 satellite : “2A” or “2B”.</li>
	<li>[YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS]	: identifies the datatake start date (Fourteen digits, date and time separated by the character T) </li>
	<li>[RRRRRR] : identifies the sensing Absolute Orbit Number: 000001-999999 </li>
</ul>
				
			
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Pixel managment : true (corrected), false (not detected and not corrected), detection (detected but not corrected)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Type of refining
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Flag to identify if the Refined Geometric Model File is computed or obtained from a existing RGMF (reused)
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			 Ohm unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 int value expresssed in Ohm ('Ohm' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Email address.
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Adresse Ftp.
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 List of floating point numbers
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 2 double values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 double values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 6 double values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 8 double values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 13 double values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An unbounded list of doubles
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 An unbounded list of int values
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 2 int values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 8 int values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 arcsec unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 meter unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 milli meter unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 milli meter per second unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 milli radian unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 radian unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 nanosecond unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 degree per second unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 degree celsius unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 pixel unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 double values expressed in millimeters ('mm' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 double values expressed in millimeters per seconds ('mm/s' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 double values expressed in degree per seconds ('mm/s' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 int value expressed in seconds ('s' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 int value expressed in meters ('m' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 int value expressed in pixels ('pixel' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in seconds ('s' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in milliseconds ('ms' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in seconds ('ns' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in degree ('deg' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in meters ('m' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in milliradians ('m/rad' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in radians ('rad' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in degree Celsius unit ('°C' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in nm
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in meters ('arcsec' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 a 1 variable polynomial model ( z = P(x))
			 
				 
					 A 1variable polynome must have (DEGREE+1) coefficients. <br>
								The coefficients are written in the list by ascending order of their degree. <br>
								For each degree the coefficients are ordered by the greatest degree of the first variable. <br>
								Example of degree 3 polynome : <br>
									P(x,y) = a + bx + cy + dx2 + exy + fy2 + gx3 + hx2y + ixy2 + jy3 <br>
									coefficients list : [a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j]
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 The length of the list must be DEGREE+1, first is constant coefficient
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Describes a position in an array (raw_index, column_index)
			 
				 
					 The position in an array must be coherent with the origin of the array (count element start)
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A 3*3 matrix (e.g. a rotation matrix).
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A 3*N matrix (double values)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A 6*N matrix (double values)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 First rotation (angles around an axis)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Second rotation (angles around an axis)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Third rotation (angles around an axis)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 First rotation (angles around an axis)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Second rotation (angles around an axis)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Third rotation (angles around an axis)
				
			
			 
				 
					 A scale factor on Z axis (in order to model the focal length deformation)
				
			
			 
				 
					 The combination order between rotation and scale factor transformations
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 A 1variable polynome must have (DEGREE+1) coefficients. <br>
								The coefficients are written in the list by ascending order of their degree. <br>
								For each degree the coefficients are ordered by the greatest degree of the first variable. <br>
								Example of degree 3 polynome : <br>
									P(x,y) = a + bx + cy + dx2 + exy + fy2 + gx3 + hx2y + ixy2 + jy3 <br>
									coefficients list : [a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j]
				
			
			 X,Y,Z uncertainties 
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 A 1variable polynome must have (DEGREE+1) coefficients. <br>
								The coefficients are written in the list by ascending order of their degree. <br>
								For each degree the coefficients are ordered by the greatest degree of the first variable. <br>
								Example of degree 3 polynome : <br>
									P(x,y) = a + bx + cy + dx2 + exy + fy2 + gx3 + hx2y + ixy2 + jy3 <br>
									coefficients list : [a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j]
				
			
			 Rotation, translation and homothety transformation uncertainties (X,Y,Z uncertainties)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 A 1variable polynome must have (DEGREE+1) coefficients. <br>
								The coefficients are written in the list by ascending order of their degree. <br>
								For each degree the coefficients are ordered by the greatest degree of the first variable. <br>
								Example of degree 3 polynome : <br>
									P(x,y) = a + bx + cy + dx2 + exy + fy2 + gx3 + hx2y + ixy2 + jy3 <br>
									coefficients list : [a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j]
				
			
			 Rotation, translation and homothety transformation uncertainties (X,Y,Z uncertainties) in lower case
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					  
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 A relative position (-1, 0 or 1)
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An unbounded list of doubles relative position (-1, 0 or 1)
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Navigation Solution Method
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 milli volt unit
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 double value expressed in milli Volt unit ("mV"' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 List of boolean values corresponding in flags values
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 List of 11 boolean values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 Basic data types 
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 integer value expressed in seconds ('ns' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 integer values expressed in millimeters ('mm' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 long values
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 An unbounded list of long values
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 integer values expressed in millimeters per seconds ('mm/s' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 double values expressed in meters ('m' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 3 double values expressed in meters per seconds ('m/s' unit attribute)
		
		 
			 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 meter per second unit
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		 Orbit Data Types
	
	 
		 $Revision: 1.3 $ $Date: 2016/07/14 12:47:01 $
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					 Number of pixels
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of Tangent Psi X in the image order (there is one data by pixel)
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of Tangent Psi Y in the image order (there is one data by pixel)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 Number of pixels
				
				 
					 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of Tangent Psi X in the image order (there is one data by pixel)
				
			
			 
				 
					 List of Tangent Psi Y in the image order (there is one data by pixel)
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 orbit (ascending / descending) direction
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Orbit number
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Cyclic orbit number
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 orbit type (predicted, restituted)
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 Orbit Data Types used in Orbit definitions
	
	 
		 $Revision: 1.3 $ $Date: 2016/07/14 12:47:01 $
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			 A list of quaternion values.
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Space separated list of 4 quaternion values ordered as Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 A double value between -1 and 1.
		
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/PDI-V14/SY/representation/representation.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 EPSG code : it should follow the 'EPSG:xxxx' pattern where xxxx is the unique identification code in the EPSG tables.
		
		 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 Identifier of the organization responsible for tables used for identifying coordinate sytem parameters.
		
		 
			 
				 
				 
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Horizontal coordinate reference system
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
				 
					 Code of horizontal coordinate reference system. It should follow the 'EPSG:xxxx' pattern where xxxx is the unique identification code in the EPSG tables.
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Projection Code
		
		 
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/PDI-V14/SY/spatio/spatio.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 
			 Sigma quality report for spatiotriangulation
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Histogram for X, Y and Z
							
						
						 
							 
								 Value in meters
							
						
						 
							 
								 Value in meters
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Histogram in line and column
							
						
						 
							 
								 Value in pixel
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 The histogram defines : a space-separated list of percent values, the first (MIN) and last (MAX) indexes for significant percent values (i.e. sup 0.0), the mean and standard deviation values
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
						 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Percent values (number depending on the STEP)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Histogram step
				
			
			 
				 
					 First index of significant percent value (i.e. > 0.0)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Last index of significant percent value (i.e. > 0.0)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Histogram mean value
				
			
			 
				 
					 Histogram standard deviation
				
			
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/DICO/PDI-V14/SY/tile/tile.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
	 
		 
			 Description of a tile in a given representation
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 EPSG code. It should follow the 'EPSG:xxxx' pattern where xxxx is the unique identification code in the EPSG tables.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Tile dimensions for each resolution band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Number of rows
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of columns
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 XDIM and YDIM for each resolution band 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (X value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (Y value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Horizontal pixel dimension 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Vertical pixel dimension
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Description of a tile with its bounding box in a given representation
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 EPSG code. It should follow the 'EPSG:xxxx' pattern where xxxx is the unique identification code in the EPSG tables.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Measure unit of the upper-left coordinates of the tile. The measure unit corresponds with the final representation.
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Upper-left coordinate (X value) of the tile (in UNIT measure unit)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Upper-left coordinate (Y value) of the tile (in UNIT measure unit)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Dimensions for 10, 20 and 60m bands
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Tile dimensions for each resolution band  XDIM and YDIM (in UNIT measure unit)
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Number of rows
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Number of columns
										
										 
											 
												 
											
										
									
									 
										 
											 Horizontal pixel dimension 
										
									
									 
										 
											 Vertical pixel dimension
										
									
								
								 
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Bounding box coordinates of a tile. This bounding box lists the 4 corner points in lat/lon, clockwise defined, starting from upper left corner. 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 Unique identification of a tile
		
		 
	
	 
		 
			 Description of a tile in a given representation
		
		 
			 
			 
				 
					 EPSG code. It should follow the 'EPSG:xxxx' pattern where xxxx is the unique identification code in the EPSG tables.
				
			
			 
				 
					 Tile dimensions for each resolution band
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Number of rows
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 Number of columns
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
					
					 
				
			
			 
				 
					 XDIM and YDIM for each resolution band 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (X value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Upper-left coordinate (Y value) of the tile
							
						
						 
							 
								 Horizontal pixel dimension 
							
						
						 
							 
								 Vertical pixel dimension
							
						
					
					 
				
			
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/OLQC_Report.xsd


 
	 
		 
			 EOFFS entry point of this xml file
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 OLQC report
		
	
	 
		 
			 type defining Passed/Failed/Error status
		
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 EOFFS standard File type
		
	
	 
		 
			 EOFFS header type
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 The name of the file (c.f. EOFFS std: MMM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_*instance_id*)

							
						
						 
							 
								 Fixed string "File to use to configure Amalfi"
							
						
						 
						 
							 
								 Fixed string : Mission ID extracted from filename (MMM = "S2_"|"S2A"|"S2B")
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 File_Class extracted form filename (i.e. "OPER") - not fixed here. Please note that the File Class will be set
“OPER” for all products generated during
the operation phase. During validation or for
internal testing other values can be defined. 
							
						
						 
							 
								 File type extracted from filename "TTTTTTTTTT" = FFFFDDDDDD
   whereFile Category       : "FFF" = "REP_"
Semantic Descriptor : "DDDDDD" = "OLQCPA" (See PSD-V05)

							
							 
								 
									 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 Date of report creation
										
									
									 
										 
											 MPA fixed end validity date for this file
										
									
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 must be the same as ../../../Data_Block/report/@version 
							
							 
								 
									 
								
							
						
						 
							 
								 source generated by MPA
							
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
									 
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
		
	
	 
		 
			 EOFFS datablock type
		
		 
			 
		
		 
			 
				 
					 
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 When the inspection has been created.
			
		
		 
			 
				 Elapsed time for this inspection.
			
		
		 
			 
				 When this inspection processing started.
			
		
		 
			 
				 The uniq identifier for this inspection. For sentinel-2 product. This identifier is prefixed with the S2 namespace. (i.e. "http://www.esa.int/s2#ispCategory")
			
		
		 
			 
				 The item on which this inspection is attached. This item is not necessary the same as the one specified on the top level checklist definition. It can be a sub  item of the product.
			
		
		 
			 
				 The URL pointing to the inspected item
			
		
		 
			 
				 Human readable name of this inspection.
			
		
		 
			 
				 Priority level of this inspection
			
		
		 
			 
				 The status of the inspection processing. Possible status in this report are "Done" when inspection performed, or "Canceled" if inspection process was cancelled.
			
		
		 
			 
				 Inspection result status : "PASSED" if the inspection successully processed, "FAILED" if the inspection does not reach expected values or "ERROR" if the inspector raise an error.
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 the url to the item
			
		
		 
			 
				 The human readable class name of this item.
			
		
		 
			 
				 the human readable name of this item.
			
		
		 
			 
				 Drb class
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 This field contains the name of OLQC GIPP
				
			
			 
				 
					  This field contains the  name of the checklist
				
			
			 
				 
					  This field contains the  version of the checklist
				
			
			 
				 
					 the root item on which this checklist is applied.
				
			
			 
				 
					 
						 results of processed check.
					
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 Amalfi inspection information entry that gather all the information use to retrieve the processed inspection in Amalfi addons.
								
							
							 
								 
									 The inspection message formatted according to the contentType attribute.
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 The content type of the message. Usually content type is set to 'text/plain".
												
											
										
									
								
							
							 
								 
									 This optional  field is used to make explicit
the values  present in the message field
								
								 
									 
										 
											 
												 
													 
														 
													
												
											
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
		
	
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 the list of checks
				
			
		
		 
			 
				 The version of the GIPP used to produce this report.
			
		
		 
			 
				 The global status of the instections gathered into this report.
			
		
		 
			 
				 The date of creation of this report.
			
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/Readme.txt


Changes Log:

***********
          *
XSD V7.1  *
          * 
***********
Inventory_Metadata.xsd - V7.1
***************************
Removed "Acquisition_Stationold" metadata.



***********
          *
XSD V7.2  *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd - V7.2
***************************
A_PRODUCT_OPTION complexType:
1. added maxOccurs="13"to the "BAND_NAME" element
2. moved "productLevel" attribute from "Aux" node to "Aux_List" node
3. defined DATASTRIP_ID element as "item:DATASTRIP_ID"
4. added A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L1B complexType
5. added A_QUALITY_SUMMARY_L1B_USER complexType

DIMAP_user_product_Level-1B.xsd - V7.2
*************************************
Re-defined Quality_Indicators_Info element as type="dimap:A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L1B

SAFE_user_product_Level-1B.xsd - V7.2
*************************************
Re-defined Quality_Indicators_Info element as type="dimap:A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L1B



***********
          *
XSD V7.3  *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd - V7.3
***************************
1. AN_ANCILLARY_DATA_DSL0: modified to have a unique Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info description for all level of processing (L0/L1A/L1B/L1C)
2. A_SOURCE_PACKET_DESCRIPTION_GRL0: replaced detector_Id and band_Id with detectorId and bandId

DIMAP_Level-1A_DataStrip.xsd - v7.3
****************************************
Replaced <xs:element name="Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info" type="dimap:AN_ANCILLARY_DATA_DSL1AL1B"/> with
<xs:element name="Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info" type="dimap:AN_ANCILLARY_DATA_DSL0"/>

DIMAP_Level-1B_DataStrip.xsd - v7.3
****************************************
Replaced <xs:element name="Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info" type="dimap:AN_ANCILLARY_DATA_DSL1AL1B"/> with
<xs:element name="Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info" type="dimap:AN_ANCILLARY_DATA_DSL0"/>



***********
          *
XSD V8.0  *
          * 
***********
Renamed the schemas filename:
User_Product_S2_Level-0.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-0_Structure.xsd
User_Product_S2_Level-1A.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-1A_Structure.xsd
User_Product_S2_Level-1B.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-1B_Structure.xsd
User_Product_S2_Level-1C.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Structure.xsd
DIMAP_User_Product_S2_Level-0.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_User_Product_S2_Level-1A.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-1A_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_User_Product_S2_Level-1B.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-1B_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_User_Product_S2_Level-1C.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Metadata.xsd

dimap.xsd - V8.0
***************************
2. AN_IMAGE_DATA_INFO_DSL1A: added Product_Compression node
3. AN_IMAGE_DATA_INFO_DSL1B: added Product_Compression node
4. AN_IMAGE_DATA_INFO_DSL1C: added Product_Compression node
5. A_RADIOMETRIC_DATA_L1A: added Spectral_Information_List node
6. A_RADIOMETRIC_DATA_L1B: added Spectral_Information_List node
7. A_RADIOMETRIC_DATA_L1C: added Spectral_Information_List node
8. A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1AL1B: added Spectral_Information_List node
9. A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1C: added Spectral_Information_List node
10. A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1AL1B_SAFE: added Spectral_Information_List node
11. A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1C_SAFE: added Spectral_Information_List node
13. A_MSI_OPERATION_MODE: modified to add all missing operation modes
14. A_PRODUCT_OPTIONS: modified to align DO to SAD
15. A_GENERAL_INFO_L1C: modified SENSING_TIME type (date_time:AN_UTC_DATE_TIME_TWO)
16. Product_Organisation: modified to have a User product description based on granules instead on datastrip 
17. AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_USERL0L1A: removed IERS_Bulletin_Info and DataStrip_Generation_Info nodes
18. AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_USERL0L1A: Moved PHYSICAL_GAINS and REFERENCE_BAND from Auxiliary_Data_Info to General_Info
19. AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_USERL1B: removed IERS_Bulletin_Info and DataStrip_Generation_Info nodes
20. renamed A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1AL1B as A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1B
21. AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_USERL1B: moved Restoration_Parameters and Equalization_Parameters from Auxiliary_Data_Info to General_Info 
22. AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_USERL1C: removed IERS_Bulletin_Info and DataStrip_Generation_Info nodes
23. AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_USERL1C: Moved PHYSICAL_GAINS and REFERENCE_BAND from Auxiliary_Data_Info to General_Info
24. A_PRODUCT_INFO: modified Product_Organization node


Inventory_Metadata.xsd - V8.0
********************************
Removed "List_Of_Gaps" metadata
Added pattern in Validity_Start/Validity_Sop metadata


PDI_S2_Level-1C_Tile.xsd - v8.0
*************************************
Added AUX_DATA


item.xsd
*************************************
Added pattern in DATASTRIP_ID definition

data_time
*************************************
Added AN_UTC_DATE_TIME_TWO simpleType



***********
          *
XSD V9.0  *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd - V9.0
***************************
1. A_MASK_LIST: modified annotations and added possible values for mask file types
2. NUMBER_OF_T00_DEGRADED_PACKETS renamed as NUMBER_OF_TOO_DEGRADED_PACKETS
3. A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL0: added ON_BOARD_COMPRESSION_MODE metadata
4. AN_ACQUISITION_CONFIGURATION: changed metadataLevel on Active_Detectors_List from Expertise to Brief
5. moved Image_Display_Order node and QUANTIFICATION_VALUE field from AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_DSL1C to A_RADIOMETRIC_DATA_L1C
6. moved Image_Display_Order node from AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_DSL1A to A_RADIOMETRIC_DATA_L1A
7. moved Image_Display_Order node from AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_DSL1B to A_RADIOMETRIC_DATA_L1B
8. added A_QUALITY_SUMMARY_L0_L1A_USER
9. added A_QUALITY_SUMMARY_L1A_L1B_USER
10. added A_PROCESSING_SPECIFIC_PARAMETERS complexType
11.A_GENERAL_INFO_L0_L1A_L1B: added Processing_Specific_Parameters field
12.A_GENERAL_INFO_L1C: added Processing_Specific_Parameters field
13.A_GENERAL_INFO_DS: added Processing_Specific_Parameters field
14.AN_IMAGE_DATA_INFO_DSL1C: moved TileId attribute from Tile_List to Tile


item.xsd
*************************************
1. Modified DATATAKE_ID definition to include the Processing Baseline sub-field
2. added IMAGE_ID simpleType


S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Structure.xsd - V9.0
***********************************************
Modified to add AUX_DATA at GRANULE level


S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd - V9.0
***********************************************
modified Quality_Indicator_Info element as "dimap:A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L0_L1A" type


S2_User_Product_Level-1A_Metadata.xsd - V9.0
***********************************************
modified Quality_Indicator_Info element as "dimap:A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L0_L1A" type


S2_User_Product_Level-1B_Metadata.xsd - V9.0
***********************************************
modified Quality_Indicator_Info element as "dimap:A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L1B_L1C" type


S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Metadata.xsd - V9.0
***********************************************
modified Quality_Indicator_Info element as "dimap:A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L1B_L1C" type


Renamed the schemas filename:
PDI_S2_Level-0_Granule.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Structure.xsd
PDI_S2_Level-1A_Granule.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Structure.xsd
PDI_S2_Level-1B_Granule.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Structure.xsd
PDI_S2_Level-1C_Tile.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Structure.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-0_Granule.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-1A_Granule.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-1B_Granule.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-1C_Tile.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd
PDI_S2_Level-0_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
PDI_S2_Level-1A_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
PDI_S2_Level-1B_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
PDI_S2_Level-1C_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-0_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-1A_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-1B_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-1C_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd


***********
          *
XSD V10   *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd - V10
***************************
1.A_PRODUCT_OPTIONS: removed "<xs:choice>" step to have more of one User download options 
2.AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_DSL1C: added PRODUCTION_DEM_TYPE, IERS_BULLETIN_FILENAME, GRI_FILENAME to aligns PSD-XSD to PSD 
3.A_GENERAL_INFO_L1C: added metadataLevel attribute to SENSING_TIME tag to aligns PSD-XSD to PSD
4.A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1A, A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1B, A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1C: put Spectral_Information_List as optional node 
because it is optional at PDI level  


item.xsd - V10
*************************************
1.Removed Processing Baseline from PVI_ID definition to align the schema to the PSD
2.Added GRANULE_TILE_ID to have a single ID to be used to reference at User Product level all Granules/Tiles
3.Modified IMAGE_ID regex to include Band Index = 8A
4.Modified GIPP_ID, DEM_ID, GRI_ID, IERS_ID and ECMWF_ID regex to include the "S2_" mission ID applicable for satellite independent files


***********
          *
XSD V11   *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd - V11
***************************
1. Updated annotation for SENSING_TIME metadata (A_GENERAL_INFO_L0_L1A_L1B): "Time stamp of the first line of the Granule" (see R18 PSD PIRN)
2. Removed additional blank in "A_MSI_OPERATION_MODE" definition (see R20 PSD PIRN)
3. Added QL_FOOTPRINT element in A_GRANULE_POSITION complexType (see R23 PSD PIRN)
4. Removed DATATAKE_SENSING_STOP element from A_DATATAKE_IDENTIFICATION complexType (see R24 PSD PIRN)
5. Added PRODUCT_START_TIME & PRODUCT_STOP_TIME to A_PRODUCT_INFO complexType (see R24 PSD PIRN)
6. Added Area_Of_Inteest element into A_PRODUCT_OPTIONS complexType (see R25 PSD PIRN)
7. Updated annotation for REF_QL_IMAGE in A_QUICKLOOK_DESCRIPTOR (see R26 PSD PIRN)
8. Updated ANC_DATA_REF definition (see R27 PSD PIRN)


item.xsd - V11
*************************************
1.Updated POD_ID definition to be compliant to the current applicable POD-ICD (removed orbit from pattern, see R19 PSD PIRN)

Inventory_Metadata.xsd - V11
*****************************
1. Update to remove all references to SAD PDI (see R21 PSD PIRN)


SAFE xfdu.xsd - see S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V11_SAFE.zip (see R22 PSD PIRN)
**********************************************************
Updated xfdu.xsd (and related examples of manifest.safe) specific for:
- L1A/L1B/L1C GR/Tile PDI
- L1A/L1B/L1C User Products
in order to correctly reference the mask files (band dependent) in the products



***********
          *
XSD V12   *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd - V12
***************************
1.(see R28 in the PIRN) 
added "Reflectance_Conversion" node in "A_RADIOMETRIC_DATA_L1C" complexType and "A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1C" complexType.

2.(see R29 in the PIRN) 
Removed additional blank at the end of "FULL_SWATH_DATATAKE" element 

3.(see R30 in the PIRN) 
updated definition of "SPACECRAFT_NAME" element of "A_DATATAKE_IDENTIFICATION" complexType
<xs:element name="SPACECRAFT_NAME">
	<xs:annotation>
		<xs:documentation>Sentinel-2 Spacecraft name</xs:documentation>
	</xs:annotation>
	<xs:simpleType>
		<xs:restriction base="xs:string">
		<xs:enumeration value="Sentinel-2A"/>
		<xs:enumeration value="Sentinel-2B"/>
		</xs:restriction>
	</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>

4.(see R31 in the PIRN)
Updated Processing_Info node in "A_GENERAL_INFO_DS"

5.(see R32 in the PIRN)
put "metadataLevel = Expertise" on "ACTIVE_DETECTOR" element

6.(see R34 in the PIRN)
- Removed "QUATERINION_STATUS" from "A_RAW_ATTITUDE" complexType
- Removed "QUATERINION_STATUS" from "AN_ATTITUDE_DATA_INV" complexType
- Renamed "ATTITUDE_QUALITY_INDICATOR" as "ATTITUDE_QUALITY" in "A_RAW_ATTITUDE" and changed the possible values 
("NOATTITUDE", "APRIORIATT", "COARSEATT", "UNCONFATT", "VALIDATT")
- added "ATTITUDE_QUALITY_INDICATOR" in "AN_ATTITUDE_DATA_INV" complexType

7.(see R35 in the PIRN)
Added the OPTIONAL node "Other_Ancillary_Data" in "AN_ANCILLARY_DATA_DSL0" complexType

8.(see R36 in the PIRN)
Put FPA_List node as OPTIONAL

9.(see R37 in the PIRN)
Updated as UNBOUNDED the node Image_Refining/Correlation_Quality in "A_GEOMETRIC_REFINING_QUALITY_L1B_L1C" complexType

10.(see R39 in the PIRN)
Updated the schema according to the CGS and PAC ID defined in [EOFFS-PDGS] V1.2

11.(see R40 in the PIRN)
Updated as UNBOUNDED the node VNIR_SWIR_Registration/Correlation_Quality in "A_GEOMETRIC_REFINING_QUALITY_L1B_L1C" complexType


misc.xsd - V12
**************************
1.(see R33 in the PIRN)
Updated A_NSM definition according to the applicable SAD-ICD


center.xsd - V12
**************************
1.(see R39 in the PIRN)
Updated "A_S2_ARCHIVING_CENTRE", "A_S2_ACQUISITION_CENTER" and "A_S2_PROCESSING_CENTRE" definitions 
according to the CGS and PAC ID defined in [EOFFS-PDGS] V1.2


S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V12_SAFE
************************************
1. Replaced in the schema the path "~\resources\xsd\int\esa\safe\sentinel\1.1" instead of "\resources\xsd\int\esa\safe\sentinel-1.0"
2. Replaced namespace="http://www.esa.int/safe/sentinel/1.0" invece di namespace="http://www.esa.int/safe/sentinel-1.1"
3. Replaced in the Manifest examples the code "PAC1" with "EPA_"
4. Removed in the Manifest examplex the tag <resource><software>


************************************
CHANGE OF NAMESPACES (see R41 in the PIRN)
In the schemas listed hereafter all instance of:
"http://pdgs.s2.esa.int/" and "http://gs2.esa.int/"
have been replaced with:
"https://psd-12.sentinel2.eo.esa.int/"


1. item.xsd
2. center,xsd
3. data_time.xsd
4. image.xsd
5. orbital.xsd
6. misc.xsd
7. geographical.xsd
8. platform.xsd
9. spatio.xsd
10. tile.xsd
11. representation.xsd
12. dimap.xsd
13. Inventory.xsd
14. S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
15. S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Structure.xsd
16. S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Structure.xsd
17. S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Structure.xsd
18. S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Structure.xsd
19. S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Metadata.xsd
20. S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd
21. S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Metadata.xsd
22. S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd
23. S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
24. S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
25. S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
26. S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
27. S2_PDI_Level-0_ Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
28. S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
29. S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
30. S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
31. S2_User_Product_Level-0_Structure.xsd
32. S2_User_Product_Level-1A_Structure.xsd
33. S2_User_Product_Level-1B_Structure.xsd
34. S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Structure.xsd
35. S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd
36. S2_User_Product_Level-1A Metadata.xsd
37. S2_User_Product_Level-1B Metadata.xsd
38. S2_User_Product_Level-1C Metadata.xsd



***********
          *
XSD V12.1 *
          * 
***********

INTERNAL USAGE ONLY


***********
          *
XSD V12.2 *
          * 
***********

dimap.xsd
1.Implemented the issue ESA-3174 (replaced ECMWF_FILENAME with ECMWF_DATA_REF)
2 Implemented the issue ESA-3294 (corrected attributes for A_DATASTRIP_REPORT_LIST and A_GRANULE_REPORT_LIST)
3.Implemented the issue ESA-3334 (defined A_GIPP_LIST_L0, A_GIPP_LIST_L1A, A_GIPP_LIST_L1B and A_GIPP_LIST_L1C)
4.Added A_DATASTRIP_ID_REPORT and A_GRANULE_ID_REPORT
5.Added minOccurs="0" and maxOccurs="unbounded" on "Datastrip_Report" and "Granule_Report" elements of A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L0_L1A complexType
5.Added minOccurs="0" and maxOccurs="unbounded" on "Datastrip_Report" and "Granule_Report" elements of A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L1B_L1C complexType


image.xsd
1. Implemented the issue ESA-3173 (replaced �I� (capital "i") in "<xs:enumeration value="LeveI-2Ap"/>" with �l� (minuscule "L")).

item.xsd
1. Replaced the file class "OPER" (inside of all PDI ID definitions) with a flexible regex "[\w{Lu}_]{4}"


***********
          *
XSD V13 *
          * 
***********

dimap.xsd
1. modified A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL0 definition: REFERENCE_BAND optional and PHYSICAL_GAINS with maxOcc = 13.
2. modified A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1A definition: REFERENCE_BAND optional and PHYSICAL_GAINS with maxOcc = 13.
3. modified A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1B definition: REFERENCE_BAND optional and PHYSICAL_GAINS with maxOcc = 13.
4. modified A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1C definition: REFERENCE_BAND optional and PHYSICAL_GAINS with maxOcc = 13.
5. Put as OPTIONAL the branch "Attutude_Data_List" according to the issue IPFSPR-282
6. Set as A_POSITIVE_LONG the IMT element according to IPFSPR-281
7. Put as OPTIONAL the metadata Geometric_Header/QL_CENTER according to the issue ESA-4084
8. Replaced the file type GIP_R2EQOB with file type GIP_R2EOB2 according to the issue OPS-469

misc.xsd
1. added A_POSITIVE_LONG sympleType according to IPFSPR-281


***********
          *
XSD V13.1 *
          * 
***********

dimap.xsd
Main change is to have PDI with Expert/Standard/Biref using the elements already present. 
Some field put as optional in order to be able to validate the PDI.

***********
          *
XSD V13.2 *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd
Changed <xs:element name="Spectral_Information_List"> from OPTIONAL to MANDATORY according to [ESA-4245]

***********
          *
XSD V14.1 *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd
1. Modified <xs:complexType name="A_PRODUCT_OPTIONS">:
added <xs:element name="SINGLE_TILE" type="xs:boolean">
added <xs:element name="COMPLETE_SINGLE_TILE" type="xs:boolean">
modified <xs:element name="BAND_NAME" type="image:A_PHYSICAL_BAND_NAME_AND_TCI" maxOccurs="14">
updated <xs:simpleType name="A_GRANULE_ID_REPORT">
updated <xs:simpleType name="A_DATASTRIP_ID_REPORT">

item.xsd
1. Added patterns:
<xs:pattern value="L1C_T[\w{Lu}_]{5}_A\d{6}_\d{8}T\d{6}"/> for TILE_ID compact name
<!--TCI ID (L1C) standard naming-->
<xs:pattern value="S2(A|B)_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_[\w{Lu}_]{10}_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_\d{8}T\d{6}_A\d{6}_T[\w{Lu}_]{5}_TCI"/>
<!--TCI ID (L1C) compact naming-->
<xs:pattern value="T[\w{Lu}_]{5}_\d{8}T\d{6}_TCI"/>
<!--PVI compact ID-->
<xs:pattern value="T[\w{Lu}_]{5}_\d{8}T\d{6}_PVI"/>
<!--Tile folder compact name--> 
<!--GIPP compact name-->
<xs:pattern value="GIPP.tar"/>
<xs:pattern value="L1C_T[\w{Lu}_]{5}_A\d{6}_\d{8}T\d{6}"/>
<!--Datastrip folder compact name-->
<xs:pattern value="S2(A|B)_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_[\w{Lu}_]{10}_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_\d{8}T\d{6}_S\d{8}T\d{6}"/>
<xs:pattern value="S2(A|B)_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_[\w{Lu}_]{10}_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_\d{8}T\d{6}_S\d{8}T\d{6} S2(A|B)_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_[\w{Lu}_]{10}_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_\d{8}T\d{6}_S\d{8}T\d{6}"/>
2. added <xs:simpleType name="IMAGE_FILE">
3. added <xs:pattern value="S2(A|B)_[\w{Lu}_]{4}PVI_L1C_CO[\w{Lu}_]{4}_\d{8}T\d{6}_A\d{6}_T[\w{Lu}_]{5}"/>


image.xsd
modified the following type (added SAFE_COMPACT value):
<xs:simpleType name="A_PRODUCT_S2_FORMAT">
	<xs:restriction base="xs:string">
		<xs:enumeration value="SAFE"/>
		<xs:enumeration value="SAFE_COMPACT"/>
		<xs:enumeration value="DIMAP"/>
	</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>






removed folder S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.1_Schema\DICO\13\PDGS\logical_definitions (obsolete)

***********
	  *
XSD V14.3 *
	  *
***********

1. General renaming of the links to psd-12 to psd-14
2. Renaming of the DICO subdirectories from 12 and 14 to PDI-V14 and EUP-V14 (and associated links into XSDs)
3. dimap.xsd (PDI and EUP) :
	- Addition of the Image_Refining node removed after PSD-V13 for L1B/L1C PDIs validation
	- Addition of the GRI_List node for L1B/L1C to enable the listing of several GRIs or none (empty node allowed) (see IPFSPR-437 and IPFSPR-501)
	- ECMWF node now optional for L1C (see IPFSPR-383)
4. dimap.xsd (EUP only) :
	- Modification of the Quality_Control_Checks node to fit to the decision taken in US-526
	- Allowed 0 for the number of BAND_NAME nodes
	
5. dimap.xsd (PDI and EUP) :
	- NCOLS and NROWS allowed to 0
	- Replacement of the enumeration for RECEPTION_STATION by a common pattern	

6. filenaming.xsd + logical_definitions.xsd (PDI and EUP) : removal of all references to GIP_R2DEBA and GIP_R2MACO

7. item.xsd (PDI and EUP) :
	- pattern corrected for PVI_L1C_CO

8. center.xsd
	- Replacement of the enumeration for acquisition, processing and archiving centers by a common pattern 



***********
	  *
XSD V14.4 *
	  *
***********

DICO/EUP-V14/SY/image/image.xsd
	- NCOLS and NROWS of AN_IMAGE_RESOLUTION_SIZE allowed to 0 according to US-923

DICO/PDI-V14/SY/image/image.xsd
	- NCOLS and NROWS of AN_IMAGE_RESOLUTION_SIZE allowed to 0 according to US-923


















S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/Readme.txt~


Changes Log:

***********
          *
XSD V7.1  *
          * 
***********
Inventory_Metadata.xsd - V7.1
***************************
Removed "Acquisition_Stationold" metadata.



***********
          *
XSD V7.2  *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd - V7.2
***************************
A_PRODUCT_OPTION complexType:
1. added maxOccurs="13"to the "BAND_NAME" element
2. moved "productLevel" attribute from "Aux" node to "Aux_List" node
3. defined DATASTRIP_ID element as "item:DATASTRIP_ID"
4. added A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L1B complexType
5. added A_QUALITY_SUMMARY_L1B_USER complexType

DIMAP_user_product_Level-1B.xsd - V7.2
*************************************
Re-defined Quality_Indicators_Info element as type="dimap:A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L1B

SAFE_user_product_Level-1B.xsd - V7.2
*************************************
Re-defined Quality_Indicators_Info element as type="dimap:A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L1B



***********
          *
XSD V7.3  *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd - V7.3
***************************
1. AN_ANCILLARY_DATA_DSL0: modified to have a unique Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info description for all level of processing (L0/L1A/L1B/L1C)
2. A_SOURCE_PACKET_DESCRIPTION_GRL0: replaced detector_Id and band_Id with detectorId and bandId

DIMAP_Level-1A_DataStrip.xsd - v7.3
****************************************
Replaced <xs:element name="Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info" type="dimap:AN_ANCILLARY_DATA_DSL1AL1B"/> with
<xs:element name="Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info" type="dimap:AN_ANCILLARY_DATA_DSL0"/>

DIMAP_Level-1B_DataStrip.xsd - v7.3
****************************************
Replaced <xs:element name="Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info" type="dimap:AN_ANCILLARY_DATA_DSL1AL1B"/> with
<xs:element name="Satellite_Ancillary_Data_Info" type="dimap:AN_ANCILLARY_DATA_DSL0"/>



***********
          *
XSD V8.0  *
          * 
***********
Renamed the schemas filename:
User_Product_S2_Level-0.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-0_Structure.xsd
User_Product_S2_Level-1A.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-1A_Structure.xsd
User_Product_S2_Level-1B.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-1B_Structure.xsd
User_Product_S2_Level-1C.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Structure.xsd
DIMAP_User_Product_S2_Level-0.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_User_Product_S2_Level-1A.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-1A_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_User_Product_S2_Level-1B.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-1B_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_User_Product_S2_Level-1C.xsd -> S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Metadata.xsd

dimap.xsd - V8.0
***************************
2. AN_IMAGE_DATA_INFO_DSL1A: added Product_Compression node
3. AN_IMAGE_DATA_INFO_DSL1B: added Product_Compression node
4. AN_IMAGE_DATA_INFO_DSL1C: added Product_Compression node
5. A_RADIOMETRIC_DATA_L1A: added Spectral_Information_List node
6. A_RADIOMETRIC_DATA_L1B: added Spectral_Information_List node
7. A_RADIOMETRIC_DATA_L1C: added Spectral_Information_List node
8. A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1AL1B: added Spectral_Information_List node
9. A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1C: added Spectral_Information_List node
10. A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1AL1B_SAFE: added Spectral_Information_List node
11. A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1C_SAFE: added Spectral_Information_List node
13. A_MSI_OPERATION_MODE: modified to add all missing operation modes
14. A_PRODUCT_OPTIONS: modified to align DO to SAD
15. A_GENERAL_INFO_L1C: modified SENSING_TIME type (date_time:AN_UTC_DATE_TIME_TWO)
16. Product_Organisation: modified to have a User product description based on granules instead on datastrip 
17. AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_USERL0L1A: removed IERS_Bulletin_Info and DataStrip_Generation_Info nodes
18. AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_USERL0L1A: Moved PHYSICAL_GAINS and REFERENCE_BAND from Auxiliary_Data_Info to General_Info
19. AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_USERL1B: removed IERS_Bulletin_Info and DataStrip_Generation_Info nodes
20. renamed A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1AL1B as A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1B
21. AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_USERL1B: moved Restoration_Parameters and Equalization_Parameters from Auxiliary_Data_Info to General_Info 
22. AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_USERL1C: removed IERS_Bulletin_Info and DataStrip_Generation_Info nodes
23. AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_USERL1C: Moved PHYSICAL_GAINS and REFERENCE_BAND from Auxiliary_Data_Info to General_Info
24. A_PRODUCT_INFO: modified Product_Organization node


Inventory_Metadata.xsd - V8.0
********************************
Removed "List_Of_Gaps" metadata
Added pattern in Validity_Start/Validity_Sop metadata


PDI_S2_Level-1C_Tile.xsd - v8.0
*************************************
Added AUX_DATA


item.xsd
*************************************
Added pattern in DATASTRIP_ID definition

data_time
*************************************
Added AN_UTC_DATE_TIME_TWO simpleType



***********
          *
XSD V9.0  *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd - V9.0
***************************
1. A_MASK_LIST: modified annotations and added possible values for mask file types
2. NUMBER_OF_T00_DEGRADED_PACKETS renamed as NUMBER_OF_TOO_DEGRADED_PACKETS
3. A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL0: added ON_BOARD_COMPRESSION_MODE metadata
4. AN_ACQUISITION_CONFIGURATION: changed metadataLevel on Active_Detectors_List from Expertise to Brief
5. moved Image_Display_Order node and QUANTIFICATION_VALUE field from AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_DSL1C to A_RADIOMETRIC_DATA_L1C
6. moved Image_Display_Order node from AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_DSL1A to A_RADIOMETRIC_DATA_L1A
7. moved Image_Display_Order node from AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_DSL1B to A_RADIOMETRIC_DATA_L1B
8. added A_QUALITY_SUMMARY_L0_L1A_USER
9. added A_QUALITY_SUMMARY_L1A_L1B_USER
10. added A_PROCESSING_SPECIFIC_PARAMETERS complexType
11.A_GENERAL_INFO_L0_L1A_L1B: added Processing_Specific_Parameters field
12.A_GENERAL_INFO_L1C: added Processing_Specific_Parameters field
13.A_GENERAL_INFO_DS: added Processing_Specific_Parameters field
14.AN_IMAGE_DATA_INFO_DSL1C: moved TileId attribute from Tile_List to Tile


item.xsd
*************************************
1. Modified DATATAKE_ID definition to include the Processing Baseline sub-field
2. added IMAGE_ID simpleType


S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Structure.xsd - V9.0
***********************************************
Modified to add AUX_DATA at GRANULE level


S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd - V9.0
***********************************************
modified Quality_Indicator_Info element as "dimap:A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L0_L1A" type


S2_User_Product_Level-1A_Metadata.xsd - V9.0
***********************************************
modified Quality_Indicator_Info element as "dimap:A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L0_L1A" type


S2_User_Product_Level-1B_Metadata.xsd - V9.0
***********************************************
modified Quality_Indicator_Info element as "dimap:A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L1B_L1C" type


S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Metadata.xsd - V9.0
***********************************************
modified Quality_Indicator_Info element as "dimap:A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L1B_L1C" type


Renamed the schemas filename:
PDI_S2_Level-0_Granule.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Structure.xsd
PDI_S2_Level-1A_Granule.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Structure.xsd
PDI_S2_Level-1B_Granule.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Structure.xsd
PDI_S2_Level-1C_Tile.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Structure.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-0_Granule.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-1A_Granule.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-1B_Granule.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-1C_Tile.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd
PDI_S2_Level-0_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
PDI_S2_Level-1A_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
PDI_S2_Level-1B_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
PDI_S2_Level-1C_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-0_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-1A_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-1B_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
DIMAP_S2_Level-1C_Datastrip.xsd -> S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd


***********
          *
XSD V10   *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd - V10
***************************
1.A_PRODUCT_OPTIONS: removed "<xs:choice>" step to have more of one User download options 
2.AN_AUXILIARY_DATA_INFO_DSL1C: added PRODUCTION_DEM_TYPE, IERS_BULLETIN_FILENAME, GRI_FILENAME to aligns PSD-XSD to PSD 
3.A_GENERAL_INFO_L1C: added metadataLevel attribute to SENSING_TIME tag to aligns PSD-XSD to PSD
4.A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1A, A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1B, A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1C: put Spectral_Information_List as optional node 
because it is optional at PDI level  


item.xsd - V10
*************************************
1.Removed Processing Baseline from PVI_ID definition to align the schema to the PSD
2.Added GRANULE_TILE_ID to have a single ID to be used to reference at User Product level all Granules/Tiles
3.Modified IMAGE_ID regex to include Band Index = 8A
4.Modified GIPP_ID, DEM_ID, GRI_ID, IERS_ID and ECMWF_ID regex to include the "S2_" mission ID applicable for satellite independent files


***********
          *
XSD V11   *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd - V11
***************************
1. Updated annotation for SENSING_TIME metadata (A_GENERAL_INFO_L0_L1A_L1B): "Time stamp of the first line of the Granule" (see R18 PSD PIRN)
2. Removed additional blank in "A_MSI_OPERATION_MODE" definition (see R20 PSD PIRN)
3. Added QL_FOOTPRINT element in A_GRANULE_POSITION complexType (see R23 PSD PIRN)
4. Removed DATATAKE_SENSING_STOP element from A_DATATAKE_IDENTIFICATION complexType (see R24 PSD PIRN)
5. Added PRODUCT_START_TIME & PRODUCT_STOP_TIME to A_PRODUCT_INFO complexType (see R24 PSD PIRN)
6. Added Area_Of_Inteest element into A_PRODUCT_OPTIONS complexType (see R25 PSD PIRN)
7. Updated annotation for REF_QL_IMAGE in A_QUICKLOOK_DESCRIPTOR (see R26 PSD PIRN)
8. Updated ANC_DATA_REF definition (see R27 PSD PIRN)


item.xsd - V11
*************************************
1.Updated POD_ID definition to be compliant to the current applicable POD-ICD (removed orbit from pattern, see R19 PSD PIRN)

Inventory_Metadata.xsd - V11
*****************************
1. Update to remove all references to SAD PDI (see R21 PSD PIRN)


SAFE xfdu.xsd - see S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V11_SAFE.zip (see R22 PSD PIRN)
**********************************************************
Updated xfdu.xsd (and related examples of manifest.safe) specific for:
- L1A/L1B/L1C GR/Tile PDI
- L1A/L1B/L1C User Products
in order to correctly reference the mask files (band dependent) in the products



***********
          *
XSD V12   *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd - V12
***************************
1.(see R28 in the PIRN) 
added "Reflectance_Conversion" node in "A_RADIOMETRIC_DATA_L1C" complexType and "A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1C" complexType.

2.(see R29 in the PIRN) 
Removed additional blank at the end of "FULL_SWATH_DATATAKE" element 

3.(see R30 in the PIRN) 
updated definition of "SPACECRAFT_NAME" element of "A_DATATAKE_IDENTIFICATION" complexType
<xs:element name="SPACECRAFT_NAME">
	<xs:annotation>
		<xs:documentation>Sentinel-2 Spacecraft name</xs:documentation>
	</xs:annotation>
	<xs:simpleType>
		<xs:restriction base="xs:string">
		<xs:enumeration value="Sentinel-2A"/>
		<xs:enumeration value="Sentinel-2B"/>
		</xs:restriction>
	</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>

4.(see R31 in the PIRN)
Updated Processing_Info node in "A_GENERAL_INFO_DS"

5.(see R32 in the PIRN)
put "metadataLevel = Expertise" on "ACTIVE_DETECTOR" element

6.(see R34 in the PIRN)
- Removed "QUATERINION_STATUS" from "A_RAW_ATTITUDE" complexType
- Removed "QUATERINION_STATUS" from "AN_ATTITUDE_DATA_INV" complexType
- Renamed "ATTITUDE_QUALITY_INDICATOR" as "ATTITUDE_QUALITY" in "A_RAW_ATTITUDE" and changed the possible values 
("NOATTITUDE", "APRIORIATT", "COARSEATT", "UNCONFATT", "VALIDATT")
- added "ATTITUDE_QUALITY_INDICATOR" in "AN_ATTITUDE_DATA_INV" complexType

7.(see R35 in the PIRN)
Added the OPTIONAL node "Other_Ancillary_Data" in "AN_ANCILLARY_DATA_DSL0" complexType

8.(see R36 in the PIRN)
Put FPA_List node as OPTIONAL

9.(see R37 in the PIRN)
Updated as UNBOUNDED the node Image_Refining/Correlation_Quality in "A_GEOMETRIC_REFINING_QUALITY_L1B_L1C" complexType

10.(see R39 in the PIRN)
Updated the schema according to the CGS and PAC ID defined in [EOFFS-PDGS] V1.2

11.(see R40 in the PIRN)
Updated as UNBOUNDED the node VNIR_SWIR_Registration/Correlation_Quality in "A_GEOMETRIC_REFINING_QUALITY_L1B_L1C" complexType


misc.xsd - V12
**************************
1.(see R33 in the PIRN)
Updated A_NSM definition according to the applicable SAD-ICD


center.xsd - V12
**************************
1.(see R39 in the PIRN)
Updated "A_S2_ARCHIVING_CENTRE", "A_S2_ACQUISITION_CENTER" and "A_S2_PROCESSING_CENTRE" definitions 
according to the CGS and PAC ID defined in [EOFFS-PDGS] V1.2


S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V12_SAFE
************************************
1. Replaced in the schema the path "~\resources\xsd\int\esa\safe\sentinel\1.1" instead of "\resources\xsd\int\esa\safe\sentinel-1.0"
2. Replaced namespace="http://www.esa.int/safe/sentinel/1.0" invece di namespace="http://www.esa.int/safe/sentinel-1.1"
3. Replaced in the Manifest examples the code "PAC1" with "EPA_"
4. Removed in the Manifest examplex the tag <resource><software>


************************************
CHANGE OF NAMESPACES (see R41 in the PIRN)
In the schemas listed hereafter all instance of:
"http://pdgs.s2.esa.int/" and "http://gs2.esa.int/"
have been replaced with:
"https://psd-12.sentinel2.eo.esa.int/"


1. item.xsd
2. center,xsd
3. data_time.xsd
4. image.xsd
5. orbital.xsd
6. misc.xsd
7. geographical.xsd
8. platform.xsd
9. spatio.xsd
10. tile.xsd
11. representation.xsd
12. dimap.xsd
13. Inventory.xsd
14. S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
15. S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Structure.xsd
16. S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Structure.xsd
17. S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Structure.xsd
18. S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Structure.xsd
19. S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Metadata.xsd
20. S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd
21. S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Metadata.xsd
22. S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd
23. S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
24. S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
25. S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
26. S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip_Structure.xsd
27. S2_PDI_Level-0_ Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
28. S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
29. S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
30. S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
31. S2_User_Product_Level-0_Structure.xsd
32. S2_User_Product_Level-1A_Structure.xsd
33. S2_User_Product_Level-1B_Structure.xsd
34. S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Structure.xsd
35. S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd
36. S2_User_Product_Level-1A Metadata.xsd
37. S2_User_Product_Level-1B Metadata.xsd
38. S2_User_Product_Level-1C Metadata.xsd



***********
          *
XSD V12.1 *
          * 
***********

INTERNAL USAGE ONLY


***********
          *
XSD V12.2 *
          * 
***********

dimap.xsd
1.Implemented the issue ESA-3174 (replaced ECMWF_FILENAME with ECMWF_DATA_REF)
2 Implemented the issue ESA-3294 (corrected attributes for A_DATASTRIP_REPORT_LIST and A_GRANULE_REPORT_LIST)
3.Implemented the issue ESA-3334 (defined A_GIPP_LIST_L0, A_GIPP_LIST_L1A, A_GIPP_LIST_L1B and A_GIPP_LIST_L1C)
4.Added A_DATASTRIP_ID_REPORT and A_GRANULE_ID_REPORT
5.Added minOccurs="0" and maxOccurs="unbounded" on "Datastrip_Report" and "Granule_Report" elements of A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L0_L1A complexType
5.Added minOccurs="0" and maxOccurs="unbounded" on "Datastrip_Report" and "Granule_Report" elements of A_QUALITY_INDICATORS_INFO_USER_PROD_L1B_L1C complexType


image.xsd
1. Implemented the issue ESA-3173 (replaced �I� (capital "i") in "<xs:enumeration value="LeveI-2Ap"/>" with �l� (minuscule "L")).

item.xsd
1. Replaced the file class "OPER" (inside of all PDI ID definitions) with a flexible regex "[\w{Lu}_]{4}"


***********
          *
XSD V13 *
          * 
***********

dimap.xsd
1. modified A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL0 definition: REFERENCE_BAND optional and PHYSICAL_GAINS with maxOcc = 13.
2. modified A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1A definition: REFERENCE_BAND optional and PHYSICAL_GAINS with maxOcc = 13.
3. modified A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1B definition: REFERENCE_BAND optional and PHYSICAL_GAINS with maxOcc = 13.
4. modified A_PRODUCT_INFO_USERL1C definition: REFERENCE_BAND optional and PHYSICAL_GAINS with maxOcc = 13.
5. Put as OPTIONAL the branch "Attutude_Data_List" according to the issue IPFSPR-282
6. Set as A_POSITIVE_LONG the IMT element according to IPFSPR-281
7. Put as OPTIONAL the metadata Geometric_Header/QL_CENTER according to the issue ESA-4084
8. Replaced the file type GIP_R2EQOB with file type GIP_R2EOB2 according to the issue OPS-469

misc.xsd
1. added A_POSITIVE_LONG sympleType according to IPFSPR-281


***********
          *
XSD V13.1 *
          * 
***********

dimap.xsd
Main change is to have PDI with Expert/Standard/Biref using the elements already present. 
Some field put as optional in order to be able to validate the PDI.

***********
          *
XSD V13.2 *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd
Changed <xs:element name="Spectral_Information_List"> from OPTIONAL to MANDATORY according to [ESA-4245]

***********
          *
XSD V14.1 *
          * 
***********
dimap.xsd
1. Modified <xs:complexType name="A_PRODUCT_OPTIONS">:
added <xs:element name="SINGLE_TILE" type="xs:boolean">
added <xs:element name="COMPLETE_SINGLE_TILE" type="xs:boolean">
modified <xs:element name="BAND_NAME" type="image:A_PHYSICAL_BAND_NAME_AND_TCI" maxOccurs="14">
updated <xs:simpleType name="A_GRANULE_ID_REPORT">
updated <xs:simpleType name="A_DATASTRIP_ID_REPORT">

item.xsd
1. Added patterns:
<xs:pattern value="L1C_T[\w{Lu}_]{5}_A\d{6}_\d{8}T\d{6}"/> for TILE_ID compact name
<!--TCI ID (L1C) standard naming-->
<xs:pattern value="S2(A|B)_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_[\w{Lu}_]{10}_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_\d{8}T\d{6}_A\d{6}_T[\w{Lu}_]{5}_TCI"/>
<!--TCI ID (L1C) compact naming-->
<xs:pattern value="T[\w{Lu}_]{5}_\d{8}T\d{6}_TCI"/>
<!--PVI compact ID-->
<xs:pattern value="T[\w{Lu}_]{5}_\d{8}T\d{6}_PVI"/>
<!--Tile folder compact name--> 
<!--GIPP compact name-->
<xs:pattern value="GIPP.tar"/>
<xs:pattern value="L1C_T[\w{Lu}_]{5}_A\d{6}_\d{8}T\d{6}"/>
<!--Datastrip folder compact name-->
<xs:pattern value="S2(A|B)_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_[\w{Lu}_]{10}_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_\d{8}T\d{6}_S\d{8}T\d{6}"/>
<xs:pattern value="S2(A|B)_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_[\w{Lu}_]{10}_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_\d{8}T\d{6}_S\d{8}T\d{6} S2(A|B)_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_[\w{Lu}_]{10}_[\w{Lu}_]{4}_\d{8}T\d{6}_S\d{8}T\d{6}"/>
2. added <xs:simpleType name="IMAGE_FILE">
3. added <xs:pattern value="S2(A|B)_[\w{Lu}_]{4}PVI_L1C_CO[\w{Lu}_]{4}_\d{8}T\d{6}_A\d{6}_T[\w{Lu}_]{5}"/>


image.xsd
modified the following type (added SAFE_COMPACT value):
<xs:simpleType name="A_PRODUCT_S2_FORMAT">
	<xs:restriction base="xs:string">
		<xs:enumeration value="SAFE"/>
		<xs:enumeration value="SAFE_COMPACT"/>
		<xs:enumeration value="DIMAP"/>
	</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>






removed folder S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.1_Schema\DICO\13\PDGS\logical_definitions (obsolete)

***********
	  *
XSD V14.3 *
	  *
***********

1. General renaming of the links to psd-12 to psd-14
2. Renaming of the DICO subdirectories from 12 and 14 to PDI-V14 and EUP-V14 (and associated links into XSDs)
3. dimap.xsd (PDI and EUP) :
	- Addition of the Image_Refining node removed after PSD-V13 for L1B/L1C PDIs validation
	- Addition of the GRI_List node for L1B/L1C to enable the listing of several GRIs or none (empty node allowed) (see IPFSPR-437 and IPFSPR-501)
	- ECMWF node now optional for L1C (see IPFSPR-383)
4. dimap.xsd (EUP only) :
	- Modification of the Quality_Control_Checks node to fit to the decision taken in US-526
	- Allowed 0 for the number of BAND_NAME nodes
	
5. dimap.xsd (PDI and EUP) :
	- NCOLS and NROWS allowed to 0
	- Replacement of the enumeration for RECEPTION_STATION by a common pattern	

6. filenaming.xsd + logical_definitions.xsd (PDI and EUP) : removal of all references to GIP_R2DEBA and GIP_R2MACO

7. item.xsd (PDI and EUP) :
	- pattern corrected for PVI_L1C_CO

8. center.xsd
	- Replacement of the enumeration for acquisition, processing and archiving centers by a common pattern 



***********
	  *
XSD V14.4 *
	  *
***********

DICO/EUP-V14/SY/image/image.xsd
	- NCOLS and NROWS of AN_IMAGE_RESOLUTION_SIZE allowed to 0

DICO/PDI-V14/SY/image/image.xsd
	- NCOLS and NROWS of AN_IMAGE_RESOLUTION_SIZE allowed to 0


















S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd
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S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Metadata.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 Instance of the Datastrip_ID
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
		 
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Metadata.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 Instance of the Datastrip_ID
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
		 
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Metadata.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip_Metadata.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 Instance of the Level-1C_DataStrip_ID
		
	
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
		 
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Metadata.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/S2_User_Product_Level-0_Metadata.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/S2_User_Product_Level-1A_Metadata.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/S2_User_Product_Level-1B_Metadata.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Metadata.xsd


 
	 
	 
	 
		 
			 
			 
			 
			 
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/STRUCTURE/S2_PDI_Level-0_Datastrip_Structure.xsd


 
	 
		 
			 Instance of the Datastrip_ID
		
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 XML Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
						 
							 
						
						 
						 
							 
						
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Five JP2 files in nominal case and potentially less in degraded case
							
						
						 
							 
								 XML reports
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing SAD raw data
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Binary files
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
			
		
		 
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/STRUCTURE/S2_PDI_Level-0_Granule_Structure.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 XML Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
						
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Image Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Set of 13 binary files, one image file per band
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 OLQC reports XML formatted
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
			
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/STRUCTURE/S2_PDI_Level-1A_Datastrip_Structure.xsd


 
	 
		 
			 Instance of the Datastrip_ID
		
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 XML Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
						 
							 
						
						 
						 
							 
						
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 OLQC reports XML formatted
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
			
		
		 
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/STRUCTURE/S2_PDI_Level-1A_Granule_Structure.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 XML Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
						
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Image Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Image data in JPEG2000 format, one file per band.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 4 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 6 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 3 Files
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
			
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/STRUCTURE/S2_PDI_Level-1B_Datastrip_Structure.xsd


 
	 
		 
			 Instance of the Datastrip_ID
		
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
						 
							 
						
						 
						 
							 
						
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 OLQC reports XML formatted
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
			
		
		 
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/STRUCTURE/S2_PDI_Level-1B_Granule_Structure.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
						
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Image Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Image data in JPEG2000 format, one file per band.
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 4 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 6 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 3 Files
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
			
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/STRUCTURE/S2_PDI_Level-1C_Datastrip_Structure.xsd


 
	 
		 
			 Instance of the Datastrip_ID
		
	
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Metadata File
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
						
						 
							 
						
						 
						 
							 
						
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 OLQC reports XML formatted
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
			
		
		 
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/STRUCTURE/S2_PDI_Level-1C_Tile_Structure.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Metadata File 
				
				 
					 
						 
						 
							 
						
						 
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Image Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 Image data in JPEG2000 format, one file per band. Image File naming convention = PDI_ID_BandIndex.JP2
							
							 
								 
									 
										 
											 4 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 6 Files
										
									
									 
										 
											 3 Files
										
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 OLQC reports  XML formatted
							
						
						 
							 
								 GML Quality Mask files
							
						
						 
							 
								 PVI Preview Image file
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing ECMWF data resampled  in UTM projection
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 XML File
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder
				
				 
			
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/STRUCTURE/S2_User_Product_Level-0_Structure.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 Folder
		
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File 
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing the Granule composing the product
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing the DataStrips composing the product
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing (if requested by the user, download option) all Auxiliary Data used for the processing
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing SAD raw data. The latest SAD related to the downlink time will be embeded in the L0 User Product
				
			
			 
				 
					 Browse Image File (PNG)
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML manifest file (SAFE)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder (SAFE)
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML INSPIRE metadata file
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing a product presentation file
				
			
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/STRUCTURE/S2_User_Product_Level-1A_Structure.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File 
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing the Granules composing the product
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing the Datastrip composing the product
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing (if requested by the user, download option) all Auxiliary Data used for the processing
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Browse Image File (PNG)
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML manifest file (SAFE)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder (SAFE)
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML INSPIRE metadata file
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing a product presentation file
				
			
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/STRUCTURE/S2_User_Product_Level-1B_Structure.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File 
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 General product information
							
							 
						
						 
							 
								 Geometric product information
							
							 
						
						 
							 
								 Auxiliary data used for the processing
							
							 
						
						 
							 
								 Synthesis of the granule and DataStrip level QIs
							
							 
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing the Granule composing the product
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing the DataStrip composing the product
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing (if requested by the user, download option) all Auxiliary Data used for the processing
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Browse Image File (PNG)
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML manifest file (SAFE)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder (SAFE)
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML INSPIRE metadata file
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing a product presentation file
				
			
		
	










S2-PDGS-TAS-DI-PSD-V14.3_Schema/STRUCTURE/S2_User_Product_Level-1C_Structure.xsd


 
	 
	 
		 
			 
				 
					 XML Main Metadata File 
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing the Tiles composing the product
				
				 
					 
						 
							 
								 
									 
									 
									 
									 
										 
											 Folder containing ECMWF data resampled in UTM projection
										
										 
									
								
							
						
					
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing the DataStrip composing the product
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing (if requested by the user, download option) all Auxiliary Data used for the processing
				
				 
			
			 
				 
					 Browse Image File (PNG)
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML manifest file (SAFE)
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder (SAFE)
				
			
			 
				 
					 XML INSPIRE metadata file
				
			
			 
				 
					 Folder containing a product presentation file
				
			
		
	









